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PREFACE

This annual NBS publications catalog provides complete citations for all National Bureau of Standards papers published in both NBS and non-NBS media during 1973. These papers document the results of NBS research, development, and service activities in furtherance of the Bureau's mission to strengthen and advance the Nation's science and technology, and to facilitate their effective application for public benefit. About one-half of the papers were issued in the Bureau's own publication series; the other one-half appeared in other (non-NBS) professional and technical journals and books.

As in past annual supplements, the citations for all NBS papers, whatever the publication medium, include the full title, author(s), place of publication, abstract, and key words. Permutated author and key word indexes facilitate use of the catalog and enhance its value as a reference. Also included is information on previous NBS catalogs, and an availability-status table on NBS papers published in previous years. A back-edge index permits ready location of the contests.

The 1973 catalog lists, for the first time the Tables of Contents for the year's issues of the Bureau's monthly newsmagazine, DIMENSIONS/NBS (until July 1973, the NBS Technical News Bulletin). Another new feature is a listing of those reports submitted to sponsors of NBS work, designated NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR).

Those NBS papers that are published by the Government Printing Office are sold by the Superintendent of Documents, and also in microfilm form by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). These publications are listed herein by the respective NBS subject series in which they were published. NBS-authored papers which appeared in non-NBS publications are cited separately in numerical sequence.

This catalog, like past supplements to NBS Special Publication 305, was produced utilizing computer-assisted photocomposition techniques.

W. R. Tilley, Chief
Office of Technical Publications
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1. NBS PUBLICATION PROGRAM

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The National Bureau of Standards formal publication program provides a principal and effective means of communicating the results of the Bureau's research, development, and service activities to the scientific, technical, and academic community, as well as to the general public. Publications thus constitute a major end product of the Bureau's efforts, totalling about 1200 papers per year. These take the form of the Bureau's three periodicals, its ten non-periodical publications, NBS interagency reports (NSIR), and articles in the journals of professional organizations and technological associations.

This book, Publications of the National Bureau of Standards, lists those publications representing the results of the Bureau's in-house programs; these publications are as follows:

1.2. PERIODICALS

1.2.1. JOURNAL OF RESEARCH

The Journal of Research reports research and development in physics, mathematics, chemistry, and engineering. Comprehensive scientific papers give complete details of the work, including laboratory data, experimental procedures, and theoretical and mathematical analyses. The Journal also presents review articles by recognized authorities and compilations of information on subjects closely related to the Bureau's technical program. The Journal of Research is issued in two separate sections as follows:

A. Physics and Chemistry

This section presents papers of interest primarily to scientists working in these fields. It covers a broad range of physical and chemical research, with major emphasis on standards of physical measurements, fundamental constants and properties of matter. Issued six times a year.

Editor: C. W. Beckett
Associate Editor: D. D. Wagman

B. Mathematical Sciences

This section presents studies and compilations designed mainly for the mathematician and theoretical physicist. Topics in mathematical statistics, theory of experiment design, numerical analysis, theoretical physics and chemistry, logical design and programming of computers and computer systems are covered, together with short numerical tables. Issued quarterly.

Editor: M. Newman
Associate Editor: F. W. Olver

1.2.2. DIMENSIONS/NBS (formerly Technical News Bulletin)

This monthly magazine is published to inform scientists, engineers, businessmen, industry, teachers, students, and consumers of the latest advances in science and technology, with primary emphasis on the work at NBS.

DIMENSIONS/NBS highlights and reviews such issues as energy research, fire protection, building technology, metric conversion, pollution abatement, health and safety, and consumer product performance. In addition, DIMENSIONS/NBS reports the results of Bureau programs in measurement standards and techniques, properties of matter and materials, engineering standards and services, instrumentation, and automatic data processing.

The table of contents for each issue in 1973 are listed in Section 3.3, pages 32-34. Issued monthly.

Managing Editor: S. A. Washburn

1.2.3. JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL REFERENCE DATA (JPCRD)

This journal is published quarterly by the American Chemical Society and the American Institute of Physics for the National Bureau of Standards. The objective of the Journal is to provide critically evaluated physical and chemical property data, fully documented as to the original sources and the criteria used for evaluation. Critical reviews of measurement techniques, whose aim is to assess the accuracy of available data in a given technical area, are also included. The principal source for the Journal is the National Standard Reference Data System (NSRDS). The Journal is not intended as a publication outlet for original experimental measurements such as are normally reported in the primary research literature, nor for review articles of a descriptive or primarily theoretical nature.

1.3. NONPERIODICALS

Ten categories of nonperiodical publications, described as follows, are listed in this catalog:

MONOGRAPHS—major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the Bureau's scientific and technical activities.

HANDBOOKS—recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) developed in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS—include proceedings of high-level national and international conferences sponsored by NBS, precision measurement and calibration volumes, NBS annual reports, and other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts and bibliographies.

APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES—mathematical tables, manuals, and studies of special interest to physicists, engineers, chemists, biologists, mathematicians, computer programmers, and others engaged in scientific and technical work.

NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA SERIES—provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical properties of materials, compiled from the world’s literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a worldwide program coordinated by NBS. Program under authority of National Standard Data Act (Public Law 90–396). See also Section 1.2.3.

BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES—disseminates technical information developed at the Bureau on building materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety characteristics of building elements and systems.

TECHNICAL NOTES—studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NBS under the sponsorship of other government agencies.

VOLUNTARY PRODUCT STANDARDS—developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The purpose of the standards is to establish nationally recognized requirements for products, and to provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of the characteristics of the products. The National Bureau of Standards administers the Voluntary Product Standards program as a supplement to the activities of the private sector standardizing organizations.

FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS PUBLICATIONS (FIPS PUBS)—publications in this series collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The purpose of the Register is to serve as the official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89–306 (79 Stat. 1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations). FIPS PUBS will include approved Federal information processing standards information of general interest, and a complete index of relevant standards publications.

CONSUMER INFORMATION SERIES—practical information, based on NBS research and experience, covering areas of interest to the consumer. Easily understandable language and illustrations provide useful background knowledge for shopping in today’s technological marketplace.

1.4. NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS

A special series of interim or final reports on work performed by NBS for outside sponsors (both government and non-government). In general, initial distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is by the National Technical Information Service (Springfield, Va. 22151) in paper copy or microfiche form.

1.5. NBS BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

The Cryogenic Data Center and the Electromagnetics Division of the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado have developed specialized bibliographic issuances designed to provide interested audiences with information on latest developments in certain specialized fields. These issuances, together with subscription information, are listed below:

NBS Bibliographic Subscription Services

CRYOGENIC DATA CENTER CURRENT AWARENESS SERVICE (Publications and Reports of Interest in Cryogenics). A literature survey issued weekly. Annual subscription: Domestic, $20.00; Foreign, $25.00.

LIQUEFI ED NATURAL GAS. A literature survey issued quarterly. Annual subscription: $20.00.


Send subscription orders and remittances for the preceding bibliographic services to the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

Electromagnetic Metrology Current Awareness Service (Abstracts of Selected Articles on Measurement Techniques and Standards of Electromagnetic Quantities from D–C to Milli-
2. PURCHASE PROCEDURES AND DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY

2.1. PURCHASE PROCEDURES

The publications of the Bureau are available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, at the prices listed in this publication. However, prices are subject to change without notice. You may also order through the U.S. Department of Commerce Field Office nearest you (see page for list of Field Offices of the U.S. Department of Commerce). Microfiche copies of all recent NBS publications, and paper copies and many non-periodicals, may be ordered through the National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia 22151. This section includes price lists of available publications, plus instruction on how to acquire reprints of articles by NBS authors, and how to get out-of-print material.

How To Make Remittances. Remittances for publications for which individual sales or subscription prices are shown should be mailed to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, by coupon, postal money order, express money order, or check. Postage stamps will not be accepted. Publications cannot be mailed before remittances are received. Foreign remittances should be made either by international money order or draft on an American bank.

The letter symbol, publication number, full title of the publication, SD catalog number, and SD stock number MUST be given when ordering. The Superintendent of Documents allows a discount of 25 percent on orders of 100 or more copies of one publication.

For the convenience of the general public, coupons in the denomination of five cents may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents. These may be exchanged for Government publications sold by the Superintendent's office. Address order to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Persons who make frequent purchases from the Superintendent of Documents may find a deposit account convenient. Deposits of $25 or more are accepted against which orders may be placed without making individual remittances or first obtaining quotations. Order blanks are furnished for this purpose. After the order has been processed, the order itself is returned, showing the publications supplied, explanations regarding those not sent, the amount of charge, and the balance on deposit.

No charge is made for postage on documents sent to points in the United States and possessions or to Canada, Mexico, Newfoundland (including Labrador), and certain Central and South American countries. To other countries the regular rate of postage is charged and remittances must cover such postage. In computing foreign postage, add one-fourth of the price of the publication to cover the cost of shipping and handling charges.

Orders for publications purchased from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) must be accompanied by postal money order, express money order, or check made out to the NTIS and covering total cost of the publications order. Information concerning NTIS coupons can be obtained directly from NTIS. All inquiries or orders should be addressed to: National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

SD and NTIS order forms are included at the end of this publication for your convenience in ordering.

2.2. ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NBS PUBLICATIONS

The National Bureau of Standards and the agencies mentioned below regularly issue the following official announcements dealing with NBS publications.


NBS JOURNAL OF RESEARCH. Both Sections A and B carry a listing of all NBS publications as issued. See 2.6 for subscription information.

Selected List of U.S. Government Publications. Issued monthly by the Superintendent of Documents. Each list is arranged by subject, with annotations, prices, and order form. May be obtained free from the Superintendent of Documents, Attn: Selected List, P.O. Box 1821, Washington, D.C. 20013.


2.3. CATALOGS OF NBS PUBLICATIONS

Previous catalogs, plus this publication, constitute a complete list of the titles of the Bureau's publications through December 31, 1973. The catalogs are available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, or may be consulted in a library which maintains sets of National Bureau of Standards publications.

Circular 460: Publications of the National Bureau of Standards 1901 to June 30, 1947. 375 pages, including subject and author indexes. Brief abstracts are included for the period January 1, 1941 to June 30, 1947

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplement</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circular 460:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement to Circular 460:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Publication 240:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement to Miscellaneous Publication 240:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Publication 305:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement 1 to Special Publication 305:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement 3 to Special Publication 305:</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. FUNCTIONS OF DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES

The Superintendent of Documents, United States Government Printing Office, is authorized by law to furnish Government publications to designated depository libraries. The libraries listed in Appendix A are now receiving selected publication series of the National Bureau of Standards for general reference use. Whether a given library has a copy of a particular publication can be determined by inquiring at the library.

2.5. FUNCTIONS OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE FIELD OFFICES

Department of Commerce Field Offices are maintained in the cities listed in Appendix B. Their purpose is to provide ready access, at the local level, to the services of the Department of Commerce as well as to its reports, publications, statistical statements, and surveys. Each Field Office serves as an official sales agent of the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, making available for purchase locally a wide range of Government publications. The reference library maintained by each Field Office contains many Government and private publications, periodicals, directories, reports, and other reference materials.

2.6. AVAILABILITY OF NBS PUBLICATIONS

A. PERIODICAL SUBSCRIPTION RATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodical</th>
<th>Domestic 1</th>
<th>Foreign 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards:</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td>$21.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section A. Physics and Chemistry, issued six times a year, paper covers</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bound volume (1 volume per year), blue buckram</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section B. Mathematical Sciences, issued quarterly, paper covers</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bound volume (1 volume per year), green buckram</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIMENSIONS/NBS, 12 monthly issues...

6.50 8.25


1 United States and its possessions, Canada, Mexico, Newfoundland (including Labrador), and certain Central and South American countries.

2 Foreign price includes the cost of the publication and postage.

3 Prices of the bound volumes vary. The Superintendent of Documents will furnish prices on request.
B. PRICE LISTS FOR NONPERIODICALS

The following lists give the numbers and prices of all NBS publications issued from 1901 through 1973 which are still in print. Those items in **boldface** denote the 1973 publications cited in this supplement. The prices shown herein supersede prices quoted in previous catalogs of NBS publications. Prices are subject to change without notice. Publications may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office or from the U.S. Department of Commerce Field Office nearest you. SD order forms are included at the end of this publication for your convenience in ordering. Some NBS publications may be purchased from the National Technical Information Service. (See Section 2.1.)

When an item refers to “see—”, the original item has been superseded by the item referred, and the price shown is the sales price for the superseding publication. If "OP" is listed instead of a price, that publication is out of print. In such cases, your nearest Depository library may still have a copy of the out-of-print item. (See Section 2.4 and Appendix A.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 see C547, Sec. 1 in part</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>257 see C365</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 see Mono. 90</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>280 see C406</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>465 see H90 (PB 188654) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 see C602</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>294 see C407</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>466 see H71</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 see C425</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>300 see C418</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>467 Vol. I see NSRDS</td>
<td>$9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 see C440</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>319 see C378</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>467 Vol. II see NSRDS</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 see C555</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>322 see C360</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>467 Vol. III see NSRDS</td>
<td>35 Vol. III 8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 see Mono. 47 (COM 71-00691) *</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>328 see Mono. 15</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>483 see C509</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 see SP260</td>
<td>$1.30</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>330 see C362</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>485 see Mono. 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 see C60</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>332 see Mono. 15</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>495 see Mono. 88</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 see H100</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>371 see C378</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 see C405</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>375 see C457</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>500 see TN270-3; 4; 5; and 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 see M183</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>380 see C413</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>506 see C576</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 see C381</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>383 see C424</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>508 see C561</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 see C440</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>390 see H71</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>510 (PB192339) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 see M286</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>392 see C432</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>510 Suppl. 1 (PB192340) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 see H8</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>396 see C418</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>510 Suppl. 2 (PB192341) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 see C432</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>398 see SP260</td>
<td>$1.30</td>
<td>518 see Mono. 70 Vol I in part (PB68072) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 see C387</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>399 see C406</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>533 see SP374</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 see H3 &amp; H4</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>400 see C426</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 see C410</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>537 see NSRDS-NBS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 see H44, 4th Ed</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>539 Vol. 1 to 10 are now</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 see C424</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>413 see C426</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>PB178902 to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 see C417</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>414 see H71</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>PB178911 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 see C397</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>415 see Mono. 47 (COM 71-00691) *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>542 (PB188806) **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 see C346</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>428 see SP374</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>552 see SP260</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 see C361</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>434 see C602</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>553 see SP374</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 see C333</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>435 see H71</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 see C426</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>537 see NSRDS-NBS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 see C592</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>454 (PB192338) **</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>539 Vol. 1 to 10 are now</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 see C447</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>450 see C579</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>PB178902 to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131 see C385</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>456 see Mono. 47 (COM 71-00691) *</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>PB178911 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138 see C385</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>104 see C390</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138 see C385</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>105 see C390</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154 see H71</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>462 see Mono. 80 in part</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>154 see H71</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See page 18 for additional information.

**Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB, AD, COM," or NBS publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned.
### CIRCULARS (Discontinued Series)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>553 (COM 73-1112)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>571 (PB175659)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>589 (PB188296)</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>556 (PB172004)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>572 see Mono. 15</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>592 see Mono. 106</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559 see H71</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>$.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>563 &amp; 563 Suppl. 1, see M274</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>577 &amp; 577 Suppl.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>596 (PB172059)</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>579 (PB168350)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>600 see Mono. 90</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567 see M271</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>580 see M251</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>602 (COM 73-10504)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>583 &amp; Suppl. see NSRDS 29</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MONOGRAPHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 (PB187752)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>30 (PB193908)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>85 (COM72-10379)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Vol. I (COM71-01000-1)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>34 Vol. 1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>88 (AD700466)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Vol. II (COM71-01000-2)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>40 (COM71-00693)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (PB174987)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>41 (PB191728)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>93 (COM73-10008)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (COM73-10503)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42 (COM72-10377)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (PB186237)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43 Vol. 1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (PB172156)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43 Vol. II</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 see Mono. 88</td>
<td>$.85</td>
<td>45 (PB186433)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 (PB195221)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>46 (PB176590)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 (PB183992)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>47 (COM71-00691)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>113 Vol. 2</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 1 (PB178429)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>49 (COM72-10380)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 2 (PB178430)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>50 see SP320</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 3 (PB178431)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>52 (COM73-10500)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 4</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>57 see M274</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 5</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>58 (PB198909)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 6</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>67 (PB186426)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 7</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>68 (COM71-00692)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 8 (PB194872)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>70 Vol. I (PB168072)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 9 (COM72-50002)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>72 (PB186427)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Sec. 10 (COM72-51079)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>73 (PB186432)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Suppl. see SP373</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>74 (PB195213)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 See BSS17 (PB180646)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>76 (COM73-10502)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Suppl. see SP373</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>77 (PB180646)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 (PB189659)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>83 (PB186427)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 (COM72-10513)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>84 (COM72-10513)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "AD", "COM", or NBS publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned.

### CONSUMER INFORMATION SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$ .90</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$ .60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$ .70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Applied Mathematics Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>see AMS25</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>26 (PB178415)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>45 (COM74-10639)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(PB194385)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>28 (AD695952)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>46 (PB186429)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(COM73-10501)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>29 (AD695953)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>48 (PB176119)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(COM73-10498)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>30 (PB175817)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>50 (PB176520)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(AD702411)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>32 (COM73-10499)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>53 (PB186430)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(PB184887)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>33 (PB175818)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>54 (COM73-11111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>$12.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>(PB175815)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>40 (PB186428)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(PB178392)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>41 (PB176521)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>(PB192337)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42 (PB175819)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>(PB175967)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43 (PB176127)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>(PB175816)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>44 (AD698954)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>(PB184887)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>45 (COM74-10640)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>(AD695952)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>56 (PB190608)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use “PB”, “AD”, “COM”, or NBS publication number when ordering.

### Building Materials and Structures Reports (Discontinued Series)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(COM73-10942)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>(COM73-10969)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(COM73-10943)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>(COM73-10970)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(COM73-10944)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>(COM73-10971)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Suppl. 1 &amp; 2, see Mono. 77</td>
<td>(PB180646)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>(COM73-10972)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 see BMS116</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>(COM73-10974)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(COM73-10947)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>(COM73-10975)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>(COM73-10946)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>(COM73-10976)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>(COM73-10947)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>(COM73-10980)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>(COM73-10948)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>(COM73-10981)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>(COM73-10949)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>(COM73-10982)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>(COM73-10961)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>(COM73-10983)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>(COM73-10962)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>(COM73-10984)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>(COM73-10963)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>(COM73-10985)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>(COM73-10964)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>(COM73-10986)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>(COM73-10965)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>(COM73-10987)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>(COM73-10966)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>(COM73-10988)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>(PB177986)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>(COM73-11015)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>(COM73-10967)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>(COM73-11014)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td>$ .80</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>(COM73-11016)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>(COM73-10968)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>(COM73-11054)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use “PB” or “COM” number when ordering.
### MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS

(Suppressed by Special Publication Series)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H28, Suppl.</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>260-2</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>260-6</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>143 see M146</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>260-7</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>144 see M154</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>260-9</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>152 see M163</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>260-10</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>153 see M160</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>260-11</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>169 see M230</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>260-12</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>171 see M187</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>260-13</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>172 see M243</td>
<td></td>
<td>260-14</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>174 see M211</td>
<td></td>
<td>260-15</td>
<td>$ .60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>179</td>
<td></td>
<td>266 (PB168063)</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>268 ($6.25 for 100 copies)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>203 see M243</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>277 see SP380</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>277 Suppl. 1, see SP380</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>214 see M236</td>
<td></td>
<td>278 see SP320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>230 see M288</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>(AD701614)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>232 see SP304</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>282 Being revised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>233 see M236</td>
<td></td>
<td>287</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>234 Being revised</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>236 see SP236</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>241 see SP260</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>243 see SP377</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>250 see SP250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>253 see SP344 ($6.25 for 100 copies)</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>This series name was changed to Special Publications beginning with SP295.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>260 see SP260</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>260-1</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See page 18 for additional information.

**Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB" or NBS publication identification when ordering.

### SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>236, 1973 Edition</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>260-45</td>
<td>$ .65</td>
<td>305 Suppl. 2</td>
<td>$4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260, 1973 Edition</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>305 Suppl. 3</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-16</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>305 Suppl. 4</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-23</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>300 Volume I</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-24</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>300 Volume III</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>306-2</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-26</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>300 Volume IV</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>306-3</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-32</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>300 Volume V</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>306-4</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-35</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>300 Volume VI</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-36 (COM72 50827)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>300 Volume VII</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>312 Vol. 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-38</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>300 Volume VIII</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-39</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>300 Volume IX</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>317 Vol. 1 and 2</td>
<td>15.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-40</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>300 Volume X</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-43</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>304A Revised Oct. 1972</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>320 (AD701614)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260-44</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>305 Suppl. 1</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>320 Suppl. 2</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "AD", or NBS publication identification when ordering.
### SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>$8.10</td>
<td>345-7</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>$1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>345-8</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>345-9</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>345-10</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>345-11</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>345-12</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329 Suppl. 1</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330 1972 Edition</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344 (8.25 for 100 copies)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>357</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345-1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345-2</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>360 see SP367</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345-3</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>361 Vol 1—</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345-4</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>(COM72-10309)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345-5</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>361 Vol 2—</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>(COM72-50850)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345-6</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "AD", or NBS publication identification when ordering.

### HANDBOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 see H82</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>25 see H28, Pt. I</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>47 see H84 to H89</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 see H24</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>H28, Pt. II</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 see H30#</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>H28, Suppl.</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 see H33</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>H28, Pt. III</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>52 see H69</td>
<td>$1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 see H34</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>26 see H82</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 see H35</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>28 1963 Suppl.</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 see H35</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>29 see H44, 4th Ed.</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 see H82</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>30#</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 see H46</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>32 see H81</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 see H92</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>37 see H94</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>60 see H76</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 see H72</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>40 see H46</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>62 see H84 to H89</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 see H46</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>41 see H76</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 see H76</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42 see H92</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>64 (COM73-10872)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 see H46</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43#</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 see H44, 4th Ed.</td>
<td>$8.40</td>
<td>44, 4th Ed.</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>68 see H104</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 see H72</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#H81 amends in part: Part 2, Definitions and the Grounding Rules of these Handbooks.
*See page 18 for additional information.
**Available from the National Technical Information Service; use “PB” or “COM” number when ordering.
# HANDBOOKS—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70 see H104</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>98 (COM72-10619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>105-1 Rev. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>105-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>90 (PB188654)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 see H84 to H89</td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81#</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td>94 (COM73-10635)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 Suppl. 2</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td>OP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 see H103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#H81 amends in part: Part 2, Definitions and the Grounding Rules of these Handbooks.
*See page 18 for additional information.
**Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB" or "COM" number when ordering.

## BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, Part 1 (COM 73-10487)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$ .70</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, Part 2 (COM 73-10487)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>25 (PB188789)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>42 (COM 72-50675)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (COM 73-10487)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (PB193907)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>28 (PB193924)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>30 (COM 71-00141)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>32 (COM 71-50078)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 (PB193736)</td>
<td>$ .40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB", "COM", or NBS publication identification if no specific NTIS number is assigned.

## FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>12-1</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-3</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$ .55</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$1.15</td>
<td>35 Volume I</td>
<td>$9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>17 see NSRDS39</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>35 Volume II</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, Section 1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>35 Volume III</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, Section 2</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, Section 3</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>22 Volume 2</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, Section 4</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, Section 6</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 see NSRDS39</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Pt. I</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (PB189698)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 see NSRDS39</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use “PB” number when ordering.

### VOLUNTARY PRODUCT STANDARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-66</td>
<td>$ .70</td>
<td>23-70</td>
<td>$ .25</td>
<td>48-71</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-67</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>25-70</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>49-71</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-69</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>26-70</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>50-71</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-69</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>29-70</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>51-71</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-69</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>32-70</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>52-71</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-69</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>33-70</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>53-72</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-69</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>36-70</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>54-72</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-69</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>38-70</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>55-72</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-69</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>39-70</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>56-73</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-70</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>45-71</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-70</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>46-71</td>
<td>$ .25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PURCHASE OF TECHNICAL NOTES
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (PB151360)</td>
<td></td>
<td>39 (PB151398)</td>
<td></td>
<td>82 (PB161583)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (PB151361)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-1 (PB151399-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>83 (PB161584)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2 (PB151361-2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-2 (PB151399-2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>84 (PB161585)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (PB151362)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-3 (PB151399-3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>85 (PB161586)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (PB151363)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-4 (PB151399-4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>86 (PB161587)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (PB151364)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-5 (PB151399-5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>87 (PB161588)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (PB151365)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-6 (PB151399-6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>88 (PB161589)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (PB151366)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-7 (PB151399-7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>89 (PB161590)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (PB151367)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40-13 (PB151399-13)</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 (PB161591)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (PB151368)</td>
<td></td>
<td>41 (PB151400)</td>
<td></td>
<td>91 (PB161592)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (PB151369)</td>
<td></td>
<td>42 (PB151401)</td>
<td></td>
<td>92 (PB161593)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (PB151370)</td>
<td></td>
<td>43 (PB151402)</td>
<td></td>
<td>93 (PB161594)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (PB151371)</td>
<td></td>
<td>44 (PB151403)</td>
<td></td>
<td>94 (PB161595)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (PB151372)</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 (PB151404)</td>
<td></td>
<td>95 (PB161596)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 (PB151373)</td>
<td></td>
<td>46 (PB151405)</td>
<td></td>
<td>96 (PB161597)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (PB151374)</td>
<td></td>
<td>47 (PB151406)</td>
<td></td>
<td>97 (PB161598)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 (PB151375)</td>
<td></td>
<td>48 (PB151407)</td>
<td></td>
<td>102 (PB161603)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 (PB151377)</td>
<td></td>
<td>49 (PB151408)</td>
<td></td>
<td>106 (PB161607)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-2 (PB151377-2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>50 (PB151409)</td>
<td></td>
<td>107 (PB161608)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-3 (PB151377-3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>51 (PB161552)</td>
<td></td>
<td>108 (PB161609)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-4 (PB151377-4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>52 (PB161553)</td>
<td></td>
<td>109 (PB161610)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-5 (PB151377-5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>53 (PB161554)</td>
<td></td>
<td>110 (PB161611)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-6 (PB151377-6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>54 (PB161555)</td>
<td></td>
<td>111 (PB161612)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-7 (PB151377-7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>55 (PB161556)</td>
<td></td>
<td>112 (PB161613)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-8 (PB151377-8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>56 (PB161557)</td>
<td></td>
<td>113 (PB161614)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-9 (PB151377-9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>57 (PB161558)</td>
<td></td>
<td>114 (PB161615)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-10 (PB151377-10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>58 (PB161559)</td>
<td></td>
<td>115 (PB161616)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-11 (PB151377-11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>59 (PB161560)</td>
<td></td>
<td>116 (PB161617)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-12 (PB151377-12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>60 (PB161561)</td>
<td></td>
<td>117 (PB161618)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-13 (PB151377-13)</td>
<td></td>
<td>61 (PB161562)</td>
<td></td>
<td>118 (PB161619)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 (PB151378)</td>
<td></td>
<td>62 (PB161563)</td>
<td></td>
<td>119 (PB161620)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 (PB151379)</td>
<td></td>
<td>63 (PB161564)</td>
<td></td>
<td>121 (PB161622)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 (PB151380)</td>
<td></td>
<td>64 (PB161565)</td>
<td></td>
<td>122 (PB161623)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 (PB151381)</td>
<td></td>
<td>66 (PB161567)</td>
<td></td>
<td>123 (PB161624)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 (PB151382)</td>
<td></td>
<td>67 (PB161568)</td>
<td></td>
<td>124 (PB161625)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 (PB151383)</td>
<td></td>
<td>68 (PB161569)</td>
<td></td>
<td>125 (PB161626)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 (PB151384)</td>
<td></td>
<td>69 (PB161570)</td>
<td></td>
<td>128 (PB161629)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 (PB151385)</td>
<td></td>
<td>70 (PB161571)</td>
<td></td>
<td>129 (PB161630)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 (PB151386)</td>
<td></td>
<td>71 (PB161572)</td>
<td></td>
<td>130 (PB161631)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 (PB151387)</td>
<td></td>
<td>72 (PB161573)</td>
<td></td>
<td>131 (PB161632)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 (PB151388)</td>
<td></td>
<td>73 (PB161574)</td>
<td></td>
<td>132 (PB161633)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 (PB151389)</td>
<td></td>
<td>74 (PB161575)</td>
<td></td>
<td>133 (PB161634)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 (PB151390)</td>
<td></td>
<td>75 (PB161576)</td>
<td></td>
<td>134 (PB161635)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 (PB151392)</td>
<td></td>
<td>76 (PB161577)</td>
<td></td>
<td>135 (PB161636)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 (PB151393)</td>
<td></td>
<td>77 (PB161578)</td>
<td></td>
<td>136 (PB161637)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 (PB151394)</td>
<td></td>
<td>78 (PB161579)</td>
<td></td>
<td>137 (PB161638)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 see NSRDS40</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>79 (PB161580)</td>
<td></td>
<td>138 (PB161639)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 (PB151396)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80 (PB161581)</td>
<td></td>
<td>139 (PB161640)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 (PB151397)</td>
<td></td>
<td>81 (PB161582)</td>
<td></td>
<td>140 (PB161641)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TECHNICAL NOTES—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>142 (PB161643)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>148 (PB161649)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>304 (AD615936)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143 (PB161644)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>166 (PB181454)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>334 (PB178291)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146 (PB161647)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>225 (AD614056)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>414 (PB176109)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147 (PB161648)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>294 (PB176289)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>419 (PB179432)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See note top of previous page.

The following Technical Notes and all subsequent issuances in this series may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, at the prices indicated unless otherwise stated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-14 (PB195273)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>166 (PB181454)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>226 (PB195214)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-15 (PB195215)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>172 (PB198915)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>227 (PB184473)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-16 (PB195216)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>174 (COM 72-10376)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>228 (PB191731)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-17 (PB195217)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>177 (COM 72-10514)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>229 (PB188805)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-18 (PB168058)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>178 (PB190917)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>231 (COM 72-10587)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19 (PB195218)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>179 (PB190610)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>234 (COM 73-10485)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-20 (PB168044)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>186 see TN441</td>
<td>$ .55</td>
<td>235 (COM 73-10481)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-21 (PB195219)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>187 (PB188807)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>236 (AD437308)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-22 (N-6613994)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>191 (PB182538)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>242 see TN479</td>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>245 (PB184177)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>194 see NSRDS1</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>253 (PB184176)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25 (COM74-10473)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>195 (COM 73-10482)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>260 (PB168041)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-26 (COM74-10439)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>196 (COM 73-10483)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-8 (PB189932)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>199 (AD683408)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>262-A (COM 73-10486)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-9 (PB189933)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>201 (PB182539)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>265 see TN715</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-10 (PB189934)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>204 (PB184118)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>266 (PB195214)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-11 (PB189935)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>205 (COM 73-10634)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-12 (PB189936)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>206-1 (COM 73-10684)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-1 see TN270-3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 (PB186280)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>206-2 (COM 73-10685)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-2 see TN270-3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99 (PB186431)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>206-3 (COM 73-10686)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-A</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>206-4 (COM 73-10687)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-4</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Vol. 1 (AD687820)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>206-5 (COM 73-10688)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-5</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Vol. 2 (AD687821)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>207 (COM 73-10689)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-6</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 (PB161621)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>209 (PB180843)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>270-7</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120A (PB190611)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>210 (PB189930)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>275 (COM 73-10484)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129A</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>214 (PB189931)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141 (PB191729)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>215 (PB188808)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 (PB191730)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>217 (PB189103)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154 (PB172217)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>218 (PB188809)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>280 (COM 72-10590)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154A (PB182435)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>219 (PB186279)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>$.25</td>
<td>221 (COM 71-00690)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>287 (PB182436)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163 (COM71-01002)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>223 (PB168051)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164 (N-6314864)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>224 (PB184119)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>$.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 (AD401044)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>225 (AD614056)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Available from the National Technical Information Service; use "PB" or "N" number when ordering.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>293 (AD642-236)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>500 (PB191352)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>599 (COM 71-50399)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294 (PB176289)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297 (PB188657)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298 (PB186238)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>521 see TN719</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 (PB168048)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303 (AD611400)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>526 see TN715</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304 (AD615936)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334 (PB173291)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346 (PB194282)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361 Revised</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362 (COM 74-10482)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>616 Rev.</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>550 (COM 71-00068)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370 (AD688697)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>619 (COM 72-50955)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>566 (COM 71-50062)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397 (COM 71-50060)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>566 (COM 71-50062)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408 see TN724</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>568 (AD 728642)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414 (PB178109)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>572 (COM 71-50150)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419 (PB179432)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432 (AD665245)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441 see TN715</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>638 (COM 73-50727)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467 (COM 72-50871)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>590 (COM 71-50299)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478 (PB190609)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>482 see TN 724</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>594-1 (COM 72-50674)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>594-2</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>486</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>594-3</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>488</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>594-4</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>594-5</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>594-6</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>705 see TN762</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495 (AD695820)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>594-7 (COM 74-50238)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498-1</td>
<td>$ .60</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>708 (COM 72-50062)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498-2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service. Use "PB", "AD", "N", "COM", or NBS publication number when ordering.
### TECHNICAL NOTES—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>710-1</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-2</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-3</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-4</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-5</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>778 (COM 73-50523)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-7</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>721</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>723</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>724</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>728</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>729</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>731</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>732</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>733</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>734</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>735</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>738</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>$ .85</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available from the National Technical Information Service; use “COM” number when ordering.
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<table>
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</table>
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Key words: Energy levels; spectrum; thulium; wavelengths.

A new set of measurements of the spectrum of neutral thulium covering the range of 2513 Å to 11750 Å is given. The light source utilized for the observations was a microwave-excited thulium-iodide lamp. Second spectrum lines were recognized by comparing the output of this lamp with that of a 6 A sliding spark. The results of Zeeman effect studies of these lines are included. Analysis of these new data led to the discovery of 348 new energy levels and provided revised values for the 142 already published. Measured Landé g factors are given for most of the levels.


Key words: Electrical resistivity; emittance; high-speed measurements; high temperature; niobium-zirconium alloy; specific heat; thermodynamics.

Simultaneous measurements of specific heat, electrical resistivity, and hemispherical total emittance of niobium-1 (wt.%) zirconium alloy in the temperature range 1500 to 2700 K by a subsecond duration pulse heating technique are described. Estimated inaccuracy of measured properties are: 3 percent for specific heat and hemispherical total emittance, and 0.5 percent for electrical resistivity. Properties of the alloy are compared with the properties of pure niobium. It was found that specific heat and emittance of the alloy were approximately 0.5 percent and 1.5 percent, respectively, higher than those of pure niobium. Electrical resistivity of the alloy was 0.5 percent lower than that of pure niobium. Like niobium, the alloy showed a negative departure from linearity in the curve of electrical resistivity versus temperature.


Key words: Burgers vector; continuum mechanics; defect; dipole; disclination; dislocation; distortion; Green's tensor; incompatibility; loop; plasticity; strain; Volterra.

A general theory of stationary disclinations for a linearly elastic, infinitely extended, homogeneous body is developed. Dislocation theory is extended in three different ways to include disclinations, i.e., from continuous distributions, discrete lines, and continuous distributions of infinitesimal loops. This leads to three independent definitions of the disclinations, which can be uniquely related to each other. These interrelationships clarify Anthony and Mura's approaches to disclination theory, which at first appear to diverge from the present theory. Mura's "plastic distortion" and "plastic rotation" are identified as the dislocation and disclination loop densities. The elastic strain and bend-twist are derived as closed integrals in terms of the defect densities, and shown to be state quantities. The theory reduces to classical dislocation theory when the disclinations vanish. For every discrete disclination line, it is always possible to find a "dislocation model," which is a dislocation wall terminating on the line that gives exactly the same elastic strain and stress.


Key words: Ion-molecule reaction; ion pair yield; methane; photochemistry; photoionization; quantum yields.

Methane was irradiated with microwave operated helium (21.2 eV) and neon (16.7 - 16.8 eV) resonance lamps which were separated from the reaction vessel by an aluminum window. The quantum yields of the stable end products have been determined at methane pressures ranging from 1 to 20 torr. Over this pressure range the abundances of the primary ions, determined through various diagnostic experiments, are within experimental error the same at 21.2 eV as at 16.7 - 16.8 eV [CH2+ = CH3+ = 0.5, CH2+ = 0.02], and are in good agreement with the primary mass spectra obtained in a photoionization mass spectrometer under collision free conditions (P < 10^-5 torr). The C2H4+ which is formed by the reaction: CH3+ + CH3 = C2H4+ + H2 loses a proton by an undetermined mechanism to give C2H4 as a product.

There is no evidence for the formation of neutral fragments such as H2, C, CH or CH2 at 16.7 - 16.8 eV. The fact that the ionization quantum is equal to unity in this energy range accounts for the absence of these intermediates. At 21.2 eV where (Pionization = 0.95) there is concrete evidence for the formation of carbon atoms (Φ(C) ≈ 0.002).

In an attempt to demonstrate the usefulness of enclosed neon and helium resonance light sources in the ion-molecule kinetic studies, the relative probabilities of transfer of H+ over D+ from various partially deuterium labeled hydrocarbons in C2H4+ (or C2D4+) has been determined.

The results presented in this article resolve the existing disagreements between previous helium resonance photolysis studies on CH4.


Key words: Acetylene formation; electron scavenger; ion
pair yields; methane; pulse radiolysis; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis.

The 60Co-gamma radiolysis (at 200 to 2000 torr) and the pulse radiolysis (100 to 760 torr) of methane has been investigated with the specific purpose of elucidating the mode of formation of acetylene. The following two reactions account for the formation of acetylene in the pulse radiolysis:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_2H_4^+ + e^- & \rightarrow C_2H_2 + H_2 + H^- \\
C(S\text{ or }D) + CH_4 & \rightarrow C_2H_2 + H_2.
\end{align*}
\]

Addition of SF6 as an electron scavenger eliminates reaction 1 as a source of acetylene, but increases the yield of ethylene through the occurrence of a reaction such as:

\[
C_2H_4^+ + SF_6 \rightarrow C_2H_4 + HF + SF_5.
\]

In the low dose rate 60Co-gamma radiolysis of CH4 — NO mixtures, reaction 11 is the only mode for formation of acetylene. The C(S or D) atoms which undergo reaction 11 are formed in the gamma radiolysis and pulse radiolysis, as well as in the 10 and 11.6 --11.8 eV photolyses, through the dissociation process:

\[
CH_2^+ \rightarrow C + 2H_2.
\]

In the gamma radiolysis, the C,H2+ ion apparently is interrupted by accumulated products before undergoing homogeneous neutralization process, 1. In the 16.7--16.8 and 21.2 eV photolyses, evidence is presented that the ions do not undergo homogeneous neutralization.


Key words: Concentration of saturated water vapor in air; enhancement factor; moist air; moisture content of saturated air; saturated air; solubility of water vapor in air; water vapor.

The enhancement of water vapor in compressed atmospheric air was measured at 30, 40, and 50 °C over respective pressure ranges of 10 to 35 bars, 15 to 60 bars, and 10 to 100 bars. The data for each isotherm were fitted by the method of least squares to an empirical smoothing equation of the form \( ln f = a + bp \) where \( f \) is the enhancement factor, \( p \) is the total (absolute) pressure and \( a \) and \( b \) are constants. A detailed error analysis, necessary for the eventual use of the data in humidity standards work, shows that the calculated (predicted) values of \( f \) have an estimated limit of systematic bias of ±0.07 percent and a maximum observed standard deviation of a predicted value of ±0.2 percent.


Key words: Interaction virial coefficients; moist air; second virial coefficient; virial coefficients; water vapor.

The results of calculations of the second interaction (cross) virial coefficient \( B_{mn} \) for water vapor and air, based on enhancement data obtained at NBS at 30, 40, and 50 °C, are presented. Comparisons are made with the results of calculations based on the enhancement data of Politzer and Strebel, Webster, and Goff et al. and with the results of the theoretical calculations of Mason and Monchick and of Chaddock. An empirical equation is given for interpolation and extrapolation.

The random (one standard deviation) uncertainty in the mean values of \( B_{mn} \), arising from the scatter of previously obtained NBS values of the enhancement factor is estimated to range from 0.7 percent at 30 °C to 1.4 percent at 50 °C. The estimated systematic uncertainties range from 4 percent at 30 °C to 6 percent at 50 °C, respectively.


Key words: Bone mineral; calcium phosphate; hydroxyapatite; solubility product; surface.

Synthetic hydroxyapatite (OHAp), Ca5(P04)30H, was prepared by slow addition of phosphoric acid to a boiling Ca(OH2) suspension. The solid, precipitated at a pH of about 12, was stabilized by prolonged boiling. The Ca/P ratio of the product was 1.69 ± 0.04 and it had a specific surface area of 26 m2/g.

Samples of OHAp were equilibrated with phosphoric acid solutions. Within the pH range studied, 5 to 7, the solubility product, (Ca5(P04)30H), was found to be 6.3 ± 2.1×10-39 at 25 °C.

Substantial deviations of the overall dissolution reaction from OHAp stoichiometry were observed and are attributed to nonstoichiometric reactions occurring at the surface. A linear dependence of excessive phosphorus on the surface with decrease in pH was found. Estimated on the extent of deviation from stoichiometry caused by the surface reaction are given.


Key words: Anionic polystyrene; molecular weight distributions; molecular weights; thermal polystyrene; polymers; polystyrene degradation; pyrolysis; thermolysis.

The changes in molecular weights, their distributions, and initial rates have been measured, for a series of polystyrenes prepared by thermal and anionic procedures. The information obtained and previous results can be explained to a very large extent by a kinetic chain decomposition comprised of competing end and random initiation, depolymerization, intra- and intermolecular transfer and termination by combination.


Key words: Cross-linking of rubber; dicumyl peroxide; elasticity theory of rubber; entropy component; gel point; modulus of rubber; rubber elasticity; statistical theory of rubber elasticity; thermodynamics of rubber elasticity.

Thermodynamic and molecular considerations are applied to an examination of the equation \( G = S(f + B T) + H(f + B) + A = 5.925 \times 10^{-3}(f - 0.45) + 0.0684(f - 0.45) + 2.70 \) found experimentally in Part I. \( G \) is the shear modulus in MPa cm² at a temperature \( T \) for natural rubber cross-linked by adding \( p \) parts of dicumyl peroxide per hundred of rubber (phr) and heating until a fraction \( f \) of the peroxide is decomposed. \( G^* \), the energy component of the modulus, is \( H(f + B) + A \). The ratio \( G^*/G \) decreases from 1.00 at the gel point (\( f = 0.45 \) phr) to 0.5 near 2 phr and to 0.09 at 23.8 phr. The modulus \( G \) is related to \( v_n \), the number of moles of effective sub-chains per cm³, by the equation \( G - G^* = \gamma RT \) where \( R \) is the gas constant. If each molecule of decomposed dicumyl peroxide of molecular weight \( M_a \) produces one cross-link in the rubber of specific volume \( v_n \), then
March-April 1973


Key words: Adiabatic solution calorimeter; enthalpy of reaction of HSO₄ in aqueous NaOH; HSO₄ enthalpy of reaction in NaOH(aq); heat of reaction of H₂SO₄ in aqueous NaOH; heat of solution of H₂SO₄ in aqueous NaOH; solution calorimetry; thermochemistry.

This paper discusses in detail the design, construction, and performance of the vacuum-jacketed, adiabatic solution calorimeter which was used for the work in the certification of two NBS Standard Reference Materials for solution calorimetry. As a test for the calorimetric precision the following enthalpies of reaction were measured (referred to the mass or moles of HSO₄: 8H₂O):

\[ \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \cdot 8\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2.36 (\text{NaOH} \cdot 2620 \text{H}_2\text{O}) = (\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \cdot 0.36 \text{NaOH} \cdot 6193 \text{H}_2\text{O}) \]

\[ \Delta H_f(298.15 \text{ K}) = -590.692 \pm 0.101 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1} \]

\[ = -34,194 \pm 5.9 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \]

\[ \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \cdot 8\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2.6 (\text{NaOH} \cdot 714 \text{H}_2\text{O}) = (\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \cdot 0.6 \text{NaOH} \cdot 1866 \text{H}_2\text{O}) \]

\[ \Delta H_f(298.15 \text{ K}) = -590.828 \pm 0.193 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1} \]

\[ = -34,203.4 \pm 11.1 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \]


Key words: Enthalpy of soln, SiO₂; heat of soln, SiO₂; quartz, soln in HF(aq); reference material, soln calorimetry; SiO₂, soln in HF(aq); thermochemistry.

An adiabatic solution calorimeter was used to measure the enthalpy of solution of the NBS Standard Reference Material No. 1654 (α-quartz or low quartz) for use as a reference standard for HF solution calorimetry. The enthalpy of solution of this material at a concentration of 5 grams in 1000 cm³ of 24.4 weight percent HF(aq) is

\[ \Delta H_{solv}(353.15 \text{ K}) = 2362.2 \pm 1.1 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1} \]

This value also applies to the enthalpy of solution of pure low quartz within the uncertainty limits given. The enthalpy of solution of quartz (in J · g⁻¹) as a function of the temperature, T, of reaction in 24.4 weight percent HF in the range 298 to 358 K is

\[ \Delta H_{solv}(T) = 2275.0 + 1.586 (T - 298.15) \]

Thus, the average ΔCp for the reaction over the range, 298 to 358 K, is 

\[ 1.586 \pm 0.025 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \]

As a function of the concentration of HF solution in the range, 18 to 30 weight percent.

\[ \Delta H_{solv}(353.15 \text{ K}) = 2362.10 + 1.429 (wt\%HF = 24.40) + 0.069 (wt\%HF = 24.40) \]

From measurements of the enthalpies of solution of several samples of quartz and fused silica, the enthalpy difference between low quartz and silica glass at 298.15 K was determined to be 162.2 ± 4.9 J · g⁻¹ (2.330 ± 0.070 kcal · mol⁻¹).


Key words: BeO(c), enthalpy of soln in HF(aq); BeO(c), enthalpy of soln in HCl(aq); BeO(c), enthalpy of reaction in HF(aq); beryllium oxide; enthalpy of solution; heat of solution; thermochemistry.

An adiabatic solution calorimeter was used to measure the enthalpies of the following reactions:

\[ \text{BeO}(c) + [96 \text{ HF} + 338 \text{ H}_2\text{O}] (l) \rightarrow [\text{BeF}_2 + 94 \text{ HF} + 339 \text{ H}_2\text{O}] (l) \]

\[ \Delta H \text{ at } 298.15 \text{ K} = -101.30 \pm 0.20 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \]

\[ \text{BeO}(c) + [48 \text{ HCl} + 333 \text{ H}_2\text{O}] (l) \rightarrow [\text{BeCl}_2 + 46 \text{ HCl} + 334 \text{ H}_2\text{O}] (l) \]

\[ \Delta H \text{ at } 352.58 \text{ K} = -54.19 \pm 0.22 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \]

\[ \Delta H \text{ at } 298.15 \text{ K} = -53.0 \pm 2.0 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \]

\[ \Delta C_p \text{ is } 12.5 \pm 2.8 \text{ J} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \text{ for the first reaction in the range } 298 \text{ to } 325 \text{ K} \]


Key words: BeF₂(c); BeO(c); beryllium fluoride; beryllium oxide; enthalpies of formation; \( \Delta H^f_{298.15K} \text{[BeF}_2\text{]}(c); \Delta H^f_{298.15K} \text{[BeO]}(c) \); thermochemistry.

Two of the key compounds in the evaluation and synthesis of a consistent set of thermodynamic values for the Be compounds are BeO(c) and BeF₂(c). The available measurements on the enthalpies of formation of these two compounds are presented with a detailed outline of the approach used to select the "best" values. \( \Delta H^f_{298.15K} \text{[BeO]}(c) = -145.7 \pm 0.6 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \) and \( \Delta H^f_{298.15K} \text{[BeF}_2\text{]}(c, \text{quartz}) = -245.4 \pm 8.8 \text{ kcal} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \).


Key words: Heat of sublimation; Langmuir vaporization; rate of vaporization; tungsten; vapor pressure.

The vapor pressure of tungsten was measured by the Langmuir method in the temperature range 2600 to 3100 K using a vacuum microbalance. Four series of data gave concordant results and three of the four series gave second and third law heats of sublimation in excellent agreement. A vapor pressure equation representing the data is log \( P(\text{atm}) = -45385/T + 7.871 \), based on our mean third law heat and tabulated entropies at 2800 K. The mean third law heat of sublimation at 298.15 K is 205.52 ± 1.1 kcal mol⁻¹ (859.90 ± 4.6 kcal mol⁻¹) where the uncertainty is an overall estimated error. Rates of vaporization are about 1/2 those previously accepted for tungsten.

Gas phase far ultraviolet photolysis and radiolysis of vinyl

Key words: Gas phase; photolysis; quantum yield; radiolysis; vinyl chloride; vinyl radical.

Quantum yields of the major products formed in the far ultraviolet photolysis of CH3CDCl (C2H5, CH2CD, CH3D, C2H2D2, and 1,3-C4H8D2) have been determined at 147 nm (8.4 eV), 123.6 nm (10.0 eV), and 104.8-106.7 nm (11.6-11.8 eV). The quantum yield of the stable vinyl radicals which can be unambiguously ascribed to the primary process (CH3CDCl → C2H2CD+ + hv → CH2CD + Cl) is 0.3 and 0.05 at 147 and 123.6 nm, respectively. The sharp decrease in the yield of vinyl radicals with the increase in energy of the incident photon beam is in part attributed to the decomposition of internally excited vinyl radicals to give acetylene as a product. At 147 nm, the combined yield of acetylene plus vinyl radicals is 0.95±0.05. At the shorter wavelengths, approximately one acetylene molecule is formed per electronically excited vinyl chloride molecule. It is concluded that the dissociative process: C2H2Cl* → C2H2 + H + Cl, occurring via a C2H2 or C2H2Cl intermediate adequately accounts for the reactive neutral species formed at higher photon energies. Isotopic labeling experiments show that the hydrogen atoms are detached from both positions of the parent molecule. Ethylene which is a product of the entire wavelength range is in part formed via the reaction: H* + C2H2Cl → C2H2 + H + Cl, where H* represents a translationally excited hydrogen atom. The C2H2DCl+ ions formed at 104.8-106.7 nm with a quantum yield of 0.47 do not contribute to the formation of acetylene or vinyl radicals. In the gas phase radiolysis of vinyl chloride, acetylene (G ~ 1.5) is mainly formed in the dissociation of neutral electronically excited vinyl chloride molecules. From this value, we may estimate that the ratio of neutral excited molecules formation to ionization in the radiolysis of vinyl chloride is 0.39. Vinyl ions, which are also produced (G ~ 0.28-0.35) react mainly by addition to vinyl chloride.


Key words: Electron scavengers; gas phase; ion-molecule reactions; methane; neutralization; pulse radiolysis.

The pulse radiolysis of methane has been studied in the absence and presence of electron scavengers such as SF6 and CD4 and positive ion scavengers such as i-C2D6 in order to define the role of the intermediates H, C, CH, CH2, CH3CH, and CH3+ in product formation. The dose rate was varied from 0.68 to 15.2×106 eV/g-ns, the dose (number of pulses) was varied, and the duration of the pulse was changed from 3 ns to 100 ns. The variation of the yields of the ethylene and ethane products with dose is explained by the reaction of H-atoms with accumulated ethylene product. The fast reacting C, CH, and CH3 species insert into methane to form acetylene, ethylene, and ethane products, but all of the reactions of these species cannot be completely specified since they may originate in upper electronic states, whose reactions with methane are unknown. Product formation by the slow reacting CH2 and CH3 radicals is also examined; for instance, evidence is presented for the occurrence of the reaction: 3CH2 + CH3CH3 → C2H4 + H. Results indicate that the ions CH4+ and C2H5+ undergo neutralization mainly through the processes

$$CH_4^+ + e^- \rightarrow CH_4$$

$$C_2H_5^+ + e^- \rightarrow (C_2H_4)^+ + H \rightarrow C_2H_2 + H + H_2 (2H).$$

When i-C4D8 is added, a fraction of the CH4+ and C2H5+ react with the additive rather than undergo neutralization. A calculation demonstrates that the fraction of ions undergoing reaction with a given concentration of i-C4D8 can be correctly predicted by assuming that the rate constant for neutralization of CH3+ and C2H5+ is the same as that determined recently for the i-butyl ion.


Key words: Binary borates; binary silicates; boron glass; glass; homogenization of glass melts; immiscible glass melts; immiscibility gaps; silica glass; structure of glass; vitron theory.

Silica-rich and boron-rich binary glasses resemble clathrates in having host cavities in which modifier oxides may be included without stress as inactive guests until the cavities are approximately filled. Additional modification results in stress both in the holes of the matrix and the cavities of vitrons. Then the structure begins to disintegrate and mixing takes place. The required mole percent modification is expressed by an equation of the form

$$100 = \frac{100(A - \alpha) \cdot q/5}{(L - \delta - \alpha) + (A - \alpha) \cdot q/5}$$

where A and a are the diameters of vitron cavity and matrix hole, respectively, L is the linear extent of a modifier, and q the proportion of glass-maker that forms vitrons. Computations for 66 glasses have been made to constitute a unified system covering approximately the gamut of typical modifiers.

The identity of parameters A and a for silicates and borates leads to the suggestion that the vitron structure in boric-oxide glass is the regular icosahedron of 20 triangular faces to accommodate a neutral molecule of (B2O3)n. Regular octahedra of (B2O3)n, if present in the matrix, would provide matrix holes of approximately a in diameter.

May-June 1973


Key words: International Practical Temperature Scale; NBS-IPTS-68; NBS-1955 provisional scale; platinum resistance thermometer.

The reproducibility of the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68) in the region of 13.81 K to 90.188 K using standard platinum resistance thermometers is discussed. The effect of errors above 0 °C on the calibration between 13 and 90 K is analyzed. Calibrations resulting from least squares and "fixed point" treatment of the data are compared. The results show that in general the NBS-IPTS-68 temperature scale maintained at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) by reference standard platinum resistance thermometers is transferred to thermometers calibrated at the NBS within a few tenths of a mK between about 20 and 90,188 K and within about ±1 mK between 13.81 and 20 K. Agreements within a few mK are shown between the observed values of temperatures, employing platinum resistance thermometers calibrated in terms of the NBS-IPTS-68 scale, and the values of temperatures of the fixed points in the region 13.81 to 90.188 K given in the text of the IPTS-68.

Radiance temperature of niobium at its melting point, A. Cezairi,

Key words: High-speed measurements; high temperature; melting; niobium; radiance temperature; surface roughness.

A subsecond duration pulse heating method is used to investigate variations in the radiance temperature (at 650 nm) of niobium near and at its melting point. Measurements were made on several specimens with different surface conditions. The results do not indicate any dependence of radiance temperature (at the melting point) on initial surface conditions. The average radiance temperature (at 650 nm) at the melting point for twelve different niobium specimens is 2425 K on the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968, with an average absolute deviation of 0.6 K and a maximum deviation of 1.2 K.


Key words: Aluminum fluoride; aluminum hydrofluorodes; equilibrium constant; hydrogen fluoride; stability limits; transpiration measurements.

Using an accurate transpiration method, AlF₃ was sublimed near 1200 K into argon containing 0.02% and 0.76 atm of HF, but no reaction between AlF₃ and HF was detected within the precision (about 1%). Two alternative structures of AlF₃ are postulated. An upper bound for extent of reaction corresponds to ΔH°(g) = -33 kcal (138 kJ) for AlF₃(g) + HF(g) = AlF₂(g) + HF(g); this indicates a far lower stability of AlF₃(g) than that of LiAlF₃(g) or NaAlF₃(g) when formed similarly.


Key words: Integrating sphere; photometry.

A photometric integrating sphere containing a single disk-shaped baffle and a point source with an arbitrary angular intensity distribution is described by an integral equation. Numerical solutions of this equation are presented for several different source distributions. The errors involved in comparing the various sources are evaluated as a function of baffle size and position.


Key words: Copolymers; crystallization; growth rate; lamella thickness; melting temperature.

A theory of crystallization is formulated for random copolymers which crystallize with the noncrystallizable co-units incorporated into the crystalline lattice as defects. The appropriate melting point equation and other associated thermodynamic properties are derived for this model as a function of crystal thickness and comonomer concentration. The formation of lamellar type morphology is assumed to be a kinetically determined phenomenon and nucleation theory is utilized accordingly. The isothermal lamella thickness is predicted to increase in a definitive manner as the noncrystallizable comonomer concentration X increases, while the associated isothermal growth rate is predicted to decrease. The variation of lamella thickness with X when the copolymer is quenched or cooled at a uniform rate is also qualitatively predicted. Under these conditions lamella thickness decreases with increasing X, which is in accord with previous experimental observations on random copolymers of tetrafluoroethylene and hexafluoropropylene as well as other random copolymers. Theory also suggests how the surface free energy parameters σ and σ can be determined from isothermal crystallization experiments for a series of random copolymers of varying composition.


Key words: Burgers vector; continuum mechanics; defect; disclination; dislocation; distortion; Green's tensor; incompatibility; plasticity; strain.

A general theory of stationary disclinations is developed for a linearly elastic, infinitely extended, homogeneous, isotropic body. It is shown to be a special case of the anisotropic theory. Integral expressions are derived for the total displacement, elastic strain and bend-twist, and stress. Both continuous distributions and discrete lines are treated.


Key words: Coaxing; composites; compressive fatigue; fatigue.

Compressive fatigue experiments on unidirectional fiber reinforced composites, of both fiberglass and graphite fiber, reveal that compressive fatigue damage takes place by crack extension directly transverse to the fibers. It is also found that specimens which are first subjected to a few hundred thousand cycles of compressive fatigue at low stress levels, and then subjected to compressive fatigue at high stress levels, will survive longer at high stress levels than specimens which are placed under high compressive fatigue stresses from the outset. The increase of fatigue life at high compressive stress levels can be quite large; increases of fatigue life by as much as a factor of five were observed. The phenomenon of prolonging fatigue life at high stress levels by first "running in" a specimen at low stress levels is called coining, and is directly opposite to the often reported cumulative damage phenomena observed in tensile fatigue of composites. A possible mechanism for coining in compressive fatigue of composites is offered, and practical applications of the effect are suggested.

July-August 1973


Key words: Gas thermometry; International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968; sorption; steam point; temperature standards; Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale.

The investigation of the effects of sorption in a gas thermometer used to realize the Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale has been continued. By eliminating sorbable material more completely from the gas thermometer, we attained higher gas purity. So little contaminant remained that further cleanup produced no significant effect on the values of thermodynamic temperatures measured between 0 °C and 142 °C. The results are presented by giving the differences between the values on the thermodynamic scale and the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968. The value of the steam point was determined to be 99.970 °C(therm) with an uncertainty of ±3.5 mK at the 99 percent confidence level (based on 3 times the estimate of the standard deviation).

Key words: Alumina; elastic modulus; resonance frequency; shear modulus; standard reference material; Young's modulus.

The temperature dependence of Young's modulus and the shear modulus of polycrystalline alumina is given over the range of 25 to 1000 °C. Results are expressed in terms of the dimensionless ratio; modulus value at temperature divided by modulus value at 25 °C. The results are intended for use with Standard Reference Material No. 718 which is intended for calibration of apparatus used to determine elastic moduli of solids by a resonance technique. The worst agreement is 9.5 × 10^-4 for the flexure and 19.1 × 10^-4 for the torsion, between any two individual measurements, and we recommend these as the minimum acceptable limits in using the standards.


Key words: Branched polyethylene; calorimetry; glass transition; heat capacity; linear polyethylene; polyethylene; thermal analysis; thermodynamic properties.

Heat capacities of two well characterized polyethylene samples have been measured from 2 to 360 K in a precision vacuum adiabatic calorimeter. The two samples are derived from the same stocks from which NBS standard reference materials (SRM) 1475 and 1476 for linear and branched polyethylene whole polymers, respectively, were established. Both samples have been studied in the conditions as received. The branched polyethylene sample has also been studied following various thermal treatments in the calorimeter. The effect of thermal history on the behavior of branched polyethylene has also been studied by differential scanning calorimetry.


Key words: Crystal equation of state; frequency distribution; Grünewald constant; Grünewald equation of state; quasi-harmonic approximation; thermal expansion.

The validity of the Grünewald equation of state for a solid having a continuous distribution of frequencies is investigated. It is shown that one cannot generally replace ∂S/∂V with the heat capacity multiplied by appropriate Grünewald constants. A model frequency distribution is used to show the difference that can arise.


Key words: Electron scattering resonance; excited states N₂⁺; excited states N⁻; inelastic scattering; N₂⁺; valence excited states.

Valence resonance excited states of N₂⁺ are calculated and used to interpret resonant excitation of the A and B states of N₂⁺ by electron impact.


Key words: Electric fields; F centers; Gaussian function; Holtsmark function; isolated defects.

Integral representations for three distributions of internal electric fields near isolated defects in ionic crystals are given. These three distributions are the Gaussian distribution for electric fields associated with phonons, and two Holtsmark type distributions for electric fields associated with charged impurities when the Jahn-Teller effect is small and when it is large. Numerical values for the distributions and for the averages of squared-dipole matrix elements over them are tabulated in the conclusion.


Key words: Cerium; Ce II; energy levels; spectrum; wavelengths.

The second spectrum of cerium (Ce II) has been compiled in the wavelength region between 2500 Å and 24 000 Å. Of the 11 000 lines in the list, about 7500 are now classified as transitions between 192 odd levels and 288 even levels. The odd levels arise from 5 configurations {4f5d', 4f5d6s, 4f6s3, 5f6p, and 4f3} and the even levels from 7 configurations {4f5ds, 5f5d5, 4f5d6p, 6f5ds, 5d5s, 5d6s, and 5d6s3}. The known levels extend up to only 52 000 cm⁻¹ although the ionization potential is known to be 35 000 cm⁻¹ higher.

September-October 1973


Key words: AgBr; AgCl; AgI; AgNO₃; enthalpy of dilution; enthalpy of precipitation; entropy; heat of reaction; KBr; KCl; solution calorimetry; thermochemistry.

The enthalpies of precipitation of silver halides and the enthalpies of solution of AgNO₃, KCl, and KBr in H₂O were measured in an adiabatic solution calorimeter.

From the enthalpy measurements of KCl(c) and KBr(c) in AgNO₃(aq), and of AgNO₃(c) in KCl(aq), KBr(aq), and in KI(aq), we calculated (in kJ·mol⁻¹) = 65.724, = 84.826, and −111.124 for ΔH°(aq) for the averages of the chloride, bromide, and iodide reactions, respectively.

A reevaluation of the data for the enthalpy of solution of AgNO₃(c) has resulted in our selected best value,

ΔH°(aq)(298.15 K) = 22.730 ± 0.084 kJ·mol⁻¹

A table of enthalpies of dilution of AgNO₃(aq) is also given.

The average standard entropy for the aqueous silver ion at 298.15 K is found to be

S°[Ag⁺(aq)] = 73.42 ± 0.20 J·mol⁻¹·K⁻¹

= 17.55 ± 0.05 cal·mol⁻¹·K⁻¹.


Key words: Enthalpy of reaction; heat of solution; solution
calorimetry; standard reference material; THAM; TRIS; tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; thermochemistry.

The enthalpy of reaction of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, NBS Standard Reference Material 724a, measured in an adiabatic solution calorimeter at 298.15 K in 0.1 N HCl solution is $-245.76 \pm 0.26 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1}$, and in 0.0500 N NaOH solution is $141.80 \pm 0.19 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1}$. The conditions applicable and the factors included in the overall uncertainties are discussed in detail. For the reaction in 0.1 N HCl in the range, 293 to 303 K, $\Delta C_p = 1.435 \pm 0.023 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}$, and in 0.0500 N NaOH in the range, 295 to 303 K, $\Delta C_p = 1.025 \pm 0.025 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}$.

Possible sources of error in measurements of the reactions are discussed. A summary of other enthalpy measurements of the reaction in 0.1 N HCl is given.


Key words: Enthalpy of reaction; solution calorimetry; standard reference material; tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; thermochemistry.

The enthalpy of reaction of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane with 0.1 N HCl has been measured using an isoperibol solution calorimeter, employing a modified quartz thermometer and an automatic digital data acquisition system. The enthalpy value obtained at 298.15 K is $245.93 \pm 0.26 \text{ J} \cdot \text{g}^{-1}$. Particular attention was given to possible sources of systematic error in the electrical calibrations.


Key words: Burgers vector; continuum mechanics; defect; dipole; disclination; dislocation; distortion; Green's tensor; incompatibility; loop; plasticity; strain; Volterra.

The general theory of disclinations developed earlier is applied to the special case of a straight disclination line. First the geometrical fields are found, such as the defect loop densities which correspond to Mura's new concepts of "plastic distortion" and "plastic rotation," the basic plastic fields (strain and bend-twist), the defect densities (dislocation and disclination), the characteristic vectors (Burgers and Frank), and the incompatibility. Then the static fields are found for the isotropic case, such as the displacement, total distortion, basic elastic fields, and the stress. It is shown that the disclination axis is moved by adding a dislocation to the disclination line. All these special results for the straight disclination line are shown to satisfy the general equations of the theory. As corollaries the following topics are also treated:

1. The finite and infinitesimal straight disclination dipole, which can be biaxial or uniaxial. It resembles the straight dislocation line.
2. The dislocation models of the straight disclination line and of the finite disclination dipole. They are terminating dislocation walls (tilt and twist).
3. The compensated disclination line and the bent dislocation wall.
4. Finally, we show analytically a special case of a dislocation ending on a disclination.


Key words: BaF$_2$; CaF$_2$; ionic polarization; KCl; Mollwo-Ivey relations; NaCl; point-ion potential; SrF$_2$; U centers.

The two-electron orbitals for the U center have been computed numerically from the Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) equations in the point-ion lattice potential. The lattice relaxation of the nearest-neighbor ions is included in the model. The five lowest-lying U-center states for NaCl, KCl, CdF$_2$, CaF$_2$, SrF$_2$, and BaF$_2$ are given. The low-lying singlet states have the following order for increasing values of the energy; $^1S(1s,1s), ^1P(1s,2p)$, and $^1S(1s,2p)$. The energy levels for the triplet states $^3S(1s,2s)$, and $^3P(1s,2p)$ lie between the energy levels for the $^1S(1s,1s)$ and $^1P(1s,2p)$ states. The ordering of the triplet states depends upon the host crystal and the lattice relaxation. The predictions based upon the numerical HFS wave functions are compared with the predictions based upon past variational wave functions and with experiment.


Key words: End length standards; gage blocks; joining; wringing; wring test.

Gage blocks can be joined by "wringing" to produce a vacuum-tight joint. Hoke gage blocks have square gaging surfaces with a central hole connecting them. The quality of the joints between blocks can be tested by measuring the vacuum leak rates through the joints into the central hole. When two Hoke blocks are in contact at one edge, but tilted at an angle, the vacuum leak rate into a chamber of 22 cm$^3$ produces a rate of pressure increase which can be represented by the following polynomial:

$$ \frac{dp}{dt} = 0.42 \phi^2 + 0.022 \phi^3 \mu \text{m Hg/min} $$

where $\phi$ is in rad. Hoke blocks in suitable condition to be joined by wringing can also be joined by alining them and evacuating the joint through the center hole.


Key words: Calibration; frost-point; generator; humidity; water vapor.

A low frost-point humidity generator has been developed at NBS to provide a capability for calibration, testing and research at very low levels of water vapor content in such gases as atmospheric air, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The generator produces frost points from $-30$ to $-100 \degree \text{C}$ at ambient pressures of 0.005 to 2 atm. The pressure is equivalent to a mixing ratio of $4 \times 10^{-6}$ to 51 grams of water vapor per kilogram of dry air and to vapor pressures of $1.4 \times 10^{-3}$ to 38 pascals. The generated test gas is fed to a test chamber with independent temperature control between $+25$ and $-100 \degree \text{C}$. The uncertainty of the frost point in the test chamber is estimated not to exceed 0.05 deg C. Intercomparisons with a frost-point hygrometer as well as two gravimetric checks gave results which in all cases agreed to within 0.2 deg C in frost-point temperature.

November-December 1973

Key words: Absolute ratio; atomic weight; isotopic abundance; rhenium.

An absolute value has been obtained for the isotopic abundance ratio of a reference sample of rhenium, using surface emission mass spectrometry. Samples of known isotopic composition, prepared from nearly isotopically pure separated rhenium isotopes, were used to calibrate the mass spectrometers. The resulting absolute $^{184}\text{Re}/^{187}\text{Re}$ ratio is 0.59738 ± 0.00039, which yields atom percents of $^{184}\text{Re} = 37.398 ± 0.016$ and $^{187}\text{Re} = 62.602 ± 0.016$. The atomic weight calculated from this isotopic composition is 186.20679 ± 0.00031. The indicated uncertainties are overall limits of error based on 95 percent confidence limits for the mean and allowances for the effects of known sources of possible systematic error.


Key words: Correction for reflections; reflections, multiple; spectrophotometry, high accuracy; systematic bias in spectrophotometer; transmittance correction.

Multiple reflections in the sample compartment of a spectrophotometer constitute a source of systematic bias in transmittance measurements on filter glasses. This bias may be removed by applying a numerical correction obtained from measurements on tilted samples in polarized light. For a high-accuracy spectrophotometer, this correction was found to be of the order of several 10⁻⁴ transmittance units, independent of polarization, but slightly wavelength-dependent.


Key words: Niobium pentoxide; phase relationships; pressure; temperature.

A pressure-temperature ($P$-$T$) section of the phase equilibrium diagram for Nb$_2$O$_5$ has been determined. Four single phase regions, H-Nb$_2$O$_5$, B-Nb$_2$O$_5$, and two L-Nb$_2$O$_5$ areas, were characterized by x-ray powder diffraction data. The superstructure of L-Nb$_2$O$_5$ was indexed on the basis of similarities to the known superstructures of L-Ti$_2$O$_3$ and confirmed with single crystal electron diffraction data. The correct unit cell is orthorhombic with $a = 6.168$, $b = 29.312$, $c = 3.938$ Å, with the $b$ axis 8 times the subcell ($8 \times 3.664$ Å).


Key words: Anisotropic; Cd; Cd-Hg; internal Mg oxidation; isotropic; Knight shift.

The current theoretical and experimental situation with respect to Knight shifts and bulk susceptibility of Cd in pure Cd and in Cd-Mg and Cd-Hg alloys is reviewed. New experimental isotropic and anisotropic Knight shift data on $^{112}\text{Cd}$ in Cd-Mg and Cd-Hg alloys and on $^{199}\text{Hg}$ in Cd-Hg alloys are presented. The behavior of the $^{199}\text{Hg}$ sites is found to be remarkably similar to that of the $^{112}\text{Cd}$ site in the Cd-Hg alloys. However the ratio of isotropic Knight shift of $^{199}\text{Hg}$ to $^{112}\text{Cd}$ is somewhat greater than the ratio of $^{199}\text{Hg}$ to $^{112}\text{Cd}$ atomic hyperfine fields suggesting that there is more local electronic "s" character at the Fermi surface in the alloy than in the pure metals. This is consistent with the theoretical picture of Cd in which phonon scattering induced by increasing temperature or alloying smears and weakens the lattice potential which in turn leads to a more "s" like Fermi surface.

Further, the $^{112}\text{Cd}$ Knight shift is found to be a useful tool for monitoring the phase segregation that occurs in Cd-Mg due to internal oxidation and for determining the concentrations of solutes such as Hg and Mg in Cd-Hg and Cd-Mg alloys.


Key words: Ground state wave function; liquid $^4\text{He}$; neutron diffraction data; pair correlation function; short range behavior; structure factor; superfluid transition.

The pair correlation function obtained from the neutron diffraction data of Mozer, De Graaf, and Le Neindre, is given for liquid $^4\text{He}$ at several thermodynamic states above and below the superfluid transition. A method for smoothly and accurately extrapolating the pair function into the limit of zero internuclear separation is considered. The pair function is computed from an approximation integral equation for the ground state wave function and compared to the experimental results.


Key words: Fire retardants; flame inhibition; flames.

The role played by inorganic chemical additives in fire retardancy and flame inhibition is considered. Particular attention is given to the molecular level aspects of commercially important systems containing compounds of antimony, halogens, and phosphorus. The flame inhibiting function of metal containing additives is also discussed.


Key words: Interferometry; light scattering; oxide glasses; polarizability; pressure; refractive index; temperature coefficient of refractive index; thermal expansion.

The change in refractive index with temperature has been determined for some oxide glasses from about -200 to 700 °C. The change in refractive index with applied hydrostatic pressure has been determined at room temperature from a pressure of 10⁶ to 10⁹ Pa. All measurements were made using the yellow spectral line of helium. A calcium aluminate glass, an aluminum magnesium phosphate glass, a binary barium borate glass and a multicomponent germanate glass were studied, as were four commercial specimens of fused silica. From the data at room temperature, it has been possible to calculate the change in electronic polarizability with temperature at constant volume. This parameter has been found to be very high for the glasses as compared to crystals, and this agrees with the results of earlier research on silica-based optical glasses. Furthermore, over the entire temperature range, the change of refractive index with temperature is shown to be due predominantly to the temperature dependence at constant volume of the electronic polarizability. The relevance of the data to the molecular scattering of light in glasses is discussed.
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January-June 1973


Key words: Combinatorics; connectivity; Euler graphs; 2-factors; graph theory; Hamiltonian circuits; Hamiltonian connected; powers of graphs.

In this paper we show that the connectivity of the kth power of a graph of connectivity m is at least km if the kth power of the graph is not a complete graph. Also, we prove that removing as many as k - 2 vertices from the 4th power of a graph (k \geq 3) leaves a Hamiltonian graph, and that removing as many as k - 3 vertices from the 4th power of a graph (k \geq 3) leaves a Hamiltonian connected graph. Further, if every vertex of a graph has degree two or more, then the square of the graph contains a 2-factor. Finally, we show that the squares of certain Euler graphs are Hamiltonian.


Key words: Analysis; continuous; equation; function; real.

Subject to suitable conditions of continuity and normalization, it is shown that the equation \( f(x,y) + f(x+y,z) = f(y,z) + f(x,y+z) \) implies \( f(x,y) = g(x) + g(y) - (x+y) \). The result has application in physics to the motion of an electron in a crystal lattice.


Key words: Balanced incomplete block designs; matroid designs; matroids.

Matroids are investigated in which equicardinality conditions are imposed on the flats. Such matroids are shown to be closely related to certain types of BIBD's. Existence and uniqueness theorems for these structures are derived, together with a boundedness criterion on their rank. Several classes are exhibited, including finite projective and affine geometries, certain r-designs (Steiner systems) and so-called triviods. By viewing certain r-designs as matroids, new ways of constructing BIBD's are derived. Three new series of 3-designs and two new 4-designs are obtained by these methods. A matroid analysis of the (5,24,8,1) design of Witt is presented, and examples are obtained from it of matroids having equicardinal hyperplanes but not equicardinal flats in lower ranks. Several general conjectures and existence problems for these types of matroids are suggested.


Key words: Baker's extrapolation method; extrapolation; Hermite interpolation formula; transcendental numbers; transcendence proofs.

An extrapolation method used by A. Baker to study linear forms in the logarithms of algebraic numbers is further refined, and used to study a general extrapolation problem involving a function holomorphic in a large disk.


Key words: Blocks; combinatorics; examples of graphs; graph theory; minimal blocks; planar graphs; thickness of graphs; two-connected graphs.

In this paper we provide a catalog of the minimal blocks with 10 and fewer vertices, together with a discussion of the methods and theorems used to produce the catalog. In addition, we prove a theorem which is a strengthening of a similar theorem of Fleischner [2] on the structure of minimal blocks.


Key words: Angular field of values; eigenvalues; field of values; hermitian; inertia; positive semidefinite.

Using the usual field of values and the angular field of values inclusion sets are found for the eigenvalues of sums and products of \( n \times n \) complex matrices. For instance if the field of values of B does not contain 0 it is found that the quotient of the field of values of A by that of B contains the eigenvalues of \( AB^{-1} \). Applications are made to the polar form \( (AB) \) where A is unitary and B positive semidefinite and to products \( AB \) with A hermitian and \( B + B^* \) positive definite.

July-December 1973


Key words: Continuum mechanics; elasticity; integration; matrix calculus; matrix identity; matrix theory; reducibility; Schur's lemma; strain energy.

In a recent study of the thermodynamic restrictions of a theory of compressible, viscoelastic fluids, Fong and Simmons (ZAMP, 23, No. 5 (1972)) encountered a problem of integrating the following matrix identity:

\[
M[H\dot{U}_c(H^*MH)H^*] - H\dot{U}_c(H^*H)H^* = 0,
\]

where \( \dot{U}_c \) denotes the gradient of the scalar-valued function \( U = U(C) \) with respect to its matrix argument C which is symmetric and positive-definite. The identity is valid for every symmetric positive-definite \( M \) and every unimodular \( H \). The symbol \( H^* \) denotes the transpose of the matrix \( H \). The solution of the problem is presented here in detail as an example of applying, probably for the first time, Schur's lemma on irreducible sets of matrices in theoretical continuum mechanics.

Key words: Dedekind function; modular form; partition function; Poincaré series.

Rademacher quite some time ago posed the question of deriving the classical functional equation of $1/\eta(z)$ ($\eta(z)$ is the Dedekind modular form) directly from the exact expression he had found for the partition function, $p(n)$, which arises as the Fourier coefficient of $1/\eta(z)$. Although he had been able to solve a similar problem for the absolute invariant $J(z)$, Rademacher was unable to solve the problem for $1/\eta(z)$. We here relate this question to some more recent results of Douglas Niebur, which reduce the problem to one of identically zero Poincaré series of degree $-5/2$.


Key words: Automorphic functions; Hardy spaces.

For $q > 1$ Berc defines a Banach space $A_q(U) = \left\{ \frac{f(\bar{u})}{1 - |u|^2} : f \in fH(U) \right\}$ and shows that any bounded linear functional $A$ on $A_q(U)$ may be represented as $A(f) = \frac{1}{\bar{u}} \int f(u)G(u)|1 - |u|^2|^q\,dx\,dy$ where $G \in B_q(U) = \{ \frac{heH(U)}{1 - |u|^2} : h \in \mathcal{H} \}$. This work is done in [1]. Duren, Romberg, and Shields, pursuant to their work on $H^p$ for $p < 1$, define a Banach space $B_p(p < 1) = \{ \frac{f(\bar{u})}{1 - |u|^2} : f \in fH(U) \}$ soluble bounded linear functional $A$ on $B_p$ may be uniquely represented as $A(f) = \lim_{r \to 1} \int_0^\infty f_r(e^{i\theta})\bar{g}(e^{i\theta})\,d\theta$ where

(i) $f_r(e^{i\theta}) = f(\bar{u})$
(ii) $g \in G = \{ \frac{heH(U)}{1 - |u|^2} : h \in \mathcal{H} \}$ and $n-2$ st derivative of $g$ is in $L_\alpha = \{ \frac{heH(U)}{1 - |u|^2} : h \in \mathcal{H} \}$.

In this paper, after showing that $B_p = A_q(U)$ with $1/p = q$, we derive the relationship between $G$ and $g$, namely:

$$G(z) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} A_k \cdot g(z)^{2k+1} \cdot z^{2k},$$

where $A_k$ are constants, $A_{2k+1} \neq 0$. In this case $q = 1/p$ is an integer. The Theorem is slightly different if $q$ is not an integer.


Key words: Character of central type; central idempotent; Frobenius Reciprocity; group algebra; orthogonality relations; tensor product.

Given a finite group $G$ with an irreducible character $\chi$, define $G_\chi = \{ g \in G : \chi(g) \neq \chi(1) \}$. Then $\chi(1)^p \in [G:G_\chi]$. We investigate the case of equality. There are applications to symmetry classes of tensors and generalized matrix functions.


Key words: Automated testing; bit comparison; FORTRAN library; function validation; mathematical functions; performance tests.

This paper describes an application of testing methodology and techniques developed by the authors to aid in improving the quality of mathematical software. These techniques differ radically in several aspects from techniques previously used, the most important difference being that the testing is not based exclusively on random arguments. Instead, the range of each function used is made of special arguments that are designed to detect programming errors and to test the performance of an algorithm in different regions. The function values are tested against reference values which are stored on reference tapes generated by a highly authenticated system of subroutines.

Since the effectiveness of such a testing system in discovering errors and performance limitations can be fully ascertained only through actual use, we report the results of employing our system to test an existing FORTRAN library of mathematical function routines. Specific aspects of the numerical accuracy of the library used in this test case are discussed in order to illustrate the effectiveness of a well-designed testing system as an analytic tool for the evaluation of mathematical software.

Since documentation provides information necessary to perform testing and contains specifications that reflect the results of testing, our study includes comments on the documentation.

No information on timing or storage requirements is presented in this case study.


Key words: Bessel functions; backward recursion; error bound; Miller algorithm; difference equation.

A computer program is described for calculating Bessel functions $J_n(z)$ and $K_n(z)$, for complex, and $n$ a nonnegative integer. The method used is that of backward recursion, with strict control of error, and optimum determination of the point at which to begin the recursion.


Key words: Bessel functions; bit comparison; error bounds.

The accuracy of routine BESLR1 is certified.


Key words: Backward recursion; Bessel functions; difference equation; error bounds; Miller algorithms.

A computer program is described for calculating Bessel functions $J_n(x)$ and $K_n(x)$, for $x$ real, and $n$ a nonnegative integer. The method used is that of backward recursion, with strict control of error.


Key words: Backward recursion; Bessel function; bit comparison; error bounds; relative error.
Computer tests of algorithm BESLCI are described, and the results of the test are given.


Key words: Convex hull; unit circle; Weyl’s Theorem.

Let $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ be three distinct complex numbers of modulus 1. It is shown that there is essentially one exception to the following statement: For some positive integer $m$, 0 is in the closed convex hull of $a^m, \beta^m, \gamma^m$. The exception occurs for the normalized triple

$$1, e^{2\pi i/3}, e^{2\pi i/5},$$

where $k = 3$ or 5. This question was motivated by the problem of determining when a positive integer $m$ and a nonzero $n \times 1$ vector $\chi$ exist such that

$$\chi = A^m \chi = 0,$$

where $A$ is a given matrix of $M_n(C)$.

Tables and graphs of the stable probability density functions, D.


Key words: Accuracy; approximations; asymptotic expansion; Cauchy distribution; characteristic function; closed forms; contour; convergence; curves; distribution function; error; Fourier transform; infinite series; interpolation; limit distribution; normal distribution; polynomials; probability density function; quadrature; stable distribution; sums of independent random variables; tables; truncation.

Four-decimal-place tables are presented of the probability density function $\rho(x; \alpha, \beta)$ of the stable distribution for $\alpha = 0.25(0.25)2.00, \beta = -1.00(0.25)1.00$, and nonnegative $x$ in steps varying by factors of 10 from 0.001 to 100 such that interpolation is possible, the tabulation being terminated where $p(x; \alpha, \beta)$ falls to 0.0001. The largest such value of $x$ is 338, for $\alpha = 0.25, \beta = -1.00$. Graphs of $p(x; \alpha, \beta)$ are also provided for essentially the above values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The methods of calculation (from the characteristic function), checking, and interpolation with respect to $x, \beta$, and (to some extent) $\alpha$ are described. The most important properties of stable distributions are summarized. Some applications are cited. A selected bibliography with 91 items is included.
3.3. DIMENSIONS/NBS (Formerly Technical News Bulletin),
ARTICLE TITLES ONLY

This monthly magazine is published to inform scientists, engineers, businessmen, industry, teachers, students, and consumers of the latest advances in science and technology, with primary emphasis on the work at NBS.

DIMENSIONS/NBS highlights and reviews such issues as energy research, fire protection, building technology, metric conversion, pollution abatement, health and safety, and consumer product performance. In addition, DIMENSIONS/NBS reports the results of Bureau programs in measurement standards and techniques, properties of matter and materials, engineering standards and services, instrumentation, and automatic data processing. Issued monthly.

January 1973


Key words: Measures for air quality; metric chart; rf measurements; runway capacities; semiconductor materials test; speed of light.

Superconducting Sensor Advances RF Metrology
Determining Runway Capacities and Delays
Nondestructive Test of Semiconductor Materials
The Environment and the Economy: Joint Progress or Parochial Negativism
Measures for Air Quality
Insert-NBS Measurement Seminars, 1973 Series
Experimental Measurement of Optical Frequency
New Value for Speed of Light
NSRDS News
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards
Prices Revised on Standard Reference Materials

February 1973


Key words: Cancer detection; city games; temperature scale; truck noise; waste incineration.

Cancer Detected in Living Animals Using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
City Games People Play
NBS Measurements Show Significant Temperature Scale Differences
Optical Radiation News
The Metric System—A Changeover is Under Way
Brief History of Measurement Systems with a Chart of the Modernized Metric System

NBS Helps with Problems of Waste Incineration
NSRDS News
OIML Meeting
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

March 1973


Key words: Electrical engineering units; electron recombination reactions; heat pipe oven; lead-based paints; popular metric chart; tribo-ellipsometry.

Electron Recombination Reactions
New NBS Director—Dr. Richard W. Roberts
New Oven Constrains Corrosive Vapors
Lower Temperatures Recommended for Ranges
Electrical Engineering Units and Constants Cards
Performance Standards for X-Ray Systems
NBS Aids U.S. Railroad System
NSRDS News
All You Will Need to Know About Metric
New Reference Tables for Low-Temperature Thermocouples Available
Using Tribo-Ellipsometry to Study Stress Corrosion Cracking
Standard Reference Material for Analyzing Lead-Based Paints Available
TV Time Petitions Sent to FCC
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

April 1973

TNB 57, No. 4, 77-100 (1973).

Key words: Electrical power; insulation of buildings; inventor; kitchen range standards; Shirley Highway bus project; superconductive fixed-point device.

NBS Evaluates Express Bus Project
Transition Temperatures Certified Using Superconductive Fixed-Point Device
Environmental Testing of Full Size Buildings
Optical Radiation News
New Kitchen Range Standards
Shunt Reactor Power Loss
NBS and the Inventor
NBS Signals Aid Power Companies
NBS Aids Hospital Designers
NSRDS News
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

May 1973

TNB 57, No. 5. 101-128 (1973).

Key words: Disaster losses; energy systems; flammable fabrics (FFACTS); metric; nuclear activation analysis; roofing systems; tooth decay.

The Metric Changeover
Recommendations to Cut Disaster Losses
The Ultimate Contribution of Nuclear Activation Analysis
Foam Polyurethane Roofing Systems
FFACTS
A New Theory of Tooth Decay
Matrix Isolation Studies of Reactive Species
Research Associate Develops Fire Test
A Look at Total Energy Systems
The NSRDS
Proposed Standard for Dense Numeric Representations
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

June 1973

TNB 57, No. 6. 139-152 (1973).

Key words: Child-proof matches; hydrogen arc radiometry; impact of Federal science; MHD materials research; musical foghorn; postal automation.

Postal Automation Commemorated
NBS Analyzes Human Factors in Post Office Operations
NBS Seeking “Child-Proof” Matches
SRM Benefits in “SOAP” Far Exceed Costs
NBS and the Return of the Musical Foghorn
Proceedings of the 5th Temperature Symposium Published
NBS Policy for Usage of SI Units
Golden Anniversary of WWV
Ongoing Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Materials Research
Hydrogen Arc Radiometry Applied to Fusion Effort
Research Associate Programs Continue Active
Impact of Federal Science on the National Economy (Abstract)
Optical Radiation News
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

July 1973


Key words: Antenna performance; COBOL; environmental buoy cables; highway repair costs; incentives program; innovators; paper degradation; smoke test.

NBS Uses Laser to Detect Free Radicals
ASTM/NBS Symposium on Spreading Resistance Measurements
Initiation of Government-Wide Compiler Testing for COBOL
Bureau Studies VHF Antenna Performance Under Snow Conditions
New Technology Incentives Program Launched
Top Innovators Meet to Discuss Causes and Remedies
Accident Analysts: NBS Failure Sleuths Pick Up Pieces
Improved Atomic Frequency Standard Undergoing Tests
NBS Finds Way to Reduce U.S. Highway Repair Costs
New Environmental Buoy Cables Tested
NBS Smoke Test Gains Acceptance
NBS Finds Causes of Paper Degradation
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

August 1973

DIM/NBS 57, No. 8, 177-200 (1973).

Key words: Cryogenics; energy conservation; energy generation; household appliance energy labels; motor vehicles using dual-fuel systems; optical radiation news; standard gases.

To Our Readers
Energy and NBS
Energy Conservation in Buildings
Household Appliance Energy Labels
Energy Generation and Transmission
Liquefied Natural Gas and NBS
Comparative Performance of Motor Vehicles Operated on Gasoline, Compressed Natural Gas, and Propane
Three States Receive Weights and Measures Standards
Current Awareness in Cryogenics
Atomic Data Aid U.S. Fusion Efforts
Standard Gases for Automotive Emissions Analysis Now Available
Optical Radiation News
Highlights
Fabric Flammability Test to be Studied
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards
September 1973

DIM/NBS 57, No. 9, 201-224 (1973).

Key words: Art; clinical chemistry; fire services; high-accuracy mass spectrometry; materials failure; night vision; precision; surface roughness.

Science Aids Art World
New Way to Predict Materials Failure
Nation's Fire Services Program Strengthened
Highlights
Pollution-Measuring Device Developed
NBS Aids Night Vision Market
Weights, Measures, and the New Equity
Product Information Guide Published
Picosecond-Pulse Precision Improved
New Clinical Chemistry Program Announced
Microcalorimetry Applied to Clinical Chemistry
Computerized System Measures Surface Roughness
Plastic Jerry-Can Standard Recommended
Extra Dense Lead Glass Standard Issued
ARPA/NBS Semiconductor Workshop Held

Highlights
Publications of the National Bureau of Standards

November 1973

DIM/NBS 57, No. 11, 253-276 (1973).

Key words: Clinical SRM's; distance to moon; energy; fire technology; invisible moonlight; iodine stabilized lasers; sensor progress.

How High the Moon
NBS Experts Developing Ultrasound Standards
Harnessing Invisible Moonlight
The Energy Complex—Target for Today's Technology
Highlights
America's Not for Burning
New Director of NBS Fire Program
NBS Promoting Use and Development of Fire-Safe Clothing
Fire: Human Action and Reaction
New Clinical Standard Reference Materials Available
NBS Reports Sensor Progress
Calibration of Quartz Control Plates
NBS to Exploit Iodine Stabilized Lasers

Highlights
Publications

October 1973


Key words: Air pollution; air quality; auto emissions; clean air and water; environmental quality; metal contaminants; occupation-related air pollutants; oil spills; radioactive pollutants; stratospheric air pollution; water quality; water pollution.

Measuring Environmental Quality
Clean Air and Water
Measuring Auto Emissions
Air Quality
Occupation-Related Air Pollutants
Techniques and Equipment
Stratospheric Air Pollution
Standard Reference Pollutants
Activity of Radioactive Gases
Water Quality
Trace Metal Contaminants
Radioactive Pollutants

Highlights
Computer Technology and NBS
Automation Technology
Improving Computer Utilization
Computers in International Trade
Shortest Path Studies: How to Get There Efficiently
Computer Standards—Measures for Compatibility and Effectiveness
WWV/WWVH Time Designation Change
Highlights
Starry-Eyed NBS'ers Do the Unusual
Facility Generates Parts Per Billion Humidity
Air Pollutants Measured Using Electron Spectroscopy
Publications
Index

December 1973

DIM/NBS 57, No. 12, 277-300 (1973).

Key words: Air pollutants; automation technology; computer software; computer standards; computer utilization; electron spectroscopy; humidity facility; international trade; shortest path studies.

Computer Technology and NBS
Automation Technology
Improving Computer Utilization
Computers in International Trade
Shortest Path Studies: How to Get There Efficiently
Computer Standards—Measures for Compatibility and Effectiveness
WWV/WWVH Time Designation Change
Highlights
Starry-Eyed NBS’ers Do the Unusual
Facility Generates Parts Per Billion Humidity
Air Pollutants Measured Using Electron Spectroscopy
Publications
Index

Index
3.4. MONOGRAPHS

Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the Bureau’s scientific and technical activities.


Key words: Calibration; calibration errors; cryostat; fixed points; freezing point; International Practical Temperature Scale; platinum resistance thermometer; Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; thermometry; triple point.

The monograph describes the methods and equipment employed at the National Bureau of Standards for calibrating standard platinum resistance thermometers (SPRT) on the International Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS-68). The official text of the scale is clarified and characteristics of the scale are described. Several designs of SPRT's are shown and discussed in the light of the requirements and recommendations on the text of the IPTS-68. Possible sources of error such as those due to the internal and external self-heating effects and the immersion characteristics of SPRT's are described in detail. Precautions and limitations for the mechanical and thermal treatment and for the shipment of SPRT's are indicated, and a guide is given for those desiring the thermometer calibration services of NBS. The description of equipment employed at the National Bureau of Standards for maintaining the IPTS-68 includes the triple point of water cell, tin point cell, zinc point cell, oxygen normal boiling point comparison cryostat, the 13 to 90 K comparison cryostat, and the reference SPRT's upon which the NBS-IPTS-68 in the region 13 to 90 K is based. Methods are given for calculating temperatures from the calibration data and observed resistances; the propagation of calibration errors is discussed. Supplemental information given in the Appendices includes the authorized English version of the text of the IPTS-68, tabular values of the "reference function" used below 0 °C, tabular values of the differences between IPTS-68 and IPTS-48, analysis of the first derivatives at 0 °C of the IPTS-68 formulations, methods for calibrating potentiometers and Mueller bridges, and the derivation of the coefficients used in the analysis of error propagation.


Key words: Divergent beam x-ray diffraction; electron probe microanalysis; iron-silicon alloy; Kossel; strain; stress; transformer sheet.

Residual and impressed stresses and strains in Fe-3 wt. pct. Si alloy transformer sheet were studied. Results were obtained by the divergent beam (Kossel) x-ray microdiffraction techniques. The optically opaque Fe-3 wt. pct. Si alloy was mapped for residual and impressed stresses and strains. These maps are roughly analogous to polarized light stress analysis of transparent materials. The results showed that a variable strain distribution existed in the alloy sheet at the time it was ready for insertion into a transformer core. Small applied compressive and tensile loads tended to rearrange this variable strain distribution but not to appreciably alter the total stored elastic energy.


Key words: Cryogenic thermal conductivity; elements, alloys, commercial metals, semiconductors, semimetals, ionic and valence crystals, minerals, molecular crystals, polymers, glasses, disordered dielectrics, thermal conductivity of; review; thermal conductivity.

An extensive compilation is given of the measured values of thermal conductivity for nearly all solid materials from room temperature down to 0.01 kelvin. The reviewed materials include elements, alloys and commercial metals, semiconductors, semimetals, ionic and valence crystals, minerals, molecular crystals, polymers, glasses, and disordered dielectrics. Excluded are foams, powders, earths, fibers, layers of composites, and similar other heterogeneous solids. Data for temperatures below 1 kelvin are presented separately. The tables and graphs are complete for literature references from 1900 to mid-1971. Experimental methods and physical phenomena are discussed in the text and coded in the tables for references for which curves are shown. Supersedes NBS Circular 556.


Key words: Compilation; electrical properties; mechanical properties; plastics; polymers; thermal properties.

This compilation abstracts original experimental data on the mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties of six commercially available polymers. After an extensive review of the open literature, all available data were collected together in graphical and tabular form along with material characterization, experimental method, and reference to the original publication. The data are also summarized and a brief description of each polymer is included.


Key words: Crystallography; crystal point groups; crystal structure; lattice complexes; site sets; space groups.

The lattice complex is to the space group what the site set is to the point group—an assemblage of symmetry-related equivalent points. The symbolism introduced by Carl Hermann has been revised and extended. A total of 402 lattice complexes are derived from 67 Weissenberg complexes. The Tables list site sets and lattice complexes in standard and alternate representations. They answer the following questions: What are the coordinates of the points in a given lattice complex? In which space groups can a given lattice complex occur? What are the lattice complexes that can occur in a given space group? The higher the symmetry of the crystal structures is, the more useful the lattice-complex approach should be on the road to the ultimate goal of their classification.

Monogr. 135. Properties of glasses in some ternary systems containing BaO and SiO₂, G. W. Cleek and C. L. Babcock, Nat.
The glass forming regions in six ternary oxide systems containing BaO, SiO₂ and a third oxide have been determined. The properties of the resulting glasses were measured and the results are reported. The data on refractive indices, dispersions and specific volumes were evaluated by computer methods in an attempt to identify "substructures" containing the cations present in the glasses.


Key words: Angular momentum; diagrams; graphs; quantum theory; recoupling; transformation theory.

A diagrammatic method for solving angular momentum recoupling problems is presented. It is shown that a few graphical elements with a set of rules for their use lead to the solution of many types of recoupling problems in an intuitive and systematic way. Several examples are given together with exercise to develop the reader's facility with the method.


Key words: Attenuation definitions; attenuation measurement; barretter mount efficiency; coaxial connectors; impedance measurement; microwave network theory; mismatch errors; phase shift-measurement; power measurement; reflectometers; waveguide joints; waveguide theory.

The basic theory and analytical methods used in the development of accurate microwave measurement methods and standards are presented.

Developments at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards during 1948-1968 are described in which the above theory and analytical methods were applied.

These developments were in the fields of power, impedance, attenuation and phase shift, and led to the establishment of National Standards and calibration methods at frequencies from about 300 MHz to 30 GHz.
3.5. HANDBOOKS

Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) developed in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.


Key words: Codes; examination procedure; inspection; meters; outlines; scales; tests.

3.6. SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

Includes proceedings of high-level national and international conferences sponsored by NBS, precision measurement and calibration volumes, NBS annual reports, and other special publications appropriate to this grouping, such as wall charts and bibliographies.


Key words: Broadcast of standard frequencies; high frequency; low frequency; standard frequencies; time signals; very low frequency.

Detailed descriptions are given of the technical services provided by the National Bureau of Standards radio stations WWV, WWVH, WWVB, and WWVL. These services are: 1. Standard radio frequencies; 2. Standard audio frequencies; 3. Standard musical pitch; 4. Standard time intervals; 5. Time signals; 6. UTL corrections; and 7. Official announcements. In order to provide users with the best possible services, occasional changes in broadcasting schedules are required. This publication shows the schedules in effect on January 1, 1973. Annual revisions will be made. Current data relating to standard frequencies and time signals are available monthly in the Time and Frequency Services Bulletin. Advance notices of changes occurring between revisions will be sent to users of NBS broadcast services who request such notice on the basis of need. Supersedes NBS Special Publication 236, 1972 and previous editions.


Key words: Analysis; characterization; composition; General Materials; properties; Research Materials; Standard Reference Materials.

This Catalog lists and describes the Standard Reference Materials (SRM's), Research Materials (RM's), and General Materials (GM's) currently distributed by the National Bureau of Standards, as well as many of the materials currently in preparation. SRM's are used to calibrate measurement systems and to provide a central basis for uniformity and accuracy of measurement. The unit and quantity, the type, and the certified characterization are listed for each SRM, as well as directions for ordering. The RM's are not certified, but are issued to meet the needs of scientists engaged in materials research. RM's are issued with a "Report of Investigation," the sole authority of which is the author of the report. The GM's are standardized by some other agency other than NBS. NBS acts only as a distribution point and does not participate in the standardization of these materials. Announcements of new and renewal SRM's, RM's, and GM's are made in the semi-annual supplements to this Catalog, SRM Price and Availability List, the NBS Technical News Bulletin, and in scientific and trade journals. Supersedes NBS Special Publication 260, 1970 Edition.


Key words: Cuvette, spectrophotometry; lightpath; pathlength; quartz, cuvette; radiation pathlength.

Accurate knowledge of lightpath and parallelism of cuvettes used in spectrophotometry is one of the indispensable parameters which must be determined when accurate transmittance measurements of liquid materials are considered. A description is given of the design and techniques developed at NBS for the production of quartz cuvettes having a nominal radiation pathlength of 10 mm ± 0.03 mm and a parallelism certified both with an uncertainty of ± 0.0005 mm. The method and instrumentation used to determine these parameters is also described in the paper.


Key words: Analytical standard; atomic absorption spectrometry; differential cathode ray polarography; electrodeposition; lead-based paint; neutron activation analysis; x-ray fluorescence spectrometry; Standard Reference Material.

The development of NBS Standard Reference Material No. 1579, Powdered Lead-Based Paint is described. This SRM is intended for use in the calibration of apparatus and methods used in determining lead in paint removed from old housing.

Paints scraped from the interior surfaces of old housing were collected, blended, homogenized, and characterized for lead content. The average lead content was found to be 11.87 ± 0.04 percent by weight determined by atomic absorption spectrometry and by differential cathode ray polarography.

The analytical procedures involved sample dissolution by dry ashing in a furnace at 450-550 °C followed by exhaustive extraction of the insoluble residue with acids and with ammonium acetate solution.


Key words: Camera calibration; image evaluation; image optics; image stability; interferometry; lens testing; light filters; light sources; photography.

This volume is one of an extended series which brings together the previously published papers, monographs, abstracts, and bibliographies by NBS authors dealing with precision measurement of specific physical quantities and the calibration of the related metrology equipment. The contents have been selected as being useful to the standards laboratories of the United States in tracing to NBS standards the accuracies of measurement needed for research work, factory production, or field evaluation.

Volume 10 deals with image optics, including photography. It contains 57 reprints assembled in 4 sections: (1) Refractometry and Optical Homogeneity; (2) Interferometry in Image Optics; (3) Optical Image Evaluation; (4) Photography. Each section is introduced by an interpretive foreword, including in some instances, pertinent references.

SP305. Supplement 4. Publications of the National Bureau of

Key words: Abstracts, NBS publications; key words; publications.

This supplement to Special Publication 305 Supplements 1, 2, and 3 of the National Bureau of Standards lists the publications of the Bureau issued between January 1, 1972 and December 31, 1972. It includes an abstract of each publication (plus some earlier papers omitted from Special Publication 305 Supplement 3), key-word and author indexes; and general information and instructions about NBS publications.

Miscellaneous Publication 240 (covering the period July 1, 1957 through June 30, 1960) and its supplement (covering the period July 1, 1960 through June 30, 1966), Special Publication 305 (covering the period July 1966 through December 1967) and Special Publication 305 Supplement 1 (covering the period 1968-1969), Special Publication 305 Supplement 2 (covering the period 1970), and Special Publication 305 Supplement 3 (covering the period 1971) remain in effect. Two earlier lists, Circular 460 (Publications of the National Bureau of Standards, 1901 to June 1947) and its supplement (Supplementary List of Publications of the National Bureau of Standards, July 1, 1947 to June 30, 1957) are also still in effect.


Key words: Allowed; atomic; discrete; forbidden; transition probability.

This is the second supplement to the NBS Special Publication 320, "Bibliography on Atomic Transition Probabilities," and it covers the most recent literature on the subject from July 1971 through June 1973. The papers are arranged according to elements and stages of ionization, and the method employed and classification of transitions are indicated for each reference. Only articles on discrete transitions, both allowed and forbidden, are listed. Papers containing data for many elements within isoelectronic sequences are collected separately in front of the list in order to keep this bibliography to a reasonable size. Also included is a selected list of new papers dealing with the subject of atomic transition probabilities from a general point of view.


Key words: Engineering Mechanics Section; force generating equipment; research facilities; testing machines.

The principal characteristics of the force measuring and generating equipment and related research facilities available in the Engineering Mechanics Section of the National Bureau of Standards are described.


Key words: Bibliography; chemical kinetics; excited state; gas phase; nitrogen atom; nitrogen molecule; nitrogen oxides; oxygen atom; oxygen molecule; ozone.

A bibliography, a reaction-oriented list of references supplementing NBS publication COM-71-00841 (NBS-OSRDB-71-2, August 1971), is provided for published papers and reports containing rate data for reactions of N, N2, N2O, N2O2, N2O3, NO, NO2, NO3, O2, and O3 with each other. It includes an extensive list of papers dealing with production and reactions of molecular oxygen in excited singlet state (a1Δg, b1Σg+, c1Σg). In addition, two lists of critical reviews dealing with the above reactions are included. About 500 papers are listed. The period covered extends from 1900 through January 1972.


Key words: Photographic lenses; resolution test charts; resolving power.

This publication supersedes NBS Circular 533, issued May 20, 1953. It contains the original data and a new appendix describing the NBS Microscopy Resolution Test Charts No. 1010a. It provides the photographer with two sets of charts by which the resolving power of a photographic lens may be numerically measured with respect to a definite scale of values. A detailed description is given of the procedure and technique to be followed in order that comparable values may be obtained by different observers. The test provides an objective method of testing a photographic lens. The six charts of one set are printed in black on a white background to form a high-contrast chart. The six charts of the other set are printed with gray ink on a gray background to form a low-contrast chart. Additional uses of these charts are also described. These uses include the testing of goggle lenses for definition and prismatic power and the testing of telescopes and binoculars for definition. Supersedes NBS Circular 533, issued May 1953.


Key words: Index of State specifications and standards; Key-Word-In-Context index of State specifications and standards; purchase specifications and standards; State specifications, State; standards, State; State specifications and standards.

This computer-produced Index contains the permuted titles of more than 6,000 State purchasing specifications and standards issued by 37 State Purchasing Offices thru 1971. The title of each specification and standard can be found under all the significant key words which it contains. These key words are arranged alphabetically down the center of each page together with their surrounding context. The date of publication or latest revision, the specification or standard number, and an abbreviation for each State appear as part of each entry. A list of these abbreviations and the names and addresses of the State Purchasing Officials are found at the beginning of the Index.


Key words: Index; measures: National Conference; reports; weights.

This publication comprises a subject index and a speaker index for the Reports of the National Conference on Weights


Key words: Accuracy; critical parameters; instrumentation; linearity; quantum efficiency; spectrofluorometry; spectrophotometry; standards.

This volume contains the 18 papers presented at the Conference on Accuracy in Spectrophotometry and Luminescence Measurements organized by the Analytical Chemistry Division of the National Bureau of Standards and held from March 22 to 24, 1972.

These papers discuss the problems encountered in accurate spectrophotometry and luminescence measurements of materials. They also define the status of these competences from the standpoint of basic principles, critical factors involved in the measurements, and the instrumental conditions which must be fulfilled to assure accurate measurements. Particular attention is given to the selection, production and use of Standard Reference Materials in spectrophotometry and spectrofluorometry. Problems related to health are also covered in six of the papers, two of which include original contributions to the application of luminescence techniques to specific biochemical problems.

Reprinted from the National Bureau of Standards Journal of Research, Section A. Physics and Chemistry, Vol. 76A, Nos. 5 and 6, Sept.-Oct., and Nov.-Dec. 1972. These proceedings include the following papers (indented):

High accuracy spectrophotometry at the National Physical Laboratory, F. J. J. Clarke, SP378, pp. 1-29 (May 1973).

Key words: High accuracy spectrophotometry; photoelectronic linearity; reflectance; transmittance.

The techniques and equipment used at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) to achieve high accuracy spectrophotometric measurements are described and discussed. The emphasis at NPL has always been on the determination of systematic components of error and their elimination or correction rather than on the attainment of mere precision, which is largely a matter of variance and resolution. The scales of regular transmittance, diffuse transmittance, total transmittance of scattering samples, regular reflectance, diffuse reflectance, total reflectance and radiance factor are determined, maintained, and made available in practical form to industry by combined use of a reference NPL manual spectrophotometer and commercial recording spectrophotometers.

The presentation will concentrate on transmittance measurements made with the reference instrument, which is designed specifically to allow separate investigation of the various possible sources of systematic error, processes that are not practicable with commercial spectrophotometers. The investigation of the linearity of the complete photoelectric system has always been a key factor, and double-aperture devices have been used consistently at NPL for over 40 years to monitor the performance of this instrument and its predecessors. Besides instrumentation, the procurement of material standards of suitable quality is a major limitation of the art, and the types in use at NPL are described, including the recently developed Ceramic Colour Standards.


Key words: Absorbance; automation of accurate spectrophotometer; instrumentation, spectrophotometric; spectrophotometry, high accuracy; standard reference material in spectrophotometry; transmittance.

The optical transmittance of solids and liquids as well as the molar absorptivity of various chemical species are parameters of fundamental significance in characterizing these materials. Meaningful transmittance data can be obtained only when the measurements are performed with well-known accuracy and precision. To perform such measurements, a high accuracy spectrophotometer was designed and assembled at NBS. Analytical Chemistry Division, and will be described in this paper. This single-beam instrument is composed of a constant radiation source, a monochromator, a sample carriage, an integrating sphere photomultiplier assembly followed by appropriate electronics, and a read out system consisting of a digital voltmeter and a computer data acquisition and handling provision. The accuracy of transmittance measurements is determined by the light-addition principle used in conjunction with a two-aperture arrangement. The spectrophotometer can be used in manual or automatic modes of operation. A detailed discussion of the data obtained with this instrument, used in both modes, will be presented together with its application to the certification of solid and liquid Standard Reference Materials for checking the photometric scales of conventional spectrophotometers.


Key words: Absolute spectroradiometry; absolute standard source of radiation; calibrated photodetector.

There are two general methods for measuring a quantity of radiation emitted by a source. One can compare it with the radiation emitted by a standard source or one can measure the radiation with a detector calibrated in absolute units. When using the latter method, one must know the spectral transmittance factor of the optical components between source and detector.

In the present paper, a survey will be given of the standard sources available for spectroradiometry: cavity radiators, tungsten strip lamp, anode of the carbon arc, xenon arc and cascade arc. Several types of detectors such as the absolute bolometer and thermopile, with their properties, will be discussed.


Key words: Nonlinearity; photocell linearity; photometric accuracy; radiation addition method.

The methods described in the literature for accurately measuring photocell linearity are surveyed and assessed. The effect of not measuring photocell linearity under the conditions used in the final apparatus are considered. Some of the conditions necessary for accurate assessment of the nonlinearity under working conditions are specified. The use of the NRC "Photocell Linearity Tester" to measure and control for the nonlinearity of various receivers is described.


Key words: High accuracy spectrophotometry, physical
The measured apparent transmittance $T_a$ of a filter or liquid sample depends on the beam geometry in the spectrophotometer. For focused light incident upon the sample, $T_a$ is different for systems having different $t$-numbers, and also depends on the state of polarization of the light. These effects are eliminated when the incident light is collimated; in this case $T_a$ approaches the "true" transmittance $T$ of the sample. Both modes of operation suffer from stray light and interference effects. The former may be reduced significantly by using mirror rather than lens optics, and the latter by suitable choice of the monochromator slits width. A new spectrophotometer based upon the above-mentioned design principles is described. The photometric precision of this instrument is shot-noise limited, permitting measurements to better than $10^{-1}$ transmittance units.

The double-aperture method of testing detector linearity to this level of precision is discussed. The conventional method of finding the nonlinearity correction can be replaced by a curve-fitting procedure giving better precision. Data on detector nonlinearity, and its dependence on wavelength, are presented.


Key words: Absorptivity data; accuracy; liquid absorbance standards; Standard Reference Materials.

Errors in the measurement of the absorbances of liquid filters result from instrumental and chemical uncertainties. This paper presents a systematic study of these variables on the absorbances of selected filters. Three types of liquid filters are discussed. These are (1) individual solutions of high purity compounds, (2) composite mixtures, and (3) aqueous solutions of organic dyes. The accuracy of the absorptivity data is established using NBS-calibrated glass filters. The magnitude of the errors arising from spectral bandpass, beam geometry, stray light, internal multiple reflections, and refractive index are delineated. Finally, as a practical outgrowth of this study, the development and issuance of NBS Standard Reference Material 931, Liquid Absorbance Standards for Ultraviolet and Visible Spectrophotometry, is described.


Key words: Molar absorptivity in clinical chemistry; random errors in molar absorptivity; systematic errors in molar absorptivity.

The key to accurate measurement of molar absorptivities is a thorough understanding of the sources of error which appear throughout the measurement procedure. Sources of determinant error will be listed with comments on estimating their magnitude and eliminating them where possible. Sources of random error will be discussed as well as the propagation of both random and determinant errors. There is discussion of the need for accurate values of molar absorptivities using examples from clinical chemistry. Finally, the proper use of accurate absorptivity values in the clinical chemistry laboratory will be considered. Here, emphasis is on the need for a quality assurance system which includes routine checks on such things as wavelength calibration and photometric accuracy of spectrophotometers, calibration of analytical balances, and quality of incoming reagents.


Key words: Clinical standards; standard reference materials; standardization, spectrofluorometric; standardization, spectrophotometric.

There is a growing demand in clinical chemistry for analyses to be performed in a manner allowing comparisons of results among laboratories and, from time to time, in the same laboratory. Reliable comparability requires adequate procedures of standardization for spectrophotometric and fluorometric instruments and methods. Problems with chemical and instrumental standardization are discussed.

For assays where the substance to be measured is available in suitable form, primary chemical standardization is justifiably popular. Relatively unsophisticated instrumentation can be used to compare measurements of unknown samples with such standards. Because primary standards meeting all necessary criteria are not available for many assays of clinical significance, standardization must depend on precision and accuracy of the instrumentation used, and on accurately compiled values of chemical-optical properties for the materials of interest. The task of compilation is outside the capability of the routine laboratory and should be provided by a reliable central agency. If an individual laboratory is to use the agency's compiled values, that laboratory must have available precise, accurate and reasonably inexpensive instrumentation along with reliable absorbance, fluorescence, and wavelength calibration standards.


Key words: Clinical spectrophotometry, accuracy, precision; optical cuvettes; spectrophotometric standards, clinical.

It is obvious that erroneous data reported to a physician may adversely affect patient welfare. Currently, acceptable limits of accuracy and precision are poorly defined. It should be recognized, however, that the spectrophotometric measurement step in an appropriate analytical procedure is critical and inapparent error may occur. Spectrophotometric measurements, both manual and automated, are extensively used in the clinical chemistry laboratory. At least 1,000,000 such measurements per day on rather diverse equipment are made in this country; yet, few standards exist. Results of intra-lab surveys suggest that performance could be improved. The various ways in which spectrophotometry is used will be illustrated and a discussion of possible errors resulting from nonstandardized instrumentation will follow. There is pressing need for well defined and easily usable standards for wavelength, photometric accuracy, photometric linearity, stray light, as well as NBS specifications for optical cuvettes.


Key words: Photometric accuracy; standards, spectrophotometric.

To be useful, spectrophotometric measurements must be believable and practical. The basic standard for any believable spectrophotometric measurement is the ability to accurately compare fluxes of radiation within the framework of a well-defined geometry. The emphasis in the program proposed for the Institute for Basic Standards is to develop such ability over the broadest range of spectrophotometric
measurements. Establishing such a basis will enable the National Bureau of Standards to render real assistance to those who deal with the problem of making practical measurements.


Key words: Actinometers; calibration of spectrofluorometers; detectors, absolute; fluorescence spectra, corrected; quantum counters; spectrofluorometers, design; spectrofluorometry, absolute; standard lamps; standards, fluorescence; thermopiles.

The last 10 years has seen the increasing publication of the emission spectra of organic, inorganic and metal-chelate compounds, but there is no agreed method of presentation of such spectra. In the few cases where corrected emission spectra have been published, there is often no mention of the units used for the intensity coordinate or the method used for correcting spectra. A method of reporting absolute fluorescence spectra originally put forward in 1962 will be reexamined and improved. The two best known methods for calibrating spectrometers for absolute spectrofluorometry: (a) standard tungsten lamp, (b) quantum counter method, will be critically examined, and the limitations and possible improvements in accuracy will be proposed. The criteria for an emission standard will be examined and the use of emission standards for calibrating spectrofluorometers discussed. It is suggested that the distribution of emission standards to laboratories measuring corrected fluorescence spectra and the analysis and publication of the results should be done in the near future.


Key words: Calorimetry in quantum yields; laser, use in quantum yields; photodetectors in quantum yields; quantum efficiencies.

Recent developments in several areas of chemistry, laser technology, photodetector instrumentation, and calorimetry are surveyed, and their probable impact on the measurement of quantum yields is assessed. Chemical developments include: (a) synthesis and design of new luminescent molecules that could possibly serve as standards, (b) application of improved separation techniques to provide samples of extreme purity, and (c) advances in photochemistry that portend the development of wide-range chemical actinometers. The potential use of lasers in quantum-yield measurements and their advantages over conventional sources for application in both optical and calorimetric techniques are pointed out. New methods of quantum-yield measurements, based on the novel characteristics of laser pump sources, are suggested, including the feasibility of measuring yields under time-resolved conditions and of employing internal standards. The possible lifting of wavelength restrictions on both laser sources and detector devices and the implications of these developments for extending the spectral range of quantum-yield measurements are discussed. The current status of calorimetry for determining yields is surveyed, and the impact of recent technology on the feasibility of developing calorimetric methods competitive with optical methods is assessed.


Key words: Aqueous solvents in phosphorimetry; phosphorimetry; rotating capillary cell; solvents for phosphorimetry.

Phosphorimetry in the past has received limited use because the precision of reproducibility was inadequate, there were solvent limitations, and preparation of test specimens was difficult and time consuming. Detection limits have now been lowered by more than two orders of magnitude by using a rotating capillary sample cell, a more stable excitation-source power supply, and aqueous solvents. These steps have also increased precision by more than an order of magnitude. Considerable reduction in time and effort of sampling and measurement has been effected compared to phosphorimetric measurements made with standard procedures and commercial equipment. Twenty microliters of aqueous solution is all that is required to fill a quartz capillary cell by capillary action. Capillary cells filled with aqueous solutions do not crack when cooled to 77 K or when returned to room temperature. Rotation of the sample cell minimizes effects due to cell orientation and thus improves precision. Reduction of background phosphorescence results in improved accuracy of analysis. A study was made of the influence of methanol-water mixtures and of sodium-halide aqueous solutions on the magnitude of phosphorescence signals from several substances and of the effect on signal-to-noise ratios. The optimum solvent system for many phosphorimetric measurements is discussed. Analytical results are given for several organic substances measured by phosphorimetry at 77 K. These results are compared with those from previous studies by older methods.


Key words: Absolute fluorometry; absolute fluorometry in biochemistry; standard reference materials in fluorometry.

Fluorescence spectroscopy is an important tool of the biochemist studying the structure and interactions of proteins and nucleic acids. The four basic quantities to measure accurately are: 1. spectra (corrected excitation and emission), 2. quantum yields (q), 3. fluorescence decay characteristics, and 4. polarization. Commercially available instruments, with little modification, can be used to obtain these measurements, but the biochemist in this field is very dependent on the accuracy of measurements of substances he uses as standards. Confusion arises from disagreement between reported values for standards which may be used to calibrate a detector system to obtain quantum yields, or to set up lifetime and polarization photometers. For instance, the protein chemist is fond of using tryptophan and quinine as quantum yield standards, but Q for tryptophan has been variously reported as 0.13 and 0.20, and Q values for quinine bisulfate range from 0.4 to 0.7. The biochemist should also be aware of the problems inherent in the use of commercially available instruments in absolute measurements, as well as the special complications arising in complex biochemical systems where the fluorescence is heterogeneous.


Key words: Enzymes, fluorometric analysis; fluorometry of enzymes; fluorometry of substrates; silicone pad; solid surface fluorometry.

Newer fluorometric methods for the analysis of biologically important compounds will be discussed: enzymes such as LDH, alkaline phosphatase, lipase and cholinesterase, and substrates such as glucose, urea and uric acid. These
methods are based on the production of fluorescence initiated by an enzymatic reaction.

New reagentless fluorescence methods will be described for enzymes and substrates. These methods are highly precise (1%), fast (less than 1 minute) and involve no preparation of reagents. These methods, as adapted to clinical laboratory procedures, will be discussed.


Key words: Fluorescence standards, inorganic ions; glass standards in fluorescence; rare-earth-doped glasses.

The absorption and fluorescence of inorganic ions; glass polycrystalline disks doped by heavy metal ions is discussed, and their use as fluorescence standards is evaluated. The advantages of the glass standards over other media is summarized.

The glass standards are divided into two groups (1) glasses doped by trivalent earths such as Gd\(^{3+}\), Tb\(^{3+}\), Eu\(^{3+}\), Sm\(^{3+}\), and Tm\(^{3+}\) which have narrow band optical spectra as a result of intraconfigurational transitions, and (2) glasses and polycrystalline disks doped by ions such as Ti\(^{4+}\), Pb\(^{2+}\), Ce\(^{3+}\), and Cu\(^{2+}\) which have broad spectral bands since the optical spectra originate from interconfigurationally allowed transitions. Optical and physical parameters, including matrix effects, quantum efficiencies, decay characteristics, Stokes’ shifts and spin-orbit versus orbit-lattice interactions due to the different transitions will be discussed.

Group (1) glasses are suitable for use as standards where a narrow well-defined fluorescence range is required, and group (2) glasses are suitable for use as standards whenever a substance with a wide range of fluorescence is measured. Special emphasis will be placed on energy transfer between donor and acceptor ions.


Key words: Fluorometry, amino acids; fluorometry, peptides; picomole fluorometry.

Methods for the assay of amino acids and peptides are most important in elucidating the structure of proteins and peptides. In many important areas of research such as in endocrinology, neurobiology, and genetics, methods are needed with sensitivity higher than is available with the widely used colorimetric ninhydrin procedure. A short while ago, we noted that all primary amines react with ninhydrin and phenylacetalddehyde to give a ternary product which is highly fluorescent. The chemistry of that reaction has now been elucidated and the conditions have been modified and improved so that essentially quantitative yields of fluorescent products are formed with all primary amines. The reaction has been automated and is being used as the detecting system for chromatography of amino acids, peptides and amines in the 10 to 100 picomole range. Problems concerning the fluorescence instrumentation and the isolation and chromatography of these compounds in the picomole range will be discussed.

Considerations on organic compounds in solution and inorganic ions in glasses as fluorescent standard reference materials, R. A. Velapoldi, SP378, pp. 231-244 (May 1973).

Key words: Emission spectra; excitation spectra; fluorescence; fluorescence standards; glass standards; quinidine derivatives; rare earths; relative quantum efficiencies; solution standards.

The use of various organic compounds in solution and inorganic ions in glasses has been investigated as possible fluorescence Standard Reference Materials. Emphasis was placed on measuring physical and chemical parameters such as stability, reproducibilities of absorbance and fluorescence measurements, relative quantum efficiencies as a function of excitation wavelength, etc., for quinine derivatives and selected organic compounds. A brief discussion is included on the use of rare earth and non-rare earth inorganic ions in glasses as standards.


Key words: Administration; Conference; laws; procedures; regulations; requirements; technology; weights and measures.

This is a report of the proceedings (edited) of the 57th National Conference on Weights and Measures, sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards, held in Washington, D.C., July 10-14, 1972, and attended by state, county, and city weights and measures officials, the Federal Government, business, industry, and consumer organizations.


Key words: Bibliography; data index; data summary; elements; isotopes; nuclear physics; photonuclear giant resonance; photonuclear reaction.

A brief summary is given of the available data on the gross features of the photonuclear giant resonance. Data are presented in tabular form for all nuclei where measurements have been made. In addition, a comprehensive, annotated data index and bibliography are given which cover experimental data for the field of photonuclear reactions published in scientific and technical journals in the period from 1955 through 1972. Organized by element and isotope, each entry in the index is for a specific reaction reported in a given reference. Information is given on the type of measurement, excitation energies studied, source type and energies, detector type and angular ranges covered for each reaction entry. This publication supersedes NBS Miscellaneous Publication 277 and NBS Special Publication 322 which also embraced Supplement 1 to Misc. Publ. 277. All information contained in these publications has been combined and merged with new data to form the Photonuclear Data Index and Bibliography contained in this publication.


Key words: Atoms; bibliography; cross-sections; ions; molecules; rate coefficients; reactions.

A bibliography is presented of papers in the open literature that contain original experimental data on ion-molecule reaction rates or cross sections. Positive and negative ion-molecule and ion-ion reactions are included but not electron impact processes. For papers to be included, the reactants must have been identified and data for kinetic energies below 10 electron volts must have been presented.

Key words: Creative-partnership; management; operating; procurement; services; Users-Producers.

These proceedings are written for the 4th Users-Producers Conference held at the National Bureau of Standards on January 23, 1973. The Conference was designed to highlight the problems and advantages in our present procurement system when Government utilizes the services of professional and Professional Service firms.

The speakers addressed themselves to the many facets of the procurement process. They represent both the private and Government side and bring their views forward in a clear and concise manner. Speakers are grouped into three panels. The first panel describes the development of the problem, the second panel considers the procurement process, and the third panel discusses managing the project. At the end of each group of panel speeches, there is a general discussion with comments and questions by all attendees.

There is also a separate presentation given by the Honorable James C. Corman, United States Congressman (Calif.), Chairman, Sub-Committee on Government Procurement of Professional Services. These proceedings include the following papers (indented):


A proposed Government system for professional services, J. E. Moriarty, SP383, pp. 87-93 (Aug. 1973).


Key words: Bibliography; computer network; data communications; resource sharing.

This bibliography consists of references with critical annotations to the literature on computer networks. A classification scheme has been developed to place each annotation in a category reflective of its content. Five indexes to the bibliography are included: author index, corporate author index, network index, key word out of context index, and report number index.


Key words: Astrophysics; energy loss; photons; radiative transfer; spectral line profiles; stellar atmospheres.

This book is a revised and somewhat extended version of V. V. Ivanov's Radiative Transfer and the Spectra of Celestial Bodies, published in Moscow in 1969. The principal subject is the transfer of radiant energy through gas composed of atoms with two discrete levels. Although the emphasis of the book is on analytical methods, extensive numerical and graphical results are presented.


Key words: 1R windows and mirrors; laser damage; laser materials; self-focusing; thin films.

The Fifth ASTM-ONR-NBS Symposium on Laser Induced Damage in Optical Materials was held at the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder, Colo. on May 15 and 16 of this year. These Symposia are held as part of the activities of Subcommittee II on Lasers and Laser Materials, of the ASTM. Subcommittee II is charged with the responsibilities of formulating standards and test procedures for laser materials, components, and devices. The chairman of Subcommittee II is Haynes Lee, of Owens-Illinois, Inc. Co-chairmen for the Damage Symposia are Dr. Arthur H. Guenther, Scientific Director, Technology Division of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, and Dr. Alexander J. Glass, Head, Basic Studies, Y Division, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

Approximately 135 attendees at the Symposium heard 25 papers on topics relating to laser induced damage in crystalline and nonlinear optical materials, at dielectric surfaces, and in thin film coatings as well as discussions of damage problems in the infrared region due both to cw and pulsed irradiation. In addition, several reports on the theoretical analysis of laser-materials interaction, relative to the damage process were given, along with tabulations of fundamental materials properties of importance in evaluation of optical material response to high power laser radiation. Several papers presented by title only are included within the proceedings for completeness.

The proceedings of these Symposia represent the major sources of information in the field of laser induced damage in optical materials. The Symposia themselves, along with the periodic meetings of Subcommittee II, provide a unique forum for the exchange of information regarding laser materials specifications among the manufacturers and users of laser devices.
components, and systems. The Symposia also serve as a mechanism of information gathering to enable the Subcommittee to write informed and realistic specifications. These proceedings include the following papers (indented):

The ARPA program on optical surface and coating science, C. M. Stickley, **SP387**, pp. 3-10 (Dec. 1973).


Key words: Ellipse rotation; glass; nonlinear index; nonlinear susceptibility; self-focusing; yttrium aluminum garnet.

The ellipse rotation technique has been employed to measure nonlinear refractive index changes in YAG and several laser glasses using a Q-switched TEM$_{00}$ mode ruby oscillator-amplifier. By time resolving the 9 ns ellipse rotation signal, we obtain all of the information necessary to plot ellipse rotation vs. input power in a single shot, thereby also introducing the capability to detect transient contributions which would interfere with the measurement.

A small anisotropy is found in the third order nonlinear susceptibility of YAG and values for $n_2$ are inferred assuming electronic distortion to be the primary mechanism.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; electrostriction; Kerr effect; laser damage; nonlinear refractive index; optical glasses; self-focusing; thermal self-focusing; yttrium aluminum garnet.

An analysis of damage threshold data in borosilicate crown glass, fused silica, and dense flint glass for linearly and circularly polarized radiation indicates that the Kerr effect is the dominant self-focusing mechanism for 1.06 mm laser pulses with a 25 ns temporal width. The calculated thermal effect is found to be larger than the electrostrictive effect, which is small. Self-focusing length measurements in yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) are found to agree with theory. In YAG, the Kerr effect also dominates.


Key words: Critical power; laser damage; nonlinear index; self-focusing.

It is proposed that the index nonlinearity in self-focusing media be reported in terms of a critical power for the medium, $P_c$, rather than in terms of $n_2$. The principal results of self-focusing theory are expressed in terms of the ratio ($P/P_c$), where $P$ is the total power in a Gaussian beam. Using $P_c$, not only simplifies the expressions for quantities of physical interest, but also will remove some of the confusion now existing in the literature of self-focusing and laser damage.


Key words: Laser damage; nonlinear; self-focusing.

Self focusing has heretofore been studied by assuming something equivalent to total collapse of the beam. Computer simulations at high power level show, however, that it is rather some small portion of the beam (e.g., a diffraction spike) which first collapses. We have therefore examined self focusing as a problem in stability theory. The method can be applied to divergent beams and to any medium in which gain is a known function of field strength. The theory agrees well with computer experiments. We find an absolute limit to the intensity available from a glass laser of order 10$^8$ watts/cm$^2$.


Key words: Laser damage; nonlinear index; random index variation; self-focusing.

The theory of wave propagation in random media is generalized in a straightforward way to include the effects of self-focusing. Simple solutions are obtained which show how the intensity fluctuations which are induced by random inhomogeneities grow catastrophically. These solutions can be used to obtain conditions on the homogeneity of the medium, and on the fluctuations in the incident beam, for elimination or reduction of catastrophic self focusing in the medium.


Key words: Damage threshold; disk amplifiers; eikonal; saturation; self-focusing.

The methods of geometrical optics are used to investigate self focusing in arbitrarily spaced Nd glass disk amplifiers. Difference equations describing the growth of a localized ring or spot beam inhomogeneity are derived and solved numerically. The corresponding differential equations are solved in closed form for the case of equally spaced disks, yielding explicit constraints on the allowable amplitude and width of spikes in terms of the thickness and spacing of the disks. In a more refined calculation, the decrease in gain at large flux densities is taken into account. The analytic and numerical results are applied to a typical laser system, wherein a disk of slab amplifiers is used to produce a high energy pulse for CTR experiments.


Key words: Disc laser; laser damage; laser fusion; Nd-glass lasers.

With the development of high power Nd$^{++}$ lasers for CTR research, severe damage in laser glass and optical components can be expected from both the output energy and from reflected plasma energy. At KMS, laser operating procedures, system diagnostics, and several isolation devices have been developed in an effort to reduce damage effects and to maximize laser lifetime. Since December 1972, the KMS laser system has operated in the 50-100 GW power range (up to 300 J at 3 ns pulse width) for a total of 310 shots on target. An additional 2,379 laser shots have been fired for purposes of laser beam diagnostics. Plasma experiments with f/1 and f/1.5 focusing lenses have been performed with plane targets of C$_2$, CH$_2$ and aluminum. This paper will discuss the KMS laser system, with particular emphasis on damage control procedures and equipment necessary for conducting high energy plasma experiments.


Key words: Low scatter; mirror; optical surfacing.

The adaptation of bowl-feed polishing techniques to the low-scatter finishing of large optical elements is described. Electron micrographs of the surface of a 27 inch diameter fused silica spherical mirror indicate promise for the successful superpolishing of large, high-precision, optical elements.
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Key words: Absorption; electron avalanche; laser damage; plasma formation; polishing compound.

Q-switched laser induced surface damage studies on several glasses and sapphire are reported. By measuring thresholds on these various glasses, investigating the effect of various polishing compounds on damage of laser glass, studying damage morphologies, and taking care to detect damage in its initial stages, several conclusions are reached. Initial damage in practical situations is probably due to absorption by isolated submicron inclusions, and not electron avalanche. Inclusion type damage is found to occur without formation of the bright plasma associated with electron avalanche. The damage threshold is found to depend strongly on polishing compound in some cases. It is found that increased smoothness of a surface does not necessarily lead to an increased threshold.

Some aspects of surface damage that can be explained with linear optics, M. D. Crisp, _SP387_, pp. 80-83 (Dec. 1973).

Key words: Laser damage; surface damage.

Quantitative predictions of the relative values of surface damage thresholds for various geometries are found to follow from linear optics and simple assumptions concerning the damage mechanism. It is assumed that, for a fixed pulse shape, a surface will damage when it experiences an oscillating field of amplitude greater than a threshold value. This assumption is consistent with both absorption by inclusions and avalanche breakdown as a damage mechanism. The ratios of damage thresholds for entrance and exit surfaces at normal incidence, surfaces at Brewster's angle and a total internal reflection surface are found to depend only on the index of refraction of the material. It follows from the analysis that the different threshold values obtained from measurements made with various geometries are simply related and contain information about only one intrinsic surface parameter.


Key words: Bulk damage; lithium iodate; phase matching; second harmonic generation.

The purpose of this study has been to determine whether a significant difference exists between bulk damage thresholds under conditions of phase matching (PM) for second harmonic generation (SHG) compared with the condition where phase matching is absent. Bulk damage in lithium iodate was studied both at 1.06 μm and 0.694 μm using single mode Q-switched lasers. Under the conditions of the experiment no significant difference was observed in damage thresholds between PM and non-PM conditions for single shot damage at 0.694 μm and for both single pulse and 10 pps at 1.06 μm.


Key words: Exoelectron emission; laser surface damage.

A status report will be presented which describes the application of the exoelectron imaging technique as a nondestructive test method for laser surface damage. The mechanism of exoelectron emission from dielectrics will be discussed and an outline of a theory of laser induced exoelectron emission will be given. It will be shown that thermally or optically stimulated electron emission images represent a record of physical phenomena that are precursors of laser surface damage. Experimental techniques used to obtain exoelectron images after laser exposure of the sample will be described and recent results presented.


Key words: GaAs; laser-induced acoustical pulse; laser-induced damage; stimulated Brillouin scattering; threshold dependence on wavelength and doping.

Pulsed laser damage thresholds for surface damage of GaAs have previously been measured for 0.694 and 1.06 μm laser beams. Measurements have recently been made for a 10.6 μm laser beam. These wavelengths were obtained with ruby, Nd<sup>3+</sup>-glass, and TEA CO<sub>2</sub> lasers with pulse half-widths of 20 nsec, 60 nsec, and 100 nsec, respectively. The first two lasers utilized dye Q-switched cells. Later work with the Nd<sup>3+</sup>-glass laser incorporated a Pockels cell for Q-switching. Surface damage thresholds ranged from about 8 MW cm<sup>-2</sup> for 0.694 μm radiation to 30 MW cm<sup>-2</sup> for 10.6 μm radiation, and except for 10.6 μm radiation did not depend significantly on whether the GaAs was p-type, n-type, or undoped. For 10.6 μm radiation, the p-type GaAs was damaged at one third the value for the n-type GaAs and mostly exhibited bulk cracking rather than surface damage. The damage threshold of GaAs shows some dependence on the 1.06 μm laser pulse time, becoming lower as the pulse duration increases. Highly localized damage sites occurring at 1.06 μm cannot be accounted for by laser beam inhomogeneities. A study of the effects of surface trash on this localization revealed that, although visible trash does play a role, it need not be present for surface pits of approximately 2 μ size to occur. An arrangement utilizing a Pockels-switched Nd<sup>3+</sup>-glass laser and quartz transducer was devised to determine whether the leading acoustical pulse induced in undoped GaAs bulk by the laser beam was rarefaction or compression. Rarefaction could result if the material were strongly electrostrictive, and this would bring out the question of the possibility of stimulated Brillouin scattering which depends on the effect. On the other hand, compression would result, for example, from thermal expansion. The study confirmed that the main effect of the 1.06 μm laser beam is to produce a compression in the leading pulse. The compression pulse amplitude was found to be proportional to the laser power up to the damage threshold.


Key words: Laser damage; silicon photodetector; surface damage; surface recombination lifetimes.

Damage induced by a pulsed 1.06 μm laser was studied in a n-p-n silicon photodiode on the basis of measured surface changes using a technique of He-Ne beam probing of the photoconductive gain and excess minority carrier diffusion lengths as functions of increasing cumulative pulsed-laser energy.

These preliminary studies suggest that the pulsed laser produces significant changes in the surface recombination rates for the charge carriers and this in turn can be related to the measured changes in detector gain and dark current also as functions of increasing laser energy.

The role of coating defects in laser-induced damage to thin
Key words: Coating defects; damage morphology; damage thresholds; laser-induced scatter; mean distance between defects; rutile crystal damage; thin-film damage.

Laser damage to dielectric thin-film coatings was investigated using a TEM$_{60}$ Q-switched ruby laser. The laser-induced damage thresholds of several thin-film coatings increased with decreasing laser beam spot-size and were invariant for spot-sizes greater than 150 $\mu$m. A simple model has been suggested that the distribution and nature of coating defects have played an important role in this spot-size dependence, e.g., the probability of the laser beam striking a defect site will be greater for larger spot-sizes and that damage in materials can be distinguished as defect damage and intrinsic damage. This model can be also applied to surface damage.


Key words: Dielectric mirror; inclusions; laser-induced damage; linear absorption.

By studying the morphology of threshold damage and observing the predicted "pulse duration-inclusion size" relationship we have found that laser damage to dielectric coatings is primarily determined by the presence of metallic or highly absorbing nonmetallic inclusions. It is also shown that linear absorption does not determine the damage resistance of coatings when they are properly prepared from materials which do not show bulk absorption.


Key words: Laser induced film damage; optical probe; surface plasma; time resolved laser damage.

The time evolution of laser-induced damage to ZnS films was measured by monitoring the intensity of a He-Ne probe beam internally reflected from the films at the critical angle. The time behavior of the damage was measured with a resolution of 2 nsec, and was correlated to the ruby laser pulse and the spark emission, when present. This technique was used to compare the damage time evolution with the related damage site morphology observed in SEM photographs.


Key words: CaF$_2$ windows; CO$_2$ laser damage; damage threshold; dielectric antireflection coatings; metal coatings; metal mirrors; protective overcoatings.

Results of some pulsed high power CO$_2$ laser damage tests of metal-coated metal mirrors and AR-coated CaF$_2$ windows are reported. The laser employed in these tests was an E-beam pumped, CO$_2$ gas laser which produces a multimode output pulse of $\sim$100 $\mu$s duration at a wavelength of 5 $\mu$m. It was focused to a spot size of $\sim$2-3 mm, yielding maximum energy densities in excess of 7000 J/cm$^2$. The mirrors tested were polished beryllium copper substrates coated with either silver or gold; the windows were polished CaF$_2$ having multilayer AR-coatings comprising combinations of ThF$_4$, PbF$_2$, MgF$_2$, and MgO. Damage threshold measurements and effects of fabrication parameters on performance are discussed.


Key words: CO$_2$ laser damage; damage thresholds; laser windows; window coatings; KCl: ZnSe: CdTe.

A study was made of damage thresholds and damage morphology for KCl, ZnSe, and CdTe windows subjected to a pulsed CO$_2$ TEA laser. Damage to KCl and CdTe was initiated at the surfaces while ZnSe windows were found to fail due to explosion of inclusions in the bulk. For As$_2$S$_3$ passivated KCl or ThF$_4$/As$_2$S$_3$ antireflection coated KCl, or BaF$_2$/ZnS antireflection coated ZnSe the damage morphology was the same as for uncoated windows—failure was not initiated by the coatings. For the two antireflection coating designs studied electric field distributions are shown, and their use in choosing between alternate designs is explained.


Key words: As$_2$S$_3$: CdTe; dielectric reflector; inclusions in dielectrics; KCl; pulsed CO$_2$ laser damage; thin film damage; ZnTe.

Damage thresholds measured using single transverse mode 10.6 $\mu$m radiation are reported for several metal and dielectric enhanced multilayer mirrors (CdTe/ThF$_4$, ZnTe/ZnS, As$_2$S$_3$/KCl). Typical values are in the range of several J/cm$^2$ for semiconductor thin films to over 30 J/cm$^2$ for wide bandgap dielectric thin films (pulse length 0.6 $\mu$s). These single mode values are considerably lower than the corresponding multimode results. Scanning electron microscope, x-ray microprobe, and power dependent absorption measurements were performed in order to examine the nature of mirror surfaces before and after laser damage. Several models for potential damage mechanism (thermal, inclusion, dielectric, etc.) have been investigated. A comparison of the experimental and theoretical results has provided the basis for a possible damage model.


Key words: Alkali halides; infrared windows; laser damage; TEA laser.

Q-switched laser damage thresholds have been determined for three materials: germanium (Ge), potassium chloride (KCl), and sodium chloride (NaCl). A TEM$_{60}$ mode CO$_2$ laser with output at 10.6 $\mu$m wavelength and a 75 nsec pulse length was employed. For the three materials, the damage observed was surface damage. In the case of potassium chloride and sodium chloride, while the surface damage threshold was about the same as with germanium, the surface breakdown threshold was much lower. Results on antireflection coated materials are also reported.

Radiation induced damage to NaCl by 10.6 $\mu$m fractional joule, nanosecond pulses, W. H. Reichelt and E. E. Stark Jr., SP387, pp. 175-180 (Dec. 1973).

Key words: Damage threshold; exit damage; NaCl; surface damage.

Fractional joule nanosecond pulses from the Los Alamos pulsed CO$_2$ laser system have been used to obtain preliminary breakdown data for optical quality NaCl. Both surface and bulk damage have been observed. Surface damage in some samples takes the form of a rectangular craze pattern. This pattern is at the surface and similar to that observed by Bastow, et al., in TiC irradiated with light pulses from a Q-

Key words: Alkali halides; AlQLOY; damage threshold; IR coatings; IR materials; laser damage.

Laser induced damage at 10.6 micrometers is observed in alloy alkali halide single crystals of the AlQLOY composition (KCl₃0.03 - KBr 0.97) and pure KCl, as a function of crystalline orientation. The effect of the stepwise increase in laser irradiation power is monitored by x-ray topographic techniques, Nomarski microscopy and electron microscopy of the replicated damage surface.

The relationship of the damage threshold to the crystalline orientation is explained by invoking the critical resolved shear stress law for the rock salt crystal structure of the alkali halides.


Key words: Absorption; coatings; high-power laser; measurements; surface; testing.

Optical elements and coatings for high power laser applications require low surface absorption. The Alphaphone provides an instrument for rapidly measuring surface absorption at laser wavelengths. Sensitivity is 10⁻⁵ absorption with 10 W input and a noise bandwith of 15 Hz. The total measuring time is a few minutes. Sensitivity down to 1.5 × 10⁻⁷ is achievable by decreasing the chopping frequency. In addition, sensitivity may be improved by signal averaging or by increasing the input power. Two surfaces of a window may be measured independently. Scattering has no significant effect.

The sample to be tested forms one wall of a thin cell filled with air. The air is heated by a small fraction of the energy absorbed at the sample surface when it is illuminated by the laser beam. The resulting pressure rise is measured by a capacitance microphone. In a demonstration we have recorded the absorption signals from two KRS-5 windows coated with antirefection coatings for 10.6 μm. The absorption was 1 percent, measured with a signal-to-noise ratio of 1000.


Key words: IR transmitting materials; photoelasticity; stress-optics.

Stress-induced birefringence may severely degrade or limit the optical performance of IR transmitting materials, especially in high power laser applications. The birefringence in a given material is predictable once the photoelastic tensor has been determined. In this work we carry out a first-principles calculation of the photoelastic constants p₁₁ employing a recent theory of Humphreys and Maradudin. For ionic crystals, a Born-Mayer interatomic potential is employed, while for semiconductors a Morse potential is employed. The p₁₁ are calculated for a wide variety of rocksalt- and zinc blende-type crystals, including alkali-halides, NaI-IV's and III-IV's. The electronic contribution to the p₁₁ is found to dominate in most semiconducting crystals, so that dispersion in the transparent frequency regime is generally negligible. For ionic materials, however, dispersion can be important; values at 10.6 μm, for example, may differ from those in the visible by as much as 25 to 50 percent, even for the better potential laser window materials.


Key words: Crystal absorption theory; frequency moments; infrared absorption; infrared susceptibility; infrared window materials; multiphonon absorption.

There is considerable uncertainty as to the accuracy of calculations to date of multiphonon absorption in infrared window materials. Here we show that such uncertainties can be checked by calculating various weighted integrals over frequency ("frequency moments") of the imaginary part χ''(ω) of the electrical susceptibility, to which the absorption coefficient β(ω) cm⁻¹ is related. We obtain expressions for six moments, evaluating a moment of the 2-phonon contribution explicitly for an anharmonic pair-interaction model. This exact result reveals inaccuracies in the dependence of absorption on ion masses and temperature predicted by approximate theories.


Key words: Dielectric particles; inclusions; laser damage; thermal damage.

Small amounts of macroscopic inclusions in or on the surface of infrared-transmitting materials (in some cases a fractional volume of 10⁻² to 10⁻⁴) increase the average value of the optical absorption coefficient β and cause localized heating that could lead to material failure at high-power levels. The frequency dependence of β ranges from increasing as ω², to independent of ω, to exponentially decreasing with ω. Temperature dependence ranges from independent of T, to increasing as T² in the high-temperature limit, where p ≈ 1 – 4 typically. Simple expressions for the absorption cross section are used to derive expressions for β for large inclusions of strong and weak absorbers and small inclusions of dielectric and metallic particles. Material failure resulting from local heating of inclusions is a far greater problem in high-intensity short-pulse systems than in low-intensity long-pulse or cw systems having the same average intensity. Microsecond pulses with energy densities as low as a few joules per square centimeter can cause material failure.


Key words: Electron avalanche; electron tunneling in alternating fields; laser damage of GaAs; laser damage processes; laser-induced surface damage; parametric plasma instability; resonant plasmon-photon interaction; solid state plasma.

Recent experiments with high pressure infrared molecular lasers demonstrate that the surface damage of ancillary optical components is the performance limiting factor. Intensities of a few tens of MW cm⁻² in the pulse regime of fractional μsec are sufficient to damage the optical components; this performance is considerably less than what one would expect from the analysis of the intrinsic dielectric strength. It is proposed that the principal damage mechanism is associated with the damping of collective electron oscillations which have been driven beyond the linear regime by resonant photon-plasmon interaction. If the mobility of the carriers in a typical optical component is sufficiently high (such as for example in GaAs), one can adequately model the collective behavior of the carriers by a collisionless plasma. Thus the threshold for instabilities can be calculated on the basis of the Vlasov equation. In particular, the threshold for
parametric instabilities in GaAs illuminated by 10.6 μm radiation is shown to be of the order of 10^8 V cm^{-1} which is in close agreement with recent experimental results. The mechanism responsible for producing the critical electron density is proposed to be field-assisted electron tunneling. The required tunneling probability for electric fields of the order of the instability threshold is attained if the energy separation of bound to free state is less than the crystalline bandgap. Adsorbed impurities and bending of the crystal bands at the surface account for the lowered value of the effective pseudo gap; hence the damage is seen first at the surface of the material.


Key words: Alkali halides; avalanche breakdown; intrinsic breakdown.

Previous work demonstrated that intrinsic optical damage is caused by electron avalanche breakdown. We have conducted a number of recent studies of intrinsic damage which have reinforced the original identification of the damage process and which have probed various characteristics of avalanche breakdown.

By using a ruby laser to induce damage in the alkali halides, we have observed frequency dispersion in the relative breakdown fields. This dispersion, which was not apparent at 1.06 μm, provides insight into the development of the avalanche. A mode-locked Nd:YAG laser with output pulses of 300 to 15 ps duration was used to induce damage in NaCl, and the results were compared to Q-switched studies. It was found that the rms breakdown field increased by almost an order of magnitude to over 10^7 volts/cm as the pulse duration was reduced from 10 ns to 15 ps. This result agrees at least qualitatively with published dc breakdown measurements. A statistical character to bulk optical damage was observed in a number of materials including sapphire and fused quartz and found to be indistinguishable from statistics observed in surface damage. This observation and measurements of the ratio of surface to bulk breakdown fields show that the intrinsic mechanisms for surface and bulk breakdown are identical. Finally, the effect of crystalline disorder on the breakdown strength of solids was studied by measuring the intrinsic damage fields for a polycrystal, an alloy, and an amorphous insulator and comparing the results to the damage fields for the respective single crystals.

Laser-induced surface damage in proustite (Ag₃AsS₅) at 1.06 μm and 0.694 μm, G. R. Giuliano and D. Y. Tseng, *SP387*, pp. 239-249 (Dec. 1973).

Key words: Ag₃AsS₅; proustite; pulse duration dependence; repetition rate dependence; surface damage; 1.06 μm; 0.694 μm.

The results of a number of experiments on laser-induced entrance surface damage in proustite (Ag₃AsS₅) are presented. Morphology for pulsed and cw surface damage is discussed and illustrated. Damage at 1.06 μm where most of the work was done was studied with single pulse, repetitively pulsed, and continuous radiation; damage at 0.694 μm was studied with single pulses. It was found that the surface damage threshold at 1.06 μm is independent of pulse repetition rate from single pulse to 500pps. Results of measurements taken for pulses of different duration are interpreted in terms of a thermal mechanism.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; emittance spectra; KBr; CdTe; ZnSe; ZnSe, Te₁₋ₓ.

Emittance spectra were obtained at 273 and 373 K from 3 to 15 microns on several samples supplied by AFCRL. The specimens included KBr, CdTe, ZnSe, Te₁₋ₓ, ZnSe, and four samples of Pb-doped KCl. Values of absorption coefficient were derived from the emittance data. Curves of absorption coefficient versus wavelength will be presented.


Key words: Birefringence; fused silica; optical spectrum analyzer; photoelastic effect; sapphire; scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer; YAG.

A sensitive apparatus for measuring induced birefringence utilizing a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer excited by circularly polarized laser radiation has been developed. Because of birefringence in the sample located within the interferometer, its resonance wavelengths for radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the direction of applied stress are different. The voltage on a Kerr cell properly oriented within the interferometer is adjusted to cancel the sample birefringence. The wavelength difference is observed by using the scanning interferometer as a spectrum analyzer and comparing the interference curves associated with each polarization. The stress-induced birefringence in YAG, sapphire and fused silica at 0.633 μ in the temperature range 26 to 75 °C has been measured.


Key words: Metric charts; metric information sources; metric publications.

A bibliography of metric publications issued by NBS along with a list of organizations that market metric publications, lists, and films for educators. Also includes two metric charts "All you need to know about metric" and "Metric conversion factors."
3.7. APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES

Mathematical tables, manuals, and studies of special interest to physicists, engineers, chemists, biologists, mathematicians, computer programmers, and others engaged in scientific and technical work.


Key words: Analysis of PBIB designs; experiment designs; finite fields; finite geometries; finite projective planes; incidence matrices; incomplete designs; partially balanced; mathematics; partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; statistics; tables of PBIB designs.


Approximately 950 combinatorially distinct designs are given, which represents a doubling of the number of parametric specifications for designs of the original publication. The introduction includes special instructions to aid analysis using hand calculations and a section on the general least squares approach for use when the analysis is to be done on an electronic computer.

For those interested in the construction of the designs, information is provided on methods of construction and extensive references, including original sources for the designs, are given. A tabulation of known information about uniqueness, resolvability, and the nature of the corresponding dual and complementary designs is also included for each design.

3.8. NATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE DATA SERIES

Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a worldwide program coordinated by NBS. Program under the authority of National Standard Data Act (Public Law 90-396).


Key words: Aqueous solution; chemical kinetics; data compilation; hydrated electron; radiation chemistry; rates.

Rates of reactions of hydrated electrons with over 700 different organic and inorganic molecules, ions, and transients have been tabulated. Most of the data are derived from pulse radiolysis of aqueous solutions; results from photolysis and from steady-state radiolysis by competition kinetics are also included.


Key words: Chemical kinetics; data compilation; dosimetry; G; gas; nitrous oxide; radiation chemistry; rates; review.

Data on the radiation yields from nitrous oxide gas, and the effects of variables, including dose-rate, total dose, pressure, temperature, applied fields and scavengers are reviewed and tabulated. The use of N₂O as a gas-phase, chemical dosimeter is discussed. Primary processes in irradiated N₂O are discussed and elementary reactions, relevant to the system, are listed.


Key words: Abstraction reactions; addition reactions; aqueous solution; biological molecules; electron transfer reactions; hydroxyl radical; oxide radical ion; radical reactions; rate constants; reference data.

The reaction rate data of the hydroxyl radical in aqueous solution are compiled and evaluated in this critical review. The values are reported in a series of tables covering addition, hydrogen abstraction, inorganic electron transfer and radical reactions. Rate constants for the hydroxyl radical with biological molecules are included. In addition, the rate constant data for the oxide radical ion are given. Physical properties are listed and the experimental methods employed in OH radical chemistry are reviewed. An analysis involving rate constant data comparisons is made.


Key words: Atoms; compound states; cross-sections; diatomic molecules; electron impact; energy levels; resonances; temporary negative ions.

Two reviews are presented on the energies, configuration and other properties of resonances in electron impact on atoms and diatomic molecules. Included are discussions of the experimental methods which are useful for studying resonances and of the results obtained by various investigations. Much of the information is presented in the form of tables and energy level diagrams.
3.9. BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES

Disseminates technical information developed at the Bureau on building materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety characteristics of building elements and systems.


Key words: Building damping; drift; dynamics; earthquake; frequency; housing; lateral resistance; racking; stiffness; structural deflections; vibration; wind load; wood frame construction.

Tests were carried out on a house to determine its deflection characteristics under lateral loads. The house is a two-story building of conventional wood-frame construction. Two series of tests were conducted. The first of these was to determine the stiffness of the house when subjected to a simulation of wind loading. The second was to determine the dynamic response of the house to a single impulse load.

The report presents the results of these tests from which the following primary conclusions were derived:
1. The measured second-story drift of the building under the test load was considerably less than the drift permitted for medium- and high-rise buildings by present design criteria for most areas of the United States.
2. Only a small portion of the distortion of the exterior walls was transmitted to the interior gypsum board.
3. The upper ceiling diaphragm experienced significant in-plane deformation. On the other hand, the floor/ceiling diaphragm at the lower ceiling level tended to act as a rigid diaphragm and to translate as a rigid body when the building was subjected to lateral load.
4. The natural frequency of the structure was approximately 9 Hz and damping averaged approximately 6 percent of critical damping varying from 4 to 9 percent.


Key words: Building heat transfer; computer programs; dynamic thermal performance; heat flow analysis; heating and cooling loads; temperature predictions; thermal analysis; thermal behavior; transient heat flows.

Measurements of the dynamic heat transfer in an experimental masonry building were made in a large environmental chamber to explore the validity of a computer program developed at NBS, labeled NBSLD, for computing heating and cooling loads, and indoor air temperatures. This study was jointly supported by the National Bureau of Standards and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and is a part of a broader research program being supported by both agencies to improve performance test procedures and criteria for housing.

The experimental structure was a one-room house 20 ft long 20 ft wide, and 10 ft high with walls of solid concrete blocks and a flat roof made of reinforced precast concrete slabs. During the tests changes were made in fenestration, the amount and location of insulation, and the indoor mass; and the building was exposed to a diurnal temperature cycle.

It was found that the combination of mass in the masonry walls and roof, and insulation placed on the outside of the masonry was very effective in reducing and controlling the variation of indoor air temperature. The NBSLD computer program realistically predicted the heat storage effects, and maximum heating loads during these tests. For five heating tests, the greatest difference between computed maximum heating load and measured values was 8 percent and the average difference was 4.3 percent. It was shown that steady-state methods of heating load calculation could result in oversizing heating equipment by 30 percent or more for this particular building and imposed exterior conditions if the lowest outdoor temperature was selected as the design temperature.


Key words: Building; earthquakes; hazards; land use; structural engineering; wind effects.

The national workshop on building practices for disaster mitigation was concerned with earthquakes, extreme winds, and similar dynamic hazards. These proceedings present recommendations derived at the workshop and addressed to policy makers in government and industry, as well as practitioners in engineering, architecture, land use planning, and the earth and meteorological sciences. The recommendations evaluate current building practices, define opportunities for improving current practice from documented research findings, and recommend research to fill gaps in knowledge. Recommendations are made for implementation of improved practices at professional and policy levels. The objectives include avoidance of human suffering, reduction of property loss, and maintenance of vital function in buildings under conditions threatening disaster. Fifteen review articles were prepared by experts in the professions and research disciplines to define the state-of-the-art in disaster mitigation and to guide discussions at the workshop. These articles are included in the proceedings as follows:


Procedures and criteria for earthquake resistant design, C. W. Pinkham, BSS46, pp. 188-208 (Feb. 1973).


Key words: Analysis; deflection; design; dynamic; experimental; human sensitivity; loading functions; specifications; static; structural engineering; subsystems; vibration.

A literature survey and state-of-the-art study was compiled using 233 primary source documents, research papers, and texts. Over 800 documents were scanned to arrive at the primary source documents. The problem of structural deflections is discussed and reviewed in its component areas of static and dynamic deflections as related to forcing functions and structural characteristics. Also the interactions of major structural deflections with building structures subsystems and human occupants is reviewed. Emphasis is placed on serviceability limit states of deflections. Detailed comparisons of human response to structural vibrations are also made. This report is broad in scope and covers the areas of analysis, design and experimentation.
3.10. FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS PUBLICATIONS

Publications in this series collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The purpose of the Register is to serve as the official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat. 1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973). FIPS PUBS will include approved Federal information processing standards information of general interest, and a complete index of relevant standards publications.


Key words: Communications; computers; computer system hardware; data processing; data processing equipment; information systems; magnetic tape recording; magnetic tapes; magnetic tape transports; standards.

This standard specifies the recorded characteristics of 9-track, one-half inch wide magnetic computer tape, including the data format for implementing the Federal Standard Code for Information Interchange at the recording density of 800 characters per inch (CPI). It is one of a series of Federal Standards implementing the Federal Standard Code for Information Interchange (FIPS 1) on magnetic tape media. This revision to FIPS PUB 3 reflects a change in scope from the earlier version of X3.22-1967, and encompasses the recorded tape requirements only. The unrecorded tape standard will include the requirements for the physical properties of the tape and reels that were previously included in FIPS 3. Supersedes NBS FIPS PUB 3.


Key words: ADP standards; computers; data elements and codes; data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; geography; information processing standards; information systems; national government; representation and codes; standards; statistical data.

This publication provides names and codes for representing the Counties of the 50 States or county equivalents thereof for use in the interchange of formatted machine sensible data. Also included in the set of codes are the independent cities of Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, and Virginia and the Census Divisions and boroughs of Alaska. Supersedes NBS FIPS PUB 6-1.


Key words: Computers; data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards Publication; representations and codes; Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

This publication provides standard identifications and codes for representing Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas for the interchange of machine sensible data among agencies. It supersedes FIPS PUB 8-2, Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, dated 1972 November 1. The general concept of a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, commonly referred to as "SMSA" is one of an integrated economic and social unit with a recognized large population nucleus. The codes are available on Holl erith punched cards. The following data elements are provided: SMSA Title (Name) and SMSA Code. Supersedes FIPS PUB 8-2.


Key words: Computers; data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; management; standards; U.S. Government.

Public Law 89-306 (the Brooks legislation) was enacted to provide for the economic and efficient purchase, lease, maintenance, operation and utilization of automatic data processing equipment by Federal departments and agencies. Among the other provisions of PL89-306, the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to make appropriate recommendations to the President relating to the establishment of uniform Federal data processing standards. The Federal Information Processing Standards Program was established in response to this part of the legislation. The purpose of this document is to outline the objectives of the Federal Information Processing Standards Program and to identify requirements for specific standards necessary to accomplish these objectives.


Key words: Computer programming; computers; data processing, Federal Information Processing Standards; flowcharting; flowchart symbols; information processing; standards.

This publication establishes standard flowchart symbols and specifies their use in the preparation of flowcharts in documenting information processing systems. This standard applies to any Federal information processing operation where symbolic representation is desirable to document the sequence of operations and the flow of data and paperwork.


Key words: Communications; computers; computer systems hardware; data processing; data processing equipment; information systems; magnetic tape recording; magnetic tapes; magnetic tape transports; standards.

This standard specifies the recorded characteristics of 9-track, one-half inch wide magnetic computer tape, including the data format for implementing the Federal Standard Code for Information Interchange at the recording density of 1600 characters per
inch (CPI). It is one of a series of Federal Standards implementing the Federal Standard Code for Information Interchange (FIPS) on magnetic tape media.


Key words: Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; information interchange; information processing; paper tape; paper perforator tape.

This standard specifies the physical dimensions and tolerances of one-inch wide paper tape, including the size and location of the perforations used for recording information.

3.11. PRODUCT STANDARDS

Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The purpose of the standards is to establish nationally recognized requirements for products, and to provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of the characteristics of the products. The National Bureau of Standards administers the Voluntary Product Standards program as a supplement to the activities of the private sector standardizing organizations.


Key words: Apparel, girls'; body measurements, girls'; classifications, girls' size; grading charts, girls' size; size designations, girls'; span charts, girls' sizing.

This Voluntary Product Standard establishes a nationally recognized sizing system for girls, based on body measurements.


Key words: Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; information interchange; information processing; paper tape; paper perforator tape.

This standard specifies the physical dimensions of paper tape take-up (or storage) reels, with either fixed or separate flanges. The two types of reels specified differ in the size and shape of the drive hub, but both are intended for use with one-inch perforated paper tape devices.

The standard covers three classifications: slims, regulars, and chubbies. In each classification, sizes 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 are defined by 33 body measurements.


Key words: Glued laminated timber; laminated timber; structural glued laminated timber; timber, structural glued laminated.

This Voluntary Product Standard covers requirements for the dimensions, grade combinations, lumber for laminating, appearance grades, adhesive, and laminating of structural glued laminated timber as well as inspection and test procedures, marking, and the certification by a qualified inspection and testing agency. Definitions of the trade terms used are given, and guides for ordering and information on inspection practices are provided in the appendices.
3.12. TECHNICAL NOTES

Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NBS under the sponsorship of other Government agencies.


Key words: Cerium compounds; dysprosium compounds; enthalpy; entropy; erbium compounds; europium compounds; gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; holmium compounds; lanthanides; lanthanum compounds; lutetium compounds; neodymium compounds; praseodymium compounds; promethium compounds; rare-earth elements; samarium compounds; terbium compounds; thulium compounds; ytterbium compounds.

Contains tables of values for the standard heats and Gibbs (free) energies of formation, entropies and enthalpies at 298.15 K and heats of formation at 0 K for compounds of the rare-earth elements (the lanthanides; lutetium through lanthanum; elements 62 through 76 in the Standard Order of Arrangement). These tables are a continuation of the comprehensive revision of NBS Circular 500.


Key words: Argon; compressed liquid; density; graphs; liquid; nitrogen; oxygen; parahydrogen; pressure; saturated liquid; tables; temperature; uncertainties; volume; volume correction factor.

Tables of pressure, volume, density and temperature for the saturated liquid and for compressed liquid states from the triple point to the critical point, of oxygen, nitrogen, argon, and parahydrogen are presented. The table entries of temperature are in Kelvin and Rankine, table entries in pressure are in atmospheres and psia. Volumes or densities are given in several different units, and density ratios or "volume correction factors" are tabulated for each entry. Estimates of the uncertainty for the tabulated data are given. The tables and graphs were prepared in the style and in the units preferred by users. They are intended as source for both technician and engineer. Revises and updates NBS Technical Note 361, issued January 31, 1968.


Key words: Density; enthalpy; entropy; fixed points (PVT); fluorine; Joule-Thomson; latent heat; melting curve; PVT measurements; saturation densities; specific heats; vapor pressure; velocity of sound; virial coefficients.

An apparatus has been constructed and used successfully to measure vapor pressure and PVT data of fluorine from the triple point to 300 K at pressures to about 24 MN/m². Material problems caused by the toxic and corrosive nature of fluorine were solved. A network of isotherm and isochore polynomials and a truncated virial equation were used to represent all PVT data. These equations represent the data with an average standard deviation of about 0.02 percent in density, the corresponding accuracy being estimated at 0.1 percent. Equations for the saturated liquid and vapor densities, the vapor pressure curve, the melting line, and the ideal gas properties are also presented. Comparisons are given to published values of the second virial coefficients, vapor pressures, and saturation densities. Additional comparisons are also made to measured specific heats and latent heats of vaporization. New values are reported for the triple point and critical point parameters together with the temperature and saturation densities at the normal boiling point. Finally, extensive tables of thermodynamic properties of fluorine are given which include pressure, temperature, density, isotherm and isochore derivatives, internal energy, enthalpy, entropy, specific heats at constant pressure and volume and velocity of sound. Some erroneous values for the internal energy and enthalpy of the compressed liquid below 135 K, published previously, have been corrected in this revision.


Key words: Acidity; coulometric analysis; electrochemical analysis; ionic activity; ion-selective electrodes; pH measurements; polarography; potentiometry; Standard Reference Materials.

This survey of the activities of the Electrochemical Analysis Section, Analytical Chemistry Division, covers the period from July 1970 to June 1971. An attempt is made to briefly summarize a year's progress on the technical projects of the Section, to indicate the composition and capabilities of the unit as a whole, and to stress the Section's role in the mission of the Institute. Summaries of the work in each of the Section competences are given. In the area of acidity measurements, work was completed on the standardization of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane for use as a biologic pH buffer material and standard for clinical pH measurements. High-precision coulometry is used to determine the atomic weight of zinc, the stoichiometry of gallium arsenide, and the purity of KCl and NaCl. Polarography is used to determine trace elements in a variety of environmental samples and Standard Reference Materials.


Key words: Agriculture; clinical analysis; economic impact; energy crisis; meteorology; photometry; phototherapy; pollution; radiometry; remote sensing.

Serious measurement discrepancies universally plague quantitative measurement in the electro-optics industry. The impact of the resulting problems is reviewed and the role of NBS explored. The measurement discrepancies arise chiefly through the recent explosive expansion of this industry. The growth has precipitated a complex development in the variety and accuracy
of measurements required. The impact of problems in optical radiation measurement falls in many areas. One is the increasing Federal responsibility for public life defined in recent legislation. Another is the influence of good optical radiation measurement on the technical development of the electro-optics industry. The impact of these measurements on a number of public issues is reviewed: public health, public safety, the energy crisis, meteorology, pollution, agriculture, crime prevention, and surveillance from air and space. The economic impact of improved measurement both on a fair domestic market and on the balance of payments operates through unit production cost, quality control, product improvement, and innovation. Leadership by NBS has been urged by the industry not only in fulfillment of its legislative responsibility but also to permit the focus of elaborate and impartial resources on the complex problem of optical radiation measurement. In keeping with its mission to help improve industrial technology and the competitiveness of American industry, NBS has an opportunity of major proportions in the electro-optics industry. Leaders of this industry are calling for NBS initiatives to resolve many of the measurement problems now hindering further progress.


Key words: Fatigue; light memory; photocells; photodiodes; photometry; radiometry; selenium; silicon; stability; temperature dependence.

This paper describes the comparison of some characteristics of selenium barrier layer photocells and silicon PIN and PN type photodiodes operated in the photovoltaic or nonbiased mode. The work was done to study the suitability of these detectors specifically for goniometric measurements of flux and possibly for other photometric (or radiometric) measurements. The characteristics studied were the stability of detector output over approximately twenty hours, fatigue or light memory effects over short periods of time, and the temperature dependence of detector output.


Key words: Fast linewidth; frequency noise; HCN laser; infrared frequency synthesis; laser frequency measurements; laser linewidth; laser stabilization; phase locked laser.

Infrared frequencies as high as 88 THz have recently been synthesized using diode harmonic mixers with accuracies of parts in 10^9. Stabilized lasers are needed to make frequency measurements of higher accuracy. The HCN laser is the lowest frequency laser used in these synthesis schemes and its stabilization has been the subject of recent interest. The laser is stabilized by locking it to a phase locked microwave reference chain. Two servo loops are utilized. The first loop is a relatively slow frequency lock loop with the correction applied to a PZT driver. This loop not only accommodates thermal expansion of the laser, but also serves as an acquisition aiding loop for the second servo. The latter is a phase locked system with the correction applied to the laser discharge current.

Details of the laser design and some noise considerations relative to the microwave reference chain are presented along with some experimental data which indicate the results of the stabilization techniques. Data regarding the system stability and improved fast linewidth are included.


Key words: Computer programs; density; enthalpy; entropy: heat capacity at constant pressure; heat capacity at constant volume; heat capacity ratio; heat transfer coefficient; hydrogen; pressure; saturation boundary; temperature; thermal conductivity; velocity of sound; viscosity.

The thermodynamic and transport properties of some and equilibrium hydrogen have been programmed into a series of computer routines. Input variables are the pair's pressure-temperature and pressure-enthalpy. The programs cover the range from 1 to 5000 psia (34 MN/m²) with temperatures from the triple point to 6000 °R (3300 K) or enthalpies from —130 Btu/lb (-623 J/mol) to 2500 Btu/lb (117000 J/mol). Output variables are enthalpy or temperature, density, entropy, thermal conductivity, viscosity, velocity of sound, heat capacity at constant pressure, heat capacity at constant volume, the heat capacity ratio, and a heat transfer parameter. Property values on the liquid and vapor boundaries are conveniently obtained through two small routines. The programs achieve high speed by using linear interpolation in a grid of precomputed points which define the surface of the property returned. The maximum errors arising from the linear interpolation are shown on individual deviation plots for each combination of variables. Error estimates for the sources of data are similarly displayed.


Key words: Accurate and uniform time scale; Allan variance; dispersion of time scale; ensemble time (error); prediction interval; primary standard and clocks.

We express a predicted time interval (or frequency) of a single clock as a weighted sum of frequency data obtained by calibrations against a primary standard, and derive a matrix equation for the optimum weighting coefficients (called the optimum filter response function) involving the Allan variances. Two approaches are used. One of the approaches turns out to be a generalization of Barnes' approach in his 1966 IEEE paper.

We solve the matrix equation to get the optimum filter response functions for white noise frequency modulation (FM), flicker noise FM and linear combinations of them. Other important time dispersive mechanisms exist in practice but are not considered here. We obtain the result that the mean square time prediction error would increase as elapsed time $t$ for the case without intermediate calibrations.

We obtain the result that with a small number of good clocks one can construct a time scale whose accuracy is limited by the accuracy of a primary standard. We show that, over a long time range, linear prediction algorithms based on frequency calibrations with a primary standard give a time scale of much better accuracy and stability that when intermittent calibrations are not used, and that (at least for statistically identical clocks), no advantage is gained by using the time scale itself as a "primary standard" for intermediate calibrations.

Key words: Differential equation; fast Fourier transform; Josephson junction; nonlinear integral-differential equation; spline theory.

A computer program has been developed to study power flow between different frequency channels in a Josephson junction circuit. This paper discusses the mathematical assumptions used to get such results. They are the trapezoidal approximation from spline theory and the use of a finite range of frequencies to characterize the frequency spectrum. This paper describes the program and provides the FORTRAN listing, flow charts, and discusses how to use the program. A discussion of possible sources of errors is also included.


Key words: Dispersion coefficients; m-6-8 potential; parameter selection; second virial coefficients; transport properties.

The calculation of transport and equilibrium properties of simple gases with the m-6-8 potential function is discussed. Properties referred to specifically are the viscosity, diffusion, thermal conductivity and second virial coefficients, and the thermal diffusion factor. Gases referred to are argon, krypton, neon, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and methane. We also discuss in detail the general behavior of a model potential with respect to the fitting of data and the selection of potential parameters. The m-6-8 appears to be the simplest model potential which can satisfactorily be used to fit data over a wide temperature range. The relationship of the potential to independent theory is briefly examined.


Key words: Electrical measurements; quantum interference devices; superconductivity.

The report discusses a number of practical considerations concerning the operation and application of rf-biased Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices (SQUID's). In the course of routine operation of these devices one amasses a set of operational rules, many of which never reach the open literature. This report is aimed at filling that void. Topics of discussion include: the readout circuitry, operational limits of the SQUID, rf-coupling to the SQUID, flux transformers, and shielding.


Key words: Electronics; Josephson effect; precise measurements; superconductivity.

This is a survey of progress to date in the development of new electronic instruments taking advantage of the unique properties of superconductors.


Key words: Density; dielectric constant; enthalpy; entropy; equation of state; fixed points; heat transfer coefficients; helium 4; index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; lambda line; latent heat; melting point; Prandtl number; specific heats; speed of sound; surface tension; thermal conductivity; thermal diffusivity; vapor pressure; viscosity; volume.

Tables of thermophysical properties of helium 4 are presented for temperatures from 2 to 1500 K for pressures to 1000 atmospheres. The tables include, entropy, enthalpy, internal energy, density, volume, speed of sound, specific heat, thermal conductivity, viscosity, thermal diffusivity, Prandtl number and the dielectric constant for 62 isobars. Also included in the isobaric tables are quantities of special utility in heat transfer calculations: \(\alpha\rho/\alpha T\), \(\alpha\rho/\alpha U\), \(V\alpha H/\alpha V\), \(V\alpha P/\alpha U\), \(V\alpha P/\alpha V\), \(I/\alpha V\alpha T\).

In addition to the isobaric tables, tables for the saturated vapor and liquid are given which include all of the above properties, plus the surface tension. Tables for the \(P\alpha T\) of the freezing liquid, \(P\alpha V\) of the lambda line, index of refraction and the derived Joule-Thomson inversion curve are also presented. A computer program to calculate the various properties is also available. Inquiries should be addressed to the National Bureau of Standards, Cryogenic Data Center, Boulder, Colorado 80302.


Key words: Allan variance; frequency stability measurements; measurement system description; phase noise, spectral density; stability definitions; terminology standards.

This report gives concise definitions for specifying stability for measurements in the frequency domain and time domain. Standards of terminology and of measurement techniques are recommended. Measurement systems in the high frequency and microwave regions are described in adequate detail so that the systems may be duplicated.


Key words: Analyses; analytical models; choking flow; critical flow; cryogenic fluids; helium; hydrogen; oxygen; reviews; two-phase flow.

This work presents a state-of-the-art survey intended to be useful to a designer of equipment involving two-phase flow of cryogenic fluids. It is desirable to assess the probability of critical, or choking flow in such a system and, if possible, estimate the critical flow rate. The literature is surveyed, primarily since Smith (1963), and the predictive results for several analytical models are evaluated and compared with experimental data. These results are discussed; however, no firm conclusions are reached because, often, the spread of experimental data is equivalent to the predictive results from the models. Finally, computer evaluations are presented for oxygen, hydrogen and helium along with some design recommendations.


Key words: Alloys; compilation; cryogenic; electrical resistivity; Lorenz ratio; metals; thermal conductivity.

A comprehensive review and compilation of the world litera-
ture on Lorenz ratio of technically important metals and alloys is presented. Lorenz ratio, electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity and characterization data are compiled in tabular form and the Lorenz ratio data are presented in graphical form as well. Data are included here only if the research reported both thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity of the specimen. No attempt has been made to smooth data or present recommended values.


Key words: Levitation; magnetic suspension; materials fatigue data; refrigeration; superconducting magnets; transportation.

The current status (December 1972) of worldwide research on high speed ground transportation techniques is reviewed. Particular attention is given to studies of magnetic levitation using superconducting magnets, including comparison with alternative magnetic techniques and with air suspension systems. Superconducting levitation appears to be a strong contender in the U.S. Department of Transportation hopes to select in the late 1970's one the best of the possible levitation techniques for subsequent advanced development. Cryogenic engineering research needed in support of major development of a superconducting levitated system is identified.


Key words: Atomic clock model; detection; flicker noise; sequential test; time scale.

We have assumed that the nominal performance of an atomic clock can be well characterized by (1) a noise amplitude and (2) a mix of white and flicker pure noise processes. A number of specific kinds of changes are assumed that a clock might encounter. We assume that these changes can occur with either sign and with varying magnitudes. The changes considered are a noise amplitude different from nominal, a flicker component in the noise mix which is different from nominal, a step jump in the time counts for a clock and a linear (frequency jump) or quadratic (frequency drift) trend in the time counts for a clock.

Detection of a change is accomplished with a multiple sequential test having compound limits. The test is designed to respond quickly to an actual change but to make few incorrect detections (identify the wrong change) or false detections (when no change from nominal operation has occurred). When a change is detected for a clock the laboratory time scale can be adjusted accordingly for this condition.


Key words: Microwave; microwave measurements; power equation; power measurement; terminal invariant.

Theoretical considerations indicate that, in addition to other advantages, UHF and microwave measurements based on the power equation concept should exhibit reduced sensitivity to certain connector imperfections. This has now been experimentally confirmed in a number of laboratories, and interest in these methods is increasing. The previously described measurement techniques, for implementing this concept, have relied heavily upon tuning procedures, while current trends are towards automation where tuning is impractical if not impossible.

By assuming a phase detection capability (such as is found in automated systems) it is possible to eliminate the tuning requirement. Moreover, this generalization has made it possible to summarize the earlier results in a compact form. In addition, this paper includes a number of new measurement ideas.

It is expected that this report will serve as a major reference in the continuing development of detailed measurement procedures which exploit the power equation concept.


Key words: Satellite timing; slant range; synchronous satellites; time delay.

A special purpose slide rule designed to compute the free space propagation delay between a synchronous satellite and points on the Earth's surface is discussed. The slide rule was developed to provide users of time information relayed by geostationary satellites a means of computing the propagation delays without dealing directly with the satellite's orbital elements. The delays computed with the slide rule are compared with the values obtained from orbital elements using a high precision digital computer. The limitations and accuracy of the slide rule are discussed. A sample slide rule which may be cut out and used is included in the report.


Key words: Author indexes; bibliography; cryogenics; liquefaction; metrology; properties of fluids; properties of solids; subject indexes; superconductivity; transport processes.

This NBS Technical Note catalogs the publications of the Cryogenics Division, along with author and subject indexes, for the period 1953 through 1972. It also contains a listing of available thermodynamic properties charts, bibliographies, and miscellaneous reports of cryogenic interest.

A résumé of the activities and services provided by the Cryogenics Division is also included.


Key words: Amplifier noise; effective input noise temperature; mismatch error; mismatch uncertainty; noise figure.

For the best accuracy in measuring noise figure, attention needs to be given to the choice of the hot and cold noise standards and to mismatch problems. Tables and graphs are presented to aid in choosing the proper measurement conditions, and an example is given to demonstrate their use. This paper essentially supplements a previous paper (included in an appendix), treating in more detail topics that become important when state-of-the-art measurements are required.

Key words: Compilation; density; deuterium; electrical properties; enthalpy; entropy; fixed points; hydrogen; mechanical properties; optical properties; specific heat; thermophysical properties; transport properties; tritium; vapor pressure.

The survey covers PVT, thermodynamic, thermal, transport, electrical radiative and mechanical properties. All isotopic as well as ortho-para modifications of hydrogen have been included. Temperatures are limited to those below the respective critical points, in general below 40 K. The pressure range is not restricted, that is solid, liquid, and gas phases are covered. However, with the exception of hydrogen, very little data exists at pressures other than saturation. The literature surveyed includes all references available to the Cryogenic Data Center up to June of 1972, and for several subjects, through March of 1973. The total number of documents considered was nearly 1500 of which about 10 percent contain pertinent information and are referenced in this report. The various properties are presented in the form of tables of graphs; if extensive tables have been published elsewhere, the reader is referred to the original sources.


Key words: Attenuation; flange measurements; reflection coefficients; VSWR.

The measurement results of flange loss and reflection coefficient magnitude at 60 GHz (WR15 waveguide) of various flange configurations are presented. Included are the effects of alignment pins, surface finish, metallic contact surface, contact area, and flange bolt torque.


Key words: Josephson effect; quantum interference; rf attenuation; rf measurement; rf power; superconductivity.

This report is the product of the first two years' work on a project to exploit an entirely new principle for the measurement of rf power and attenuation, namely the Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID). This is a simple circuit of superconducting metal, operating at a very low temperature in a bath of liquid helium. It functions as a sensor of magnetic flux with an almost perfectly periodic response over a wide dynamic range. It may therefore be used to measure dc or rf electrical quantities such as current, power, attenuation, etc., in circuits inductively coupled to it. Measurements of these quantities can be made by counting off periods in the response of the SQUID (flux quanta) in the same way that we measure length with a laser by counting off wavelengths of light.

This work is partly funded by the CCG under project number 72-72. It has reached the stage of a demonstration that the new principle can indeed be used for precise measurement. We have developed and tested prototype systems for measuring power and attenuation as accurately as we can test by the conventional means available to us. A single calibration with dc is required to measure absolute rf power in the range of frequency from 0 to 1 GHz at levels from 10^{-6}W to 10^{-3}W with an uncertainty of ±0.1 dB at the port of the SQUID. Transferring this measurement to calibrate a source of power would require a proper evaluation of the intervening network over the full range of frequency. We have demonstrated the feasibility of extending our measurements of power to much lower levels. No external calibration is required to measure rf attenuation directly over a dynamic range of 45 dB with an rms deviation of ±0.002 dB from calibrations performed by the NBS Calibration Service.

After an elementary exposition of the basic principles of our technique, we describe: the SQUIDs themselves; the prototype systems we have developed to measure rf power and attenuation; systematic errors and fundamental limitations of the measurements that can be performed with them; and the obvious and immediate improvements that can be applied to them. We reserve an appendix for detailed drawings and instructions for the fabrication of components.

In order to make this report self-contained, we have included the material from previous reports that has successfully withstood the test of time.


Key words: Efficiency; loss; reflectometer; sliding short; two-port.

A detailed, applications-oriented, description of a method for measuring two-port losses is given. The technique involves using a non-ideal sliding short circuit and a tuned four-arm reflectometer. Most, if not all, of the components used in this technique can be put together using commercially available items. It is the intent of this discussion to provide enough detail and explanation so that a technician with some working knowledge of microwave measurements can set up and make loss measurements.

The reference made to two-ports implies a broad range of devices from a simple flange or connector to waveguide coaxial adaptors and even more elaborate configurations with a definable input and output connection.


Key words: Dissemination; frequency; satellites; synchronization; time.

An experiment designed to reveal the advantages and special problems associated with the broadcasting of time and frequency information from geostationary satellites is discussed. Included are discussions concerning satellite motion, time delay variation, doppler shift due to the motion, and calculation of delay. Receiver or ground station equipment requirements, time recovery techniques, timing resolution and accuracy, and special advantages of satellite broadcasts for time and frequency dissemination are also discussed. Specially equipped sites in North and South America gathered data from the experimental satellite broadcast which in turn were used to determine the potential accuracy of satellite dissemination, the results of which are presented. Delay computation aids for the user were designed to provide a simple and inexpensive means of computing free space delays between the master clock and the user via a geostationary satellite. The aids, delay overlays on an earth map and a circular slide rule, are discussed with examples. Qualitative discussions of the signals and broadcast format are given. Final comments are made concerning the results of the experiment and how they might reflect upon a final system design for a permanent service using one or more geostationary satellites.

TN710-6. Building research translation: Ventilation air inlets for

Key words: Air inlet; discomfort index; draft; outside wall; ventilation; wind.

Preliminary tests have shown the existence of a "discomfort index," a function firstly of the difference between the temperature in the room and the temperature of the air current and, secondly of the speed of the air stream. The permissible limit for this index has been fixed at 2 °C, at least in that part of the room situated more than 20 cm from the outside walls and less than 2 meters in height.

Systematic artificial tests have resulted in satisfactory solutions being found for the air inlets into the outside walls.

- An elongated aperture placed above a radiator and fitted with a deflector so that cold air entering the room mingles with the ascending warm air current.
- An aperture located behind a convectors heater so that the same result is achieved as in the case of the radiator.
- A row of apertures located along the heated ceiling placed so that entering air is diffused into the warm air before reaching the occupied zone.

Some calculations aimed at determining the orders of magnitude of the necessary sections and the possible force of the air current in a high wind, have revealed the need for a manual or an automatic regulator where a wall is exposed to wind.


Key words: Floors and panels; moisture condensation; thermal bridges; thermal insulation; U-values of walls.

Uniformity of temperature on the internal face is one of the essential hygrothermal qualities for a wall.

Cold bridges, which are the cause of uneven temperatures, constitute a weakness which ought to be corrected.

The author describes a large number of tests carried out with various types of wall (dense walls and lightweight panels) in order to assess the importance of cold bridges and to determine the effectiveness of possible remedies; he shows that the accepted theory used in the calculation of U-coefficients is unsatisfactory when estimating surface temperatures. The results obtained can be explained, however, by means of two simple hypotheses; on the basis of these there are practical rules which can be used in establishing the importance of cold bridges, and recommendations for reducing them.


Key words: Automatic typesetting; computer-assisted typesetting; edit insertion program; FORTRAN program; phototypesetting of spectroscopic tables; typesetting of tables.

SETAB is a FORTRAN program which accepts a card deck or FORTRAN records on magnetic tape and inserts the appropriate flags and shift symbols required by many programs associated with phototypesetting devices. The program is specialized to the particular application, the phototypesetter and typography programs, and to the desired typefaces by means of parameter cards supplied at run time. Examples are shown of spectroscopic tables typeset on the Linofilm phototypesetter at the Government Printing Office using the Autoset Typography Program. The program has also been used for tables of other types of data. The program can handle any records which can be read by a FORTRAN "READ" statement under "A" format control. The original record can be divided into as many as 40 fields and these fields can be combined in any order with any of 26 strings in front of or between the pieces. The program will, on a signal, replace a field by another field or by a combination of fields and strings. The output lines are blocked and paged via the insertion of the required strings between blocks and pages.

TN741. Unassigned.


Key words: Benchmark problems; dose distributions; moments method; neutron penetration; shielding; weapons radiation.

The moments method is applied to the problem of calculating the neutron dose and fluence distributions in an infinite medium of air. These calculations are compared with Monte Carlo and Discrete Ordinates (S) results. Simple parametric representations for the distributions are given which facilitate the calculation of dose and flux distributions in air with a different density.


Key words: Adjoint; buildup factor; dosimetry; gamma-ray transport; moment methods; shielding.

In this paper we discuss a computer code for generating spatial-angular moments of the adjoint gamma-ray flux in an infinite medium. The equation for the flux moments is given and techniques used for the solution are described. Details of the input data and a sample problem are also supplied.


Key words: Calibration standards; concentration validity; flash point; lubricating oil; pour point; spectrometric analysis; stability; trace elements; viscosity.

At the request of the Naval Systems Air Command, Department of the Navy, studies have been conducted on organo-metallic calibration standards and diluent oil used in the Department of Defense Equipment Oil Analysis Program. Consultation on standards has been provided, and measurements of physical properties of base oil, concentrations of major elements in standards, concentrations of trace contaminants, and stability of solutions have been performed. Results of studies accomplished in fiscal year 1972 are detailed in this report.


Key words: Associations; criminal justice; directory; law enforcement; research centers.

This directory lists national, non-profit professional and volum-
teen social action associations and research centers which are active in the fields of law enforcement and criminal justice. The International and foreign organizations which are listed either have a large number of American members, have a United States chapter, or are doing work which is applicable to the United States. The local organizations which are listed either cover several states or are of national interest. The organizations are listed alphabetically with a subject index included. The format of an entry is: title of organization; mailing address; officer; telephone number; year when founded; number of members, number of staff; description of purpose and activities; affiliations; publications; meetings.


Key words: Binational research cooperation; international scientific cooperation; physical science research administration; research planning; scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency Program; Yugoslavia science and technology.

An overview is given of grants awarded by the National Bureau of Standards under the Special Foreign Currency Program (SFCP) in Yugoslavia, authorized by Public Law 480 and other legislation. Each grant is identified by title, principal investigator, institution in Yugoslavia, NBS monitor, and the monitor’s organizational unit within NBS. The work is then described briefly under the three headings “Summary Description of Project Goals,” “Results and Implications to Date” and “List of Publications that Resulted from the Project.” To demonstrate the relevance of such grants to the programs of NBS, the grant descriptions are ordered by the elements of that Program Structure. The significance and purpose of the NBS/SFCP grant program are discussed in the Foreword, the Introduction and an Appendix. The NBS monitors and the program manager judge this grant program to have had a high benefit to cost ratio from the viewpoint of NBS.


Key words: Aluminum wire; base transit time; carrier lifetime; die attachment; electrical properties; epitaxial silicon; gamma-ray detectors; generation centers; germanium; gold-doped silicon; infrared response; methods of measurement; microelectronics; microwave diodes; nuclear radiation detectors; probe techniques (a-c); recombination centers; resistivity; ribbon wire bonding; semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; thermal resistance; trapping centers; ultrasonic bonding; wire bonds.

This quarterly progress report, seventeenth of a series, describes NBS activities directed toward the development of methods of measurement for semiconductor materials, process control, and devices. Significant accomplishments during this reporting period include design of a plan to provide standard silicon wafers for four-probe resistivity measurements for the industry, publication of a summary report on the photocathoductive decay method for measuring carrier lifetime, publication of a comprehensive review of the field of wire bond fabrication and testing, and successful completion of organizational activity leading to the establishment of a new group on quality and hardness assurance in ASTM Committee F-1 on Electronics. Work is continuing on measurement of resistivity of semiconductor crystals; characterization of generation-recombination-trapping centers in silicon; study of gold-doped silicon; development of the infrared response technique; evaluation of wire bonds and die attachment; and measurement of thermal properties of semiconductor devices. Delay time and related carrier transport properties in junction devices, and noise properties of microwave diodes. New efforts were initiated in both the die attachment and wire bond evaluation tasks. Supplementary data concerning staff, standards committee activities, technical services, and publications are included as appendixes. A description of breakdown tracks, a primary failure mode of monolithic integrated circuits stressed with voltage pulses, is given in a separate appendix.


Key words: Colloidal theory; crystallization theory; gypsum; hydration; induction period; plaster of paris; setting mechanisms.

The mechanisms by which gypsum plaster sets and hardens have been investigated and the results generally are consistent with the crystallization theory. No evidence for the presence of colloidal intermediates has been found. The crystallization theory is modified to include, as an intermediate species, solvated calcium sulfate hemihydrate molecules. Evidence is presented that supports the belief that more than one reaction is responsible for the setting and hardening of gypsum plaster.

The roles of accelerators and retarders have been studied by calorimetric, differential thermal analysis, and scanning electron microscopic techniques. The cation is more effective than the anion in accelerating the setting and hardening of gypsum plasters; the catalytic order follows the sequence M$^+$ M$^{2+}$ M$^{4+}$. Small amounts of retarders can severely retard the setting and hardening processes.

Influences of temperature, impurities, and production conditions on the setting rates of gypsum plasters are discussed.


Key words: Computing, statistical; documentation for users; OMNITAB; statistics.

This Technical Note is the first of a series of interpretive notes for a number of commands in the OMNITAB system that have the automatic printout feature. Others planned in the series include commands FIT and POLYFIT, TWOWAY analysis, ONEWAY analysis, and CORRELATION.

These notes aim to be self-contained so that users may have sufficient information on hand for the understanding of the statistics computed and to use them for their immediate applications. Computation formulas are given in the text, and a number of statistical tables are reproduced in the Appendix for the convenience of users.


Key words: Building materials; fire; fire services; smoke; smoke density chamber; smoke potential; test method; visibility.
The paper reviews the Smoke Density Chamber Test Method and illustrates its use and application to assess smoke generation of building materials in fire situations. It shows how test results may aid the Fire Services and code authorities in evaluating and reducing the potential light-obscuration hazard of smoke in buildings. An example is given for calculating visibility in a simplified fire situation involving material of known smoke generation. The smoke generation of some common interior finish and construction materials is given.


Key words: Activation analysis; crystal structure; diffraction; isotopes; molecular dynamics; neutron; nuclear reactor; radiation.

This report summarizes all those programs which depend on the NBS reactor. It covers the period from October 1971 through September 1972. The programs range from the use of neutron beams to study the structure and dynamics of materials through nuclear physics and neutron standards to sample irradiations for activation analysis, isotope production, and radiation effects studies.


Key words: Hazard elimination; lead analysis; lead paint; lead poisoning.

The National Bureau of Standards is providing technical support required by the Department of Housing and Urban Development to carry out its research responsibilities under PL 91-695. The Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act. The program at NBS has involved three major areas of research: (1) an estimation of the numbers of children at risk and with excessive body burdens of lead and the geographical distribution of those children; (2) the capabilities and characteristics of analytical methods for the detection of lead in paint and other building materials; and (3) the identification and evaluation of materials, techniques and systems for removing or eliminating the lead paint hazard from housing. This paper is a brief presentation of the activities and conclusions of NBS in the areas listed above.


Key words: Bibliography; chemical thermodynamics; extended character codes; information retrieval; magnetic tape.

The substance-property index and bibliography sections of the Bulletin of Thermodynamics and Thermochemistry, No. 14 (May 1971) have been converted to a magnetic tape version designed for computerized searching written in an extended form of the American National Standard Code for Information Interchange (X 3.4-1968). In this version each substance-property entry has been supplemented by a searching key. This report describes the magnetic tape version.


Key words: Biomedical research; "health relevance"; program planning and budgeting; R&D management; systems analysis; systems approach.

This case study describes the activities of an interagency task group that applied systems analysis to improve management controls within a biomedical research agency of the federal government. The results were the formulation and implementation of a discipline for program management, which explicitly makes use of multiple criteria in arriving at resource allocation decisions.

The text details the necessary preliminary analysis describing operational activities, information flows, and key decision points within the organization. It goes on to identify the techniques employed and the difficulties encountered while attempting to improve the decision-making process for selecting research projects, under conditions of reduced funding. In particular, a comparison is made between: (1) the agency's traditional single-criterion "peer review" judgment for determining budget priorities, and (2) the multiple-criteria judgments required to effect more positive management control. The systematic use of separate "scientific merit" and "health relevance" ratings is compared with the organization's actual experience. The criteria used by various participants in the decision process are analyzed, and a dollar allocation "investment" procedure based on these findings is developed.

A procedure which organizes relevant information for research program planning and evaluation is presented, and extension of this recommended procedure to wider use by science administrators elsewhere in government is discussed.


Key words: Certification programs; consumer products; household products; industry standards; international recommendations; national standards; product standards; recommended practices; specifications; test methods.


Technical Note 705 was a revision of the Draft Tabulation compiled by the American National Standards Institute and issued in April 1970. The categories and products covered in the tabulation were originally based on those listed in the Consumer Product Safety Index (CPSI) of the National Commission on Product Safety, published in July 1970. The products and categories in the current revision are based on those developed for the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) of the Food and Drug Administration. The NEISS listings are an expansion and revision of the CPSI. NEISS product areas were slightly altered to conform to the scope of this tabulation.

The tabulation lists over 700 product areas and over 1000 standards' titles covering products found in and around the home. (The major consumer product areas not included are foods, beverages, and drugs.) The tabulation also indicates the applicable voluntary national, industrial, and international standards which deal primarily with either safety or performance or both aspects of the products listed. For some of the product areas, there are no applicable standards. Available information on certification programs and standards under development, and the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) numbers for the products are also provided. Supersedes NBS Technical Note 705.

Key words: Compiler; debugging; error diagnostic; high-level programming languages; monitoring; procedural-oriented languages.

Increasing concern with the quality of computer software today makes it important to evaluate critically the debugging facilities available in high-level languages. This paper presents a collection of program debugging and monitoring facilities to improve the diagnostic capabilities of a compiler. A distinction is made between debugging and monitoring facilities performed at compile time, at load/link time and at execution time. These facilities are described in terms of this breakdown with a conscious attempt to move the detection of errors from execution time to compile or load/link time, and to collect information when the information is available during the compilation process.


Key words: Freezing point of zinc; high temperature resistance thermometer; insulation resistance; platinum resistance thermometer; resistance thermometer; stability; tungsten thermometer; zinc.

Data are presented concerning the stability of high temperature resistance thermometers. Two types of platinum and one type of tungsten thermometer were tested at 1065 °C and 960 °C. Some of the platinum thermometers were also tested at 900 °C and at the freezing point of zinc. Results of tests are also given on the insulation resistance of sensor supports and lead assemblies for the two types of platinum thermometers. A new design for a zinc-point cell is discussed briefly. Suggestions for future work are indicated.


Key words: Acoustical thermometer; calibrator; germanium thermometers; heat conduction; NBS P2-20 (1965) scale; “speed of sound” isotherms; viscosity.

Earlier acoustical thermometer "speed of sound" isotherms are compared with recent measurements. Where systematic deviations had appeared in "smoothing" through acoustically derived temperatures via germanium thermometers, a possible solution has emerged; more precise temperature control of the acoustical thermometer is desirable and has been realized. A cursory examination of the applicability of the Helmholz-Kirchhoff equation was made with a modified sonic chamber. Measurements with the modified instrument have shown no changes in the experimental results.

The maintenance of the NBS P2-20 (1965) scale is described. A new calibration apparatus was constructed to accommodate more germanium thermometers thus reducing the calibration cost per thermometer during a calibration run.


Key words: Computer code; gamma rays; gamma ray transport; gauss quadrature; moments; shielding.

In this paper we describe a computer code for generating spatial-angular moments of gamma ray energy fluence in an infinite medium. The equation for moments of the energy fluence is given and the techniques used for the solution are discussed. The structure of the code and of the main subroutines is also given. Details of the input and output data are presented and the printout from a sample problem is included.


Key words: Aluminum wire; bonding; fabrication (wire bonds); microelectronics; ribbon wire; round wire; testing (wire bond); ultrasonic bonding; wire bond.

The feasibility of using aluminum ribbon wire for ultrasonic bonding of semiconductor microelectronic interconnections was studied, and several advantages over the use of round wire of equivalent cross-sectional area were found. Ribbon wire bonds exhibited little deformation or heel damage, and a greater percentage of bonds of a certain quality (as judged by pull strength and appearance) could be made over much greater ranges of the bonding machine parameters, time and tool tip displacement, using ribbon wire than was possible with round wire. The ease of positioning ribbon wire was indicated by making multiple ribbon wire bonds side-by-side on a 5-mil square pad, or by stacking up to four bonds one on top of another. However, bonding with harder than normal wire, previously thought to offer certain advantages with respect to higher bond tensile strength, yielded inconsistent results.


Key words: Chlorides; concrete; corrosion; epoxy coatings; organic coating; steel reinforcing bars.

This work was undertaken in order to determine the feasibility of using organic coatings, especially epoxies, to protect steel reinforcing bars embedded in concrete from accelerated corrosion attributed to the depassivation of steel by chloride ions.

Coatings have been evaluated on the basis of their chemical and physical durabilities as well as their protective qualities. In this study, attention has also been directed to the following: application methods; surface preparation of the steel reinforcing bar; and site of application.


Key words: Continuum fluorescence; data reduction; electron probe microanalysis; fluorescence correction; quantitative analysis.

This publication describes a rigorous data reduction procedure for quantitative electron probe microanalysis, which avoids simplifications present in conventional schemes. In addition, the program contains a correction for fluorescence due to the continuum, and separate computations of the fluorescent effects of each exciting primary x-ray line. Constants characteristic of elements are stored in a permanent data file, and the constants and parameters needed for the calculation of mass absorption coefficients are contained in a sub-program. These provisions and
decision-making sections in the development of the fluorescence corrections reduce the required input considerably.


Key words: Building material; housing; leaded paint; lead hazard elimination methods; lead paint poisoning; performance attributes.

Methods currently used to control the hazard caused by leaded paints in housing vary in effectiveness from complete elimination of the hazard to a minimal effort that runs a high risk for recurrence of the hazard. A series of guidelines has been drawn up to acquaint municipal planners and other decision makers with the factors that should be considered in implementing a hazard elimination program. Formats are presented to describe attributes of the various methods that should be considered.


Key words: Agitators; borosilicate glass; glass melt; glass tank; liquids; stirrer; viscosity.

The stirring actions of several designs of small stirrers were observed and photographed in transparent viscous model liquids. The fluidity of the liquids was comparable to that of a molten borosilicate glass at fining temperatures. The most efficient features of one or more of these stirrers were incorporated into larger model stirrers and observed under actual stirring conditions. As a result of these performance tests, a final design of stirrer was selected and fabricated of platinum-rhodium metal and used in an experimental glass tank. The design of one of the pots in the experimental glass tank was modified to obtain the maximum stirring action with the selected stirrer.


Key words: Algorithms; networks; paths; shortest-paths; trees.

Many applications in transportation and communication require the calculation of shortest routes between points in a network, and several algorithms for the solution of this problem exist in the literature. This paper examines one class of such algorithms, that which calculates a shortest route from one point in the network to all other intersection points. Computer data handling techniques which can be used to improve the two basic algorithms in this class are investigated. Results of computer timing runs on various types and sizes of networks are compared, and the differences, sometimes of an order of magnitude, are analyzed. Detailed flowcharts and computer programs of the tested algorithms are also included.


Key words: Base transit time; carrier lifetime; delay time; die attachment; electrical properties; electronics; epitaxial silicon; four-probe method; generation centers; germanium; gold-doped silicon; infrared response; methods of measurement; microelectronics; microwave diodes; probing techniques (a-c); pull test; recombination centers; resistivity; resistivity standards; semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; S-parameters; switching transients; thermal resistance; thermally stimulated measurements; trapping centers; wire bonds.

This quarterly progress report, of a series of reports, describes NBS activities directed toward the development of methods of measurement for semiconductor materials, process control, and devices. Significant accomplishments during this reporting period include (1) completion of the investigation of the effects of current, probe force, and surface condition on the measurement of resistivity of bulk silicon wafers by the four-probe method; (2) establishment of operating conditions appropriate for determining the sensitivity of transient thermal response measurements to voids in transistor die attachment, and (3) initiation of an interlaboratory comparison of transistor scattering parameter measurements. Because of the general applicability of the first of these, details are presented in a separate appendix. Work is continuing on measurement of resistivity of semiconductor crystals; characterization of generation-recombination-trapping centers in silicon; study of gold-doped silicon; development of the infrared response technique; evaluation of wire bonds and die attachment; measurement of thermal properties of semiconductor devices; determination of S-parameters, delay time, and related carrier transport properties in junction devices; development of a-c probing techniques; and characterization of noise and conversion loss of microwave detector diodes. Supplementary data concerning staff, standards committee activities, technical services, and publications are included as appendices.


Key words: Algorithms; fire station location; heuristics; location-allocation models; location analysis; resource allocation analysis; transportation network analysis.

This paper compiles the various types of location-allocation models which analyze the impact of varying the number and location of fire stations. The assumptions of each model, the relationships between models, and possible heuristics and algorithms are discussed. In addition, a methodology of spatial concepts analogous to those used in transportation planning is presented.


Key words: Building regulation; evaluation; inspection; manufactured building; mobile homes; model documents; state-of-art study.

Background information, objectives and the current status (February 1973) of various tasks and reports pertaining to the Coordinated Evaluation System (CES) project are described. The goal of the CES Project is to develop model informational documentation that will assist state building regulatory agencies in establishing a coordinated and uniform evaluation, approval and inspection system. The model documentation will be related to the following building regulatory functions: (1) data submittal, (2) evaluation, (3) approval, (4) compliance assurance (inspection), (5) installation, and (6) owner information.

Key words: Drop generator; liquid drop; waterdrop.

A waterdrop generator has been constructed, based on the mechanical resonance of a vibrating waterdrop, which can generate drops of 1.5 to 37 mg with standard deviations in the range of 0.1 percent to 10 percent of drop mass. Drop mass over this range and drop interval are remotely controlled.


Key words: Blood banks; blood utilization statistics; cost benefit analysis; donor profiles; peer review; regulatory activities; sensitivity analysis.

This report provides a description of the current blood banking system and of the collection and derivation of quantitative information concerning system operation and blood cost. A reasonably accurate but somewhat incomplete profile of practices, attitudes, and likely costs of present and alternative systems has been developed. Among the topics presented are: 1) a discussion of the blood collection process including statistics on present use and future needs; 2) information relating to donor motivation, attitudes and incentives; 3) a brief summary of demonstration programs in the U.S. and national blood programs in other countries which provides some insight concerning means for improving blood quality and availability; 4) a description of blood processing, storage and distribution procedures; 5) narrative and statistical information relating to blood utilization practices; 6) discussions of post transfusion reactions and frozen blood programs; 7) a discussion of current governmental and professional standards, regulations and controls which influence many, but not all, concerns involved in blood collection and processing.

This information serves as the basis for the selection of alternatives analyzed in a cost effectiveness analysis of eight apparently viable alternatives to the current system. Because of the possible variation which might be ascribed to many of the parameters used as a basis for costing alternatives, the sensitivity analysis is crucial in the comparison of alternatives.


Key words: Durability; fire safety; performance guidelines; protective coatings; rigid polyurethane; roofing.

The use of spray-in-place polyurethane foam for roofing application in the United States is increasing at a rapid rate. Little unbiased information is available to guide the user in the specification, selection, application, and performance of this innovative roofing system. This report describes the current state-of-the-art of rigid polyurethane technology as applied to roofing systems. The performance parameters as observed during the field survey are discussed in terms of protective coatings, fire safety, durability and problem areas. Guidelines to assist the supplier and user alike in the use and selection of polyurethane foam roofing systems are given. Finally, a performance specification for spray-in-place polyurethane foam roofing system is suggested.


Key words: Data communications; modems; terminals; throughput; TRIB.

Throughput performance of high speed data terminals using the dial telephone network is calculated for signaling rate of 1200 to 4800 bits per second using the ANSI X3.28-1971 control procedures and measured in terms of the proposed ANSI strand TRIB described in X3S35/80. The performance calculations are shown graphically with TRIB as a function of block length, error rates of the telephone connection, signaling rate and telephone line delays. Error rates are based on a published survey involving several hundred telephone connections to geographically distributed parts of the United States.


Key words: Confidentiality; controlled accessibility; data integrity; data security; security.

A bibliography of 96 references on controlled accessibility has been compiled. The purpose in compiling this limited bibliography was to free the effort to solve the problems of controlled accessibility from domination by discussion of the issues of privacy. Insofar as possible, except when the two subjects are referred to in the same work or for overriding historical considerations, references dealing with privacy have not been included.


Key words: Computer-based systems; information systems; university; university computer systems.

A methodology for categorically describing computer-based information systems was developed and applied to six university-based, NSF-supported, systems. The Systems under study all operate as retail information centers primarily serving campus communities by accessing large commercially-available data bases using 3d generation computer configurations. The systems vary in design philosophy, mode of user service, transferability characteristics, and operational status. A summary matrix is included.


Key words: Carpets; durability; economics; field studies; flooring; floor coverings; life-cost; maintenance; user needs.

This report is addressed to the problem of selection and maintenance of flooring to the best advantage in terms of durability, type and severity of service, appearance, comfort, and safety. The selection of flooring is discussed with respect to service life, maintenance, obsolescence, and trade-off advantages. Two articles by maintenance administrators include information and discussion helpful in determining maintenance cost, trade-offs, and selection of flooring for different types of service. Field observations and preliminary field tests by the National Bureau of Standards indicate areas in which research is needed, as in laboratory tests for wear and slip resistance. Observations and field tests are impracticable to use for procurement.

This report is helpful in the selection and maintenance of flooring and floor finishes. More important, it points up areas in which research is needed to develop information for this purpose.

TN784. Unassigned.

TN785. Scanning electron microscope examination of wire bonds

Key words: Aluminum wire; high reliability; integrated circuit; metallization; scanning electron microscope; transistor; ultrasonic bonding; wire bonding.

An examination with a scanning electron microscope was made of the wire bonds of over 75 high-reliability microelectronic devices. The device interconnects were ultrasonically bonded aluminum wires. Of primary interest were the bonds themselves; their appearance and its significance are described. Also described is the appearance of the metallization and the wire. Comments and explanations are given where the phenomena are understood. Although the devices studied had passed preliminary electrical tests and pre-encapsulation visual examinations, many potential reliability problems were identified such as weak bonds, electrical shorts and contamination.


Key words: Bonding; electrical connection; failure (wire bond); integrated circuits; microelectronics; reliability; semiconductor devices; testing (wire bond); wire bond.

A significant fraction of the failures that occur in integrated circuits are due to failures of the wire-bond electrical connections that are used. Therefore, a critical area for reliability improvement is in the methods for testing and evaluating wire bonds. Several of these methods are surveyed. In particular, analyses with regard to the stress that the test imposes on the wire bond in the pull, centrifuge, mechanical shock, vibration, and temperature cycling tests are presented and used in discussing the capabilities and limitations of these methods.


Key words: Communications network; computer program; heuristic; minimum cost; network configuration; optimization; Telpak rate structure.

A heuristic method of optimizing the design of a very large communications network is described. The procedure is employed to configure the routes of 5552 communications service requests involving 1633 nodes. A FORTRAN IV program was developed to solve for actual needs of the Defense Communications Agency for leased-line service employing the Telpak tariff structure.


Key words: Base transit time; carrier lifetime; delay time; die attachment; electrical properties; electronics; epitaxial silicon; four-probe method; generation centers; germanium; gold-doped silicon; infrared response; methods of measurement; microelectronics; microwave diodes; probing techniques (a-c); pull test; recombination centers; resistivity; resistivity standards; semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; S-parameters; switching transients; thermal resistance; thermally stimulated properties; trapping centers; wire bonds.

This quarterly progress report, nineteenth of a series, describes NBS activities directed toward the development of methods of measurement for semiconductor materials, process control, and devices. Significant accomplishments during this reporting period include (1) development of a comprehensive, large-area test pattern for evaluating planar junction structures, (2) completion of experimental work on the evaluation of the destructive, double-bond pull test for wire bonds, (3) initiation of a scanning electron microscope facility, and (4) completion of the investigation of the mechanism of emitter-base junction reverse breakdown during rapid switching of transistors. Because of the general applicability of the last of these, details are presented in a separate appendix. Work is continuing on measurement of resistivity of semiconductor crystals; characterization of generation-recombination-trapping centers in silicon; study of gold-doped silicon; development of the infrared response technique; evaluation of wire bonds and die attachment; measurement of thermal properties of semiconductor devices; determination of S-parameters, delay time, and related carrier transport properties in junction devices; development of a-c probing techniques; and characterization of noise and conversion loss of microwave detector diodes. Supplementary data concerning staff, standards committee activities, technical services, and publications are included as appendices.


Key words: Building design; energy conservation; mechanical systems.

The purpose of this report is to provide reference material on the technical options for energy conservation in buildings. It was prepared for the National Conference of States for Building Codes and Standards-National Bureau of Standards Joint Emergency Workshop on Energy Conservation in Buildings held at the U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington, D.C. on June 19, 1973.

This report describes actions pertinent to existing buildings and new buildings. Regarding existing buildings, principal topics include summer cooling, winter heating, and other energy conserving features—i.e., insulation, fenestration, lighting, appliances, domestic hot water, and human comfort. Suggested actions include those which can be accomplished voluntarily or without expense, and also actions which require some modest effort or expense on the part of the building owner or occupant.

Regarding new buildings, energy conservation actions are described that deal with building design and mechanical systems. The report concludes with a summary of mechanisms for implementation of such actions and criteria for use in evaluation of them.


Key words: Computer-controlled experiment; computer interfacing; data acquisition system; digital interface; instrumentation; laboratory automation; MIDAS; programmable controller.

The task of interfacing experiments to computers and data-logging systems should be made as painless as possible for the scientist. With this intent, MIDAS, a user-oriented, modular digital interface system based on CAMAC hardware and
USASCII-bus data communication has been developed. MIDAS modules enable the experimenter to set up, program, modify and operate automated or computer-controlled experiments independently of the experts. Salient features of the concept are described and operating configurations discussed both with and without computer control. System interface requirements are specified in sufficient detail to enable one skilled in the art to design and construct modules operable within a MIDAS system.


Key words: Dose calibrators; indium-113m; molybdenum-99; nuclear medicine; radiopharmaceuticals; technetium-99m; tin-113.

Results of measurements of six sources in dose calibrators used in nuclear medicine facilities at eight hospitals in the Washington metropolitan area are given.


Key words: Glass; microstructure; phase separation; viscosity.

The isothermal viscosity of two borosilicate glasses, of which one is a commercial glass widely used for chemical glassware, shows a large increase (4 to 5 orders of magnitude) with heating treatment time (ranging up to 100,000 min) near the annealing point. The two glasses have similar compositions, but differ greatly in their phase separation characteristics. Electron micrographs are used to analyze the development of microstructure during the suspected phase separation. In both glasses, it is found that the structure development is primarily responsible for the viscosity increase. An analysis of the data, and a theoretical interpretation of the effect are presented.


Key words: Acoustics; cap guns; children; consumer safety; hearing damage; noise; paper caps; standard apparatus; toys.

In recent years, a great concern has been expressed for consumer protection and safety, especially for children. As an outgrowth of this concern, acoustical testing of potentially hazardous noise-producing toys has been carried out at the National Bureau of Standards for the Bureau of Product Safety (FDA) under the authority of the Toy Safety Act of 1969. This paper discusses in detail the testing work carried out on commercial cap guns and caps, which culminated in the development of a standard firing apparatus for testing paper caps. Engineering drawings of the standard apparatus are given as well as a recommended procedure for using this apparatus to test paper caps.


Key words: Ceiling radiation; corridor fires; critical energy input; flame spread, calculation, and observations; floor covering evaluations; heat balances; heat transfer mechanisms; models, energy balance, radiation, and scaling.

The NBS corridor fire program is a continuing program to investigate the growth and spread of fire and smoke through a corridor when fire is initiated in an adjoining room. Due to recent fires involving floor coverings [1], and controversies over current floor covering flammability test methods, floor coverings have received special attention during the first phase of the corridor fire program. Results of the NBS program on corridor fires are presented under the unifying concepts of energy and radiation models. The major findings are: (1) One type of carpet fire hazard has been identified as the rapid flame spread over pile surface; (2) The dominant mechanism that causes this flame spread is energy transfer from ceiling radiation. This is substantiated by measurements and calculations; (3) Carpet evaluation by critical cumulative energy input into the corridor has been found to be feasible and informative in terms of heat transfer mechanisms; (4) Finally, a radiant panel test appears to be a promising approach to simulate the corridor environment for second generation flooring tests.


Key words: Academic computing; networks; network management; regional networks; research computing.

Computer networking is broadly considered including hardware, software, procedures and people. Networking encompasses many activities such as, creation of network products, distribution processes, user activities, and supporting services like marketing, documentation, information services and maintenance. Network management covers both the establishment of networking operations and actual operation of the network facilities. It includes all management functions performed at such network nodes as computing centers, documentation facilities, and service distribution centers. In order to survey the problems facing development of network management, user requirements and system requirements are outlined in a qualitative manner. Examples of political, economic and legal constraints are summarized, such as the economic impact of extended networks on regional and local computing activities. Critical issues for networking management, and other areas of significant management concern are outlined. Organizational alternatives are conceived in terms of a four layer organization model. Conclusions deal with continuing problem areas, the need for a structural model for network management, critical experiments and tasks to be undertaken to further networking capabilities, and a suggestion to establish planning teams to initiate some of the initial steps required for further networking development.


Key words: Electron probe; mini-computer; on-line correction; quantitative microanalysis.

A procedure using a mini-computer for on-line correction of x-ray data from electron microprobe analysis has been developed. This program, called FRAME, allows mass fractions to be computed on-line by the ZAF approach. Besides x-ray intensities, the only input data required are the atomic numbers of the elements present, the analytical line being used, and the operating voltage. Other required parameters such as atomic weights and x-ray mass attenuation coefficients are stored or calculated by the program. FRAME is in FORTRAN IV, and requires about 4K of computer core. Results from FRAME are very close to those of COR2, which is considered to be the most accurate program available for quantitative electron probe microanalysis.

Key words: Data archives; language use; programming aids; programming languages; source-statement analysis; syntax analysis.

Although many variants of programming languages exist, little information is available on how language features are actually used by programmers. Several data collection schemes are discussed here; each would provide empirical data on language use. Some internal details are given for analyzers for FORTRAN and COBOL. In addition, a suggestion is made for a special systems option which would allow a compiler to continuously record source statement characteristics or programs given to it.


Key words: Binational research cooperation; international scientific cooperation; India science and technology; physical science research administration; research planning; scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency.

An overview is given of grants awarded by the National Bureau of Standards under the Special Foreign Currency Program in India, authorized by Public Law 480 and its amendments. Each grant is identified by title, principal investigator, institution in India, NBS monitor charged with working in close technical touch with the project in India, and the monitor's organizational unit within NBS. The relevant work is then described briefly under the three headings "Summary Description of Project Goals," "Results and Implications to Date," and "List of Publications that Resulted from the Project." To demonstrate the wide use of such grants over the entire Program Structure of NBS, the grant descriptions are ordered by the elements of that Program Structure. Editorial comment on the significance and purpose of the NBS/SFCP grant program is confined to a Foreword and Introduction. The editors judge this grant program to have had a high benefit to cost ratio from the viewpoint of NBS.


Key words: Network access procedures; networking; standardization; user protocols.

User access procedures to information systems have become of crucial importance with the advent of computer networks, which have opened new types of resources to a broad spectrum of users. This report surveys user access protocols of six representative systems. Functional access requirements are outlined, and implementation of access procedures is analyzed by means of a common methodology.

Qualitative assessment of standardization possibilities identify standardization candidates such as: system and user signals, on-line user entries, system requests, and network wide categories of message content.


Key words: Computers; consultation; documentation; information support; networks; on-line support; user needs; user support.

With increasing interest in the development of computer networks and the proliferation of remote entry capability from user terminals, user support takes on new dimensions. Some user characteristics are outlined as they affect user support. User support requirements are identified for training, terminal operation, and general information to aid in network operations. Support capabilities include on-line aids, information available on request, and tutorial information available at the terminal. User support also includes pertinent documentation and human consultation. Areas of future research are identified as: interactive language design, tutorial design, integration of hard-copy and on-line capabilities, and further development of user feedback capability.


Key words: Beam leads; carrier lifetime; delay time; die attachment; electrical properties; electronics; epitaxial silicon; generation centers; gold-doped silicon; methods of measurement; microelectronics; microwave diodes; mobility; pull test; recombination centers; resistivity; resistivity standards; scanning electron microscopy; semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; S-parameters; spreading resistance; thermal resistance; thermally stimulated properties; trapping centers; wire bonds.

This quarterly progress report, twentieth of a series, describes NBS activities directed toward the development of methods of measurement for semiconductor materials, process control, and devices. Significant accomplishments during this reporting period include (1) completion of an initial identification of the more important problems in process control for integrated circuit fabrication and assembly as a basis for and expanded effort to be conducted in cooperation with ARPA, (2) completion of preparations for making silicon bulk resistivity wafer standards available to the industry, and (3) undertaking of new work to establish the relationship between carrier mobility and impurity density in silicon and to investigate test patterns for use in process control and evaluation. Because of the general applicability of the first of these, a summary of the findings is presented in a separate appendix. Work is continuing on measurement of resistivity of semiconductor crystals; characterization of generation-recombination-trapping centers, including gold, in silicon; evaluation of wire bonds and die attachment; study of scanning electron microscopy for wafer inspection and test; measurement of thermal properties of semiconductor devices; determination of S-parameters and delay time in junction devices; and characterization of noise and conversion loss of microwave detector diodes. Supplementary data concerning staff, standards committee activities, technical services, and publications are also included as appendices. This is the last report in this form; future reports in this series will appear under the title, Semiconductor Measurement Technology.


Key words: Building codes; buildings; earthquakes; hazards; natural disasters; structures.

Following the Managua, Nicaragua, earthquake of Dec. 23, 1972, a team of engineers representing the U.S. Department of Commerce's National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) performed field investiga-
tions in Managua, Nicaragua, from Dec. 26, 1972, to Jan. 4, 1973. The objectives were to assist the Nicaraguan government in surveying major buildings to determine whether each was suitable for emergency use, repairable, or appropriate for clearance. The team also viewed the patterns of successful performance and damage to identify needs for improvements in building practices for mitigation of earthquake hazards and opportunities for more detailed investigations which could provide information for future improvements in practices. In general, the damages cannot be attributed to unusual intensities of ground shaking or severity of surface faulting. Most damages appeared to result from deficiencies in building practices; deficiencies which had been exhibited many times before in previous earthquakes, deficiencies which would be avoided by implementation of up-to-date provisions for earthquake resistant design and construction. However, Managua did not employ a building code with seismic design requirements appropriate to its earthquake risk, and furthermore, did not have a building regulatory system capable of effective implementation of its building code provisions. This report documents the observations of damages by the NBS/NAE team and points out relationships to inadequacies in the building practices employed. Most of these inadequacies have been well known; however, the Managua experience may serve as an incentive to improvement of building practices in many other areas which are subject to substantial earthquake risks and have not consistently accounted for these risks in their building codes and building regulatory system.


Key words: Abrasion; adhesion; colorfastness; covering; flame spread; flash point; impact resistance; lead paint poisoning; materials; performance; properties; scratch resistance; smoke generation; toxic combustion products; toxicity; washability; water vapor permeance.

The National Bureau of Standards is providing technical support to the Department of Housing and Urban Development which is required by Public Law 91-695 (the Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention Act) to carry out a research program to evaluate and make recommendations regarding technology for the removal of the lead based paint hazard from the Nation's housing.

Potential hazard elimination methods have been identified by means of a survey of available technology. This report describes testing and evaluation methodologies used to determine (1) the suitability for use of a series of removal and lead barrier systems, (2) the results of this evaluation, and (3) recommendations concerning the use of said systems.

Paint removal systems were evaluated in terms of the hazards that they present in the course of their use. Both the flammability and the toxicity of the solvents found in removers were considered. Covering systems were evaluated for their suitability for use as barrier layers over lead bearing paints in housing. The effectiveness of covering systems in protecting children from leaded paint, their fire hazard properties and functional properties which are related to their serviceability were considered in making this evaluation. The properties of the systems were assessed in terms of minimum acceptable performance levels and recommendations are given for their use in a field evaluation program.


Key words: Accidents; burns; children; clothing fires; deaths; FFACTS; fire; flammable fabrics; injury; sleepwear; standards; statistics.

Sleepwear was the first fabric item ignited more frequently than any other item in over 1,900 fire incidents reported to the National Bureau of Standards Flammable Fabrics Accident Case and Testing System (FFACTS). Information acquired since promulgation of the current sleepwear flammability standard protecting children of ages 0-5 indicates a problem of comparable magnitude exists for children of ages 6-12. Of 316 incidents involving non-contaminated sleepwear that was first to ignite, about one-fourth involved children 0-5 years old and one-fourth involved children 6-12 years old. For the 6-12 group, sleepwear ignited first more often than all other garment items combined. Females outnumbered males 4-to-1 in the 6-12 group, due mostly to the involvement of nightgowns and kitchen ranges, the most common ignition source for this age group. Five of the 6-12 year old children died and 52 of 74 victims were hospitalized. Almost all of the first-to-ignite sleepwear in this group was cotton. Data from Shriners Burns Institute and the National Burn Information Exchange provide further evidence of the involvement of children ages 6-12 in garment fires. It is recommended that a new standard be issued covering sleepwear sizes 7 through 14 to effectively protect 6-12 year old children.

3.13. CONSUMER INFORMATION SERIES

Practical information, based on NBS research and experience, covering areas of interest to the consumer. Easily understandable language and illustrations provide useful background knowledge for shopping in today's technological marketplace.


Key words: Metric system; SI; weights and measures.

The metric system of measurement, how it compares with our customary system, and how it will affect everyday life are described in everyday terms. Examples of computations of the type frequently encountered by the average citizen are included to illustrate the relative simplicity of the metric system. Although extensive use of the metric system in the United States is envisioned to be several years in the future, the reasons for at least becoming acquainted with the system now are discussed. The necessary acquaintance for everyday life involves the learning of fewer than ten metric units of measurement.
3.14. NBS INTERAGENCY REPORTS
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Key words: Aluminum; Auger transitions; copper; electronic density of states; nickel; secondary-electron energy distribution; x-ray photoemission.

Measurements are reported (with \( \approx 0.1\text{-eV resolution} \)) of the \( L_3M_{2,3}M_{4,5} \) Auger-electron energy distributions from evaporated Ni and Cu using electron-beam excitation. The data reveal new structure (over an \( \approx 20\text{-eV range} \) that could be correlated in part with the final states (for atomic Cu) and in part with overall features of the 3d-band density of states determined by soft-x-ray emission spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.


Key words: Coexistence curve; compressibility; critical anomalies; critical exponents; critical region; equation of state; scaling law; specific heat; steam; water.

Ideas about the character of critical anomalies obtained from the lattice gas model are tested on the thermodynamic properties of steam, using methods developed for nonpolar gases. The critical anomalies in steam are shown to be nonclassical and very similar to those of simple gases. Specifically, the exponents obtained by power-law analysis of the coexistence curve, specific heat \( C_v \) and compressibility \( K_T \) are \( \beta = 0.347 \pm 0.005, \alpha = 0.1 \pm 0.05, \gamma = 1.20 \pm 0.05, \) implying \( \delta = 4.45. \) Since the critical point is thus a point of nonanalyticity in the thermodynamic behavior, the scaled equation of state may be an appropriate means to describe the critical region. Some results of such a scaled analysis of the \( PVT \) data are presented and shown to be consistent with independently measured vapor pressure and specific heat data and with the exponents quoted. The best value obtained for the critical temperature by scaling is \( 373.9 \text{ °C} \pm 0.05 \text{ °C}, \) values between 0.322 and 0.327 g/cm\(^3\) are obtained for the critical density depending on the property analyzed.


Key words: Infrared spectrum; Knudsen effusion; matrix isolation; molecular structure, NbF\(_5\); vibrational assignment.

The infrared spectra of matrix isolated NbF\(_5\) as well as some gas phase spectra have been observed. These spectra have been obtained using double boiler Knudsen cells. An interpretation of the spectra to yield the six infrared active frequencies of a \( C_{4v} \) monomeric structure for NbF\(_5\) is advanced.


Key words: High pressure; perfluorostyrene; polymerization; polyperfluorostyrene.

Perfluorostyrene was prepared by reaction between tetrafluoroethylene and its physical behavior and thermal polymerization were studied in the temperature and pressure ranges 17-155° and 6,800-20,000 atm respectively. When highly superpressured the monomer becomes viscous and often glassy. The polymerization rates range from \( 10^{-3} \) to more than \( 10^0 \) percent h\(^{-1}\). They generally increase with temperature and pressure. Polymer intrinsic viscosities range from 0.07 to 0.41 dl/g. In liquid phase polymerizations they increase with pressure and decrease with temperature. In the glassy phase, polymer of lower intrinsic viscosity is formed; in the crystalline phase, higher polymer is formed.


Key words: Astronomical time; atomic time; frequency; international atomic time; management; NBS; standard time; time; USNO.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) are the two organizations chiefly involved in distributing accurate and precise time and frequency information within the U.S.A. The NBS is responsible for the "custody, maintenance, and development of the national standards" of frequency and time (interval) as well as their dissemination to the general public. The mission of the USNO includes the "provision of accurate time" as an integral part of its work concerned with the publication of ephemerides in support of navigation and in the establishment of a fundamental reference system in space.

Both agencies provide the U.S. contribution to the Bureau International de l’Heure (BIH) [International Time Bureau], which has the responsibility of publishing definitive values of Universal Time (UT), International Atomic Time (IAT), and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).


Key words: Accuracy; error analysis; instrument errors; measurement errors; precision.

Topics in this chapter have been chosen to give the reader a basic understanding of many of the concepts, procedures, and mathematical tools used by metrologists to ascertain the accuracy and the precision of measurements. The chapter includes discussions of errors, corrections, precision, accuracy, systematic and random errors, statistical methods, measures of imprecision, computations based on samples, errors in the use of instruments, and scale-reading errors. Basic information for the treatment of errors in measurements, and in instruments, is given.

Key words: Frequency standard; network path delay; stability; time and frequency dissemination; time code generator; time code receiver.

Because of the increasing interest in time and frequency dissemination via television signals, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has sponsored an experiment using an active time and frequency code transmitted on a U.S. television network encompassing nationwide coverage. Some history of the project is given. The format of the television code and the equipment necessary to generate and decode the transmitted information are discussed. Statistical results of system stability from New York City, N.Y., to Boulder, Colo., and to Los Angeles, Calif., are presented, and comparisons are made with earlier observations using the passive line-10 television time synchronization technique and the 3.58-MHz color-burst frequency reference used for colorcasts. Analysis of the frequency-transfer capability is presented, and the ability of a phase-locked oscillator to lock to the code's frequency reference is discussed. With the decoder's oscillator in a locked condition, plots of phase with respect to time, time domain stability using the Allan variance, and spectral noise reveal that the system permits calibration of a remote standard to one part in $10^4$ within one-half hour. Long-term stability (several days) is typically a few parts in $10^5$. Using an active time code, short-term stability is governed to a noticeable degree by the television industry's standard video format. Finally, a schematic diagram, with discussion, outlines how time-of-day information can be extracted from the television code used in this experiment.


Key words: Earth rotation; geodesy; laser distance measurements; lunar range; polar motion.

Retroreflector package have been carried to the moon by the Apollo 11, Apollo 14, and Apollo 15 missions, as well as by Luna 17. Laser ranging from the earth onto these packages should eventually yield information on polar motions and crustal movements accurate to a few centimeters, and on UT1 to 100 μsec. Present (1971) error of the range measurements is 30 cm, but accuracy to 3 cm should be obtainable with improvements in methods and equipment.


Key words: Methylamine; microwave spectrum; pyrolysis; quadrupole structure; rotational transitions; transient species.

The molecular transient methylamine (CH$_3$NH) has been identified in the gas phase from its microwave spectrum. Preliminary analysis of the rotational spectrum of $^{13}$CH$_3$NH shows the molecule to be planar with rotational constants (in MHz) of $A = 196.211$, $B = 34.642$, and $C = 29.352$. Estimates of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants and electric dipole moment for the molecule are given. The half-life of this transient molecule is estimated to be less than 0.1 sec under the conditions used in the experiment under discussion.


Key words: Lock-in detection; synchronously rectified detection.

A modification of the commonly used lock-in detection technique is proposed. This technique produces an output signal that is independent of the waveform of the input signal.


Key words: HCN laser; laser magnetic resonance; molecular constants of O$_2$; O$_2$ spectrum.

We observed thirteen laser magnetic resonance lines (transitions between $[n=3, J=4] \rightarrow [n=5, J=5]$) for the oxygen molecule, using the 337-μm line of the HCN laser. The magnetic $g$ factors ($g_1 = 2.0044$, $g_2 = 2.0020$, and $g_3 = 0.000125$) give the best fit to the data. The zero-field frequency for the transition $(N = J = 3) \rightarrow (N = J = 5)$ obtained by using these sets of the magnetic $g$ factors all agree with theoretical value of 775,700.43 ± 0.00001 GHz if an experimental uncertainty of ±1G (±10^{-4}) is allowed.


Key words: Frequency metrology; frequency of lasers; infrared frequency synthesis; laser frequency stabilization; methane-stabilized He-Ne laser; speed of light.

Infrared frequency synthesis (IFS) techniques are briefly surveyed, and some important results are summarized. The recent measurement of the frequency of the methane-stabilized He-Ne laser is significant due to the accurate measurement of the methane wavelength and its fundamental role in metrology. The possibilities of an improved value for the speed of light and of additional applications for frequency measurements at various levels of accuracy are discussed.


Key words: Frequency standard; network path delay; stability; time and frequency dissemination; time code generator; time code receiver.

Because of the increasing interest in time and frequency dissemination via television signals, NBS has sponsored an experiment using an active time and frequency code transmitted on a U.S. television network encompassing nationwide coverage. The code format is discussed and statistical results of system stability using the network path from New York City, N.Y., to Boulder, Colo., are presented through plots of phase with respect to time and plots of time domain stability using the Allan variance. Comparison is made of the frequency transfer capability of the line-1 method to the 3.57954...MHz color subcarrier signal used for network colorcasts. The active line-1 TV time system offers distinct advantages over existing dissemination methods utilized within the continental U.S. of principal interest is the short measurement period required for a time or frequency calibration. The system typically permits calibration of a remote standard to 1 part in $10^4$ within one-half hour.


Key words: Absorption coefficients; epitaxial silicon; minority carrier diffusion length; minority carrier lifetime; semiconductor characterization; surface voltage.
Analysis of the steady-state surface photovoltaic (SPV) method of measuring minority carrier diffusion length \( L \) has been extended to the case of an epitaxial layer on a thick substrate. In layers with thickness greater than four diffusion lengths, the measurement yields the bulk value of \( L \). For layers thinner than 0.5\( L \), the measured value is that of the substrate. For intermediate thickness, the bulk value of \( L \) can be estimated. The method also provides a sensitive means of observing the influence of substrate conditions on the absorption characteristics of silicon.


Key words: Forced flow; heat transfer; helium; refrigeration.

A flow loop using pumped supercritical helium for transferring heat from a source to a sink is considered. General factors concerning design of the loop are outlined, and pumping losses are considered in some detail. It is concluded that pumping losses depend very sensitively on the heat transfer requirements, and optimization of design must be done carefully for any particular system. Further studies of combined heat transfer and refrigeration cycles are encouraged.


Key words: Accuracy statement; cryogenic; flow facility; liquid nitrogen; measurement.

The National Bureau of Standards and the Compressed Gas Association have jointly sponsored a research program on cryogenic flow measurement. A cryogenic flow research facility was constructed and was first used to evaluate commercially available positive displacement cryogenic flowmeters operating with liquid nitrogen.

The performance of the flow facility was simultaneously being evaluated during the meter tests. This is a summary report of the performance evaluation of the flow facility. An accuracy statement is given for both totalized mass and volumetric flow.


Key words: Dielectric fluids; heat transfer; plasticizers; polychlorinated biphenyl; transformers.

On September 1, 1971, an interdepartmental task force was formed to coordinate the U.S. Government's scientific studies of polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB's). The task force was coordinated by the Office of Science and Technology and the Council on Environmental Quality. Represented on the task force were the following agencies: the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and Drug Administration, the National Institute of Environmental Health Services, and the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Interior, and Justice.

On September 13, individual tasks were assigned to participating agencies, and the Department of Commerce was asked to critically explore the question of the utility and replaceability of PCB's. Dr. Robert W. Cairns, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology, requested NBS to assist him in this task.

This study has included consideration of the uses and replaceability of PCB's in the following areas: (1) Dielectric fluids for capacitors and transformers; (2) Industrial fluids for hydraulic, gas turbine, and vacuum pump uses; (3) Heat transfer fluids; and (4) Plasticizers and miscellaneous uses.


Key words: Nuclear material balance accountability; nuclear material control; nuclear safeguards.

The problem discussed is the need for better material accountability through the application of better measurements in nuclear safeguards. This paper points out that accountability has many aspects and compares two of them. One aspect is that accountability is considered in the sense of a tighter material balance, accomplished by more accurate measurements in material accounts of inputs, outputs, and in inventory. Although the material balance for a process or, if you will, the entire plant is a necessary tool in nuclear materials accountability, its usefulness is limited to an indication that there is an unaccounted for loss but such loss is not necessarily due to diversion of material or to an unusual situation. Since the material balance is an aggregative tool dealing with totals, it generally does not provide a clue as to whether the material unaccounted for is in one lump or in small pieces or some intermediate form. Another aspect is that accountability be considered in the same sense except that it be accomplished by maintaining material balances around subprocesses, thus serving the additional function of material control. It points out that material control data are important especially in areas where process losses are suspected. In this manner, the safeguards capability of a plant would be enhanced both from the safeguards and plant material control points of view.

13076. Huie, R. E., Herron, J. T., Davis, D. D., Rates of reaction of atomic oxygen with \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{Cl} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{Br} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{F}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{Br} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{F}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_3 \), Int. J. Chem. Kinet. IV, 521-527 (1972).

Key words: Atomic oxygen; haloethylenes; kinetics.

Rate constants for the reactions of atomic oxygen (OP) with \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{Cl} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{Br} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{F}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{Br} \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{F}_2 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_3 \), \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_4 \) \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_5 \), and \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{F}_6 \), have been measured at 307 K using a discharge-flow system coupled to a mass spectrometer. The reaction rate constants for these reactions are (in units of \( 10^9 \) cm\(^3\) m ole\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\)) \( 2.83 \pm 0.38 \), \( 5.22 \pm 0.24 \), \( 4.90 \pm 0.34 \), \( 2.19 \pm 0.18 \), and \( 2.70 \pm 0.34 \), respectively. For some of these reactions, the product carbonyl halides were identified.

13077. Huie, R. E., Herron, J. T., Davis, D. D., Absolute rate constants for the reaction \( \text{O} + \text{O}_2 + \text{M} \rightarrow \text{O}_3 + \text{M} \) over the temperature range 200-346 K, J. Phys. Chem. 76, No. 19, 2653-2658 (1972).

Key words: Atomic oxygen; kinetics; oxygen.

Using the technique of flash photolysis-resonance fluorescence, absolute rate constants have been measured for the reaction \( \text{O} + \text{O}_2 + \text{M} \rightarrow \text{O}_3 + \text{M} \). For the case of \( \text{M} = \text{Ar} \) the temperature range covered was 200-346 K, and the total pressure was varied from 50 to 500 torr. Over the indicated temperature range, an Arrhenius plot of the data yielded the expression

\[
\ln k = (6.97 \pm 0.59) \times 10^{-3} \exp\left[\frac{1014 \pm 46 \text{ cal mol}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}}{RT}\right] \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1}\text{sec}^{-1}
\]

A comparison of the third-order rate constants for \( \text{M} = \text{He} \), \( \text{Ar} \), and \( \text{N}_2 \) gave the relative efficiencies for these three gases as 0.92 \( \pm 0.07 \) at 298 K. At 218 K, the efficiencies of \( \text{Ar} \) to \( \text{N}_2 \) were in the ratio of 1.0:1.7. The reported rate mea-
measurements indicate that the rate of production of stratospheric ozone could be nearly a factor of 2 lower than that estimated from previously reported values of the third-order rate constant.


Key words: Anechoic chamber design; plane-wave tubes; wedges.

Design techniques for anechoic room wedges must always be used with caution because of the possibility that a manufacturer may change the properties of the material. This paper describes efforts at the National Bureau of Standards to adapt to relatively new glass wool manufactured in the United States. A "hybrid" wedge designed for a large anechoic chamber at NBS consists of glass wool of two densities: 3 lb/ft$^3$ for the 55-in-long tapered portion and 1.1 lb/ft$^3$ for the 11-in-long base. Experimental evidence indicates that the light-weight material and the 4-in air space behind the wedge, in conjunction with the heavier material, serve to produce a useful resonance absorption. The "cutoff frequency" attained for the 70-in-long structure was about 45 Hz as measured in a 31-ft plane-wave tube. Normal acoustic impedance measurements looking into the wedge from the tip were made for the hybrid wedge and a half-scale model.


Key words: Air pollution; infrared spectroscopy; lasers; nitric oxide; Zeeman effect.

The concentration of nitric oxide can be monitored by a new device in which the Zeeman effect is used to shift an absorption line of nitric oxide into coincidence with a laser line of carbon monoxide. The absorption is modulated by a small, oscillating magnetic field. This device is specific for nitric oxide and is not subject to interference from other gases.


Key words: Angular momentum; bimolecular complex; collisions; group theory; molecule-fixed axes; selection rules; vibration-rotation Hamiltonian.

A bimolecular vibration-rotation Hamiltonian is derived which is analogous to the Wilson-Howard vibration-rotation Hamiltonian for isolated molecules. The bimolecular Hamiltonian involves the use of a "complex-fixed" axis system, i.e., a system with one of its axes along the line joining the centers of mass of the two interacting molecules. The bimolecular vibration-rotation Hamiltonian shows some similarities to the diatomic-molecule vibration-rotation-electronic Hamiltonian, the role of the two atoms in the diatomic molecule being played by the two interacting molecules, the role of the internuclear axis by the line joining the molecular centers of mass, and the role of electronic orbital and spin angular momenta by the vibration-rotation angular momenta of the two interacting molecules. The application of permutation-inversion molecular symmetry group ideas to a bimolecular complex is described.


Key words: Cross section behavior; electron affinity; negative ion; photodetachment; S$^-$.

The cross section for photodetachment of S$^-$ has been measured over the region within 0.5 eV of threshold in a crossed beam experiment. The behavior of the cross section in this range seems to be distinct from that in the immediate vicinity of threshold and cannot be predicted on the basis of known theory.


Key words: Aircraft; bend tests; bolted joints; bolts; cracking (fracturing); crack initiation; cyclic loads; differentiating circuits; digital to analog converters; failure; fasteners; fatigue (materials); fatigue tests; linear systems; loads (forces); shear; transformers.

An instrument which detects the initiation of a fatigue crack in the head of a bolt, by measuring the change in relative position of the two ends of the double shear test joint at the maximum of the cyclic load as the crack propagates, has been developed. Increases in relative displacement of 0.00002 in. (0.0005 mm) can be reliably detected using the output of a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). Detection of the initial head fillet crack should be a more reliable fatigue failure criterion and should result in less experimental scatter than catastrophic failure of the bolt. A detailed description of the instrument and examples of its use and performance are given.


Key words: Niobium; spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths.

The spectrum of Nb vii has been observed in a sliding-spark discharge with a 5-m grazing-incidence spectrograph. The analysis has yielded nearly all levels of the $4p^4d$ configuration that can combine with the $4p^3d$ ground term. Seven of the eight levels of the $4p^5s$ configuration given previously by Charles and by Chaghtai were confirmed. A new value was found for the eighth. The $4s^24p^4d + 4s^24p^4s + 4s^24p^6$ level structure has been theoretically interpreted, with configuration-interaction effects included. The $4s^24p^6D^5S_{2}$ level was found to have a 22% $4s4p^6(D^4D^4S$ character and the $4s^24p^4d^24s^2$ level a 20% $4s4p^6S$ character. The energy parameters determined by a least-squares fit to the observed level values are compared with Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations. The ionization energy is estimated to be 118.9 ± 0.7 eV.


Key words: Spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths; zirconium.

The spectrum of Zr vi has been observed in a sliding-spark discharge with a 5-m grazing-incidence spectrograph. The analysis has yielded nearly all levels of the $4p^4d$ configuration that can combine with the $4p^5g$ ground term. All of the $4p^5s$ levels as given by Chaghtai were confirmed. The $4s^24p^4d + 4s^24p^4s + 4s^24p^6$ level structure has been theoretically interpreted, with configuration-interaction effects included. The $4s^24p^6S^6S_{2}$ level was found to have a 24% $4s4p^6(D^4D^4S$ character and the $4s^24p^4d^24s^2$ level a 21% $4s4p^6S$ character. The energy parameters determined from a least-squares fit to the observed level values are compared with Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations. The ionization energy is estimated to be 95.8 ± 0.6 eV.

13085. Ekberg, J. O., Hansen, J. E., Reader, J., Analysis of the spectrum of seven-times-ionized molybdenum (Mo viii) and

Key words: Molybdenum; spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths.

The spectrum of Mo viii has been observed in a sliding-spark discharge with a 5-nC grazing-incidence spectograph. The analysis has yielded nearly all levels of the 4p^4 4d configuration that can combine with the 4p^5 4p ground term. Six of the eight levels of the 4p^5 s configuration given previously by Charles and by Chaghtai were confirmed. New values were found for the remaining two. The 4s^2 4p^4 4d + 4s^2 4p^5 s + 4s^2 4p^6 level structure has been theoretically interpreted, with configuration-interaction effects included. The 4s^1 4p^6 S_1/2 level was found to have a 21% 4s^2 4p^4 (D)4dS_5/2 character and the 4s^1 4p^6 (D)4dS_5/2 level a 19% 4s^2 4p^5 S_5/2 character. The energy parameters determined by a least-squares fit to the observed level values are compared with Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations. The ionization energy is estimated to be 144.0 ± 1.0 eV. Isoelectronic comparisons for the level positions in Y v, Zr vi, Nb vii, and Mo v are given graphically. The ratios of the fitted energy parameters to the HF values are compared for these ions.


Key words: Chromatography; statistical moments.

Minimum error curves are calculated for measuring statistical moments of Gaussian and asymmetrical chromatographic peaks which include the effects introduced by analog-to-digital converters and the effect of locating the limits of integration.


Key words: Laser; saturated absorption; spectroscopy.

A theory of the laser saturation spectroscopy experiments of Hänisch et al. is presented which is applicable at high values of the saturating laser beam. Phase- and velocity-changing collisions are taken into account.


Key words: Distillation; isotope dilution; pure reagents; spark source mass spectrometry; sub-boiling; trace elements.

Sub-boiling distillation from pure quartz or Teflon (Du Pont) stills has been investigated for the production of high-purity inorganic acids and water. Nitric, hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, perchloric, and sulfuric acids produced by this method contained significantly lower cationic impurities than high-purity acids from commercial sources. A complete system, including the Class 100 environment, production, and storage of these high-purity reagents is described. A method based on spark source mass spectographic isotope dilution analysis has been developed for the simultaneous determination of 17 elements in these materials. Results of the analyses of both the acids purified by sub-boiling distillation and the ACS reagent grade acids used as starting materials are reported. The sum of the common impurity elements determined in the purified acids ranged from 2.3 ppb in nitric acid to 27 ppb in sulfuric acid. No element in any of the purified acids exceeded 10 ppb and most were well below the 1-ppb level.

13089. Moore, L. J., Machlan, L. A., High accuracy determina-

Key words: Calcium; isotopes; mass spectrometry; serum.

An isotope dilution technique utilizing thermal ionization mass spectrometry has been developed for the accurate determination of calcium in synthetic and serum samples at the 100 μg/g level. Calcium was separated from a serum matrix by destruction of the organic matter with HClO_4 and HNO_3 followed by ion-exchange separation from interferences using AG 50W-X8 100-200 mesh resin. A mass spectrometric isotope analysis procedure was developed using a Ca(NO_3)_2 solution deposited on Re sample filaments in a triple filament thermal ion source. The relative error between calculated and experimentally determined concentrations in synthetic calcium solutions was ± 0.1%. The 95% limit of error for a single analysis was ~ 0.2% for synthetic and serum samples. A comparison of the isotope dilution data with concurrently determined atomic absorption data from several clinical and independent laboratories is presented.


Key words: Absolute abundance ratios; Apollo 14; isotope dilution analyses; Lunar samples; mass spectrometry; relative abundance ratios.

Absolute or relative isotopic abundance ratios have been determined for U, Pb, Rb, Sr, Ca, and Cu on a representative fraction of the bulk fines 14163.159 and for a breccia 14321.221. No significant variations from terrestrial values were noted for the nonradiogenic isotopes. Concentrations were determined for the above elements as well as for Th, B, Ag, Cd, Fe, Ti, and Ni. ^200Pb/ ^204Pb ages of about 4860 m.y. (million years) and 4420 m.y. were calculated for 14163 and 14321, respectively. The Pb-U and Pb-Th ages are very slightly discordant, the soils exhibit a reversed discordancy and the breccia a normal discordancy. Extreme inhomogeneity of Rb and Sr in the fines sample was found.


Key words: Angular distribution of cavities; cavitation; copper; creep; grain boundaries; grain boundary sliding; nucleation of cavities; segregation nodes; vacancy condensation.

Continuously cast high purity copper was used to study inter-granular high temperature creep fracture mechanisms. With the help of an internal marker system due to impurity segregation, grain boundary sliding, GBS, was found to have occurred to a similar extent on cavitated and uncavitated boundaries. To explain this phenomenon a void nucleation model involving small nonwetting shearable particles is suggested. Metallographic observations and the apparent activation energy derived from fracture time data indicate the operation of the vacancy condensation mechanism at the lower temperatures and higher stresses. At the higher temperatures and lower stresses void growth is enhanced by GBS. This cavitation mechanism obtains strong support from measurements of the distribution of voids on grain boundaries as a function of the boundary angle with respect to the tensile direction. Computer analysis of these distributions, in terms of a model which properly accounts for the distribution of
potential nuclei, yields bimodal curves exhibiting peaks at grain boundaries oriented for high shear stress (peak 1), and for high normal stress (peak II). A phenomenological equation is proposed for the dependence of peak I on test conditions. Peak II is thought to be caused by nucleation by local GBs and growth by vacancy condensation under locally enhanced normal stress.


Key words: Fluorescence; phosphorescence; pyrazine; singlet emission; spectrum of pyrazine in benzene; triplet emission; vibration spectrum.

The fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of pyrazine-$h_i$ and pyrazine-$d_i$ in benzene at 4.2 K are presented and analyzed. The Frank-Condon patterns of $a_{1g}$ modes in the fluorescence spectrum are quite similar to those in the phosphorescence spectrum for both pyrazine-$h_i$ and pyrazine-$d_i$.

The $v_3$ ($b_{3u}$) and $v_{160}$ ($b_{3u}$) out-of-plane bending modes appear with quite different intensities in the fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra. The $0-1$ transitions in these modes only appear in the fluorescence spectra while the $0-2$ transitions are more intense in the phosphorescence spectra. These results are interpreted in terms of a vibronic interaction between $1B_{3u}$ ($\pi\pi^*$) and the $1B_{3u}$ ($\pi\pi^*$) and $1B_{3u}$ ($\pi\pi^*$) states.

No spectroscopic evidence is found for a forbidden $1n\pi^*$ state below $B_{3u}$ ($\pi\pi^*$).


Key words: Fission track; glass; nuclear track technique; Standard Reference Material; thermal stability; uranium.

The relatively low thermal stability of fission tracks in the National Bureau of Standards Standard Reference Material glass indicates that these glasses that are to be used as fission track references should be stored at temperatures below 20 °C. The low track stability may be due to the relatively high sodium and calcium content of the glasses.


Key words: Alloys; copper; corrosion; embrittlement; palladium; salt water.

Intergranular embrittlement occurs when copper-rich Cu-Pd alloys are exposed to an aqueous 3.5 wt% sodium chloride environment. There is no evidence that the embrittlement reaction requires the presence of external or internal stresses for 2, 5, and 15 at% Pd in Cu. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) fractographic observations are reported for as-rolled, vacuum annealed, and hydrogen annealed alloys of composition 95 Cu-5 Pd.


Key words: Closure approximation; isothermal/density derivative of pair correlation function; liquid neon; neutron scattering; pair correlation function; triplet correlation function.

We consider the correlation of three atoms in liquid neon from the neutron diffraction measurement of the isothermal density derivative of the pair correlation function. Several closure approximations for the triplet correlation function are discussed. Three of the approximations are representations of the triplet correlation function as a functional of the pair correlation function, and the other is expressed as a simple function of the pair correlation function.


Key words: Flowmeter calibration; gas density; gas flow measurement; gas viscosity; mass and volume flow; volumetric proving.

Physical variables and relations encountered in the metering of gases and the calibration of gas flowmeters are reviewed. As modified by the compressibility factor to account for the behavior of real gases, the equation of state is given and the relation between mass and volume rate in steady flow is discussed. Application of these relations to volumetric proving or calibration of meters is explained.


Key words: Capacitance; coaxial; high-Q; immittance; inductance; measurement; radio frequency; resonance.

The immittance transcomparator is an instrument which utilizes resonant techniques to make high-Q immittance measurements over the frequency range from 50 MHz to 250 MHz. The basic component of the instrument is a short section of 50 ohm coaxial transmission line with provisions for introducing probes to induce and sample electromagnetic energy. Uncertainties of the order of 0.1% are realizable for the reactive component of the measured immittance.


Key words: Ac-dc transfer; comparator; thermal voltage converter; transfer standard.

Ac-dc difference corrections for thermal voltage converters are obtained by comparing one instrument with another whose corrections are already known. Present methods of making such comparisons are reviewed, and a new TE (thermoelement) comparator is described. This comparator is relatively simple and inexpensive, reduces the effect of power supply instability, and gives accuracies better than 10 parts per million.


Key words: Accelerometer, air bearings; calibrator accelerometer; dynamic; earth's field; Inter-Agency Trans-
ducer Project; low frequency; rotational frequency response; transducer.

This paper describes a simple device for the precise dynamic calibration of certain accelerometers at low frequencies. Calibration of an accelerometer is achieved by rotating the instrument in the earth's gravitational field at a number of constant rotational speeds.


Key words: Fine structure constant; fundamental constant; gyromagnetic ratio of proton; NBS ampere; pitch measurement.

The magnetic-field gradients produced by a current sequentially activating a few turns of wire of a precision solenoid are used to measure its pitch. The position of the activated portion of wire can be resolved to 0.1 μm. Preliminary results are found to be in agreement with an earlier measurement using a contacting probe to within the uncertainty of the latter determination. This new technique reduces many of the difficulties associated with conventional pitch measuring schemes and at the same time provides a method of obtaining increased accuracy.


Key words: Molecular orbital model; photon and electron excited emission spectra; resonance radiation; semi-Auger process; SF₆; x-ray absorption of sulphur K, L and fluorine K; x-ray emission of sulphur Ka, Kβ, L and fluorine Ka.

With the exception of the sulfur L-absorption spectrum, measurements of all the soft x-ray spectra from gaseous SF₆ in their respective threshold regions are reported. The valence emission x-ray spectra are interpreted in terms of a molecular orbital model of SF₆ with the inclusion of sulfur d orbitals. The experimental emission profiles are in fair agreement with a calculated profile based on the assigned orbital ionization energies and molecular orbital theory. The sharp resonance structures in the absorption spectra are found to result from the potential barrier formed by the surrounding fluorine atoms and are consistent with the molecular orbital model. The identification of the absorption resonance structure in terms of transitions to "virtual" unoccupied electronic levels is substantiated by the observation of "resonance radiation," i.e., x-ray emission in coincidence with the peak positions in the absorption region. The sulfur Ka spectrum is also presented and discussed. A notable feature in this spectrum is a weak peak on the low energy side of the Ka₁,₂ line, which is interpreted as a semi-Auger process.


Key words: Gauge case design; hydrogen embrittlement; hydrogen gas; pressure gauges; safety.

To determine the relative safety of various gauge case designs, thirty-five pressure gauges were purchased and intentionally ruptured using high pressure hydrogen gas. Fire was emitted from nearly all gauges; however, gauges with solid fronts and plastic crystals emitted the fire and debris out the rear of the case making them safer for use in a hydrogen system. One brand of gauge ruptured at reduced pressure when tested with hydrogen. The reduced rupture pressure indicated possible hydrogen embrittlement of the pressure sensing element.


Key words: Echelon of standards; electrical quantities; environments for standards laboratories; International System derived units; National Bureau of Standards; standards.

Brief accounts are given of the electrical system of units, the International System (SI) of derived units, an echelon of standards, the role of the National Bureau of Standards, and environments for standards laboratories.


Key words: Basic electronic standards; classification of electronic standards; DC standards; low frequency standards; standards (coaxial connectors); standards (waveguide or coaxial line); traceability of electrical standards.

A classification of "atlas" of electronic standards is presented by selection of frequency range, electrical quantity, and an echelon of standards. The reader is referred, by a classification key, to many hundreds of literature sources for detailed information on standards, calibration methods, and measurement techniques.


Key words: Growth of droplets; kinetic theory of gases; liquid-vapor phase transitions; mass transport; nucleation theory; phase transitions.

A method is developed for calculating the mass flux to a liquid droplet surrounded by its pure vapor as a function of the Knudsen number. The Knudsen number K is defined as the ratio of the mean free path to the droplet size. When the mass flux is expanded in terms of the inverse Knudsen number α = K⁻¹, we obtain a series of the form

\[ \Gamma = \Gamma^{(0)} + \Gamma^{(1)} + \Gamma^{(2)} + \Gamma^{(3)} + \ldots \]

It is shown that the coefficients are determined by integrals associated with sequences of successive collisions among a number of vapor molecules and the droplet. In particular, we derive the collision integrals for the first three coefficients of the inverse Knudsen number expansion for \( \Gamma \). These collision integrals bear a close similarity to the collision integrals derived in earlier technical reports for the density dependence of the transport properties of gases. It will be demonstrated in a subsequent technical report that the same method can be used to calculate the aerodynamic force on an object in a gas stream as a function of the Knudsen number.

Key words: Air traffic control; beacon code assignment; digital simulation; radar beacon system; secondary surveillance radar.

During implementation of the National Airspace System En Route Stage A, some Air Route Traffic Control Centers will have complete radar data processing capability while other centers have only flight plan data processing capability. This report describes a digital computer simulation of three versions of a radar beacon code assignment plan designed for this situation. The simulation employs one peak day's IFR traffic in the U.S.A. It determines the number of codes required, the numbers of code changes in flight for various reasons, and the variation of the number of code conflicts with the number of codes used.


Key words: Debye characteristic temperature; Einstein function; Debye function; electronic specific heat; heat capacity; specific heat.

The work presents compilations of specific heats of the elements up to 3000 K, Debye characteristic temperatures and electronic coefficients of specific heat of the elements and some compounds, Einstein functions to five decimals at 0.1 intervals of the argument, and Debye functions to six decimals at 0.1 intervals of the argument. A short bibliography is given.


Key words: Air constituents; Boyle temperature; deuterium; hydrogen; intermolecular potential; inversion temperature; methane; noble gases; potential parameters; second virial coefficient; third virial coefficient; water vapor.

Tables of second virial coefficients as functions of temperature are presented for 14 gases. These gases are mainly noble gases and constituents of all. In most cases, these are based on a reexamination of the original P-V-T data. Where necessary and possible, these data have been refitted and improved experimental virials determined. In the case of eight of these gases, it has been possible to fit the experimental second virials to those predicted by the \((m, 6)\) potential function and potential parameters determined. In almost all cases, an optimum fit was obtained for \(m=18\). The optimum potential function was used for extrapolating the tables somewhat beyond the experimental range, and for obtaining temperature derivatives of \(B\). In the case of the other six substances virial coefficients predicted by the \((m, 6)\) functions were used as a smoothing aid. Experimental third virial coefficients are presented at the experimental temperatures. A table of Boyle and Joule-Thomson inversion temperatures is also presented.


Key words: Aluminum; calcium; carboxylic acid; cellulose; differential thermal analysis; hemicellulose; ion exchange; pH; pyrolysis; thermal stability; thermogravimetric analysis; wood pulp.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) indicate differences in the thermal stability of wood pulps of different compositions. Fourteen typical papermaking pulps having a reported alpha-cellulose content of 85-95% and a carboxyl content ranging from about 2.0 to 9.0 meq/100 g of pulp were purified by deashing with 0.1 N HCl, treated with calcium acetate to provide calcium exchange products and with alum to provide aluminum exchange products. The temperature of an endotherm \((T_2)\) and that of the half volatilization temperature \((T_1)\) were obtained from DTA and TGA data, respectively. The data indicate that \(T_2\) and \(T_1\) are directly related to the \(pH\) of the various pulps and that \(pH\) in turn is a function of the number of carboxylic acid groups. \(T_2\) and \(T_1\) are consistently lower for pulp-aluminum exchange products and higher for pulp-calcium exchange products than for the corresponding deashed pulps. These trends are interesting because of possible correlations with permanence. Both \(H^+\) and \(Al^{++}\) promote volatilization as shown by shifts in \(T_2\) to lower temperatures. Calcium retards volatilization, with the result that \(T_1\) values are shifted to higher temperatures. The same processes are probably also responsible in part for comparable shifts in \(T_2\).

There is evidence that hemicelluloses have an important bearing on thermal instability, but this is inconclusive. The concentrations of carboxylic acid groups, which may also be responsible for instability, are closely related to the hemicellulose content of the pulp.


Key words: Electrical resistivity; IPTS-68: temperature scale; thermal emf of elements; thermocouple tables; thermometry; thermometry fixed points.

An abbreviated version of the text of the International Practical Temperature is presented. The article includes the defining fixed points of the scale and the equations that are employed in utilizing standard platinum resistance thermometers, standard thermocouples and optical pyrometers in realizing the temperature scale. A table giving values of temperature differences between IPTS-68 and IPTS-48 is presented. Also included are tables of thermal emf of chemical elements, alloys and thermocouple materials relative to platinum. Thermocouple tables are listed for types S, R, E, J, K and T thermocouples at 10 °C intervals. Finally, the electrical resistivity of some elements and alloys as a function of temperature are given at 100 °C intervals.


Key words: Electron excitation; sodium.

The electron excitation of the sodium resonance lines \((D\) lines\) has been measured in the energy range from threshold to 1000 eV. The electron-beam full width at half-maximum was \(\sim 1/3\) eV, and the sodium-beam optical depth was small and varied. After correction for minor cascade contributions and the measured polarization, the excitation function has been normalized to the Born theory in a high-energy limit where the energy dependence converges to the theoretical behavior. The resulting normalized cross section and the polarization are in excellent agreement with recent close-coupling calculations for the energy region from threshold to 5 eV.
Key words: Computer programs; gaseous oxygen; graphs; handbook thermophysical properties; liquid oxygen; oxygen; property value uncertainties; solid oxygen; tables.

This Handbook is the result of an extensive survey of the thermophysical properties of oxygen, including densities and the thermodynamic, transport, electrical, optical, and molecular properties for the gaseous and fluid states. A thorough bibliography of published work on each property is given. Recommended references are cited for those properties which have been critically surveyed. Other references are listed which were reviewed but not considered as basic source material. Each property is described and defined; selected values are presented for the more common properties; and, where appropriate, graphical presentation is also made. The major tables cover the range 100-600 °F for pressure to 5000 psia (55-340 K, 340 atmospheres or 345 x 10^6 Pa). In addition, for property values beyond this range, recommended references are given, where available. The Handbook is designed to provide a convenient reference for the user.


Key words: Computer graphics; data structures; directed graph.

This paper introduces data structures as applied to computer graphics. Design criteria for computer graphics data structures are discussed, followed by a comparison of general-purpose and tailored graphic data structures. A general graphic data structure is introduced as an example of a structure meeting the preceding criteria. The L^4 language is then examined as a tool for implementing the above data structure, and is compared to a few other language systems.


Key words: Liquid; liquid structure factor; neutron diffraction; pair correlation function; radial distribution function; x-ray diffraction.

A procedure for assessing the overall accuracy of liquid structure factor data is examined. The method makes use of the requirement that the two particle correlation function and its derivative vanish for separations smaller than the size of an atom. A series of numerical experiments, designed to evaluate this procedure, are discussed and a calibration of the method based on these experiments is presented. The method is sensitive when the over-all uncertainties in the data are smaller than 1%. Since this is just the level which is now being achieved in liquid structure measurements, the method should be quite useful in the evaluation of liquid structure data. As an illustration, the method is applied to recently published data for liquid neon and liquid gallium.


Key words: Absorption spectrum; diazirine; heat of formation.

Threshold energies of the incident photons required to initiate three primary processes in diazirine (I, II, and III) have been measured yielding 8.6, 7.6, and 11.8 eV, respectively. A lower limit for the heat of formation of diazirine may then be derived, namely, \( \Delta H_f^\circ (\text{C-CH}_2\text{N}_2) \geq 60.6 \text{ kcal/mol.} \) A probable upper limit of \( \Delta H_f^\circ (\text{C-CH}_2\text{N}_2) \leq 66 \text{ kcal/mol} \) is obtained from the observation that process I does not occur as a result of Xe (147 nm) photolysis. The difference between the photon impact and previous electron impact value is discussed. The absorption coefficient of diazirine in the region from 125 to 200 nm has been measured.


Key words: Low temperatures; paramagnetic salts.

Section 5f-15 of the American Institute of Physics Handbook has been revised and brought up to date.


Key words: Cross sections; elastic scattering; spin polarization.

In a modulated crossed-beam experiment we have elastically scattered unpolarized electrons of 3.3 eV energy from spin-polarized K atoms. A measurement of the polarization of the scattered electron yields \( |f(0)/f(\pi)| \). Our measured values of \( |f(0)/f(\pi)| \) show a significant angular shift relative to the theoretical curve in forward-angle scattering \( \theta = 20 - 40^\circ \). This shift is not apparent in measurements of the differential scattering cross section \( \sigma(\theta) \) over the same angular range, which, however, do show a significant angular shift in the range \( \theta = 50 - 120^\circ \).


Key words: Crystallization; notes.

Once a substance has crystallized some molecules may be held on the surface of some invisible foreign particle in a configuration favorable for crystallization. If bonding to the particle is enough, this configuration may persist even above the melting point and serve to reseed the system when it is cooled.


Key words: Optical frequency; single-standard time-length measurement system; speed of light.

We report the measurement of the frequency of the 633-nm red laser line. This is the first measurement of an optical frequency in the visible range without reference to the speed of light or to a measured wavelength. Combination of the optical frequency with the known wavelength yields \( c \) to an accuracy higher than previously known. This method demonstrates the practicability of a single-standard time-length measurement system unified via a defined value of the speed of light.


Key words: Distribution of first significant digit; Dutch; Graeco-Latin square; language translation; natural language; OMNITAB II computing system; regression; statistical problem solving.

A brief description is given of a new Dutch version of the OMNITAB II computing system. Basic ideas are illustrated in a
simple example. Further details are given in a more sophisticated example in statistical computation. It is suggested that the use of OMNITAB in the user's own language enhances its utility.


Key words: Foreign trade; harmonization of standards; measurement systems; metric system; U.S. metric study.

From time to time, a Management Aid is published to suggest that owner-managers look to the future—to the horizon. Trends or techniques may be appearing that will demand your attention at a future date. This Aid is such an article. It discusses the matter of the United States changing to the metric system of measurement. At the present time, this country is the only major nation not operating on it or committed to it. The basic material used in developing this Aid is contained in a book.—A Decision Whose Time Has Come, which is a report to the Congress on the findings of a 3-year study on the impact that the increasing worldwide use of the metric system has had on the United States. A plan for national changeover to the metric system over a 10-year period has been recommended. This Aid discusses what led up to that recommendation and urges owner-managers to be alert to developments as the Nation considers this proposal through its Congress.


Key words: Foreign trade; harmonization of standards; measurement systems; metric system; U.S. metric study.

For 200 years the advantages to America of having an internationally harmonized system of measurements have been reviewed in the Congress. Now the first step in the latest reopening of this subject has been taken in the Congress. No one can predict when the Congress will take final action or what that action will be. However, in view of the increasing use of the metric system not only abroad but in the U.S. also, all sectors of our society should study and determine for themselves whether increasing their metric use would be advantageous and, if so, plan to do so most efficiently. The time may come, sooner or later, when these plans will be welded into a master plan for the Nation. The metric problem has gained top-level consideration; the time to prepare for the future is now.


Key words: Conservation; consumer satisfaction; economic design; product safety; standards; test methods.

A detailed discussion is presented of the ecologic, economic, sociological, and political (international as well as local) reasons why more attention must be paid to the way consumer products are designed, built, and promoted, used, repaired, discarded, etc. The paper follows the theme of the public statements of the current administration as regards concern for the consumer. It touches upon the role of standards and test methods—both existing and those still to be developed in protecting the consumer pocketbook, his health and well-being and what is more important the limited natural resources of the earth.


Key words: Batteries; battery comparison; communications; law enforcement; performance characteristics.

This report is the result of an extensive literature search conducted in the field of primary and secondary batteries. It lists terms and definitions pertaining to batteries and their characteristics, reviews basic battery principles and types, and assembles performance characteristics of battery systems into chart form for comparative purposes. Considered are recommended batteries, basic precautions and references to pertinent literature.


Key words: Beta decay; carbon; electromagnetic; form factor; muon; neutrino; weak interaction.

A unified analysis of semileptonic weak and electromagnetic interactions in nuclei is applied to the A = 12 system. The particle-hole model is used to describe the nuclear dynamics of B12, C12, and N12. Neutrino reaction cross sections are presented for comparison with future experiments.


Key words: Pole dominance; quasifree scattering; rescattering effects; separable potentials; three-body problem; 3He.

Quasifree proton scattering from 3He is examined on the basis of available data. Cross sections are given in the pole-dominance approximation for either two protons or a proton and deuteron detected in coincidence. The cross sections are evaluated for a constant 3He vertex and a separable-potential model of the 3He vertex amplitude. Both two- and three-body breakup of 3He are considered, with final-state rescattering included between the spectator nucleons in three-body breakup. It is shown that the asymptotic form of the coordinate-space 3He wave function governs the shape of these low-momentum-transfer cross sections and that final-state rescattering between the spectator pair in 3He(p, 2p)pn mainly affects the magnitude of this cross section.


Key words: Lepton; m-spin; neutrino; SU(2)w × SU(2)p; trident production; weak interaction.

Assuming a weak interaction invariant under SU(2)w × SU(2)p, we show that M-spin conservation leads to the rule ∆f(p, e^-|p, e^-) = ∆(p, μ^-|p, e^-) = ∆(p, ν^-|p, e^-) and to other sum rules for leptonic, semileptonic, and trident production processes. The additional assumption of total isospin conservation yields simple relations for lepton-hadron scattering. We also show that e^- decay is forbidden in lowest order for various symmetry schemes such as the SU(3) and O(3) theories based upon the Konopinski-Mahmoud assignment of lepton number.


Key words: Algebraic numbers; approximation; diophantine approximation; exponential sums; functions of several
variables; geometry of numbers; good lattice points; numerical integration; optimal coefficients; periodicity; quadrature.

Methods for calculating parameters for quadrature formulas of the type defined by N. M. Korobov and E. Hlawka have been proposed by several authors. In this paper a number of sequences of such parameter sets are found, by methods due to L. K. Hua and Y. Wang, and to N. M. Korobov. An error bound for the quadrature formula corresponding to each parameter set is found, by a modification of a method of Korobov. Conjectures about the asymptotic properties of these error bounds are formulated. Practical questions about the various methods of calculating parameters are discussed.


Key words: Accessibility; Arrhenius plots; burned celluloses; celluloses; combustion; crystallinity; decomposition; DP; DTA; flame-retardant; HCO; kinetics; moisture; oxygen indexes; pyrolysis; reaction rates; temperature; TGA; thermal analysis.

The thermal decomposition of cellulose was studied by a new thermal method suited to the measurement of faster reaction rates and to the problem of detecting concurrent reactions.

The pyrolysis data for four types of relatively pure cellulose indicated successive supramolecular and molecular decomposition steps, either of which may control the decomposition rate contingent upon the temperature history. The molecular decomposition step is interpreted as a first-order depolymerization reaction with an activation energy of 40/12 kcal/mol.

The data for cellulose treated with retardant (1.5 wt% HCO) indicated two principal decomposition reactions. An initial lower-temperature reaction evolved principally H2O and CO2 from well-dried samples. The following main decomposition reaction exhibited the same kinetic parameters as the counter-part depolymerization step of the untreated cellulose, but evolved different vapor products.

Tests and analyses of these celluloses at transitional stages of decomposition are summarized. The implications of the data concerning the mechanism by which the retardant functions are discussed.


Key words: Observations of solar spectra lines; solar atmosphere; solar chromosphere; solar plages.

Double pass photoelectric observations are presented of five Ca II lines (H, K, 8498 Å, 8542 Å, and 8662 Å) in a number of solar plages of different degrees of activity, quiet regions, and a sunspot. The data are compared with previous work. All five lines show increasing emission together in plages and the least opaque of the infrared triplet lines appears to exhibit core emission prior to the more opaque members of the multiplet. The question of source function quality is considered and the differences and similarities among plage profiles and between plage and quiet profiles are shown qualitatively and quantitatively.


Key words: Experimental design; philosophy of design; randomization; restricted randomization.

Randomization, often specified as an indispensable requirement in experimental design, is required only when the order or position of the experimental unit influences the performance of the unit. Randomization, when required, may give an arrangement that is obviously undesirable and one that may doom the particular experimental program. A system of constrained randomization is proposed that eliminates the undesirable arrangements without sacrificing the customary gains achieved by randomization.


Key words: Interlaboratory comparisons; philosophy of design; physical constants; variance components.

Why do results obtained by different investigators characteristically disagree by more than would be expected by their estimates of uncertainty? Youden notes that everything gets changed in another laboratory, whereas the investigator can (or does) make only minor changes within his laboratory. The message of this paper—that only those bounds for uncertainty based on actual measurement will endure—is already beginning to have an impact on physical measurement. Designed experiments to estimate bounds to systematic errors will replace fallible judgment based on feelings and not observation.


Key words: Flash photolysis; H atoms; reaction kinetics; resonance fluorescense.

Absolute rate constants for the reaction H + O2 + M → HO2 + M have been measured by the flash photolysis-resonance fluorescence technique. For M = He, rate measurements over the temperature range 203-404 K and pressure range 10-400 torr gave the Arrhenius expression A””[M] = [6.66(±1.2, 1) × 10-5 exp(473±92) cm mole-1 sec-1]. Comparisons of third-order rate constants at 298 K gave relative deactivation efficiencies of CH2/Na/He = 15.7:3.4:1:1.0. The efficiency ratio of N2 to He was 4.5 at 226 K.


Key words: Binary liquids; critical phenomena; dense gases; phase transitions; thermal conductivity; transport properties; viscosity.

The paper reviews the situation concerning transport properties of fluids in the vicinity of critical points. Methods for measuring viscosity and thermal conductivity are examined and a critical assessment is presented of the experimental results. The paper covers the viscosity and thermal conductivity in binary liquid mixtures near the critical mixing point, in gases near the gas-liquid critical point and in liquid He near the superfluid transition. The experimental results are interpreted in terms of current theoretical predictions.


Key words: Atomic energy levels; atomic theory; bismuth; configuration interaction; lead; mercury; thallium.

The calculations were based on fitting radial parameters to the observed energy levels, but with a requirement of regularity in the behavior of each parameter value along the isoelectronic sequence. Some parameters or ratios of parameters were fixed at
values based on isoelectronic comparisons or adjusted Hartree-Fock values. The calculated levels, g values, and LS percentage compositions are given for each atom, and comparisons with experimental data are made. The results support new 5d6s6p levels recently found in Hg I, TI II, and Bi IV, and one experimental 5d6s6p6p level in Pb III is rejected as unreal. The calculated ratio of the lifetimes of the Hg I 5d6s6p6pP 9 and 1P 1 levels is compared with the experimental value. Some comparisons of calculated and observed isotope shifts are made for Hg I, TI II, and Pb III. The leading percentages in the jj coupling scheme are listed for levels having assigned jj names (5d6s6p levels in all four atoms and 5d6s7p levels in three atoms).


Key words: Hydrogen diffusion; hydrogen in metals; jump diffusion; neutron scattering; palladium hydride; quasielastic scattering; single crystal.

The diffusion of hydrogen in a single crystal of palladium (PdH2.5) has been studied by quasielastic neutron scattering. The results provide the best evidence yet obtained for the applicability of a simple jump model of hydrogen diffusion in a metal and confirm the predominant occupation of octahedral sites in the Pd crystal, with a mean residence time at 623 K of 2.8 psec between jumps.


Key words: Experiment design; interlaboratory tests; statistics; Youden, W. J.

Youden’s contributions to statistics are summarized. In experiment design, he was the originator of “Youden Squares,” linked block and chain block designs, partially replicated Latin squares, and calibration designs. He developed an important new technique, the two-sample chart for graphical diagnosis of interlaboratory test results.


Key words: Argon; cross sections; potential functions; second virial coefficient; viscosity coefficients.

Argon viscosity coefficients and second virial coefficients have been calculated for the potentials of Barker, Fisher and Watts, and of Parson, Siska and Lee. These potentials have strong physical foundations based on the representation of several microscopic properties of argon including recently measured cross-section data. An apparent slight discrepancy exists between the calculated and experimental values of the coefficients. The 11—6—8 potential is also discussed. This potential, which apparently gives a satisfactory correlation of the microscopic properties of argon, is shown to be insufficiently flexible to represent the cross-section data.


Key words: Josephson junction; subharmonic steps.

Microwave radiation applied to certain types of Josephson junctions produces steps in the V—I curve at voltages corresponding to subharmonics of the applied radiation. Analog studies show the existence of these steps to be strongly dependent on reactive elements connected to the junction.

13140. Peterson, R. L., Magnetophonon structure in the longitudi

Key words: Boltzmann equation; magnetoresistance; semiconductors; transport theory.

The magnetophonon effect in nonpolar nondegenerate semiconductors is investigated by solving the Boltzmann equation exactly in the Ohmic limit for combined optical- and acoustic-phonon scattering of carriers in parallel electric and magnetic fields. The solution is used in computing the longitudinal magnetoresistance at several temperatures and ratios of acoustic-to-optical-phonon scattering. As this ratio increases from zero at intermediate temperatures, the Gurevich-Firsov (GF) resonance maxima are found to broaden and shift toward higher magnetic field, with pronounced minima developing at the resonance fields before the magnetophonon structure vanishes at high acoustic-phonon scattering. As the temperature increases, additional (pseudoresonance) minima develop between the GF extrema, and are comparable in amplitude to the latter when kT approximates the optical-phonon energy. At these temperatures the GF extrema are minima, even in the absence of elastic scattering. The results are compared with displaced-Maxwellian computations. The various effects are explained by physical arguments, which suggest that the same effects should occur for polar materials also.


Key words: Coating thickness; measurement of coating thickness; metallography; microscopy; thickness determination of coatings.

Measurements of coating thickness by the microscopical method are subject to large errors. Major sources of error arise in the manipulation of the microscope as opposed to sample preparation. These sources include calibration of stage micrometer, calibration of micrometer eyepiece, spontaneous motion of stage, alignment of micrometer eyepiece, positioning of interval to be measured relative to optic axis, spacing of binocular eyepieces, level of focus where focusing can change tube length, and chromatic aberrations.


Key words: Infrared; molecular geometry; monodeuteromethane; perturbations; rotational constants; symmetric top.

The ground state rotational constants of CH3D have been determined by a simultaneous least squares fit of combination differences obtained from twelve infrared absorption bands recorded in the region of 2380-3160 cm⁻¹. The direct determination of A_0 and D_0^0 has been accomplished through combination differences obtained from transitions not ordinarily allowed in the infrared spectrum of a symmetric top molecule, but made possible through perturbations between excited rovibronic levels.


Key words: Clustering factors; free molecular flow; precision ionization gauges; stable vacuum systems; transmission probability; vacuum calibration; vacuum measurements.
A method is presented which yields an order of magnitude increase in precision in the measurement of conductance to free molecular flow. The technique utilizes a calibrated variable conductance as a reference in a true substitution procedure. A series line was used to study balanced and unbalanced conditions and to explore the effects of various factors on precision, such as flow stability, pump behavior, ionization gauge sensitivity and response, temperature, transients, and sorption. A parallel line was used for measurements on short tubes of small diameter. For this, an iteration technique was employed for the calibration of the variable conductance on an absolute basis. Ionization gauge resolution of 0.02% and linearity of better than 0.1% were achieved. Relaxation effects were apparent. Conductance measurement precision of a few parts per 1000 was obtained. Transmission probabilities for the small diameter, short tubes showed deviations of as much as 18% from the Clausius factors at length-to-radius ratios 1, but approached the Clausius values as \( \mu \rightarrow 0 \). Deviations of < 1% from the Clausius value required \( \mu \leq 0.05 \).


Key words: Bending vibration; bifluoride ion, hydrogen bonding; infrared; lattice modes; neutron scattering; Raman; stretching vibration.

The crystal and molecular dynamic of NaHF\(_2\) and KHF\(_2\) have been studied by infrared and Raman spectroscopy and by neutron inelastic scattering. Infrared absorption spectra have been measured in the region of the bending (\(v_2\)) and asymmetric stretching (\(v_1\)) vibrations of NaHF\(_2\) and KHF\(_2\) containing 2%, 11%, and 80% DF\(_2\). The spectra show a rather striking reduction in the widths of the DF\(_2\) absorption peaks as well as shifts in peak frequencies as the percent DF\(_2\) is lowered toward a "defect" concentration. These results indicate that the considerable width of the infrared absorption bands assigned to the \(v_2\) and \(v_3\) modes in pure NaHF\(_2\) and KHF\(_2\) is associated with coupling of near-neighbor HF\(_2\) oscillators having similar frequencies or energy states. The Raman spectrum for NaHF\(_2\) shows peaks at 630.5 and 145 cm\(^{-1}\) which can be unambiguously assigned, respectively, to the HF\(_2\) symmetric stretching mode (\(A_1\)) and the \(E_g\) librational lattice mode. The KHF\(_2\) Raman spectrum is similar to a previous result, with some differences in the frequencies of the lattice-mode peaks. The combined neutron and far-infrared spectra on NaHF\(_2\) provide information on the acoustic and optical translational lattice modes. An approximate vibrational frequency distribution is derived from the neutron spectrum and compared with previous spectroscopic and theoretical results on NaN\(_3\). A detailed assignment of the internal and lattice modes for both sodium and potassium bifluoride is presented.


Key words: Aluminum; Auger transitions; copper; electronic density of states; nickel; secondary-electron energy distribution; x-ray photoemission.

Measurements are reported of selected structure in the secondary-electron energy distributions of evaporated aluminum, nickel, and copper. The specimens were bombarded with 3-keV electrons and the secondary structure was measured with a resolution of 0.1 eV. For each metal, it was hoped to measure Auger transitions involving two relatively narrow inner-shell levels and the valence band in order to obtain information on the valence-band density of states. Attempts were made to observe the Al \(K_L\)M Auger-electron energy distributions expected at about 1470 eV. Structure was, however, observed with a higher energy edge of 1458.9 \(\pm 0.5\) eV and a breadth of 8-9 eV. This structure was interpreted as being due to photoemission of valence electrons by internally generated Ka x-rays and was similar to uv photoelectron energy distributions and to the calculated density of states. Inelastic scattering of the photoelectrons obscures the expected Al \(K_L\)M structure. Auger-electron peaks in the ranges 730-800 and 820-865 eV were measured in the secondary-electron energy spectra for nickel and copper, respectively. Structure was observed in the \(L_3M_2M_4\) Auger transition (over a range of about 20 eV) that could be associated in part with the final atomic states and in part with over-all features of the 3d-band density of states as determined by soft-x-ray-emission spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. It is believed that Auger-electron spectra can yield useful data on changes of electronic structure (e.g., by alloying or by compounding) but, in general, density-of-states data cannot be derived from the Auger spectra without detailed knowledge of the final states expected after the Auger transition of interest.


Key words: Double-minimum potentials; large-amplitude vibrations; linear molecules; rotational constants; triatomic molecules; vibration-rotation Hamiltonian.

The rotational constants and energy levels for the linear BAB system are studied under the assumption of unequal A–B bond lengths. The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is derived according to a formalism which allows for a large-amplitude anisotropy stretching motion. A numerical integration technique is used to obtain solutions of the one-dimensional Schroedinger equation corresponding to a zeroth-order approximation of the Hamiltonian. The behavior of the resulting rotational constants for various heights of the barrier in the double-minimum potential is discussed.


Key words: Alkali molybdates; crystal growth; phase equilibria.

The phase equilibrium relationships of the Li\(_2\)MoO\(_3\) system were determined in air. Two intermediate compounds were found to occur in the system and single crystals of these compounds were grown by the Czochralski technique. The first compound Li\(_2\)MoO\(_{17}\) was found to melt congruently at 544 °C. The x-ray pattern of Li\(_2\)MoO\(_{17}\) was indexed on the basis of a triclinic cell \(a = 6.786\) Å, \(b = 9.481\) Å, \(c = 10.812\) Å, \(\alpha = 107°\) 1', \(\beta = 88°\) 48', \(\gamma = 110°\) 12'. The second intermediate compound Li\(_2\)MoO\(_{13}\) was found to melt incongruently at 568 °C, and to occur in two polymorphic forms. The x-ray pattern of the first form was indexed on the basis of a triclinic cell \(a = 8.227\) Å, \(b = 8.503\) Å, \(c = 11.46\) Å, \(\alpha = 95°\) 24', \(\beta = 109°\) 17', \(\gamma = 96°\) 31' and the second form was indexed on a similar triclinic cell \(a = 8.192\) Å, \(b = 8.597\) Å, \(c = 11.580\) Å, \(\alpha = 111°\) 17', \(\beta = 93°\) 55' and \(\gamma = 96°\) 5'.


Key words: Charge monitor; high frequency; integrator; low current monitor; 2 MeV electron accelerator.
A current monitor has been developed to measure the electron current pulse from the NBS 2 MeV pulsed electron generator. This monitor features low inductance and a risetime of the order of a hundred picoseconds, enabling it to faithfully reproduce high frequency components present in the electron beam pulse. In addition, a charge integrating system comprised of an integrating capacitor and a precision integrator has been developed to measure the total charge contained in the electron beam pulse.


Key words: Ammonium nitrate; crystal structure.

The structure of ammonium nitrate (IV), the phase which is stable between -18 and 32.3 °C, has been refined by least-squares methods with three-dimensional neutron diffraction data. 188 independent reflections were observed on a four-circle diffractometer with a neutron wavelength of 1.232 Å and a limiting 2θ angle of 100°. The refinement, using anisotropic temperature factors and an isotropic secondary extinction parameter, gave a final weighted R index of 0.028. The structure is orthorhombic, space group Pnma, with two NH₄NO₃ formula units per unit cell. A two-dimensional network of hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen atoms of the ammonium group and the oxygen atoms at one corner of the nitrate groups forms infinite sheets parallel to the (001) planes of the crystal. Adjacent sheets are bound together by van der Waals forces. This structure is simply related to the structures of the higher temperature phases.


Key words: Cadmium; mercury; spectra; zinc.

Three Rydberg series of the type d₅sⁿ:5sₜ - d₅sⁿp (J = 1) are known in each of these spectra. We have made intermediate-coupling calculations for the configurations Zn i 3d⁶4s⁴p, 5p; Cd i 4d⁵5s⁵p, 6p; and Hg i 5d⁶6s²p. The Slater parameters were determined to about 15% accuracy by various methods, or were adopted from previous calculations. Percentage compositions in the LS coupling scheme and in the scheme of highest purity are given for the three levels having J = 1 in each configuration. The results establish the most appropriate designations for these levels and for all of the higher d₅sⁿp series members. Although the Zn 3d⁶4s⁴p (J = 1) levels are found to be significantly perturbed, the calculated relative oscillator strengths of the three absorption transitions to these levels agree well with the experimental values. Some other comparisons with experiment are discussed, and the relative intensities of the three observed series within each spectrum are qualitatively explained.


Key words: Group theory; inelastic; neutron; rigid-molecule; scattering; selection-rules.

The model-independent technique of Elliott and Thorpe (ET) is extended to apply to a class of models in which molecular units undergo translational vibrations with respect to each other and also librations, but in which the internal vibrations of the molecules are neglected. Within the model we find that the ET "structure function" F(ρ)(k), associated with irreducible representations a and momentum transfer k, can be written in the form F(ρ)(k) = F(ρ)(k) + F(ρ)(kθ), where ρ and θ signify translational and rotational oscillations. Moreover, the translational part is identical to that of ET except that the atomic scattering lengths μₐ which appear in their result are to be replaced by k-dependent molecular form factors a(k'). F(k) contains a vector form factor equal to iνₐδ(k'), where k' is related to k via a rotation. Mathematically, their result is contained in ours as a special case. Physically, we indicate how to use both procedures in concert, thereby aiding in the identification of ρ as well as in separating the internal from external vibrations and among the latter, the translational and rotational parts thereof. At the Brillouin-zone boundary we employ the so-called multiplier representations, thereby achieving a simplification both of our results and theirs. By significantly reducing the number of phonon modes to be considered in complex molecular crystals, we have likewise increased the diagnostic power of this method which requires no detailed knowledge of force constants. It is hoped that our results will receive wide application in the identification of phonons in such crystals.


Key words: Elastic constants; oxide; rutile; single crystal; temperature dependence.

Measurements of all the six principal elastic constants of single-crystal rutile were made in the temperature range of 298-583 K. The temperature derivatives (in kb/deg) at 298 K are: dC₁₁/dT = -0.020, dC₁₂/dT = 0.020, dC₂₂/dT = -0.020, dC₃₃/dT = -0.020, dC₄₄/dT = 0.020, and dC₅₅/dT = 0.020. Measurements of the four modes, C₁₁, C'₁₁ = (C₁₁ - C₁₂)/2, C₃₃, and C'₃₃ = (C₃₃ + C₁₃ + 2C₃₃)/2, were extended to 4 K. Two features related to the temperature and volume dependences of the lattice vibrational frequencies are revealed: first, all the measured dC₅₅/dT greater than 100 K. Second, dC₅₅/dT is positive at all temperatures but decreases with increasing temperature at temperatures greater than 300 K. Indirectly shown is that (dC₅₅/dT) is a value of -1.32 at 298 K, decreases with decreasing temperatures. The significance of this latter fact is discussed in light of the computation of Grüneisen mode γ by the acoustic (dC₅₅/dT) values, and the results are compared with γ(α) values obtained by Kirby from thermal expansion data. It is concluded that the increase in γ(α) at low temperatures cannot be observed to large temperature dependence of (dC₅₅/dT). Therefore, Kirby's explanation, that the large increase in γ(α) is caused by the large volume dependence of the acoustic modes frequencies, is not substantiated.


Key words: Closure approximation; high pressure; Lennard-Jones potential; liquid densities; Monte Carlo method; triplet correlation function.

The Monte Carlo method has been used to compute the triplet correlation function in a classical fluid with Lennard-Jones interactions. The computations were performed for particular configurations at five thermodynamic states of high density. The structure of the triplet function is discussed in the liquid and dense gas regions. Several closure approximations, which express the triplet function in terms of the pair correlation function, are compared to the Monte Carlo results.


Key words: Crystal; crystal structure; cyclo trimethylene-trinitramine; explosives; neutron diffraction; organic compound; RDX.
The structure of cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine (RDX), C₅H₆N₆O₆, has been refined from single-crystal neutron-diffraction data. The final weighted R index for 836 independent reflections is 0.021. The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbcn, a = 13.182 (2), b = 11.574 (2), c = 10.709 (2) Å, Z = 8. The molecule consists of alternate CH₃ and N — NO₂ groups in a puckered ring. The environment of the carbon atoms is essentially tetrahedral, and the N — NO₂ groups are planar. The molecule possesses a plane of approximate mirror symmetry perpendicular to the plane defined by the three carbon atoms. The thermal motion may be described by rigid-body motion of the ring and separate rigid-body motion of the nitro groups.


Key words: Communication; field strength; measurement; mines; noise.

A semireportable measurement system was developed to measure the extremely low frequency magnetic noise spectrum in the frequency range from 40 Hz to 10 kHz. Ambient noise spectra from 40 to 3000 Hz are shown in an underground coal mine location. Magnetic field strengths vary from a high of ~ 20 dB relative to 1.0 amperes/meter measured at 60 Hz near an AC power bus, to a low of approximately ~ 138 dB measured at a quiet location underground at 500 Hz. Impulsive noise from nearby electric locomotives raise the background levels by approximately 34 dB. At locations remote from arcing locomotives, deep minima of 60 or more dB were found between harmonics of the 60 Hz powerline frequency. "Three dimensional" graphs are given showing some typical spectra as a function of time.


Key words: Angular momentum; atoms; molecules; nuclei; orientation.

This paper reviews the problem of identifying an arbitrary state within the set of degenerate energy eigenstates of a system isolated in space. For j=1, it presents a description and interpretation of identifying parameters and of their ranges of variation which is summarized in section 5.


Key words: Electron spin resonance; fluorination; free radicals; polymer reactions.

Radicals of both peroxyl and fluoro-hydrocarbon structure are observed by electron spin resonance when organic polymers such as polystyrene and polyethylene are exposed to dilute fluorine. The character of the reactions suggest that F-atoms are the initiation species in this type of direct fluorination process.


Key words: Bessel functions; difference equations; error bounds; FORTRAN; Miller’s algorithm; recursion.

An algorithm is given for the computation of the recessive solution of a second-order linear difference equation, based upon a combination of algorithms due to J. C. P. Miller and F. W. J. Olver. A special feature is automatic and rigorous control of truncation error.

The method is illustrated by application to the well-used example of the Bessel functions Jₙ(x).


Key words: Adiabatic expansion; hydrogen peroxide; mass spectrometry.

Mass-spectrometric studies of adiabatic expansions of H₂ — O₂ and H₂ — O₂ — N₂ gas mixtures have revealed the formation of the species H₂O₂ at concentrations of the order of 10⁻³ — 10⁻⁴ mole fraction. This species is believed to be a relatively weakly bound isomer which is less stable than H₂O₂, the common form of hydrogen peroxide. A mechanism which is more consistent with the data is: H₂ + H₂ + O₂ → H₂O₂ + H₂.


Key words: Creep cavitation; fractography; high purity copper; impurity segregation structure; stereo scanning electron microscopy.

Fracture surfaces produced by high temperature creep were studied using the scanning electron microscope. The material investigated was continuously cast high purity copper containing a nodal impurity segregation structure at which grain boundary voids are formed during creep. The observed void shape suggests that vacancies are supplied mainly via grain boundaries, and also by enhanced diffusion via segregation nodes; the vacancies seem to originate mainly at internal sources. The known distribution of potential nucleation sites was used to study the efficiency of the segregation structure in nucleating voids under various test conditions. Within the range of conditions employed, three different fracture modes were observed in separate regions of the stress-temperature plane. The regions are sequentially denoted A, B, and C as the temperature is increased at a given stress; they shift to lower temperatures as the stress is increased. In region A fracture is initiated by extensive cavitation along grain edges (line of junction of three grains); cavitation at the segregation structure seems to be of secondary importance. In region B formation and growth to coalescence of voids at segregation nodes governs fracture; the change of growth mechanisms with test conditions is discussed. In region C fracture is controlled by plastic instability.


Key words: Argon; calorimetry; critical phenomena; heat capacity; methane; mixture, binary; solution, solid.

Measurements are reported of the heat capacity at saturated vapor pressure (essentially Cₚ) of the system CH₃ — Ar near its solid-solid consolute point (62 K, 65% Ar). In contrast to the behavior of the heat capacity at binary liquid consolute points where there are striking anomalies, no large increase was observed for CH₃ — Ar. An abrupt increase of only about 13% occurred in the heat capacity near the transition. The possibility that the anomaly is suppressed by lattice strain effects is discussed.

13162. Leiss, J. E., Modern electron Linacs and new user needs, *Proc. 1972 Proton Linear Accelerator Conference, Los
Key words: Accelerators; electron linacs; nuclear research; radiation applications.

Existing and future needs for linear accelerator developments and the possibility for linac technology to satisfy these needs are discussed. Two major needs for high duty cycle accelerators on the one hand and high peak pulse current accelerators on the other are identified.


Key words: Activation energy; hydrogen diffusion; lattice sites; neutron scattering; phase transition; quasielastic scattering; vanadium hydride.

The diffusion of hydrogen in the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ phases of vanadium hydride has been studied by neutron inelastic scattering. Samples of $\text{VH}_2$ and $\text{VH}_2$ were used to determine the temperature and concentration dependence of the diffusion in the $\alpha$-phase. An activation energy of $550 \pm 50$ K was derived from the temperature dependence of hydrogen diffusion in the $\text{VH}_2$ sample. The theoretical neutron scattering cross-section for jump diffusion among the octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial sites of body-centered cubic lattices has been derived and compared to the experimental results. No conclusions about the site occupancy in the $\alpha$-phase can be drawn from these results. The data for the $\beta$-phase of $\text{VH}_2$ indicate an abrupt decrease in the diffusion rate at the $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ transition.


Key words: Coherent production; diffractive production; Glauber model; hadron scattering; high energy scattering; multi-body states.

Arguments are given that the traditional, Glauber-like model for the multiple scattering of composite objects be modified to the extent of including relativistic deformation of the wave functions. It is argued that this modified formalism is a specific realization of Van Hove’s model of coherent nuclear production of multi-body states and thus is sufficient to explain the astonishingly small nucleon total cross-sections that have been extracted from multi-boson production experiments. It is shown on the simple example of Lorentz-contracted oscillator wave functions that, to have Van Hove’s effect present, the interaction between the components of the diffractively produced object must be of the order of magnitude of their masses.


Key words: Amplifiers; capacitors; dielectric constant; dissipation factor; measurements.

By employing modern fast operational amplifiers (slewing rate of 1000 V/\mu s) the useful frequency range of the bridge described several years ago as an ultra-low-frequency bridge, has been extended upward by approximately two decades. This gives it a frequency range of about nine decades, from $10^{-3}$ Hz to 1 MHz. A source capable of providing a second output shifted 90° from the primary output is required. Up to $10^6$ Hz, this is provided by a single commercial instrument. Above $10^6$ Hz, two sources are used, the second triggered by the first, with adjustable phase. The accuracy of the dielectric constant measurements is chiefly limited by the 0.1% uncertainty of the variable capacitors used. Phase shift in the inverters produces an error in the dissipation factor measurements, roughly proportional to frequency. The effect of this can be greatly reduced by using a substitution method, or a correction can be applied to direct measurements. A fast FET operational amplifier forms the heart of the detector, with high input impedance over the broad frequency range. Except at lowest frequencies, this bridge is characterized by rapid balancing, and extremely simple calculations.


Key words: Charge distribution; deformation parameters; electron scattering; high-energy electrons; rotational band; samarium-152.

We have measured the cross sections for excitation of the ground-state rotational band in $^{152}$Sm by high-energy electrons. The ground-state charge distribution has been determined including the deformation parameters $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ of the nuclear surface.


Key words: Diffusion constant; dipole relaxation; molecular; spin lattice; temperature dependent.

Using pulsed NMR techniques, values of the self-diffusion constant $D_{l}$ and the $^{19}$F spin-lattice and rotating frame relaxation times, $T_{1l}$ and $T_{1l}'$, have been obtained for CCl$_3$F over its entire liquid range. ($\sim$ 150 - 450 K). The dependence of $T_{1l}'$ on the rotating field strength $\omega_0$ has been used to derive temperature-dependent values of the $^{35}$Cl spin-lattice relaxation time $T_{1l}$. The chlorine to fluorine spin-spin coupling constant $J_{\text{ClF}}$ ($\approx$ 11.9 $\pm$ 0.4 Hz, independent of temperature). Except at low temperatures where the intermolecular dipole-dipole relaxation mechanism is important. $T_{1l}$ is dominated by the spin-rotation interaction $(T_{1l})_{\text{SR}}$. Using $D_{l}$ data to separate the dipole-dipole contribution from $T_{1l}$. This allows us to estimate values of the angular momentum correlation time $\tau_{a}$ over a 300$^\circ$ temperature range. Over the same temperature range, values of $T_{1l}$ give the correlation times for molecular reorientation $\tau_{a}$. Although possible anisotropy in molecular motion and in the spin-rotation interaction precludes rigorous quantitative comparisons with rotational diffusion theory, the results for $\tau_{a}$ and $\tau_{a}$ are shown to be consistent with Gordon's extended J diffusion model. In particular, at high temperatures the molecular reorientation is no longer described by the small angular steps in classical theory: near the critical temperature $\tau_{a}$ and $\tau_{a}$ become of comparable magnitude and correspond to angular steps approaching 1 rad.


Key words: Josephson tunnel junction; magnetic field: microwave losses; quasiparticle interference current.

The results of an experimental study of the magnetic field dependence of the Josephson-plasma-resonance frequency and
linewidth in Pb – Pb oxide – Pb tunnel junctions are reported. In the presence of an external magnetic field, the plasma mode is found to be sensitive to an antisymmetric component of supercurrent density which is not observed in conventional measurements of the field-dependent critical current. The frequency and field dependence of the plasma-resonance linewidth are interpreted as evidence that the previously unobserved quasi-particle-pair-interference tunnel current predicted by Josephson exists and has the expected magnitude but the opposite sign.


Key words: Junction array; radiation emission; resonant tunnel junction.

We report here the results of a preliminary study of coherent microwave radiation emitted by a small array of interacting Josephson tunnel junctions, including the first direct observation of the superconducting state in pairs of junctions.


Key words: Circular holes; face versus edge oxidation; impurity effect on oxidation; layers; pyrolytic graphite; scanning electron microscope.

Specimens of pyrolytic graphite (PG) that had been previously used for kinetic oxidation studies, as well as some unoxidized specimens, were examined. The principal topographic features of oxidized PG faces included circular holes with flat bottoms and various depths. Some holes were basin-like at the top. The hole walls were striated showing layers parallel to the deposition surface. The bottom side (i.e., nearest the substrate) was more extensively oxidized than the top, and the hole diameters were an order of magnitude larger. In contrast to these essentially cylindrical pits were a few with the shape of a paraboloid of revolution. The edges had indications of circular holes also. However, a nibbled effect appeared more common. A major feature of a thick specimen was the nonuniformity of attack as a function of distance from the substrate surface. The large scatter of the earlier kinetic data is attributed to this varying reactivity.


Key words: Activation analysis; archeology; glass; manganese; medieval windows; potassium; sodium.

Analytical data on medieval glasses are presented which indicate that alkali ratios and manganese-alkali ratios may be characteristic of the "ash" used in the glass manufacture. Thus, such data may be helpful in establishing the provenance of medieval glasses.


Key words: C-atoms; collisional deactivation; free radical reactions; methane; photolysis; quantum yields.

It is demonstrated that C(1D) and CH(2π) species are formed in the photodissociation of CH₄ at λ = 123.6 nm [Φ(C) = 0.4 ± 0.1 x 10⁻³, Φ(CH) = 5.9 ± 0.5 x 10⁻⁴] and at λ = 104.8-106.7 nm [Φ(C) = 6.5 ± 0.5 x 10⁻³, Φ(CH) = 0.23 ± 0.03]. There is no evidence for C or CH production at wavelengths where the photoionization quantum yield is equal to unity.


Key words: Fission tracks; glass; mica; microscopy; neutron dose measurements; uranium.

We describe scanning electron microscope and reflected light observations of fission tracks that lead to highly reproducible track density measurements for different observers. These new observational techniques are used to calibrate two uranium-doped glasses for neutron dose measurements. The glasses are available to other investigators.


Key words: Crack propagation; fracture; glass; mechanical properties; strength.

The effect of water on the growth of cracks in glass is discussed. Crack motion is believed to result from a stress-enhanced chemical reaction between water and glass and is influenced strongly by the crack-tip OH⁻ ion concentration. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that crack-velocity data can be correlated with measurements of pH in slurries of ground glass and water. Variation of the measured pH from 5 to 12, depending on glass composition, suggests a wide pH variation at crack tips. The types of chemical reactions that establish the slurry pH are discussed, and it is noted that the slurries behave as weak acids, buffered solutions, or salts of weak acids, depending on glass composition.


Key words: Carbonium ions; hydrocarbons; ion-molecule reactions; neutralization; pulse radiolysis.

The gas phase pulse radiolysis of several neopentane-δ₉-alkane mixtures has been studied with the purpose of examining the competition between the reaction of the fragment t-butyl ion with the alkane to form isobutane, t-C₅D₆⁺ + RH₂ → t-C₅D₆H⁺ + RH⁻, and the neutralization of the t-butyl ion by an electron or SF₅⁻ ion, t-C₅D₆⁺ + e⁻ → products. Using a computer calculation which takes into account the pulse characteristics as a function of time, the yield of isobutane observed in the reaction with 2,3-dimethylbutane (for which kₓ was accurately determined to be 5.7 ± 0.5 x 10⁻¹¹ cm³/molecule-sec) and the dose per pulse, rate coefficients of the competing neutralization reactions were determined. These are 0.192 ± 0.02 x 10⁻⁶ cm³/molecule-sec for neutralization by an electron, and 0.40 ± 0.04 x 10⁻⁶ cm³/molecule-sec for neutralization by the SF₅⁻ ion. The latter value is independent of SF₅⁻ concentration and both are independent of pressure between 40 and 200 torr. Finally, these values of the neutralization rate coefficients and yields of isobutane measured in the pulse radiolysis of neopentane in the presence of other added alkanes (2-methylpentane, 3-methylpentane, methycyclopentane) are used to calculate absolute rate coefficients of the hydride transfer reactions between the t-C₅D₆⁺ ion and these compounds; the values determined are in good agreement with those measured by other techniques. The unique feature of the competitive method described here consists of the fact that the positive ion which is neutralized can be identified by the conventional analysis of a known reaction product.

Key words: Cycloalkanes; ion-molecule reactions; isomerization; mass spectrometry; photoionization; proton transfer reactions.

In contradiction to a previously held view it is demonstrated that cyclopropene parent ions do undergo ring opening. The extent of ring opening depends on the internal energy content of the ion. It is shown that the cyclic ion reacts with NH₃ in the following manner

\[ \text{C}_3\text{D}_6^+ + \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{CD}_3\text{D}_2\text{N}^+ + \text{C}_3\text{D}_2\text{H} \rightarrow \text{CD}_3\text{D}_2\text{N}^+ + \text{C}_3\text{D}_4 \]

while the linear C₃D₆⁺ ion reacts exclusively by deuteron transfer

\[ \text{C}_3\text{D}_6^+ + \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{C}_3\text{D}_4^+ + \text{NH}_3 \text{D}^+ \]

The total rate constant for reaction of the C₃D₆⁺ ions formed by photoionization of cyclopropene-d₆ is independent of the internal energy content \((k_{\text{total}} = 9.4 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-18} \text{ cm}^3/\text{molecule-sec})\). However, the relative rates of reactions 1, 2, and 3 are strongly dependent upon the photon energy \([k_i/(k_i + k_0)] = 0.18\) and 0.75 at 10 and 11.6 - 11.8 eV respectively. Additional experiments performed on C₃D₆ - CH₃OH mixtures support the view that the fraction of the C₃D₆⁺ ions which transfer a deuteron to NH₃ is representative of the fraction of acyclic C₃D₆ in the system.


Key words: Absorption and emission spectroscopy; far (vacuum) ultraviolet; ion-molecule reactions; matrix isolation; photochemistry; photoionization; reaction kinetics; thermodynamic.

The 1969-70 literature relating to far ultraviolet photochemistry has been reviewed. In the limited space allocated to this chapter, the more relevant and controversial developments are confronted. An attempt is made to relate information from various sources in order to obtain a comprehensive view of the entire field.


Key words: Acetone; energy transfer; ion-molecule reactions; mass spectrometry; radiolysis.

The reactions of the acetone and acetyl cation with acetone have been investigated in a photoionization mass spectrometer. Reaction of the acetone cation with \( \pm 0.3 \text{ eV internal energy occurs essentially at every collision} \ (k = 8.4 \times 10^{-10} \text{ ml/molecule-sec}) \), but decreases slightly with an increase in internal energy. Two reaction channels are observed for the acetone cation: (a) \( \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2^+ + \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2 \rightarrow (\text{CH}_3)^2\text{COH}^+ + \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2 \) and (b) \( \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2^+ + \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2\text{COCH}_2^+ + \text{CH}_3 \). The \( \text{CH}_3\text{CO}^+ \) ion reacts similarly as follows: \( \text{CH}_3\text{CO}^+ + \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\cdot \text{COCH}_2\text{COCH}_2^+ \) \((k \approx 4.6 \times 10^{-10} \text{ ml/molecule-sec})\). At pressures above \( 10^{-3} \text{ torr} \) \((\text{CH}_3\text{CO})^+ + \text{CH}_3\text{COCH}_2\text{COCH}_2^+ \) reacts further with acetone to produce \((\text{CH}_3\text{CO})_2\text{C}^+ \). It is suggested that in liquid phase radiolysis experiments the acetone cation will react within \( 10^{-12} - 10^{-13} \sec \). Recent radiolysis experiments in which acetone was used as a solvent are discussed in the light of this premise.


Key words: Geomagnetism; magnetometer; optical pumping.

Observations of Zeeman transitions in Rb⁷ vapor can be used to make accurate measurements of the earth's magnetic field provided that the resonance lines are narrow enough so that the separate components of the transitions are resolved. However, the resulting relatively low signal-to-noise ratio makes it difficult to follow rapid changes in the field. Self-oscillating magnetometers have rapid response to magnetic field changes and high sensitivity, but poor long-term stability. The advantages of both approaches can be obtained with a compound magnetometer in which a self-oscillating magnetometer is locked with a long time constant to a narrow and well-resolved Zeeman transition. We designed and built two prototype optically pumped Rb⁷ magnetometers of this kind, and carried out a stability test on them. Half-hour means of the magnetic field difference between the two were obtained for a period of nine and a half days. During this time local magnetic field activity ranged from quiet to disturbed and a sudden commencement occurred. The standard deviation of the individual half-hour difference values was 0.02 \( \gamma \) \((\pm 0.02 \text{ nanoteslas}, 0.2 \text{ microgauss})\).


Key words: Absorption cross section; magnetic moment; mass defect; nuclides; quadrupole moment; \( q \)-values; radiation.

All known nuclides both stable and radioactive are listed together with the following properties where measured or appropriate: mass defect; half-life or abundance; magnetic moment; quadrupole moment; type of radioactive decays and energies associated with them; thermal neutron activation cross section. Data available through 1968 have been used in preparing the Table.


Key words: Approximation theory; conditional convergence; infinite series; integration; quadrature; simple quadratures.

If \( S \) is a set of functions that are Riemann integrable on \([0,1] \), and a formula

\[ \int_0^1 f(x) \, dx = \sum_{i=1}^n a_i f(x_i) \]

holds for every \( f \in S \) — with the \( a_i \) and \( x_i \) fixed complex numbers, independent of \( f \), and the \( x_i \) all distinct — then the formula is called a "simple quadrature for \( S \". It is known that there is no simple quadrature for the set of all functions continuous on \([0,1] \); in this paper simple quadratures are constructed for certain large classes of continuous functions.


Key words: Absorption; acoustic; attenuation; liquids; sound; speed of sound; velocity of sound.

Values of the speed and attenuation of sound in selected liquids, taken from the literature, are presented in a way which illustrates the systematics. References to major compilations are given.

13183. Coxon, B., Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy: Part I, Chapter in Advances in Carbohydrate Chemistry and

Key words: Carbohydrates; Fourier transforms; instrumentation; iterative analysis of spectra; non-equivalence; proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy; superconducting solenoids.

Recent applications of proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy to the analysis of carbohydrates are discussed with particular emphasis on the use of superconducting solenoids.

Improvements in magnets, probes, signal-averaging systems and spectrometer consoles are described and also the advantages of using a variety of field frequency stabilization techniques and automatic control and data acquisition.

Detailed discussions of pulse-Fourier transform techniques and of computerized literature analysis of spectra are given.


Key words: Calorimetry; laser; laser calorimetry; laser energy measurement; laser power measurement.

A calorimeter is described that can measure megajoules of laser energy from CW lasers whose output wavelength is in the region from 1 to 11 μm. The calibration of this device is traceable to NBS electrical standards. This calorimeter can measure total energies from $3 \times 10^4$ to $10^5$ J. The laser power range this device can handle ranges from 300 to 100 000 W.


Key words: Computations; oxygen; thermal radiation properties.

The total emissivity, total band absorptance and Planck mean absorption coefficient of compressed oxygen have been computed in the temperature range 100-1000 K. Computations were based on published data for the spectral absorption coefficient and extrapolations above and below room temperature were performed in accordance with published theory. It was found possible to represent all of the total band absorptance results with a two-parameter correlation.


Key words: Alkaline earth oxides; nonstoichiometry; oxidation-reduction; phase equilibria; transition-metal oxides.

Subsolidus phase relations at ambient atmospheric pressure and elevated temperatures in the Ba$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_{3-x}$ system were investigated by quenching, gravimetric, and x-ray diffraction methods. The system is not binary above $\approx 1035^\circ$ C because of reactions with atmospheric oxygen. The air isobar, $P_0 = 0.2$ atm. was characterized at 1225, 1375, 1490, and 1610 $^\circ$C. Seven oxygen-deficient phases including a perovskite phase characterize the system. Their stability depends on the values of $y$ and $x$ in Ba$_{1-x}$Sr$_x$MnO$_{3-x}$. The cell dimensions of these phases expand as $x$ increases at fixed $y$. These seven modifications can be retained in stoichiometric form by oxidation at lower temperatures.


Key words: Experiment; neutrons; nuclear; photons; photonuclear; protons; reactions; theory.

A brief review is given of the present status of the photonuclear physics field. Recent new experimental data are described both in their historical context as well as in the light of recent theoretical work. Present trends in the field are indicated particularly with regard to new facilities and new techniques and their implication with regard to future experimental measurements and theoretical attempts to explain the data.


Key words: Gamma ray penetration; moments method; point gamma source in water; polynomial approximation; radiation transport; truncation error.

Estimated error bounds derived from polynomial calculations have been used to revise the truncation error estimates of published data on gamma-ray penetration in water. It is also shown that more efficient use of moment data is possible to obtain greater accuracy in specific penetration regions and to extend the accuracy of polynomial calculations to greater penetrations. The results also indicate that in addition to the asymptotic power law, data to perhaps 40 mean-free-paths may be needed to make accurate extrapolations to arbitrarily great penetrations.

13189. Unassigned.


Key words: Depth dose; dosimetry; ionization chambers; pions; radiobiology; transport calculations.

A Monte Carlo program has been written for calculating absorbed dose as a function of position in a water target irradiated by beams of pions ($\pi^+$ and $\pi^-$). The incident pions can have an arbitrary energy spectrum, at present limited to 125 MeV, this energy including most beams that have been used in radiobiological experiments. The presence of muons and electrons, which contaminate pion beams in practice, is also included. The incident particles may enter the target at any point and with any direction of travel. Calculations can thus be made for nonparallel, nonuniform beams. The size of cylindrical volumes in the target over which the absorbed energy is averaged can be varied to simulate the use of detectors of various dimensions. The calculations include pion-nucleus interactions, multiple Coulomb scattering, pion and muon decay at rest, as well as the transport and further interactions of secondary protons and neutrons. Good agreement is obtained between calculated and measured depth-dose curves with $\pi^+$ and $\pi^-$ beams from the 600 MeV Synchrocyclotron at CERN. The program will be used to study various factors that affect the dose and LET patterns that can be obtained with realistic pion beams.


Key words: Flameless atomic absorption; liver and coal; loss of mercury; mercury in orchard leaves; standard reference materials.

In a study of the flameless atomic absorption method for the determination of nanogram amounts of mercury in organic materials, the technique was improved to provide greater precision and accuracy. The loss of mercury during the digestion of organic materials with nitric, sulfuric, and perchloric acids is
A basic equation of dynamical diffraction for an imperfect crystal is derived based on a general dynamical theory of diffraction. This equation is given in the form of a differential equation, and therefore can be considered to describe the diffraction processes locally inside a crystal. A phenomenological interpretation of this equation helps to fill in the gap between modern quantum mechanical treatments and ordinary treatments by dynamical theory of diffraction for a perfect crystal. In the approximation of poor resolution the more exact equation reduces to Takagi’s equation. A necessary condition which makes Takagi’s equation valid leads to the concept of local reciprocal lattice vectors.

Key words: Rubidium; spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths; Zeeman effect.

The spectrum of Rb III has been observed in a sliding-spark discharge with the NBS 10.7-m normal-incidence vacuum spectrograph, and in an electrodeless discharge in a magnetic field with the NBS 10.7-m Eagle spectrograph in air. The analysis has yielded most of the levels of the 4p^4d, 4p^5s, and 4p^5p configurations. The 4p^4d levels and the 4s^4p^4d + 4s^4p^5s + 4s^4p^5p group of levels have been theoretically interpreted, with configuration interaction included. The energy parameters determined from a least-squares fit to the observed level values are compared with Hartree-Fock calculations. The ionization energy is estimated to be 39.0 ± 0.3 eV.

Key words: Asymptotic solutions; Chebyshev polynomials; difference equations; evaluation of integrals; numerical stability; Olver’s algorithm; plasma physics; recurrence relations.

The paper presents three methods of evaluating a sequence of definite integrals involving Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. The integrals arise in a nonlinear plasma physics problem. It is shown that the first algorithm suffers such a loss of precision that the computed sequence diverges. The second algorithm yields results that lose all significance for higher terms in the sequence, although the sequence does not diverge.

The problem is then formulated in terms of a three-term inhomogeneous recursion. Asymptotic analysis shows that neither forward nor backward recursion is stable. Olver’s algorithm provides a method with an a-priori error bound for calculating the sequence of integrals.

Tables of values obtained by the three methods are compared.

Key words: Hydrogen; laser magnetic resonance; laser spectroscopy; O_2; 119- and 78- \textmu m H_2O laser lines. 

Laser magnetic resonance of the O_2 molecule is observed using the 119- and 78- \textmu m lines of the H_2O laser. The relevant transitions for the 119- \textmu m line are (N = 13, J = 14, M) → (N = 15, J = 14, M'), and for the 78- \textmu m line are (N = 21, J = 22, M) → (N = 23, J = 22, M'), where M = M or M ± 1 depending on the polarization. It is found that g_s = 2.0044 ± 0.0008, g_p = 2.0020 ± 0.0001, g_n = 0.000125 ± 0.000008 give slightly better results.
agreement between theory and experiment than Hendrie and Kusch’s values \((g_z = 2.005169, g_\alpha = 2.001939, \kappa = 0.000122)\) and Bauer, Kamper, and Lustig’s values \((g_z = 2.004838, g_\alpha = 2.002023, \kappa = 0.000126)\), but the present experimental accuracy is not high enough to exclude these older \(g\)-factor values. Using the existing microwave data and the known laser frequencies, the zero-field frequencies for the transitions \((N = J = 13) \rightarrow (N = J = 15)\) and \((N = J = 21) \rightarrow (N = J = 23)\) are found to be \(2496.283 \pm 0.30\) and \(3865.81 \pm 0.03\) GHz, respectively. Combining these results with the frequency of the \((N = J = 1) \rightarrow (N = J = 3)\) transition obtained by McKnight and Gordy, we obtain \(B_0 = 43.100518 \pm 0.000020\) GHz, \(B_1 = -0.14496 \pm 0.00030\) MHz, and \(B_2 = -0.17 \pm 1.00\) Hz.


Key words: Analysis; automation; noise figure; \(Y\)-factor.

As part of a millimeter-wave development program at the National Bureau of Standards, a precision measurement method and system was devised to automatically measure the effective input noise temperature of 55-65-GHz receivers.

Salient features of the system include a bolometric \(Y\)-factor measurement, a working “hot” noise source consisting of a waveguide argon gas tube mount developed at the National Bureau of Standards, and a minicomputer system controller operating in Basic. System design considerations and measurement uncertainties are discussed.


Key words: Analytical; cw organic dye laser; fluorescence; laser; sodium vapor.

A cw organic dye laser was used to excite fluorescence in atomic sodium vapor. Fluorescence was visible at 80 °C, which corresponds to a vapor pressure of \(1.5 \times 10^{-4}\) mm of Hg. The concentration of sodium atoms at this pressure is \(16 \text{ fg/cm}^3\) or \(4.2 \times 10^7\) molecules/cm\(^3\). Measurements were actually made in a volume of approximately \(1 \text{ mm}^3\), which corresponds to 0.016 fg or \(4.2 \times 10^7\) molecules.


Key words: Absorbed dose; dye-poly-chlorostyrene film dosimeter; high-intensity pulsed electron source; thin aluminum calorimeters; \(^{60}\)Co gamma-ray source.

The responses of dye-poly-chlorostyrene film dosimeters are compared at low \((\sim 10^8 \text{ rad/sec})\) and high \((\sim 10^9 \text{ rad/sec})\) dose rates. Low dose rate exposures were obtained with a \(^{60}\)Co gamma-ray pool source, and high dose rates were obtained with a high-intensity, pulsed electron source. The dosimeter is a solid solution of poly-chlorostyrene and malachite green methoxide which changes color upon irradiation. Two broad absorption peaks appear in the visible region with maxima at about 425 and 625 nm. The change in optical density of the 625-nm peak was monitored and correlated to the absorbed dose received by the dosimeters. At low dose rates, the source output was determined on the basis of a previous calibration with a carbon calorimeter and a cavity ionization chamber; at high dose rates, a thin dosimeter calibration system was employed. The calibration system has as its primary measuring elements aluminum calorimeters whose temperatures after exposure were monitored by chromel-constantan thermocouples. Associated electronics recorded the outputs of the thermocouples at every 0.1 sec. In the two cases, the dosimeters were exposed in a different but homogeneous medium, carbon or polystyrene at the low dose rates and aluminum at the high dose rates. In addition, Monte Carlo calculations of stopping power ratios of the dye-film dosimeter to the medium were required to interpret the dose received by the dosimeters. The results indicate that there is no significant difference in the response at the two different rates.


Key words: Barrier to internal rotation in CF\(_3\)SiF\(_2\); microwave spectrum; torsional mode.

The microwave spectrum of CF\(_3\)SiF\(_2\) has been analyzed. The ground-state constants are \(B_0 = 1328.464 \pm 0.001\) MHz, and \(D_1 = 0.09 \pm 0.05\) kHz. An extensive series of torsional satellite lines has been studied in some detail. The barrier to internal rotation is found to be 489 ± 50 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to a torsional frequency of 37.0 ± 2.0 cm\(^{-1}\). The lowest degenerate rocking mode has been determined as 158 ± 12 cm\(^{-1}\). Other vibrational fundamentals are discussed.


Key words: Coating thickness; electropolating; fluorescent x-rays; thickness; x-ray spectrometry.

The use of x-ray spectrometry to measure the thickness of electropolated coatings is outlined. Sources of errors are calibration standards, dead time of x-ray detector and associated electronics, deformation of specimen, nonuniformity of coating thickness, background radiation, polychromaticity of x-ray source, density variations, metallic impurities, and excitation of characteristic radiation of coating material by characteristic radiation from substrate material. Techniques of minimizing these errors are discussed.


Key words: Cyclohexane-1,3-dione; formation; free-radical; ionic; mechanism; phenylhydrazine.

Treatment of the enolic cyclohexane-1,3-diones in aqueous acetic acid with an excess of phenylhydrazine at room temperature gave mixtures of the corresponding 2-oxo-1,3-bis(phenylhydrazone) and tris(phenylhydrazone) derivatives in low to moderate yield. E.s.r. study of the reaction path indicated that free-radical anionic intermediates are partially involved. Treatment of an enolic cyclohexane-1,2-dione (or of \(\alpha\)-hydroxy or \(\alpha\)-acetoxy(cyclohexanones) with phenylhydrazine gave mixtures of the corresponding mono- and bis(phenylhydrazones); formation of radical-anions was also observed in these reactions.


Key words: Argon; binary system; excess Gibbs energy; liquid-vapor; methane; nitrogen; phase equilibria; ternary system.
Liquid-vapor phase equilibria measurements were made at 112.00 K on the binary systems nitrogen-argon, nitrogen-methane, and argon-methane and the ternary system nitrogen-argon-methane. Values of $g^2$, the excess Gibbs free energy, have been calculated from the experimental data for all the systems studied. The data and derived $g^2$ values for the binary systems were compared with the results of previous investigations with satisfactory agreement.


Key words: Adiabatic correlation; asymptotic states; configuration interaction; correlation energy; excited states; multiconfiguration self-consistent field; $O_3^-$. Excited electronic states of the $O_3^-$ molecule have been calculated with configuration-interaction (CI) variational trial functions that assure formally correct asymptotic behavior as well as the single-configuration self-consistent-field (SCF) approximation. CI results were obtained by both multiconfiguration self-consistent-field (MC-SCF) and pseudomolecular orbital (PNO) techniques. The MC-SCF results are most accurate and are used to analyze the energy curves and wave functions of these states for internuclear separations larger than 3 a.u. All the excited states are found to have equilibrium-internuclear separations at least 1 a.u. larger than the ground state. The two lowest energy states, the $2\Sigma^-$ and $2\Pi_\alpha$, are characterized, respectively, as shape and valence Feshbach resonances. They are sufficiently bound to make it likely they play a role in low-energy-electron scattering by oxygen.


Key words: Atomic energy levels; first spectrum of praseodymium (Pr i); spectrum. The spectrum of atomic praseodymium has been observed with variety of light sources and spectographs. The Zeeman effect has also been recorded. Three levels of $4f^6s^2$ ground term and 62 even high levels of Pr i have been found.


Key words: Azides; thermal expansion. A modification of the Bond technique is used to measure the lattice constants of small crystals with an error of a few parts in 10$^4$ throughout the temperature range — 180 to 325 °C. Temperature calibration has been investigated and the results of thermal expansion measurements on KN$_3$ and Ba(N$_3$)$_2$ are reported.


Key words: Fused silica; standard reference material; thermal expansion. Fused silica is the second of a series of materials to be certified as thermal expansion standards by the National Bureau of Standards. The results of tests of five samples indicate the stock to be consistent quality suitable for certification as Standard Reference Material 739. The same interferometer apparatus was used as in the certification of copper SRM 736. Expansivity values from each of the five samples were fitted using a least squares third order spline polynomial with three separate temperature intervals. The data from all the samples were then pooled and fit with the same type spline polynomial. Values calculated from these equations and their integrals are presented and also compared to literature data on fused silica.


Key words: Electron energy-loss spectroscopy; naphthalene vapor; Rydberg states; oscillator strength. The naphthalene energy-loss spectrum from 3 to 16 eV obtained for 100 eV incident electrons closely resembles photoabsorption results. The need to include Rydberg configurations for any theoretical analysis of the spectrum is emphasized. The data yield an integrated oscillator strength of 8.6 below 15.1 eV.


Key words: Grain size; Griffith equation; Petch equation; thermal expansion anisotropy; strength; surface stress. The stress in the surface of a polycrystalline solid arising from thermal expansion anisotropy is calculated from a model of an elastic sphere in a homogeneous material. The results depend strongly on the distance of the sphere from the surface and suggest that the usual calculation, which ignores the effect of the surface, seriously underestimates this stress.


Key words: Depth-dose; dose distribution; dosimetry; dye film; electron beam; film dosimeter; interfaces; Monte Carlo; radiochromic dyes; two-layer slabs.

Electron depth-dose distribution measurements were made using the Chalkley-McLaughlin dye film dosimter in two-layer slab absorbers of polystyrene-copper, polystyrene-tin, and aluminum-gold. A plane-parallel 2.0-MeV electron beam was used. Data were obtained for 12 cases by varying the location of the interface and by reversing the order of the slab components. Reproducibility of the measurements was ±6 percent (2 cr). An investigation of stopping-power ratio evaluation methods based on the use of the film dosimeter as a nonperturbing cavity demonstrated that a constant value could be used for each material in a two-layer absorber independent of the thickness of each layer. The error in absorbed dose determination introduced by the use of a constant value ranged up to 8 percent. A film placed at the interface between the two components of the slab was used to estimate the dose at the interface surfaces. Corresponding theoretical calculations were made using a multilayer electron transport computer code developed by Berger. Agreement between the measured and the calculated doses was within 10 percent for metal layers and within 15 percent for polystyrene. The discrepancies for polystyrene can be attributed to the omission of energy loss straggling in the calculation.


Key words: Chemical bonding; phase stabilization; pseudopotential; Zintl phases.
The factors affecting the formation of B32 Zintl phases are examined. Evidence is presented that the pseudopotential effects discussed by others have not been shown to be essential, and that the structures must still be accounted for largely by geometric factors.


Key words: Anharmonic vibrators; electron scattering; form factors; quadrupole moments; vibrator nuclei, \(^{25}\)Cr, \(^{119}\)Pd, \(^{111}\)Cd, \(^{110}\)Sn.

Inelastic electron scattering is being used to study vibratorspectrum nuclei in the medium-A region. In many cases we find that the second 2\(^{-}\) ("two phonon") state is much more strongly excited than is predicted by the harmonic vibrator model. The shapes and magnitudes of the form factors of these states can be fitted by calculations based on an anharmonic model in which mixing of one- and two-phonon wavefunctions is included. An experiment is underway to measure inelastic scattering form factors in \(^{25}\)Cr, \(^{119}\)Pd, \(^{111}\)Cd, and \(^{110}\)Sn. In all of these nuclei we find that the second 2\(^{-}\) state is strongly enhanced compared to the harmonic vibrator model prediction.


Key words: Aluminum alloys; cryogenic; electrical resistivity; low temperature; material variability; nickel alloy; stainless steels; statistics.

Low temperature electrical resistivity was used to determine the material variability (a) between different manufacturers, (b) between different heats from the same manufacturer, and (c) within a given heat for AI 2024, AI-5 percent Mg alloys, Inconel 718, A286 stainless, and AISI 316. Generally, the coefficient of variation for solution annealed alloys ranged from 1.2 to 14 percent between manufacturers, 0.8 to 5.1 percent between heats, and 0.1 to 1.6 percent within a heat with stainless steels at the low ends and AI 2024 at the high ends. The variability is increased if the material is in a precipitation-hardened condition. A statistical analysis suggests that the variability within a heat is non-normal. It is also shown that precipitation increases the intrinsic resistivity.


Key words: Electron collection efficiency; electron microscope exposure meters; logarithmic picoammeter; polymer crystals; polymer electron microscopy; radiation damage to polymers.

Measurements of electron beam currents for determination of photographic exposure times and for determination of the radiation dose to which the sample was subjected were facilitated by a logarithmic picoammeter which indicated currents as low as would produce a useful image in a few seconds on a fast emulsion. Since the meter was logarithmic it also indicated the much higher currents ordinarily used without a scale change. Calibration of the electron collection efficiency of the focusing screen used to collect the current enabled the actual current density at the sample to be determined.


Key words: Energy deposition; microdosimetry; neutron interaction with tissue; secondary particle spectra.

Theoretical calculations have been made of the secondary particle spectra for \(p, d, \alpha, ^{5}\)Be, \(^{10}\)B, \(^{12,13,25}\)C, \(^{14}\)N, \(^{20}\)Ne, \(^{18}\)O produced by interactions of 1- and 14-MeV neutrons with a four-element tissue containing the elements H, C, N, O. Detailed neutron cross-section data have been used in the calculation. Both "initial" spectra of the secondary particles as produced by nuclear reactions and the "equilibrium" spectra produced by particles slowing down are determined. This work is the first step in development of a quantitative description of the "physical" stage in the action of neutron radiation on biological materials. The spectra are input information for energy deposition studies for neutron microdosimetry and for models of the biological action of neutron radiation.


Key words: Astrophysical interest; centrifugal distortion; formamide; microwave spectrum; quadrupole splittings; rotational transitions; weighted fit.

Measurements of the microwave spectrum of formamide have been extended in order to account accurately for the effects of centrifugal distortion. A total of 22 new transitions involving \(J \leq 29\) have been measured for \(^{14}\)NH\(_{2}\)\(^{15}\)CH\(_{10}\) in the ground vibrational state. Combined with previous observations, these transitions have been fit to a model containing five quartic distortion terms and seven sextic terms with an rms deviation of 64 kHz. A large number of resolved quadrupole shifts were fit with an rms deviation of 42 kHz. The remainder of the spectrum for \(J \leq 30\) has been calculated with standard deviations less than 3 MHz. Correct weighting of the observed transitions has been found to be important.


Key words: Current gain, hot spot detection; hot spots, current gain as indication of: power transistors, screening; screening for hot spots, transistors; thermal hysteresis, transistors; transistors, hot spot detection.

D-C current gain, h\(_{\text{FE}}\), measured as a function of collector voltage, with the collector current held constant, is used as a non-destructive screening technique to indicate the formation of hot spots due to current crowding. Its correlation with and advantages over previously used techniques are described. Examples of the use of this technique are presented for a variety of transistor operating conditions.


Key words: Antiferromagnetism; Bethe constant-coupling; critical temperature; ferromagnetism; Heisenberg model; Ising model; next nearest neighbor interaction.
To study the influence of a mixture of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings on the transition temperature of a spin-1/2 system we used the Bethe or constant-coupling method and applied it to two models: Model A, a system containing two types of atoms with different inter- and intra-spin coupling; Model B, a system which contains two antiferromagnetic sublattices that are ferromagnetically coupled. We find that for reasonable values of the parameters the Curie temperature has the tendency to increase when the antiferromagnetic coupling is present, at least for the models considered using Ising and anisotropic Heisenberg coupling. We also were able to develop an expression, based on Model B, for the critical temperature of a spin-1 system.


Key words: Constrained refinement; least-squares refinement; molecular crystal structures; molecular libration; rigid-bodies; thermal constraints.

Explicit formulae are derived which express, for molecules consisting of a rigid core to which side groups that are free to librate around a single bond are attached, the second and third cumulants of the scattering density function as functions of molecular translation and libration parameters. These formulae and their derivatives with respect to the molecular motion parameters have been incorporated into a least-squares refinement program which determines directly the values of the position and thermal-motion parameters which give the best fit to the observed data.


Key words: Barrier to rotation; conformation; crystal structure; durene; libration; methylbenzenes, methyl group; molecular structure; torsional oscillation.

The crystal structure of durene (1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene, C_{10}H_{14}) has been refined from three-dimensional, single-crystal neutron-diffraction data. The crystals are monoclinic, \( a = 11.57, b = 5.77, c = 7.03 \text{ Å}, \beta = 112.93^\circ \), space group P2_{1}/a, \( Z = 2 \). A conventional refinement, with anisotropic temperature factors and 485 independent, observed reflections measured with a four-circle diffractometer, gave a weighted residual \( R \) on \( F \) of 0.085, but the model contained some physically unreasonable thermal parameters. An alternative refinement in which the molecule was constrained to move as a rigid body, but with the methyl groups permitted to librate around the C–C bond, gave a weighted \( R \) of 0.115. All differences in position parameters between the two models were small. All carbon atoms and 6 of the 14 hydrogen atoms in the molecule are essentially coplanar. The ring is somewhat distorted, with bond angles at the corners with no methyl groups of about 123° and those at the other corners of about 118.6°. The C–C bond length between two methylated corners is about 1.425 Å, compared with 1.395 Å for the other bonds in the ring. This long bond, combined with C–C – C bond angles of 121.5°, results in adjacent methyl groups being pushed apart. The methyl groups are in an eclipsed conformation. The eigenvectors of the \( L \) tensor correspond very closely to the axes of principal moments of inertia of the molecule. The hydrogen amplitudes derived from the refinement predict a methyl torsional frequency of 130 cm\(^{-1}\), in satisfactory agreement with observed frequencies of 144 and 179 cm\(^{-1}\). The whole molecule amplitudes and frequencies derived from the L and T components of the thermal ellipsoids are also generally consistent with spectroscopic results.


Key words: Emission angle; energy distributions; gold; incidence angle; photoemission; polarization; polycrystalline film; synchrotron radiation.

Measurements of the photoelectron energy distributions from gold indicate angular anisotropies of the emission even for evaporated films. In particular, relative intensities and positions of the d-band emission peaks depend on the emission angle. We also observe the dependence of the energy distribution on the incidence angle and polarization of the photons.


Key words: Degradation; fluoro-elastomer; fluoropolymer; tetrafluoroethylene.

Fluoropolymers including those of 3,3,3-trifluoropropene, 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, 3,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,5-heptafluoropentene-1, and their copolymers with tetrafluoroethylene, were aged in air and in its absence at 225 and 305 °C. Intrinsic viscosities were measured before and after aging. Polymers of high tetrafluoroethylene content are most stable. In air the presence of tertiary hydrogens is associated with lowered stability. Polymers of the same tetrafluoroethylene content are more stable. Stress-relaxation studies in air of a vulcanize of 3,3,3-trifluoropropene and tetrafluoroethylene cured by γ-rays indicate that the vulcanize degrades much more rapidly than the untreated polymer.


Key words: Electron scattering; \( E_2 \) excitations; transition radii; \( ^{14} \text{C} \).

The excitation of levels below 12 MeV in \( ^{14} \text{C} \) has been investigated at the National Bureau of Standards electron scattering facility. The target consists of 50 mg/cm\(^2\) powdered material enriched to 70 percent in \( ^{14} \text{C} \) contained between 0.025 mm Be foils. Spectra have been obtained for electron energies from 60 to 120 MeV at scattering angles of 92.5, 127.5, and 145 degrees. Levels in \( ^{14} \text{C} \) at 6.09 (1*), 6.59 (0*), 6.73 (3*), 7.01 (2*), 8.32 (2*), 10.43 and 11.35 MeV have been observed.


Key words: Laser; light; methane-stabilized laser.

The frequency and wavelength of the methane-stabilized laser at 3.39 \( \mu \text{m} \) were directly measured against the respective primary standards. With infrared frequency synthesis techniques, we obtain \( v = 88.376 \pm 827(50) \text{THz} \). With frequency-controlled interferometry, we find \( A = 3.392 \pm 21(2) \text{nm} \). Multiplication yields the speed of light \( c = 299.792.456(1.1) \text{m/sec} \), in agreement with and 100 times less uncertain than the previously
accepted value. The main limitation is asymmetry in the krypton 6057-Å line defining the meter.


Key words: CO₂ and He-Ne laser frequency; methane; saturated absorption.

The frequencies of three lasers stabilized to molecular absorptions were measured with an infrared-frequency synthesis chain extending upwards from the cesium frequency standard. The measured values are 29.442.483±315(25) THz for the 10.18-μm R(30) transition in CO₂, 321.134±266891(24) THz for the 9.33-μm R(10) transition in CO₂, and 88.376±181627(50) THz for the 3.39-μm P(7) transition in CH₃. The frequency of methane, when multiplied by the measured wavelength reported in the following letter, yields 299792.456(1.1) m/sec for the speed of light.


Key words: Interferometry; laser; methane; saturated absorption; wavelength; wavelength standards.

The wavelength of the 3.39-μm line of methane has been measured with respect to the Kr⁶⁰ transition by using a frequency-controlled Fabry-Perot interferometer. We have exhaustively studied systematic offsets inherent in the experiment, including effects due to asymmetry of the Kr standard line. Lacking a convention relating the defined Kr wavelength 6075.802 105 Å to observables of the krypton line (e.g., center of gravity or fringe maximum intensity point), we report two methane wavelengths: λₘₐₓ = 33 922.31404 Å and λₑₚ = 33 922.31376 Å. Both results have an uncertainty of δλ = ±1.2×10⁻⁶ Å or δλ/λ = ±3.5×10⁻⁹. Multiplication by the frequency measurement of the preceding letter gives the speed of light, cₑₚ = 299 792.456(1.1) m/sec.


Key words: Nonspherical interactions; polarizability; m-6-8 potential; quadrupole moment; second virial coefficients; viscosity coefficient.

The viscosity and second virial coefficients were calculated for O₂, N₂, and CO₂ using the m-6-8 potential. For the second virial coefficients, the potentials were modified to allow for nonspherical effects by introducing the quadrupole-quadrupole and quadrupole-induced dipole interactions. Independently measured values of the quadrupole moments and molecular polarizabilities were used without changing the spherical parameters as determined by the viscosity coefficients. Agreement between theory and experiment over a wide temperature range is shown to be satisfactory for the viscosity and improved for the second virial coefficients.


Key words: Acyclic sugars; anomerization of sugars; kinetics of mutarotation reactions.

This paper is an invited chapter in the annual series "Advances in Carbohydrate Chemistry." The principal facts concerning ring changes and the basis for the mutarotation reactions are reviewed; the basic kinetics are developed and the factors affecting the equilibrium of sugars in solution are discussed. Methods for studying mutarotation reactions are described and the authors' early measurements are summarized.


Key words: Auroral; infrasound; ionosphere; microphones; sound waves.

Various physical processes generate sound waves at infrasonic frequencies (oscillation periods > 1 sec) in the lower atmosphere. Some typical sources are volcanic explosions, earthquakes, storms, and the shock waves from vehicles moving at supersonic speeds. In the ionosphere, sources of infrasound include auroral discharges and shock waves from satellites and meteorites moving at supersonic speeds. We present the results of an analysis for the generation of sound and propagation downwards due to the heating effects of auroral discharges, particularly those traveling at supersonic speeds in directions parallel to the earth's surface. The "shock" waves from such discharges are propagated steeply downward with very little loss of energy from absorption by viscosity and heat conduction, and are frequently observed at infrasonic stations located at high latitudes. An estimate of auroral heating is derived from the observed strengths of infrasound at the earth's surface.


Key words: Krypton; melting line; neon; phase-equilibria.

A vapor-recirculation equilibrium cell was used to investigate the solid + vapor and liquid + vapor equilibria and the three-phase curve (equilibrium between solid, liquid, and vapor) for neon + krypton. Gas phase compositions were measured above solid krypton at 100.00, 110.00, and 115.00 K and at pressures to 95 atm (9.6 MPa). Both gas and liquid phase compositions were determined at 120.00, 130.00, 140.00, and 150.00 K at pressures to 106 atm (10.7 MPa). Comparison of cross second virial coefficients from the experimental gas phase results with values obtained from a corresponding states correlation indicate that a deviation parameter from the geometric mean mixing rule for energy parameters of approximately 0.23 is necessary to reconcile the experimental and predicted virial coefficients. Analysis of the Henry's law constants obtained from the liquid phase results indicates a deviation parameter of approximately 0.21.


Key words: Human communication; language; meaning; symbols; understanding; written language.

The process of communication is complicated, involving eight variables, and a message must be conveyed through symbols. With such complexity, it seems a wonder that communication ever takes place. By understanding the process, however, communicators may be able to do a better job. This article examines the process in some detail.

The viscosity (η) and thermal-conductivity (λ) coefficients for argon, oxygen, and p-hydrogen have been calculated from the modified Enskog theory (i.e., the hard-sphere Enskog theory adapted to include experimental PVT data) and compared with experiment over a wide range of experimental conditions. Specifically, experimental data and theoretical predictions for the first density corrections, η and λ, were examined and the temperature and density dependences of the experimental and theoretical transport coefficients in the liquid were studied. A brief comparison of the modified Enskog with some other theories is included. Overall, the modified Enskog theory, with the exception of the critical region for the thermal conductivity, is found to give reasonable agreement with experiment (within about 10-15 percent) for densities generally not exceeding twice the critical density.

Qualitatively the theory does not distinguish between the viscosity and thermal conductivity in the liquid. This is discussed by comparing the experimental and theoretical derivatives (δη)/δT and (δλ)/δT, where η and λ are excess functions. The qualitative features of the theory are discussed in some detail leading to a method by which the predictive capability of the theory can be improved.


Key words: Alkyl halides; ethyl cations; 1,2-hydride shift; ion-molecule reactions; ionic structure; photoionization.

It is shown that the hydrogen atoms in the ethyl cations formed in the unimolecular decomposition of CD₂CH₂⁺, CD₃CD₃⁺, CD₂CH₃Br⁺, CD₃CH₂CD₃⁺, CH₃CD₂CH₃⁺ and CD₃CH₂CH₂CD₃⁺ are scrambled statistically at reactant gas pressures ranging from 10⁻⁵ to 1000 torr. Photon absorption (11.6-11.8 eV), electron impact and ⁰⁰Co γ-ray radiation have been used in the production of the ethyl cations. Two experimental approaches, kinetic mass spectrometry and chemical end product analysis, have been applied to this problem. The energy barrier for the 1,2-hydride shift in the ethyl cation is shown to be less than 5 kcal/mole.


Key words: Plasma diagnostics; radiating gases; radiative transfer; spectral lines; transfer equation.

An introductory survey is given of the current theory of spectral line formation in optically thick systems.


Key words: Electronics; low temperature; measurements; superconductivity.

This talk reviews achievements and prospects in the application of superconductivity to electronics and measurement technique. There is a brief introduction to some of the unique properties of superconducting metals at very low temperatures, and a survey of recent developments in the areas of magnetometry, thermometry, infrared technology, amplifiers, switches, low level detectors and voltmeters, and the measurement of fundamental constants. This is an exciting new field in which many researchers have already made impressive achievements.


Key words: Current measurement, audio frequency; current ratio measurement; current transformers, audio frequency; current transformers, precision; transformers, amplifier-aided; transformers audio frequency current; transformers, calibration of; transformers, capacitive error trimming; transformers, precision current; transformers, two-stage current.

The design and performance of two high-accuracy transformers, identified as amplifier-aided two-stage transformers, are described. Each operates from 50 Hz to 10 kHz, supporting burdens up to 1 Ω. Self-contained ratios span from 5/5 to 100/5, with a rated secondary current of 5 A.

Results indicate the errors at 10 kHz are within 30 and 15 ppm for the respective transformers, decreasing to less than 1 ppm at 1 kHz.

Analysis of high- and low-frequency errors is presented, as well as a detailed description of a capacitance trimming technique effecting a factor-of-ten reduction of capacitive errors.

Also described is a relatively simple step-up calibration system for determining the transformer errors. Calibration results are included.


Key words: As-maintained; international comparisons; Josephson effect; ε/c measurements.

Using temperature-regulated transportable standard-cell enclosures, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), under the auspices of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), during the period June 1971 through June 1972 has carried out a series of direct comparisons of the units of voltage as maintained by NBS and BIPM, Sèvres, France; the National Physical Laboratory, United Kingdom; the National Research Council, Canada; the National Standards Laboratory, Australia; and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany. The main purpose of these comparisons was to provide a sound basis for intercomparing values of ε/c obtained at the various national laboratories via the ac Josephson effect in superconductors. It was found that, when converted to a common unit of voltage, most measured values of ε/c agreed with each other to within the 1 to 2 parts in 10⁶ estimated uncertainty (1 standard deviation) of the volt comparisons. This satisfying result would seem to indicate that serious consideration should be given to adopting a single international value of ε/c for use in maintaining units of voltage.

Key words: Apollo 12; electron probe analysis; lunar materials; mineral analysis; synthetic standards.

Analytical results are presented on polished thin selections of five Apollo 12 lunar samples. The techniques used are petrographic modal analysis and electron probe microanalysis, including energy-dispersive analysis. Natural minerals and synthetic glasses were used as standards for electron probe analysis.


Key words: Cavitation; cryogenics; hydrofoil; nucleation; pumps; venturi.

This document constitutes the second of four volumes to be issued on the results of continuing cavitation studies. Boundary layer principles, and two-phase flow concepts, are used to improve existing correlating theory for developed cavity data. Details concerning cavity instrumentation, data analysis, correlating techniques, and experimental and theoretical aspects of a cavitating hydrofoil are given. Both desinent and thermodynamic data, using liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen, are reported here. The thermodynamic data indicate that stable thermodynamic equilibrium exists throughout the vaporous cryogenic cavities. The improved correlating formulae were used to evaluate these data. A new correlating parameter, based on consideration of mass limiting two-phase flow flux across the cavity interface, is proposed. This correlating parameter appears attractive for future correlating and predictive applications. Agreement between theory and experiment is discussed, and directions for future analysis are suggested. The front half of the cavities, developed on the hydrofoil, may be considered as parabolically-shaped.


Key words: Boiling heat transfer; bubble dynamics; cavitation; condensing heat transfer; correlations; cryogenic fluid safety; fluid dynamics; fluid transfer; heat transfer equipment; liquid helium; liquid hydrogen; liquid nitrogen; liquid oxygen; missiles and rockets; pressurization; radiation heat transfer; spacecraft tankage; stratification; supercritical storage; two-phase flow; zero gravity.

This survey constitutes selected information from an assemblage of reports and publications on Heat Transfer and Fluid Dynamics with direct applicability to oxygen systems. For each document cited, an abstract has been prepared together with key words and a listing of most important references found in the document. Additionally, an Author Index, a Subject Index, and a Key Word Index have been provided to simplify the retrieval of specific information from this work. In each subject area—e.g. Boiling Heat Transfer—the individual citations are listed alphabetically by first author, with review papers dually noted under the appropriate subject category and under Review Papers.

Of the documents reviewed and evaluated for inclusion in this publication, coverage of existing information directly concerned with oxygen was given primary emphasis. However, work not specifically oxygen-designated but considered applicable to oxygen by the reviewer—e.g., a two-phase friction factor correlation derived from nitrogen experiments—is occasionally given where no actual oxygen data exist, as an aid to the reader.


Key words: Composition fluctuations; critical point phenomena; immiscibility; oxide glasses; ultrasonic spectroscopy; volume relaxation.

The distribution of volume relaxation times in a critical oxide mixture is calculated from longitudinal and shear modulus measurements. Ultrasonic relaxation allows the investigation of two distinct effects in the distribution of relaxation times as the temperature is lowered toward the critical point. At high temperatures, a coupling between the compressional component of the ultrasonic wave and supercritical fluctuations in composition leads to an anomalous broadening of the distribution of volume relaxation times. This interaction allows a measure of the average composition fluctuation lifetime, $\tau$, as a function of temperature. At lower temperatures, as $\tau$ becomes longer than the volume relaxation times, the behavior of the distribution follows closely the predictions of an environmental relaxation model proposed by these authors for the analysis of shear relaxation processes in the same material.


Key words: Ethylene; flash photolysis; kinetics; oxygen atoms; resonance fluorescence.

The flash photolysis resonance-fluorescence technique has been used to measure the rates of the reactions $O + C_2H_4$ and $O + C_2D_4$ at atom concentrations near $10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$. A computer simulation of the reaction system indicates that at values of $[C_2H_4]/[O] > 1000$ secondary reactions of the O atoms are nonexistent. Under these conditions we confirm our earlier number for $O + C_2H_4$ with $k_1(C_2H_4) = 9.66 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^3$ mole$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and find $k_1(C_2D_4) = 8.18 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^3$ mole$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. The estimated precision is ±10 percent.


Key words: Centrifugal distortion; interstellar molecule; millimeter wave spectra; rotational transition thioformaldehyde.

The rotational spectrum of $H_2^{13}C\equiv S$ has been investigated in the millimeter region from 100 to 250 GHz. Twenty-five new $R$-branch transitions have been measured and combined with earlier data in a centrifugal distortion analysis of the spectrum. A set of rotational parameters are presented representing the best fit of all available data on the molecule. These rotational parameters allow reliable predictions for all transitions of $H_2^{13}C\equiv S$ up to $J = 30$ and $v < 300$ GHz.


Key words: Field-ion microscopy; osmium.

Osmium has been successfully imaged in the field-ion microscope using helium ions at temperatures of about 87 K and lower. Specimen preparation procedures and details of image characteristics are described.

13247. Davis, D. D., Herron, J. T., Huie, R. E., Absolute rate constants for the reaction $O(NP) + NO_2 \rightarrow NO + O_2$ over the temp-
Key words: kinetics; nitrogen dioxide; oxygen atoms; rate constants; stratosphere.

Using the technique of flash photolysis-resonance fluorescence, absolute rate constants have been measured for the reaction \( \text{O}(1\,\text{D}) + \text{NO}_2 \rightarrow \text{NO} + \text{O}_2 \). Over the temperature range 230-339 K, the rate constant was found to have the value \( k = 9.12 \pm 0.44 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ sec}^{-1} \), independent of temperature. At stratospheric temperatures, this rate constant is about a factor of two faster than indicated from previous measurements.


Key words: Continuum shell model; nuclear reactions; nuclear structure; photoreactions; s-matrix.

The theory of the treatment of particle hole states in the continuum is reviewed with emphasis on the eigenvector method. The results of actual calculations are compared with experimental data. Some aspects of the experiments are rather well reproduced by the calculations. However, in certain other aspects a qualitative disagreement exists between theory and experiment, pointing to an essential inadequacy of the underlying nuclear model.

13249. Roth, R. S., Parker, H. S., Brower, W. S., Crystal chemistry of lithium in octahedrally coordinated structures. III. A new structure-type in the system \( \text{K}_2 \text{O}:\text{Li}_2 \text{O}:\text{Ti}_2 \text{O}_5 \) (\( \text{K}_2 \text{Li}_2 \text{Ti}_4 \text{O}_{11} \)), Mater. Res. Bull. 8, 327-332 (1973).

Key words: Coordination of Li+ ion; crystal structure; nonstoichiometric phase; system \( \text{K}_2 \text{O}:\text{Li}_2 \text{O}:\text{Ti}_2 \text{O}_5 \).

A new compound in the system \( \text{K}_2 \text{O}:\text{Li}_2 \text{O}:\text{Ti}_2 \text{O}_5 \) corresponding to the formula \( \text{K}_2 \text{Li}_2 \text{Ti}_4 \text{O}_{11} \) was found to be orthorhombic with \( a = 3.821, b = 15.921, c = 2.973 \text{ Å} \); space group \( \text{Pm} \text{cm} \). The similarities between this unit cell and those of \( \text{Rb}_2 \text{Mn}_2 \text{Ti}_4 \text{O}_{11} \) and \( \text{Fe}_2 \text{O}_3 \) have been used to predict the structure of this new phase. From the composition of this phase and that of the holandrite and ramsdellite phases in this system, it can be deduced that some of the Li+ ions occur in the tunnels as well as in octahedral coordination substituting for titanium.


Key words: Adsorption; carbon monoxide; field emission; hydrogen; metal surfaces; oxygen photoemission; tungsten.

Since the earliest days of vacuum science, one of the major goals sought by numerous investigators has been the understanding of the nature of the surface bond. Fundamental to this understanding is a determination of the electronic energy levels of a given adsorbate-adsorbent system. Recent advances in experimental techniques show promise of developing a "surface spectroscopy" analogous to the fruitful optical spectroscopy of atoms and molecules. The application of field emission and photoemission to surface spectroscopy has been investigated at NBS for a number of years. Field emission and photoemission electron energy distributions have been measured for tungsten under ultrahigh vacuum conditions and with exposures to gaseous contaminants. The following discussion will illustrate the capabilities, limitations, and complementary features of the techniques.


Key words: Chalcopryte-type; silver indium sulfide; spinel-type; wurtzite-type.

The high temperature polymorph of \( \text{AgInS}_2 \) has been found to be orthorhombic with \( a = 7.001, b = 8.278, c = 6.698 \text{ Å} \); space group \( \text{Pna}_2_1 \) with a distorted wurtzite structure. The phase transition temperature was found to be 620 ± 10 °C and the melting point 880 ± 10 °C. A new cubic spinel type phase was found at the composition \( \text{AgInS}_3 \) with \( a = 10.827 \text{ Å} \).


Key words: Fine structure; helium; Rydberg constant.

The Rydberg constant has been determined from absolute wavelength measurements on two fine-structure components of the \( \text{He II} \) \( n = 3-4 \) transition. The \( \text{He II} \) transition was excited in a liquid-nitrogen-cooled hollow cathode. A pressure-scanned Fabry-Perot spectrometer was used to compare the \( \text{He II} \) wavelengths with a \( \text{Hg} \) standard source. The measured value of the Rydberg is \( R = 109 737.3208 \pm 0.0085 \text{ cm}^{-1} \), where the uncertainty is one standard deviation.


Key words: Calorimetry; glass transition temperature; partially crystalline polymer; polyethylene: linear and branched; temperature drift method.

A sensitive calorimetric method is employed for the detection of the glass transition phenomena in highly crystalline polymers. This method is based upon the observation of the spontaneous temperature drifts in the glass transition range. The occurrence of the glass transition in a polyethylene sample of 96 percent degree of crystallinity can be demonstrated by this method. Three linear and one branched polyethylene samples were studied. The glass transition in polyethylene is found to occur at 235-240 K.


Key words: In situ lead detection; lead detection; leaded paint detection; portable lead detectors; portable x-ray fluorescence analyzers.

Four portable x-ray fluorescence analyzers have been examined to ascertain the detection limits and precision with which they can be used for determining lead on painted surfaces. The tests consisted of using the analyzers to determine the weight of lead present (mg/cm²) on each of several substrates which had been coated with weighed quantities of paints of known composition. All of the instruments tested had detection limits lower than 1.0 mg/cm². In some measurements, where lead was present between 1.0 and 6.6 mg/cm², errors as large as 30 to 50 percent occurred; thus, it was concluded that the portable analyzers tested would be useful mainly for screening painted walls for high lead levels.


Key words: Geometrical radiative transfer; nomenclature; optical radiation; phluometry; photometry; radiometry; terminology.
A new nomenclature system for radiometry is proposed.


Key words: Energy deposition; neutron dosimetry; secondary particle spectra; tissue.

Some basic aspects of neutron interactions with tissue are discussed: energy transfer to matter according to element present in the tissue and by type of charged particle produced; calculations of secondary particle spectra produced when neutrons interact with tissue for 1 and 14 MeV neutron energy. Both the primary spectra of secondary particles as produced in the nuclear reactions, and the softer "slowing-down" or "equilibrium" spectra after particle slowing down are determined. The relative importance of the various secondaries (p, d, Be, B, C, N, O) are discussed. These spectra provide physical input information for calculations of neutron energy deposition (examples given) and for models of neutron radiation effects on biological materials.


Key words: Alloys; constitution diagram; equilibrium diagram; phase diagram; platinum; vanadium.

The system V-Pt was investigated over the entire composition range by metallography, x-ray diffraction and electron microprobe studies. There are at least four equilibrium intermediate phases in this system and they are stable to progressively higher temperatures with increasing vanadium concentration. The phases which have been observed are: γ', cubic, Cu3Au type; δ, tetragonal, TiAl type; δ, orthorhombic, MoPd type; ζ, orthorhombic, AuCd type; and β, cubic, CrSi type (A15). The γ' phase is possibly metastable. A very stable ribbon-like growth of ζ phase in the fcc platinum terminal solid solution has been observed in alloys containing about 43 at. pct V. The platinum terminal solid solution forms a congruent melting maximum at about 1805 °C. A eutectic reaction occurs at 1720 ± 10 °C and a peritectic reaction is indicated at 1800 ± 10 °C. Vanadium is soluble in the fcc platinum terminal solid solution up to about 57 at. pct at 1720 °C. Platinum dissolves only to the extent of about 12 at. pct at 1800 °C in bcc α-V.


Key words: Atomic collisions; fine-structure transitions; HF+ molecule; molecular states; quantum chemistry.

The theory of fine-structure transitions in atom-atom collisions is formulated in terms of the molecular states of the diatomic collision complex. The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) electronic wave functions are implicit functions of the interatomic coordinate R, and the molecular theory is analogous to the "perturbed-stationary-state" method. Expansion in molecular channel states incorporates the effects of polarization, exchange, and valence forces on the electronic portion of the scattering wave function and embodies the "adiabatic" contribution of the entire set of closed-channel excited states that are generated in the more usual asymptotic-atomic-state expansion. The channel states are expressed explicitly in terms of the body-fixed molecular wave functions, and the resultant interaction matrix elements in the close-coupling scattering formalism are related to the molecular potentials. The theory is developed specifically for proton collisions with the fluorine atom in its ground 3P state, with explicit account being taken of the spin-orbit splitting between the j = 3/2 and j = 1/2 multiplet states. Use is made of the accurate HF*(Π) and HF*(Σ) wave functions calculated by Wahl, Julienne, and Krauss. These molecular states asymptotically approach H*+F(Π), and accurate quadrupole and induced-dipole interaction parameters which describe the asymptotic interaction potentials are obtained from the calculations. Estimates are made of the BO coupling terms and they are found to be negligible compared to the spin-orbit couplings. In the following paper close-coupling calculations are made of the cross sections for the fine-structure transitions (jm→jm').


Key words: Biological; chemical; physical; reliable; specification; use; valid.

Evaluation of dental materials is an exact science that is dependent on several disciplines to be effective. Physical, mechanical, chemical, biological and clinical or user tests must be coordinated with maximum and/or minimum values for each evaluation. In the acceptance of a material for use in dentistry each of these areas must be accurately defined. Then for specifications prescribing the quality of a material the pertinent or relevant properties are determined and tests established to measure these characteristics. The design of suitable specification tests that are both reliable and valid is no mean research task. By reliable it is meant that a test can be repeated satisfactorily by different laboratories. By valid is meant that the tests will predict the behavior of the materials in service. These tests of necessity must provide answers quickly within days as compared to years in service, thus are often abusive in nature. Silicate cements and acrylic resins are two materials used to illustrate various tests and their development.


Key words: Adsorption; ammonia adsorption; carbon dioxide adsorption; dental adhesive; dentin; heats of adsorption; surface area.

The study demonstrates how heats of adsorption and area of coverage can be used as criteria for comparing the ultimate strength of chemically reactive groups for incorporation in potential dental adhesives. Carbon dioxide and ammonia were chosen as the reactants because they typified acidic and basic groups, respectively, and were both gases. Measurements were confined to the region of reversible adsorption in order to assure reproducibility of the adsorbent surface. The presence of collagen exerted a profound influence on the BET area depending upon the gas used when compared with nitrogen. Ammonia exhibited a higher surface area as well as a higher heat of adsorption on dentin than did carbon dioxide. It would therefore qualify as a better adhesive under the conditions of comparison. The surface area of dentin available to ammonia, however, was no greater than the surface area of amorphous dentin. The average heat of adsorption of ammonia on amorphous dentin based on amorphous white teeth is estimated to be at least as large as it is for whole dentin. Thus, it would appear that the presence of collagen did not contribute to the adhesive strength of ammonia.

Key words: Caries; dental materials; plastics; prevention; sealants; tooth loss.

The permanent tooth loss per hundred of 13 year olds averaged 6 for Norwegians and 100 for Americans because of early treatment of caries in the Norwegian dental restorative materials.

Recurrent caries occurs less frequently around restorations of silicate cement than around any other restorative material. The same holds for caries of surfaces of adjacent teeth in contact with silicate cement restorations. The anticariogenic effect is probably caused by the transfer of fluoride ions to the dental enamel, thereby rendering it less soluble. Newly developed plastic formulations appear to seal developmental defects in teeth so as to greatly retard dental caries which so frequently occurs at such sites.

Recurrent caries around restorations should be reduced if a chemical bond of the tooth-filling interface could be achieved. Promising developments are available.


Key words: Centrifugal distortion; hyperfine structure; inversion doublet; molecular beam; \(^{14}\)NH; quadrupole splitting.

Reassignments are presented for the hyperfine patterns of six \(^{14}\)NH inversion doublets. The new assignments alter the sign of the nitrogen-hydrogen spin-singlet interaction constant. Previous disagreement between theory and experiment for the hyperfine pattern of the \(J = 3, K = 2\) inversion doublet is removed by including the effect of centrifugal distortion on the quadrupole splitting. An explanation is presented for a discrepancy remaining in the fit of the \(J = K = 6\) hyperfine pattern of \(^{14}\)NH.


Key words: Bremsstrahlung; Monte Carlo; neutron yield; photonuclear cross sections; photoneutrons; radiation transport.

This paper reports new results on the yield of photoneutrons from thick targets bombarded with electron beams. Yields have been calculated for incident electron energies from 20 MeV down to the photonuclear cross section threshold, for tantalum and tungsten targets with thicknesses up to 12.5 g cm\(^{-2}\). The increased yield from composite tungsten-beryllium targets has been explored.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; argon; broadening; cesium; resonance lines.

Measurements are reported of the absolute absorption coefficients in the wings of the 8944, 8521, 4593, and 4555\-\AA resonance lines of cesium in the presence of argon at densities between about 6 \times 10\(^{10}\) and 2 \times 10\(^{13}\) atom cm\(^{-3}\). The data extend from about 0.7 \AA to as much as 600 \AA from the line center and were obtained using cesium densities between 7 \times 10\(^{14}\) and 2 \times 10\(^{15}\) atom cm\(^{-3}\) and temperatures between 390 and 470 K. The measured absorption coefficients are proportional to the product of the cesium and argon densities as expected from line broadening produced by binary collisions between cesium and argon atoms. Using the quasistatic theory as a guide for interpretation, the line profiles for wings of the first resonance doublet show a transition from a wavelength dependence determined by long-range van der Waals forces to a dependence determined by the short-range internuclear potentials discussed by Hedges, Drummond, and Gallagher (HDG). The far-wing absorption profiles obtained in the present experiments are in good agreement with those calculated from the fluorescence data of HDG.


Key words: Crystal structure; krypton; methane; mixture; binary solid.

X-ray diffraction studies on solid mixtures of CH\(_4\) and Kr show complete miscibility on a face-centered cubic lattice from 21 K to the melting curve.


Key words: CAMAC; computer interfacing; control systems; instrumentation; instrumentation standards; nuclear instrumentation; standards.

CAMAC is a modular instrumentation system for transmission of digital data between instruments and between instruments and computers and computer peripherals. The system is described in a general way and the history of the CAMAC development, its expanding utilization in various fields and its current status are discussed. This is an introductory paper delivered at the 1972 Nuclear Science Symposium and is followed by papers that discuss CAMAC in greater detail.


Key words: Asymptotic fixed point theorems; Banach space; compact mappings; fixed points; nonejective fixed points; nonreptitive fixed points.

Let \(S_0 \subset S_1 \subset S_2\) be convex subsets of the Banach space \(X\), with \(S_0\) and \(S_2\) closed and \(S_1\) open in \(S_2\). If \(f\) is a compact mapping of \(S_1\) into \(X\) such that \(\bigcup f^n(S_1) \subset S_2\) and \(f^n(S_1) \cap \bigcup f^n-1(S_1) \subset S_0\) for some \(m > 0\), then \(f\) has a fixed point in \(S_0\). This extends a result of F. E. Browder published in 1959. Also, if \(\{T_t; t \in \mathbb{R}^+\}\) is a continuous flow on the Banach space \(X\), \(S_0 \subset S_1 \subset S_2\) are convex subsets of \(X\) with \(S_0\) and \(S_2\) compact and \(S_1\) open in \(S_2\), and \(T_1(S_1) \subset S_0\) for some \(t_0 > 0\), where \(T_t(S_1) \subset S_1\) for all \(t \leq t_0\), then there exists \(x_0 \in S_0\) such that \(T_{t_0}(x_0) = x_0\) for all \(t \geq 0\). Minor extensions of Browder's work on 'nonejective' and 'nonreptitive' fixed points are also given, with similar results for flows.


Key words: Characterization surface; ellipsometry; interfacial studies; optical constants; polarization of light; reflectivity.

The application of ellipsometry to the characterization of surfaces is discussed. The technique is very sensitive and is applicable to the detection of very thin contaminating films. It is often possible to characterize a surface under the same conditions required for further interfacial studies of the surface. The sensitivity of the method and the dependence of this sensitivity on
factors such as refractive index differences, angle of incidence, and number of reflections are discussed relative to the problem of surface characterization and detection of contaminating films. The technique is not limited to highly reflecting surfaces and its applications to studies of surfaces of transparent materials are also described.


Key words: Josephson effect; point contacts; superconductivity.

Superconducting small-area ("point") contacts are easily made in a number of forms, and are used in a wide variety of devices, some of which are quite highly evolved. For many practical purposes no special contact surface preparation is required. Electrical properties are often said to be "tunnel-junction like" or "metal-bridge like," but the meaning of these terms is not clear. New evidence shows that perfectly-clean metallic contacts often exhibit all the features expected of low-capacitance tunnel junctions. Permanently-stable point-contact devices have been made by one or a combination of several techniques, but their vulnerability to electrical and other transients has led to the development of simple and effective adjusting mechanisms. Certain point contacts, with minimum possible shunt capacitance and shunt normal conductance, approach the ideal of pure Josephson current elements ($i = 1, \sin \theta \approx 0$) more closely than any other type of Josephson junction, and, for this reason, appear to be the best type of junction for millimeter-wave and far-infrared applications. Paradoxically, the dc-IV characteristics of such pure Josephson elements can be very complex if they are closely coupled to external circuit elements such as microwave cavities and resonances of impurity molecules.


Key words: Air pollution; infrared spectra; molecular structure; Raman spectra; spectra; sulfur trioxide.

Three experiments have been performed to resolve an uncertainty in the assignment of $v_2$ and $v_4$ for $SO_4$: (i) the gas phase Raman spectrum has been measured; (ii) the infrared active combination band $v_2 + v_4$ has been measured; (iii) a band contour calculation has been performed taking account of the $k$-type resonance in $v_4$ and a strong Coriolis resonance between $v_2$ and $v_4$. These experiments establish beyond any doubt that $v_2$ lies at about 497.5 cm$^{-1}$ and $v_4$ lies at about 530.2 cm$^{-1}$. The contour calculation also shows that the Coriolis resonance gives rise to a positive intensity perturbation.


Key words: Disclination; dislocation; glide; plasticity; twist; Volterra; wedge.

An analysis is made of conservative and non-conservative movement of Volterra disclinations and the associated mechanical forces. It is shown that both disclination lines and their axes can experience a force under the action of an applied stress. A general equation is derived for the force on a disclination loop and its axis. The condition for conservative movement is derived. Examples illustrating these principles are given. Glide surfaces for disclination loops are defined. The motion is conservative on a surface generated by rotating the disclination line around its axis, and on a plane normal to the axis. It is shown how a twist loop can be converted to a wedge loop and, vice versa, conservatively.


Key words: Antiferromagnetism; cerium magnesium nitrate; digital representation; dipole-dipole interaction; ground state; Luttinger-Tisza method; neodinum magnesium nitrate; superlattice.

The ground state of cerous magnesium nitrate is determined using the assumptions that the spins are coupled by purely dipolar forces, the magnetic structure is periodic after eight or less lattice periods, and the spins can be considered as classical vectors. The ground state has a layered antiferromagnetic structure as described in the text. A study is made to see whether this result is dependent on the assumption that the $g$ factor parallel to the crystallographic $c$ axis is zero or almost zero for this specific salt. The conclusion is that this is to a large extent not the case. The ground state lies at an energy $-1.867$ mdeg K, the lattice constants as given by Schiferl.


Key words: Atomic collisions; fine-structure transitions; HF$^+$ molecule; molecular states; quantum chemistry.

The results of a close-coupling calculation of the fine-structure transitions ($jm \rightarrow jm'$) are presented for collisions between photons and $F(P_{j,m})$. The theory is formulated in the perturbed-stationary-state approximation using accurate molecular wave functions for the ground $\Omega = \Pi$ and $\Omega = \Sigma$ states of HF$^+$. Comparison is made to the predictions of the Born approximation. The magnetic selection rule $(jm \rightarrow jm')$ is strongly violated in the $j = 3/2$ state and less strongly violated in the $j = 1/2$ state. It is concluded that the important region of interaction for the $j = 1/2 \rightarrow j = 3/2$ transition is at short-to-intermediate distances where accurate molecular potentials are required and close-coupling effects are dominant.


Key words: Economic impact of noise; noise abatement.

A study has been undertaken to survey the economic impact of noise. Data available on the entire subject of noise and its abatement are so rudimentary that they do not lend themselves to even the most primitive economic analysis. It is demonstrated that the number of sources of noise is larger, in industry, on the highways, and in the air is growing at a dramatic rate. These noise sources are heterogeneous and transient, and therefore, a universal solution for abatement of noise at the source is not available. From the economic viewpoint, it has been demonstrated that substantial costs are associated with noise and its abatement. Costs such as those associated with equipment redesign, right-of-way, and receiver insulation are discussed in detail. The most glaring data gaps highlight the need for research into the relationship between noise, its abatement, and its impact on: wages, prices, productivity, production costs, employment, balance of payments, real property values, and health. Research
using the principles of economics must identify and analyze the most cost-effective alternative solutions to noise. A discussion of spending for noise research is included in the study.


Key words: Chemical polish; iron; low-carbon steel; single phase alloys; swabbing.

The composition and use of a chemical polish for iron and low-carbon steel is described. Swabbing metalliclographic samples with this polish completely removes scratches left by 600 grit silicon carbide in about 5 seconds. Furthermore, the polished surfaces are flat enough for grain size analysis via optical microscope observation.


Key words: Measurements at high temperatures; millisecond resolution; pulse caloriometry; solid electrical conductors.

Pulse techniques for the measurement of specific heat of solid electrical conductors at high temperatures are described. Design and operational characteristics of pulse caloriometric systems reported in the literature are summarized. Details of an accurate millisecond resolution pulse caloriometer are given.


Key words: Cost allocation; cost sharing; environmental quality; efficiency; equity; multiobjectives; multi-purpose projects; regional development; water policy; water resources.

The U.S. Water Resources Council has considered objectives in addition to national economic development for the evaluation of water projects. Cost-sharing rules have not been proposed for the new objectives. A conceptual method is proposed for planning the nationally optimal project with multiobjectives. The data required for project evaluation with multiobjectives are used to apply a cost-sharing rule that induces local interests to choose nationally efficient projects. The rule is recommended for traditional project purposes and some new purposes. It can be applied to a multiple-purpose project without allocating project joint costs. A ceiling and a floor on local percentage cost shares of 100 percent and 20 percent of project costs, respectively, are considered for traditional purposes. Local percentage cost shares of 50 percent and 100 percent are considered for all costs allocated to environmental quality and regional development objectives, respectively.


Key words: Cryostat; laminate; photoetching; thermal grounding; transmission line.

It is shown how to make compact, thermally grounded terminal strips for electrical leads in cryostats from flexible electrical laminates composed of copper foil bonded to a polyimide film. Laminates of lead foil and polyimide film are used to make a superconducting strip line, a type of transmission line in which it is easy to thermally ground both conductor and shield. The thermal resistance across a laminate was measured between 0.02 and 4 K from which the thermal conductivity of polyimide film is deduced between 0.1 and 4 K.


Key words: Fermion-boson interactions; field theory; gauge invariance; hypercomplex coordinates; interacting fields; nonlinear field theory; nonlocal field theory.

A fully gauge-invariant, Lorentz-covariant, nonlocal, and nonlinear theory, for coupled spin-1/2 fields, \( \phi \), and vector fields, \( A \), i.e., "electrons" and "photons," is constructed. The field theory is linear in the \( \psi \) fields. The nonlinearity in the \( A \) fields arises unambiguously from the requirement of gauge invariance. The coordinates are generalized to admit hypercomplex values, i.e., they are taken to be Clifford numbers. The nonlocality is limited to the hypercomplex component of the coordinates. As the size of the nonlocality is reduced toward zero, the theory goes over into the inhomogeneous Dirac theory. The nonlocality parameter corresponds to an inverse mass and induces self-regulatory properties of the propagators. It is argued that in a gauge-invariant theory a graph-by-graph convergence is impossible in principle, but it is possible that convergence may hold for the complete solution, or for sums over classes of graphs.


Key words: Caloriometry, flow; caloriometry, solution; chlorine monochloride; fluorine dissociation; hydrofluoric acid solution caloriometry; microcaloriometry; quartz, standard reference materials; standard reference material for caloriometry.

The current program of the Thermochimica Section at the National Bureau of Standards includes approximately equal proportions of experimental research and data compilation and evaluation activities. Experimental studies of caloriometric accuracy, reference materials for caloriometry, and the properties of selected key substances are in progress. The enthalpy of solution in aqueous hydrofluoric acid (24.4 percent and other concentrations) at 80 °C and as a function of temperature has been determined for \( \alpha \)-quartz to permit its issuance as a reference material for mineralogical caloriometry. A Calvet microcalorimeter has been placed in operation with digital data-logging accessories with a sensitivity of about 0.1 \( \mu \)W. It has been shown to operate effectively in a temperature-scanning mode. Flow calorimetry using the reaction:

\[
\left[ \text{ClF}_4(g) + \left( \frac{n+1}{2} \right) \text{H}_2(g) + m \text{H}_2\text{O}(l) = [\text{HCl} + n \text{HF} + m \text{H}_2\text{O}](l) \right]
\]

has led to enthalpies of formation of \( \text{ClF}_4 \), \( \text{ClF}_4 \) and \( \text{ClF}_4 \). The binding energy per atom in the gaseous molecules varies only from 128.0 to 122.3 \( \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \) in the series. The enthalpy of formation of \( \text{ClF}_4 \) provides some (inconclusive) evidence that the zero point dissociation energy of fluorine is less than 153.8 \( \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \). Other experimental programs are also active but are not covered here.

Key words: Diamond-anvil cell; fluorescence; pressure measurement; ruby.

An optical system for rapid routine pressure measurement is described which utilizes a pressure shift in the sharp $R$-line fluorescence spectrum of ruby or similar materials. The system, which consists of a standard polarizing microscope and a 1/4 m monochromator with associated photodetection system, is used with the diamond-anvil pressure cell, but can be employed with suitable modification in any pressure system which has optical access. The precision of the pressure measurement in a hydrostatic environment up to 100 kilobar is 0.5 kilobar using ruby as the pressure sensor. This precision is better than the accuracy of the present pressure scale above 40 kilobar. The merits of fluorescent materials other than ruby as pressure sensors are also discussed. A description of a Waspaloy diamond cell with some modifications in design is given. This improved cell and associated techniques extends the pressure range in gasketed systems up to 200 kilobar at room temperature and to moderate pressures at 700°C.


Key words: Containers; inventory; network flows; optimal container routing; optimal routing; routing in a network.

Generalizing work of Samuel and Ullmann, this paper shows how to determine the optimal number and routings of containers used to move mail among several cities. Critical assumptions are (a) periodic demand patterns and linear transportation costs (for full or empty containers, or uncontainerized mail) between each city-pair, and (b) constant fixed cost per container in the system. The optimization problem is transformed into a network flow linear program for which efficient solution methods are known.


Key words: Chemistry; critical data; evaluation of delay; information analysis; publication standards; standard reference data.

The subject of this paper is critical data in the physical sciences. The topic is a broad one; only a few aspects can be discussed, those of current interest. The topic is also diffuse and difficult to define. The term "critical data" is a technical term and is misleading. What we are concerned with is "reliable data," that is, data that may be used with confidence in planning experiments, reducing results and interpreting phenomena. The term "critical data" is used in the sense of criticism; review, selection, comparison and recommendation. This is part of the process of providing a discipline with that large body of information, in readily accessible form, upon which it must build.


Key words: Alloys; analyses; cast irons; differential cathode ray polargraphy; high-purity materials; metals; steels; trace elements.

Methods are described for the analysis of some new Trace Elements in Glass Standard Reference Materials by differential cathode ray polargraphy. Iron and titanium were determined in the 500-, 50-, 1-, 0.02-ppm and base glasses after cupferron and ammonium hydroxide separations. Nickel was determined in the 500- and 1-ppm samples after extraction with dimethylglyoxime.


Key words: Atomic energy levels; atomic line shapes; atomic spectra; atomic transition probabilities; bands; molecular; energy levels; atomic; line shapes; atomic; molecular bands; molecular spectra; rotational constants.

Research at the National Bureau of Standards in spectroscopy pertinent to astronomy is summarized. Publications on atomic spectra, atomic transition probabilities and line broadening, and molecular spectra are referenced and work in progress is discussed.


Key words: Absorption; laser; molecular; saturation.

The use of lasers makes it possible to observe non-linear optical absorption in molecules. Experiments involving two running waves represent a particularly interesting case, as they allow observation of a very sharp "emission" feature when the radiation frequency matches the natural molecular absorption frequency. This resonance feature has a width characteristic of natural rather than Doppler broadening. This paper presents a physical discussion of the main features of the saturated absorption process, with particular emphasis on realistically representing inherent experimental conditions as they affect the mathematical formulation. In a certain approximation, one finds a power-broadened Lorentzian lineshape, in agreement with a fairly broad class of experimental results. A pair of coupled differential equations is derived which should represent the lineshape under more general conditions. The saturation process provides a selection mechanism against particles which experience a collision during their coherent interaction with the radiation. The implications of this effect for laser collision physics experiments are examined in some details.


Key words: Ab initio calculations; HF approximation; schematic mechanism; simple prototypes.

The calculations described are an indication of the possibilities of ab initio calculations. They provide the necessary data for an accurate scattering calculation or a test of a schematic mechanism deduced from experiment. For carefully chosen systems, the HF approximation is sufficient and the present results point to obviously analogous systems, for which these results would be useful. The extent to which this is done depends almost entirely on the cost. Table I gives the time on an IBM 7094-1 for a representative point on the surface depicted herein. The systems are simple prototypes, and the extension to larger, more practicable ones would considerably increase the times. This is especially true for the correlated calculations which must be seriously considered for the general problem. But the present results and those from many other sources would strongly indicate that it is very worthwhile to spend the effort required to adapt these problems to the new generation of computers.

Key words: Ethyl radicals; ethylene; hydrogen atoms; kinetics; resonance fluorescence.

The hydrogen atom-ethylene system was studied at 298 K employing the methods of resonance fluorescence and absorption by hydrogen atoms of Lyman $\alpha$ radiation at 1216 Å. The contribution of hydrogen atom-radical reactions was evaluated under varying experimental conditions, and the rate of disappearance of H atoms in ethylene was measured under conditions where stoichiometric corrections became significant. Measurements in the literature of reaction rates for $H + C_2H_4$ at low total pressure are now in good agreement; however the limiting high-pressure absolute rate constants thus far reported differ depending on the assignment of stoichiometric factors. Our results indicate that stoichiometric factors obtained under low-pressure conditions may not be applicable to high pressure. Furthermore, extrapolations based on plots of inverse rate constant vs inverse pressure may be in error due to significant curvature in such plots. Our high-pressure limiting rate constant for $H + C_2H_4$, extrapolated from data at pressures higher than those used by other workers, is free to stoichiometric corrections and is in agreement with our earlier measurements. Absolute rate constants obtained in this work are

$$H + C_2H_4 \rightarrow k_1 = 13.6 \pm 1.9 \times 10^{-11} \text{cm}^3 \text{molecule}^{-1} \text{sec}^{-1}$$

(extrapolated to infinite He pressure).

$$H + C_2H_4 \rightarrow k_2 = 6.0 \pm 2.0 \times 10^{-11} \text{cm}^3 \text{molecule}^{-1} \text{sec}^{-1}$$

(50 torr He).

The latter rate has been estimated from the variation of the rate of disappearance of H atoms as a function of initial H atom concentration at 50 torr total pressure.


Key words: Aromatics; gas analysis; gas chromatography; isotope effect; isotopic separation; olefins; silver nitrate.

Experiments using aqueous solutions of silver nitrate as a gas chromatographic liquid phase have been carried out. Stability constants for the reaction, $(Ag^-_{dn})_2 + (\text{Hydrocarbon})_{dn} = (Ag^-_{dn} \cdot \text{Hydrocarbon})_{dn}$, where (Hydrocarbon)$_{dn}$ are various light olefins, aromatics, or some of their deuterated isomers have been determined. For the olefins these values are in quantitative agreement with those obtained from conventional static techniques. In the case of ethylene $\Delta H = -23 \text{ Kj/mol and } \Delta S = -38 \text{ J/mol deg}$. The isotope effect for the solubility of benzene-$d_6$ (compared to the lightest isomer) in water is 1.05. Aqueous silver nitrate columns should also have interesting analytical applications, particularly in the field of isotopic separations. They appear to be more efficient than the conventional ethylene glycol-silver nitrate columns.


Key words: Atomic oxygen; ethane; evaluation; methane; rate data.

This review presents in tabular and graphical form rate data on the reactions of atomic oxygen (O$^+$P) with methane and ethane. The reliability of these data is discussed and suggested values of the rate constants are given for specified temperature intervals. Specific values are given for 298 and 1000 K.


Key words: Franck-Condon factors; mass spectrometry; photoionization; Rydberg series; vacuum ultraviolet.

Photoion yield curves for $C_2H_2$ and $C_2D_2$ cooled to 118 K are remeasured at 0.2 Å intervals from ionization threshold to about 0.6 eV above threshold. Clearly defined autoionization features are observed superimposed on vibrational step structure. The latter observation suggests molecular predissociation occurring in competition with the autoionization process. A simple means of estimating Franck-Condon factors for the direct ionization in the presence of autoionization gives values in agreement with photoelectron spectroscopy data. Comparisons of observed and calculated Rydberg levels converging to vibrationally excited states of the molecular ion are discussed briefly.


Key words: Decyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; diffusion coefficient; dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; standard free energy; tetradecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide.

The diffusion coefficients of the collodial electrolytes decyl, dodecyl, and tetradecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide have been measured as a function of concentration in aqueous solutions at 25°. These values compared favorably with values obtained from the theoretical expression derived by Hartley. A method is presented for determining the standard Gibbs free energy change of micelle formation from diffusion coefficient vs concentration plots.

Key words: A^2; baryons, exotics; mesons: quarks; spectroscopy.

The present state of hadron spectroscopy is comprehensively reviewed. Classifications of the mesons and baryons according to the SU(6)×O(3) model are presented, as are discussions concerning the Z', the A^2 and exotic amplitudes.


Key words: Corrosion pits; electron microscopy; Fe-Cr alloys; passive films; stainless steel.

Thin films over corrosion pits in two commercial austenitic stainless steels, AISI 304 and 316, and three ferritic Fe-Cr alloys containing 5, 12 and 19 wt.% Cr were studied by means of transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. It is shown that these films originally existed as the passive film on the metal surface. Electron diffraction and energy-dispersive x-ray analysis results are presented.


Key words: Dye lasers; lasers; quenching agents; triplet states.

The effect of quenching of metastable triplet states upon the efficiency of organic dye lasers is considered in detail by solving the coupled differential equations describing the laser process. It is shown that specific quenching agents (or excited triplet states can 1) cause a dramatic increase in the laser efficiency, 2) negate the previous requirements of very fast pumping sources, and 3) permit the use of dyes with relatively small fluorescence quantum yields. The addition of quenching agents that quench both singlet and triplet states (such as molecular oxygen) generally improves the efficiency although not as dramatically. Steady-state solutions were found that lead to analytical expressions for the laser efficiency and the concentrations of the excited states as a function of time.


Key words: Chemical kinetics; mass spectrometry; olefins: rate constant; singlet oxygen; O_2 1/2.

Rate constants for the gas phase reactions of O_2 1/2 have been measured using a mass spectrometric technique at 300 K. Results are k(2,5-dimethylfuran) = 1.6 ± 0.4 × 10^{-10} cm^3 mol^{-1} s^{-1} and k(2,3-dimethyl-2-butene) = 1.0 ± 0.3 × 10^{-10} cm^3 mol^{-1} s^{-1} (estimated uncertainties). Additional rate constants relative to the rate constant for 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene have been measured as follows: 2,3 dimethyl-2-pentene, 0.7; 1-methylcyclopentene, 0.015; 1,2-dimethylcyclopentene, 0.4; 1,2-dimethylcyclohexene, 0.4; and 1,3-cyclohexadiene, 0.09.


Key words: Contamination of aluminum; copper and steel; low-level radioactivity measurements.

The radioactive contamination levels in samples of aluminum, steel and copper, supplied by a number of producers of these materials have been measured and activities have been assigned to possible natural radioelements. These activities were found to lie in the range of 0.02-0.6 pCi/g of parent radionuclide. The decay with time of some contaminants has been observed. A few measurements were also made on a number of other materials.


Key words: Lasers; photochemistry; photooxidation; 1\Delta O_2.

A flash photolysis technique, employing a dye-laser as the flash excitation source, was developed to determine, directly, the rate constant of decay (k_d) of singlet oxygen (O_2 1/2) and rate constant of reaction (k_r) between singlet oxygen and 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran, DPB, in a variety of solvents. Some results are the following: methanol, k_d = (9.0 ± 0.6) × 10^{10} sec^{-1}, k_r = (4.2 ± 0.3) × 10^{-10} sec^{-1} M^{-1} n-butyl alcohol, k_d = (5.2 ± 0.8) × 10^{10} sec^{-1}, k_r = (9.0 ± 0.2) × 10^{-10} sec^{-1} M^{-1} tert-butyl alcohol, k_d = (3.0 ± 0.4) × 10^{10} sec^{-1}, k_r = (9.0 ± 0.3) × 10^{-10} sec^{-1} M^{-1}, k_d/k_r = 3.5 ± 0.3 M. Values in benzene methanol(4:1), bromobenzene:methanol (4:1), pyridine, dioxane, methanol:water(1:1), methanol:glycol (1:1), and glycol were also obtained. The resulting B values (k_d/k_r) are in good agreement with B values determined in other ways. The technique was also shown useful for determination of absolute rate constants of reaction with or quenching of singlet oxygen by compounds such as 2,5-diphenylfuran and N,N-dimethylaniline.


Key words: Hydraulic measurements; open-channel flow; overfalls.

Effects of wall friction and mild slopes on rectangular free overfalls used for measuring open channel flow are discussed. Additional research needs are pointed out.


Key words: Energy transfer; HF, DF, CO_2; linewidth; unitary.

A theory of vibrational energy transfer which retains the exponential form of the scattering operator is applied to energy transfer between vibrationally excited HF, DF, HCl, and CO_2. The calculations contain several new features, including use of curved classical trajectories and vibrational wavefunctions obtained numerically from an RKR potential. Cross sections for multiquantum pure rotational changes caused by the dipole-quadrupole interaction are calculated. These multiquantum rotational transitions play an important role in vibrational energy exchange by allowing large vibrational energy defects to be absorbed by the rotational degrees of freedom. Agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Cross sections calculated for simultaneous transfer of two vibrational quanta from HF or HCl to CO_2 are very small. However, for DF-CO_2 the calculated two-quantum-transfer cross section is only a factor of 2-6 smaller than that for single-quantum transfer.

Key words: Antioxidants; biomaterials; comonomers; inhibitors; polymerization; stabilizers; toxicity.

BHM (3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxybenzyl methacrylate) was evaluated with regard to its effectiveness as a stabilizer (polymerization inhibitor). This sterically hindered phenol containing a methacrylate moiety was an effective stabilizer but it had lower efficiency than BHT (2,6-di-t-butyl-4-methylphenol). This is attributed to the greater steric hindrance at the para position and lower electron-donating nature of the para-substituent of the phenol, BHM. The homopolymer of BHM was prepared by polymerization of the methacrylate group, under anaerobic conditions, even though, under aerobic conditions it is an effective stabilizer.


Key words: Brinell hardness; number; dental casting; gold alloy; indentation; Rockwell superficial hardness tester; Vickers hardness number; Vickers hardness tester.

A large group of dental casting gold alloys representing all four types listed in American Dental Association Specification No-5 were indented, using the Brinell and Vickers methods. The relationship between Vickers and Brinell hardness numbers was found to be linear with the addition of 19 to the Brinell number approximating the Vickers number fairly well. The coefficient of variation for the Brinell test was found to be about 1 percent less than that of the Vickers test. Surface preparation, grain size, and the position of the indentation with respect to grain structure did not affect the precision of the Vickers method. The effects of reading error and sample inhomogeneity on the precision of the Vickers values were also evaluated. The reading error was a large portion of the total error for types I, II, and III, but only about 35 percent of the total error for type IV alloys.


Key words: Aromatics; electronic spectroscopy; intersystem crossing; quantum yields; triplet states.

Radiationless singlet — triplet intersystem crossing quantum yields have been directly determined. The technique used depends upon using previously determined extinction coefficients to relate the optical density of the triplet — triplet absorption and the absolute intensity of the light used to generate triplet state molecules to the intersystem crossing quantum yield. The quantum yields at 77 K in a rigid matrix and their estimated uncertainties were found to be naphthalene-0.5 ± 0.05; naphthalene-do, 0.25 ± 0.05; phenanthrene-0.35 ± 0.07; phenanthrene-do, 0.45 ± 0.09; triphenylene-0.45 ± 0.11; and triphenylene-do, 0.88 ± 0.18. No significant deuterium isotope effects were noted on the intersystem crossing quantum yields.


Key words: Absolute rate constants; atom-molecule reactions; chlorine atoms; resonance fluorescence.

The absolute rate constants have been measured for several gas-phase chlorine atom-molecule reactions at 25 °C by resonance fluorescence. These reactions and their corresponding rate constants in units of cm3 mol−1 s−1 are:

- CFP52 + H2 → HCl + H
  - k1 = 1.4 ± 0.1 × 10−11
- CFP52 + CH4 → HCl + CH3
  - k2 = 1.5 ± 0.1 × 10−12
- CFP52 + CH2Cl2 → HCl + CHCl3
  - k3 = 5.5 ± 0.5 × 10−13
- CFP52 + C2Cl4 → C2Cl6
  - k4 = 5.3 ± 0.5 × 10−12
- CFP52 + C2H6 → HCl + C2H5Cl
  - k5 = 6.7 ± 0.7 × 10−11
- CFP52 + c-C2H5Cl2 → HCl + c-C2H5Cl1
  - k6 = 2.0 ± 0.2 × 10−10

The effects of varying the substrate pressure, total pressure, light intensity and chlorine-atom source on the value of the bimolecular rate constants have been investigated for all these reactions. Conditions under which no competing side reaction occurs were established and the reported rate constants were measured under these conditions. For reactions (2), (5), (6), (7), and (8), there is a discrepancy of a factor of two between the rate constants measured in this work and values in the literature; it is suggested that this is due to an error in the previously measured value of kCH/koH2 upon which the relative measurements in the literature ultimately depend.


Key words: Hartree-Fock approximation; induction energy; interaction potential; radial coefficients; scattering calculations.

The interaction potential between Li and HF has been determined in the Hartree-Fock approximation. An expression for the interaction potential has been determined in the case of fixed intermolecular distance of HF in a form suitable for scattering calculations. The results are tabulated as radial coefficients for the intermolecular potential expressed as V(r, θ) = ∑S(3)(r)P2(3)(cosθ). At long range, the Hartree-Fock calculation determines the induction energy of a spherical atom Li interacting with a dipolar molecule HF. For the approach of the Li atom toward the F atom, there is a minimum in the energy for a Li to HF center-of-mass distance of 4 Å. Most of the hemisphere on the F side of the surface ultimately leads to reaction. On the other hand, the spherically symmetric component of the intermolecular potential, (r)3(r), has a minimum at about 9 Å, which is related to the potential well deduced from glory scatter data.


Key words: Brillouin function; density of states; Einstein function; energy levels; harmonic oscillator; heat capacity; molecular field; molecular rotation; Schottky anomaly.

In this article we try to relate the general features of several types of heat capacity curves to the underlying energy level spectrum. We are interested in heat capacity "anomalies" (i.e., heat capacities which occur in addition to the usual lattice vibration and conduction electron contributions) and restrict ourselves to systems which can be described on an independent particle basis. We begin by considering Schottky anomalies and show the effects on the heat capacity of varying the spacings and degeneracies of the energy levels. The relation between the Schottky anomaly arising from the equally spaced non-
degenerate levels of the Brillouin function and the heat capacity of the Einstein function is discussed. The effects on the heat capacity of a marked local change in the density of states of an otherwise uniform energy-level spectrum is considered. The heat capacities of the free rotor and the molecular field model are used to exemplify particular points of the discussion.


Key words: Automatic Q measurement; frequency-lock method; Q measurement; reflection resonators; transmission resonators.

A new method for the measurement of Q factors of reflection (single-ended) and transmission (double-ended) resonators has been developed. The basis of the technique is the locking of an oscillator to some point away from the center of the resonator response curve. This is accomplished by the introduction of a phase offset into a conventional oscillator-resonator stabilization circuit so as to make the stabilizer sensitive to both the real and imaginary portions of the voltage transfer coefficient of the resonator. From a determination of the phase and frequency shifts, the Q factor may be evaluated.

The frequency-lock method shows promise of having significant advantages in speed, convenience, and accuracy over previous techniques. The basic features of this approach were successfully demonstrated in a measurement of the Q factor of an X-band reflection cavity. A circuit for fully automatic Q determinations is proposed. In this model of operation, the device should be insensitive to changes in the eigen-frequency of the resonator and should be capable of measuring very small changes in Q.


Key words: BF3; Coriolis; isotope effects; vibrational force field.

Small isotopic frequency shift information, if precisely determined, provides an effective constraint on intramolecular force fields. The most precise data for these frequency shift parameters Δω are derived from high resolution, gas-phase infrared spectral analyses. In the present study, we compare for BF3 the isotopic frequency shift Δωi from a recently published gas-phase study with the value for Δωi that we obtain from the spectrum of matrix isolated BF3. The excellent agreement between the two methods suggests further applications of the matrix technique for obtaining precise frequency shift data.


Key words: Gyromagnetic ratio; measurement units; physical constants; SI units.

Experimental determinations of physical constants are usually reported in the literature in accepted units, such as SI. The actual measurements are not made in terms of the reported units, but in terms of the units maintained by a standards laboratory. This lack of precise identification of the results leads to ambiguities in comparing data from different countries, and in adjusting constants to make a most consistent set.

The semantics and algebra of the situation are presented, with a tentative resolution of the problem.


Key words: Adherence; direct-on porcelain enamels; impact.

An adherence test for direct-on-cover coat porcelain enamels has been developed. This test consists of deforming the porcelain enameled specimen with a 1/2 inch diameter ball with 80-inch pounds of energy into a 3/4 inch die. The adherence is then evaluated by determining the amount of enamel adhering after impact by measuring it with an adherence meter.


Key words: Isotope dilution; lead; mass spectrometry; silicate glass standard materials; standard reference materials; thallium; thorium; uranium.

A set of four standard glasses has been prepared which have been doped with 61 different elements at the 500-, 50-, 1-, and 0.02-ppm level. The concentrations of lead, uranium, thorium, and thallium have been determined by isotope dilution mass spectrometry at a number of points in each of the glasses. The results obtained from independent determinations in two laboratories demonstrate the homogeneity of the samples and that precision of the order of 0.5 percent (95 percent L. E.) may be obtained by the method even at the 20-ppb level for these elements. The chemical and mass spectrometric procedures necessary are presented.


Key words: Cerium ethyl sulfate; cerous magnesium nitrate; cobaltous fluorosilicate; cupric potassium sulfate; dipole-dipole interaction; entropy; exchange interaction; ferric methyl ammonium alum; low temperature paramagnetism.

This paper deals with a precise calculation of the h2 coefficients in the specific heat for a number of ultralow-temperature compounds. The result is given for the actual dipole-dipole interaction plus a varying amount of isotropic exchange J. Comparison with experimental data leads to a determination of J. Usually two values are possible as a result of the quadratic dependence of h2 on J. Similar calculations are performed for the T-3 term in the specific heat. In this case there are two types of contributions: one from the two-point summation and one from the three-point sum or ring diagram. The value of each is determined as a function of J. The values of J as determined from the comparison of the experimental values of h2 with the calculated values of h2 are substituted in b3 and the values thus predicted, on the basis of isotropic exchange, are given.


Key words: Aluminophosphate glass; Fe57; glass; iron; Mössbauer spectra; phosphate glass.

Mössbauer spectra of an aluminophosphate glass which contains 10 percent Fe3O4 were obtained from room temperature to 450 °C. Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions are present. The isomer shift and quadrupole splitting for these ions are each given as a function of
temperature, and it appears that both ions are in octahedral coordination. The ratio of the product of the Mössbauer fraction multiplied by the concentration ratio of Fe$^{3+}$ to Fe$^{2+}$ was determined. This ratio varies with temperature. A possible explanation is that the effective Debye temperatures are different for the two ionic species, being 385 K for Fe$^{3+}$ and 230 K for Fe$^{2+}$. The difference may possibly be attributed to differences in the sites occupied by Fe$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$ in the glass structure.


Key words: CAMAC; data acquisition; modules; nuclear standards.

The CAMAC instrumentation system developed by the ESONE Committee of European Laboratories has been endorsed by the U.S. AEC NIM Committee as a dataway system complementary to the NIM (Nuclear Instrument Module) system. CAMAC is described in a general way in this introductory paper which is followed by papers that discuss the system in greater detail. This paper is an updated version of the introductory paper that appeared in the April 1971 IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science.


Key words: Internal conversion; intersystem crossing; naphthalene vapor absorption spectrum; pressure effect on absorption spectrum; radiationless transitions.

The pressure dependence of intersystem crossing and internal conversion in the triplet manifold of naphthalene vapor was studied by monitoring the concentration of both the singlet ground state at the peak of and one minute after flash excitation, and the lowest triplet state at the peak of the flash. Helium was used as the foreign gas up to pressures of 460 torr. The pressure of naphthalene was 0.026 torr in all cases. In summary, the experimental results are: (1) Ground state depletion during the flash is independent of pressure. (2) The population of the lowest triplet state, experimentally zero initially, increases with increasing helium pressure and becomes constant above 100 torr. (3) Photodecomposition decreases with increasing pressure of helium and finally approaches zero at pressures greater than 100 torr. The conclusions which result from these observations are: (1) In the absence of collisions, photochemical decomposition of excited triplet molecules can compete effectively with internal conversion. (2) Intersystem crossing is not pressure dependent in naphthalene.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; bond dissociation energies; CN $B\Sigma$; NCN $A^4\Pi$; NCN$_3$ photodissociation; vacuum ultraviolet.

The photodissociation of NCN$_3$ in the vacuum ultraviolet has yielded CN $B\Sigma$ and NCN $A^4\Pi$. No NCN $A^4\Pi$ was detected. The fluorescence intensity of the CN violet emission, $I_f/I_o$, was measured as a function of incident wavelength, $\lambda$. The $I_f/I_o$-vs-$\lambda$ curve shows structure, indicating that the process

$$\text{NCH}_3 \rightarrow \text{CN} \ B\Sigma + \text{N}_2$$

is predissociative. The yield at 1216 Å is estimated to be approximately 2.5 percent. The threshold wavelength of incident photons to yield CN $B\Sigma$ is 1685 ± 20 Å. The production of NCN $A^4\Pi$ is attributed to the formation of NCN$_2$ $A^4\Sigma$.

NCN$_2$ $\rightarrow$ NCN $\ X\Sigma + \text{N}_2$ $A^4\Sigma$.

with the threshold wavelength of 1915 ± 30 Å followed by the sensitized reaction, NCN $A^4\Sigma$ + NCN$_3$ $\rightarrow$ NCN $A^4\Pi$ + 2N$_2$. Bond dissociation energies obtained from threshold energies are $D$(NCN - N$_2$) = 4.2 ± 0.1 eV (= 96 ± 2 kcal mole$^{-1}$) and $D$(NCN - N$_2$) = 0.3 ± 0.1 eV (= 7 ± 2 kcal mole$^{-1}$) where the error limit indicates an experimental uncertainty of the threshold energy measurements. Estimated heats of formation are $\Delta H_f$(NCN$_3$) = 4.7 ± 0.2 eV (= 108 ± 5 kcal mole$^{-1}$) and $\Delta H_f$(NCN) = 5.0 ± 0.2 eV (= 115 ± 5 kcal mole$^{-1}$) from which $D$(N-CN) of 4.3 ± 0.2 eV (= 99 ± 5 kcal mole$^{-1}$) is obtained. The absorption coefficient of NCN$_3$ in the region 1200 to 2000 Å has been measured. A comparison is made of bond energies of several azide compounds.


Key words: BrCN; CICN; CN $B\Sigma$; energy partition; HCN; ICN; photodissociation; vacuum ultraviolet.

The vibrational and rotational excitations of CN $B\Sigma$ produced in photodissociation of cyanogen halides and hydrogen cyanide in the vacuum ultraviolet have been measured as a function of incident wavelengths. More than 70 percent of the total population is in levels up to $\nu^2 = 3$. No population inversion was observed, indicating the photodissociation takes place without much change in the equilibrium C-N bond distance. The percent conversion of the excess energy to vibration is approximately 20 percent for cyanogen halides and about 12 percent for hydrogen cyanide, irrespective of the amount of excess energy, which is much less than that expected from the equipartition of energy in all vibrational degrees of freedom of the molecule. The rotational levels of CN $B\Sigma$ are highly excited for all molecules. The extent of conversion of the excess energy to rotation is of the order of 10-20 percent for ICN and CICN, and only several percent for BrCN and HCN. The remaining energy must be distributed as kinetic energy between CN $B\Sigma$ and atoms. The vibrational and rotational distributions are discussed in terms of the equilibrium geometries of the ground and excited molecules and of the final products. The CN $A^4\Pi$ state is also formed in photodissociation and apparently not directly but through the CN $B\Sigma$. The intensity of the CN red emission is much less than that of the violet. Various other photodissociation processes are discussed. In general, the extent of conversion of the excess energy to vibration is much less than that expected from the equipartition theory for most tritatomic molecules. No vibrational population inversion has been observed.


Key words: Air pollution; bond distances; infrared spectroscopy; molecular structure; spectra; sulfur trioxide.

The 2$\nu_3$(E) band of sulfur trioxide has been measured with a resolution of 0.03 cm$^{-1}$. The analysis of this band yields a set of rotational constants which fit the data to within a standard deviation of 0.003 cm$^{-1}$ (which is the expected error limit). From the rotational constant $B_0 = 3.4857 ± 0.0006$ cm$^{-1}$ the S-O bond distance is found to be $r_{SO} = 1.4198 ± 0.0002$ Å. This value is in agreement with earlier infrared measurements, but represents a considerable improvement in accuracy.
4. This emission is associated with the vacuum-ultraviolet transitions in naphthalene, phenanthrene, and triphenylene. J. Phys. Chem. 73, No. 12, 4351-4355 (Dec. 1969).

Key words: Aromatics; electronic spectroscopy; intersystem crossing; quantum yields; triplet states.

Extinction coefficients for triplet→triplet absorption have been directly determined for several aromatic hydrocarbons. A high intensity photolysis lamp was used to populate the triplet state and the concentration of triplets was measured by monitoring the depletion of the ground state. The values of the extinction coefficients ε × 10^-4 (l. mol^-1 cm^-1) and their estimated uncertainties at the most prominent maximum (nm) are: naphthalene-ho, 4.0 ± 0.6, 414.0; naphthalene-d6, 4.0 ± 0.6, 414.0; phenanthrene-ho, 3.8 ± 0.6, 492.5; phenanthrene-d10, 3.1 ± 0.5, 492.5; triphenylene-ho, 1.56 ± 0.23, 430.0; and triphenylene-d10, 1.20 ± 0.18, 431.0. For anthracene, εf - 9 × 10^4 l. mol^-1 cm^-1 at 427.3 nm.


Key words: Collisional stimulations; N2O; O(S)-O(D) emission; photodissociation; vacuum ultraviolet.

Oxygen atoms in the S state have been produced by the vacuum-ultraviolet photolysis of NO and observed by their emission at 5777 Å in the S-D transition. The stimulation of this emission by collision with added gases has been studied. The oxygen atoms have been found to be proportional to the pressure of the added gas. Xenon is the most efficient stimulator of the gases used, followed in order of decreasing efficiency by Kr, Ar, N2, H2, and He. Data gathered by photolysis of NO2 and CO2 have been used to estimate their quantum yields for formation of O(S).


Key words: Base line determination; differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); heats of transition; thermal analysis; thermoanalytical calorimetry.

The heat of transition has been computed from a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) trace by drawing a base line related only to the heat capacity of the transition's upper state.


Key words: Asynchronous; communications; computer; data transmission; errors; protocol; synchronous.

This article gives a brief review of the field of serial data transmission with emphasis on protocols for synchronous communication. An example of such a protocol is given while describing a specific system implemented by the author. The importance of good system coordination and planning is stressed.


Key words: Alloys; hyperfine field; Mn; Mössbauer effect; Pd; Sb.

The magnetic hyperfine field at 1211 Sb in Pd,MnSb has the anomalously large value (at 100 K) of ±579 5 K. In the closely related compound Pd,MnSb we find ±302 5 K, similar to other ferromagnetic intermetallics containing Mn and Sb.


Key words: Atoms; hydrogen; resonance; spectra.

Deuterium Lyman-α line profiles, generated from a microwave-powered lamp containing flowing mixtures of deuterium in helium, were examined spectroscopically under high resolution. The primary purpose was to test a simple two-layer model describing the line shape emerging from a discharge zone containing both emitting and absorbing atoms. This simple model characterized the experimentally observed line shapes under varying conditions of atom densities and line self-reversal. The kinetic (translational) temperature of the discharge could be calculated from the data. Resonance interaction between ground-state D(S) atoms and excited D(P) atoms is offered as an explanation for the experimentally observed line asymmetries. The presence of line self-reversal significantly amplifies the small spectral shifts between the absorption and emission lines. These shifts can be calculated from the model.
ries of experimental or theoretical possibilities seem most susceptible to growth. Of course we know of some areas that could be investigated and many numerical data recorded, but we are uneasy in not knowing how to make use of the data. As physicists we especially like to make progress synthesizing specialized concepts into more general forms. We savor the similarities—and differences—when ideas developed in one area prove useful in another set of circumstances. Just now it is optical resonance physics that seems to be ripe for explosive growth using new laser techniques and ‘classical’ resonance ideas. This paper represents a direct effort to sketch, in the opinion of a certain class of partisans, “where the action is.” We begin with a brief discussion of experiments in which a laser is useful but not necessary, and a consideration of the basic optical facts of life. The bulk of the paper explores the exciting land beyond the Doppler limit.


Key words: Capacitor; cross capacitor; dielectric films; loss angle; phase angle.

It has been found that under proper conditions thin dielectric films on the electrodes of certain types of cylindrical cross capacitors tend only to produce equal and opposite contributions to the phase angles of the two cross capacitances. To a lesser degree, this same type of cancellation effect has been found to be associated with toroidal cross capacitors.


Key words: Absorbed dose distribution; electrons; heavy ions; interpretation of measurements; neutrons; pions; protons; radiation dosimetry; radiation quality; radiation transport theory.

A review of made of the role of the theoretical dosimetry in interpretation of measurements, determination of the spatial distribution of absorbed dose, and in providing detailed physical information about radiation quality. The state of the art in calculating absorbed dose distributions in homogeneous tissue equivalent media is examined by comparisons with experiments for electron, proton, neutron, and pion beams. In cases where physical properties of the beam and medium are particularly well known, the accuracy can sometimes approach 5 percent. In a larger number of cases the accuracy is 10-15 percent or worse. Knowledge of absorbed dose distributions in realistic inhomogeneous media is rudimentary: new methods, schematizations, and further calculations are required. For improved absorbed dose calculations, further neutron and pion medium energy cross section information is needed.

Radiation transport calculations are providing detailed physical information needed for the various models of radiation action on biological materials. Such detailed information is usually not available from experiment. Improvement in these calculations will depend on improved knowledge of the interaction of electrons and heavy ions with matter. New pertinent atomic data are being generated, but the cross section data base for low energy calculations is far from complete.

13332. Cezairliyan, A., Measurement of melting point, normal spectral emittance (at melting point), and electrical resistivity (about 2650 K) of niobium by a pulse heating method, High Temp.-High Pressures 4, 453-458 (1972).

Key words: Electrical resistivity; emittance; high-speed measurements; high temperature; melting point; niobium.

A subsecond duration pulse heating method is used to measure the melting point, normal spectral emittance (at the melting point), and electrical resistivity (above 2650 K) of niobium. The results yield a value of 2750 K for the melting point on the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968. Normal spectral emittance at the melting point is 0.338, and remained constant during melting. At 2740 K electrical resistivity is 90.11 x 10^-8 ohm m. Estimated inaccuracy is 10 K in the melting point, 3 percent in normal spectral emittance and 0.5 percent in electrical resistivity.


Key words: Heats of transition; scanning calorimetry; theory of calorimetry; thermal analysis.

A procedure for the evaluation of heats of transition in scanning calorimetry has been developed. A formula for evaluation of the energy of fusion of a compound at its melting point is derived that takes into account the baseline shift that is attributable to the heat capacity change on melting. Several other calorimeter parameters of importance are discussed. These include heat exchange between calorimeter vessel and jacket, the time constant of the instrument, the scanning rate, and the heater placement.


Key words: CIF2; DCCIF2; DClF2; FCC1; HClF; FCC1F2; HCCIF2; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation; vacuum ultraviolet photoionization.

Studies of the vacuum-ultraviolet photoionization of HCCIF2 and of HClF isotopes in argon and nitrogen matrices at 14 K have led to the infrared spectroscopic identification of the free radicals CIF2 and FCC1, respectively. Support for this identification has been obtained from studies of the vacuum-ultraviolet photoionization of DCCIF2, of DClF2, and of the ClF2H2 molecule, as well as from studies of halogen-atom abstraction from CIF2 and from ClF2 by sodium atoms in an argon matrix environment. The C−Cl bonds of FCC1, like those of ClF2 and of HCC1F2, appear to be exceptionally strong. Gas-phase infrared spectral data are also reported for DCCIF2 and for DClF2, not previously studied. Vibrational assignments are proposed for these two molecules, and data supporting the assignment of one of the C-F stretching fundamentals of HCC1F2 are presented.


Key words: Anti-coincidence shielding; low-level radioactivity measurements; scintillation counting; sodium-iodide crystals.

The anti-Compton anti-coincidence shielded 8 in NaI(Tl) crystal system recently installed at N.B.S. is described. This apparatus is composed of 2-8 in x 4 in well crystals which can be used in coincidence, and a 30 in diameter 20 in long cylindrical anti-Compton anti-coincidence scintillation plastic shield. The instrument is discussed as a particularly powerful tool for low level radioactivity calibration.

Key words: Computer terminals; intelligent terminals.

This article is a description of a forthcoming panel session on Intelligent Terminals which the author will chair at the 1973 National Computer Conference. The theme of the session is explained, and the paper authors and panelists are identified.


Key words: Absolute ampere; Avogadro number; fundamental constants.

It is shown how an improved measurement of the absolute ampere, that is, the ratio of a particular as-maintained unit of current to the absolute or Systeme International d'Unites (SI) unit of current, can now lead to an improved value of the Avogadro constant.


Key words: Cables; coaxial; cryogenic; miniature; pulse delay; superconducting; telecommunications; transmission lines.

This is a review paper concisely tracing the development of miniature superconductive coaxial transmission lines from the original invention as a vertical channel signal delay line for fractional nanosecond pulse oscillography to present-day work towards highly compact, broad-band, and low-loss telecommunication cables. The present state of development yields a 1.6-mm coaxial line operating at 4.2 K and having Pb conductors, polyethylene dielectric, Z0 = 50 + 0.3 Ω and a 1-GHz attenuation of the order of 1 dB/km. The attenuation up to 1 GHz is mainly due to dielectric losses.


Key words: Electron-excitation cross section; lifetime; rf resonance spectroscopy; 2P term of Li+.

The lifetime of the 2P4p states in singly ionized lithium has been measured using an rf magnetic-resonance technique; the value is τ = 45 ± 5 nsec. Neutral lithium was ionized and excited by a unidirectional beam of electrons which produced an alignment in the excited state. The cross section for the electron-impact excitation 1s2 2s 2p3S → 1s2p 3P near the threshold was measured to be 10−21 cm2. Implications for the feasibility of rf resonance spectroscopy on the fine and hyperfine structure of the 2P term will be discussed.


Key words: Core polarization; electromagnetic transitions; nuclear spectroscopy; nuclear structure; quadrupole moment; quartet structure.

The systematics of the excitation energies of the non-normal parity states of the scandium isotopes are interpreted in terms of the formation of a quartet of 1f5/2 nucleons. Calculation of the B(E2) value for a typical radiative transition between non-normal parity states in 46Sc, using this model, shows that the transition must involve more than the single quartet formed in the 1f5/2 shell; that is, that core polarization is an important factor in determining the B(E2) value.


Key words: Air ducts in shields; collimators; neutron instrumentation; neutron-neutron scattering; neutron penetration; re-entrant holes.

An approach to neutron collimator design is suggested in which wall-emergent neutrons are forced to reflect from the surface of each (tapered) segment beyond the point of emergence. Designs of this type, together with a suggested design for a proposed neutron-neutron scattering experiment, are compared in simple Monte Carlo and analytic studies.


Key words: Calcium arsenates; calcium phosphates; inorganic hydrate; ion hydration; single crystal x-ray diffraction.

CaKAsO4·8H2O crystallizes in the orthorhombic unit cell a = 7.146(1), b = 11.696(2), c = 7.100 (2) Å at 25 °C with cell contents of [CaKAsO4·8H2O]. The density calculated from the x-ray data is 2.027 g·cm−3; that calculated from the refractive indices is 2.10 g·cm−3. The structure has been refined to R = 0.037, R = 0.043 in space group Cmcm2, using 1023 observed reflections measured on an automated diffractometer and corrected for absorption. Allowance was made for anomalous dispersion and secondary isotropic extinction. All ions in CaKAsO4·8H2O are completely hydrated. Ca coordinates to eight water oxygen atoms with Ca...O distances in the range 2.460(5) to 2.490(3) Å. K coordinates to eight water oxygen atoms with K...O distances ranging from 2.756(5) to 2.960(7) Å. The coordination polyhedra of Ca shares one face of four water molecules and two edges with neighboring coordination polyhedra of K. Each oxygen atom of the AsO4 ion is the acceptor in hydrogen bonds from four water molecules and forms no bonds with the cations. The two structurally different As-O distances in the AsO42− ion are 1.682(4) and 1.684(4) Å when uncorrected for thermal motion, and 1.690 and 1.692 Å with the riding model correction. The structure of CaKAsO4·8H2O is related to that of MgNH4PO4·6H2O, struvite. This structural type may be common to several calcium phosphates and related compounds.


Key words: Comparison; fast; integral-measurements; neutron; nuclear-data; spectra; standard; theory.

The intermediate-energy standard neutron spectrum facility ΣΣ is a permanent, clean, and reproducible standard neutron source characterized by a central radiation field typical of zero-power fast breeder test assemblies. It consists of a spherical shell of natural uranium of 24.5-cm o.d. x 5-cm thickness embedded at the center of a 50-cm-diam spherical cavity in a graphite thermal column: it contains a spherical shell of natural boron carbide 15 mm thick, which surrounds the central exposure zone of 11-cm diam. The ΣΣ central neutron spectrum and reaction rates have been computed with the evaluated nuclear data files ENDF/B Versions II and III. The one-dimensional discrete ordinates transport calculations were performed in the S6P approximation. Extensive measurements of infinitely dilute reaction rates in ΣΣ are compared to these calculations using detector cross sections from a current neutron dosimetry library. Sizable discrepancies are apparent. For the detector ratios with major response in the energy range above 50 keV, theory is
presently unable to reproduce the observed spectral indexes, especially the $^{238}$U(n,f)/$^{239}$U(n,f) ratio: the deviation with respect to the trend indicated by the other threshold reactions is similar to the one previously suggested in cavity fission neutron spectrum integral measurements. The neutron spectrum between $-300$ eV and $5$ keV has been found very sensitive to the shape and intensity of the excitation function for the $45$-keV $^{238}$U level.


Key words: Crack propagation; fracture; fracture mechanics; glass; strength; stress corrosion.

The effect of sodium-hydrogen ion exchange on crack propagation was studied. It was concluded that stresses arising from ion exchange play a minor role in determining the strength of glass when strength is controlled by crack propagation.


Key words: Deuterium; moderator; Monte Carlo; neutrons; oxygen; protons; time delay; time smearing.

Calculations of neutron moderation in finite $D_2O$ and $H_2O$ media have been performed. Neutron spectrum shapes, time delays, and time smearings have been determined over a neutron energy range $1.8$ keV $\leq E \leq 1$ MeV.


Key words: Bridge; failure; fracture toughness; Point Pleasant; stress corrosion cracking.

Examination of the fractured eyebar which caused the collapse of the bridge led to the conclusion that a stress-corrosion crack had penetrated to a depth of $1/8$ inch during the 40 years that the bridge was in service. This flaw was sufficient to initiate fracture across the remainder of the $16$ in.$^2$ area of the lower limb of the eye due to the high local stress and the low fracture toughness of the steel.


Key words: Firefighter injuries; injury statistics; occupational injuries; protective clothing; protective equipment.

Firefighting continues to be one of this country's most hazardous occupations. Statistics on firefighter injuries are analyzed to identify the problem areas. This analysis indicates that improvement in the design of protective clothing and equipment can lead to the reduction of firefighter injuries. Improved respiratory protection, reduction in the weight and bulk of clothing and equipment, and better protection against impact, are the primary needs.


Key words: Crack propagation; failure prevention; fracture; glass; proof testing.

A method of predicting the minimum lifetime of glass under static load is presented. The method involves proof testing and a knowledge of the growth behavior of cracks in glass.


Key words: Crack propagation; fracture; fracture mechanics; glass; strength; stress corrosion.

Crack velocities in glass in various acids, bases, and neutral solutions were studied using the double-cantilever-beam technique. Results are explained in terms of crack-tip pH, which is controlled by the electrolyte at low crack velocities and by the glass composition at high velocities. The crack-velocity data are consistent with the known dependence of strength on pH for soda-lime silicate glass. Results also suggest that the slope of the universal fatigue curve should depend on surface pH.


Key words: Calcium fluoride; cation vacancies; density; gadolinium impurity; interstitial anions; lattice parameter; point defects.

The density relative to that of pure crystals has been measured for CaF$_2$ crystals containing mole fractions from 0 to $4.6 \times 10^{-3}$ of GdF$_3$, and the lattice parameters of these and also of pure crystals were measured. The doped crystals had been annealed at temperatures from 500 to 1100 °C in an atmosphere of He plus HF. No influence of annealing was seen on either the density or the lattice parameter. The precision of both measurements is, however, not quite good enough to rule out definitely an earlier suggestion that cation vacancies play an important role in the annealing behavior of this system. However, the density changes accompanying the incorporation of these amounts of GdF$_3$ in CaF$_2$ are too large to be accounted for by the usual model in which Gd$^{3+}$ occupies a cation site and is accompanied by an extra F$^-$ ion in an interstitial site. The changes do agree with a model in which one HF molecule accompanies each GdF$_3$ unit added, but attempts to detect the HF in nmr and infra-red absorption experiments were unsuccessful.


Key words: Alloy; casting; dental; investment; petrography.

Detailed x-ray, optical microscopic, optical emission, and electron probe analyses of a phosphate-bonded investment before and after firing and after casting were made. Complex sintering reactions that involve incipient liquefaction generate bonds in the fired investment. The refractory behavior of this investment, which is reflected by the extent of liquefaction induced by casting, may influence casting roughness, fit, and porosity.


Key words: Assembly; conversational; editor; language; minicomputer; text.

A conversational text editing program for the Varian 620i minicomputer is described. Virtually identical in operation with a commercially available, time-sharing, conversational text editor, this program permits rapid and easy modification of text, including insertion, deletion, and editing of lines of text.

Key words: OH microwave transition; radio astronomy; saturation; stimulated emission.

One of the simplest models for a cosmic maser consists of a homogeneous spherical region in which inverted population is created at a uniform rate. We have investigated the radiation transfer problem including saturation for this case under the following assumptions: (1) two levels only, without magnetic sublevels; (2) a square line shape; (3) excitation by spontaneous emission at a uniform rate through the region; and (4) no scattering in the medium or reflection at the boundary. An approximate analytic solution has been found which closely satisfies the radiation transfer equation under conditions of substantial saturation. This analytic solution has been checked against numerical solutions which are intended to approximate the flux and apparent size of the - 43.7 km s⁻¹ feature in W3. Both the analytic solution and the numerical models show that the actual size of an emitting region can be considerably larger than for a region of uniform population difference which has the same apparent size.


Key words: Emission spectrum; germanium; profile measurement; valence emission bands.

Measurements are reported on the L-series emission spectrum of germanium which lead to line identifications at variance with other recent work. Some features of the K-emission spectrum were also recorded to confirm previous work there and aid in the location of the valence emission bands in the L-series. It is shown that these are of extremely low intensity, so low in fact as to preclude for the present a detailed profile measurement.


Key words: Anisotropy; BKZ fluid; composite material; continuum mechanics; hyperelasticity; isothermal; nonlinear; variational principle; viscoelasticity.

Based on the existence of a caloric equation of state in the thermodynamic theory of a nonlinear viscoelastic fluid (Bernstein, Kearsley and Zapas, 1964), and the additional assumption that the local entropy production along any instantaneous deformation path is finite, we first show that such a fluid behaves as a perfectly elastic material whenever the deformation gradient suffers from a jump-type discontinuity. The nature of the apparently perfectly elastic material serving to interpret results in the instantaneous deformation depends on the previous history only through two parameters, namely, the density and the temperature of the fluid immediately prior to the jump. This result is then applied, in conjunction with the usual conditions of isotropy and objectivity as well as an application of Schur's Lemma on irreducible sets of matrices, to obtain a decomposition of the scalar potential of the compressible Bernstein-Kearsley-Zapas Fluid (abbrev. BKZ Fluid).


Key words: Josephson effect; parametric capacitance.

The capacitance of a Josephson junction is much larger (at least in the low frequency limit) than the classical value C/ιL, and is a function of the phase difference θp.


Key words: Photoelectron spectra; potassium; rubidium; sodium; x-rays.

Recently obtained data on doubly ionized Rb in the free state indicate that the satellite of the Rb(4s) resonance in the photoelectron spectra of RbF and RbCl is primarily due to a 4s4p4d5s2 final state rather than a 4s4p5s5p one. For the potassium salts, the satellite of the K(3s) resonance is most likely due to a 3s3p3d5s2 final state. The absence of a satellite for the Na(2s) resonance for the sodium salt is due to the nonexistence of 2d electrons.


Key words: Spectral line formation; stellar chromospheres.

Brightness temperatures are deduced for the HFL and Kβ features of the Ca II resonance lines in Procyon F5 IV-V, Arcturus (K2 III), and the Sun (G2 V). The brightness temperatures of Procyon and the Sun are in the same ratio as their effective temperatures, suggesting a simple scaling law for the temperature minima of F and early G stars. Arcturus departs from this law in a way that can be explained by CO line blanketing.


Key words: Josephson effect; quantum interference; rf attenuation; rf measurements; superconductivity.

The quantization of magnetic flux in a superconducting circuit can serve for the measurement of electrical quantities in the same way that we use the wavelength of light to measure length. We report a demonstration of this function in the measurement of attenuation ratio at a frequency of 30 MHz.


Key words: Absolute radiometric calibration—astronomical; absolute radiometric calibration—infra-red; absolute radiometric calibration—microwave; lunar surface; lunar thermal emission; moon.

Measured values of the average midnight and morning terminator infrared brightness temperatures of the central portion of the lunar disk can quite accurately determine the mean surface temperature despite likely horizontal and vertical inhomogeneities of the thermal properties of the lunar soil. These data together with laboratory measurements on lunar soil and in situ temperature measurements in and on the lunar surface lead to a mean surface temperature of 220.5 K ± 2.5 percent and a mean temperature 43 K hotter at a depth of 1 m. The monthly average brightness temperature is then estimated as a function of wavelength between 10 µm and 100 cm taking into account likely temperature dependencies of the thermal conductivity and loss tangent, and the variation of emissivity with wavelength. The accuracy with which the Moon can be used as an absolute radiometric standard for extended sources is estimated based on the likely range of lunar thermal and electromagnetic properties.


Key words: Nuclear binding energies; nuclear quartets; nuclear reactions; nuclear structure; quartet model; supermultiplet theory.
The assumptions of the quartet model are given and it is shown that they are consistent with the fine structure of the nuclear mass curves throughout the table. It is also shown by an analysis of the nuclear masses that the quarteting effect accounts for 2/3 of the neutron binding energies. The consequences of the quartet picture for the existence of low-lying many-particle many-hole states in medium and heavy nuclei are discussed.


Key words: Flammable fabrics; flammability standards; National Advisory Commission for the Flammable Fabrics Act; 1967 Amendments to the Flammable Fabrics Act.

Presents a summary of activities at the National Bureau of Standards since enactment of the 1967 Amendments to the Flammable Fabrics Act.

13363. LaVilla, R. E., Carbon and fluorine x-ray emission and fluorine K absorption spectra of the fluoromethane molecules, CH₃F₂ (0 ≤ n ≤ 4). II, J. Chem. Phys. 58, No. 9, 3841-3848 (May 1, 1973).

Key words: Calculated relative x-ray emission; carbon Kα emission; fluorine K absorption; fluorine Kα emission; fluoromethane molecules; methane; molecular orbital level sequence.

The carbon and fluorine Kα emission and the fluorine K absorption spectra of the molecular gases CH₃F₂ (0 ≤ n ≤ 4) are reported. All the spectra were obtained on a single flat crystal spectrometer with photon counting. The emission spectra, which were excited by direct electron bombardment, are in fair agreement with an interpretation based on the electric dipole transitions between single vacancy states and molecular orbital theory for the molecules. The applicability of x-ray emission spectra to the determination of orbital order of a molecule is illustrated. The proximity of the resonance structure in the fluorine K absorption spectra for CH₃F₂ (1 ≤ n ≤ 4) to their respective fluorine K shell thresholds suggests that the resonance structure is due to transitions to excited valance states 1a→V* rather than Rydberg states.


Key words: Analysis of information; categorical data; chi-square; contingency table; independence; Markov chain.

Through the use of an example given by Greenberg and White [1965], the analysis of a multway contingency table by the information approach is illustrated. Analyses of information tables are given for independence, homogeneity, conditional independences and conditional homogeneity, and Markovity.


Key words: Carbon; cavity; fast neutron; spectra; theory.

Spherical cavities in graphite thermal columns of nuclear reactors provide an ideal environment for the production of comparatively intense, energy distributed neutron fields, i.e., either intended pure fission neutron spectrum sources or intermediate-energy standard neutron spectra. Cavities of 50 cm diameter are used in various laboratories; a 30 cm diameter cavity is operated at NBS and a 1 meter diameter cavity has recently been implemented at CEN-SCK.

Numerical computations of graphite wall-return neutron spectra have been performed by means of the discrete ordinates multigroup method in one-dimensional spherical geometry. The evaluated nuclear data files KEDAK, ENDF/B Version 3 have been used and the convergence of the S₅ multigroup multistep treatment has been established systematically.

Within the cavity, a good approximation of the wall return is

\[ \phi_w(r,\mu,E;r) = \phi_w(E). \]

This relationship is correct to better than 2% for \( r, r_s < R/2 \) where \( R \) is the cavity radius and \( r_s \) the radius of a thin, fission spectrum source shell. This fundamental property has led to the development of an experimental method for determining wall-return backgrounds.


Key words: Absolute transition probabilities; arc; beam foil; experimental; lifetimes; titanium.

Measurements of atomic lifetimes by the beam-foil technique and branching ratios by use of a gas-flow stabilized arc have led to an experimental determination of absolute oscillator strengths of Ti I. Some lifetimes of Ti I, Ti II, and Ti IV are also presented.


Key words: Absolute transition probabilities; arc; beam foil; experimental; lifetimes; vanadium.

Measurements of atomic lifetimes by the beam-foil technique and branching ratios by use of a gas-flow stabilized arc have led to an experimental determination of absolute and relative oscillator strengths of V I and V II. Some lifetimes of V III are also presented.


Key words: Fluorine; polarization of bonds; proton assisted reactions; X-F bonds.

We discuss in this paper several reactions of compounds containing X-F (X = C, N, O, F, S and Xe) bonds. An attempt to unify these reactions conceptually is made by suggesting the importance of X-F bond polarization by protons. Some Lewis-acid-induced polarization reactions can usually be envisioned. Some new reactions and mechanisms are suggested as a consequence of our analysis.


Key words: Fission spectra; integral measurements; cross sections.

The paper is an edited transcript of the introduction to the discussion of integral measurements of fission cross-sections averaged over fission spectra given by the author at the meeting.

Key words: Magnesium; source; spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths.

In a previous publication, HF values for 2p^4 3s^2 ^2P<sub>3</sub>~2p^4 3d<sub>5/2</sub>^2D interaction parameters were misinterpreted. Correct HF values for these parameters have been used in a new calculation of these configurations.


Key words: Niobium; superconductors; thermal radiation shields; total emissivity.

A suggestion is made for using superconductors as thermal radiation shields at or below liquid helium temperatures. Calculations are described which predict total emissivities for niobium of \(10^{-4} \text{K} \times 10^{-5}\) at 4 K and \(10^{-6} \times 10^{-3}\) for temperatures of 1 - 2 K.


Key words: Field operators and statistics; Fock space; occupation number; permutation symmetry of wave functions; quantum mechanics; second quantization.

The equivalence of the field operator formulation of quantum mechanics and ordinary wave mechanics is proved in an efficient and elementary way. The discussion proceeds algebraically from the (anti-) commutation relations, which the field operators are defined to satisfy. Although the paper is introductory and presumes only a knowledge of elementary wave mechanics, it is intended to cover all of the essential elements of the subject in a rigorous way.

13373. Cezairliyan, A., High-speed (subsecond) simultaneous measurement of specific heat, electrical resistivity, and hemispherical total emittance of Ta-10 (wt.%) W alloy in the range 1500 to 3200 K, High Temp.-High Pressures 4, 541-550 (1972).

Key words: Electrical resistivity; emittance; high-speed measurement; high temperature; specific heat; Ta-W alloy.

Simultaneous measurements of specific heat, electrical resistivity, and hemispherical total emittance of Ta-100 (wt.%) W alloy in the temperature range 1500 to 3200 K by a subsecond-duration pulse-heating technique are described. Estimated accuracies of measured properties are: 3% for specific heat and hemispherical total emittance, and 0.5% for electrical resistivity. Properties of the alloy are compared with the properties of the constituent elements. The values of measured specific heat are approximately 2% higher than the values computed according to Kopf's additivity law. However, this difference is within the combined estimated errors. The electrical resistivity results indicate a significant departure from Matthiessen's law. Like tantalum, the alloy showed a negative departure from linearity in the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity.


Key words: Compilation problems; nuclear magnetic moments.

A "best-value" list of nuclear magnetic moments to accuracies of 0.01% or better is unrealistic at this time. There are many fundamental problems which are associated with the measurement of a nuclear moment in the laboratory where the nucleus is part of an atom or molecule in a gas, liquid or solid mixture. These problems are compounded by poorly written papers with much important information needed for the re-evaluation of data missing.


Key words: Boron trifluoride; density; second virial coefficients; gas, compressibility.

The isothermal compressibility factor of boron trifluoride has been determined from a regression analysis of Burnett PVT measurements to an accuracy of 0.1% at 13 temperatures from 0 to 225 °C and for pressures up to 250 bar. The analysis has also yielded the second virial coefficient for each temperature. A correction for the presence of sorption has been included in the data reduction.


Key words: Chemical shifts; clinical Standard Reference Materials; cortisol; Fourier transform, proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

Cortisol intended for use as a clinical Standard Reference Material has been subjected to liquid chromatography and the resulting fractions analyzed by thin layer chromatography and Fourier transform, proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy at 90 MHz. Four steroid impurities and one artefact have been characterized by means of computer measured chemical shifts.


Key words: Absolute fission cross section; californium neutron source.

Absolute \(^{235}\text{U}\) and \(^{239}\text{U}\) fission cross sections have been measured with a small, low-mass \(^{249}\text{Cf}\) spontaneous fission source and a lightweight, double fission ionization chamber.


Key words: Cables; coaxial; pulse response; transient analysis; transmission lines.

A tutorial discussion is given on the relation between the shape of the transition (rise) time versus length curve and that of the frequency domain attenuation. An analysis is developed in terms of hypothetical cable attenuation responses having a frequency f dependence of \(f^m\), where m is a constant \(0 < m < 1\). It is shown that if the \(f^m\) law prevails, then the transition time depends on the length l as \(l^{m/n}\). Practical applications are made to RG 58C/U, RG 59B/U, and RG 63B/U.


Key words: Refractive index; refractometry; ruby.

A method was developed for measuring the refractive index of optical glasses and uniaxial crystalline solids when established refractometric methods are not feasible. A synthetic ruby cuboid was contacted to a prism of known refractive index and a speci-
trometer was used to measure the angles describing the optical path through the ruby-glass combination. Ray tracing equations were derived to compute the refractive index accurate within $3 \times 10^{-5}$. Index values for both polarizations of ruby are given at selected wavelengths from 0.4358 μm to 0.7065 μm.


Key words: Standard Reference Materials; thermal expansion; tungsten.

Measurements on the thermal expansion of three samples of tungsten were made with a twin-microscope method in the range of 1000 to 1800 K. Measurements were also made on one of these samples with a Fizeau interferometer in the range below 1100 K. The results obtained indicated that the values for the expansion of the three samples, two prepared by sintering and one by arc melting, are in reasonable agreement with one another and with some of the data in the literature.

13381. Weisman, J. D., $^{109}$Ag Knight shift in an A$_{0.30}$A$_{0.01}$ alloy, *J. Chem. Eng. Data* 18, No. 2, 146 (Apr. 1973).

Key words: Absorption derivative; alloys; asymmetry; host; lineshape; $^{109}$Ag Knight shift.

The $^{109}$Ag Knight shift in an A$_{0.30}$A$_{0.01}$ alloy has been measured with respect to $^{109}$Ag metal at room temperature. The change in shift is $-0.015 \pm 3\%$.


Key words: Annealing; cubic alloy; dislocation; electron microscopy; hexagonal alloy; silver-tin alloy; stacking fault energy.

Measurements on extended dislocation nodes and double ribbons have been made between room temperature and 500 °C using transmission electron microscopy. Two low stacking fault energy (SFE) alloys with compositions near the mixed phase region were principally studied: 9 at% Sn (f.c.c.) and 11.9 at% Sn (hexagonal). The SFE in the cubic alloy increased reversibly with increasing temperature from 270 to 500 °C; a corresponding decrease in SFE was observed in the hexagonal alloy. Both alloys showed a substantial irreversibility change in faulted defect size upon annealing, comparing results in as-deformed specimens with those from material annealed above 270 °C. The irreversible behavior is attributed to solute pinning of the partial dislocations. The dependence of SFE on composition throughout the f.c.c. and hexagonal phase regions is considered in light of these results.


Key words: Color; gloss; porcelain enamel on aluminum; weather resistance.

An exposure test of porcelain enamels on aluminum was initiated by the National Bureau of Standards and the Porcelain Enamel Institute in 1964. The enameled specimens were returned from exposure sites at Kure Beach, N.C.; Washington, D.C.; New York, N.Y.; Montreal, Canada; and Los Angeles, Calif., to the laboratory at NBS to be measured for changes in gloss and color after 6 months, and 1.3, and 5 years' exposure. The 5-year data indicate no change in enamel thickness and good color retention at all sites except Kure Beach.


Key words: Barrier penetration; intrusion detection; physical security; reinforced concrete.

This report describes the results of a series of penetration tests on six concrete slabs. The tests were conducted at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Construction Engineering Research Laboratory in Champaign, Ill., during the period October 31 through November 3, 1972. Several alternative methods of attack were employed, and the time to penetrate, and in some instances, to produce a 96-inch opening, was measured. and estimates were made regarding the acoustic, ultrasonic and vibrational disturbances produced by the attacks.

Depending upon the attack technique, a man-passable opening can be made in 4-inch thick reinforced concrete in times ranging from 4 to nearly 15 minutes. The corresponding times for 8-inch thick reinforced regular concrete range from about 7 to 25 minutes and from about 20 to 30 minutes fibrous concrete.

With the exception of the diamond core drill, detection should be relatively easy by the combined acoustic, ultrasonic or vibrational disturbances produced by the attacks even though not all techniques produce all three types of disturbances.


Key words: Effective utilization; energy conservation.

In two major sectors of the economy (building services and industrial processes), accounting for approximately 75 percent of total national energy consumption, energy utilization is found to be inefficient. It is estimated that in these two sectors, as much as 25 percent of the energy consumed annually by the nation as a whole may be lost through ineffective practices. Possible reasons for existence of ineffective utilization are considered, and possible means of improving effectiveness of utilization are discussed. Three possible levels of effort to promote effective utilization of energy are identified; one promotes effective use of present fuels in present processes; the second promotes utilization of presently unused energy sources; the third promotes more effective investment of energy in durable and maintainable products.

Substantial latitude for improvement of effectiveness is shown to be realizable through technological efforts at these three levels. It is finally recommended that a national program, incorporating efforts at these three levels identified, be undertaken with the ultimate goal of creating and implementing a technology of improved energy utilization.


Key words: Accelerated aging; compression; environmental conditions: flexure; housing system: Operation BREAKTHROUGH: polyurethane foam; sandwich construction; wall system.

An environmental evaluation of a sandwich panel bearing wall system for use in one of the Operation BREAKTHROUGH housing systems is described. Two samples of polyurethane foam core sandwich construction and four full size wall panels were evaluated.
The samples of the sandwich construction were used to evaluate the effect of extreme temperature and moisture on this type of sandwich construction. The full size panels were used to determine the behavior in service considering the effects of adverse environmental conditions on ultimate strength and mode of failure.

13387. Unassigned.


Key words: Concentrated-load capacity; evaluation criteria; floors; hardwood; load capacity; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; performance criteria; plywood subflooring; subflooring; underlayment; wood-frame construction.

Five conventional plywood floor systems, constructed in accordance with the requirements of the FHA "Minimum Property Standards" were tested under concentrated loads in order to compare their performance with that stipulated by performance criteria developed on the basis of anticipated occupancy loads.

In 24 out of 26 tests the performance of the floor systems exceeded that stipulated by the criteria. Data on failure loads, load-deflection characteristics and failure modes are presented and discussed.


Key words: Deflection; housing; laboratory; module; racking; stiffness; strength; structural tests; sustained load; transportation; vibration; wood-frame.

This paper reports the results of tests to determine the structural strength and stiffness characteristics of a prototype wood-frame volumetric housing module. The series of six structural tests was performed at the NBS Structures Laboratory, Gaithersburg, Md., subsequent to a trial rail shipment, which included several coupling impacts. This report refers to the transportation study only to the extent that it concerns the module, and in particular, its condition at the start of the structural tests. The total sequence of the tests closely simulated the experience of a typical module as it undergoes manufacture, transportation, erection and in-service loading.


Key words: Concrete panels; connections; ductility; floor diaphragms; housing systems; insert connectors; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; precast concrete.

Structural evaluation tests were performed on prototype steel insert connectors proposed for joining floor and wall panels of a precast concrete housing system included in Operation BREAKTHROUGH. Descriptions are given of 25 tests conducted with 5 different types of connectors. Specimen connections were laboratory tested under simulated design loading conditions to evaluate their load capacity and ductility.


Key words: Deleading methods; lead paint poisoning; performance; properties.

Four major classifications of procedures that should be considered when selecting a method for the elimination of the lead paint hazard are analyzed in this report. They are: surface repair methods, surface finish methods, cover up methods with unfinished membrane materials, and cover up methods with prefinished rigid materials. The attributes associated with each type of method were considered and analyzed in terms of inaccessibility of the leaded paint and implementation considerations. Recommendations are made for the in-use performance properties of surfaces.


Key words: Aeolian vibration, simulated; composite materials; end fittings for GRP rod and rope; grip; guy; guys; antenna; humidity; effects on GRP; mechanical properties of GRP; pultruded rod; reinforced plastics, rod and rope; rope; GRP; static fatigue of GRP.

An extensive and varied test program was carried out on four GRP rod and rope materials to evaluate tensile strengths, moduli of elasticity, flexibility at low temperatures, effects of simulated Aeolian vibration, and stress-rupture properties at moderate elevated temperatures both with and without high humidity. The effects of elevated temperature on long-term storage capabilities were investigated, and diameter-temperature relationships were established for avoiding buckling due to storage in a coiled condition.

The performances of five commercially available end fittings on these materials were examined in terms of the breaking loads attained in tensile tests. Using finite-element analyses, an improved end fitting was developed which is capable of approaching the true tensile strengths of two of the GRP materials. An experimental stress analysis of the improved fitting was performed.


Key words: Feasibility; keyboard alternative; man-machine interface; postal sorting; voice encoding.

The feasibility of employing voice encoding as an alternative to keyboard entry for postal sorting application was investigated in two phases. Phase I was a simulated parcel sorting situation. Phase II was performed to determine man-machine interface limitations. The results of this study led to the following conclusion and recommendations. Voice encoding would be of limited value to high speed parcel sorting unless it was used only during slack periods or the current facer and keyer both use a VES. Voice encoding could be applied to other sorting tasks. USPS tasks should be analyzed for the possibility of such application. Other voice encoding systems should be evaluated. These systems should have single command training capability, a cancel capability accessed by other than a unique verbal command, and should require infrequent system training.

Key words: Exterior wall; fire endurance; fire test; housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; paper honeycomb; roof/ceiling assembly; structural sandwich panel.

As part of the evaluation of a housing system proposed under Operation BREAKTHROUGH, fire endurance tests were performed at the National Bureau of Standards on an exterior wall assembly and a roof/ceiling assembly. Both constructions were assemblies of sandwich panels composed of a paper honeycomb core with sheet steel facings.

The test method was in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119, Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, for loadbearing structures. The applied live load was 237 pounds per linear foot (plf) for the wall assembly and 28.6 pounds per square foot (psf) on a 13 ft 5 in span for the roof/ceiling assembly. The results of these tests are valid only for walls and roof/ceilings of such constructions described in this report and loaded at or below the stress levels developed by these loadings.

The fire endurance of the wall assembly was 7 min 50 sec; and the roof/ceiling, 9 min 09 sec. In both cases, the failure was due to a maximum temperature rise of 181 °C (325 °F) above the initial temperature on the unexposed surface.


Key words: Exponential smoothing; fatalities; highway accidents; time series.

Using twelve years of time series data on highway fatalities, the methodology currently employed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to forecast the annual (calendar year) total of highway accident fatalities were compared with those obtained by several computer routines based on exponential smoothing techniques and available at the National Bureau of Standards. The use of unadjusted and seasonally adjusted data was also examined.

It is found that there is no coercive evidence to lead to abandoning the present NHTSA methods in favor of readily available computer routines based on exponential smoothing methods.

Of the methods examined in this study, the best results were obtained with the EXPSSMOOTH routine using unadjusted fatality data.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; housing systems; interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; single wall.

As a part of the testing and evaluation activities in Operation BREAKTHROUGH, a standard fire test conforming to ASTM E 119 was performed at the National Bureau of Standards on a wall assembly where half represented a nonbearing single exterior wall (as found in single family detached housing) and the other half represented a nonbearing double wall for an interdwelling separation which would occur at the interface of two parallel adjacent modules. Each wall contained a layer of gypsum board as an interior (room) surface and a layer of plywood as an exterior surface, and was framed with nominal 2 x 4 in wood studs on 16 in centers. No structural load was applied during the test.

The fire endurance of the single wall was 43 min. The initial mode of failure was by excessive average temperature rise on the unexposed surface of the wall.

Although the test results of the interdwelling wall were inconclusive, its fire endurance was considered to be 1 hr. 02 min. This fire endurance was based on visual observation during the test and was the time when the gypsum board on the unexposed side was observed to separate from the wood studs.


Key words: Fire test; floor assembly; floor-ceiling assembly; housing systems; modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; steel framing; steel joist floor.

Fire endurance tests were conducted on two floor/ceiling assemblies intended for use in modular housing. One assembly simulated the combination of the floor of an upper story module with the ceiling assembly of the module beneath; the other assembly, the floor of a first floor module over a ceilingless crawl or foundation space.

The floors were of plywood deck with vinyl or carpet overlay on light gage steel "C" joists. In the floor-ceiling assembly, the ceiling was separated by its own joists, contained simulated HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Condition) duct work and a layer of glass fiber batt insulation. During the tests which were conducted generally in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119-71, Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, the floors were loaded to represent the dead weight of structural parts bearing on them and a live load application of 40 psf. The test results are valid only for floors of similar construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.

Failure of the floor with the protective ceiling assembly occurred by flame-through to the unexposed surface at 29 min, with extensive structural failure (collapse under load) following at 33 min. The unprotected floor over the crawl space had a flame-through at 3 1/4 min, and structural failure following at 3 3/4 min.

13398. Kusuda, T., Climatological data at the proposed prototype sites in the United States for the evaluation of HUD Operation BREAKTHROUGH housing systems, NBSIR 73-144, 137 pages (Apr. 10, 1973). (Available as PB 220849/4 from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. 22151.)

Key words: Air contamination; design conditions; earthquake risk; evaluation; ground temperature; humidity; noise level; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; precipitation; solar radiation; temperature; wind direction; wind speed.

The purpose of this report is to provide preliminary information on site climatology useful for the design and evaluation of Operation BREAKTHROUGH experimental building systems. In order to evaluate the design as well as the performance of buildings systems, the following environmental parameters are considered essential and are included in this report for each of the selected sites: temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, precipitation (snow and rain), solar radiation (direct and diffuse), ground temperature (depth and frost), background noise level, air contamination, and earthquake risk.

Key words: Manufacturing Chemists’ Association (MCS); performance of plastics outdoors; plastics; weathering of plastics.

Twenty plastics samples have been weathered in Arizona, Florida, and Washington, D.C. for 72 months. The weathering of these samples has been followed by measuring changes in the specimen’s color, tensile, flexure, gloss, and haze properties. Computer-generated graphs of these changes with time are presented.

13400. Unassigned.


Key words: Building system; column connection; concrete triaxial strength; ductility; neoprene bearing pad; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; performance tests; precast concrete; structural design.

The column connections used in a housing system employing stacked precast concrete box modules were tested to evaluate their structural performance. The system was proposed for construction in Operation BREAKTHROUGH, a research and demonstration program sponsored by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The system uses innovative structural design concepts, which include: confinement of the concrete in the vicinity of the column bearings by reinforcing ties in order to increase concrete compressive strength; neoprene pads between column bearings in the upper stories; steel-neoprene-steel sandwich in the lower stories; and a grouted dowel through the center of the columns to provide resistance to tension and shear.

The test program included the following: tests to determine the effect of various bearing pads on the load capacity of the connection; tests to determine the load-deformation characteristics of the neoprene pads; a test to determine the performance of a lower-story connection using a steel-neoprene-steel sandwich and a grouted dowel; and tests to evaluate the strength and ductility of the connections when subjected to a shear force. The test results are presented and interpreted and the findings are summarized.


Key words: Mass measurement; random variability; standard deviation; systematic error; uncertainty.

This paper is a review of the factors which determine the total uncertainty of a measured mass value. It explains how to determine the standard deviation of the measurement process, how to combine error terms to provide a realistic estimate of the uncertainty, and how these error terms are propagated through a chain of mass measurements.


Key words: Accident indices; accident rates; failure indices; failure rates; highway accidents.

Using Cerrelli’s association of “failure” with active involvement in the case of two vehicles accidents, one can define failure indices, accident involvement indices, failure rates, accident involvement rates for 1-vehicle, 2-vehicle and for the union class of 1- and 2-vehicle accidents. This note presents in a condensed form all of the definitions of these measures, and a number of useful relationships and interrelationships that exist between these different measures. These formulae should prove useful in the calculation of the resulting indices and rates and of converting from one set of measures to another.


Key words: Accuracy; clinical chemistry; hematology; medical usefulness; microbiology; proficiency testing.

The proficiency of a selected sample of physician, hospital and independent laboratories was assessed with respect to their ability to analyze clinical chemistry and hematology samples and to identify microbiological organisms. For the assessment of clinical chemistry and hematology proficiency, the laboratories were grouped and determinations of group accuracy and group precision were made. Further analyses were performed to determine relative accuracy and precision of the techniques presently applied to these groups. There was no significant difference at the 95% confidence level in the accuracy achieved by the various laboratory groups involved in clinical chemistry and hematology analysis. In clinical chemistry, the Medicare-Certified Independent Laboratories, CDC Tested Laboratories and JCAH-Members generally proved more precise than Physicians’ Office and Medicare-Certified Hospital Laboratories. However, none of the laboratory groups were sufficiently accurate to permit the monitoring over time of variation in an individual patient’s constituent concentrations. It would appear that poor selection of techniques was an important contributor to this low performance level. In hematology the Physicians’ Office Laboratories proved to be the least precise of the groups. There was no noticeable difference in precision between participants in the CDC proficiency testing program and nonparticipants. With respect to microbiology, 7.6% of the identifications by laboratories participating in the CDC testing program were incorrect, while 19.4% of all other identifications were incorrect.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; flame penetration; floor assembly; housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; paper honeycomb; structural panel.

As a part of the evaluation of a housing system proposed under Operation BREAKTHROUGH, a fire endurance test was performed at the National Bureau of Standards on a floor, made up of sandwich panels consisting of a paper honeycomb core with steel and plywood surfaces, supported on steel joists.

The test method was generally in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119, Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, for loadbearing floor constructions. The applied live load was 40 psf and the test results are valid only for floors of similar construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.
Failure occurred by flame-through of the floor assembly in 8 min 45 sec, with structural failure (inability to sustain the applied load) following immediately.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; housing system; multifamily housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; single family attached housing; steel tube column.

As a part of the evaluation of housing systems for Operation BREAKTHROUGH a standard fire endurance test was performed at the National Bureau of Standards on a load-bearing steel column construction for use in single-family attached and multifamily low-rise housing. The test method was generally in accord with the requirements of ASTM E 119, Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, for a loaded column. The applied load was 7110 pounds per column and the test results are valid only for columns of such construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.

The 3 in × 2 in × 3/16 in rectangular hollow tubular steel column was protected with two layers of gypsum board.

The fire endurance of the column assembly was established at 59 min when structural failure occurred.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; flame penetration; glass reinforced plastic; housing systems; interdwelling wall; modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; paper honeycomb; structural panel.

As a part of the evaluation of a housing system proposed under Operation BREAKTHROUGH, a fire endurance test was performed at the National Bureau of Standards on a double wall assembly intended as an interdwelling separation for single family attached housing. Each wall of the assembly contained a core of paper honeycomb surfaced on both sides with glass fabric impregnated with polyester resin, and protective layers of gypsum board.

The test method was generally in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119, Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials. The applied live load was 636 plf on each panel and the results of this test are valid only for walls of similar construction loaded at or below the stress levels developed by this loading.

The fire endurance of the first (fire-exposed) wall panel was 65 min:30 sec, based on flame penetration through cracks and openings formed on the back face of the first wall. The overall fire resistance of the double wall assembly was 79 min when pieces of the structural glass fabric of the front face of the second wall were observed falling into the furnace.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; flame-through failure; structural panel; glass-fabric reinforced plastic; housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; paper honeycomb; roof/ceiling assembly; structural panel.

In a program of evaluation of various housing systems proposed under Operation BREAKTHROUGH, a fire endurance test was performed at the National Bureau of Standards on a roof/ceiling assembly consisting of a paper honeycomb structural core surfaced both sides with glass-fabric impregnated with polyester resin and outer layers of gypsum board.

The test method was generally in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119, Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials, for loadbearing roof assemblies. The applied load was 15.9 psf and the test results are valid only for roof/ceilings of similar construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.

Under a loading of 15.9 psf on a 13 ft 5 in span, which produced a stress equivalent to the application of 20 psf on a 12 ft span, failure occurred by flame-through of the roof/ceiling assembly at 37 min 13 sec.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; glass fiber-reinforced plastic; housing systems; interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

As a part of the evaluation of a housing system proposed under Operation BREAKTHROUGH a standard fire endurance test was performed on a double wall assembly comprising a load-bearing interdwelling (party) wall for single family attached housing. The test method was in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119, and the applied load was 700 pounds per linear foot (plf) per wall. The test results are valid only for walls of similar construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.

The double wall, representative of an interdwelling (party wall) separation, was made up of two identical parallel panels from two adjacent modules separated by a 2 1/4 in air space. Each wall assembly contained glass fiber-reinforced polyester (GRP) sheet faces, glued to a corrugated GRP stifferener core. The GRP core members were painted with an intumescent type fire retardant paint and the core spaces were filled with mineral wool insulation.

The fire endurance of the first (fire-exposed) wall was 27 min:25 sec with the initial mode of failure by structural collapse.

The second (unexposed) wall failed at 42 min when a hot (charred) spot was observed on the unexposed surface.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; flame-through failure of walls; housing systems; interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

As a part of the evaluation of a housing system proposed under Operation BREAKTHROUGH a standard fire endurance test was performed on a double wall construction representing a nonload-bearing interdwelling wall for single family attached housing. The test was conducted at the National Bureau of Standards and followed the requirements of ASTM E 119, Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials.

The double wall which represented an interdwelling separation between two adjacent modules, was made up of two identical parallel walls separated by a 1/2 in air space. Each wall con-
tained two layers of fire-rated gypsum board attached to wood stud framing on the dwelling room side.

Since the test assembly represented a nonbearing wall, no load was applied during this test.

The failure of the first (fire exposed) wall occurred at 1 h:17 min when a joint in the second layer of gypsum board opened to allow passage of flame.

The second (unexposed) wall failed at 2 hr 19 min when the temperature rise at one point on the exposed surface exceeded the maximum allowable.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; housing systems; interdwelling wall; load failure; modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; polyurethane foam; toxic gases.

As a part of the evaluation of housing systems for Operation BREAKTHROUGH, a standard ASTM E 119 fire endurance test was performed on a double wall assembly comprising a load-bearing interdwelling (party) wall for single family attached housing.

The test was generally in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119, Fire Test of Building Construction and Materials. The applied live load was 678 pounds per linear foot (plf) per wall and the test results are valid only for walls of similar construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.

The fire endurance of the first (fire exposed) wall, based on structural load failure, was 1 hr and 4 min. The test was discontinued at 1 hr:06 min because of untenable conditions in the test building resulting from smoke and combustion gases released by the polyurethane foam insulation in the wall.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire tests; housing systems; modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; steel framing.

Standard fire endurance fire tests were conducted on two 8-ft high by 16-ft long assemblies, each consisting of double modular partition walls. In these tests, the applied loads represented the weight of modules supported by the walls, and other applicable design live loads. The partitions were of gypsum board on metal studs and simulated the juxtaposition of walls of two adjoining housing modules. As each of the parallel module walls was an independent load bearing member both were required to meet a specified fire endurance under the applied load in tests conducted in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E 119-71, Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials.

The load applied was 1078 pounds per linear foot (plf) per wall and the test results are valid only for walls of similar construction loaded at or below the stress level developed by this loading.

The fire exposed wall of the first test specimen (with 3 in "C" type studs) failed structurally at 42 min and the outer wall failed structurally at 1 hr 13 min. In the second test specimen, with tubular studs for increased strength, the fire exposed wall failed structurally at 1 hr 7 min and the outer wall failed at 1 hr 37 min by passage of hot gas.


Key words: Information systems; management information systems; municipal systems; technology transfer.

This is a report on the transferability of the USAC program technology. USAC is a Federal Urban Information Systems Inter-Agency Committee which oversees a program of research and development of municipal information systems. This report examines the transferability of the program results from three perspectives: the technical results achieved *vis-a-vis* its research objectives, the technology products for transfer, and the organizations that could participate in the transfer. Proposals to enhance the transferability of USAC technology are made.


Key words: Acoustics; noise isolation class; Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

The acoustical performance of a single family attached steel-frame modular housing system was tested on an Operation BREAKTHROUGH prototype site.

Test results are given concerning the noise isolation of interdwelling walls, the noise isolation of intradwelling walls and floor-ceiling assemblies.


Key words: Acoustics; noise criterion curves; noise isolation class; Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

The acoustical performance of a single family detached honeycomb panel housing system was tested on an Operation BREAKTHROUGH prototype site.

Test results are given concerning the noise isolation of intradwelling walls and the noise levels within living units.


Key words: Calorimeters; fiber glass; foam insulation; insulation transfer-standard; multilayer insulation; thermal insulation; transfer standards.

This program was initiated to develop insulation transfer-standards to be used for evaluating calorimeters at different locations throughout the country. Various types of insulation materials were evaluated for use as transfer-standards. Samples were prepared for preliminary evaluation from selected candidate insulation materials. A 30.5 cm diameter double guarded flat plate calorimeter at MSFC was provided for testing. The calorimeter was checked and the boiloff-gas instrumentation updated. Thermal conductivity screening tests were conducted using liquid nitrogen on open and closed cell foam and fiber glass samples. The mean thermal conductivity values of the samples tested during the screening tests are presented. Compliance with the proposed ASTM Standard Method of Test for Heat Flux Through Evacuated Insulations was stressed.
Key words: Discrete Fourier transform; fast Fourier transform; frequency spectra; discrete; network transfer function; time domain waveform; transfer function.

This report is concerned with the software applications of the fast Fourier transform algorithm to the relationship between time domain waveforms and frequency domain spectra. The first chapter is devoted to a description of the discrete Fourier transform and the fast Fourier transform. Chapter 2 contains the text and a brief description of all FORTRAN II programs utilized in connection with this work. All computation was performed on the in-house time share computing system in the NBS facilities, Boulder, Colo. In Chapter 3, problems encountered using the fast Fourier transform algorithm are discussed, an example of a time domain to frequency domain calculation is presented, and future developmental considerations are mentioned. In addition, Appendix A contains a detailed example aimed at disclosing the inner mechanisms of the fast Fourier transform algorithm.

Key words: Cryogenic insulation; insulation; LOX dewars; microspheres; polyurethane foam.

The Navy has experienced failure of vacuum insulation in dewars used for storage and handling of liquefied breathing oxygen for aircraft pilots. Because of the vacuum insulation failures, a search was made for a more rugged insulation that has thermal performance similar to the currently used vacuum with multilayer or powder. No system was found that compared in thermal performance and did not require a vacuum. Two systems were experimentally evaluated that did not require vacuum. One was polyurethane foam with an intermediate fiber glass shell and the other was glass bubbles in argon gas at one atmosphere pressure. The polyurethane foam system was successful in that no cracks penetrated to the outside surface; however, the average thermal conductivity was 160 µW/cm-K which is about 15 times greater than vacuum and powder. The glass bubbles in argon gas was also successful since the argon gas pressure always remained high enough to prevent air and moisture from entering the insulation through small leaks in the outer shell. The thermal performance was poorer than the polyurethane foam. The average thermal conductivity was 212 µW/cm-K or about 20 times greater than for the same glass bubbles in a vacuum.

Key words: Carrier lifetime; gold-doped silicon; resistivity; semiconductor characterization; silicon.

This report describes the current status of a continuing study of the electrical properties of gold-doped silicon. Room temperature resistivity and Hall effect measurements were made on many sets of gold-diffused boron- or phosphorus-doped silicon wafers for a wide range of initial resistivities of both types. The general suitability of the proposed model was verified although an apparent discrepancy still remains between total and electrically active gold as confirmed by resistivity data as a function of gold density for phosphorus-doped silicon. Electrical measurements were made to study the activation energies of the gold donor and acceptor. In addition, the activation energy of the gold-coupled shallow acceptor in the proposed model was observed. The values found were in good agreement with other reported observations of these levels. In the application of the surface photovoltage method to the measurement of minority carrier lifetime, it was found that the optical absorption coefficients needed in the analysis of the data were dependent on the heat treatment given to the specimen. The uncertainty in diffusion length was determined to be about 2 µm which placed an effective lower limit on lifetime measurements of about 15 ns in p-type and about 50 ns in n-type silicon. An analysis of the use of the surface photovoltage method for lifetime measurements in thin epitaxial layers is included as an appendix. The reverse recovery (RR) technique for measuring lifetime was examined and it was observed that the dependence of diode storage time on the ratio of forward to reverse current varied with the base width of the diode studied. While theory and experiment for open circuit voltage decay (OCVD) were in agreement for long base width diodes, correlation for short base diodes was less satisfactory; this study is continuing. Both the RR and OCVD techniques give the same value of lifetime for long base diodes, but agreement for short base diodes is not as good. Additional entries are included as a supplement to an earlier bibliography on the properties of gold-doped silicon.

Key words: Detector; phase sensitive; RF null detector.

This report describes an ultrasensitive receiver for detecting low-level rf signals in the nanovolt region. The primary purpose of the instrument is to detect the balance condition in rf bridges; however, it is useful in any comparison measurement in which two or more signals can be adjusted in phase and magnitude such that their summation results in a null.

The receiver frequency is determined by individual plug-in units. Units have been built for selected frequencies from 100 kHz through 30 MHz. Detection is accomplished by double conversion. The first converts the signal of interest to a common intermediate frequency; the second performs a dual synchronous (homodyne) conversion. The dual detectors are sensitive to signals in quadrature with each other. A reference voltage synchronous with the null signal is required. Thus, the dual detection provides an indication of both the phase and the magnitude of the null unbalance.

The output of each detector is displayed on a zero-center meter, thus indicating the direction of unbalance as well as the magnitude. This information is also available at a rear panel jack for use in servo control of the external system.

Gain adjustment over a 90 dB range is provided by a single front panel control. Phase adjustment to compensate for differential phase delay between the reference and null signals is accomplished with a front panel 360° continuous phase control.

13421. Unassigned.

Key words: Atomic spectra; electronic spectra; free radicals; high-temperature species; matrix isolation; molecular ions; reactive molecules; rotation in matrices; vibrational spectra.

Studies of the infrared and ultraviolet spectra of atoms and molecules isolated in inert solid matrices at cryogenic temperatures are reviewed, with emphasis on the basic principles of the technique and on publications during the period 1969-1971.


Key words: Adiabatic demagnetization; cryogenics; cryothermometry; magnetic cooling; magnetism.

Magnetic cooling is discussed in terms of basic thermodynamic principles, then supplemented by a review of paramagnetism theory, and descriptions of experimental techniques (including thermometry) involved in applying the magnetocaloric effect to real systems.


Key words: Coupled channel calculations; holmium; nuclear collectivity; nuclear Raman effect; optical model; total neutron cross section.

A study is made of the effect of the nuclear collectivity on the variation of the total neutron cross section with respect to the incident energy ranging from 4 to 20 MeV. It is found that the higher the collectivity, the smoother is the excitation function, for both deformed and vibrational nuclei. This feature is understood qualitatively in terms of the nuclear Raman effect and is explained quantitatively by coupled-channel calculations. These calculations further reveal that deformed nuclei have larger total cross sections and smoother variations than do the vibrational nuclei. For vibrational nuclei, it is also found that the quadrupole deformation has a slightly larger effect on the smoothness than does the octupole deformation, if they have the same deformation parameter.


Key words: Calcium; electron excitation.

We have measured the optical-excitation function and polarization of the 4227-Å line, using crossed electron and calcium beams, for electron energies from threshold to 1400 eV. In the high-energy region, from 100-450 times the threshold energy, we have used the Bethe theory to normalize our experimental results. An excellent signal-to-noise ratio combined with ∼ 0.3-eV full width at half-maximum electron-energy resolution has enabled observation of structure in the excitation function and polarization curves below 5 eV. We observed a threshold polarization limit of (98 ± 3%), consistent with the expected + 100%. The data are also consistent with a logarithmic approach to a high-energy polarization of −100%.


Key words: Dipole moment; hyperfine structure; microwave spectrum; quadrupole coupling; Stark effect; symmetric top; trifluoramine.

The microwave spectrum of trifluoramine oxide, NF₃O, has been measured and is consistent with a symmetric top structure for the molecule. The dipole moment has been measured from the Stark effect of the K = 1, J = 1 → 2 transition and its value is 0.0390 ± 0.0004 Debye where the uncertainty indicated is twice the standard error obtained from a least squares fit of the data. The quadrupole coupling constant of the nitrogen nucleus was calculated from the hyperfine splitting of the K = 1, J = 1 → 2 transition. Its value is eqQ = −1.52 ± 0.15 MHz where the uncertainty is based on an estimated uncertainty of 0.05 MHz in the measured hyperfine splitting.


Key words: Chemical analysis; dipole moment; microwave; molecular structure; radio astronomy.

A brief state-of-the-art description of microwave spectroscopy is presented. The discussion includes a description of those molecular properties which may be derived from a microwave spectrum, the physical model describing the origin of a microwave spectrum and a discussion of some of the potential uses of microwave spectroscopy as a tool for chemical analysis.


Key words: Damage by sonic booms; noise pollution; sonic boom.

This report is a review and summary of recently published studies on the effects of sonic booms, mainly physical and financial effects on property. It has been prepared in partial response to Title IV—Noise Pollution, of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 (Public Law 91-604). It will be published and distributed, concurrently with its presentation to the President and Congress, by the Environmental Protection Agency. A bibliography of recent papers and studies on the damage done by sonic booms is included.


Key words: Air pollution; composite dust; electron microscopy; electron microscopy; submicrometer; urban particulates.

Particles from four samples of urban particulate matter collected in the U.S.A. were analysed by combined electron microscopy and microanalysis (EMMA). In the case of material collected at Baltimore, Md., lead was found to be present only in particles ranging from 0.05 μm to about 0.3 μm in size. The lead bearing particles did not seem to associate with other particles. Analysis of a fly ash specimen showed no qualitative or significant quantiative variation in chemistry as a function of size for the most prevalent type of particle found. Since it may be crucial to have information about particles smaller than 0.5 μm in air pollution studies, EMMA should be included with spectrometric analysis, x-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and electron probe microanalysis as a primary tool for particulate analysis.

Key words: Dielectronic recombination; doubly ionized nitrogen; emission lines; O-stars; stellar atmospheres; stellar spectra.

An analysis of the N III emission lines in O stars has been carried out on the basis of a detailed solution of the coupled statistical-equilibrium and transfer equations for a multilevel, multielectron model. Our calculations, using static, plane-parallel models reproduce successfully the observed emission at λλ4634, 4640, 4641 (3p² 3P⁰ - 3dD) and absorption at λλ4097, 4103 (3s 3P - 3p 3P⁰). The 3P⁰ - 3D multiplet is found to come into emission at the observed temperature for both main-sequence and low-gravity objects. The equivalent widths of emission lines agree very well with those measured for the class of Of stars thought to have compact atmospheres, i.e., those classified as O(f) by Walborn. In these stars the basic physical mechanism responsible for this phenomenon is the overpopulation of 3d by means of dielectronic recombinations from the low-lying 2s2p⁷(3P⁰)3d autoionizing states with cascades 3d → 3p. The 3p state is drained by the "two-electron jumps" coupling 3p to the 2s2p⁷(3P²)3p states, thus presenting emission in the 2s - 3p lines. The possible importance of the Swings mechanism to the fully developed Of stars (in Walborn's sense) is pointed out, and the irrelevance of the Bowen mechanism to all Of stars is firmly demonstrated. The fact that the N III emission lines can be produced in static nonextended atmospheres in radiative equilibrium has the far-reaching significance that the presence of emission lines in a spectrum is not in itself sufficient evidence for the existence of a stellar chromosphere (i.e., an extended, nonradiatively heated region).


Key words: Contingency table; estimation of cell frequencies; hypothesis testing; information theory; interaction; residual analysis.

The principle of minimum discrimination information estimation is described and used for the analysis of multidimensional contingency tables. All classical hypothesis for contingency tables can be generated by the use of this principle and considered as "generalized" independence hypotheses when certain marginals are considered as fixed. The analysis is given in terms of effects and interactions. The practice of residual examination is stressed.


Key words: Anglo-American cataloging rules; cataloging rules; main entries.

"Anglo-American Code Implementation" relates the impact of the code on librarians and the effects it has had on the library world.


Key words: Automatic vehicle location; dissemination of time and frequency; portable clocks; radio propagation; satellite time dissemination; television time and frequency dissemination; time-frequency; time signal noise; system designs; transfer standards.

A brief, historical development of astronomical time scales and their use in navigation, including the present use of an atomic time scale. Frequency standards are compared in terms of accuracy, stability, and practical parameters such as cost.

Time and frequency dissemination methods are treated, including radio propagation effects, factors involved in precise time broadcasts, and use of radio navigation systems for time broadcasts. Various artificial satellite time broadcast techniques are compared. TV time techniques are discussed, as well as portable clock use and other specialized methods. The various time dissemination techniques are compared according to various parameters of interest to the user.

Some basic similarities of systems employing time and frequency are pointed out. Growing complexities of systems requiring time and frequency as an integral part are noted. This generates pressure toward diversification of the designer but emphasizes the need for further integration of time and frequency technology.


Key words: CO₂ exchange forces; hydrogen halides; line widths; straight path; vibrational energy transfer.

A wide variety of theories exist for calculating fundamental molecular collision processes such as line broadening or energy transfer rates. All of these theories involve evaluation of a "phase" integral or Fourier transform of the intermolecular potential. In this paper we consider two major sources of error that can occur in the evaluation of phase integrals. "Universal" phase integrals in a straight path model are compared with calculations based on trajectories determined by solution of classical orbit equations. Serious discrepancies are pointed out and practical computational alternative is suggested. A simple empirical model for exchange forces is introduced in calculations of line-widths and V-V transfer for hydrogen halides in a CO₂ atmosphere. These calculations show that exchange forces can have a large effect but that the simple procedure of adding "a short range" contribution to a cross section calculated from attractive multipolar forces gives a totally incorrect picture.
trum problem, we suggest that designers of communication and navigation systems consider opportunities for including time and frequency dissemination in their systems.


Key words: Omega; precision time; time broadcasts; time code; VLF timing.

Time-of-day information could be added to the signals of the Omega worldwide VLF navigation system by means of a digital code. This could be valuable in resetting precision clocks and in monitoring them for malfunction. Also, Omega's worldwide coverage could then provide timing for automatic recording of data, such as geophysical information, in remote locations.


Key words: Atmospheric gases; cross sections; electron-ion recombination; electrons; review of data.

Recent laboratory measurements have yielded much detail concerning cross sections for the elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons by stable atmospheric species. Measurements of the energy and angular distributions of inelastically scattered electrons have yielded cross sections for excitation of the principal levels of N₂, O₂ and He and for the distribution of secondary electron energies resulting from collisional ionization of these species. Electron beam measurements of cross sections for the production of radiation from N₂O and N₂+ provide data of direct applicability to calculations of auroral intensities, etc. Similar data are also obtained from measurements of electron induced fluorescence. Swarm experiments provide cross section data for vibrational and rotational excitation of O₂ and N₂ at electron energies below about 1 eV. Afterglow and shock tube measurements have yielded the electron energy and temperature dependence of the electron-ion recombination for a few positive ions. Theoretical calculations of the cross sections for excitation of atomic oxygen and nitrogen are particularly important since laboratory measurements are not generally available.


Key words: Aromatic polyamide membranes; desalinization; diffusion; membranes; NMR; permeation in polymers; polymeric films; reverse osmosis; salt-polymer interactions.

The solubility and the diffusivity for water and NaCl in a fully aromatic polyamide (PA) film have been determined. From these the intrinsic permeability characteristics of this polyamide have been calculated and its suitability for desalinization by reverse osmosis is compared with that of the commonly used cellulose acetate (CA). It has been found that, although the solubility of NaCl in the PA film is higher than that in a CA film, PA membranes will reject salt better than CA membranes having identical structure and morphology. This is because the diffusivity of NaCl through the PA film is substantially lower, and the permeability of water through it (as well as the solubility and the diffusivity of water in it) are higher than the comparable values for CA films.


Key words: Dye lasers; laser frequency stabilization; saturated absorption.

A cw dye laser system frequency stabilized to a high-finesse optical reference cavity is described. Laser frequency is servo controlled to the cavity resonance with residual fluctuations less than 50 kHz for short times (20 μsec) and 100 Hz for long times (10 sec). Drift in absolute laser frequency of about 1.5 MHz/min is observed due to drift of the unstabilized reference cavity. A saturated absorption spectrum of 1e obtained with this system is shown.

13440. Stephenson, J. C., Vibrational excitation and relaxation of the CO(v=1) and CO(v=2) states, Appl. Phys. Lett. 22, No. 11, 576-578 (June 1, 1973).

Key words: Carbon monoxide; infrared lasers; laser pumping of molecules; vibrational energy transfer.

Pulses from a CO₂ laser have been frequency doubled in a tellurium crystal and used to optically pump the first vibrational level in room-temperature CO. By monitoring infrared fluorescence from the v = 1 and v = 2 states, the rate constant for the process CO(v = 1) + CO(v = 1) → CO(v = 0) + CO(v = 2) has been determined. Other rate constants involving the CO(v = 1) level are also reported.


Key words: Atmosphere; carbon monoxide; chemical kinetics; data evaluation; hydroxyl; nitric acid; nitric oxide; nitrogen dioxide; oxygen atom; ozone; photochemistry; stratosphere.

The chemistry of the stratosphere is determined by 50 to 100 reactions. Accurate data for these reactions are needed as input in models of the chemical dynamics of the stratosphere.

A program to provide reliable rate and photochemical data is described. The present status of some of the reactions involving O, O₃, NO₂, HO and HNO₃ is discussed. Recommended values are given for rate constants for a number of chemical reactions. Reactions requiring further study are indicated.


Key words: Crystal growth; crystallization; growth techniques; morphological stability.

The field of crystal growth is briefly reviewed and a number of new developments noted.


Key words: Absorbed dose; CaF₂:Mn; γ-Co gamma radiation; extended media; interface; theory.

Absorbed-dose distributions were measured in CaF₂:Mn TLD of thicknesses between 0.5 and 3.5 mm, irradiated with an essentially plane-parallel beam of γ-Co gamma rays in media of aluminum (homogeneous case), polystyrene, copper, and lead. Change of average absorbed dose with dosimeter thickness was deduced from the dose distribution. Since dosimeter sizes were of the order of secondary-electron ranges, total energy absorp-
tion was found to be critically affected by interface effects, which caused a loss of linearity of energy absorbed with dosimeter thickness for polystyrene and lead. A relatively strong asymmetry in the absorbed-dose distributions was found near front and rear interfaces, absorbed dose being ~10 percent higher in front for polystyrene, and ~15 and ~30 percent lower for copper and lead, respectively. Comparisons of relative experimental values of average absorbed dose for different dosimeter thicknesses with values computed according to Burlin's scheme (which does not consider front-rear asymmetries) were not conclusive for polystyrene and lead, since the assumptions regarding the electron spectrum at the dosimeter site proved to be critical for polystyrene, and the assumptions regarding the photon spectrum critical for lead. For copper, there was agreement to within the limits of experimental reproducibility.


Key words: Compilation; electrical properties; mechanical properties; plastics; polymers; thermal properties.

An extensive compilation has been completed on the mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties of six commercially available polymers. These data are discussed and summarized here as a function of temperature, radiation, and frequency. A brief description and characterization of each polymer is included.


Key words: Contingency tables; estimation of cell frequencies from marginals; generalized independence; hypothesis testing; information theory; interaction; higher-order interaction; computer programs.

This is an expository paper on the analysis of contingency tables given at the Fourteenth Conference on the Design of Experiments. The principle of minimum discrimination information estimation is described and used to generate estimates for tests of hypotheses concerning second-order and higher-order interactions. All classical hypotheses for contingency tables can be generated by the use of this principle when certain marginals are considered as fixed.

Examples are given and two available computation programs are described in detail.


Key words: Debye temperature; elastic constants of solids; elasticity.

Elastic Debye temperatures \( \theta \) were calculated by averaging elastic stiffness coefficients. For cubic symmetry, eight averaging methods were evaluated with respect to a computationally exact \( \theta \). Reuss's \( \theta \), corresponding to uniform stress, gave better agreement than Voigt's \( \theta \), corresponding to uniform strain. Hill's geometrical \( \theta \) gave the best agreement.


Key words: Fission cross sections; fission neutrons; integral measurements.

Average fission cross-section ratios, \( \sigma_f(\text{Pu})/\sigma_f(\text{U}) \), have been measured for \( ^{239}\text{U} \) and \( ^{235}\text{Pu} \) fission neutrons. A cavity fission source, a fission ionization chamber, and a redundant determination of fission foil weight ratios were employed for the measurements. The result for \( ^{239}\text{U} \) fission neutrons is \( 3.71 \pm 0.17 \), a value that confirms earlier integral microscopic results and is 12 to 20% discrepant with predictions based on differential microscopic data. The observed ratio of average cross-section ratios, \( \chi^2/\text{dof} \), is 0.970 \pm 0.012. This value represents a departure from unity that is less than one-half of that predicted by differential microscopic data. The measurements described remain in progress.


Key words: Fabry-Perot; spectrometer.

A low resolution scanning multiple Fabry-Perot spectrometer has been built for the observation of very weak extended light sources. The instrument consists of three sets of 7.6 cm diam Fabry-Perot plates operated in central order; their spacings are in a 3-4-5 ratio and are servo controlled using reference light provided by a single master grating monochromator. The instrument is scanned by varying the wavelength setting on the grating instrument. The resolution of the instrument is variable through the range 0.5-15 A, and its luminosity is equal to that of a 3 cm interference filter with a 65% peak transmittance. The free spectral range is about 125 times the peak half-width. Wavelengths in that range are transmitted at a level of \( 10^{-4} \) or less of the central transmission peak.


Key words: Baryons; duality; exchange currents; magnetic moments; mesons; nuclear structure.

The problems one encounters when incorporating baryon resonances and mesons into the nuclear wave function are discussed. Since no workable strong interaction theory exists they must be attacked in a quasi-theoretical step-by-step manner. The present status in the understanding is discussed and the possible future development suggested.


Key words: Contrast transfer function; distortion; flare; image intensifiers; law enforcement; light equivalent background; light induced background; night vision devices; optical gain.

The National Bureau of Standards is developing a standard for night vision devices for use by law enforcement agencies. This work is sponsored by the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory of NBS, which is financed by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Department of Justice.

The paper discusses image quality criteria in general, and gives reasons for selecting contrast transfer function (CTF) and distortion as the primary criteria for image quality of night vision devices. The test equipment and procedures used at NBS for testing night vision devices will be described. Specific tests to be included are optical gain, light equivalent background, and flare in addition to contrast transfer function and distortion.

Key words: Computer, computer hardware; computer software; cross-assembler; cross-compiler; hardware; language; minicomputer; software.

Cost centers in minicomputer use are many, and some of them are not obvious to the user. Most newcomers to the field concentrate on specifying machines for lowest system hardware cost, and sometimes just for lower CPU cost. When the books are balanced at the end of the project, it is always clear that these factors played a small role in the total expense. Recurring maintenance, software development, software maintenance, system changes after installation, and even costs of expendable supplies can all "nickel and dime" you to distraction or even to bankruptcy.

As usual, a careful systems approach, coupled with a realistic understanding of what it really costs to develop and operate a minicomputer system, can save a small project from the poorhouse.


Key words: Automated customer identification; automated merchandise identification; automatic reading technology; automation technology for retail industry; computers; National Retail Merchants Association; retail industry; retail merchandising; voluntary standards.

This report is made up of the papers presented at the March 15, 1972 conference on Automation Technology for the Retail Industry which was cosponsored by the National Bureau of Standards and the National Retail Merchants Association. The purpose of the conference was to describe the retail industry’s automation technology objectives and voluntary standards plans to the manufacturers and suppliers of computer and automatic reading devices. The papers present a frame of reference and summary of the NRMA’s efforts to apply computer and automated reading technologies to retail merchandising; the retail industry’s automation problems; the functional requirements for automated merchandise identification; the NRMA objectives for voluntary industry standards relative to automated merchandise and credit customer identification; and recommended administrative procedures for industry liaison with the NRMA.


Key words: Computer terminals; intelligent terminals.

This article is a description of a forthcoming panel session on Intelligent Terminals which the author will chair at the 1973 National Computer Conference. The theme of the session is explained and the paper authors and panelists are identified.


Key words: Developing countries; International Bureau (BIML); International Committee (CIML); International Conference; International Organization of Legal Metrology; International Recommendations; legal metrology; OIML.

The International Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML) was formed in 1955 to promote intergovernmental cooperation in the field of weights and measures. In addition to its responsibilities as the center of documentation and information exchange in legal metrology, the OIML recommends uniform international requirements for measuring instruments and drafts model laws and regulations for consideration by the member states.

In October 1972 the United States became the 38th member nation of OIML, with NBS being assigned general responsibility for the development of U.S. positions for technical matters arising in the organization.

The benefits to the U.S. of participation in OIML are: (1) To improve opportunities for exporting measuring instruments, (2) To obtain better information regarding measurement techniques in the field, (3) To influence internationally adopted measurement techniques so U.S. procedures will not be at a disadvantage, (4) To ensure that the U.S. can influence the adoption by developing countries of model laws and uniform procedures, (5) To facilitate the development of an international standards program for the U.S. in legal metrology.


Key words: Acoustics; field impact insulation class; noise criterion curve; noise isolation class; Operation BREAKTHROUGH.

The acooustical performance of a single family attached wood-frame modular housing system was tested on an Operation BREAKTHROUGH prototype site.

Test results are given concerning the noise isolation of the dwellings and floor-coverings, as well as the noise levels within living units.


Key words: CAMAC; computer interfacing; control systems; instrumentation; instrumentation standards; nuclear instrumentation; standards.

CAMAC is a digital data handling system in widespread use with on-line digital processors and computers. The system is based on a digital highway for data and control. Mechanical and signal standards are specified to ensure physical and operational compatibility between units from different sources. Except for pages i-vi, 46A and 46B, this report is identical to EURATOM Report EUR 4100e dated 1972. AEC Report TID-25877 constitutes a supplement to and is to be used in conjunction with this report. This revised specification introduces several new features but is consistent with the previous version (EUR 4100e, 1969).

The CAMAC system was specified by European laboratories through the ESONE Committee and has been endorsed by the U.S. AEC NIM Committee.
Key words: CAMAC; computer interfacing; control systems; instrumentation; instrumentation standards; nuclear instrumentation; standards.

This report contains supplementary information to be used in conjunction with AEC Report TID-25875 (EUR 4100e, 1972), which describes the CAMAC modular instrumentation system for data handling, and AEC Report TID-25876 (EUR 4600e, 1972) which defines a CAMAC branch highway and crate controller. Included are recommendations concerning the implementation and interpretation of the specifications and descriptions of preferred practices and current applications. This report does not modify the specifications referred to above.

Key words: Alpha-particle; emission; fission; neutron; reactor; $^{239}$Pu.

An investigation has been made of the possible dependence of the binary-to-ternary fission ratio as well as of the energy distribution of the long-range $\alpha$-particles emitted in the low-energy fission of $^{239}$Pu on the energy of the incident neutron. To test a number of relative measurements have been made using three neutron filters covering, respectively, the subthermal-, thermal- and resonance-neutron regions. Furthermore, a measurement of the binary-to-ternary fission ratio has been performed for a reactor beam. The results obtained show no variation in the binary-to-ternary fission ratio or in the energy of the long-range $\alpha$-particles for the energy intervals considered to within the precision of these measurements. The measurement with the reactor beam yielded a value of the binary-to-ternary fission ratio of $412 \pm 11$.

Key words: Gas breakdown; laser; plasma.

Continuous plasmas sustained by a focused high-power CO$_2$ laser are described. The power required for maintaining a cw plasma following preionization has been determined for Xe, Kr, and Ar, and attempted for Ne and He. Measurements indicate the noble gases with the lowest ionization potentials have the lowest sustaining thresholds. Radiative properties of some of the plasmas were studied with calorimetric techniques. Under certain conditions, more than half of the incident laser radiation can either be scattered or absorbed by the plasma. A major loss mechanism for the plasma is shown to be radiation in the visible and ultraviolet. Spectra of low-pressure Xe plasmas indicate the presence of ultraviolet transitions with a high contrast over the continuum.

Key words: Carbon dioxide; critical phenomena; steam; thermal conductivity; transport properties.

The thermal conductivity of carbon dioxide and steam has been measured as a function of temperature and density using a concentric cylinder method. Earlier measurements of the thermal conductivity of CO$_2$, obtained with a parallel plate method, covered a range of temperatures from 25 to 75 °C and revealed the existence of an anomalous thermal conductivity in the critical region. In this paper the experimental temperature range for the thermal conductivity of CO$_2$ is extended to 700 °C. The high temperature data enable us to determine a "background" thermal conductivity needed for a quantitative analysis of the anomalous thermal conductivity in the critical region. In addition, we provide experimental evidence that the thermal conductivity of steam exhibits an anomalous increase in the critical region similar to the behavior observed for the thermal conductivity of CO$_2$.

Key words: Benzoic acid; calorimetric reference materials.

Reference materials for reaction calorimetry are briefly reviewed. The value of 26434 J g$^{-1}$ for the energy of combustion of the primary standard, benzoic acid, has been confirmed by three recent careful determinations, and this value has a very sound basis. Any future investigations leading to a possible change in this value will require extremely careful documentation of precision and accuracy of measurement. Possible sources of systematic error are discussed.

Key words: Heat pipe; indium iodide; laser application; sodium; spectroscopic application.

A new type of heat-pipe oven has been developed that uses centrifugal force as a return mechanism for the condensed vapors in contrast to capillary return forces for the conventional heat-pipe oven. Since this new oven is no longer limited to materials that wet wicks, it can be used to contain any material that does not react with the walls of the containing vessel. We describe the operation of this oven with sodium and InI even when the InI is solid. Spectroscopic and laser applications of the "rotating" heat-pipe oven are discussed.

Key words: Algorithm testing; bit comparison testing; computer algorithm; mathematical function subroutines.

In view of the increasingly important role of the computer in scientific calculations, the development of computer algorithms for elementary and special functions has been given a great deal of attention. The development of algorithms cannot be divorced from their evaluation, for a computer algorithm is judged solely on the basis of its performance characteristics. These include storage requirements, speed and accuracy. The present paper will deal only with the accuracy aspect of algorithm testing. The other two aspects must be evaluated in the context in which the algorithm is used. In this paper by an algorithm we mean a computer algorithm, i.e., an implementation of a mathematical algorithm in a specific environment. The environment is taken to include factors that may affect the algorithm, e.g., the operating system under which the program is run and hardware algorithms for arithmetic operations. Whereas in some instances mathematical algorithms have been successfully used to locate hardware malfunctions that were not traceable by normal trouble shooting
tests, any malfunctions of the software or hardware will not be considered here to be part of the environment.

13464. Rosenstock, H. M., Larkins, J. T., Walker, J. A.,
Interpretation of photoionization thresholds: Quasiequilibrium

Key words: Appearance potential; benzene; photoioniza-
tion; quasiequilibrium theory.

Quasiequilibrium theory has been applied to the parent ion
fragmentation of benzene. Assuming uniform excitation energy
transfer in the fragmentation threshold region and applicability
of the step-function photoionization threshold law, it is possible
to calculate fragment photoionization threshold curves in good
agreement with experiment. It is concluded that the unimolecu-
lar decomposition occurs via two independent pairs of competing
reactions. One pair of reactions leads to the formation of C,H, and
C,H, and involves the benzene ion ground state. The other
pair of reactions, leading to C,H, and C,H, involves the first
excited state of C,H, lying 2.25 eV above the ground state, or
an open chain isomer having a similar heat of formation. At
threshold the C,H, ion has a phenyl ion structure, the C,H, ion
a cyclopropenyl ion structure and the C,H, ion may have a
cyclobutene ion structure. A heat of formation of ~100 kcal/mol
is derived for the benzene molecule, in good agreement with
semi-empirical estimates. Kinetic shift effects on the fragmenta-
tion thresholds are found to be important. Some difficulties are
encountered in the comparison of relative abundances of parent
ion metastable transitions to the relative abundances of the
daughter ions near threshold. The calculated energy dependence
of the unimolecular rate of formation of C,H, ion is in good
agreement with experiment. However, the weak energy depen-
dence of the rate of formation of C,H, found experimentally
cannot be explained. Suggestions for further work are outlined.

13465. Zimmerman, J. E., Siegwarth, J. D., Portable helium
dewars for use with superconducting magnetometers,

Key words: Dewar; gas shielded; helium; liquid; mag-
etrometer; multilayer insulated.

Simple helium dewars have been constructed using gas-cooled
radiation shields and multilayer aluminized plastic insulation.
They will retain one litre of liquid for up to 40 hours. The shields
may be made mostly non-conducting so the dewar can be used
with ultrasensitive superconducting magnetometers. For most
other applications thin sheet metal such as copper or aluminium
is suitable for the shields.

13466. Roszman, L. J., Hooper, C. F., Jr., Distribution of the
time-dependent microfield in a plasma, *Phys. Rev. A* 7, No. 6,
2121-2130 (June 1973).

Key words: Distribution; Holtsmark; ion dynamics;
microfield; plasma; time-average.

The theory of the distribution of the time average of the time-
dependent microfield in a quantum plasma taken over a finite
time interval is introduced and developed. The short- and long-
time limits are derived. The Wigner phase-space representation
is employed to derive the correct distribution for a classical
plasma and to establish a formalism which can be used for low-
order quantum corrections. Numerical results are presented for
a classical gas of charged noninteracting particles. It is found that
for time-averaging intervals, which are larger than the time it
takes a particle traveling with the average thermal velocity to
cross the ion-sphere radius, the distribution deviates from the
corresponding Holtsmark distribution for the quasistatic model.

13467. Edelsack, E. A., Kropschot, R. H., Olien, N. A., Olsen,
J. L., A Directory of European Low Temperature Research,

Key words: Cryogenics; European low temperature
research.

The publication of a Directory of Low Temperature Research
in seventeen European countries is described. The Directory
contains the names of some three hundred researchers, their
addresses, telephone numbers, and brief descriptions of their
research interests. Information for obtaining free copies of the
Directory is included.

13468. Linsky, J. L., A recalibration of the quiet sun millimeter
spectrum based on the moon as an absolute radiometric

Key words: Millimeter absolute radiometry; millimeter
solar continuum; solar chromosphere.

The solar millimeter continuum between 1 and 20 mm is re-
calibrated using observations of the average lunar brightness
temperature at the center of lunar disk and new Moon brightness
temperatures. The solar data are placed on a common scale ac-
cording to the average lunar brightness temperature distribution
proposed by Linsky. A least-squares parabolic regression curve
is proposed for the solar millimeter continuum. A small depar-
ture from this regression curve near 8 mm may indicate the ex-
istence of an absorption feature.

13469. Cezairliyan, A., A high-speed (millisecond) system for stu-
dies of phase transitions and thermophysical properties of elec-
des Transformations Cristallines a Haute Temperature,* Odeillo,
France, Sept. 27-30, 1971, No. 205, 25-32 (Centre National

Key words: High-speed methods; high temperature; phase
transitions; refractory metals; thermophysical properties.

A high-speed system is described for conducting studies on
phase transitions, and for measuring selected thermophysical
properties of electrical conductors at temperatures above 2000
K. The system can measure specific heat electrical resistivity,
hemispherical total emittance, and melting point in subsecond
duration experiments. Temperature measurements are made
with a millisecond resolution photoelectric pyrometer. Experim-
ental quantities are recorded with a high-speed digital data
acquisition system. The entire system has a time resolution of
approximately 0.4 millisecond. An experiment simulating the
conditions of phase transitions is described. Results of measure-
ments on solid-liquid phase transitions in niobium, molybdenum,
and tungsten are presented. High-speed measurements of
selected thermophysical properties of niobium, molybdenum,
tantalum, and tungsten are summarized. Sources and magnitudes
of errors are discussed.

13470. Straty, G. C., Younglove, B. A., Velocity of sound in satu-
rated and compressed fluid oxygen, *J. Chem. Thermodyn.* 5,
No. 3, 305-312 (May 1973).

Key words: Compressed liquid; compressibility; saturated
liquid; sound velocity oxygen; specific heat ratio.

In a continuing effort to generate accurate thermodynamic and
transport properties of cryogenic fluids, we have measured the
velocity of sound in saturated liquid oxygen from 58 to 150 K
and in compressed fluid oxygen along isotherms from 70 to 300
K at pressures to 34 MPa. The results have been used along with
previously measured p, T results to obtain the isentropic com-
pressibility and the heat capacity ratio, and to examine the quali-
of the \( p, p, T \) data by comparison of the measured velocities with velocities calculated from these data.


Key words: Audition and ranging; physiological and psychological acoustics; psychophysics; space perception.

A modification is proposed in Hirsch's equation for determining the range of a sound source of unknown strength [H. R. Hirsch, *J. Acoust. Soc. Am.* 43, 373-374 (1968)]. The modified formula applies to the case where the direction of the source is known. Greene's comments on Hirsch's letter are investigated for their ability to predict the limitations on the resolution obtainable in human auditory ranging [D. C. Greene, *J. Acoust. Soc. Am.* 44, 634 (1968)]. In a brief experiment, two subjects were unable to make distance judgments for sustained pure-tone sources over ranges of 3 to 48 ft.


Key words: Concentrated loads; deflection; floor hardboard; housing; impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; plywood; subfloors; underlayment; wood; wood joists.

This report presents the results of an experimental study of wood-joist subflooring systems subjected to impact load. Six different types of subflooring systems were tested following the test method described in the ASTM Standard Methods (ASTM Designation E-72). The magnitude of impact load was varied by dropping a 60-lb bag from different heights.

A concentrated static load of 400 lb was applied to the subfloor after it was exposed to impact load. It is suggested that the deflection under this concentrated load be used as a measure of the impact resistance of the subfloor.


Key words: Adhesive bond; aging; composites; compression; flexure; glass fiber; housing system; innovations; laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; racking; reinforced plastics; reinforced polyester; sustained loading; tensile shear.

This report describes a series of structural evaluation tests performed on housing components made with a glass fiber reinforced polyester (FRP) laminate. The components tested were: (1) the FRP laminate used for the facings and the corrugated core of the basic panel; (2) the adhesive bond between the facing and core; (3) typical wall panels; and (4) typical roof panels. Test data include: (1) the effect of temperature and moisture on the tensile and compressive strength of the FRP laminate; (2) the effect of temperature, accelerated aging and sustained loads on the tensile shear strength of the facing-to-core polyester adhesive bond; (3) the short-term strength of the wall panels under compressive and in-plane shear loading; (4) the long-term strength of the wall panels under sustained compressive loading; and (5) the short-term and long-term performance of the roof panels under flexural loading.


Key words: Calorimetry; energy equivalents; energy measurement; heat transfer; internal energy measurement; isoperibol calorimeters; measurement theory.

A calorimeter can be modeled as a large number of volume elements or cells in each of which the temperature may be considered uniform, and each of which can store heat and exchange heat with other cells. Application of the first law of thermodynamics to this set of cells leads to representations of the usual caloric equations for internal energy change expressed in terms of measurable or estimable heat capacities, heat transfer coefficients, temperatures, and work terms for the individual cells. Analysis of the results yields a framework within which most of the design and measurement problems of isoperibol calorimeters can be treated.


Key words: Abnormal loading; building; codes; design criteria; multistory; progressive collapse; risk; stability; standards; strength; United States.

The document is an interim report of ongoing studies at the National Bureau of Standards. It defines the several aspects of abnormal loading on buildings and the problem of progressive collapse. It documents the extent to which present U.S. Codes and Standards address the problem.

Abnormal loadings are identified, classified and discussed with regard to their characteristics and frequencies of occurrence. The report reviews the state of international knowledge of the characteristics of abnormal loadings and the response of buildings and building elements to these loadings. The latter includes discussion of several incidents in which multistory buildings have collapsed progressively.

Using currently available statistics an estimate is made of the combined frequency of abnormal loadings on residential buildings in the U.S. For buildings susceptible to progressive collapse, the corresponding risk of fatalities is compared with the levels of risk that society will generally accept. The risk is further compared with the risk of mortality associated with fire in residential buildings, an area of considerable public concern and expenditure.

It is concluded that U.S. standards-writing bodies should adopt appropriate rational criteria as soon as possible to reduce the risk of progressive collapse. There are several areas in which criteria might be introduced to reduce the risk of progressive collapse. These are discussed; particular attention is given to the philosophies behind the structural criteria implemented in the USA and other countries.


Key words: AID; assistance; economics; LDC's (less developed countries); measurement services; standardization; survey; Turkey.

The survey of standardization and measurement services for developing industries in Turkey has been carried out by NBS with funding by AID, with participation by representatives of Ecuador and Korea, and under the guidance of the Turkish Standards Institute. The Survey Team spent two weeks in Turkey
where it inspected representative laboratories and plants, and had discussions with leaders of Government, the USAID Mission, principal universities and industry. The Report describes the preparation for the Survey, a summary of the economy of the country soon to be a full member of the European Common Market, notes on Turkish science and technology and the independent Turkish Standards Institute recognized by law as the national standards body. Issues addressed are 1) Standards Development, 2) Test Methodology, 3) Product Certification, 4) Product Testing, 5) Calibration, 6) Weights and Measures Control, 7) Export Control, 8) Quality Control, 9) Consumer Protection, 10) Industrial Extension, 11) Building Codes, 12) International Contacts, and 13) Publications. The principal conclusion is that the Turkish economy would benefit from a strengthening of standardization and measurement services. Appropriate recommendations are offered.


Key words: Crystalline solid; iron; molecular dynamics; second sound; shockwave; thermal relaxation; three dimensions.

The propagation of a strong shock wave in a perfect, three-dimensional crystalline lattice is studied by means of molecular-dynamical calculations. The results show that behind the shock front there is a region of thermal relaxation which increases with time. The thermally relaxed region, therefore, propagates with a velocity lower than that of the shock front. It is believed that the wave-like propagation of this thermally equilibrated region is a natural extension of second sound from the conventional low-temperature, low-pressure régime to the high-temperature, high-pressure régime. The implication of this phenomenon on PVT calculations from shock-wave data is discussed briefly.


Key words: Nonstoichiometry; phase equilibria; SrMnO$_{3-x}$-Mn$_2$O$_3$ system; SrMnO$_{3-x}$.

Phase relations were determined in the SrMnO$_{3-x}$-Mn$_2$O$_3$ system at elevated temperatures in air using quenching, gravimetric, and x-ray diffraction techniques. The system contains one intermediate compound, SrMnO$_{3-x}$ (0 < x < 0.10 between 900-1200 °C), which decomposes to SrMnO$_{3-x}$ plus MnO$_2$ near 1215 °C. The existence of an oxygen deficient SrMnO$_{3-x}$ having the hexagonal 4-layer structure was confirmed. Crystals of perovskite-like SrMnO$_{3-x}$ (x > 0.25) were grown from its primary field located in the system.


Key words: Autoionization; cross section; Fano parameters; helium; photoionization; resonance profile.

The cross section profile of the 33p $^1$P, two-electron excitation has been measured in He $^1$. The cross section was assumed to have the form

$$\sigma(E) = C(E) + \frac{(E - E_0)^2a + (\Gamma)^2}{(E - E_0)^2 + (\Gamma)^2}$$

where the adjustable parameters $a$, $b$, $1/2\Gamma$ and $E_0$ were determined by a least squares fitting process. The parameter values obtained in the experiment were: $a = 0.86 \pm 0.16$ cm$^{-1}$, $b = 0.27 \pm 0.13$ cm$^{-1}$, $1/2\Gamma = 65.7 \pm 7.0$ meV, $E_0 = 69.919 \pm 0.007$ eV. The Fano parameters $q$ and $\sigma_0$ were determined from $a$ and $b$ and had the values 1.36 $\pm$ 0.20 and 0.32 $\pm$ 0.08 cm$^{-1}$ respectively.


Key words: Analog; Josephson junction; mixing; parametric.

Analog-computer studies are made on a variety of mixing and parametric effects in Josephson junctions. The predictions of the constant-voltage model are compared with the more general behavior of a junction in a resistive circuit. A simple approximate method is developed for calculating frequency conversion efficiency and the matching condition for a junction operating in the oscillator mixer mode. A similar calculation is made for the second mode of operation, in which an external local oscillator is used. In either of these modes, frequency conversion gain is possible even in a purely resistive circuit. The conditions for parametric amplification without frequency conversion are also studied and it is found that gain occurs only when the self-oscillation frequency is near the signal frequency.


Key words: Biplanar vacuum photodiodes; lasers; laser energy measurements; laser power measurements; vacuum photodiodes.

The effect of the variation in the area sensitivity upon the calibration of instruments incorporating biplanar vacuum photodiodes for the measurement of laser power and energy is discussed. A technique for the measurement of the area sensitivity is described, and the experimental results for several tubes are given. At the present time it would appear to be difficult to use biplanar vacuum photodiodes in devices to measure laser energy or power.


Key words: Radiation safety; radiography; voluntary standards; x-rays.

This paper discusses American National Standards relating to safety in industrial applications of ionizing radiation. It includes methods by which voluntary standards are produced, and outlines approval procedures required for designation as an American National Standard. The structure and relevant activities of Standards Committee N43, of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) are described. Maximum permissible dose equivalent values recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements are presented as the basis for requirements in ANSI standards. Existing and future standards of interest to radiation safety in industrial applications are outlined.


Key words: Aluminum; Auger-transitions; copper; electronic density of states; nickel; photoelectron energy distribution; secondary-electron energy distribution; x-ray photoemission.

Measurements are reported of selected structure in the secondary electron energy distributions of evaporated aluminum, nickel and copper. The specimens were bombarded with 3 keV electrons and the secondary structure was measured with a resolution of 0.1 eV. For each metal, attention was given primarily to data that could give information on the valence-band density of states.

Attempts were made to observe the AlK\textsubscript{L2,M3} Auger-electron energy distribution expected at about 1470 eV. Structure was, however, observed with a high-energy edge of 1485.9 ± 0.5 eV and a breadth of 8.9 eV. This structure was interpreted as being due to photoemission of valence electrons by internally generated K\alpha x-rays and was similar to uv photoelectron distributions and to the calculated density of states. Inelastic scattering of the photoelectrons obliterates the expected AlK\textsubscript{L2,M3} structure.

Auger electron peaks in the ranges 730-800 eV and 820 to 865 eV were measured in the energy spectra for nickel and copper, respectively. Structure was observed in the \( \text{M}_{2,3}\text{M}_{4,5} \) transition which could be associated in part with solid-state effects and in part with the final atomic states of each element. Density-of-states data could not be derived from the Auger spectra with more detailed knowledge of the final states expected after the Auger transition of interest.


Key words: Art of evaluation; chemical reactions; quality control measures; rate constants; rate evaluations.

A survey is given of recent activities in the area of evaluation of rates of chemical reactions. The problem of quality control is discussed. A recent evaluation of rates of reactions of oxygen is used to illustrate the uses of evaluated data and conclusions that can be drawn from them. A plan for expanding evaluation efforts is offered.


Key words: Superconductivity; thermometry, transition temperature.

As part of a program to investigate the possibility of utilizing superconductive transitions as reference points on a cryogenic temperature scale, we are examining the transitions of samples with different purities and with various metallurgical histories. In our initial efforts, we examined the transition widths of Pb, Sn, In, Al, Ga, Zn and Cd wires using short mutual inductance coils to avoid end effects. As we reported at the XII Int. Conf. on Low Temperature Physics, all but the Sn and Cd samples showed transition widths of \( 10^{-3} \) K or less, and repeated examination of the widths over an extended period of temperature cycling showed no drift or broadening of the five narrow transitions larger than \( 10^{-4} \) K.

We are now preparing samples of Pb, In, Al, Zn and Cd with various impurities and with various forming and annealing procedures in order to determine the practical boundary conditions for obtaining a given transition temperature and transition width. We are attempting to extend this study to low temperature (Ir, T, ≈ 0.1 K) and high-temperature (Nb, X, V, Ti, T, ≈ 15 - 20 K) materials, although initial experiments show transition widths of 0.1 - 0.3 K for the latter.


Key words: Alkalai oxides; crystal chemistry; crystal growth; phase equilibria; system Li2TaO5-Ta2O5; system NaTaO5-Ta2O5; system KTaO3-Ta2O5.

In view of the recently discovered properties of the sodium ion in \( \beta \)-alumina, it is of some scientific and practical importance to review the chemistry of alkalai ions in oxide systems in general. From a practical point of view, however, the number of systems of interest will necessarily be severely limited. For commercial utilization of ionic conductivity it is necessary to limit systems to those which will contain little or no electronic conductivity and therefore do not contain an element which is easily reduced during the synthesis. For fast ion transport it is probably advantageous to have an alkalai ion in a "non-stoichiometric" crystallographic position. Attention will be concentrated on methods of study of alkalai oxide-tantalum oxide systems as applied to the search for new crystallographic phases which may be of interest.

New results are presented of phase equilibria studies in the systems Li2O, Na2O and K2O with Ta2O5 and Li2O with Nb2O5. In addition preliminary results will be discussed of the ternary systems involving the binaries with MoO3. These ternary systems have been utilized for flux-growth of single crystals of many of the new phases in the binary systems. Each of the Ta2O5 systems has at least one interesting non-stoichiometric phase which deserves further study for conductivity properties. A phase in the Li2O-Ta2O5 system has the structure of the low-temperature form of Ta2O5, the Na2O-Ta2O5 system contains a phase with a "tetragonal-bronze"-like structure and the K2O-Ta2O5 system has both "tetragonal-" and "hexagonal-bronze"- like phases. In the sub-system Ta2O5-KTaO3 eleven distinct phases have been found where only two were previously known.


Key words: Chlorides; concrete; corrosion; epoxy coatings; organic coating; steel reinforcing bars.

The study reported here was conducted to determine the feasibility of using organic coatings, especially epoxies, to protect steel reinforcing bars embedded in concrete from corrosion accelerated by chloride ions.

Coatings were evaluated on the basis of their chemical and physical durabilities as well as their protective qualities. In this study, attention was also directed to the application methods and surface preparation of the steel reinforcing bars. Four different materials appear to be suitable for such coatings.

13488. Barns, J. D., Neutron inelastic scattering study of the "rotator" phase transition in n-alkanes, (Proc. 5th Symp. on

Key words: n-Alkanes; n-nonadecane; neutron inelastic scattering; phase transition; rotational diffusion; rotator phase.

Many n-alkanes exhibit a solid-solid phase transition a few degrees below their melting points. Such characteristics of the phase transition as transition temperatures, volume change on transition, and heats of transition are very sensitive to chain length in these materials. To characterize the role which molecular motions play in this phase transition, inelastic neutron scattering experiments were carried out on the Fermi chopper time-of-flight spectrometer at the National Bureau of Standards Reactor. Experiments were performed on n-nonadecane at temperatures of 77, 291, 297, 301 and 307 K and on n-eicosane at 301 K. Momentum transfers ranged between 4.2 Å⁻¹ and 3.3 Å⁻¹ for 2.467 Å neutrons. The full width at half maximum of elastically scattered neutrons was found to be 1.58 ps⁻¹ from measurements of scattering from vanadium (Δλ/λ = 4.6%). 297 K and 301 K are above the temperature of the "rotator" phase transition for n-nonadecane. The spectra taken under these conditions consist of a broadened elastic peak superimposed on a continuous spectrum arising from the vibrational modes of the system. The broadening of the elastic peak is found to depend on momentum transfer and is analysed in terms of models involving rotational diffusion of the molecule about the long axis of the chain. The data at 307 K, where the material is molten, reveal a further increase in the quasi-elastic component of the scattering.


Key words: Corrosion; electrochemistry; electropolishing; ellipsometry; electrodeposition.

A review of the application of ellipsometry to electrochemistry is given which considers the electrochemical phenomena of passivation and corrosion, electrodeposition, electrodosorption, and electropolishing. The ellipsometry of bare surfaces and gaseous adsorption as related to electrochemistry is discussed. Both the advantages and limitations of the techniques are considered. Over a hundred references are cited.


Key words: Alloys; analyses; cast irons; differential cathode ray polarography; high purity materials; metals; steels; trace elements.

Some of the recent applications of cathode ray polarography at NBS to the determination of a number of trace elements in different metal matrices will be discussed. Some of the elements could be determined directly with no separations. The elements determined included aluminum, antimony, copper, cadmium, iron, lead, bismuth, and tellurium in matrices such as steels, high temperature alloys, white cast irons, brasses, bronzes, and high purity metals. The results will be compared with those obtained by other techniques.


Key words: Atmospheric chemistry; chemical kinetics; data evaluation; nitrogen oxides; ozone; photochemistry; stratosphere; water.

Three important types of input data for studies of the chemistry of the stratosphere are rate constants, absorption coefficients, and quantum yields for elementary processes. About 135 of these data items are needed for studies that will define the chemistry of the stratosphere. These data are being obtained both by experiment and by review and evaluation of existing measurements.

The data-evaluation program has two parts: evaluation by a group at NBS, and a cooperative study by a large number of gas kineticists. The evaluated data now available are summarized in a table. The possible interactions among 42 species that may be present in the stratosphere are displayed on a reaction grid. Where possible the importance of a reaction and the status of its data are indicated.

Pollutants introduced into the stratosphere will interact with the existing complex O₃/O₂/NOₓ/NOₓ photolytic system. Laboratory studies of the O₃/O₂ and O₂/H₂O photolytic systems and rate measurements in an O₂/NOₓ system illustrate the types and magnitudes of effects to be expected.


Key words: Company; information; standardization; standards.

The Standards Information Services Section of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS-SIS) maintains the largest reference collection of engineering and related standards, specifications, test methods, codes and recommended practices in the United States. From its original holdings of several thousand standards, NBS-SIS now maintains an extensive reference collection of over 122,000 standards issued by U.S. industry associations, federal and state governmental organizations, and foreign national and international standardizing bodies. NBS-SIS serves primarily as a referral activity by identifying sources of standards, and directing inquirers to the respective standards-issuing organizations to obtain copies of standards. By means of a computer-produced Key-Word-In-Context (KWIC) Index, more than 4,000 inquiries are answered a year. Although the majority of these requests have to date come from agencies of the U.S. Federal Government, the staff is particularly interested in receiving an increase in the number of inquiries from the corporate sector. NBS-SIS also compiles computer-produced indexes designed to assist companies and other industry groups, governmental organizations and anyone interested in information on standards. Requests for information may be made by personal visit, telephone or letter.


Key words: Freeze-drying; lyophilization; mercury; mercury loss; methylmercury; nuclear activation analysis; phenyl-mercuric acetate.

The retention on freeze-drying of three compounds of mercury tagged with mercury-203 and fed to experimental animals, has been measured. The compounds employed in the investigation were methylmercuric chloride, phenylmercuric acetate and mercuric nitrate. The retention of mercury was determined radiometrically on individual tissues and on blood and feces. The effect of prefreezing the samples, prior to the lyophilization cycle, was also studied.
The hyperfine interactions which broaden the Mössbauer effect (ME) spectrum in austenitic stainless steel have been investigated with the aid of $^{57}$Fe time-differential perturbed angular correlations (TDPAC). The TDPAC measurements reveal a distribution of electric field gradients at the $^{57}$Fe nuclei with a mean value corresponding to a Mössbauer splitting of 0.14 mm/s. This splitting is not sufficient to explain the total line width and isomer shifts are invoked to account for the remaining width.

The magnetic hyperfine fields at $^{119}$mSn, $H_{\text{eff}}$(Sn), in the Heusler-type alloys Pd$_{0.5}$MnSb and Pd$_x$MnSb$_{0.5}$Sb$_{0.5}$, are found to be strongly dependent on $x$, varying from about 600 kG for $x = 1$ to about 300 kG for $x = 0$. As $x$ is decreased from unity, the single unique value observed in Pd$_x$MnSb is replaced by a distribution in $H_{\text{eff}}$(Sn), with an average value which decreases in a regular manner with the number of Pd vacancies. In Pd$_x$MnSb$_{0.5}$Sb$_{0.5}$, $H_{\text{eff}}$(Sn) is found to be similar in magnitude to $H_{\text{eff}}$(Sn) in Pd$_x$MnSb. Both these results indicate that local spin transfer mechanisms are important in determining the magnitude and sign of $H_{\text{eff}}$ at the Sn site in Heusler-type alloys.

Free-free absorption coefficients are calculated for the electron-neutral atom systems involving He, C, N, O, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. The calculations are based upon model atomic potentials which have been adjusted to fit experimental scattering cross sections or electron affinities. Some angular distributions are presented and thermal averages are evaluated in the ranges $\lambda = 0.5 - 20 \, \mu$m and $T = 500 - 20,000$ K.

Concentrations of fourteen elements in atmospheric particulate matter have been measured by irradiation of the samples with bremsstrahlung from electrons of 35 MeV from the NBS electron linac and observation of $\gamma$ rays from the reaction products with Ge(Li) detectors. The elements routinely observed by this nondestructive method are Na, Cl, Ca, Ti, Cr, Ni, Zn, As, Br, Zr, Sb, I, Ce, and Pb. Several other elements such as Fe, Se, Rb, and Y are marginally observable. Although, in general, instrumental photon activation analysis (IPAA) is less sensitive than instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA), with IPAA one can measure concentrations of several elements that are difficult or impossible to measure in urban particulates with INAA, especially Ti, Ni, As, I, and Pb. Measurements of Ni, As, and Pb are quite important because of their known toxicities.

This report is intended to serve as an introduction to noise, including the inter-relationship between physical measures and psychological responses. The basic principles of sound generation and propagation are discussed as well as the measurement of both the physical attributes of noise and the effects of noise on people. The suitability and effectiveness of various noise exposure schemes, used to estimate or predict the effects of noise on man, are discussed and critiqued. Included are sample calculations of sound level, loudness level, and perceived noise level for five selected spectra. The need is stressed for inclusion of well-defined environmental and operational requirements into measurement procedures for those devices where the noise produced is dependent on the surroundings and the operation of the device. Also presented are a glossary of pertinent acoustic terminology and a compilation of existing standards related to noise, including a brief description of the intent and scope of each.
associated with radiative transfer theory. The redistribution is then extended to include the effect of a weak magnetic field. By averaging over a finite bandwidth which is on the order of the Doppler width, simplified expressions of physical significance for the scattering in the Doppler core and the Lorentz wings are obtained. Expressions are also obtained for the corresponding source function of radiative transfer theory.


Key words: Infrared; matrix isolation; MoF₃; Raman spectroscopy.

The infrared spectrum of matrix isolated MoF₃, as well as the Raman spectra of the liquid and polycrystalline species, have been observed. The use of double boiler Knudsen cells has facilitated a vibrational assignment for monomeric MoF₃ based on a trigonal bipyramid (D₃₄) structure.


Key words: Field emission; surfaces; tunneling.

Recent observations of high- and low-energy tails in field-emission energy distributions can be interpreted in terms of quasi-stationary-state single-particle tunneling. This imposes a restriction on the observable range of energies in such studies. The tails result from the predicted breakdown of the transfer Hamiltonian theory of tunneling when fourth-order terms in the perturbation expansion of the tunneling matrix element become large. The tunneling lifetimes \( \sim 10^{-12} \) sec required to fit the experimental data are consistent with both the \( RC \) time constant discussed by Thorne.


Key words: Air density; helicopter lift; ideal gas law.

An analysis has been made of ideal and real gas equations as they apply to the calculation of air density in the region of interest for helicopter flight. The uncertainties in calculated air density due to uncertainties in measurements of temperature, pressure and humidity have been investigated and estimates have been made of measurement accuracies which would be required to enable calculation of air density with a desired relative uncertainty. A reference system has been assembled to provide measurements of temperature, pressure and dew-point temperature aboard a helicopter. This system is to be used in making calculations of reference air density for flight tests of a system for computing helicopter lift margin and several devices for measuring air density. The effects on hover lift margin, defined by a simple equation, of relative uncertainties in air density and power have been investigated. Nuclear statistics as they apply to "direct" measurements of air density by application of nuclear radiation are discussed.


Key words: Noise; noise sources; social impact.

Noise is an environmental pollutant which shares many characteristics with other pollutants—its levels are increasing, more and more people are being affected; its consequences are medical, psychological and social. Man has been successful in producing labor-saving devices used during work and play as well as to provide many forms of transportation. However, an associated-by-product is increasingly in evidence as the machines have become more powerful, namely Noise. Whereas only mid-city areas, heavy industries and communities near airports were formerly recognized as being "special" problems because of the noise levels associated with them, this is no longer true. Intrusive noise pervades the home, industry and most recreation areas now since, where man has moved, he has taken his machines with him. This pervasiveness of noise has led to actions by individuals, groups, and many levels of government to "do something about the problem." Among the methods attempted have been regional planning, zoning ordinances, government standards and regulations, and individual law suits. Thus far these approaches have not been successful. The number of people exposed to hazardous noise levels is increasing, the quality of our auditory environment is being degraded, and the social impact of noise may substantially contribute to other problems in our society.


Key words: Forbidden transitions; ground state splitting; infrared spectrum; perturbation allowed transitions; phosphine; rotational constants.

The 3\( \nu_3(A_1) \) and 4\( \nu_2 = \nu_3(A_1) \) infrared bands of PH₃ have been measured with high resolution. In the \( \nu_3 = 3 \) state an interaction between the \( K \) and \( K \pm 3 \) levels gives rise to perturbation allowed \( \Delta K = 3 \) transitions through a weak high order interaction. Since only one component of the \( K = 3 \) levels is of the proper symmetry to interact with the \( K = 0 \) levels there is a splitting of the \( K = 3 \) levels. Also detectable is the splitting of the \( K = 3 \) levels of the ground vibrational state. The measurements have been combined with microwave measurements to give accurate values for the ground state rotational constants \( B_0, C_0, D_0', D_0'', D_0^\pi, H_0', H_0'', H_0^{3/2} \), and \( H_0^{5/2} \). The absence of observable inversion effects sets an upper limit of about 0.02 cm⁻¹ for the inversion splitting of the 4\( \nu_2 \) level.


Key words: Computers; copyright; information storage and retrieval; infringement; input; intellectual property; proprietary rights.

The problem of control of the use of copyrighted works in computerized information storage and retrieval systems is discussed. It is concluded that such input may be considered copyright infringement under the current Copyright Revision Bill as interpreted through the teachings of recent court decisions, as well as being an infringement under the current copyright statute.


Key words: Correlation function; density expansion; kinetic equations; Langevin equation; rate equations; scattering theory.
We present a derivation of an exact, low-density equation of motion for the generating operator \( G_0(t) = \exp(iLt)/\hbar \). For the case of foreign gas pressure broadening, the equation for \( G_0(t) \) may be used to obtain an exact rate equation for the line amplitude operator. Under certain well-defined approximations, this rate equation reduces to the form of an equation proposed by Gordon. The origin of the linear density term is considered. We discuss the implications of the use of only completed collisions to describe the spectrum.


Key words: Atomic spectra; energy levels; rare earths.

The development of our understanding of some main features of these structures is reviewed, and the present degree of completeness of the analyses and theoretical interpretations of the spectra is indicated. Energy differences of the type \( 4f^{n-1}\)ln(6s\(^n\)) - 4f\(^n\)(6s\(^n\)) with each configuration represented by its lowest level) are of special importance, both for the analyses of a number of the spectra and for the interpretation of certain basic data for metals and compounds of these elements. The general behavior of such differences as a function of \( n \) is understood, and the resulting graphs are very similar to the d-shell energy-difference graphs studied by Catalán, Rohrlch, and Shenstone, and by Racah. The data confirm striking regularities among the f-shell graphs, first used by Racah, that yield predictions of unknown system differences and, for third and higher spectra, of ionization energies (\( M = 0, n = \infty \)).


Key words: Carpets; corridor fires; fire test; flammability; floor coverings.

The NBS corridor fire program was designed to study the effects of configuration, fuel loading and distribution, ventilation, and other design parameters on the spread of fire through corridors in multiple occupancy buildings. A fully instrumented 8 ft \( \times \) 8 ft \( \times \) 30 ft corridor is used to carry out full-scale experiments. Fires are started in a connecting 8 ft \( \times \) 8 ft \( \times \) 9 ft fire room and the rate and intensity of fire spread in the corridor is observed.

Floor coverings have received special attention during the initial phase of the program. With a sufficiently intense room fire source, fire can spread rapidly over the surface of a carpet in the corridor, even with noncombustible wall and ceiling surfaces. Radiative energy transfer to the carpet surface appears to be the controlling mechanism. When the carpet starts to burn, additional energy feedback causes an accelerated propagation down the corridor. The fire spread is characterized in terms of critical energy input necessary to cause propagation, rate of fire spread, and energy contribution of the carpet to the fire.

Results of typical experiments are described. Preliminary experiments relating to the development of a test method to assess the hazard potential of floor coverings in building, based on a critical energy concept, are described.


Key words: Exponential smoothing; forecasting; time-series; traffic fatalities.

This is a second report to the Mathematical Analysis Division of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) on the subject of forecasting annual highway fatalities. This report concerns a comparison of several time series analysis programs based on exponential smoothing and nondecompositional methods currently employed by NHTSA for projecting the annual traffic fatalities for the entire U.S. Several methods of data aggregation are studied.

It is found that there is some advantage in using lumped (pooled) data for each region aggregated either quarterly or half yearly, and using the Sum of Regional estimates to estimate the national value.

Also, there does not appear to be any great difference in the results obtained using the nondecompositional methods and those obtained by time-series analysis programs based on exponential smoothing methods.

Estimates for the 1972 and 1973 national traffic fatalities by a variety of methods were made. For 1973 the estimates ranged from a low of 54186 to a high of 55994, with a mean of 55055.


Key words: City; computer; directors; economic; games; government; metropolitan; players; sectors; simulation; social; urban.

City I is an operational simulation game in which participants make economic, government, and social decisions affecting a hypothetical metropolitan area. Through the use of a computer, the simulated urban system responds to the participant's decisions as any real city would. Each player in City I is assigned to a team which shares an economic and governmental role. This manual describes the player details for the economic and government sectors along with general information required for game play. It is one of three manuals necessary for game play. (Player's Manual, Director's Manual, Computer Operator's Manual). Each of these manuals are designed to be used for reference and by themselves will not describe enough details for a complete game play.


Key words: Magnetophonon effect; semiconductors; transport theory.

Exact expressions for the discontinuities in the magnetic field derivative of the longitudinal drift mobility at the magnetophonon resonance and pseudoresonance fields are given for nonpolar semiconductors with combined optic- and acoustic-phonon scattering of carriers. The reasons for the discontinuities are discussed in physical terms.


Key words: Image processing; photographic films; photographic information.

New concepts, terminology, and symbolic notation simplify the precise treatment of optical density, which is the fundamental quantity in information recovery. The resolving power of optical and photographic systems may be treated as discrete or statistical, visual or instrumental and may be a guide to information capacity. The photographic spread function is the key to un-
nderstanding image formation. The ambiguity of the modulation transfer function requires recourse to more rigorous analytic methods. Granularity, spatial effects of processing, temporal effects, and dimensional stability are important considerations in information recovery.


Key words: Aluminum; Auger electron transitions; electronic density of states; final state effects; silver; transition probabilities.

Measurements of the $L_2, 3pV (V=valence)$ Auger spectrum of aluminum and the $M_4, 4N$ Auger spectrum of silver cannot be simply related to the valence-band density of states. The data for Al indicate a strong energy variation of the transition probability. For silver, the position and shape of the Auger spectrum are associated with multiplet splitting of localized double-$d$-hole final states.


Key words: Controlled atmospheres; extinguishing; fire extinguishers; fires; halons; oxygen; spacecraft cabin atmospheres; water.

Current state-of-the-art of fire suppression and extinguishment technique in oxygen enriched atmosphere is reviewed. Four classes of extinguish action are considered: cooling, separation of reactants, dilution or removal of fuel, and use of chemically reactive agents. Current practice seems to show preference for very fast acting water spray applications to all interior surfaces of earth-based chambers. In space, reliance has been placed on fire prevention methods through the removal of ignition sources and use of nonflammable materials. Recommendations are made for further work related to fire suppression and extinguishment in oxygen enriched atmospheres, and an extensive bibliography is appended.


Key words: Action; communication; conspicuity; controlled environment; effectiveness; flashing lights; guidelines; information; laboratory testing; people; response; sirens; standards.

This interim progress report describes the activities carried out, from the initiation of the program through July 1971, concerning the preparation of performance standards for emergency vehicle warning devices (lights and sirens). A partial survey of present standards and specifications indicated that there now are very few meaningful performance standards for emergency warning lights and essentially none for sirens. Brief descriptions of those standards which were found are included. Manufacturer's literature on available warning devices rarely includes meaningful quantitative data on the physical performance characteristics of either lights or sirens. The program strategy described in this report includes (a) quantitative physical characterization of the spectral content, directionality, level, and time duration of the signals from a representative sampling of emergency vehicle warning equipment; (b) literature and laboratory study of the effectiveness of representative signals in alerting drivers to an emergency situation requiring appropriate reaction; and (c) development of draft standards. In conjunction with the physical characterization of lights and sirens, examples are given of the type of data which will be taken and detailed descriptions are given of the facilities which will be used for these measurements. A discussion is given of the various factors which influence the effectiveness of warning signals. It is proposed to study both the time elapsing between the occurrence of a signal and the completion of the required response (complex reaction time) and the distance at which an observer first notices and correctly interprets a signal (recognition distance). Performance standards can then be prepared which are clearly related to the appropriate human responses.


Key words: Fundamental constants; Josephson effect; precise electrical measurements; superconductivity.

The application of low temperature phenomena to electrical metrology is reviewed. The review includes a number of recent developments which involve measurement systems based on the quantum of magnetic flux as well as adaptations of classical concepts to low temperature devices. Quantities considered include radio frequency current, infrared frequency, and direct current and voltage. Concepts for secondary emf standards are also discussed.


Key words: Bismuth; mercury; sulfides; synthesis.

The compound HgBi$_2$S$_4$ was found to be the only phase present, other than the end members, in mixtures of HgS and Bi$_2$S$_3$. The compound is apparently a new structure type with monoclinic symmetry, space group C2. Cm or C2/m $a = 14.179$, $b = 4.0555$, $c = 13.986$ Å, $\beta = 118^\circ 13.8'$.


Key words: Hyperfine spectrum; laser stabilization; methane; spectroscopy.

With optical resolution above $10^6$, we study hyperfine structure in the methane vibration-rotation line at 3.39 μm. Doppler-generated crossing resonances were observed in addition to the resolved $\Delta F = 0$ and $-1$ lines. Splittings in both ground and excited states were determined. Differential saturation of such hyperfine structure will lead to an intensity-dependent shift in many molecularly stabilized lasers.


Key words: Aging blemishes; blemishes, microfilm; film storage; microfilm; microfilm image stability.

Though microfilm has been in commercial use in the United States for 40 years, recent observations of blemishes on film have occasioned a re-evaluation of factors affecting long-term stability. Six types of blemishes appear to be the result of oxida-
tion-reduction reactions initiated by gaseous reactants. These reactants are traceable to the cardboard containers in which reels of film have been stored. Statistical analysis of data gathered by 100 film inspectors supports this conclusion. Laboratory experiments ruled out biological causes. Experiments prove the existence of oxidizing and reducing agents, formaldehyde, and formic acid in the atmosphere within cardboard containers. Appropriate films, properly processed and stored in inert containers, at a relative humidity under 40 percent and temperature under 21 °C should be as durable as the best record paper.


Key words: Calcium carbonates; calcium phosphates; hydroxyapatite; limnetic phosphate; phase diagrams; phosphate pollution; solubility.

Solubilities of five calcium phosphates, $\text{Ca}_n\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_m\text{OH}$, $\beta$ - $\text{Ca}_3\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_2$, $\text{Ca}_8\text{(PO}_4\text{)}_6\cdot\text{SH}_2\text{O}$, $\text{CaHPO}_4$, and $\text{CaHPO}_4\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O}$ must be considered as factors that may limit the concentrations of calcium and orthophosphate ions in natural waters. In the three-dimensional plot pH vs $[\text{Ca(OH)}\text{_2}]$ and $[\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4\text{]}$ for all solutions in the ternary system, $\text{Ca(OH)}_2\cdot\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O}$, one obtains a surface that (i) has an important bearing on the positions of the isotherms for the calcium phosphates and the fact that the isotherms have negative slopes, and (ii) is a consequence of the fact that $\text{H}_3\text{PO}_4$ is a polybasic, weak acid.

The phase diagram for the ternary system can be expanded to approximate a four component system in which the effects of all other components are incorporated into a single variable which is a measure of their net basicity or acidity. This diagram should have considerable value in the interpretation of field data. Lines of constant pH on this diagram can be used to determine whether a solution is undersaturated or supersaturated with respect to the salt under consideration. Other lines on this diagram define compositions along which the chemical potentials of $\text{Ca(OH)}_2$, $\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4$, and the various calcium phosphate salts are all constant.

Potential diagrams (log of the activity of $\text{Ca(OH)}_2$ plotted vs that of $\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4$) are useful for determining (i) the degree of saturation of a given solution with respect to anyone or all of the calcium phosphates, and (ii) the Ca/P ratio of the saturating solid phase.

A variety of theoretical and experimental factors must be taken into account in the design of solubility measurements and in the interpretation of results. Their application to calcium phosphates and other sparingly soluble salts of polybasic acids is described.


Key words: Atomic ordering; crystal structures; intermetallic compounds; rhodium alloys; vanadium alloys.

The crystal structure of the phase $\text{V}_2\text{Rh}_3$ has been elucidated. The unit cell is orthorhombic with $a = 5.420$ Å, $b = 9.276$ Å, $c = 4.320$ Å and $Z = 2$; the space group is either $\text{Cm}2\text{m}$ or $\text{Cmcm}$. The structure is close-packed and contains both ordered and disordered atomic sites. It is intermediate between the structures of the $\text{Cu}_3\text{Au}$ and $\text{CuAu}$ types except that it possesses a two-layer stacking sequence.


Key words: Archival records; microfilm: redox blemishes.

A type of small spots and character-associated defects on some microfilm were investigated by a variety of techniques. The blemishes result from the displacement of image silver by an oxidation-reduction reaction caused by peroxides and other gaseous products of degradation of the paper cartons in which the films are stored. A method of producing blemishes for test purposes was developed. Recommendations cover the materials, processes, and storage conditions for microfilm preservation of records of permanent value.


Key words: DSC; DTA; high temperature x-ray; $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$; phase transformation; polymorphs.

The polymorphism of $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ was investigated by differential thermal analysis, differential scanning calorimetry and high temperature x-ray diffraction techniques. The data indicate that $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ is dimorphic with a 2nd order transformation from a monoclinic form to a hexagonal modification occurring at 420 ± 5 °C. Unit cell dimensions as a function of temperature and a representative x-ray powder pattern of hexagonal $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$ are given.


Key words: Air pollutant; detector; fluorescence; $\text{SO}_2$.

The principle of this detector is based on the measurement of the intensity of the ultraviolet fluorescence of $\text{SO}_2$ produced by absorption of the Zn 2138 Å or Cd 2288 Å line. The fluorescence intensity was found to be linear from 0.1 to 500 ppm of $\text{SO}_2$ in air with the Zn lamp and from 0.1 to 1600 ppm with the Cd lamp. The detection limit at present is about 20 ppb. There is no detectable interference from $\text{O}_3$, $\text{H}_2\text{S}$, $\text{NO}_2$, $\text{CO}_2$, $\text{CO}$, or $\text{H}_2$, although the presence of a large concentration of $\text{CS}_2$ (500 times as much as $\text{SO}_2$ NO (500 times) or $\text{C}_2\text{H}_4$ (4000 times) interferes with the measurement. The presence of 2 percent $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ reduces the signal by 25 percent, while up to 1 percent $\text{CH}_4$ has almost no effect.


Key words: Data reduction; electron probe; Monte-Carlo calculations; thin layers.

The simulation of electron trajectories by means of the Monte-Carlo calculations offers an attractive alternative to the conventional data reduction procedures in electron probe microanalysis. It is particularly flexible with regard to specimen geometry, and should be very useful for the analysis of thin films and similar materials. However, as in the conventional procedures, approximations and empirical adjustments are necessary for the development of a useful model. The experiences derived from such a model can in turn be used to improve the conventional algebraic correction schemes.


Key words: Boundary layer; correlations; higher-order moments; high-speed computing; hot-wire anemometry; probability distributions.
One-dimensional and joint probability density distributions for longitudinal components of turbulent velocities as well as higher-order correlations are measured in a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate using hot-wire anemometry and high-speed computing methods. The effect of the nonlinear response of the hot-wire is taken into account. Data pertaining to the general nature of the turbulent boundary layer are presented and comparison is made between the measured correlations and those corresponding to a Gaussian probability distribution of turbulent velocities as well as to non-Gaussian distributions of the Gram-Charlier type. Similar comparisons are made of the measured one-dimensional and joint probability distributions. Probability distributions in the boundary layer are also compared to those measured downstream of a grid. The closure of the tails of the probability distribution and its effect on the accuracy of the measurements of higher-order moments is considered.


Key words: Absorption; flash photolysis; free radicals; laser; spectra.

A new technique for the detection of free radicals inside the cavity of a dye laser is described. This intracavity absorption phenomenon has two important advantages: (1) It has the potential for quantitative detection suitable for kinetic studies of transient chemical species and (2) it has a high degree of sensitivity. In the present work, the technique is shown to be at least as sensitive as, and most probably several orders of magnitude more sensitive than, previous methods for the detection of transients. It is presently a powerful tool for obtaining high resolution spectra as well as obtaining precise information about the energy distribution of transient species produced photolytically or kinetically. Spectra for both NH₃ and HCO (produced flash photolytically) are presented.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; damage threshold; electrostrictive self-focusing; electrostriction; Kerr effect; laser damage; nonlinear index of refraction; self-focusing; thermal self-focusing.

The relative contributions of the Kerr, electrostrictive, and thermal effects to the self-focusing thresholds of borosilicate crown glass, fused silica, and dense flint glass have been estimated from an analysis of damage threshold data for linearly polarized and circularly polarized radiation. The measurements were made with a Nd:glass laser operating in the TEM₀₀ mode with a temporal pulse width of 25 ns. The Kerr effect appears to be the largest effect. The thermal effect is also significant. The electrostrictive effect is smallest. Reasonable values of absorption coefficient are calculated from the thermal contribution. The results are in qualitative agreement with the work of others. Self-focusing data obtained with linearly polarized and circularly polarized radiation are presented for yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) and five commercial Nd:glass lasers. The YAG data agree with the theory of self-focusing. Near the threshold the laser glass data appear to indicate intrinsic damage rather than self-focusing. Differences between the various laser glasses are small. Self-focusing data obtained in dense flint glass with a longer focal length lens are also presented. An electro-optic shutter actuated by a laser triggered spark gap is discussed.


Key words: ASTM E 84; building materials; carpets; fire tests; flame spread tests; interlaboratory evaluation; round robin; statistical analysis; test method standard.

Results of an interlaboratory evaluation of the ASTM E 84 tunnel test method involving eleven laboratories and nine materials, including four carpets, are reported. Data on flame spread, smoke, and fuel contribution are analyzed statistically. Selected physical characteristics of each tunnel are tabulated and compared relative to specifications in the test method. The between-laboratory coefficient of variation (reproducibility) in flame spread classification (FSC) was found to range from 7 to 29% for the four carpets and from 18 to 43% for the other materials tested. The between-laboratory coefficients of variation for smoke developed and fuel contribution ranged from 34 to 85% and from 22 to 117% respectively for all materials tested. The causes of higher variability in smoke and fuel contribution measurement between laboratories is not definitely known but may reasonably be attributed to variations in tunnel construction, maintenance, and operation, in the location of photometers, and in the mounting of thermocouples in different laboratories. Some variability of results may possibly be due to variation in test specimens. Variation in construction and measurement techniques among tunnels may be minimized by updating the test method standard.


Key words: Energy gap equation; semiconductors; superconductor; transition temperature.

The BCS theory of superconductivity will be applied to degenerate semiconductors. Methods of calculating superconducting properties of degenerate semi-conductors will be compared with methods used to calculate superconducting properties of metals. The normal state properties of degenerate semiconductors which are important in determining the superconducting properties will be discussed.


Key words: Dielectric function; superconductor; transition metal; transition temperature.

A discussion of which modifications of normal state properties such as phonon frequencies and electronic density of states as a function of energy are likely to enhance the superconducting transition temperature will be given. A discussion of the methods of modification of the material properties such as alloying, doping applying pressure and forming thin films will also be given.


Key words: Dosimetry; dyes; gamma rays; nitrobenzene; oxidation; pararosaniline cyanide; radiographic dyes; triphenylmethane dyes.

Organic solutions of triphenylmethane dye precursors, particularly pararosaniline cyanide (4, 4′, 4″-triamino-triphenylacetonitrile) and hexa (hydroxyethyl) pararosaniline cyanide (4, 4′, 4″-tris-(di-β-hydroxyethylamino)triphenylacetonitrile, have been used successfully in measuring gamma-ray absorbed doses in the range from 1 to 100 krad. With conventional slightly acidified and aerated ether alcohol solutions of the dye precursors, the optical density read at the absorption maximum in the visible portion of the spectrum increases linearly with dose up to about 100 krad. Saturation and bleaching of the solutions at doses between 100 and 200 krad limit the usefulness of these liquid systems. A recent study has been performed at the Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences and the Danish Atomic Energy Commission, Research Establishment Risø, for the purpose of making chemical adjustments in the solutions so that higher absorbed doses may be measured with a linear optical density-versus-dose response.


Key words: Image evaluation; image manipulation; image optics; photography.

The scientific use of photography in the study of the psychophysics of images requires a knowledge of the techniques employed in specifying the characteristics of optical and photographic systems and the available techniques for manipulating photographic images. The primary measure of the photographic effect is optical density, a quantity which depends on the method of measurement in a complex way. The photographic process is quantitatively characterized by sensitometry. Image structure is characterized by resolving power, spread function, modulation transfer function, pupil function, acutance, and granularity. Photographic images may be manipulated by various forms of dodging, masking, and special processing.


Key words: Current awareness services; information retrieval; information systems; Liquefied Natural Gas; methane; methane mixtures.

A description is given of the methods used by the Cryogenic Data Center in covering the current published and patent literature. The services provided to the Cryogenic industry are also discussed. The Liquefied Natural Gas Quarterly which has been published since 1970 is covered in detail. It is noted that nearly 2,000 articles, papers, reports, and patents dealing with LNG have been listed in the twelve issues of the quarterly published to date. A series of comprehensive bibliographies on LNG, methane, and methane mixtures is also described.


Key words: Dipole moment; microwave spectroscopy; molecular rotation; molecular structure; qualitative analysis; quantitative analysis.

A review of microwave spectroscopy is presented with special emphasis on its applications to problems of chemical interest. The fundamental concepts of molecular rotation are discussed using classical mechanics, and the relationship of molecular structure and forces with the molecular rotation is presented. The quantum mechanical model is then presented with sufficient detail to understand the nature of rotational spectroscopy. The Stark effect and its dependence on the molecular dipole moment is briefly described. Recent instrumental advances as well as the application of microwave spectroscopy to quantitative and qualitative analysis are mentioned.


Key words: Foams; low temperature; tensile properties.

The tensile properties of 17 different polyurethane foams and 2 polystyrene foams have been measured at 300, 195 and 76 K. The Young's modulus, yield strength and tensile strength increased with decreasing temperature, while the elongation decreased. Strength and Young's modulus were found to be approximately linearly dependent on temperature; however, at low temperatures the density dependence was greater. Specimens whose long axis was cut parallel to the cell rise direction were stronger than those whose long axis was cut normal to the cell rise direction. Comparisons between foam tensile and compressive properties are presented in the accompanying paper.


Key words: Coaxial probe; emptying rate; fill rate; liquid level; time domain reflectometer.

A time domain reflectometer is considered a closed-loop, one dimensional radar system. Applying the principle of time domain reflectometry to the detection of cryogenic liquid levels, measurements on the order of ±0.3% of total liquid level probe length are possible.

The time domain reflectometer liquid level measurement is independent of liquid density variations and is simple to calibrate and operate. Construction of the liquid level sensing probe is described.


Key words: Diffusion pump fluid; microromanometry; siloxane.

The mean value of density for six samples of a siloxane manometer fluid is 1.06311 g/cm³ with an estimated standard deviation of 11×10⁻⁸ g/cm³ for the lot-to-lot variation in density of this fluid. From this result it is concluded that for use of this material in manometry to the 0.01% level the density of the actual fluid used must be determined.


Key words: Critical magnetic field; heat capacity; Josephson junctions; noise thermometry; superconductive fixed points; superconductivity; thermometry.

Various properties of superconductors show monotonic temperature dependences, so that in principle they may be used as thermometric parameters. Other properties can be utilized in devices which find convenient application in thermometry. Of the many possible examples, we will examine several which have found some actual use either as thermometers or detectors in thermometry.


Key words: Compression; foams; temperature.

The compressive properties of 4 different polyurethane foams and 2 polystyrene foams have been measured at 300, 195 and 76 K. Similar to tensile properties, the Young's modulus, yield strength, and compressive strength increased with decreasing temperature, while the elongation to fracture decreased. An approximate linear dependence on density was found for Young's modulus in compression and the proportional limit. Longitudinal specimens were usually stronger than transverse specimens. Specimens pulled in tension were considerably stronger than specimens loaded under compression, but these differences diminished at lower temperatures.


Key words: HCN laser; infrared frequency synthesis; laser frequency measurements; laser stabilization; laser metrology; phase locked laser.

Infrared frequencies have recently been synthesized in suitable diodes up to 88 THz with accuracies of parts in 10^6. Stabilized lasers are necessary in order to make frequency measurements of higher accuracy. The hydrogen-cyanide laser is the lowest frequency basis laser used in these synthesis schemes, and its stabilization has been the subject of recent interest. The laser is stabilized by locking it to a phase-locked microwave reference chain. Two servo loops are utilized. The first loop is a relatively slow frequency-lock loop with the correction applied to a piezoelectric-translator driver. This loop not only accommodates thermal expansion of the laser, but also serves as an acquisition aiding loop for the second servo. The latter is a phase-locked system with the correction applied to the laser discharge current controller. Data regarding the system stability are presented.


Key words: Blackbody; holohram radiation; radiometry; thermal radiative transfer.

The integral equations describing radiative equilibrium in a blackbody cavity are presented. Solving these equations in terms of the power sources in the furnace surrounding the cavity is not practical. However, if provisions are made for measuring the temperature over some surface between the power sources and the cavity interior, the analysis is feasible. This restriction and some realistic assumptions lead to a single, linear, inhomogeneous integral equation that approximately describes the interaction of the cavity geometry, the thermal radiative properties of the cavity wall, and the temperature gradients within the cavity in reducing the quality of the blackbody. The formulation is general enough to accomodate realistic reflectance and temperature distributions for high quality blackbodies, and the accuracy of calculations based upon it will probably not be limited by approximations involved in its derivation, but by the present state of the art in the knowledge of the thermal radiative properties of materials.


Key words: High transition temperature; pressure effects; proximity effect; superconductive alloys; superconductive compounds; superconductivity.

Superconductivity research has had as one of its continuing aims the production of high-transition-temperature materials. This situation arises from the realization that superconductivity can be applied to transportation, communication, power transmission, and instrumentation on a wider and more efficient basis, the higher the transition temperature. Many of these applications will be discussed during this course by several of the lecturers.

In this lecture, I will discuss various ways in which experimenters have attempted to generate high transition temperatures.


Key words: Argon reactions; H(2+S) reaction with Ar; HAr_2^-; infrared spectrum; interstitial H atom spectrum; matrix isolation; proton affinity; vacuum ultraviolet photolysis.

Absorptions which have been observed at 905 and at 644 cm^{-1} upon 1216-Å photolysis of hydrogen- and deuterium-containing compounds, respectively, in an argon matrix correspond well with similar absorptions reported in studies of the trapped products of a glow discharge through Ar-H_2 and Ar-D_2 mixtures. Evidence is presented supporting the assignment of these two absorptions to HAr_2^- and to DAr_2^- rather than to interstitial H and D atoms trapped in octahedral sites in the argon lattice.


Key words: Piezoelectricity; poling; polynvinyl fluoride; polyvinylidene fluoride; pyroelectric coefficient; pyroelectricity.

Improved pyroelectric and piezoelectric activities have been produced in films of polynvinyl fluoride (PVF) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF_2). The phenomena are ascribed to orientation of dipoles normal to the plane of the film. Activity is developed or enhanced by applying intense electrical fields across the films at
elevated temperatures and cooling to room temperature with the field still applied (poling). The PVF$_2$ films are usually stretched before poling, and this is found to increase both pyroelectric and piezoelectric effects. Room temperature pyroelectric coefficients for these materials have been estimated from measurements of voltage responsivity, and pyroelectric coefficients comparable to that of triglycine sulfate (TGS) have been obtained. Observations of the correlation between the thermal radiation effects and the piezoelectric activity suggest that the former are pyroelectric. A method has been developed to study the poling process.


Key words: Electrically calibrated detectors; irradiance; total irradiance.

This letter presents a short report on the new NBS scale of total irradiance that was recently realized with an electrically calibrated detector. The results of intercomparisons of two such detectors as well as a comparison of the new scale with the old scale as maintained at NBS are presented.


Key words: Cr$^{3+}$ in TiO$_2$; identification of excited state; $^4$A$_{2g} ightarrow ^4$T$_{2g}$ transition; Zeeman effect.

The site symmetry of Cr$^{3+}$ in TiO$_2$ is $D_{4h}$ which splits the cubic (O$_h$) $^4$T$_{2g}$ state into $^4$B$_{1g}$, $^4$B$_{2g}$, and $^4$B$_{3g}$ Spin-orbit interaction further splits these states into six Kramers doublets all of symmetry $T_{2g}$. Previous optical work on TiO$_2$: Cr$^{3+}$ established the lowest-lying sharp lines at 12685 and 12732 cm$^{-1}$ as no-phonon lines of magnetic dipole character. It proposed these lines as due to transitions between the $^4$A$_{2g}$ ground state and two of the above six states. The present report extends this work by a Zeeman study, in emission, at 4 K of the line at 12685 cm$^{-1}$. The results are: The Zeeman splitting of this line identifies the excited state of this transition as the $M_s = \pm 3/2$ spin-orbit component of an orbital state consisting of 77% $^4$B$_{2g}$, 17% $^4$B$_{1g}$, and 6% $^4$B$_{3g}$ with an effective $g = 1.73$. Furthermore, the line at 12732 cm$^{-1}$ is identified as the $M_s = \pm 1/2$ spin-orbit component by its effect in second order in the magnetic field with the Zeeman pattern of the line at 12685 cm$^{-1}$. For the excited state the spin is quantized along the x direction of the magnetic axes while for the ground state it is quantized along the z direction. The reason for spin quantization along the z axis is discussed.


Key words: Performance characteristics; refrigeration accessories; valves; water-flow regulation.

Water-regulating valves are used on the condensers of water-cooled refrigerating units to maintain a satisfactory refrigerant condensing pressure and to conserve water. Both pressure-actuated and temperature-actuated valves are used for this purpose. A study was made of three sizes of pressure-actuated water-regulating valves from each of three sources to determine their range of condenser pressure control, the change in condensing pressure required to move the valves from fully-closed to fully-open position, the hysteresis in the control mechanism, and the water-flow characteristics near the fully-closed position. These and other performance characteristics related to water conservation and reliable operation of refrigerating units were investigated to provide guidance to the U.S. Army Natick Laboratories in writing performance specifications. The study revealed that the nominal pipe size of the valves was not a good indication of water-flow capacity, that the sensitivity of the various valves to change in condensing pressure differed widely, and that the difference between opening and closing pressure was in excess of 10 psi (0.7 kg/cm$^2$) in some valves. Moreover, the condensing pressure at 90 percent maximum water flow rate ranged from 118 to 172 psig (8.3 to 12.1 kg/cm$^2$) for the several valves when the opening pressure was set at 80 psig (5.6 kg/cm$^2$).


Key words: Detectors; far ultraviolet; ion chamber; photodiodes; radiometry; thermopile.

A program at NBS leading to the realization of practical, stable transfer detector standards for the far ultraviolet is reviewed. Three basic detector types, one covering the region of 584-1216 Å and the other two covering the region of 1164-2537 Å, are described. Examples of these detectors have been calibrated at NBS and distributed to laboratories throughout the United States and Europe, where they are being used as primary radiometric calibration references in a variety of far-uv experiments.


Key words: Fringe counting; laser interferometer; manometer.

A prototype standard mercury manometer using a fringe counting laser interferometer to measure the differential height of the mercury columns has been built and successfully operated. The 10.6 μm wavelength radiation from a CO$_2$ laser and specially treated manometer tubes have been used to reduce the effect of disturbances on the mercury surface so that reliable operation of the manometer is possible.


Key words: Hydrogen; phase transition.

Available but often discordant data on PVT, dielectric constant, specific heat, velocity of sound, and melting pressures are interpreted to indicate the possibility of a transition in solid hydrogen. This structural change, suggested by others previously, has not yet been investigated as thoroughly as the corresponding transition in solid helium.


Key words: Creep of crack; fracture; lattice theory.

A quasianalytic solution for the atomic displacements of a discrete two-dimensional lattice containing a crack is obtained. We assume that the force laws are linear up to a critical displacement when the bond snaps, which is the basic assumption of the lattice static approximation. When compared to the classic Griffith continuum description, new results are: (i) a predicted and observable lattice trapping of the crack, (ii) difficulties with the interpretations of the crystal surface energy in a cleavage experiment, and (iii) a predicted characteristic crack creep phenomenon under external constant stress. The present theory shows how two separate "surface energies" are inferred from the stress to open and to close a crack, and on our model these ener-
gies differ from one another by a large factor of 5.7. The thermodynamic "surface energy" is not related to either of these quantities. Experimental verification of the lattice trapping of cracks is thought to be most readily and directly obtained by observations of the creep of a crack under high vacuum conditions.


Key words: Composite materials; electrical properties; mechanical properties; metals; plastics; review; thermal properties.

A number of physical and mechanical properties of materials used in low temperature applications are described with references to both theory and compiled data. These properties, which fall into three main groups, thermal, electrical, and mechanical, are given for pure metals, alloys, and a few nonmetals. In essence, this paper is a review of concepts and available data for low temperature engineering applications of nonsuperconductors.


Key words: International Pyrheliometric Scale; irradiance; pyrheliometer; World Meteorological Organization.

The Third International Comparisons of Pyrheliometers organized by the World Meteorological Organization and the Davos Observatory were held in September 1970 at Davos and Locarno. For this purpose the intensity of solar radiation was measured simultaneously by the standard radiometers (Ångström compensation and silver-disc pyrheliometers) from all over the world. For meteorological use the intensity values refer to the International Pyrheliometric Scale 1956 represented by the reference instruments of the Davos Observatory and of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute in Stockholm. At the same time measurements were performed by two instruments rendering an absolute value of high accuracy. These sophisticated instruments have been constructed by Kendall and Geist respectively.

A fully-automatic data acquisition system together with a computer was used to compare simultaneously the 22 Ångström Pyrheliometers and to monitor the auxiliary measurements necessary for defining the state of the atmospheric conditions specified by a turbidity coefficient of 0.03 < m.b < 0.3. The intensity values covered a range of 55-100 mW/cm². The results show a significant difference between the two radiometric scales. The intensity value deduced from the absolute measurement is about 2 percent higher than the value based on the International Pyrheliometric Scale.


Key words: Absolute pitch sense; audition; auditory memory; hearing; musical acoustics; pitch recognition.

Several aspects of this author's subjective experiences concerned with perception of pitch are at variance with the experiences reported by Paul T. Brady, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 48, 883-887 (1970). In particular, my recognition is not tied to a specific scale (though, of course, nomenclature must be); the precision of recognition shows little fluctuation, if any; and changes in tuning do not influence the recognition of pitch, although such changes may influence the performance of remembered music and the ease of transposition. Tonal memory overrides motor memory for the performance of music learned on instruments tuned to initially different keys.


Key words: Josephson effect; quantum interference; rf attenuation; rf measurements; superconductivity.

We have used a broadband Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID), operating at a frequency of 9 GHz, as a sensor of current at lower radio frequencies. The period nature of the response of the SQUID enabled us to measure variations in rf attenuation directly. The results of such a measurement were in agreement with the NBS Calibration Service to within ±0.004 dB over a dynamic range of 40 dB. We also discuss other applications of this SQUID to rf measurements.


Key words: Calorimetry; depth dose; dose distributions; dye films; electron beams; interface; Monte Carlo transport; stopping power; thin films.

The purpose of this work was to measure electron energy deposition profiles in a variety of absorbing materials and to evaluate the Chalkley-McLaughlin radiographic dye-cyanide film dosimeter. Information of this type is useful for effective utilization of electron beams in industry and medicine where adjustments in sample thickness, electron beam energy, angle of electron beam incidence, and backing materials may provide more advantageous beam utilization. Experimental depth-dose distributions were determined for broad beams of 2.00 MeV electrons incident on polystyrene, aluminium, copper, tin, gold, and several two-layer slab absorbers. Data were obtained for both semi-infinite and finite homogeneous absorbers at incident beam angles ranging from 0° (normal incidence) to 75°. Radiographic dye-cyanide films were used as solid-state cavity dosimeters, with an experimental reproducibility of ±6% (2σ). The stopping power ratio necessary to convert from film dose to absorber dose was evaluated several ways. Depth-dependent stopping power ratios, obtained by accounting for the changing electron energy spectrum with absorber depth by two methods, were compared with a constant stopping power ratio for each material. The difference between the constant ratio and a depth-dependent ratio was 1% to 2% for aluminium, 3% to 5% for copper, 3% to 7% for tin, and 3% to 8% for gold. The data demonstrate the decrease in the depth-dose distribution and the total absorbed dose in finite slabs as compared to equivalent layers in semi-infinite slabs. The effect of the atomic number of the absorber and the angle of beam incidence on the shape of the energy deposition profile is also demonstrated. The data for the two-component slab absorbers illustrate the modification of the depth-dose profile in a finite slab of material if a different material is placed adjacent to it. From the dose received by a film placed at the interface, the surface doses at that position were estimated using the material-to-film stopping-power ratio appropriate for each material. The data are compared to theoretical depth-dose profiles obtained using Monte Carlo transport codes.
The agreement is generally between 5% to 10% for homogene-
ous cases and in most cases better than 10% for the two-com-
ponent cases.


Key words: Absorbed dose; calorimetry; cavity theory; depth dose; dosimetry; dye dosimeters; electron beams; gamma rays; plastic dosimeters; radiographic dyes; thin films.

Thin films of plastic, coatings, papers, ceramics, emulsions, cleaved crystals, microtomed gel sections, and metal foils have all been used with advantage to measure large radiation absorbed doses. The three most successful methods of relating the radiation effects in the film to the dose are: Calorimetry, which measures temperature rise; photometry, which measures changes in light emission, transmission or reflection; and electrometry, which measures electrical changes such as variations in resistivity, e.m.f., current, etc. The chief problem in making good measurements of radiation dose or dose rate with thin films are: (1) quality control of the dosimeter itself; (2) discontinuity problems, that is, how the energy imparted to a thin probe is related to energy imparted to surrounding matter; (3) meaning of the calibration, that is, how the radiation effect in the film material is related to the absorbed energy as a function of spectrum dose rate, temperature, etc. The first of these can be dealt with effectively by control of film thickness, chemical composition and environmental influences. The second is often more complicated, especially if the thin probe differs appreciably in absolute density and atomic number from its surroundings, since proper application of cavity theory may be difficult for some geometrical arrangements. The third problem is usually the most difficult of all, because the radiation effect in a thin material used as a dosimeter often depends on many variables leading to systematic errors in dose interpretations. In this work, methods are given for calibrating in electron beams the radiation response of thin-film dosimeters calorimetrically, accounting for the sources of error cited above. The calibration procedures include the use of appropriate cavity-theory correction factors needed to relate the response of the thin probe of one material held in another medium. Finally, a suitable film dosimeter material is described. It consists of radiographic dyes, which can measure doses from about $10^6$ to $10^8$ rad in various media under different irradiation conditions.


Key words: Data reduction; electron probe; errors; microanalysis; x-ray measurement.

Errors in quantitative electron probe microanalysis are due to errors in the measurement of relative characteristic x-ray intensities and in the interpretation of the experimental measurements. The random errors in the x-ray measurement include those due to Poisson's statistics, but other sources must not be excluded from consideration. Systematic errors may be committed in the estimation of coincidence losses (dead-time) and background. Those arising in the evaluation of the data may be due to the theoretical models, or to the parameters and constants which enter the calculation. Sensitivity models require adjustment to empirical measurements, and improvement in the accuracy of electron probe microanalysis requires the performing of critical experiments which can lead to further adjustment of the models. It is also important to adjust the conditions of measurement so as to minimize the effects of uncertainties and errors in models and parameters.


Key words: Acoustics; noise measurements; sound levels.

This short paper discusses some of the problems involved in noise measurements. It is pointed out that noise measurement standards should specify environmental and operational constraints in addition to precise, accurate measurement and operational procedures. A few examples are given of sources of significant measurement errors. The Measurement Assurance Programs of NBS are briefly described as a means that has been used in other disciplines to improve measurements in a total system context.


Key words: Barrier penetration; intrusion resistance; physical security.

A series of penetration tests were made on three simulated cardboard walls which incorporated a variety of structural barriers which were intended to be representative of the broad range of construction likely to be encountered in existing arms rooms.

The observed penetration times varied from 1.3 minutes for a double-planked wood wall, 11.31 minutes for an eight-inch thick, reinforced concrete wall, and up to 18.27 minutes for a GSA Class 6 vault door. All penetrations were made with portable readily available tooling and produced acoustical or vibrational or both types of disturbances which are readily detectable.

The test results provide a basis for estimating the time in which response to an intrusion alert must occur in order to adequately safeguard an arms room, a computer room or any other sensitive area.


Key words: Atmospheric chemistry; chemical kinetics; data evaluation; gas phase reactions; optical absorption cross sections; photochemistry; quantum yields; rate constants.

This report records the data evaluations contributed to the Climatic Impact Assessment Program chemical kinetics survey during the period Nov. 1972-Apr. 1973 by various kineticists and photochemists. Data are included on reactions of O(D), O³(S), O³(Å), CH³ONO, CH³O, CH³O₂, H²O₂, HO₂, SO, SO₂ and the H²O-N₂O system.


Key words: Accuracy; CLIA '67; clinical chemistry; hematology; microbiology; precision; proficiency testing.

The proficiency testing aspects of the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1967 program were assessed. The overall
ability of licensed or volunteer laboratories to accurately determine mean values for any of the 13 constituents was not significantly altered during the first two years of program operation. However, the variability of the laboratories has decreased over the two-year period. It appears that the program has increased consistency of laboratory performance.

The general level of laboratory capability seemed to be independent of involvement in state-supported or voluntary proficiency testing programs other than the CDC program and of whether the working supervisor had a B.S., M.S., Ph.D., or M.D. degree. Choice of analytical method did significantly affect performance. Although insufficient evidence was available to make a definitive statement, the data do not appear to support arguments favoring establishment of method-dependent reference group target values.

Finally, it appears that consideration should be given to alternative sampling methods, such as reduced or skip-lot sampling, for those constituents which appear to present no analytical challenge to the licensed and volunteer laboratories. Greater emphasis might then be placed on those constituents which give the laboratories the most difficulty (cholesterol and creatinine, for example).


Key words: Compatibility data; high pressure; oxygen; safety; survey.

The literature on high pressure oxygen compatibility has been surveyed in order to present the existing state of knowledge. Searches have been conducted of NASA and NBS data retrieval systems. In addition, many individuals, active in the field, were contacted in order to retrieve useful unpublished information. Compatibility data, such as mechanical impact, pneumatic impact, ignition temperature, and flash-and-fire point, were compiled for pressures above 200 bar (2 x 10^7 Nm^-2). Lower pressure data were included if they were useful for extrapolation to pressures above 200 bar. These data, too numerous to be given here, are available from the authors. Brief descriptions of the trends of these data are given. Recommendations for additional high pressure studies are included.


Key words: Dosimetry; electrochemistry; ferric-fluoride complex; ferrous sulfate solutions; fluorides; Fricke dosimeter; ion selective electrodes; lanthanum fluoride; potentiometry.

Irradiated aqueous ferrous sulphate solutions containing fluoride ions can be analysed for ferric ion yield by means of electrochemical potentiometry. For certain applications this approach has advantages over the usual method of spectrophotometric determination of ferric ion concentration, which also varies linearly with absorbed dose up to about 40 krad: (1) Small dosimeter volumes down to 10 microlitres are functional; (2) Solid gels may be used, thus allowing for thin-film geometries; (3) The potentiometric method permits real-time (current readings) or integrated (EMF readings) measurement of radiation dose. The electrochemical analysis of ion-complex yield is fairly simple. A fluoride ion electrode of the solid-state type serves as an ion-selective sensor. The electrochemical potential (or its rate of change in some instances) between the fluoride ion electrode and the reference electrode is then read on a pH-meter. Since the Fe^3+ cation complex with F^- is not passed by the lanthanum fluoride crystal membrane at the end of the electrode probe, and since the free Fe^3+ ion concentration diminishes linearly with dose up to about 40 krad (corresponding to approximately 0.4mM Fe^3+ ion concentration at pH 2.7), the dose or dose rate can be determined from readings of linear change in millivoltage or rate of change of millivolt. For cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation of a 1.00mM solution of Fe^3+ and F^- made to pH 2.7 with HSO_4, the G-value of Fe^3+-F^- complex formation is 13.7 ± 0.3 per 100 eV energy absorbed. This G-value is in good agreement with the initial G-value 13.75 of the Fricke dosimeter at pH 2.74.


Key words: Entropy; geometry; infrared spectra; matrix isolation; stability; ZrF_2, ZrF_4, ZrF_6, CaF_2.

By using the multiple Knudsen cell technique the equilibrium species ZrF_4, ZrF_6, and ZrF_8 have been produced and isolated in rare gas solid matrices. From infrared spectra, the antisymmetric stretch frequencies have been assigned for each species. Isotope shift measurements indicate a 120°±4° bond angle for the C_2v-ZrF_2 species, the symmetry being verified by the observation of the symmetric stretch frequency. The results are compared with those of the Ti-F and similar systems. The measured frequencies and bond angle of ZrF_4 were used to determine the entropy and FE for ZrF_2 at various temperatures.


Key words: Antimony trihalides; flame inhibition; flames; mass spectrometry.

The chemistry of SbBr_3 and SbCl_3 in 1 atm premixed fuel rich CH_2O_2 and CH_2O_2-N_2 flames has been studied. Using line-of-sight mass spectrometric techniques, concentration profiles were obtained for the major species SbX_3, HX, CH_X, X, Sb, and SbO, where X = Br or Cl. Reaction mechanisms are indicated and their relation to flame inhibition discussed. Evidence for a negligible perturbation of the flame kinetics by the sampling procedure is given.


Key words: Aluminum; copper; heat transfer; Kapitza conductance; niobium; superfluid helium; thermal conductivity.

The Kapitza conductance and thermal conductivity of ofhc-copper, niobium, ultra high purity aluminum, and of the aluminum alloy 6061 A1 have been measured in the temperature range from 1.3 to 2.1 K, yielding both quantities in the same steady state experiment. The temperature dependence of the Kapitza conductance, h_k, is between T^3 and T^4 for the different samples, which is higher than the most frequently observed T^3 dependence. The magnitude of h_k for both ofhc-copper and aluminium agrees well at 1.9 K with an empirical prediction, but for niobium it is a factor of two less than the value predicted. At 1.9 K, h_k is higher by a factor of two for an annealed and chemically polished niobium sample than for an untreated sample. The thermal conductivity measured of ofhc-copper and 6061 A1 as in good agreement with the value calculated from the resistivity of these materials and the Wiedemann-Franz law. The measured thermal conductivity obtained for an an-
nealed niobium sample is a factor of 2.8 higher than the highest published value.


Key words: Cryogenic ejector; ejector; ejector pump; jet pump; low temperature refrigeration; refrigeration.

The primary objective of the test program reported here was to obtain a nitrogen ejector to replace the Joule-Thomson valve in a Joule-Thomson refrigerator. The desired nozzle inlet conditions were 200 atm and 161 K with a flow rate of 16.6 g/s, and the required entrainment ratio was 0.145. In an attempt to find a near optimum ejector for the above conditions, and in order to obtain a more general knowledge of low temperature nitrogen ejector performance, the tests were run over a range of operating conditions. The primary nozzle supply pressure ranged from 35 to 200 atm with a temperature near 161 K. The discharge pressure varied from 1.2 to 1.6 atm, and the entrainment ratio varied from 0.0 to 0.5. Combinations of three primary nozzles with three mixing sections resulted in a range of 118 to 365 for the ratio of the mixing tube area to the primary nozzle throat area. For the design conditions given above, a suction pressure of 0.27 atm was obtained. This corresponds to a liquid nitrogen saturation temperature of 67.7 K.


Key words: Freezing point; gold point; high temperature; platinum resistance thermometer; standard thermocouple; temperature scale.

During the past decade a number of investigators have worked on various aspects of high temperature platinum resistance thermometry with the aim of developing thermometers suitable for use as interpolating instruments on a practical temperature scale up to the gold point. Long-time stability studies have been made of thermometers employing several designs and a variety of insulating and protecting materials; factors affecting the use of thermometers for temperature measurement have been investigated; new electrical instruments, using both direct and alternating current, have been developed to facilitate the measurement of thermometer resistance; and the investigation of metal freezing points as fixed points for calibrating thermometers has been extended to higher temperatures. An intercomparison of standard thermocouples and high temperature platinum resistance thermometers has shown that a practical temperature scale based on resistance thermometry can be realized at least an order of magnitude more precisely than a scale based on thermocouples, and several workers have suggested interpolation schemes for resistance thermometer scales. This paper reviews recent developments in high temperature platinum resistance thermometry, its current status, and some of the problem areas that need further attention.


Key words: Standard Reference Data; thermocouples.

Revision of the International Practical Temperature Scale requires that there be changes for all accurately tabulated thermophysical values. Revised reference data for thermocouples have been generated in a cooperative program between groups of the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder and Gaithersburg. The new reference data reflect not only revisions in the temperature scale, but also slight changes in the materials themselves and improvements in data fitting methods. A new NBS monograph that contains tables, analytic expressions, various approximations, and explanatory text has been prepared. A general discussion of the project and some specific examples will be given.


Key words: High-speed measurements; high temperature; pyrometry; radiation; temperature measurement.

Various pyrometric (optical) methods, using photoelectric and photographic detectors, are described for measuring high temperatures. Emphasis is placed on techniques of measuring transient temperature of solids above approximately 1500 K with subsecond (upper millisecond to upper microsecond) resolution. Advantages and limitations of the various methods are discussed and estimates of uncertainties are given. Examples of application of the high-speed temperature measurement methods to various fields of investigations, including determination of thermophysical properties, is presented.


Key words: Dipole-dipole interaction; low temperature salts; specific heat; susceptibility.

The corrections on the specific heat and susceptibility due to dipole-dipole interactions in a number of low temperature compounds are calculated. A general description of the method is given, followed by a short discussion of the properties of the most used low temperature compounds. Eight representative salts were chosen and the deviations from the ideal specific heat and susceptibility in second and third order were determined.


Key words: Acoustical thermometer; e-H2 NBP-e-H2 TP fixed points; neon NBP.

The normal boiling and triple points of equilibrium hydrogen have been realized and related to the NBS (1955) temperature
scale. From isotherms that were determined with the NBS acoustical thermometer, values of (acoustical) can be associated with the above fixed points and also with the normal boiling point.


Key words: Pyrometry; source; temperature; tungsten.

This paper describes the changes which take place in a piece of tungsten strip as it is outgassed and aged during the processing of a vacuum tungsten strip lamp. It is shown that by paying sufficient attention to the cleaning of the tungsten and the glass bulb, and to the outgassing and aging of the tungsten, a very stable strip lamp can be produced. Results are given of a series of stability tests from 1064 to 1500 °C of a group of lamps made in this way at NBS.


Key words: Blackbodies; calibrations; optical pyrometer; platinum resistance thermometer; platinum-rhodium vs platinum thermocouples; reference tables; thermometric fixed points.

New reference tables for platinum 10 percent rhodium/platinum and platinum 13 percent rhodium/platinum thermocouples have been prepared as a result of a cooperative program among the National Bureau of Standards (USA), the National Physical Laboratory (UK), and the National Research Council (Canada). High purity platinum wires (\( \alpha = 1.3924 \times 10^{-6} \)) and alloy wires of as closely as possible 10 percent and 13 percent rhodium composition, respectively, were supplied by seven American and British manufacturers, from which thirty-two Pt10Rh/Pt and thirty-six Pt13Rh/Pt thermocouples were constructed. Primary calibrations between 1064.43 °C were performed at NBS and NRC; primary calibrations above 1064.43 °C were done at NPL; thermocouple intercomparisons over the whole temperature range were done at NBS and NRC. The reference tables derive from polynomials fitted, by means of least squares orthogonal polynomial techniques, to a selected group of thermocouples of each type.


Key words: Cerous magnesium nitrate; low temperature; magnetic temperature; temperature scale; thermometry.

Below 1 K, cerous magnesium nitrate (CMN) should obey the Curie Law over a wide temperature range and show deviations only in consequence of the dipolar coupling between ions. The susceptibility deviation should be accounted for by a very small Curie-Weiss \( \theta \) (theoretical value, 0.27 mK) and the entropy should vary as \( \ln 2 - AT^2 + BT^4 - CT^6 + \ldots \), with theoretical values now available for A, B and — somewhat less firmly based — C. These show that representation of S(T) by the term in A alone is justifiable only above 0.1 K. We present experimental values for A, B, and C arising from recent measurements together with new results for the magnetic temperature, T^*, scale derived from \( \gamma \)-ray heating calorimetry.


Key words: Chemical changes in platinum resistance thermometers; high temperature platinum resistance thermometers; physical changes in platinum resistance thermometers; stability of platinum resistance thermometers.

Some of the chemical and physical parameters that affect the stability of platinum resistance thermometers have been studied, particularly at temperatures near the gold point (1064 °C). A simplified form of resistance thermometer sensor was designed to aid in this study. The new design, designated as the "steeple," allowed the fabrication of some thermometers from single crystals. Measurements were made of the resistance at the triple point of water after the thermometers had been held above 1000 °C for extended periods. Further information on the aging of platinum wires at high temperatures was obtained with the scanning electron microscope. Some of the results are shown to be applicable to standard thermometers when used above 400 °C.


Key words: Numerical analysis; orthogonal functions; resistance thermometer.

Analyses of highly accurate thermal data require sophisticated fitting methods so that expensively obtained experimental precision will not be negated by inadequate mathematical techniques. This article describes fitting methods using orthogonal functions that have been used for several years to fit many types of data, including germanium resistance curves. The method is a generalization and extension of ideas suggested earlier by Lanczos for fitting noisy data. The method usually cleanly separates noise from the fundamental signal in a straightforward manner, allowing one to avoid either an oscillating overfit or an inaccurate underfit. The procedure consists of five parts: (1) transformation of variables so that the curve is as linear as possible in the transformed variables; (2) weighting of data to satisfy the Gauss-Markoff conditions with the weighting function inversely proportional to the experimental variance; (3) orthogonal function generation and coefficient determination using Gram-Schmidt type algorithms developed by Bjorck; (4) separation of noise coefficients from the fundamental signal coefficients based on their different dependence on the number of terms; and (5) calculation of smoothed data using the proper number of coefficients.

Key words: CH₃OH; force constants; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation; methanol; vacuum-ultraviolet photolysis.

Infrared studies of the products of the 1470 Å photolysis of normal and isotopically substituted methanol isolated in argon and nitrogen matrices at 14 K have provided evidence for the stabilization of a significant yield of CH₂OH. Assuming a slightly nonplanar structure for the molecule, it has been possible to obtain an approximate valence-force potential field which provides a reasonable fit to virtually all of the data. The C-O bond of CH₂OH is slightly stronger than that of methanol, and the torsional barrier is significantly greater, in accord with previous electron spin resonance observations. There is no evidence for the production or stabilization of CH₂O in the matrix. CH₂OH undergoes photodecomposition upon exposure to radiation in the 2300-2800 Å spectral region, leading to a growth in the HCO absorptions.


Key words: Electron affinity; fluorocarbons; orbital; perfluoroalkanes; perfluorocycloalkanes.

There is an increasing body of evidence showing that perfluorocycloalkanes have a higher electron affinity than their open chain analogs, the perfluoroalkanes. A new molecular orbital model is presented to explain these results and compared with the electrostatic model of Mittal and Libby. Explicit experiments are suggested which would allow comparison of the two models.


Key words: Bipolar vacuum photodiodes; impulse fall time; impulse rise time; laser pulses.

The impulse rise and fall times of biplanar vacuum photodiodes are experimentally investigated by the use of a single ultrashort laser pulse from a train of mode-locked pulses. It was confirmed that the impulse rise time is a function of the photoelectrons' transit time from photocathode to anode, and that the impulse fall time is 2.2 times the capacitance of the photodiode and the resistive component of the load.


Key words: Pellin-Broca prism; spectroscope.

It is shown that a recently published mounting for constant deviation prisms is equivalent to one published in 1917. An example of the use of this mounting for a plane grating spectrograph at NBS is given.


Key words: Beryllium oxide; ductility; emf-temperature relationship; microstructure; thermocouple drift; W-Re alloys; W-Re type thermocouples; W-Re thermoelements.

The effect of exposure of bare-wire and BeO-insulated commercial W-Re thermocouple materials to high temperatures in gaseous environments has been investigated. The temperature range of interest has been primarily 2000 to 2400 K, and the investigations have been confined to thermocouple wires of 0.25 mm diameter. With high temperature exposure of the bare thermocouples, an initial shift in the emf-temperature relationship of the exposed thermoelements versus an unexposed "as received" thermoelement was exhibited, and thereafter no discernible drift occurred with exposure in environments of Ar, He, H₂, or N₂ for periods up to 1000 hours. Aging studies were performed to determine the time-temperature parameters of the shift. Thermoelements were examined for metallurgical structural changes and chemical changes by conventional methods. In the temperature range of interest, grain growth was inhibited in the chemically doped W-3 percent Re alloy, and excellent room temperature ductility was retained subsequent to the exposure. The compatibility of high purity (in excess of 99.8 percent), sintered BeO insulators with the thermoelements differed, depending upon whether the BeO-insulated thermoelement assemblies were self-heated electrically or heated in a furnace; in tests in argon environments, highly reliable performance occurred when the assemblies were heated in a furnace. BeO-insulated W-3 percent Re vs W-25 percent Re thermocouples, constructed with degassed and aged materials, exhibited drifts equivalent to about 3 mK/h during 1000 hours of exposure at 2073 K in argon while in the presence of tantalum.


Key words: Argon; fixed point; triple point; temperature scale.

The average triple-point (TP) temperature of two argon cells was determined to be 83.7997 K, the two cells being within 0.38 mK of each other and the estimated uncertainty of the value being ±0.5 mK. (The uncertainty includes imprecision of the measurements and possible systematic errors.) The temperature value is based on thermometers calibrated in terms of the NBS-1955 temperature scale adjusted to the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68). The value of temperature is obtained by extrapolating the deviation function, ΔW(T), specified for the temperature interval 90.188 K to 273.15 K by the IPTS-68, is about 0.3 mK lower. The argon TP is recommended as a defining fixed point to replace the oxygen normal boiling point.


Key words: Absolute temperature; thermal noise; thermometry.

This survey covers various techniques which have been developed to estimate relative or absolute temperatures by measuring various parts of the spectrum of thermal noise at frequencies in the microwave range and below. It includes a report of the author's own work on absolute noise thermometry in the mid-likely range of temperature.

Key words: Gas thermometer; sorption; steam point; thermodynamic temperature scale.

The NBS Gas Thermometer is of the constant volume type. It has a 450 cm³ platinum-20% rhodium bulb connected by a 0.9 mm internal diameter tube to a diaphragm at room temperature. The measured quantities contribute an estimated uncertainty of 5 parts per million. The gas thermometer has such stability that, upon return to the fiducial temperature, the pressure is reproduced within one or two parts per million for periods of a week or more. This stability is attributed to a marked reduction of sorption effects achieved by the following: (1) The thermometer bulb is subjected to prolonged pumping at high temperatures prior to measurements. (2) Most of the contaminants removed by this procedure, and the use of very pure helium as a thermometric fluid, there is too little active gas left to produce erratic results from sorption. The value of the temperature at the steam point on the thermodynamic Celsius scale has been determined as 99.973 °C. A final certainty is not assigned.


Key words: Helium; pressure measurement; temperature scale; vapor pressure.

Isothermal measurements of He² and He¹ vapor pressures are being made in order to compare proposed vapor pressure scales in the region 0.90 to 3.32 K. Preliminary results in the range 1.40 to 3.25 K show that the currently accepted scales, T_{2g} and T_{3g}, are in close agreement with each other as was intended during the construction of T_{2g}. Observed differences are less than 0.6 mK (rms deviation = 0.22 mK), which is within the experimental uncertainty of the present comparison. No systematic pattern is detectable in the deviations. A comparison of germanium resistance thermometers calibrated on the NBS Provisional Scale 2-20 (1965) with the vapor pressure scales shows that T_{2g} - T_{2 p} ranges from 6 mK at 2.3 K to 10 mK at 4.2 K, in agreement with other published values. We also discuss the techniques used to reduce or eliminate the effects on vapor pressure measurements of the aerostatic and thermomolecular pressure gradients and of the heat load due to superfluid film flow.


Key words: International temperature scale; pyrometry; standards; temperature.

The International Practical Temperature Scale above the melting point of gold, as realized and maintained with high precision photoelectric pyrometers at NBS, NPL, NS1 and PTB, has been intercompared. Six specially selected tungsten strip lamps, four vacuum and two gas, were used in the intercomparison. Determinations were made at a number of brightness temperatures from 1064 to 1700 °C and at 2200 °C with the laboratories agreeing to within a few tenths of a degree up to 1700 °C and 2.0 °C at 2200 °C.


Key words: Fixed points; OSRM; superconductive devices; superconductive transition temperature; superconductivity; temperature scale.

It is suggested that reproducible superconductive transition temperatures be used as fixed points for temperature scales below 10K. The superconductive transitions of lead, indium, aluminum, zinc, and cadmium have been found to be as narrow as one millikelvin and reproducible to less than one millikelvin. It is planned that devices incorporating these elements will be made available through the NBS Office of Standard Reference Materials.


Key words: Blackbody; calorimeter; ice point; steam point; Stefan-Boltzmann law; thermodynamic temperature scale.

Using the Stefan-Boltzmann law, a thermodynamic temperature can be determined by measuring the ratio of blackbody radiation at the unknown temperature to that at the triple point of water. This measurement requires no knowledge either of radiation constants or of geometry. For the above measurements, there has been developed a heat-flow calorimeter operating at liquid helium temperatures in which extremely small powers can be accurately measured. The radiant power absorbed by the calorimeter is measured by substituting known electrical power; if these powers are equal the substitution results in no change in the temperature of the calorimeter.

The calorimeter was originally intended for measuring the thermodynamic temperature of the melting point of gold, but as a check on its performance, measurements are being made of the ratio of radiation at 100 °C to that of 0 °C (IPTS-68). Performance tests show the calorimeter to be sensitive to a change of about 0.002 °C in the temperature of the radiator with the chosen aperture system. There is now in progress an investigation of possible errors of the measurements, including any effect of diffraction.


Key words: Clausius-Mossotti function; dielectric virial coefficients; m-8 potential; polarizability; polyatomic gases; pressure second virial coefficients; quadrupole moment; statistical mechanics.
Statistical mechanical equations for the second pressure virial coefficient and the second and third dielectric virial coefficients for quadrupolar molecules are evaluated using the m-6-8 potential function. The results are compared with experimental data for nitrogen and fluorine. An approximate value for the quadrupole moment of fluorine is estimated. Agreement between theory and experiment is generally good.


Key words: Actinium; americium; berkelium; californium; curium; einsteinium; fermium; ionization energy; mendeleium; neptunium; nobelium; plutonium; protactinium; thorium; uranium.

Values for the ionization energies of the neutral actinides have been derived by utilizing interpolated spectral properties of these atoms. The results in electron volts are Ac: 5.17(12); Th: 6.08(12); Pa: 5.89(12); U: 6.05(7); Np: 6.20(12); Pu: 6.06(2); Am: 5.993(10); Cm: 6.09(2); Bk: 6.30(9); Cf: 6.41(10); Es: 6.52(10); Fm: 6.64(11); Md: 6.74(12); No: 6.84(12).


Key words: Children; children's strength; pull; push; safety; strength; squeeze; test methods; toys; toy safety; twist.

The Child Strength Study was conducted to provide information which can be used to develop reliable and realistic standards and test methods for children's toys. The study was conducted on over 550 children in the Washington Metropolitan area, and included both black and white children with varying economic and social backgrounds.

Four test devices were used to measure the forces exerted by children when pushing, pulling, twisting, and squeezing. Quantitative relationships were found to exist between these four types of measurements. The study also provided quantitatively precise and useful information about the effects of age and sex on the strength capability of children two through six years old. The results of the study are exhibited in tables of averages, standard deviations, coefficients of variation, and 95th percentiles for each age and sex group tested. A number of graphs are also included for a quick appraisal of the test results.


Key words: Children's sleepwear; decision analysis; flammable fabrics; probability assessment; standards; utility theory.

The fundamentals of a single-stage decision problem are discussed and illustrated in the problem: The Level of the Standard for Children's Sleepwear, originally discussed by M. Tribus. Outcomes are identified, and various potential measures of disutility are discussed.

Given a particular alternative is in effect one must assign the conditional probabilities of arriving at each outcome. This process is aided by introducing intermediate events (extending the conversation). For the children's sleepwear problem this is done by considering for each of two age groups and three income levels the probability tree with branches: alternatives (a), technology (T), nightwear (N), additional cost to the consumer (C). Use (U) or non-use (u), existence of a hazard (H), exposure (E), ignition (l), burn (B) and burn-severity (B), survival (S) or death (D) and body image (I).

Attention is given to the preliminary assignment of each of the conditional probabilities needed. Suggestions are made as to sources of information. Much of the needed information is not available, especially that dealing with the social and behavioral aspects of the problem. The concept of exposure to an ignition hazard, for which an operational definition does not exist, is discussed.


Key words: Atmospheric chemistry; chemical kinetics; data evaluation; energy transfer; gas phase; high temperature air chemistry; ion-molecule reactions; optical absorption cross sections; photochemistry; quantum yield; rate constants.

Chemical kinetic and photochemical data for gas phase reactions pertinent to the chemistry of the stratosphere are presented in four tables. These tables give recommended values and also cite recent experimental work. They give data in the following subject areas: chemical reactions and photochemistry of neutral species, energy transfer reactions, high temperature air reactions, and ion-molecule reactions.


Key words: Character codes for scientific text; computerized text processing; NBS computer system; scientific text; users manual.

Operating procedures for the use of the General Purpose Scientific Document Code text handling system are described. These apply to the use of the system on the NBS 1108 computer under control of the Exec 8 supervisor. Control cards, file definition and handling, compilation of routines and execution of programs are described. Examples of typical runs are given. The report is a manual for users of the system.


Key words: Fixed point; freezing point; standards; tin; tin point.

The intercomparison of freezing points was made on selected samples of tin from two series of standards that are nominally 99.9999 (6N) and 99.999 (5N) percent pure. The freezing point of each tin-point cell prepared from the samples is reproducible within 0.05 mK from freeze to freeze; the freezing points of the cells from each series agree with each other within ±0.1 mK. The freezing points of the 5N standard are on the average 0.5 mK lower than those of the 6N standard. On the basis of the chemical purity information on the samples, the freezing point of the 6N samples is expected to be within less than ±0.7 mK of the freezing point of 100 percent pure tin.

Key words: Alloys; biological; corrosion; electron microscopy; implant; saline solution; titanium.

This study intends to determine corrosive effects of saline and organic solutions on several titanium alloys for potential use as biological implant materials. Experimental techniques included electrochemical measurements and thin film transmission electron microscopy and diffraction. The effects of varying alloy composition, method of specimen preparation, and different organic and salt solutions were studied. Thin foil transmission electron microscopy was used to examine surfaces of specimens exposed to salt solutions containing albumin, cystine, alanine and uric acid.


Key words: Fixed point; $^{20}$Ne; $^{22}$Ne; $^{22}$Ne; neon; vapor pressure.

The results of the vapor-pressure measurements with pure neon isotopes $^{20}$Ne and $^{22}$Ne are described. The measurement precision is $\pm 0.1$ to $\pm 0.2\text{mK}$. The vapor pressures of $^{20}$Ne calculated from the law for ideal solutions and the data on the pure neon isotopes are in agreement with the observed values on $^{22}$Ne within about $\pm 0.5\text{mK}$. A table of normal boiling point temperature as a function of composition of $^{20}$Ne$^{22}$Ne is given.


Key words: Corrosion; electron microscopy; pressure; salt water; titanium.

The initial stages of corrosion attack on several titanium alloys in saline water solutions have been studied. Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction were used to study the corrosion films formed on the exposed surfaces of thin foil specimens and to determine their degree of crystallinity and composition. The corrosion sensitivity of each material to pH variation was studied. Six different alloys were examined over the range 100-200 °C in a Hassellöy-C pressure vessel containing the 3.5 wt. pct. NaCl solution. Sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide were added singly to the saline solution for individual tests with pH values ranging from 1.8 to 12.5. We find that the surface oxide composition changes with different solution pH values. The oxide covering the surface after exposing in neutral and acid solutions does not occur in alkaline solutions. Examples of local pitting attack were found to occur at both high and low pH values but were more frequent when specimens were corroded in the alkaline solutions.


Key words: Cryogenics; thermocouples; thermometry.

Accurate cryogenic thermocouple thermometry is only possible if care is taken in material selection, general experimental design, thermocouple calibration and assembly, and measurement techniques. After several years' research on both calibration and usage of thermocouples, we have developed procedures and tests that minimize experimental temperature errors and give realistic estimates of the inaccuracies.

Some material selection criteria are listed and recommendations are given for a few common experimental conditions. Simple experimental systems are described that may be used for tests to determine static or dynamic short range inhomogeneities, variability and interchangeability of different lots, and deviations from standard values. Methods for adding corrections to the standard tables are also given.

Good design criteria and methods of thermocouple assembly can lead to significant improvement in accuracies. Specific topics of discussion include reference junction placement, thermal tempering, heat conduction and radiation shielding, electrical connections, and electrical shielding.


Key words: Double electron single vacancy process; final state configuration interaction; krypton; M$_{2,3}$ x-ray emission; single electron double vacancy process.

The M$_{2,3}$ x-ray emission spectrum of gaseous krypton excited by direct electron bombardment has been recorded with a scanning single-flat crystal spectrometer. The most prominent spectral features are two peaks at 187 and 203 eV with the 187-eV peak having an extended low-energy tail. This low-energy tail is attributed to double-electron single-vacancy transitions owing to the strong mixing of the final-state configuration 4s4p$^2$S with the even levels 4s4p$^2$P$^2$S and 4s4p$^2$P$^2$P. The 203-eV peak is identified as probably the single-electron double-vacancy M$_{2,2}$M$_{2,3}$ $\rightarrow$ M$_{2,2}$N$_1$ multiplet complex.


Key words: Canonical transformation; dynamical diffraction; imperfect crystal.

The ray theory of Kato and Kambe for imperfect crystals is derived in a formal way from a general dynamical theory of diffraction. This development together with the results from a previous paper concerning Takagi's equation (the wave theory) helps to clarify the meaning and limits of various phenomenological theories that have been extended to an imperfect crystal from the dynamical diffraction theory for a perfect crystal.


Key words: Anodization; corrosion; oxidation.

Numerical computations illustrate the effects of space charge and a concentration gradient on the steady-state mobile-defect concentration profile and the kinetics of anodic film formation. The position-dependence of the concentration of mobile defects producing growth is shown to vary with current density and film thickness. Of especial interest is a series of curves illustrating the total electrostatic potential developed across the oxide as a function of thickness for growth under constant current conditions.
Space charge is shown to have the capability of being a critical factor in retarding the growth rate of the anodic film.


Key words: Adhesively bonded joints; composite materials; composite-overlay reinforcement; contour plotting; cracks, reinforcement of; cutouts, reinforcement of; debond analysis, progressive; finite element analysis; joints, adhesively bonded; nonlinear analysis, shear; reinforcement, composite overlay; reinforcement, cutouts and cracks; shear analysis, nonlinear.

Finite element computer programs were developed for the planform analysis and the longitudinal cross-section analysis of metal sheet reinforced by adhesively bonded overlays of composite material. The analyses articulate the separate responses of the metal sheet, the composite overlays, and the adhesive layers. All materials are assumed to be orthotropic and linear elastic, with the provision that nonlinear interlaminar shear deformation can be approximated by a series of stepwise-linear solutions. The computer programs were developed specifically for the study of three general configurations: (1) a sheet with a reinforced cutout; (2) a sheet with a reinforced cutout with two symmetrical transverse cracks, within the sheet, radiating away from the cutout edge; and (3) a sheet with a reinforced transverse crack. The programs are also suitable for the study of bonded lap joints. The principal output of the computer programs is a set of contour plots of stress and strain fields throughout the sheet, the overlays, and the adhesive layers. A series of laboratory tests was conducted to demonstrate the validity of the analyses. Strains measured on the surfaces of specimens representing the general configurations studied were, for the most part, in good agreement with strains predicted by the finite element analyses. Significant correlations between certain failure modes and the stresses computed by the finite element analyses were apparent. Similarities between the modes of failure under static and fatigue loading were also evident.


Key words: AID; assistance; economics; LDC's (less developed countries); measurement services; standardization; survey; Korea.

The survey of standardization and measurement services for developing industries in Korea has been carried out by NBS with funding by AID, participation by representatives of Ecuador and Turkey, and under the guidance of the Korean Ministers for Commerce and Industry, and for Science and Technology. The Korean Director of the Survey was backed by six Korean Survey Team members and seven senior staff. The Survey Team spent two weeks in Korea where it inspected representative laboratories and plants, and had discussions with leaders of government, the USAID Mission, principal universities and industry. The report describes the preparation for the Survey, a summary of the economy of the country, notes on Korean science and technology, and relevant Korean institutions and laws. Nineteen problems were identified as of concern to national capability for standardization and measurement services. A summary description is given of the various existing and needed functions that Korean government should provide. The idea is endorsed to create a single agency to address all these functions.


Key words: Carpets; flame spread; kitchen cabinets; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; smoke generation; wall and ceiling.

This document is a listing of the flame spread and smoke generation results of a range of materials that were tested under the Operation BREAKTHROUGH housing evaluation program. The test results reported here were obtained under differing conditions and should not be considered the results of a comprehensive and unified research program for evaluation of interior finish materials. Tables of test results and a brief discussion of the results are presented for walls, ceilings, kitchen cabinets and floor coverings.

13610. Siu, C. L., Ellis, W. M., Kusuda, T., Test of a polyester composite wall panel for moisture accumulation and potential removal of moisture through venting, NBSIR 73-220, 18 pages (May 1973). (Available as PB 222437 from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. 22151.)

Key words: Composite wall panel; condensation; humidity; moisture; pressure; temperature.

A polyester composite exterior wall panel was exposed to accelerated winter temperature and humidity conditions for the purpose of determining performance with respect to moisture accumulation and release as a result of pressure and temperature differences. No moisture condensation within the wall system was detected from visual examinations made at various times of the testing period; no significant increase in gross weight of the wall was found from the direct weighings of the wall system. Results also indicate that a wet insulation in such a wall system is unlikely to be dried out by natural thermal action and convective motion.


Key words: Cementation; intermediary base; pulp protection; retention; temporary cementation.

This is a literature review of the dental cements currently being used for intermediary bases and cementation. Clinical applications of the various cements are discussed relative to physical properties and biological response of tooth tissues. Some recently introduced materials are included.


Key words: Highway traffic accidents; indices; sensitivity analysis.

This study describes in mathematical terms a procedure employed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration of the Department of Transportation for the analysis of two-vehicle accidents. The procedure contains an Assignment Rule in which one of the involved driver-vehicle combinations is assigned to the class of active involvement and the other driver-vehicle combination is assigned to the class of passive involvement. One case of interest is the Random Assignment Rule, and this is contrasted with the results of a Fixed Assignment Rule.
Results are derived that show the effect on specific indices of (1) errors in assignment and (2) a Composite Assignment Rule (a mixture of Fixed and Random Rules).


Key words: Calorimeter; energy; laser; neodymium; ruby.

A calorimeter enclosed in a constant temperature environment has been constructed to measure the output energy of a conventional mode ruby or neodymium laser. The calorimeter was designed according to the measurement theory and has an estimated uncertainty of ± 2% in the range 5J to 100J. The temperature curves were analyzed according to the theory with the aid of a computer program.


Key words: Chromium alloys; constitution diagram; equilibrium diagram; phase diagram; rhodium alloys.

The Cr-Rh alloy system has been studied over the entire composition range by metallography, X-ray diffraction and electron microprobe methods. There are two intermediate phases in this system. The ε phase has a hexagonal close-packed structure and is stable over a broad composition range from about 20 at.% Cr at 900 °C to 68 at.% Cr at 1475 °C. The β phase possesses a Cr₆Si(115) type structure and is stable over a narrow composition range from about 77 to 78 at.% Cr. The location of the face-centered cubic (γ Rh) to hexagonal close-packed (ε phase) transition is strongly temperature dependent. Precipitation of a metastable hexagonal close-packed structure occurs during rapid cooling of the body-centered cubic (α-Cr) solid solution. A peritectic reaction occurs at 1700 ± 10 °C, a eutectic reaction occurs at 1475 ± 10 °C, and peritectoid reaction is located at 1265 ± 12 °C.


Key words: Graphite; heat capacity; high-speed measurements; specific heat; thermodynamics.

Measurement of the heat capacity of a grade of graphite (AXM-SQ, POCO) in the temperature range 1500 to 3000 K by a subsecond-duration, pulse-heating technique is described. The smoothed results for a single specimen corresponding to two different heating rates are in agreement within 0.1% on the average. The smoothed results for two different specimens are in agreement within 0.6%. The heat capacity of graphite in the temperature range 1500 to 3000 K based on the present results is expressed by the following function (standard deviation = 0.5%):

\[ c_p = 19.12 + 4.236 \times 10^{-3} T - 5.919 \times 10^{-4} T^2, \]

where T is in K and \( c_p \) is in J mol⁻¹K⁻¹. The inaccuracy of the reported results is estimated to be not more than 3%.


Key words: Anodic deposition; isotope analysis; lead; mass spectrometry.

A method is reported for the separation by anodic deposition and subsequent analyses by isotope ratio mass spectrometry of small samples of lead from a variety of matrices. The combined procedure is applicable to samples containing from 10 µg to less than 10 ng of lead and the electrodeposition is more than 95% efficient at these levels. Only a few elements interfere with the deposition, most notably iron and cerium, and procedures for removing the interfering elements are given. The optimum conditions for the anodic deposition of lead as PbO were studied. The mass spectrometric procedure described permits a precision of 0.1% (95% limit of error) or better for the measured isotopic ratios.


Key words: Dimensional metrology; displacement measurement; microscope; non-contact sensing; optical surface probe; surface detection.

A non-contacting length comparator utilizing two specially designed photo-electric microscopes has been constructed. Performance tests of this comparator, using lapped and polished steel surfaces demonstrate a resolution of ~1 nanometer, a precision of ~10 nanometers, and a linear range in excess of 50 micrometers.


Key words: Boat conformation; dipole moment; microwave spectrum; ring conformation; rotational constants; 3,6-dioxabicyclo[3.1.0]hexane.

The microwave spectrum of 3,6-dioxabicyclo[3.1.0]hexane has been obtained. The rotational lines of one ring conformation only have been observed and assigned. Ground state rotational constants are \( A_0 = 6.287 \pm 0.011 \) MHz, \( B_0 = 4683 \pm 54 \) MHz, and \( C_0 = 3358.517 \pm 0.089 \) MHz. The dipole moment components obtained from Stark effect measurements are \( \mu_x = 0.276 \pm 0.010 \) D and \( \mu_y = 2.47 \pm 0.04 \) giving \( \mu = 2.485 \pm 0.040 \) for the dipole moment of the molecule. The rotational constants and dipole moment components obtained experimentally can be satisfactorily explained only if the boat form is the most stable ring conformation.


Key words: Instrument; polarimeter; polarimetry quartz; signal-to-noise ratio; throughput.

A high precision photoelectric azimuthal polarimeter has been designed and constructed. The instrument is designed to determine the angle of rotation with an accuracy (3σ) of better than 1 part in 10⁷. The instrument is of a relatively compact design and quite simple in construction.


Key words: Aluminum; composites; coupling agents gold; mercaptan; methacrylates; polymers; resin; silane; tantalum; zirconium.

Certain physical properties of metal-filled resin composite materials can be improved if properly selected and applied coupling agents are used in treating the surfaces of the metal particles.

Key words: Alloys; chromium; constitution diagram; equilibrium diagram; phase diagram; platinum.

The system Cr-Pt has been investigated over the entire composition range by metallography, x-ray diffraction, and electron microprobe studies. There is only one intermediate phase and it has a Cr₃Si(A15)-type crystal structure. The fcc platinum terminal solid solution extends to 71 at. pct Cr at 1530 °C and forms a congruent melting maximum at about 1790 °C. Atomic ordering within this solid solution range begins at about 17 at. pct Cr and there is a continuous change from the Cu₃Au-type structure to the CuAu-type structure with increasing chromium content. Two eutectic reactions at 1530 ± 10 °C and 1500 ± 10 °C were indicated and there is evidence of a syntectic reaction at 1580 ± 10 °C. Platinum is soluble in the bcc chromium terminal solid solution up to about 10 at. pct Pt at 1500 °C but the solubility decreases rapidly at lower temperatures.


Key words: Chromium alloys; constitution diagram; equilibrium diagram; iridium alloys; phase diagram.

The Cr-Ir alloy system has been investigated over the entire composition range by metallography, x-ray diffraction and electron microprobe studies. There are two intermediate phases in this system. The β phase possesses a Cr₃Si (A15)-type crystal structure and is stable from about 73 to 82 at. % Cr. The β phase has a hexagonal close-packed crystal structure and is stable between 30 and 68 at. % Cr. The face-centered cubic iridium terminal solid solution can dissolve about 28 at. % Cr. Atomic ordering occurs within this solid solution, beginning at about 16 at. % Cr and forming a Cu₃Au type structure up to the limit of solid solubility. Iridium is soluble in the body-centered cubic iridium terminal solid solution to the extent of about 12 at. % Ir at 1680 °C but the solubility decreases at lower temperatures. Two peritectic reactions were observed at 1750 ± 10 °C and at 2200 ± 50 °C. A eutectic reaction is indicated at 1680 ± 10 °C.


Key words: Infrared laser; vibrational excitation; water vapor discharge; water vapor laser.

The low signal gain of a CW water-vapor laser at 28 μm was measured as a function of the discharge current and pressure. Together with the measurement of other quantities such as the axial electric field and the concentration of OH, a partial interpretation of the mechanisms involved in pumping the 28-μm transition was possible. Thermal equilibrium between the μ, 2μ, and π vibrational levels will result in a large absorption at the elevated gas temperatures observed (800-1000 K). The strong dependence of gain on the electron temperature strongly suggests that the vibrational excitation proceeds through electron-impact excitation. Only the electron-impact excitation of H₂O is quantitatively capable of overcoming the large thermally induced absorption. Although vibrational-excitation transfer from H₂ to H₂O seems insufficient, by itself, to overcome this absorption, it may provide appreciable additional gain. Pumping of the 28-μm line through electron-atom recombination and by reactions involving OH can be ruled out.


Key words: Resistance thermometers; temperature measuring instruments; triple point; water.

Temperature determinations by means of a platinum resistance thermometer, both above and below the triple point temperature of water, depend upon an accurate value for the resistance at the triple point, 0.01 °C. A good general methodology for making such a determination was described by H. F. Stimson at the 1955 Temperature Symposium. However, several aspects of the method must be refined or modified for accurate measurements on capsule thermometers. After a series of development tests, we were able to isolate and correct for several types of systematic experimental errors that were significant, but not immediately obvious. Some of the effects that must be carefully controlled in order to guarantee high precision are (1) thermal resistance between the thermometer and the freezing interface; (2) thermal conductance down to the thermometer from the ambient environment; (3) high-resistance electrical leakage between leads in the heat exchange fluid; and (4) freezing conditions in the triple point cell itself. Using the procedures developed during the test program, we have been able to obtain reproducibilities and statistical imprecisions of about 10 μΩ or 100 μK.


Key words: Loudness; noise; psychoacoustics; psychophysics.

Six Ss made judgments of equal loudness by adjusting the intensity of comparison tones of 10 different frequencies. The comparison tones were presented diotically alternately with standard tones. Each standard tone remained fixed at one frequency (125, 1,000, or 8,000 Hz) and one intensity (10, 20, 30, or 70 dB sensation level) while collecting the data for any single equal-loudness contour. In this manner, families of equal-loudness contours were generated for each of the three standard frequencies. The contours for the 1,000-Hz standard were compared with those in the literature. The families of contours for the 125- and 8,000-Hz standards, determined by the same algorithm, differed in the spacing of the contours from the 1,000-Hz standard family as well as from each other. Implications for the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties of the equal-loudness relation are discussed.


Key words: Heat capacity; specific heat; temperature intervals; temperature scale.

Precise heat-capacity data were employed to analyze the temperature intervals or smoothness of the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS-68) between 15 and 380 K, particularly in the region of 90 K, as it is maintained at the National Bureau of Standards. Results show that there are no local irregularities in the temperature scale within the precision (±0.02 percent) of the heat-capacity data between 40 and 380 K. Below 40 to 15 K the uniformity of the temperature scale is less
Accurate E., I 


Key words: Analysis of variance; interaction; principal components; structure; two-way tables. 

A general procedure is presented for the elucidation of the structure of a two-way table. The method is based on a partitioning of the row by column interaction into a sum of multiplicative terms. To this partitioning corresponds a breakdown of the sum of squares of interaction and of the corresponding degrees of freedom in the analysis of variance table. 

By studying the interrelationships of the parameters occurring in the model, the internal structure of the data can generally be ascertained. An illustrative example taken from an actual study is discussed. 


Key words: Accelerator; blood irradiators; dosimetry; electron beams; gamma rays; radiochromic dyes; x-rays. 

Radiochromic dye systems have been developed at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards and have been further investigated at the Accelerator Department, The Danish Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment Risø. Measurable absorbed doses range from 10⁻³ to 10³ rads, depending on the particular system. Some characteristic properties are as follows: long shelf life, dose rate independence, low atomic number constituents (C, H, N, O), small temperature dependence, sensitivity to ultraviolet light, linear dose response, rather insensitive to organic impurities. In this paper a liquid system with a useful dose range of 10⁻³-10³ rads is described. Results demonstrate its capabilities for calibration of radiation fields including isotope irradiators and electron accelerators. Intercomparisons were made with Fricke- and thermoluminescence dosimetry. 


Key words: Auger-electron spectra; characteristic electron energy-loss spectra; digital data-recording and control system; electron energy analyzer; liquid aluminum; tungsten. 

A description is given of a digital data-recording and control system that has been used with a high resolution low energy electron scattering apparatus for the measurement of characteristic electron energy-loss spectra and Auger-electron spectra of solids (at room and elevated temperatures) and liquids. This system is based on a multichannel analyzer and has the following features: (a) Specimens can be prepared many times with data accumulated in arbitrarily short times after preparation (prior to specimen contamination), and final spectra of high precision can be obtained by summation of individual runs; (b) the voltage sweep applied to the electron energy analyzer can be calibrated dynamically; and (c) data can be accumulated and the target heated by electron bombardment in a cyclic manner with varia-
ble accumulation and heating periods. Characteristic loss spectra of tungsten at 800 °C and of liquid aluminum are presented as examples of operation of the system.


Key words: Chemisorption; electronic properties of metals; field emission; surface physics.

The technique of measuring the energy distribution of electrons which have been field emitted from a cold cathode is considered. The general historical and introductory theory is presented. A survey of the experimental techniques and existing energy analyzers is given. Specific studies on clean metal surfaces in which work functions, band structure effects, surface states, thermal effects, and many-body effects have been studied are reviewed from both the experimental and theoretical points of view. Field emission energy distributions have been particularly valuable in studies of atoms chemisorbed on surfaces. Several theories of enhanced resonance tunneling due to chemisorbed atoms are discussed. Specific systems studied experimentally are reviewed. Inelastic adsorbate enhanced tunneling is also treated.


Key words: Cryopumping; cryosorption; gettering; vacuum pump; vapor pressures.

This presentation reviews the principles of pumping with cryogenically-cooled surfaces to produce high and ultra-high vacuum. The theory of cryopumping and entrainment by cryopumping, as well as some advantages and limitations are discussed.


Key words: Cubic-spline interpolation; cyclohexane; interpolation; polystyrene; refractive index; sapphire.

A comparison of the interpolation of index of refraction data for Czochralski sapphire, cyclohexane, and polystyrene dissolved in cyclohexane using a three-term Sellmeier equation, the Lorentz-Lorenz equation with six terms, third and fifth order polynomials, and a cubic-spline technique indicates that the cubic spline method is extremely valuable for simple interpolation. Not only were the magnitudes of the rms and average absolute residuals the smallest, but the fits showed no systematic errors.

13636. Unassigned.


Key words: Accelerated aging; aging of buildings; building components; climate; criteria; deterioration; durability; materials; mechanisms; nondestructive testing; testing.

This report is a summary of the present knowledge pertaining to durability predictions for building components and materials which are subjected to the effects of outdoor exposure. The various chapters of the report include discussions of the nature of aging, the measurement of properties to predict durability, non-destructive evaluation techniques, outdoor exposure techniques, accelerated aging techniques, techniques for applying testing data to durability predictions and difficulties which arise in predicting durability. Conclusions and recommendations are also included.

An appendix, which summarizes ASTM Standards for durability testing of building components and materials, is included.


Key words: Data analysis; fundamental constants; least-squares adjustments.

This paper is a progress report on our current efforts to revise and update the comprehensive review of the fundamental physical constants by Taylor, Parker, and Langenberg (1), including their set of best or recommended values. That such an updating is necessary just two years after their review appeared is due to the extraordinary amount of new experimental and theoretical work which has since been completed. Here, we very briefly summarize the experimental and theoretical evidence, with emphasis on the new results which have become available within the last two years, and discuss various treatments of the data. However, no new set of recommended constants is given since such a set will necessarily require the inclusion of the new data which has become available at this Conference.


Key words: Ammonia; calorimetry; flow calorimeter; heat capacity; ideal-gas; temperature; thermodynamic temperature; thermometer.

A new thermometer is suggested for probing the difference between the thermodynamic temperature scale and a practical scale, say the International Practical Temperature Scale—1968. The method is based on the fact that the fractional difference of the heat capacity as measured on two scales is very nearly equal to the temperature derivative of the difference in hotness between the scales. Now, the heat capacity on the thermodynamic scale is by definition that of the ideal gas calculated from the molecular structure using statistical mechanics. This we compare with the analogous quantity measured calorimetrically and extrapolated to the ideal gas limit. The feasibility of the method is illustrated using very accurate data for gaseous ammonia.


Key words: Dynamic collective model; giant resonance; photon scattering; polarized photons.

A beam of plane-polarized, monochromatic photons has been produced by the resonance fluorescence of the well-known 1° state in 1H. These have been scattered a second time from targets of cadmium, tin, tantalum, gold, and bismuth. A measurement of the number of photons scattered along and perpendicular
to the polarization vector in the incident 15.1 MeV beam allows
determination of the relative contribution of incoherent and
coherent scattering to the total scattering cross section. These
results can be compared to the predictions of the dynamic collective
model.

13641. LaFleur, P. D., Thompson, B. A., Gamma-ray spectroscopy,
Hampel and G. G. Hawley, Eds., pp. 1032-1033 (Van Nos-

Key words: Activation analysis; gamma-ray spectroscopy;
Ge(Li) detectors; group separations; instrumentation.

This article has been prepared for the third edition of the En-
cyclopedia of Chemistry. It is a revision of an article which ap-
peared in the previous edition, published by Reinhold Publishing
Company in 1966.

13642. Gilman, F.) J. Kugler, M., Meshkov, S., Pionic transitions
as tests of the connection between current and constituent

Key words: Baryon decays; constituent quarks; current
quarks; pionic transitions; su(3); su(6).

A proposed connection between current and constituent
quarks is discussed and tested through comparison with the mag-
nitudes and signs of amplitudes for pionic transitions between
hadrons.

13643. Fatiadi, A. J., Facile coupling of sterically hindered 2,6-di-
alkylphenols with periodic acid, Synthesis Commun. No. 6,
357-358 (June 1973).

Key words: Coupling; dialkylphenols; dimethylformamide;
hindered; oxidation; periodic acid.

A procedure has been developed by which sterically hindered
phenols can produce coupling products (diphenylquinoines) in 60
to 94 percent yield when treated with periodic acid in an aqueous
N,N-dimethylformamide.

Highway Express Bus-on-Freeway demonstration project-users' re-
actions to innovative bus features, NBSIR 73-265, 53 pages
(June 1973). (Available as COM 73-11453 from the National

Key words: Attitudinal survey; bus-on-freeway; exclusive
bus lanes; importance assessments; interior bus features;
mass transit technology; satisfaction assessments; transit
service features.

The Shirley Highway Express Bus-on-Freeway Project
demonstrates the application of a new mass transit technology.
The elements tested in this demonstration project include: an ex-
clusive bus lane in the median of a freeway and bus priority lanes
in the downtown distribution area; fringe parking facilities which
are coordinated with the bus service; new-look/new-feature
buses; and extension of service to additional residential areas in
an overall systems approach to the improvement of mass transit.
As part of the evaluation of this demonstration project, a survey
of commuters on board these buses was undertaken in order to
obtain users attitudes concerning the special interior bus features
as well as transit service features.

The results obtained from this study should be of interest to
persons considering how to allocate expenditures for new bus
vehicles and transit service improvements.

Bus commuters perceptions of the relative importance of vari-
ous bus interior features (i.e., carpeting, special lighting, etc.) and
transit service features (i.e., reliable schedules, assurance of a
seat, etc.) are analyzed in this report, along with their relative
satisfaction assessments of the special bus interior features.
Analyses were conducted to determine if marginal improve-
ments in interior comfort and aesthetic features proved signifi-
cantly more appealing to bus commuters. The relative impact of
various project marketing and promotional techniques is also
presented.

13645. Smith, M. W., Martin, G. A., Wiese, W. L., Systematic
trends and atomic oscillator strengths, Nucl. Instrum. Methods

Key words: Atomic oscillator strengths; homologous
atoms; isoelectronic sequences; regularities; spectral series;
theoretical trends.

A number of newly established or significantly improved
systematic trends of atomic oscillator strengths in isoelectronic
sequences and spectral series are presented. For most of these
trends, beam-foil experiments have played a prominent role in
supplying critically needed points. Of particular interest are the
changes in several transitions of the Be and C sequences brought
about by improved beam-foil results and more refined theoretical
calculations. Also of significance are newly detected trends in
the Li and Al isoelectronic sequences. An example will be given
where the analysis of the f-value dependence along a sequence,
coupled with an understanding of the changes in the energy level
structure, points out areas where future beam-foil experiments
would be desirable in clearing up discrepancies. The n^a
dependence of oscillator strengths for perturbed series will be il-
lustrated with another interesting example.

13646. Ott, W. R., Wiese, W. L., Far ultraviolet spectral radiance
calibrations at NBS, Opt. Eng. 12, No. 3, 86-94 (May/June
1973).

Key words: Calibrations; deuterium lamp; far ultraviolet;
hydrogen; Krefft-Rössler lamp; spectral radiance; transfer
standards; wall-stabilized arc.

The range of NBS radiometric calibration services has been
extended into the far ultraviolet region of the spectrum where a
dc high power hydrogen wall-stabilized arc is used as a primary
standard of spectral radiance. A capability in the range 130 nm
to 360 nm (overlapping conventional tungsten strip lamp
radiometry) is presently available with estimated uncertainties
between 5 and 10 percent depending upon wavelength. The
status of radiometric source standards in the far ultraviolet is
briefly reviewed and the hydrogen arc and NBS calibration
facility are described in detail. The use of commercially available
mercury Krefft-Rössler lamps and deuterium arc lamps as
transfer or secondary standards is discussed and the spectra of
these lamps calibrated with the hydrogen arc standard are
presented.

13647. Dellepiane, G., Gussoni, M., Hougen, J. T., Hamiltonian,
symmetry group, and vibrational coordinates for the nongrid
molecule CXY_2 - C = C - CXY_2, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 47, No.

Key words: Double-valued presentation; free internal rota-
tion; Hamiltonian energy operator; non-rigid molecules;
permutation-inversion group; vibrational coordinates.

A vibration-torsion-rotation Hamiltonian is derived for a
molecule of the type CXY_2 - C = C - CXY_2 exhibiting nearly
free internal rotation. The Hamiltonian obtained preserves many
of the features of the ordinary Wilson-Howard vibration-rotation
Hamiltonian and is based qualitatively on the idea of a slowly
varying torsional reference configuration from which the atoms
make rapid vibrational displacements. The appropriate molecu-
lar symmetry group for this molecule is found to be a double
group of the simple Longuet-Higgins permutation-inversion symmetry group. The indeterminacy of symmetry species (single-valued vs double-valued) for coordinates used to describe the small amplitude vibrations is illustrated and clarified using a simple model for the skeletal bending vibrations.


Key words: Bending; capacitance strain gage; tensile; Ti-6Al-4V; uniaxial loading; 4340 steel.

Some bending usually occurs in uniaxial testing systems due to small unavoidable misalignment. The resulting elastic strain gradient can lead to significant differences between axial strain and extreme surface bending strains, especially at small strains. A three-point microstrain measurement around a cylindrical sample permits evaluation of the extreme strains and of the precision of alignment. A three-point, parallel-plate capacitance strain gage having a linear output with displacement was designed to evaluate bending of tensile samples in the microstrain range. The resolution of the gage was 3 parts in 10,000 at plate separations of 0.010 in. Varying misalignment resulted in extreme elastic bending strains at the sample surface of the order of tens to hundreds of micro-in. per in., larger than the axial strain. Analysis of the mechanics of bending in uniaxial loading demonstrated that: 1) the average applied stress divided by the average elastic strain always gives a unique number, Young's modulus, and 2) the average microplastic strain is not uniquely related to the average applied stress, but rather depends upon precision of alignment. The influence of bending on the determination of the average stress at which microplastic flow initiates is discussed, and a method for making meaningful comparisons of plastic microstrain data generated with significant misalignment is suggested.


Key words: Absorption spectra; carbon disulfide; energy levels; high resolution; infrared; molecular spectra.

The 12ν₄ - 000 and 02ν₁ - 000 transitions of CS₂ have been measured with a resolution of 0.025 cm⁻¹. The following "hot" bands associated with these transitions were also measured 13ν₁ - 010, 22ν₁ - 100, 14ν₂ - 020, 14ν₁ - 020, 03ν₁ - 010, 12ν₁ - 100, 04ν₂ - 020, 04ν₁ - 020, 13ν₁ - 110, and 22ν₁ - 200. Improved rotational constants are given for the ground state and the first bending state. A consistent set of band constants is given for all the above vibrational transitions.


Key words: HCl; He-Ne laser; poly(vinyl chloride); pyrolysis; smoke; thermal decomposition.

As poly(vinyl chloride) becomes more popular as a building material and electrical insulation, it becomes more important to life safety to determine its smoke and hydrogen chloride evolution characteristics during pyrolysis. The authors have devised a method of measuring the two simultaneously.


Key words: Extinguishment; flame inhibition; inhibition mechanisms.

It is suggested that halogenated compounds extinguish diffusion flames by promoting recombination of reactive oxygen atoms to form less reactive molecular oxygen. Oxygen atoms are important in the branching steps of the hydrogen-oxygen chain reaction. For a fuel containing carbon, CO is an intermediate product which appears in the region in which inhibition takes place. Inhibition of its oxidation appears to take place because of the paucity of hydroxyl radicals which are a product of the hydrogen-oxygen chain reaction. The mechanism is suggested in an attempt to rationalize a number of apparently disparate observations reported in the literature of both normal and inhibited flames. Data in support of the suggested mechanism are discussed.


Key words: Continuum emission coefficient; hydrogen arc; radiometry; vacuum ultraviolet.

A method is described that utilizes the continuum emission from a wall-stabilized arc discharge as a radiometric standard in the vuv. Ultimately, this standard will cover the wavelength range from 500 Å to 3600 Å. Results of a first experiment comparing this method to two other calibration methods in the region above 1650 Å are presented. A calibrated tungsten strip lamp is used between 2500 Å and 3600 Å: the method of blackbody limited lines is applied at two wavelengths in the vuv. The hydrogen arc method depends upon the fact that the continuum emission coefficient for a hydrogen plasma at typical arc temperatures of about 14,000 K is calculable to within a few percent since the essential spectroscopic constants, continuum absorption coefficients, and transition probabilities are exactly known. The accuracy of the method depends primarily on the capability of spatially resolving in an end-on measurement the nearly homogeneous plasma layers near the axis of the cylindrically symmetric arc column.


Key words: Bond distances; carbonyl sulfide; microwave spectra; molecular parameters; rotational transitions; spectra.

Microwave measurements have been made on isotopically enriched samples of ^13C-carbonyl sulfide and ^18O-carbonyl sulfide. Centrifugal distortion constants and l-type doubling constants have been determined for these isotopically substituted molecules. Rotational constants have been measured for all vibrational states below 2150 cm⁻¹ and B values have been determined. The equilibrium bond distances calculated from different pairs of isotopes are compared and a substitution equilibrium structure is given. Some new measurements are also reported for the isotopic species ^18O=^{13}C=S, ^13O=^{13}C=S, ^18O=^{13}C=S, and ^18O=^{13}C=S.


Key words: Centrifugal distortion constants; D₂=O; D₂=O; quadrupole coupling constants; rotational constants; rotational spectra.

Fifty lines of the microwave spectra of D₂=O and D₂=O have been measured in the region from 8 to 400 GHz and analyzed ac-
according to Watson’s centrifugal distortion theory. Comparison of the results obtained for D$_{2}^{+}O$, D$_{2}^{-}O$, and D$_{2}^{0}O$ demonstrates their internal consistency. The transferability of the parameters according to the isotopic substitution rules is evidence for the validity of the model chosen for the study of the ground state of heavy water.

The effective rotational constants deduced from the observed spectra are very close to the values calculated using Oka’s second order theory. The values obtained in MHz are:

$A = 456766.9, B = 218041.0, C = 144701.5$ (D$_{2}^{+}O$);

$A = 451891.9, B = 218045.2, C = 144201.7$ (D$_{2}^{0}O$).

The hyperfine structure of the D$_{2}^{0}O$ lines has been analyzed using as a reference the corresponding quadrupole coupling tensor of HD$^{15}$O with the appropriate rotation. The values of $\epsilon_{zz}$ in MHz used for the analysis are:

$\epsilon_{xx} = -1.2104, \epsilon_{yy} = 10.1068, \epsilon_{zz} = -8.8964$.


Key words: Magnetic research; magnetism.

The National Bureau of Standards has been active in magnetic research for 70 years, in such areas as theory, development of magnetic devices, and use of magnetism in other scientific investigations. Highlights of NBS programs, past and present, are featured.


Key words: n-paraffins; polyethylene phonon dispersion curves; Raman spectroscopy-lattice vibrations.

Raman spectra in the frequency range 5 – 200 cm$^{-1}$ have been measured for a series of crystalline n-paraffins from n-C$_{5}H_{12}$ to n-C$_{22}H_{46}$ and also n-C$_{3}H_{6}H_{14}$, n-C$_{4}H_{6}H_{12}$, and n-C$_{5}H_{6}H_{14}$. It is found that the spectral data may be grouped consonant with crystal structures exhibited by n-paraffins. The data are used to map out portions of the transverse acoustical phonon dispersion curves of the orthorhombic polyethylene clc lattice and of one triglincine crystalline form. A band whose frequency is independent of chain length is observed for the orthorhombic n-paraffins and is assigned to the $\beta_{3y}$ rotatory lattice mode of polyethylene.


Key words: Molecular dynamics; n-alkanes; n-nonadecane; neutron scattering; paraffin; rotator phase.

A simple kinematic model for rotational jump diffusion of a normal alkane about its long axis (circular random walk model) is developed. Inelastic neutron scattering data obtained on the Fermi chopper time-of-flight instrument at the National Bureau of Standards reactor using an incident neutron wavelength of 2.47 Å ($\Delta k/\lambda = 3.8 \%$) are compared with the predictions of the model. Data taken below the temperature of the “rotator” phase transition in n-nonadecane (295 °K) show no quasielastic scattering due to diffusive motions. Data taken in n-nonadecane in its disordered solid phase show quasielastic scattering consistent with the circular random walk model. Estimates for values of the model parameters of 3.5 psec. for τ$_{1}$ and N $\equiv$ 8 are obtained.


Key words: Flame gases; flame inhibition; gas analysis; gas chromatographic techniques.

An analytical method was developed for determining, quantitatively, with a GC, the gases present around a 2.4 cm high propane diffusion flame burning in air. The method gives quantitative results on samples having some constituents which may not be eluted from the column. Outside the yellow mantle the only fuel species found were carbon, hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The oxygen concentration dropped to zero at a distance of 0.57 mm from the yellow mantle indicating that pyrolysis of the fuel was essentially without $O_{2}$. The absence of other fuel species implicates the hydrogen-oxygen chain reaction as having a part in the mechanism of inhibition. When CF$_{3}$Br was added to the air, its decomposition was complete at a distance of 2.36 mm from the yellow mantle. The decomposition appeared to be chemical rather than thermal.


Key words: Electron scattering; extrapolation, $\Gamma_{y}$; low $\gamma$; 1+ state; 15.11 MeV.

High-precision electron scattering measurements from the 15.109-MeV 1+ state in 12C are made at $\theta = 75$ and 110 ° with 35 $\leq E \leq 55$ MeV. From the measurements B(M1) is extrapolated to the photon point and the radiative width is determined, $\Gamma_{y} = 37.0 \pm 1.1$ eV. The corresponding weak magnetism results for $\beta$ decay and $\mu$ capture are given.


Key words: Alloy; grain boundary; morphology; solidification; stability.

In order to further explore the influence of grain boundaries on the phenomenon of morphological stability, we have extended our previous treatment for a pure substance to a binary alloy. For unidirectional solidification at constant velocity, the shape, $y = W(x,t)$, of a nearly planar interface, intersected perpendicularly by a grain boundary, is calculated. The stability-instability criterion is identical to that for an interface without a grain boundary. If the interface is unstable, the main influence of the grain boundary is to provide an initial perturbation and the time evolution of the interface shape can be treated by approximate analytical methods. For times sufficiently large that initial transients have decayed but sufficiently small that linear theory is applicable, $W(x,t)$ is proportional to $\exp(t/r_{1}) \exp(\omega_{0}t) \exp(-x^{2}/4\tau_{0})$, where $\omega_{0}$, $r_{1}$, and $\tau_{0}$ are constants that depend on experimental conditions. After initial transients have decayed, a stable interface attains a time-independent shape. For this case, $W(x,t \rightarrow \infty)$ is evaluated numerically; it is found that $W(x,t \rightarrow \infty)$ can be an oscillatory function of x. The size of the oscillations and the depth of the grain boundary groove increase as the stability-instability demarcation is approached, giving the speccus appearance of premature instability.


Key words: Energy levels; spectrum; ytterbium.
The spectrum produced by the hollow-cathode discharge was measured from 2107 to 1377 Å. With these new data and the previously published observations of Yb II at longer wavelengths, new 4f\(^{1}nl\) series terms were found, including 10s, 7p, 7-11d, 5-14f, and 5-6g. A value of 98 269(50) cm\(^{-1}\) was deduced for the ionization energy.


Key words: Crystal growth; grain boundary; morphological stability; solidification.

In order to explore the influence of a specific type of defect on the phenomenon of morphological instability, we have calculated the time-dependent shape of a nearly planar interface, intersected perpendicularly by a grain boundary, during solidification of a pure substance at constant velocity. The calculational methods and principal assumptions are similar to those employed in previous theories of morphological stability except that the slope of the interface is maintained at a finite and constant value, s, in the immediate vicinity of the grain boundary groove. The position of the solid-liquid interface is described by the equation \(y = W(x,t)\) where \(x\) is the time and \(W(x,0) = 0\) as \(x \rightarrow \infty\) (all quantities are assumed independent of \(z\)). Whereas the stability-instability criterion is found to be identical to that for an interface without a grain boundary, the boundary is found to be an effective initial perturbation. Under conditions for instability the depth of the grain boundary groove increases exponentially with time and an oscillatory instability propagates laterally from the boundary. Under conditions for stability, the interface eventually attains a time-independent shape given by \(W(x,t) = \frac{a^2}{s} \left[ \frac{t}{T_d} \right] \frac{1}{\Gamma(\frac{a}{s}, \frac{t}{T_d})} \), where \(s = (s_1, s_2)\), \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) are conductivity-weighted temperature gradients in solid and liquid, respectively, \(T_d\) is the melting temperature and \(\Gamma\) is a capillary constant. For conditions corresponding to the demarcation between stability and instability, a mode of thermal grooving, similar to that previously described by Mullins, is found. A meaningful criterion for instability is shown to be the exponential growth of perturbations while, conversely, stability entails their exponential decay; phenomena such as the algebraic increase of amplitude characteristic of thermal grooving are shown to be manifestations of constraints. Finally, the situation where the interface shape is allowed to depend on \(z\) is shown to be describable by a superposition of \(W(x, f)\) with a function \(W_0(x, z, t)\) that corresponds to the conventional case where the grain boundary is absent.


Key words: Rubidium; spectra; ultraviolet; wavelengths; Zeeman effect.

The spectrum of Rb II has been observed in a sliding-spark discharge with the NBS 10.7-m normal incidence vacuum spectograph and in an electrodeless discharge with the NBS 10.7-m Eagle spectograph in air. The Zeeman effect was observed from 2200 to 5200 Å with an electrodeless lamp in a magnetic field of 31 000 G. The analysis has confirmed all ten of the previously known levels of the \(4p^5p\) configuration. The \(4p^6d, 4p^5s, 4p^5d, 4p^6s\) configurations have been considerably revised and extended. Almost all levels of these configurations are now known, as those of \(4p^5d, 4p^5s, 4p^6d\), which were newly located. All configurations have been theoretically interpreted, with configuration interaction included. The energy parameters determined from a least-squares fit to the observed level values are compared with Hartree-Fock calculations. The ionization energy as derived from the \(4p^5s\) series, \(n = 5, 6, 7\), is \(220\,700 \pm 25\,cm\(^{-1}\) (27.285 ± 0.003 eV).


Key words: Carbon dioxide; catalytic; chemisorption; decomposition; formaldehyde; methane; tungsten.

The chemisorption of formaldehyde at ~100 K has been investigated on two single crystal planes of tungsten, W(100) and W(111). At low H\(_2\)CO coverages, only H\(_2\) and CO are observed as thermal desorption products. At higher H\(_2\)CO coverages both CH\(_3\) and CO\(_2\) are observed as additional desorption products. Work function and flash desorption measurements indicate that the dissociative adsorption of H\(_2\)CO into H(ads) and CO(ads) is accompanied at higher surface coverages by the formation of other surface complexes.

A detailed comparison of W(100) with W(111) indicates that crystallographic differences play a minor role in the surface catalyzed decomposition of H\(_2\)CO by tungsten.


Key words: Gauging; hydrogen; nitrogen; radio frequency; total mass.

This is a summary report of work done to date on NASA (Johnson Space Center) purchase order T-1738B concerning Radio Frequency (RF) Mass Quantity Gauging. Experimental apparatus has been designed and tested which measures the resonant frequencies of a tank in the “time domain.” These frequencies correspond to the total mass of fluid within the tank. Experimental results are discussed for nitrogen and hydrogen in normal gravity both in the supercritical state and also in the two phase (liquid-gas) region. Theoretical discussions for more general cases are given.


Key words: Capacitance; dielectric measurement; slab line; slotted line.

The titled electromagnetic wave property is obtained approximately for a rectangular slab line with two dielectrics. The perturbing dielectric is a thin sheet set on the center conductor and slotted to permit travel of the probe when the line is used as a slotted line. The purpose is to measure an unknown dielectric filling most of the line, but perturbed by the thin sheet.
System pressures 1.1 – 2.1 atm
Mass velocities 4 – 64 g/s-cm²
Heat fluxes 0.04 – 0.53 W/cm²
Inlet subcooling 0.03 – 0.10 K

The effect of the above system parameters on the heat transfer and critical heat flux is discussed; a comparison of forced convection boiling with other modes of heat transfer (pool boiling and supercritical) and the performance of a centrifugal pump used for circulating the liquid helium are also included in the report.


Key words: Calculation methods; densities; ethane; liquefied natural gas mixtures; methane; pure components; propane; properties data.

The need for new physical and thermodynamic properties data for liquefied natural gas mixtures at low temperatures is discussed. A plan is given for calculating properties data for liquid mixtures at temperatures well below the critical temperature. The National Bureau of Standards Cryogenics Division’s program to provide accurate input data for calculating properties data for LNG is described.


Key words: Alloy; casting; chromium; investment; mold.

Petrographic study of the refractory performance of silica-bonded investments revealed that recrystallized silica bonds consisting of tridymite and cristobalite are formed during burning. The major reaction product created during casting is eskolafite. Liquefaction and sintering in the investment at and near its interface with the casting plugs pores and may lower permeability.


Key words: Accelerators; amines; dental materials; initiators; peroxides; polymerization.

The rate of polymerization of a methacrylate monomer was influenced by the molar ratio of benzoyl peroxide to an aromatic tertiary amine accelerator when the product of the concentration of these was kept constant. The maximum rate, measured as the minimum gel time, occurred in monomer solutions containing about 1.5 moles of peroxide per mole of amine.


Key words: Earth tides; interferometer; normal modes; strainmeter.

A 30 m laser strainmeter is currently being operated in an unworked gold mine near Boulder, Colorado. The strainmeter consists of an evacuated Fabry-Perot interferometer illuminated by a 3.39 µm He-Ne laser. A second 3.39 µm laser is stabilized by means of saturated absorption in methane and its wavelength serves as the reference length for the system. We shall describe the instrument in some detail and present the latest results in our investigation of the Earth tides and the Earth normal modes.


Key words: Density of states at the adsorbate; energy levels; S state adsorbate; surface molecule; tight binding calculation; W substrate.

Under certain circumstances the binding of an adsorbate to a metal surface may be thought of as the formation of a surface molecule composed of the adsorbate and the metal. This point of view is reasonable if the metal density of states at the adsorbate resembles that of an atom, i.e., exhibits a small number of well defined peaks as a function of energy. The width of these peaks must be small compared to the metal band width. Within the context of a simple tight binding model for the metal we find that for an S state adsorbate on W there are certain adsorbate positions for which the surface molecule concept should be valid.


Key words: CH₃; flames; H; mass spectrometry; OH; radicals.

A mass spectrometric system is described for the measurement of reactive intermediates in 1 atm flames. The system has been tested on CH₃—O₂ and CH₃—O₂—N₂ flames and provides for the first time a complete analysis of such flames for species in excess of 10⁻⁶ mole fraction concentration.


Key words: Crab pulsar; gravitational waves; laser interferometer; precision interferometry.

A 30-m laser interferometer has been used in a search for gravitational radiation from the Crab pulsar. The minimum detectable signal would be produced by an incident gravitational flux of 10⁻⁹ ergs/sec cm² and we find no effect at this level.


Key words: Barium glass; dental composites; dental reinforcements; physical properties; resins; silica; x-ray opacity.

Physical properties of a composite material, developed for use as a temporary posterior restorative material, have been investigated. The material is based on isometric phthalate esters of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate and reinforcing fillers consisting of particles of vitreous silica and an x-ray-opaque glass. Properties investigated include hardening time, tensile and compressive strengths, indentation and recovery, hardness, water sorption, solubility, polymerization shrinkage, optical and x-ray opacity, color stability and thermal expansion. All properties were studied using three different powder-liquid ratios: 1.10, 1.35 and 1.45 Gm of powder to 0.4 ml of monomer, under wet and dry storage conditions. The powder-liquid ratio had little effect on compressive strength; e.g., 1.45 ratios, respectively. The tensile strength of the 1.10 ratio specimens was lower than those of the 1.35 and 1.45 ratio specimens (at six hours, 25.5 as compared to 30.4 MN/m²). Water sorption at one week was 0.2 to 0.3 mg/cm².


Key words: Gas laser theory; lamb-dip; saturated absorption.
A three-dimensional theory for the resonant interaction of electromagnetic waves with a gas of two-level atoms is formulated in terms of macroscopic variables. The theory is utilized to find the steady-state attenuation of a plane wave in the presence of another plane wave running in the opposite direction with different amplitude. Contributions are included from the reflection of the oppositely running wave by an induced standing-wave inhomogeneity in the population inversion of the medium. The resulting attenuation and reflection coefficients are expressed as velocity integrals of continued fractions. Correspondence is made with existing gas-laser theories, yielding the formulation of a high-intensity ring-laser theory. Analytic approximations for the coefficients are presented for the Doppler-limit cases of both waves weak, one wave weak, and negligible reflection (rate-equation approximation). More-general cases have been calculated numerically. The attenuation coefficients exhibit a Lamb-dip feature. The relative depth of the dip increases rapidly with power at low saturation levels, slowly at high saturation, and is greater in the attenuation of the weaker wave. The width of the dip is nonlinearly power broadened. The shape of the dip is very nearly Lorentzian, except for one special case at high power in which the line splits. The propagation equations for the two waves are integrated over long absorption paths. A large resulting attenuation increases the relative size of the dip while decreasing the power broadening.


Key words: Absolute transition probabilities; arc; beam foil; experimental; lifetimes; titanium.

Measurements of atomic lifetimes by the beam-foil technique and branching ratios by use of a gas-flow stabilized arc have led to an experimental determination of absolute oscillator strengths of Ti I, II. Some lifetimes of Ti II, III and IV are also presented.

13677. Robertson, A. F., Tests indicate venting increases smoke from some polymers, Fire Eng. 126, No. 9, 97-98 (Sept. 1973).

Key words: Buildings; cellulosics; fires; polymers; smoke; venting.

The problem of voluminous smoke production during burning of plastic or polymeric materials is considered. Experimental data on smoke density resulting from both smoldering and flaming pyrolysis of cellulosic and polymeric sheet and foam materials are presented and compared. It is concluded that in general, although exceptions occur for specific materials, cellulosics produce much less smoke than polymers under flaming exposure. The smoke production under smoldering exposure is roughly comparable for the two classes of materials. However, the polymeric materials show a marked increase of smoke production for flaming vs. smoldering while the converse is true for cellulosics. It is suggested that the fire fighting ventilation tactics developed and used for fires involving cellulosic materials may aggravate rather than ameliorate the problem of fighting fires involving polymeric materials.


Key words: Dye laser continua; high resolution; interferometric effects; optical components; organic dye lasers; wedged optical surfaces.

This note illustrates the necessity of using wedged optical components in organic dye laser systems to avoid interferometric effects.


Key words: Cyclohexane-1,3-dione; formation; free-radical; ionic; mechanism; phenylhydrazine.

The e.s.r. studies show that the formation of the 2-oxo-1,3-bis(phenylhydrazones) and tris(phenylhydrazones) from cyclohexane-1,3-diones, and of bis(phenylhydrazones) from cyclohexane-1,2-diones, following treatment with phenylhydrazine in polar solvents most likely proceeds by a concerted process, involving both ionic and free-radical pathways.


Key words: Infrared lasers; laser pumping of molecules; nitric oxide; vibrational energy transfer.

Lasers-excited vibrational fluorescence measurements have been used to obtain rate constants at room temperature for vibrational relaxation of the V = 1 state of NO in collisions with He, Ar, H2, CO, NO, N2, and CO2. Pulses from a CO2 laser, frequency doubled in a tellurium crystal, provided the excitation source. The rate for the V = V exchange NO(1) + NO(1) → NO(0) + NO(2) was obtained.


Key words: Color; contrast; detection; tritanopia; visibility; vision.

The target visibilities of each of 266 combinations of target and surround colors have been measured by means of the Eastman contrast-threshold visibility meter. The targets and surrounds were Munsell papers, and the targets were of such size and distance from the observer (AAE) that they subtended 10 minutes of arc. Analysis of these data shows that a modification of the 1964 CIE uniform color space applied to the fluxes leaving target and surround accounts for two-thirds of the observed variation in visibility among the 266 combinations. This modification for 10-minute targets consists of neglecting the violet-green-yellow component of the color differences entirely and of counting the red-green component less than one-tenth that proper for 60-minute targets. By taking into account the fact that the lens system of the human eye, because of chromatic aberration, causes some of the flux leaving the surround to fall on the retinal image of the target, this modified color space has been shown to account for four-fifths of the observed variations in visibility.

13682. Hougen, J. T., Tabulation of hyperfine splittings in rotational F1 and F2 levels of the ground vibrational state of "CH3, for J ≤ 20, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 46, No. 3, 490-501 (June 1973).

Key words: Computer tabulation; ground vibrational state; hyperfine splittings; methane; quantum mechanical Hamiltonian; rotational levels.

To a good approximation, hyperfine splittings for F1 and F2 rotational levels of the ground vibrational state of "CH3 depend linearly on three hyperfine interaction parameters. Coefficients in these linear expressions have been computed in a relatively simple manner and tabulated for levels with 1 ≤ J ≤ 20. The hyperfine pattern for the J = 7 F1(1) level computed from these expressions using values for the three hyperfine interaction
parameters reported recently by Yi, Ozier and Ramsay [1] agrees well with the pattern obtained from new He-Ne laser measurements of Hall and Bordé [2] on the $P(7) F_{2}\pi$ line of the $\nu_1$ band of methane.


Key words: Electrical conductivity; slag; transfer.

The electrical conductivity of natural and synthetic slags (containing 14 to 36 wt% Fe) was measured from 1200 to 1700 K at $\Omega$ pressures from 1 to $2 \times 10^{-4}$ atm. The conductivity is relatively high ($\approx 10^{-3} \Omega^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ at 1700 K) and stems from the transfer of electrons between $Fe^{2+}$ and $Fe^{3+}$ ions. Anomalies in the conductivity around 1600 K are the result of devitrification of the glass samples.


Key words: Absorptance; electromagnetic theory; emittance; measurement techniques; metals; reflectance; surface effects; thermal radiation properties.

This is a general review of the thermal radiation properties of metals, and includes (1) description and definition of the properties, and a discussion of their interrelationships, (2) a brief review of the physical laws relating to blackbody radiation, (3) a discussion of the theory of the interaction of electromagnetic waves with electrical conductors, (4) the effect of surface condition — profile and surface films — on thermal radiation properties of metals, and (5) a review of methods of measuring thermal radiation properties of metals.


Key words: Compressed liquid; fluorine; saturated liquid; sound velocity.

Some sound velocity measurements on liquid fluorine at 110 K and 130 K at pressures to 21 MN/m$^2$ are reported. Data were acquired prior to a destructive reaction in the cell which prevented further measurements.


Key words: Aluminum; copper; electrical properties; magnetoresistance.

Results of recent measurements of the magnetoresistance of polycrystalline wires of aluminum and copper are presented. The measurements were made in the temperature range 4 K to 35 K and in magnetic fields to 100 kOe. The aluminum wires ranged in purity from RRR $= 1000 - 30 000$ and the copper wires from RRR $= 200 - 7000$. RRR $= R(273 K)/R(4 K)$.


Key words: Biological samples; biological standards; chemical separations; environmental samples; neutron activation analysis (NAA); nondestructive; reagent blanks; trace element analysis.

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) has been found useful for trace element analysis of biological and environmental samples. The favorable characteristics of this technique include high sensitivity, wide applicability, great specificity, and reduced contamination and reagent blank problems. The utilization of this technique for the analysis of several elements (Mn, Na, Cu, Zn, U) in the recently certified NBS Biological Standard Reference Material: Orchard Leaves, is described. Techniques used include both nondestructive analysis and destructive analysis using radiochemical separations. In addition, the analytical results obtained by NAA on the Orchard Leaes, is compared to that obtained by other analytical techniques.


Key words: Early-type stars; model atmospheres; radiative transfer; spectral line formation; spherical geometry.

If the source function and opacity are specified numerically on a grid of radius and frequency points in a spherically symmetric atmosphere, the program described here calculates the formal solution of the radiative transfer equation, that is, the intensity of radiation on the corresponding grid, and evaluates the first three angular moments of the radiation field. Extensive use of cubic splines in the analysis has made possible an extremely rapid and compact procedure for this calculation. This program has been used extensively in the solution for line formation problems in spherically symmetric atmospheres.


Key words: Infrared spectrum; monodeuterosilane; perturbation allowed transitions; rotational constants; stretching vibrations.

The infrared spectrum of the $\nu_1$ and $\nu_4$ stretching vibrations of SiH$_4$D have been recorded with high resolution. The ground state rotational constants have been determined with much greater precision than has previously been reported. Observed perturbation allowed transitions have also made possible the determination of $A_r B_r S_r D_r$.


Key words: $\alpha$II, $\alpha$III states; CO; configuration interaction; electronic perturbation parameters; matrix element; perturbation analysis.

The results of an analysis of perturbation of the CO $\alpha$I and $\alpha$II states of the ...($\pi^2\sigma^p)^1($\sigma^2\pi$2p) electronic configuration by states of the ...($\pi^2\sigma^p)^1($\sigma^2\pi$2p) configuration provide evidence for the following conclusions: (i) For perturbations between vibronic levels of a given pair of electronic states, the perturbation matrix element is the product of a vibrational factor and a constant electronic factor, (ii) Simple single configuration arguments successfully predict that all the electronic factors for the perturbations between levels of each pair of states can be related to two constants which are joint properties of the two electronic configurations $\pi\pi^*$. and $\pi^3\pi^*$.

Key words: a II state; CO; electronic spectra; rotational analysis; vibrational analysis.

The Cameron absorption bands of CO\((v' = 1 - 8; v'' = 0)\) have been photographed at high resolution. The analysis of these bands along with a reanalysis of the a II, \(v = 0\) level and an analysis of the perturbations of the a II state by levels of the \(a^2 \Sigma^+, e^2 \Sigma^+, d^2 \Delta\), and \(I^2 \Sigma^-\) states will be presented. Deperturbed molecular constants for the a II state and accurate perturbation parameters for the interactions of a II with nearby states have been determined by a least-squares matrix diagonalization technique. The input data included: (i) earlier measurements from triplet-triplet emission transitions, (ii) the new measurements of the Cameron bands, (iii) rf measurements of a II lambda doubling transitions, and (iv) measurements of absorption to the neighboring perturbing states.


Key words: Atmosphere; auroral electrons; balloon experiment; bremsstrahlung; energy spectrum; transport calculation.

Data from a Monte Carlo calculation of the transport of electrons and secondary bremsstrahlung are presented in tabular and graphical form. These data describe bremsstrahlung flux spectra at various atmospheric depths between 3.0 g/cm\(^2\) and 15.0 g/cm\(^2\) caused by a wide-area uniform precipitation into the atmosphere of electrons with energies between 30 and 2000 keV. The angular distribution of the incident electrons has been assumed to be isotropic over the downward hemisphere. A basic set of results is given for incident monoenergetic electron beams, which can be used to treat incident electron beams with any spectrum of interest. A comprehensive set of results, in the form of differential and integral bremsstrahlung flux spectra, has been obtained for the e-folding energies between 5 and 200 keV.


Key words: Aluminum silicate; feldspar; neutron refinement; orthoclase, silicate minerals; silicon aluminum ordering.

The crystal structure of a pegmatitic monoclinic potassium feldspar, \(\text{K}_3\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_4\text{O}_{10} (\text{OH})_2\) \(0_2\text{H}_2\text{O}\), from the Himalaya mine in the Mesa Grande pegmatite district, Calif., has been refined with 3-dimensional neutron-diffraction data to an unweighted \(R\) value of 0.031 for 721 symmetry-independent observed reflections. Atomic coordinates differ by no more than 3 estimated standard deviations from those of Spencer B adularia, yet the specimen does not have the adularia morphology, and no diffuse reflections with \((h+k)\) odd have been observed. Direct refinement of the tetrahedral cation distribution shows that the Al content of the \(T(2)\) sites is not significantly different from zero (actually \(-0.016\) with an e.s.d. of 0.029); in other words the Al-Si ordering in the tetrahedral sites is essentially complete. The mean Si-O distance in the \(T(2)\) sites is 1.616 \(\AA\), appreciably greater than the values predicted by various regression lines relating bond distance to aluminum content. This indicates that the observed mean \(T(2)\) (O)-O, \(T(4)(O)-O\), and \(T(4m)(O)-O\) bond lengths reported for low albite and maximum microcline are consistent with full Si occupancy. This ordered orthoclase occurs in gem pockets in a microcline-bearing pegmatite. The association suggests stable growth of ordered orthoclase above the field of stability of microcline and metastable persistence to lower temperatures. Perhaps because of more rapid crystal growth, the bulk of the pegmatitic K-feldspar ordered to common orthoclase, then transformed to maximum microcline.


Key words: Counting precision; excess variability; limiting precision; photonuclear chemistry; Poisson statistics; single and multiple parameter nuclear analyses; statistical weights: 14 MeV neutron activation.

The precision associated with an experiment in nuclear chemistry or activation analysis is commonly estimated by means of Poisson counting statistics. Such an estimate, as well as the conclusion that the precision may be indefinitely improved by increasing the number of counts obtained, is necessarily wrong when additional sources of random error are operating. Knowledge of the additional, non-Poisson component of random error is required for reliable estimates of parameters and their standard errors, to detect model errors, to plan counting experiments efficiently, and to establish the limit of precision when the Poisson counting error becomes negligible. For these purposes, an iterative computation program—\(\chi\)-\(\chi\)—has been developed to take into account the additional variance and unequal statistical weights. The significance and detectability of excess variance is illustrated with data from studies of photonuclear reactions and activation analysis.


Key words: Information packages; information policy; information systems; information users; OECD; technical information.

Early in 1969 the Secretary General of OECD established an Ad Hoc Group on Scientific and Technical Information, requesting the Group to "explore the nature, magnitude, and implications of the needs for scientific and technical information and data in science, the economy and society, and how these needs may be met through changes in the structures, technologies and policies, and management concepts." The Ad Hoc Group reached 13 conclusions and recommendations dealing with the scope of action of OECD, the usefulness and applicability of scientific and technological information systems, quality control of content and procedure of information systems, education for information system needs, and international cooperation. The report describes the observations and arguments leading to the conclusions and recommendations.


Key words: Expectation values; Klein-Gordon equation; plane electromagnetic wave.

A solution of the two-component Klein-Gordon equation is obtained from a solution of the corresponding one-component equation for the example of a charged particle interacting with a plane electromagnetic wave. Expectation values for momentum components and the total energy of the particle are calculated.


Key words: Crystallography; lattices; sub-lattices; superlattices.
Derivative lattices are classified as super, sub and composite, on the basis of the properties of the transformation matrices relating them to the lattice from which they are derived. A method for obtaining the transformation matrices generating these lattices is given. The method has been applied to derivation of the unique super and sublattices in a few important cases.


Key words: Alkali hydrosulfides; hydrosulfide ion; ion reorientation; neutron scattering; phase transition; quasielastic scattering.

The orientational disorder of the hydrosulfide ions in CsSH (CsCl phase) and RbSH (NaCl phase) has been investigated by quasielastic neutron scattering with high energy resolution ($\Delta E_{\text{pp}} = 0.25$ meV). The experimental results provide a clear demonstration of the theoretically predicted separation of the quasielastic neutron peaks for rotating groups or molecules into unbroaded and broadened components which reflect, respectively, the geometric and time behavior of the rotation. Jump reorientation of the ions between equilibrium directions is established as the dominant mechanism creating the rotational disorder in the hydrosulfides, and both small-step rotational diffusion and quasi-free rotation are clearly ruled out. Average residence times between reorientation jumps are derived from comparisons of the experimental results with theoretical calculations based on jump reorientation models, but it is not possible to determine the equilibrium orientation of the SH+ ions. Mean-square vibrational amplitudes for the hydrogen atoms are also obtained from the observed integrated intensities of the elastic peaks. The present results are compared in detail with previous lower-resolution neutron results on NaSH and CsSH. It is concluded that in most cases measurements using single crystals will be necessary to establish the details of orientation disorder in solids.


Key words: Crystal aggregates; crystals; grain boundaries; lattices; sublattices; superlattices.

Coincidence-site lattices are characterized mathematically, in the general case, by a method that can be applied to a pair of original lattices of any symmetry, either metrically identical or metrically different, does not involve inspection and is readily adaptable to computer calculations. The procedure is illustrated by several numerical examples. The proposed characterization of coincidence-site lattices is based on the theory of derivative lattices and makes extensive use of the concepts of superlattice and sublattice. Applied is a simple procedure for determining the transformation matrices needed to generate superlattices and sublattices of any multiplicity.


Key words: Cesium hydrosulfide; hydrosulfide ion; ion reorientation; libration; neutron scattering; phase transition; quasielastic; residence time; sodium hydrosulfide.

The rotational motions of the hydrosulfide ions in the trigonal and fcc phases of NaSH and in the pseudo-bcc (CsCl) phase of CsSH have been studied by quasielastic and inelastic neutron scattering. NaSH and CsSH are members of a broad group of compounds $M^+(XY^-)$ which have cubic symmetry in the solid phase just below the melting point and a lower symmetry in lower temperature crystal phases. The measured inelastic neutron spectra above and below the trigonal to cubic phase transition in NaSH show that SH+ ion "librations" about equilibrium orientations persist in passing through the transition. The maximum of the broad librational bands for both NaSH and CsSH occurs near 400 cm$^{-1}$. A temperature and momentum-transfer ($Q$) dependent broadening is observed, however, in the quasielastic peaks in the cubic phases of the hydrosulfides, which indicates a rapid reorientation of the SH+ ions. The experimental quasielastic scattering results are compared with theoretical calculations of quasielastic scattering behavior based on the assumption of instantaneous reorientational jumps between a limited number of quasi-equilibrium orientations. The widths of the measured quasielastic peaks plotted vs $Q$ show an oscillatory behavior as predicted by the theoretical calculations. An isotropic reorientation model is ruled out, and the differences in the rotational disorder in NaSH and CsSH are discussed. Relaxation times ($\tau$) for the SH+ motions are derived from the theoretical analysis. The $\gamma$ values for fcc NaSH vary from 0.4 to 0.15 psec between 103 and 212 °C while the values for pseudo-bcc CsSH vary from 2.0 to 0.75 psec between 23 and 140 °C.


Key words: Anomalous Knudsen limit; diffuse scattering; irreversible thermodynamics; specular scattering; thermal transpiration.

A formalism for analytically obtaining an expression for the thermal transpiration pressure ratio $R$ is presented. An experimental parameter $\alpha$, which is associated with the type of molecule-solid surface collisions, is introduced. A completely diffuse scattering and a completely specular scattering from a solid surface correspond to $\alpha = 0$ and $\alpha = 1$, respectively. A known distribution function is used to derive a practical formula for $R$ in the case of long tubes and very low pressures. Quantitative results obtained from this formula indicate that deviations from completely diffuse scattering of molecules from solid surfaces give rise to an anomalous Knudsen limit.


Key words: Accurate rotational constants; carbon dioxide ($^{13}$C$_5$O$_2$); Josephson junction; Lamb-dip-stabilized lasers.

New experimental measurements of the frequency separations of 30 pairs of $^{13}$C$_5$O$_2$ laser lines in the 10.4-μm band and 26 pairs in the 9.4-μm band have been made with Lamb-dip-stabilized lasers. The use of a Josephson junction as the frequency-mixing element simplified the measurements. Uncertainties in existing rotational constants for the laser vibrational levels were reduced 20 to 30 times and an additional rotational constant $H$, was determined for the first time.


Key words: Cerium; dysprosium; erbium; europium; gadolinium; hafnium; holmium; ionization energy; lanthanum; lutetium; neodymium; praseodymium; promethium; samarium; terbium; thulium; ytterbium.

Values for the ionization energies of the doubly and triply ionized rare earth atoms have been derived from interpolated spectroscopic properties of the $4P^m$ns series, and from interpo-
lated energy intervals relating the first series member, 4f96s, to the ground state. The results in eV are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tb</td>
<td>2.91(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>2.79(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>2.64(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er</td>
<td>2.74(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm</td>
<td>2.68(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb</td>
<td>2.53(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>2.9569(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>19.1774(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>20.198(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>21.624(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>22.14(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pm</td>
<td>22.32(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>23.43(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>24.70(32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>26.63(10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values for the doubly ionized atoms agree to within ~ 1 percent with those deduced from thermodynamic measurements on lanthanide oxides. A value for the ionization energy of Gd II of 12.09(8) eV was determined by using new spectroscopic data for Gd II Gd III.


Key words: Cooling curve temperature calibration; differential scanning calorimetry; evaluation of thermal apparatus; temperature calibration; thermal analysis.

Instrumental time constants for rate of energy production response, temperature-programming response and temperature-averaging network response, time constants for a wide variety of conditions for interfacial conductivity between the sample and the calorimeter cup, and for the thermal conductivity of the sample are catalogued for the differential scanning calorimeter. Assessment of the effects of these factors upon the net rate of power production sensitivity and the temperature calibration results in the establishment of limits of precision in the measurement of temperature, specific heat and heats and rates of enthalpy change during chemical and physical transformations. The vulnerability of these calibrations to instrumental readjustment and variation in experimental techniques is also quantitatively evaluated.


Key words: Alkali metal reactions; electron attachment; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation; NO2-; photodetachment; photoionization.

The molecular ion NO2- has been stabilized in an argon matrix in sufficient concentration for detection of its antisymmetric stretching fundamental, νs, at 1244 cm⁻¹ by electron bombardment or photoionization of matrix-isolated NO2 and by the interaction of an alkali-metal atomic beam with NO2 in an argon matrix. In contrast to the position of this fundamental in an inert, nonionic environment, a value of approximately 1275 cm⁻¹ is characteristic of the crystalline material. Isotopic data are consistent with a 115° valence angle for NO2-, independent of environment. Irradiation of the sample with light of wavelength near 3150 Å leads to the destruction of the NO2- absorption in the studies of the electron bombardment and photoionization of NO2, but not in the experiments in which the alkali metal atoms provide a reservoir of photoelectrons.


Key words: Free radicals; infrared spectrum; matrix isolation; molecular ions; photolysis; ultraviolet spectrum.

The development of the matrix isolation technique is summarized, and the principles which have been found to be important for the in situ photoproduction of free radicals trapped in inert solid matrices in sufficient concentration for direct infrared and ultraviolet spectroscopic observation are considered. A survey of the small free radical species heretofore studied using these techniques is given. Examples of the successful application of the technique are drawn from recent studies of the vacuum-ultraviolet photolysis of matrix-isolated methane and silane and of their chloro- and fluoro-derivatives. Results of experiments designed to permit the trapping in inert, nonionic matrices of negatively charged molecular ions are presented.


Key words: Josephson junction; standard cell; voltage comparison.

Recent sub-part-per-million determinations of 2eh have been reported by several groups. The accuracies of these determinations have been limited to a large extent by uncertainties in the local voltage standard (i.e., standard cells). The present state of agreement between the various 2eh determinations will be reviewed by using the results of the triennial international volt comparisons at BIPM, as well as the results of direct volt comparisons between NBS and other national laboratories, to relate the various national as-maintained units of voltage.

Progress on the NBS project to maintain a unit of emf via a Josephson junction device will also be reported. The results of a series of 2eh measurements made at the site of the NBS reference group of standard cells will be presented. The implications of these measurements on the stability of the NBS reference group of standard cells, and on the fundamental physical constants (i.e., the fine structure constant) will be discussed.


Key words: Atomic absorption; biodegradation; mercury-resistant bacteria; mercury transformations; phenylmercuric acetate; Pseudomonas.

Selected cultures of mercury-resistant bacteria degrade the fungicide-slimicide phenylmercuric acetate. By means of a closed system incorporating a flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometer and a vapor phase chromatograph, it was demonstrated that elemental mercury vapor and benzene were products of phenylmercuric acetate degradation.

Key words: Clustering; critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; heat treatment; magnetism; susceptibility.

The equation usually reserved for the critical behavior of a ferromagnet just above $T_c$ also describes the susceptibility of Cu$_{60}$Ni$_{40}$ over a very large temperature range. The parameters, which vary with heat treatment suggest lamellar clustering.


Key words: Bus fringe parking; bus priority lanes; bus priority lanes in District of Columbia; bus transit operation; exclusive bus lanes, express-bus-on freeway technology; Shirley Highway Corridor in Northern Virginia; Urban Mass Transit Demonstration Project.

This report describes the three major demonstration project elements: (1) the busway, including the exclusive lane on Shirley Highway and the bus priority lanes in the District; (2) the bus transit operation, involving new buses (with special features) on new routes and schedules; and (3) the residential fringe parking, with shopping centers and new lots providing free parking for bus riders. The existing roadway and bus operations are documented and the improvements planned for 1971-72 are presented. The Shirley Highway Corridor where the bus and auto commuters live is described, as is the major employment destination areas. Data are also presented on bus and auto travel volumes for 1970-71, before the busway was completed and the new buses placed into operation.


Key words: Cracked propagation of glass; glass; glass fibers; hardness of glass; static fatigue of glass; strength of glass; stress corrosion cracking of glass; structure of glass.

A review is presented on the effect of environment on the strength of glass. The structure of glass and its strength in the absence of environment are discussed briefly. Experimental results on environmental cracking of glass are presented. Finally, theoretical treatments are given and discussed with respect to available experimental data.


Key words: Acidic dissociation; dissociation constant; emf measurements; ionization processes; N-methylpropionamide; solvation; tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane.

The dissociation constant of protonated tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (tris $H^+$) in the solvent N-methylpropionamide (NMP) has been determined at intervals of 5 °C from 10 to 55 °C by measurement of the emf of cells without liquid junction using hydrogen and silver-silver chloride electrodes. At 25 °C, $pK_a$ was found to be 8.831, as compared with 8.075 in water. The standard changes in Gibbs energy, enthalpy, and entropy for the dissociation process have been evaluated from the dissociation constant and its change with temperature. By comparison with similar data for the dissociation of tris $H^+$ in water, thermodynamic functions for the transfer from water to NMP have been derived. The dissociation process is isoelectric, and the solvent dielectric constant is high ($\varepsilon = 176$ at 25 °C). Consequently, electrostatic charging effects are expected to be minimal, and the change in dissociation constant depends primarily on solute-solvent interactions. The results, combined with transfer energies for HCl, tris, and tris $HCl$ from emf and solubility measurements, demonstrate that the decreased acidic strength of tris $H^+$ in NMP is attributable in large part to the fact that NMP is less effective than water in stabilizing tris and its salts.

13713. Unassigned.


Key words: Corrosion; pinhole-type defects; porcelain enamel; scanning electron microscope; weathering tests; non-dispersive x-ray spectrometer.

Porcelain enamel surfaces and enamel-metal interfaces have been observed with a scanning electron microscope. The increased depth of field and the extended range of magnifications of the scanning electron microscope were utilized in studies of the enamel-metal interface and of weathering test specimens that corroded after relatively short periods of exposure. The non-dispersive x-ray spectrometer accessory for the scanning electron microscope was used to determine the elements present in the enamel surface and to obtain qualitative distributions of these elements.


Key words: Accelerated tests; acid resistance; aluminum; color; gloss; porcelain enamel; steel; weather resistance.

The Porcelain Enamel Institute and the National Bureau of Standards have been conducting weathering tests of porcelain enamels since 1939. The four tests now in progress contain matte and glossy porcelain enamels on both steel and aluminum. When the data obtained from these weathering tests were compared with accelerated test data on laboratory specimens, an excellent correlation was found. It was also found that the enamels in all four tests changed gloss and color in practically the same manner.


Key words: Ethynyl ion; heat of formation; ionization threshold; mass spectrometry; vacuum ultraviolet.

Photoion yield curves in the vicinity of threshold are obtained for the molecular and the ethynyl ions of acetylene and acetylene-$d_2$ at ion source temperatures of 360, 298, and 130 K. Weak ionization below the adiabatic threshold for C$_2$H$_2^+$ and C$_2$D$_2^+$ is ascribed to the ionization of molecules excited by one quantum of the bending vibrations, $v_4$ and $v_5$. Consideration of selection rules suggests a change in symmetry from the linear
The transmittance of a layer of copolymer is shown to be insensitive to humidity. The transmittance of a layer of fluorinated ethylene-propylene copolymer is shown to be insensitive to humidity. The transmittance of a layer of dielectric is shown to be insensitive to humidity.


Key words: Dielectric constant; dielectric loss; fluoropolymer; relaxation phenomena; review.

The dielectric properties of polytetrafluoroethylene, polychlorotrifluoroethylene, polypvinyldiene fluoride, and fluorinated ethylene propylene copolymer are reviewed. Relaxation phenomena as a function of temperature and crystallinity is emphasized. Molecular interpretations of the data are discussed. The effects of humidity changes on the dielectric properties of polytetrafluoroethylene and fluorinated ethylene-propylene copolymer show that these polymers are insensitive to humidity changes. Eighty references are cited.


Key words: Administration; batch; computing; documenta-
tion; remote; service; users.

The administration and management of remote computing services are discussed with the objective of making both users and administrators aware of the potential problems. Likely difficulties are anticipated and coupled with discussions of assistance, operation, documentation and other features which make it more possible to utilize the technical services. The response to technical questions is covered in terms of written, on-line, and direct contact assistance. A question and answer organization is employed.


Key words: CH, CH+: dielectronic recombination; electron-ion recombination; energy curve; Rydberg excited state; valence excited state.

The ratio of the dissociative recombination rate for e+ CH to the dielectronic recombination rate is calculated to be of the order of 107. These rates place a serious constraint on homogeneous gas-phase production of interstellar CH and CH from ground-state atoms.


Key words: Beam geometry; high accuracy; optical design; spectrophotometer; systematic errors; transmittance.

A new single beam spectrophotometer is described in which transmittance is measured by placing samples normal to a parallel beam of light. Collimation and focusing of the main beam are achieved by means of off-axis parabolic mirrors. The wavelength at which the transmittance is to be measured is selected by a plane grating monochromator having off-axis parabolic mirrors and circular holes as entrance and exit apertures. The instrument has an inherent accuracy estimated to be 0.0001 transmittance unit. Its precision is characterized by a repeatability of 0.00004 transmittance units for neutral-density filters with transmittances between 10 and 30 percent. The design philosophy used to achieve these results is presented. A discussion of some systematic errors commonly neglected in routine spectrophotometric measurements is given. Systematic errors such as detector non-linearity and stray radiant energy are measured.


Key words: Chromatography; controlled pore glass; molecular size; porous glass chromatography; protein; protein-sodium dodecyl sulfate complexes; sodium dodecyl sulfate-complexes.

The peak position vs log molecular weight curves of protein-SDS complexes chromatographed on controlled pore glass of narrow pore size distribution is linear over a molecular weight range of 17,000-385,000. A glass with a pore size of approximately 500 Å allows the inclusion of all complexes in this range. Peak position curves on glasses with broad pore distributions show decreased resolution and deviate from linearity at low elution coefficients.

Exclusion size analysis of the elution coefficients of individual complexes from different columns with pore diameters ranging from 197 to 650 Å gives from 120 to 423 Å as their longest dimension. Assuming constant hydration and SDS-to-protein ratio, the found dimension suggests the shape of a football, rather than a sphere or rigid rod.


Key words: Data: experimental facilities; history; photonuclear reactions; research programs; survey.

A brief review is presented of the study of photonuclear reactions from the time of the first measurements in 1934 through the most recent measurements in 1972 and early 1973. Trends are indicated both for the specific types of measurements carried out, as well as for the geographic areas of the world active in the field. A review is given of the data obtained since 1955 as a function of element and isotope and the areas where data are missing are pointed out. Finally, the results of a survey made in early 1973 are given. This survey covered the existing experimental facilities, as well as the research programs directed toward the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with nuclei.


Key words: Electron scattering; inelastic; 19F; 40Ca; transition strengths.

Electron scattering form factors were measured for the low-lying levels of 19F and 40Ca for momentum transfers between 0.55 and 1.0 fm⁻¹. Elastic scattering from 19F yields an rms charge radius of 2.885±0.015 fm. Transition strengths and transition radii are obtained for the lowest 5/2+, 5/2-, and 3/2+ states in 19F. A deformed rotational model gives a very good fit to the form factors for the positive-parity levels with ground-
state deformation parameters of $\beta_i = 0.41$ and $\beta_i = 0.17$. The form factors for excitation of the $3^+$ and $2^+$ states in $^{40}$Ca are analyzed by phase-shift analysis, and transition strengths and transition radii are also obtained for these levels.


Key words: Atomic ions; atomic spectra; classified lines; energy levels; europium; ionization energy; stellar spectra.

A first analysis of Eu III by Russell et al. in 1941 yielded classifications of seven lines (2350-2523 Å) as transitions from the $4^f\ast S_\gamma$ ground level to upper levels identified only as belonging to the $4^f\ast 5d$ configuration. We have diagonalized a truncated energy matrix for $4^f\ast 5d$, using parameter values appropriate for Eu III. Comparison of the results with available data for the lines allows identifications of the seven experimental upper levels. These show that the seven lines include the three lines of the basic $4^f\ast S_\gamma = 4^f\ast 5F_5dP$ multiplet, the strongest resonance lines of Eu III, and account for most of the oscillator strength of the $4^f\ast S_\gamma = 4^f\ast 5d$ group.


Key words: Electret; piezoelectric; polymer electret; polystyrene; pyroelectric.

A model for a polymer electret, based on an elastically isotropic solid with orientationally frozen molecular dipoles, was developed and tested experimentally. This electret is shown to be both piezoelectric and pyroelectric. The polarization is shown to change with mechanically and thermally induced strains in the polarization direction. The currents generated by the electret will be proportional to the strain rate and, for thin contact electrodes and uniform strains, unaffected by the presence of real charges. Poly(vinyl chloride) films were poled at 80 °C, just above their glass transition temperature. The pressure- and temperature-induced short-circuit currents in the polarization direction equaled 0.15 (pC/cm²)/(bar/min) and 2.2 (pA/cm²)/(K/min) respectively for a specimen poled at 320 KV/cm. These currents were 1) reversible and proportional to the rate of temperature or pressure change, 2) proportional to poling voltage up to 320 KV/cm, 3) in the direction corresponding to increasing polarization with increasing pressure and decreasing temperature, 4) stable with time without special storage conditions, 5) about 1.6 times as great for temperature induced strains as for equivalent pressure induced strains and 6) about 2-4 times as great as magnitude expected from dielectric constant measurements. The apparent polarization from temperature measurements for the 320 KV/cm specimen was about 1.7 µC/cm², or about 1/3 the value expected for maximum alignment of dipoles. In the same specimen the pyroelectric coefficient was found to be $\beta_i = -0.39$ nC/cm² K and, assuming elastic isotropy, the piezoelectric strain coefficients were found to be $d_{31} = d_{32} = d_{33} = -0.89$ pC/N.

Key words: Acoustic attenuation; foam windscreen; wind-generated noise.

The amount of reduction in wind-generated noise and the amount of acoustic attenuation of the signal as a function of frequency for four different pore sizes and various diameters of open-cell polyurethane foam windscreen is presented.


Key words: Acoustics; noise (sound); tire noise; transportation noise.

The important parameters influencing tire noise are discussed and the basic mechanisms of tire noise generation are briefly described from a theoretical viewpoint. Areas for future research are identified—based on gaps in the existing data base and a rather primitive level of understanding of tire noise-generating mechanisms.


Key words: Acoustics (sound); environmental acoustics; instrumentation; noise exposure.

An instrument has been designed which provides information regarding the average noise exposure over each hour rather than simply a single measure of noise exposure over an 8-hour work period. The theory of operation and examples of practical measurements utilizing this device will be discussed in the verbal presentation.


Key words: Characteristic function (Planck); chemical bonding energy; double helix; heat integrals; molecular biology; thermal free energy; thermodynamics.

An extended statement of chemical equilibrium of the integral $\int_0^T (\Delta C_p/T) dT = -T \Delta S^p$ and $\Delta H^p = -\int_0^T \Delta C_p dT$ is not negligible for macromolecules and particularly biopolymers, and its direct experimental determination at all temperatures down to 0 K is therefore indispensable for thermodynamic understanding of the objects of molecular biology.


Key words: Adenosine triphosphate-thermodynamics; chemical bond energy; coiled helix thermopiles; drug receptor complexing; entropy; enzyme detection + analysis; equilibrium; free energy; free entropy concept; heat of reaction; heat burst principle; hydrogen bonding; immunoreaction calorimeter; microcalorimetry; molecular biology;
pharmacology; protein calorimetry; polynucleotide calorimetry; purity assay; reaction coupling; thermodynamics; warfarin.

In this chapter the heatburst principle will be briefly discussed followed by a description of the construction and operation of the heatburst microcalorimeter. In the next section, it will be shown how heat can not only be used as an indicator for chemical or biochemical change but can also be used to derive thermodynamic data for the system under study. In a third section, some further possible applications of heatburst microcalorimetry to current problems in molecular biology and pharmacology will be suggested. In a separate section, following this article, the classical determination of the laws of chemical equilibrium and the driving eneriges of chemical change will be re-examined, and a new determination, more suited to the objects of molecular biology and pharmacology, will be derived.


Key words: Contrast mechanism; electron backscattering energy filtering; iron; magnetic domains; Monte Carlo methods; scanning electron microscopy; transformer steel.

Monte Carlo calculations confirm that contrast observed in the scanning electron microscope from magnetic domains in materials of cubic anisotropy is due to the alteration of electron trajectories within the specimen. Results are presented for the effects of electron accelerating potential, specimen tilt, and rotation. The contrast arises mainly from the high-energy portion of the back-scattered electron distribution.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; acoustics; airborne sound insulation index; frequency; noise reduction; transmission loss.

This paper investigates the relationships between ratings based on the 1/3-octave band data and more easily obtained ratings of isolation based on A-weighted or C-weighted sound level data. The effects of the source room sound power spectrum, source and receive room absorptions and other parameters on the correlation obtained are discussed.


Key words: Automobile tires; environmental effects; test method; tread wear.

This paper is a continuation of work reported in Rubber Chem. Tech. 44, (1971). The results of an additional tread wear test are reported. This and the earlier data are analyzed to determine environmental effects on rate of tread wear.

For all types of commercial passenger car tires our test results support the thesis that the rate of wear on the tire is independent of the extent of wear. Our results also indicated that the rate of tread wear is greater on wet pavements than on dry. An explanation for this phenomenon is discussed.


Key words: Bus fringe parking; bus priority lanes; bus priority lanes in District of Columbia; bus transit operation; exclusive bus lanes; express-bus-on-freeway technology; Shirley Highway Corridor in Northern Virginia; urban mass transit demonstration project.

The purpose of the Shirley Highway Express-Bus-On exclusive freeway lane demonstration project is to determine the effectiveness of this technology in easing urban traffic congestion and improving the urban environment. This project, jointly sponsored by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration and the Federal Highway Administration, Department of Transportation, is comprised of three elements—exclusive bus lanes, new feature buses, and park-ride lots coordinated with the express bus service.

The objectives of this demonstration project are: (1) Determine the magnitude of the modal shift (auto-to-bus) in the Shirley Highway Corridor and develop an effective planning tool that may be used to transfer the knowledge gained from the Bus-on-Freeway experiment to other geographic areas; (2) Promote economic viability of transit operation; (3) Reduce traffic congestion during peak periods; (4) Increase people-moving efficiency of Shirley Highway; (5) Reduce vehicle-related air pollution; (6) Reduce travel times for motorists and transit users; (7) Improve reliability of transit service; (8) Increase perceived value of transit; and (9) Improve mobility of young, old, physically handicapped, and low income travelers.

The Technical Analysis Division, National Bureau of Standards is evaluating the demonstration project by monitoring performance in terms of attaining the project objectives, and by determining the contributions of project features to increases in the percentage of commuter trips by bus.

This report presents the results of the evaluation at the end of the first eighteen month period (June 1972) of this multi-year demonstration project.


Key words: Cavitation; cryogenics; hydrofoil; nucleation; ogives; pumps; venturi.

This document constitutes the third of four volumes to be issued on the results of continuing cavitation studies. Experimental results for three, scaled, quarter-caliber ogives are given. Both desinent and developed cavity data, using liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen, are reported here. The desinent data do not exhibit a consistent ogive size effect, but the developed cavity data were consistently influenced by ogive size—B-factor increases with increasing ogive diameter. The developed cavity data indicated that stable thermodynamic equilibrium exists throughout the vaporous cavities. These data were correlated using the extended theory derived in Volume II of this report series. The new correlating parameter, MTWO, improves data correlation for the ogives, hydrofoil, and venturi and appears attractive for future predictive applications. The cavitation coefficient, Ke, and equipment size effects are shown to vary with specific equipment-fluid combinations. A method of estimating Ke, obtained from knowledge of the noncavitating pressure coefficient is suggested.


Key words: Carbon; deuteron; interaction neutrino; neutron.

The cross section for the reaction $\Delta(\nu,e)\Delta$ averaged over the neutrino spectrum expected from the beam stop of high-intensity proton accelerators is given. Calculations were carried out using a multipole expression for the neutrino-nucleus interaction and the effective-range theory for the electromagnetic breakup of the deuteron.


Key words: Air pollution; laser; light scattering; liquid pollution; particulate matter; water pollution.

A 0.3 milliwatt He-Ne laser is used with a photomultiplier to survey the light scattered by particulate matter suspended in small (7 ml) samples of liquids. Estimates of weight compositions are inferred by calibration against reference solutions of suspended polystyrene latex. A small size dependence is observed in the particle size range of 0.1 to 2.0 microns. The method is useful in the range of one part per million (PPM) to one part per billion (PPB). Results are reproducible with relative errors of approximately twenty percent.

Samples of solid chemical reagents dissolved in distilled water have been examined. The results show variable contamination levels up to 1 ppm. A sample of NBS pond water indicated 1 ppm. The effect of ultra filtration is easily demonstrated. As a side benefit, the scattered laser beam is easily inspected in liquids to show gross presence or absence of suspended matter.


Key words: Digital code; integrated circuit chip; program captioning; television; time and frequency dissemination; TVTime.

This paper describes the events leading to the development of the NBS TVTime System for both time and frequency dissemination and program captioning for the deaf. It explains how the system works, its advantages over other systems, and its cost. Finally, it discusses the possible implications of such a system for future communication applications. The text is written in laymen's language to suit the publication.


Key words: Bulk modulus; Grüneisen constant; infrared; lattice vibrations; polyethylene; polymers.

One result of recent interest in Grüneisen constants, $\gamma = - d \ln \rho/d \ln V$, of polymers is a considerable spread of reported $\gamma$'s for solids like polyethylene. From elasticity data (bulk modulus or sound velocities for example) one finds $\gamma = 6$ for linear polymer solids. Values of $\gamma$ from thermal data are much lower than 6 because the relationship usually employed, $\gamma = a/BV/C_v$, is not valid for polyatomic solids. Measurements of the shifts in lattice frequencies with volume strains are the most direct way of measuring $\gamma$. However, the results for pressure-induced shifts differ from those for temperature-induced strains, and both differ from the results from elasticity data. In this paper we consider vibrations in a simple anharmonic well and show how the apparent shifts in vibrational frequency with pressure and temperature can be derived from changes in force constants.


Key words: Instruction list; iteration; memory register; operational stack; pop-up; Polish notation; push-down; radioactivity and isotopic calculations; recursion; statistical calculations.

The incorporation of an operational stack considerably enhances the potential of the small calculator. Full use of the stack permits calculations involving a stored constant or two or more intermediate results, but it requires careful planning and execution. Regardless of whether the calculator is "programmable," an explicit instruction list, preferably written down, may contribute greatly to the rapidity and accuracy of such calculations. The "pop-up" feature of the stack is of particular interest, for it can be utilized to increase the permanent storage capacity. A comparison between conventional (memory) storage and stack storage is given, and examples are presented for the application of a calculator having a 4-register stack (plus 1-memory register) to problems involving 2 parameters and/or summations, iterative solution of a transcendental equation, and recursion.


Key words: Autoionization; configuration interaction; inner shell excitation; photoionization cross section; resonance profiles; uv absorption spectroscopy.

The cross-section profiles in krypton and xenon have been measured for one- and two-electron excitations of the type $n\sigma^p(S_{1s}) \rightarrow n\sigma^p(S_{1s}) n\sigma^p(S_{1s})$ or $n\sigma^p(S_{1s}) \rightarrow n\sigma^p(S_{1s}) m\sigma^p(P, 1D, 1S) m\sigma^p(P')$. These cross sections were assumed to have the form

$$\sigma(E) = C(E) - \sum \frac{(E - E_i)(1/2)a_i + (1/2)b_i}{(E - E_i)^2 + (\Gamma/2)^2},$$

where the adjustable parameters $C(E), a_i, b_i, E_i$, and $\Gamma_i$ were determined by a least-squares unfolding process which separated the smearing effect of the monochromator slit from the true optical density. Parameter values and cross-section curves are given for 12 krypton resonances and 11 xenon resonances.

13742. Negus, T., Roth, R. S., Parker, H. S., Brower, W. S., Crystal chemistry of lithium in octahedrally coordinated structures. I. Synthesis of Ba$_{2}$MeLi$_{2}$O$_{4}$ (Me = Nb or Ta) and Ba$_{2}$W$_{6}$Li$_{4}$O$_{19}$. II. The tetragonal bronze phase in the system BaO-Nb$_{2}$O$_{5}$-Li$_{2}$O. *J. Solid State Chem.* 8, No. 1, 1-13 (1973).

Key words: Ba$_{2}$Nb$_{2}$Li$_{2}$O$_{6}$; Ba$_{2}$O-Nb$_{2}$O$_{5}$-Li$_{2}$O systems; Ba$_{2}$Ta$_{2}$Li$_{2}$O$_{6}$; Ba$_{2}$W$_{6}$Li$_{4}$O$_{19}$; close-packed oxides; crystal growth; tetragonal bronzes.

The preparation, single crystal growth, and crystallographic properties of a close-packed, eight-layer, hexagonal ($c = 5.803 \text{ Å, } c = 19.076 \text{ Å}$, c = 5.803 Å) modification having the stoichiometry Ba$_{2}$Nb$_{2}$Li$_{2}$O$_{6}$, and of a close-packed, ten-layer, hexagonal ($c = 5.760 \text{ Å, } c = 23.742 \text{ Å}$) phase with Ba$_{2}$W$_{6}$Li$_{4}$O$_{19}$ stoichiometry are discussed. The isosstructural Ba$_{2}$Ta$_{2}$Li$_{2}$O$_{6}$ form of the eight-layer phase was also determined ($a = 5.802 \text{ Å, } c = 19.085 \text{ Å}$). Proposed crystal structures involve the pairing of lithium and metal (Nb, Ta, or W) octahedra to yield face-sharing units. The relationship of this phenomenon to other known close-packed phases containing Li has been demonstrated. An investigation of the Ba$_{2}$Nb$_{2}$Li$_{2}$O$_{6}$ - Ba$_{2}$Ta$_{2}$Li$_{2}$O$_{6}$ system is reported.

A tetragonal bronze phase homogeneity region was delimited at 1200 °C in the BaO - Nb$_{2}$O$_{5}$ - Li$_{2}$O system. A new orthor-

Key words: Frequency spectrum; linear chains; n-alkanes; polyethylene; polymer.

A method is given for calculating the vibrational frequency spectrum of a model linear polymer. The model is a chain of N masses having bending and stretching force constants. Each mass is quasiharmonically coupled to a Debye lattice which has a cutoff frequency \( \omega_0 \). Each of the 3N free chain eigenfrequencies \( \omega_j \) becomes a band with a low frequency cutoff \( \omega_{j\min} = \omega_0^2 \), a high frequency cutoff \( \omega_{j\max} = \omega_f^2 + \omega_0^2 \), and a pseudo-\( n \)-dimensional Debye distribution \( g_j(x) = n \omega_0^{-n} / [(\omega_{j\max}^2 - \omega_{j\min}^2) \cdot \omega_0^2] \) for \( \omega_{j\max} < \omega < \omega_{j\min} \). The total frequency distribution agrees closely with the results by Genensky and Newell for the Stockmayer and Hecht lattice using their force constants and compares reasonably well with results of Gf matrix calculations for polyethylene.


Key words: Ceramics; fracture; impact; projectiles.

The impacting of ceramic components by small projectiles can lead to strength degradation caused by the formation of Hertzian cracks. The conditions which produce degradation are analyzed in terms of the momentum and elastic properties of the projectile. A critical momentum must be exceeded before strength loss can occur, and the critical condition depends on the surface condition of the ceramic. Comparison of the analytical predictions with data for SiC confirms the reliability of the analysis.


Key words: Acrylate copolymers; ceric ion initiated; grafting collagen; graft polymerization; modification of collagenous surfaces.

To determine the scope of the grafting reaction, over 30 monomers were grafted to steer hide collagen and collagen films using ceric ammonium nitrate as initiator. High yields of apparent graft polymer were obtained with most acrylate and methacrylate esters. Yields were not changed greatly by employing the higher homologues. Moreover, monomers containing such diverse substituents as hydroxy, cyano, chloro, trifluoroethyl, or glycidyl groups may be grafted onto collagen. The presence of these functional groups in the products provides a potential reaction centers for further modify the collagenous surface. Presence of vinyl polymer was confirmed by IR spectra. The large number of monomers of varying polarity which were found to undergo apparent grafting makes it possible to vary widely the surface properties of collagen. It was shown that certain monomers impart water and oil repellency to collagenous surfaces, whereas others increased the hydrophilicity or oleophilicity of the substrate. Thus, by proper selection of monomers, the desired degree of hydrophilic to hydrophobic or oleophilic to oleophobic balance of the collagen surface to suit specific applications can be obtained.


Key words: Chromatography; curve fittings; moment analysis.

Iterative curve fitting of an eight parameter function to chromatographic peak profiles by nonlinear residual least squares is reported. Gaussian, exponential, and hyperbolic tangent functions are convoluted and iteratively fit to any experimental chromatographic peak shape and integrated to give total statistical moments with errors as small as 1 percent, even for the higher order moments. Exponential and band broadening operators are deconvoluted for measurement of physicochemical and analytical studies. The models and calculations may be extended to the resolution of overlapping peaks and complex elution profiles for the measurement of the rate of on-column chemical reactions.


Key words: Co\(^{3+}\) compounds; crystal fields; magnetic susceptibility; theory of magnetic susceptibility.

Measurements of magnetic susceptibility on compounds containing stoichiometric Co\(^{3+}\) are reported. The compound Ba\(_2\)CoO\(_4\) has the Co\(^{3+}\)(d) ion at a tetrahedral site and displays a susceptibility of the expected magnitude for \( S = 5/2 \). The compounds Ba\(_2\)Co\(_4\)(CH\(_3\)CN)\(_2\) and Ba\(_2\)CoO\(_4\) have the Co\(^{3+}\) spin at an octahedral site and show a susceptibility expected for low spin, \( S = 1/2 \). For the low spin case significant deviations from Kotani's calculated susceptibility were observed. Improvement of the theory was made through incorporation of the effects of distortion from perfect octahedral symmetry and the inclusion of higher electronic configurations above \( t^2 \) in the \( t^2 \) ground state. A case of low spin Ni in octahedral environment is also reported.


Key words: Acetonitrile; cyanocetylene; C\(_2\)H: heat of formation; photodissociation; photoionization; vacuum ultraviolet.

A photodissociation process to produce CN B\(^+\)\( \Sigma \) from C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN and CH\(_2\)CN has been studied as a function of incident wavelength. Threshold photon energies required for the production of CN B\(^+\)\( \Sigma \) from C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN and CH\(_2\)CN are 9.41 \pm 0.04 and 8.52 \pm 0.04 eV, respectively, from which \( D_0(C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN - CN) = 6.21 \pm 0.04 \text{ eV} \) and \( D_0(CH-CN) = 5.32 \pm 0.03 \text{ eV} \) are obtained. The photoionization yield curves have been measured for the C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN and C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN \(^+\) ions. Threshold photon energies obtained for the production of CN B\(^+\)\( \Sigma \), C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN \(^+\), and C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN \(^+\) from C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN lead to the following thermochemical values; \( I.P.(C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN) = 11.64 \pm 0.01 \text{ eV} \), \( I.P.(C\(_2\)H) = 11.96 \pm 0.05 \text{ eV} \), \( \Delta H_{\text{f}^0}(C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN) = 85 \pm 1 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) (355 \pm 4 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \), \( \Delta H_{\text{f}^\infty}(C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN) = 127 \pm 1 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} (531 \pm 4 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1}) \) and \( \Delta H_{\text{f}^0}(C\(_2\)H - H) = 5.38 \pm 0.05 \text{ eV} \). \( \Delta H_{\text{f}^\infty}(C\(_2\)H) \) obtained is in good agreement with the recent value obtained directly from a study of the high temperature reactions of graphite with hydrocarbons, \( \Delta H_{\text{f}^\infty}(C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN) = 14 \pm 1 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) (59 \pm 4 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \), which was obtained recently by bomb calorimetry. The fluorescence efficiency vs incident wavelength curves for C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN and CH\(_2\)CN show several peaks corresponding to Rydberg states indicating that the process is predissociative. The absorption coefficient of C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN has been measured in the vacuum ultraviolet. The photoionization yield curve for C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN \(^+\) shows at least two Rydberg series converging to vibrationally excited C\(_2\)H\(_2\)CN \(^+\) ions.

Key words: Classical equation of state; coexistence curve; critical phenomena; diameter of coexistence curve; line of symmetry; liquid-vapor phase transition.

The existence and properties of the Widom-Stillinger line of symmetry are examined for the "classical" equation of state, that is, an equation of state in which the chemical potential is expressed as a power series in density and temperature. In doing this, the chemical potential is shown to be an analytic function of temperature in the two phase region. This analyticity has been anticipated for a number of years.


Key words: Arc mercury; conductivity; cross section; electrical conductivity of mercury; electron-neutral; electron-neutral transport cross section of mercury; mercury arc.

The electron-neutral transport cross section and the electrical conductivity of Hg have been determined using a constricted dc Hg arc. This arc has a novel configuration which permits the precise measurement of the pressure, the voltage gradient, the temperature profile, and the total current. For the temperature range 5000-6500 K, the electron-neutral transport cross section was found to be $1 \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^2$ with a precision of ±6 percent and an absolute accuracy of ±20 percent. A description of the apparatus and technique is presented as well as a comparison with other existing data.


Key words: Computer-based data acquisition; gas chromatography.

The precision of several chromatographic sampling valves of original design is shown to approach 0.05 percent for unretracted solutes. Hybrid-fluidic, high pressure, and commercial valves have been characterized by measuring the precision of their column input profiles and statistical moments. A computer-based data acquisition and control system was developed for use with high precision algorithms.


Key words: Calibration; detector; infrared; pyroelectric; radiometers; ultraviolet.

An electrically calibrated optical detector has been developed using a pyroelectric response of the plastic, polyvinylfluoride. An in-depth look at the modulation frequency response was performed to substantiate the equivalence of the optical and electrical inputs, indicate the optimum structure and allow for a clearer understanding of the device limitations. The experimental results of the dynamic range, linearity, uniformity, and detectivity confirm the device's utility.


Key words: Annotated bibliography; binary systems; cryogenic fluid mixtures; liquid-vapour equilibria; multicomponent systems; survey.

This survey provides a convenient summary of available data on liquid-vapour equilibria for systems of interest in cryogenics. An annotated bibliography of 392 references has been compiled, current to January 1973. These references have been scanned individually with few exceptions, and cross-indexed by system with notation of extent of data and other significant features. The systems included are those made up of the possible combinations of H$_2$(D$_2$), HD, N$_2$, O$_2$, F$_2$, CO, H$_2$S, He(He$^+$), Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, and the saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbon through the C$_8$.


Key words: Effective interaction; electron scattering; nucleon-nucleon correlations; photoabsorption; photon scattering; sum rules.

A survey of total and partial nuclear cross section sum rules for photoabsorption and electron scattering is presented. The sums are derived from closure or the dispersion relation and are compared with available data and discussed in the context of the single particle shell model. A few of the rules are model-independent or relate observables, but most are influenced either by the form of the effective two-nucleon interaction or by nucleon-nucleon correlations in the nuclear ground state. The relation of electron scattering sums in the low momentum transfer region to photo sums is emphasized. A new sum rule for elastic photon scattering is given.


Key words: Beta-tin; internal standardization; Mössbauer spectroscopy.

The concept of internal standardization is applied in quantitative analytical studies using the Mössbauer spectrometric technique. The ratio of the absorption intensity of SnO$_2$ (analyte absorber) to that of β-Sn (internal standard absorber) is measured using BaSn$_{190}$O$_{30}$ as the source. The results demonstrate that the systematic error which arises because of differences in the chemical composition between the analyte samples and standards can be eliminated by using an internal standard.


Key words: Elastic barrier; lattice; molecular rotation; relaxation; temperature dependence.

A model is presented where the barrier to molecular rotation in solids is taken to be the work to elastically expand the lattice around the molecule. This barrier is shown to increase with pressure and decrease with temperature. The model calculations are compared to data on long chain paraffin-like solids for the dielectrically active relaxation involving rotation of the entire molecule around its chain axis (analogous to the α relaxation in polymers). The model accurately predicts the temperature dependence of the relaxation time (the activation entropy in the Eyring Theory), and the Eyring activation energy (the activation energy does not equal the elastic barrier height). The predicted pressure dependence of the relaxation time is in error by a factor of 2 indicating the need for further refinement of the model. This paper reports the current status of this problem.

Key words: Absorption; heat pipe; K-edge; lithium; resonances; spectrum.

Resonances in the photoionization continuum of lithium have been observed by absorption spectroscopy in the region of 55 to 70 eV. These resonances are associated with configurations of the type (1 s 2 s) and (1 s 2 s n) and lie more than 50 eV above the ionization potential; the lowest lying most prominent of these can be identified with configurations of the type (1 s 2 mh 2 n) P. A multiconfiguration calculation for the first five members of the series (performed by A. Weiss) has yielded values for the energies which agree with experimental results to within 2 eV.

The design of the lithium vapor absorption furnace was based on the heat-pipe principle. Argon, which has very little structure in the region from 55 to 70 eV, was used as a buffer gas and was contained inside the furnace by thin film aluminum windows. The light source was the 180 MeV NBS synchrotron.


Key words: Alpha tracks; alumina; cellulose acetate; citric acid; image analyzing system; nuclear track technique; oxygen tracer; thermal neutrons.

We describe the use of alpha tracks from the 14O(n, a)13C as a means of oxygen determination and distribution in biological material. A determination of oxygen in alumina and citric acid using enriched tracer was made.


Key words: Autocorrelation; correlation; diffusion; fluctuations; relaxation; time correlation.

The relative rates of relaxation of the autocorrelation function and the fluctuations in its sampled values are derived for several simple diffusing systems. It is found that in general, the autocorrelation function and its fluctuations relax at rates which are different, but of the same order of magnitude. In the cases studied, the ratio of the relaxation time for the fluctuations to that for the autocorrelation function varies from about 1/2 to about 1/6.


Key words: Associative processing; first-order predicate calculus; resolution; subsumption; theorem-proving; unification.

Many of the centrally important predicates which occur within theorem-proving programs involve, in their computation, a subcalculation aimed at determining whether or not a substitution exists satisfying certain constraints. Some of the principal difficulties in achieving efficient theorem-proving programs are traceable to the amount of computation required by this “substitution-existence analysis.” In this investigation, the concept of “weak substitution” is introduced and its utility and applicability in the subsumption and unification computations are examined. The main motivation for considering weak substitutions is this: the existence of a weak substitution having certain properties is relatively easy to detect, whereas the existence of a substitution proper having the same properties is not. Furthermore, the absence of such a weak substitution is a sufficient condition for the absence of the substitution proper. Using the concept of weak substitution, a particularly efficient implementation of the subsumption and unification computations on an associative processor is presented.


Key words: Free groups; powers.

In this note we show that a product of Nth powers in a group cannot in general be expressed as a product of fewer Nth powers. This extends a result of Lyndon and Newman.


Key words: Convergence; filter; function space; limit space; linear topological space; net; topological space.

This paper is an expository survey of the theory of limit spaces, discussing and contrasting approaches by way of nets and filters and considering a number of the extant ways of axiomatizing such a structure. Applications are given to a number of common notions of convergence of functions and to the topology of function spaces linear topological spaces.


Key words: Accuracy error limits; activation analysis; atomic absorption; instrument biases; isotope-dilution method biases; nuclear track technique; practical samples; radiochemistry; trace analysis techniques.

Proponents of widely-used analysis methods such as atomic absorption, spark source mass spectrometry, polarography, activation analysis, etc. often give the impression that their methods alone can solve a large fraction of the problems of trace analysis. In addition, from time to time new, specialized trace methods are reported and sometimes find use in solving special analytical problems. However, the trace analyst deceive himself and, worse yet, gives false impression to others unless he is able to understand the biases of his methods and instruments in relation to other possible methods and instruments, — and in addition express these biases quantitatively as accuracy error limits. Our experience at NBS in certifying trace element Standard Reference Materials in matrices as diverse as glass, orchard leaves, gold, zinc, beef liver, tuna fish and coal has given us an insight into the optimum contributions which can be made of these methods. The advantages and disadvantages of activation analysis as well as of several other types of radiochemical methods will be discussed in relation to other trace analysis techniques, based on our NBS experience in practical trace analysis. It is concluded that activation analysis ranks high among the methods for trace analysis of real samples.


Key words: Acceleration; counter; filter; g; gravity; interferometer; laser.

A method for determining the acceleration due to gravity is suggested. Two falling interferometer reflectors illuminated by a laser are used. The falling reflectors are separated by a ΔT and thus have a constant velocity differential, this generates a frequency linearly proportional to acceleration (g = kd/ΔV/ΔT).

Thus, the metrology of measuring g is simplified by having g linearly proportional to frequency.

Key words: Current probe; impedance measurements; piezoelectric transducer measurements; transducer measurements; ultrasonic instruments.

It has been found that various measurements commonly made on piezoelectric transducers are simplified by use of the current probe, a commercially available instrument. Examples are impedance, ultrasonic interferometry, and power.


Key words: Lead paint detection; portable x-ray fluorescence lead detector; portable x-ray fluorescence lead calibration standards.

The objective of this investigation was to obtain an indication of the validity of the field data resulting from the use of portable x-ray fluorescence lead detectors by local lead paint detection programs. This report is intended to provide guidance in the use of portable x-ray fluorescence lead detectors by housing and/or health authorities who are responsible for the collection and interpretation of field data as part of lead paint control programs.

The response characteristics of such an instrument to conditions that are related to those encountered in the field have been investigated and the results are presented in this report. The effects of calibration standards, state of charge, paint over layers, substrate, and distance on instrument response are discussed, in addition to the limit of detection and precision. The accomplishment of these tasks required the development of panel-type lead calibration standards. These standards encompass the concentration range from 0.1 mg/cm² to 9.0 mg/cm².


Key words: Cost analysis; hazard elimination; housing; lead based paint; materials; surface preparation; surface refinishing.

This report describes the elimination of the hazard of lead bearing paints in a one bedroom apartment using materials and procedures that are undergoing laboratory and field evaluation by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Paint removal was used to eliminate the lead from some surfaces and two non-hazardous membrane type coverings were installed as barrier materials over the residual leaded paint on other surfaces. The preparation and refinishing of the interior surfaces are described and work rates and cost data are presented.

This pilot demonstration is the first of a series of studies that will be used to determine the merits of various lead based paint hazard elimination methods when applied to actual housing conditions.

Final recommendations for further use of materials and systems, described in this report, are not presented due to the preliminary nature of this work. The completion of the projected series of demonstrations and the long term evaluation of the in-use performance of the materials and systems will be required before final recommendations can be made.


Key words: Analytical methods; antimony; arsenic; cadmium; lead; mercury; review; selenium; toxic elements in paints.

This report is a summary description of the chemical procedures currently available for the analysis of selected toxic elements in dried paint. The elements included in this report are lead, mercury, cadmium, antimony, arsenic, and selenium. The literature search upon which this report is based was directed primarily toward references pertaining to the analysis of dried paint. A bibliography of 57 references to wet chemical analysis, colorimetry, atomic absorption spectroscopy, electrochemistry, neutron activation analysis, and x-ray emission analysis is presented.


Key words: Chloride; crevice corrosion; dissolved oxygen; ellipsometry; nitrates; pH; repassivation kinetics; stainless steel; stress corrosion cracking; titanium alloys.

Repassivation kinetics of an AISI 304 stainless steel have been determined in 1.0N NaCl solutions using the triboeellipsometry technique which permits measurement of film growth and total reaction rates following removal of the surface film by abrasion. Although deoxygenation of the solution resulted in little change in either film growth kinetics or the ratio of total change to film thickness (Rf), changing the solution pH affected both the mechanism and rate of film growth which resulted in increased rates of metal dissolution in acidic (pH3) and basic (pH11) solutions.

The triboeellipsometry technique was also used to determine repassivation kinetics and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) susceptibility for Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V alloy. Repassivation transient behavior in a 1.0N NaCl solution, where cracks have been found to propagate, was compared to that in a 1.0N NaNO₃ solution where SCC susceptibility has never been detected. Susceptibility was found to be related to film growth kinetics in the two solutions.

The early stages of crevice corrosion of AISI 304 stainless steel in 1.0N NaCl solution have been detected using the ellipsometer to measure changes in optical properties occurring within the crevice between a polished metal surface and a glass plate. Changes in the ellipsometer parameters Δ and Ψ begin almost immediately upon creation of the crevice and can be interpreted as resulting from a build-up of soluble species within the crevice solution, followed by an overall thinning of the protective film and general corrosion attack.


Key words: Atmospheric chemistry; chemical kinetics; data evaluation; gas phase reaction; optical absorption cross section; photochemistry; quantum yield; rate constants.
Photochemical and rate data have been evaluated for twelve gas phase reactions of interest for the chemistry of the stratosphere. The results are presented in data sheets, one for each reaction. For each reaction the data are summarized. A preferred value is given for the rate constant or the primary quantum yield and photoabsorption cross section.


Key words: Annealing; comonomer inclusion; copolymers; lamella thickness; theoretical and experimental; thickening; unit cell.

The thickening of polymer crystals during isothermal annealing is usually observed to be an irreversible process. Phenomenological laws that govern such processes take the form of simple proportionality—fluor being proportional to force. For polymer crystals, a thermodynamic force capable of driving the thickening phenomenon arises from the unequal free energies of the fold and lateral surfaces. By analogy with other irreversible phenomena, the rate of crystal thickening is taken to be proportional to the derivative of the surface free energy with respect to crystal thickness. After certain assumptions, integration yields an equation in which three parameters characterize the system: an initial thickness \( h_0 \), and equilibrium thickness \( h^* \), and a relaxation time \( \tau \) which is a function of the “cooling.” The theory provides a basis for considering the effects of parameters such as time, temperature, thermal history, pressure, and liquids on the thickening rate. In particular, the theory adequately describes the time and temperature dependence of crystal thickening in random copolymers of tetrafluoroethylene and hexafluoropropylene which exhibit thickening behavior completely analogous to that of homopolymers. During thickening, the unit cell dimensions of these quenched-crystallized copolymers decrease in a manner that is consistent with the concept of complete comonomer inclusion upon crystallization.


Key words: Electroless nickel; electroless plating; nickel phosphorus.

The cross section of an electroless nickel deposit was scanned for phosphorus with an electron probe. The variations in phosphorus content corresponded inversely with the degree of etching with the usual nitric-acetic acid etch which develops the striations characteristic of electroless nickel deposits.


Key words: Band shape analysis; diffusion models; infrared; jump diffusion; molecular reorientation; neopentane; phase transition; plastic crystal; Raman; and rotational diffusion.

An infrared and Raman band shape analysis of the broadened 924 cm\(^{-1}\) fundamental for neopentane in its liquid and plastic crystal phases is presented. Correlation functions and times for molecular reorientation derived from both the infrared and Raman data show the liquidlike behavior of the plastic phase of neopentane, with the molecules rotating “freely” through \( \approx 10^\circ \) (175 K) to \( \approx 30^\circ \) (300 K) around an inertial axis with the corresponding reduced intermolecular torques \( \approx \frac{1}{2} kT \) decreasing from 8.2 to 3.8. Furthermore, the linewidth and correlation time results show no indication of a change in rotational behavior in passing through the plastic crystal-liquid phase transition. Theoretical fits of our experimental infrared and Raman correlation function with Gordon’s M and J diffusion models, as extended by McClung for spherical molecules, show that the experimental results lie between the functions predicted by these two models. The time between rotational “collisions” (angular momentum correlation time) varies continuously from \( 0.4 \times 10^{-12} \) sec for the room-temperature liquid to \( 0.2 \times 10^{-12} \) sec at the lowest temperature in the plastic phase. Activation energies for molecular reorientation of 4.1 and 3.6 kJ/mol are obtained, respectively, from the experimental half-widths and from the angular momentum correlation times, in good agreement with previous NMR and neutron scattering results. The results prove that neopentane melts in two stages: near 140 K, the rotational degrees of freedom of the (rigid) molecule are liberated, whereas near 253 K the translational degrees of freedom are liberated without observable change of the characteristics of the rotational motion.


Key words: Dilatometer; isothermal volume change; polyethylene; specific volume; superposition; thermal expansion; volume relaxation, WLF.

Data are presented to show that when linear polyethylene is quenched from room temperature to temperatures below 273 K, it exhibits a volume decrease for times long compared with that required to establish temperature equilibrium. The time, temperature, and density dependence of this decrease is shown to be consistent with relaxation occurring in the amorphous portion (lamella boundary layers) of the samples. The data can be superposed and the shift factors follow the WLF formalism. Analysis by this method yields a \( T_0 \) of 231 \( \pm 9 \) K but the uncertainties preclude any correlation with specific volume over the range 1.01 - 1.05 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\). The data indicate the absence of any comparable strong time dependence of the volume near 150 K. This method of detecting a glass transition in partially crystalline polymers is relatively free of subjective judgment than most.


Key words: Deposited thin film; electron beam metal deposition; scanning electron microscopy; x-ray microanalysis.

The decomposition of thin film AgCl vapor deposited onto an oxidized silicon substrate, was caused by electron bombardment in a scanning electron microscope operating at a pressure of 10^-8 torr. This decomposition was monitored by nondispersive x-ray analysis techniques. At the same time, the resistance of the film was also recorded.

The curves of chlorine concentration and resistance as a function of exposure are very similar in shape. The chlorine content of the film reaches a level that does not alter with increasing exposure. At this point, film resistance is about 1000 \( \Omega \) and remains essentially constant with increasing exposure. The residual chlorine can be removed by chemical treatment after which the resistance values drop to less than 50 \( \Omega \).

The quantitation of the x-ray results must await new correction procedures presently under study. However, a simple
correction procedure has been employed in order to illustrate important trends in the direct metallic deposition process.


Key words: Decibel; logarithm.

Recent letters on decibel are commented upon, and standardization proposed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is mentioned.


Key words: Calibration and testing; Ecuadorian Institute of Standardization (INEN); field inspections; mass, length, and volume standards; metrology laboratory; model law and regulations; technical education; U.S. AID.

At the request of the Ecuadorian Institute of Standardization (INEN) the U.S. AID made arrangements for a weights and measures advisor to assist in the development of a program for scientific and legal metrology, including the design of a metrology laboratory, inspection system, a training program, and other essential features. A four week survey by an NBS representative has resulted in recommendations for a metrology laboratory, physical standards, an Ecuadorian weights and measures law, regulations, and control program.

Considered also were the Ecuadorian National Standards of mass, length, and volume: precision balances, and other laboratory instruments. A program of technical education was recommended for an INEN engineer (Program Administrator) and for other members of the INEN laboratory staff.


Key words: Crossflow; field testing, plumbing; performance criteria, plumbing; performance, functional; single-stack drainage; siphonage, induced; siphonage, self; test loads, hydraulic; trap-seal reduction detector; trap-seal retention.

A procedure for measuring the hydraulic performance of drain-waste-vent (DWV) systems in the field is described, and the results obtained with this procedure in a field demonstration of the hydraulic performance of a single-stack DWV system are presented.

Among the most important criteria for hydraulic performance of drain-waste-vent systems are the following: (1) Trap-seal retention in idle fixtures; (2) Ability of the system to resist the rejection of suds, sewage, or foul gases due to hydrostatic or pneumatic pressures in the DWV system; (3) Absence of cross flow between fixtures; (4) Absence of self-siphonage in the individual fixture traps.

Considering the needs for minimization of maintenance in service and for the continuation of venting during cold weather, the following additional criteria can be identified: (5) Ability to maintain adequate hydraulic performance over a long period of service without excessive maintenance of branch piping; (6) Adequacy of performance under climatic conditions conducive to frost closure of vent terminals.

The procedures for selection and application of hydraulic loads, based on state-of-the-art guidelines, are described as applied to the soil and waste stacks evaluated for conformance to criteria (1) through (4) above.

The results show adequate performance in relation to criteria (1) through (4), with a single example of non-conformance on criterion (3), subject to the limiting condition that some uncertainty exists as to the degree of leak resistance of the DWV systems made available for the tests.

Recommendations are offered concerning further work that could provide information to confirm estimated conformance to criteria (5) and (6).


Key words: Accuracy; clinical chemistry; hematology; medical usefulness; microbiology; proficiency testing.

The proficiency of a representative sample of physician, hospital and independent laboratories was assessed with respect to their ability to analyse clinical chemistry and hematology samples and to identify microbiological organisms. For the assessment of clinical chemistry and hematology proficiency, the laboratories were grouped, and determinations of group accuracy and group precision were made. Further analyses were performed to determine relative accuracy and precision of the techniques presently applied by these groups. There was no significant difference at the 95 percent confidence level in the accuracy achieved by the various laboratory groups involved in clinical chemistry and hematology analysis. In clinical chemistry, the Medicare-Certified Independent Laboratories, CDC Tested Laboratories and JCAH-Members generally proved more precise than Physician's Office and Medicare-Certified Hospital Laboratories. However, none of the laboratory groups were sufficiently accurate to permit the monitoring over time of variation in an individual patient's constituent concentrations. It would appear that poor selection of techniques was an important contributor to this low performance level. In hematology the Physician's Office Laboratories proved to be the least precise of the groups. There was no noticeable difference in precision between participants in the CDC proficiency testing program and nonparticipants. With respect to microbiology, 76 percent of the identifications by laboratories participating in the CDC testing program were incorrect, while 19.4 percent of all other identifications were incorrect.

13780. Unassigned.


Key words: Collisions of vehicles with buildings; multistory buildings; progressive collapse of buildings; residential buildings; vehicular impact.

Through analysis of data from Oklahoma and Illinois along with national statistics, estimates are made of the number of vehicular collisions with buildings on an annual, nationwide basis. The best estimate is on the order of tens of thousands. However, since the impetus for the study was on multistory buildings and the likelihood of their being subject to progressive collapse the calculations have been refined to apply to substantial damage
to multistory residential buildings. In 1970, such accidents were only on the order of 40, hence the probability of a given building being so affected in a single year is approximately one in 10,000. Some discussion is provided on improvement for data collection for the future.


Key words: Building; explosion; frequency; gas; gas industry; progressive collapse; risk; statistics; structure.

The findings of an analysis of available statistics concerning the frequency of gas-related explosions in residential buildings are presented. The study was confined to incidents involving piped gas systems as they affect residential and commercial buildings. Though due regard has to be taken of the limitations inherent in the available statistics, it is concluded that in the USA the probability of occurrence of an explosion capable of causing significant structural damage could be 2.2 per million housing units per year.


Key words: Air pollution; atomic absorption; electron microprobe; emission spectrophotometry; environmental analysis; industrial effluents; ion-selective electrodes; nuclear activation analysis; particulate analysis; polarography; spark source mass spectrometry; spectrophotometry; trace elements; water pollution; x-ray fluorescence.

Various approaches to the chemical analysis of heavy industry process materials and effluents for trace element constituents that might contribute to environmental pollution are summarized.

The capabilities and costs of nuclear methods, spark source mass spectrometry, x-ray fluorescence and electron microprobe spectrometry, atomic absorption spectrometry, absorption spectrophotometry, atomic emission spectrophotometry, voltammetry (polarography) and potentiometry (ion-selective electrodes) for determining traces (less than 100 parts per million) of mercury, beryllium, cadmium, arsenic, vanadium, manganese, nickel, antimony, chromium, zinc, copper, lead, selenium, boron, fluorine, lithium, silver, tin, iron, strontium, sodium, potassium, calcium, silicon, magnesium, uranium, and thorium in such matrices as fly ash, coal, oil, ores, minerals, metals, alloys, organometallics, incinerator particulates, slurry streams, and feeds to and from sedimentation processes have been assessed.

The report includes a critically selected bibliography of the current literature.


Key words: Computer-aided design; computer networks; interactive graphics; performance measurement; remote computer utilization.

This report covers work performed between 1 July 1971 and 30 June 1972 as part of a long-term study of interactive computer-aided techniques. The primary emphasis during this period has been on investigating the feasibility of using computer networks in support of interactive graphics for computer-aided design and engineering. Alternative means for providing remote computer service have been studied. An experimental configuration has been devised taking advantage of the fact that there is located at the National Bureau of Standards a node of the ARPA Computer Network. Arrangements were made via this configuration for users at the Electronics Command to utilize a structural design program, NASTRAN, at a remote computer site. Emphasis has been placed on the evaluation of performance of interactive design techniques using displays supported by local and remote computers in a hierarchical arrangement. A variety of problems are identified which must be considered in order to support interactive graphics via a computer network; these are compounded where the network itself is in an evolving state of development. The report includes an outline of a synchronous communication protocol which was developed for use between ECOM and NBS.


Key words: Environment; environmental impact statement; environmental movement; National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); politics and the environment.

This paper traces some of the critical events leading up to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. The opening section spotlights the rapid growth of an environmental ethic in this country, the impact of some highly visible ecological disasters, and the subsequent pressure for environmental reform exerted by opinion leaders and the mass media. The Federal Government's response to perceived changes in public priorities is the focal point of the second section. The activities of Congress and the Nixon Administration are charted in a two-year chronology spanning the 1968 and 1970 elections, a key period in the development of environmental policy. The final section provides a critique of NEPA with special attention devoted to the controversial requirement for environmental impact statements. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of some of the challenges facing the environmental movement today.


Key words: Chemical nickel; coatings; electroless nickel; metal coatings; nickel; nickel-phosphorus.

Deposition rate, phosphorus content, hardness, appearance, and metal distribution are reported for deposits from two acid, hypophosphite type electroless nickel baths, one proprietary and one non-proprietary. The baths were operated under a variety of conditions with variations of composition. Extensive data is given on the relation of deposit hardness to phosphorus content and to heat treatment at 100, 200, and 400 °C.


Key words: Health standards; migrant labor camps; questionnaire construction; regulations; survey design.

The Community Health Service (CHS) of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has been assigned the responsi-
bility of providing health care services to migrant farmworkers. Since poor sanitation can be a major factor in the health of migrants, CHS requested NBS’ Technical Analysis Division (TAD) to perform a field survey of the current state of the sanitary conditions of migrant housing.

A survey form was developed by TAD as an aid in evaluating migrant housing. The form was derived from the checklist procedure employed by sanitarians to determine whether migrant housing meets state and local housing regulations.

Field visits were made to migrant labor camps in five different regions of the United States. These regions were selected because they contained a large number of camps open at the time of the visits. Within each region, camps were selected on a modified random basis.

A description of the findings of the survey is provided in both tabular and narrative form. A discussion of the limitations in the procedures used in conducting the survey is also included, and changes are suggested which could be incorporated into future surveys.


Key words: Computer programming language; FORTRAN; language validation; standard FORTRAN; test program design.

The NBS FORTRAN test programs, written in Standard FORTRAN, are designed to test whether a FORTRAN compiler accepts the forms and interpretations of the FORTRAN language as described in the American National Standard FORTRAN document *× 3.9 – 1966*. The test programs are recorded on magnetic tape in approximately 14,500 punch card images, and comprise 116 test units. The test units may be used as separate executable FORTRAN programs, or may be linked end to end with other test units, with a minimum of user effort, to improve operating efficiency. An additional copy of these 116 test units structured into 14 executable programs and the documentation supporting the test programs are included in the distribution.

The test program design criteria was to: (1) Constrain all test programs to the FORTRAN Standard × 3.9 – 1966; (2) Reduce the effect of those areas in which the FORTRAN Standard does not prescribe a method or solution, e.g., range, precision, size of computer, etc.; (3) Simplify the use of the FORTRAN test programs; (4) Test FORTRAN language elements before they are used in support of other tests; (5) Maintain an open ended system so that tests may be changed or added.

The test programs require the use of a card reader, printer and one intermediate unit.


Key words: Condition monitoring; failure detection; failure diagnosis; failure prevention; failure prognosis; diagnostic systems.

These proceedings consist of a group of sixteen submitted papers and discussions from the 18th meeting of the Mechanical Failures Prevention Group which was held at the National Bureau of Standards on November 8-10, 1972. Failure detection, diagnosis, and prognosis represent the central theme of the proceedings. Bearing condition monitoring, diagnostic systems technology and applications, and new approaches in sensing and processing are discussed.


Key words: Fire endurance; fire test; flame through; full scale; housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; single family residence; small scale; thermal resistance; wood floor; wood joist.

Fire endurance tests were performed on two full-scale and twelve small scale wood floor constructions. The fire endurance ratings on unfinished wood joist and plywood subfloor constructions varied from 10 to 13 minutes and were mainly determined by the time to "flame through." In small-scale tests, the addition of carpeting with a hair pad delayed the time of "flame through" approximately 8 minutes. Time to "flame through" may be estimated from the thermal resistance of the construction, and may be modified by the effects of applied load or construction details such as gaps, joints, and penetrations.


Key words: Exterior wall; fire spread; fire test; ignition; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; reentrant corner.

As a part of the research program concerning the recommended criteria for fire safety in Operation BREAKTHROUGH, two full scale fire tests were performed on a mockup of a reentrant corner, i.e., the interior corner formed at the intersection of the exterior walls of adjacent buildings, such as townhouses and garden apartments.

In each test, two wall specimens representing exterior walls were erected perpendicular to a wall containing a window opening into a fire room. One wall was located 1 foot east and the other one 5 feet west of the edges of the window. The objective of the reentrant corner fire test was to study the potential ignition and spread of fire from the room to an adjacent exterior combustible wall.

In the first test, charring on the east wall, but no surface ignition was observed during the test. The peak temperature measured did not exceed 350 °C (660 °F). In the second test, surface ignition occurred on the east wall 9 minutes after the wood crib, representing the combustible contents of the room, was ignited. No significant changes were observed on the west wall during either test.

The instantaneous heat flux incident on the east wall just prior to ignition and the total heat energy absorbed were estimated to be on the order of 1.0 W/cm² and 175 Joules/cm² respectively.


Key words: Aluminum; ductwork; fabric; fiberglass; fire tests; high rise buildings; HVAC systems; steel; terminal units.

The contemporary high rise building with its control air conditioning system and high content of synthetic materials presents a higher hazard than those erected prior to 1950. The ability of the duct work to resist fire breaking into it and spreading through the duct system is an important factor affecting the integrity of the building. Since they penetrate fire barriers, the flexible connectors between the main ducts and the terminal units are impor-
tant elements in maintaining the desired fire resistance. Flexible connectors made of four different materials (aluminum, galvanized steel, felted fiberglass and woven fiberglass fabric) and two attachment techniques were subjected to fire tests in accordance with ASTM E119. The results show that the materials of the connectors will withstand the fire exposure, the connect-
ors must remain tightly attached to the main duct, and the penetrations through the fire barrier must be suitably blocked in order to prevent fire from breaking into the duct system. The results also showed that rubber and plastic materials in the term-
inal units can produce significant amounts of irritating smoke.


Key words: Absorption coefficient; calcite; damage threshold; deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate; electrostriction; electrostrictive self-focusing; inclusion damage; Kerr effect; laser damage; lithium niobate; non-linear index of refraction; potassium dihydrogen phosphate; self-focusing; thermal self-focusing; thoria:yttrium oxide ceramic; yttrium aluminum garnet.

Neodymium:glass laser induced damage is observed in lithium niobate (LiNbO₃), calcite (CaCO₃), potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP), and deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KD²P). The damage at the lowest power levels is caused by inclusions. At higher power levels, filamental damage, which is indicative of self-focusing, is observed in LiNbO₃. An analysis of self-focusing data in yttrium aluminum garnet shows that the Kerr effect is the dominant self-focusing mechanism, with some contribution from the thermal effect. Bulk and surface damage thresholds in neodymium-doped thoria:yttrium oxide ceramic are obtained relative to bulk damage thresholds in several optical materials. For solid mater-
ials relationships are obtained between the stress-optic coeffi-
cients and the electrostrictive coefficients under different geometric boundary conditions.


Key words: AID; assistance; economics; foreign relations; industrializing nations; LDC's; measurement services; standardization.

On May 4-18, 1973, a Workshop was held at the National Bu-
dreau of Standards (Gaithersburg), under the sponsorship of AID, whose object was to give standards officials of industrializing na-
tions insight into the standards and measurement systems in the United States and the role of the National Bureau of Standards, so that these officials might consider what parts of the U.S. system might usefully be adapted to conditions in their own home countries. The report contains copies of speeches and presenta-
tions by representatives of both the U.S. and the industrializing nations, in addition to a general agenda of talks, presentations, and tours of laboratories both of NBS and of other organizations.


Key words: Analysis; basic correlation formulas; computer calculations; high-rise building fire; Operation BREAK-

THROUGH; pressurized stairwell; quantitative experi-
ment; smoke control; smoke simulation.

An NBS study to evaluate the effectiveness of a pressurized stairwell smoke control system in a high rise apartment building is summarized and discussed in the light of experimental results, analysis, and computer prediction. A quantitative experimental technique of smoke simulation and smoke movement measurement is described, supplemented by basic physical laws necessary for correlation with small fires, and illustrated by the results of an actual field experiment. Experiments were conducted in a 12 story apartment building constructed on the Operation BREAKTHROUGH prototype site in St. Louis, Missouri. The experimental results are then further extended to a wider range of ambient weather conditions by way of computer prediction calculations. General conclusions and relevant recommendations as a result of the study are also presented.


Key words: Building research; buildings; cooperation; housing; international; Switzerland.

Following up earlier contacts of CBT management with representatives of Swiss building research organizations, the author visited Switzerland in the Fall of 1972 for two weeks.

This report discusses the results of meetings with representa-
tives of the Swiss Federal Commission for Housing Research (FKW), major educational and research establishments, architects, contractors, builders, and local building officials. Topics covered in the discussions included building economics, modular coordination, pre-evaluation of performance of housing projects, pre-evaluation of research projects, building design, land use and planning, transportation, and building laws, codes, and standards.

It appears that cooperative programs in any or all of these areas could be profitable to NBS, and to the corresponding Swiss organizations.


Key words: Characteristics; computer-aided design; in-
teractive graphics; man-machine interaction; performance measurement.

This report presents material developed as part of a long-term "Interactive Computer-Aided Techniques Study." The report outlines the stages of development in the utilization of interactive graphics as a tool for Computer-Aided Design and Engineering (CAD/E). A series of characteristics are presented which are of significance to the designers and users of such systems and a se-
ries of questions of evaluative interest posed. These questions are intended to delineate the extent to which a system under ex-
amination achieves its stated design objectives. The char-
acteristics are grouped in accordance with the nature and complex-
ity of the experiments which would need to be conducted to establish values for them. The report suggests selected char-
acteristics of particular interest and suggests the design of experi-
ments for examining them in detail. The report makes specific reference to the MEDEA design terminal concept under development within the Graphical Systems and Technology Branch of ECOM.
Key words: Bridge decks; corrosion; creep testing; epoxy coatings; polyvinylchloride coatings; steel reinforcing bars.

The possibilities of protecting steel reinforcing bars embedded in concrete of bridge decks from corrosion by using organic barrier-type coatings are being investigated in this project. This corrosion is accelerated by the chloride ions of the two most commonly applied deicing materials, sodium chloride and calcium chloride.

In this report, physiochemical studies performed on coatings and coated bars are discussed, including: immersion studies of coatings in corrosive solutions; impact and embedded in concrete.

Key words: Mercury switch; oscilloscope; picosecond pulse; random sampling; risetime; sampling; time base; transition time.

With the advent of new miniaturized mercury (Hg) switches with reputed transition times of the order of 10 picoseconds, interest has been rekindled in their use in high speed pulse measurements. Since there is no pre-trigger signal available from a Hg switch, normal sequential sampling techniques are not usable to measure the fast Hg switch transition time. For this reason a new random sampling time base unit was designed to perform these measurements at the low repetition rate of Hg switches (< 100 Hz). The time base may be used with commercial sampling oscilloscope systems through suitable interconnection terminals or possible interface equipment. It features three selectable time windows of 1 μs, 100 ns, and 10 ns. Using its time magnifier, the fastest sweep rate is 10 ps/cm. A variable trigger lead time control is provided. The trigger sensitivity is 10 mV. The long term timing stability of the time base is excellent with less than 15 ps/h drift.

Key words: Frequency standard; methane resonance; molecular beam; Ramsey resonance; saturated absorption; stabilized laser; transition probability.

The problem of calculating the transition probability of methane molecules in a molecular beam interacting with an infrared (3.39 μ) radiation beam is discussed. Contrary to the usual microwave molecular beam experiments, first-order Doppler frequency shifts cannot be neglected. This makes the solution of the wave-equations more difficult. Weak field approximations to the transition probability have been calculated. Single optical beam experiments analogous to the Rabi-type interaction result in a Doppler-broadened absorption line with an estimated half-power width of a few MHz. For separated multiple field experiments analogous to the Ramsey-type interaction, no observable response is predicted, the expected sharp resonance pattern being smeared out by the random Doppler shifts due to the spread of the molecular beam trajectories. Further investigations are required in order to predict the resonance line shapes for strong fields, i.e., saturated absorption.

Key words: Antenna parameters; attenuation; current; electromagnetic measurements; field strength; impedance; waveguide theory.

This bibliography lists the publications of the NBS Electromagnetics Division between June 30, 1972 and June 30, 1973.

Key words: Calculated thermophysical properties; compressed liquid phase, fluorine-oxygen mixtures, hard-sphere model; liquid-vapor equilibria.

Liquid phase thermodynamic properties and liquid-vapor equilibria of fluorine-oxygen mixtures, for which no experimental data exist, have been calculated. The results are based on excess properties predicted from the Snider-Herrington equations, with an adjusted combining rule, and the corresponding data for the pure fluids. Mixtures considered are 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.88, and 0.9 weight fraction of fluorine from 55 to 90 K up to 70 × 10^3 Pa. In the compressed liquid, molar volumes, enthalpy, entropy, and constant pressure specific heat were determined. Along the saturation boundary, coexistent vapor compositions and solution vapor pressures were determined as well. Corresponding properties of pure fluorine from experimental data have also been included. Results are tabulated in both British and S.I. units.
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Automatic typesetting; Computer-assisted typesetting; Edit insertion program; FORTRAN program; Phototypesetting of spectroscopic tables; Typesetting of tables; TN740.
Automatic vehicle location; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; Radio propagation; Satellite time dissemination; Television time and frequency dissemination; Time-frequency; Time signal noise; System designs; Transfer standards; 13433.
Automation; Noise figure; Y-factor; Analysis; 13119.
Automation of accurate spectrophotometer; Instrumentation, spectrophotometric; Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; Standard reference material in spectrophotometry; Transmittance; Absorbance; SP378, pp. 31-51.
Automation technology; Computer software; Computer standards; Computer utilization; Electron spectroscopy; Humidity facility; International trade; Shortest path studies; Air pollutants; DIM/NBS 57, No. 12. 277-300 (1973).
Automation technology for retail industry; Computers; National Retail Merchants Association; Retail industry; Retail merchandising; Voluntary standards; Automated customer identification; Automated merchandise identification; Automatic reading technology; 13452.
Automobile tires; Environmental effects; Test method; Tread wear; 13733.
Automorphic functions; Hardy spaces; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 85-92 (1973).
Avalanche breakdown; Intrinsic breakdown; Alkali halides; SP387, pp. 225-238.
Avogadro number; Fundamental constants; Absolute amperes; 13337.
Azides; Thermal expansion; 13208.
At; Baryons, exotics; Mesons; Quarks; Spectroscopy; 13295.
A*11, A*11 states; CO; Configuration interaction; Electronic perturbation parameters; Matrix element; Perturbation analysis; 13690.
A*11 state; CO; Electronic spectra; Rotational analysis; Vibrational analysis; 13691.

B

Backward recursion; Bessel functions; Difference equation; Error bounds; Miller algorithms; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 125-132 (1973).
Backward recursion; Bessel function; Bit comparison; Error bounds; Relative error; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 133-136 (1973).
Backward recursion; Error bound; Miller algorithm; Difference equation; Bessel functions; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 111-114 (1973).
BaF2; CaF2; Ionic polarization; KCl; Mollwo-Ivey relations; NaCl; Point-ion potential; SrF2; U centers; J.77A No. 5, 659-665 (1973).
Calibration errors; Cryostat; Fixed points; Freezing point; International Practical Temperature Scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Thermometry; Triple point; Calibration; Monogr. 126.

Calibration of spectrophotometers; Detectors, absolute; Fluorescence spectra, corrected; Quantum counters; Spectrophotometers, design; Spectrophotometry, absolute; Standard lamps; Standards, fluorescence; Thermopiles; Actinometers; SP378, pp. 137-150.

Calibration standards; Concentration validity; Flash point; Lubricating oil; Pour point; Spectrometric analysis; Stability; Trace elements; Viscosity; TN751.

Calibrators; Deuterium lamp; Far ultraviolet; Hydrogen; Kreft-Rüssel lamp; Spectral radiance; Transfer standards; Wall-stabilized arc; 13646.

Calibrations; Optical pyrometer; Platinum resistance thermometer; Platinum-rhodium vs platinum thermocouples; Reference tables; Thermometric fixed points; Blackbodies; 13577.

Calibrator; Germanium thermometers; Heat conduction; NBS P2-20 (1965) scale; “speed of sound” isotherms; Viscosity; Acoustical thermometer; TN765.

Calibrator accelerometer; Dynamic; Earth’s field; Inter-Agent Transducer Project; Low frequency; Rotational frequency response; Transducer; Accelerometer; Air bearings; 13099.

Californium; Curium; Einsteinium; Fermium; Ionization energy; Mendelevium; Neptunium; Nobelium; Plutonium; Protactinium; Thorium; Uranium; Actinium; Americium; Berkelium; 13594.

Californium neutron source; Absolute fission cross section; 13377.

Calorimeter; Energy; Laser; Neodymium; Ruby; 13613.

Calorimeter; Ice point; Steam point; Stefan-Boltzmann law; Thermodynamic temperature scale; Blackbody; 13592.

Calorimeters; Fiber glass; Foam insulation; Insulation transfer-standard; Multi-layer insulation; Thermal insulation; Transfer standards; 13416.

Calorimetric reference materials; Benzoic acid; 13461.

Calorimetry; Cavity theory; Depth dose; Dosimetry; Dye dosimeters; Electron beams; Gamma rays; Plastic dosimeters; Radioluminescent dyes; Thin films; Absorbed dose; 13539.

Calorimetry; Critical phenomena; Heat capacity; Methane; Mixture; binary; Solution; solid; Argon; 13161.

Calorimetry; Depth dose; Dose distributions; Dye films; Electron beams; Interface; Monte Carlo transport; Stopping power; Thin films; 13558.

Calorimetry; Energy equivalents; Energy measurement; Heat transfer; Internal energy measurement; Isoperibol calorimeters; Measurement theory; 13474.

Calorimetry; Flow calorimeter; Heat capacity; Ideal-gas; Temperature; Thermodynamic temperature; Thermometer; Ammonia; 13639.

Calorimetry; Glass transition; Heat capacity; Linear polyethylene; Polyethylene; Thermal analysis; Thermodynamic properties; Branched polyethylene; J77A No. 4; 395-405 (1973).

Calorimetry; Glass transition temperature; Partially crystalline polymer; Polyethylene; Linear and branched; Temperature drift method; 13253.

Calorimetry; Laser; Laser calorimetry; Laser energy measurement; Laser power measurement; 13184.

Calorimetry flow; Calorimetry, solution; Chlorine monofluoride; Fluorine dissociation; Hydrofluoric acid solution calorimetry; Microlcalorimetry; Quartz, standard reference materials; Standard reference material for calorimetry; 13280.

Calorimetry in quantum yields; Laser, use in quantum yields; Photodetectors in quantum yields; Quantum efficiencies; SP378, pp. 151-167.

Calorimetry solution; Chlorine monofluoride; Fluorine dissociation; Hydrofluoric acid solution calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Quartz, standard reference materials; Standard reference material for calorimetry; Calorimetry, flow; 13280.

CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; Instrumentation standards; Nuclear instrumentation; Standards; 13266.

CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; Instrumentation standards; Nuclear instrumentation; Standards; 13456.

CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; Instrumentation standards; Nuclear instrumentation; Standards; 13457.

CAMAC; Dataway; Instrumentation; Modules; Nuclear; Standards; 13316.

Camera calibration; Image evaluation; Image optics; Image stability; Interferometry; Lens testing; Light filters; Light sources; Photography; SP300, Volume 10.

Cancer detection; City games; Temperature scale; Truck noise; Waste incineration; TKN87, No. 2, 25-52 (Feb. 1973).

Canonical transformation; Dynamical diffraction; Imperfect crystal; 13605.

Cap guns; Children; Consumer safety; Hearing damage; Noise; Paper caps; Standard apparatus; Toys; Acoustics; TN794.

Capacitance; Coaxial; High-Q; Immittance; Inductance; Measurement; Radio frequency; Resonance; 13097.

Capacitance; Dielectric measurement; Slab line; Slotted line; 13665.

Capacitance strain gage; Tensile; Ti-6Al-4V; Uniaxial loading; 4340 steel; Bending; 13648.

Capacitor; Cross capacitor; Dielectric films; Loss angle; Phase angle; 13330.

Capacitors; Dielectric constant; Dissipation factor; Measurements; Amplifiers; 13165.

Carbohydrates; Fourier transforms; Instrumentation; Iterative analysis of spectra; Non-equivalence; Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy; Superconducting solenoids; 13183.

Carbon; Cavity; Fast neutron; Spectra; Theory; 13365.

Carbon; Deuterion; Interaction neutron; Neutron; 13736.

Carbon; Electromagnetic; Form factor; Muon; Neutrino; Weak interaction; Beta decay; 13125.

Carbon dioxide; Catalytic; Chemisorption; Decomposition; Formaldehyde; Methane; Tungsten; 13663.

Carbon dioxide; Critical phenomena; Steam; Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; 13460.

Carbon dioxide adsorption; Dentin; Dental adhesive; Heats of adsorption; Surface area; Adsorption; Ammonia adsorption; 13260.

Carbon dioxide (¹⁰C¹⁶O²); Josephson junction; Lamb-dip-stabilized lasers; Accurate rotational constants; 13702.

Carbon disulfide; Energy levels; High resolution; Infrared; Molecular spectra; Absorption spectra; 13649.

Carbon Kα emission; Fluorine K absorption; Fluorine Ka emission; Fluoromethane molecules; Methane; Molecular orbital level sequence; Calculated relative x-ray emission; 13363.

Carbon monoxide; Chemical kinetics; Data evaluation; Hydroxyl; Nitric acid; Nitric oxide; Nitrogen dioxide; Oxygen atom; Oxygen; Photochemistry; Stratosphere; Atmosphere; 13441.

Carbon monoxide; Field emission; Hydrogen; Metal surfaces; Oxygen photoemission; Tungsten; Adsorption; 13250.

Carbon monoxide; Infrared lasers; Laser pumping of molecules; Vibrational energy transfer; 13440.

Carbonium ions; Hydrocarbons; Ion-molecule reactions; Neutralization; Pulse radiolysis; 13175.

Carbonyl sulfide; Microwave spectra; Molecular parameters; Rotational transitions; Spectra; Bond distances; 13653.

Carboxylic acid; Cellulose; Differential thermal analysis; He-
micellulose; Ion exchange; PH; Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; Thermogravimetric analysis; Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; 13109.

Caries; Dental materials; Plastics; Prevention; Sealants; Tooth loss; 13261.

Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometer; Esophageal thermometer; Fever; Fulminant hyperpyrexia; Heart temperature; Hypothalamus heat stress; Hypothermia; Obstetrics; Ovulation-detection; Open heart surgery; 13631.

Carpets; Corridor fires; Fire test; Flammability; Floor coverings; 13509.

Carpets; Durability; Economics; Field studies; Flooring; Floor coverings; Life-cost; Maintenance; User needs; TN783.

Carpets; Fire tests; Flame spread tests; Interlaboratory evaluation; Round robin; Statistical analysis; Test method standard; ASTM E 84; Building materials; 13530.

Carpets; Flame spread; Kitchen cabinets; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Smoke generation; Wall and ceiling; 13609.

Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; TN773.

Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; TN788.

Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Generation centers; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; TN806.

Carrier lifetime; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Epitaxial silicon; Gamma-ray detectors; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Nuclear radiation detectors; TN754.

Carrier lifetime; Gold-doped silicon; Resistivity; Semiconductor characterization; Silicon; 13419.

Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polargraphy; High-purity materials; Metals; Steels; Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; 13284.

Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polargraphy; High purity materials; Metals; Steels; Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; 13490.

Casting; Chromium; Investment; Mold; Alloy; 13668.

Casting; Dental; Investment; Petrography; Alloy; 13351.

Cataloging rules; Main entries; Anglo-American cataloguing rules; 13432.

Catalytic; Chemisorption; Decomposition; Formaldehyde; Methane; Tungsten; Carbon dioxide; 13663.

Categorial data; Chi-square; Contingency table; Independence; Markov chain; Analysis of information; 13364.

Cation vacancies; Density; Gadolinium impurity; Intertitial anions; Lattice parameter; Point defects; Calcium fluoride; 13350.

C-atoms; Collisional deactivation; Free radical reactions; Methane; Photolysis; Quantum yields; 13172.

Cauchy distribution; Characteristic function; Closed forms; Contour; Convergence; Curves; Distribution function; Error; Fourier transform; Infinite series; Interpolation; Limit distribution; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).

Cauchy relations; Elastic constants of solids; Elasticity; Poisson ratio; Polycrystals; 13289.

Cavitation; Condensing heat transfer; Correlations; Cryogenic fluid safety; Fluid dynamics; Fluid transfer; Heat transfer; Heat transfer equipment; Liquid helium; Liquid hydrogen; Liquid nitrogen; Liquid oxygen; Missiles and rockets; Pressurization; 13242.

Cavitation; Copper; Creep; Grain boundaries; Grain boundary sliding; Nucleation of cavities; Segregation nodes; Vacuum condensation; Angular distribution of cavities; 13091.

Cavitation; Cryogenics; Hydrofoil; Nucleation; Pumps; Venturi; 13241.

Cavitation; Cryogenics; Hydrofoil; Nuclear; Osives; Pumps; Venturi; 13735.

Cavity; Fast neutron; Spectra; Theory; Carbon; 13365.

Cavity theory; Depth dose; Dosimetry; Dye dosimeters; Electron beams; Gamma rays; Plastic dosimeters; Radiochromic dyes; Thin films; Absorbed dose; Calorimetry; 13359.

Cd; Cd-Hg; Internal Mg oxidation; Isotropic; Knight shift; Anisotropic; J.77A No. 6, 713-723 (1973).

Cd-Hg; Internal Mg oxidation; Isotropic; Knight shift; Anisotropic; Cd; J.77A No. 6, 713-723 (1973).

CdTe; CO2 laser damage; Damage thresholds; Laser windows; Window coatings; KCl; AnSe; SP387, pp. 151-156.

CdTe; Dielectric reflector; Inclusions in dielectrics; KCl; Pulsed CO2 laser damage; Thin film damage; ZnTe; AsS; SP387, pp. 157-169.

CdTe; ZnSe; ZnSeTe; Absorption coefficient; Emission spectra; KBr; SP387, pp. 250-253.

Ce ii; Energy levels; Spectrum; Wavelengths; Cerium; J.77A No. 4, 419-546 (1973).

Ceiling radiation; Corridor fires; Critical energy input; Flame spread; calculation; and observations; Floor covering evaluations; Heat balances; Heat transfer mechanisms; Models; energy balance; radiation; and scaling; TN794.

Cellulose; Differential thermal analysis; Hemicellulose; Ion exchange; PH; Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; Thermogravimetric analysis; Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; Carboxylic acid; 13109.

Cellulose acetate; Citric acid; Image analyzing system; Nuclear track technique; Oxygen tracer; Thermal neutrons; Alpha tracks; Amylance; 13758.

Celluloses; Combustion; Crystallinity; Decomposition; DP; DTA; Flame retardant; KHC03; Kinetics; Moisture; Oxygen indexes; Pyrolysis; Reaction rates; Temperature; TGA; Thermal analysis; Accessibility; Arrhenius plots; Burned celluloses; 13129.

Celluloses; Fires; Polymers; Smoke; Venting; Buildings; 13677.

Cementation; Intermediary base; Pulp protection; Retention; Temporary cementation; 13611.

Central idempotent; Frobenius Reciprocity; Group algebra; Orthogonality relations; Tensor product; Character of central type; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 93-99 (1973).

Centrifugal distortion; Formamide; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole splittings; Rotational transitions; Weighted fit; Astrophysical interest; 13218.

Centrifugal distortion; Hyperfine structure; Inversion doublet; Molecular beam; NH3; Quadrupole splitting; 13262.

Centrifugal distortion; Interstellar molecule; Millimeter wave spectra; Rotational transition thioformaldehyde; 13245.

Centrifugal distortion constants; D,15O; D,18O; Quadrupole coupling constants; Rotational constants; Rotational spectra; 13634.

Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; Helium; Nucleate boiling; Subcritical; Supercritical; 13666.

Ceramics; Fracture; Impact; Projectiles; 13744.

Ceric ion initiated; Grafting collagen; Graft polymerization; Modification of collagenous surfaces; Acrylate copolymers; 13745.
Child-proof matches; Hydrogen arc radiometry; Impact of Federal science; MHD materials research; Musical foghorn; Postal automation; TNBS 57, No. 6, 139-152 (1973).

Children: Children's strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; 13595.

Children: Clothing fires; Deaths; FACTS: Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; TN850.

Children: Consumer safety; Hearing damage; Noise; Paper caps; Standard apparatus; Toys; Acoustics; Cap guns; TN793.

Children's sleepwear; Decision analysis; Flammable fabrics; Probability assessment; Standards; Utility theory; 13596.

Children's strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children; 13595.

Chi-square: Contingency table; Independence; Markov chain; Analysis of information; Categorial data; 13364.

Chloride: Crevice corrosion; Dissolved oxygen; Ellipsometry; Nitrites; PH; Repassivation kinetics; Stainless steel; Stress corrosion cracking; Titanium alloys; 13769.

Chlorides: Concrete; Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; 13487.

Chlorides: Concrete; Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; TN768.

Chlorine atoms; Resonance fluorescence; Absolute rate constants; Atom-molecule reactions; 13306.

Chlorine monofluoride; Fluorine dissociation; Hydrofluoric acid solution calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Quartz; standard reference materials; Standard reference material for calorimetry; Calorimetry, flow; Calorimetry, solution; 13280.

Choking flow; Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; Helium; Hydrogen; Oxygen; Reviews; Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; TN633.

Chromatography; Controlled pore glass; Molecular size; Porous glass chromatography; Protein; Protein-sodium dodecyl sulfate complexes; Sodium dodecyl sulfate-complexes; 13721.

Chromatography: Curve fittings; Moment analysis; 13746.

Chromatography; Statistical moments; 13086.

Chromium; Constitution diagram; Equilibrium diagram; Phase diagram; Platinum; Alloys; 13621.

Chromium; Investment; Mold; Alloy; Casting; 13668.

Chromium alloys; Constitution diagram; Equilibrium diagram; Phase diagram; Rhodium alloys; 13614.

Chromium alloys; Constitution diagram; Equilibrium diagram; Iridium alloys; Phase diagram; 13622.

Chronopotentiometry; Conductivity; Coulometry; Electrochemical analysis; Polargraphy; Potentiometry; Water analyses; Water pollution; Amperometry; 13192.

CH₂OH; Force constants; Infrared spectrum; Matrix isolation; Methanol; Vacuum-ultraviolet photolysis; 13581.

CH₃; Flames; H; Mass spectrometry; OH; Radicals; 13672.

Circular holes; Face versus edge oxidation; Impurity effect on oxidation; Layers; Pyrolytic graphite; Scanning electron microscope; 13170.

Citric acid; Image analyzing system; Nuclear track technique; Oxygen tracer; Thermal neutrons; Alpha tracks; Alumina; Cellulose acetate; 13758.

City; Computer; Directors; Economic; Games; Government; Metropolitan; Players; Sectors; Simulation; Social; Urban; 13511.

City games; Temperature scale; Truck noise; Waste incineration; Cancer detection; TNB 57, No. 2, 25-52 (Feb. 1973).

Classical equation of state; Coexistence curve; Critical phenomena; Diameter of coexistence curve; Line of symmetry; Liquid-vapor phase transition; 13749.

Classification of electronic standards; DC standards; Low frequency standards; Standards (coaxial connectors); Standards (waveguide or coaxial line); Traceability of electrical standards; Basic electronic standards; 13104.

Classifications, girls' size; Grading charts, girls' size; Size designations, girls'; Span charts, girls' sizing; Apparel, girls' Body measurements, girls'; 1354-72.

Classified lines; Energy levels; Europium; Ionization energy; Stellar spectra; Atomic ions; Atomic spectra; 13724.

Clausing factors; Free molecular flow; Precision ionization gauges; Stable vacuum systems; Transmission probability; Vacuum calibration; Vacuum measurements; 13143.

Claisis-Mossoti function; Dielectric virial coefficients; M-6-8 potential; Polarizability; Polyatomic gases; Pressure second virial coefficients; Quadrupole moment; Statistical mechanics; 13593.

ClfC₂; DCClF₂; DCClF₅; FCCl; HCClF₂; HCClF₆; Infrared spectrum; Matrix isolation; Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; 13334.

CICN; CN B 7Σ; Energy partition; HCN; ICN; Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; BrCN; 13319.

Clean air and water; Environmental quality; Metal contaminants; Occupation-related air pollutants; Oil spills; Radioactive pollutants; Stratospheric air pollution; Water quality; Water pollution; Air pollution; Air quality; Auto emissions; DIM/BN5 57, No. 10, 225-252 (1973).

CLIA '67; Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Microbiology; Precision; Proficiency testing; Accuracy; 13564.

Climate; Criteria; Deterioration; Durability; Materials; Mechanisms; Nondestructive testing; Testing; Accelerated aging; Aging of buildings; Building components; 13637.

Clinical analysis; Economic impact; Energy crisis; Meteorology; Photometry; Phototherapy; Pollution; Radiometry; Remote sensing; Agriculture; TN594-4.

Clinical chemistry; Fire services; High-accuracy mass spectrometry; Materials failure; Night vision; Precision; Surface roughness; Art; DIM/BN5 57, No. 9, 201-224 (1973).

Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Medical usefulness; Microbiology, proficiency testing; Accuracy; 13404.

Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Medical usefulness; Microbiology; Proficiency testing; Accuracy; 13779.

Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Microbiology; Precision; Proficiency testing; Accuracy; CLIA '67; 13564.

Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometry; Esophageal thermometer; Fever; Fulminating hypoxia; Heart temperature; Hypothalamus heat stress; Hypothermia; Obstructive; Ovulation-detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; 13631.

Clinical spectrophotometry, accuracy, precision; Optical cuvettes; Spectrophotometric standards, clinical; SP378, pp. 125-134.

Clinical SRM's; Distance to moon; Energy; Fire technology; Invisible moonlight; Iodine stabilized lasers; Sensor progress; DIM/BN5 57, No. 11, 253-276 (1973).

Clinical Standard Reference Materials; Cortisol; Fourier transform; proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy; Chemical shifts; 13376.

Clinical standards; Standard reference materials; Standardization; spectrofluorometric; Standardization, spectrophotometric; SP378, pp. 117-124.

Closed forms; Contour; Convergence; Curves; Distribution function; Error; Fourier transform; Infinite series; Interpolation; Limit distribution; Normal distribution; Polynomials; Probability density function; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).

Close-packed oxides; Crystal growth; Tetragonal bronzes; Ba,Nb,Li₂O₅; BaO-Nb₂O₅-Li₂O systems; Ba,Ta₄Li₄O₁₂; 13742.

Closure approximation; High pressure; Lennard-Jones poten-
Closure approximation; Isothermal/density derivative of pair correlation function; Liquid neon; Neutron scattering; Pair correlation function; Triplet correlation function; 13095.
Clothing fires; Deaths; FFAC(TS); Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; TN810.
Clustering; Critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; Heat treatment; Magnetism; Susceptibility; 13709.
Clusters; Defect models; GdF₃; Mass transport; Point defects; Alkaline earth fluorides; CaF₂; 13328.
COBOL; Coating; CN; Clothing; 3.369-373; frequency; Work; Cables; Thickness; Absorption; phosphorus; Crystal; Laser-induced
Electronic; Alkaline; Magnetism; B-B; 2-; 13203.0
Electronic spectra; Rotational analysis; Vibrational analysis; a-II state; 13691.
CN B \( \Sigma^+ \); Energy partition; HCN; ICN; Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; BrCN; CICN; 13319.
CN B \( \Sigma^- \); NCN A \( \Pi \); NCN; Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; Absorption coefficient; Bond dissociation energies; 13318.
CO; Configuration interaction; Electronic perturbation expansions; Matrix element; Perturbation analysis; a-II, a-III states; 13690.
Coating thickness; Electroplating; Fluorescent x-rays; Thickness; X-ray spectrometry; 13203.0
Coating thickness; Measurement of coating thickness; Metallurgy; Microscopy; Thickness determination of coatings; 13141.
Coatings; Electroless nickel; Metal coatings; Nickel; Nickel-phosphorus; Chemical nickel; 13786.
Coatings; High-power laser; Measurements; Surface; Testing; Absorption; SP387, pp. 189-193
Coaxial; Cryogenic; Miniature; Pulse delay; Superconducting; Telecommunications; Transmission lines; Cables; 13338.
Coaxial; High-Q; Immittance; Inductance; Measurement; Radio frequency; Resonance; Capacitance; 13097.
Coaxial; Pulse response; Transient analysis; Transmission lines; Cables; 13378.
Coaxial connectors; Impedance measurement; Microwave network theory; Mismatch errors; Phase shift-measurement; Power measurement; Reflectometers; Waveguide joints; Waveguide theory; Attenuation definitions; Attenuation measurement; Monogr. 137.
Coaxial probe; Emptying rate; Fill rate; Liquid level; Time domain reflectometer; 13338.
Coaxing; Composites; Compressive fatigue; Fatigue; J.77A No. 3, 369-373 (1973).
Cobaltous fluoscilicate; Cupric potassium sulfate; Dipole-dipole interaction; Entropy; Exchange interaction; Ferric methyl ammonium alum; Low temperature paramagnetism; Cerium ethyl sulfate; Cerous magnesium nitrate; 13314.
COBOL; Environmental buoy cables; Highway repair costs; Incentives program; Innovators; Paper degradation; Smoke test; Antenna performance; TNB 57, No. 7, 153-176 (1973).
Codes; Design criteria; Multistory; Progressive collapse; Risk; Stability; Standards; Strength; United States; Abnormal loading; Building; 13475.
Codes; Examination procedure; Inspection; Meters; Outputs; Scales; Tests; H112.
Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies; Critical exponents; Critical region; Equation of state; Scanning law; Specific heat; Steam; Water; 13059.
Coexistence curve; Critical phenomena; Diameter of coex-
istence curve; Line of symmetry; Liquid-vapor phase transition; Classical equation of state; 13749.
Coherent production; Diffractive production; Glauber model; Hadron scattering; High energy scattering; Multi-body states; 13164.
Coiled helix thermopiles; Drug receptor complexing; Entropy; Enzyme detection + analysis; Equilibrium; Free energy; Free entropy concept; Heat of reaction; Heatburst principle; Hydrogen bonding; Immunoreaction calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; 13730.
Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometry; Esophageal thermometer; Fever; Fulminant hyperpyrexia; Heart temperature; Hypothalamus heat stress; Hypothermia; Obstetrics; Ovulation-detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; Pyrogens; Sweating; 13631.
Collimators; Neutron instrumentatiation; Neutron-neutron scattering; Neutron penetration; Re-entrant holes; Air ducts in shields; 13341.
Collodial deactivation; Free radical reactions; Methane; Photolysis; Quantum yields; C-atoms; 13172.
Collodial depolarization; Level degeneracy; Redistribution functions; Resonance radiation; 13499.
Collisions; Collision stimulations; N₂O; O²⁻+ O²⁻ emission; Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; 13323.
Collisions; Group theory; Molecule-fixed axes; Selection rules; Vibration-rotation Hamiltonian; Angular momentum; Bimolecular complex; 13680.
Collisions of vehicles with buildings; Multistory buildings; Progressive collapse of buildings; Residential buildings; Vehicular impact; 13781.
Colloidal theory; Crystallization theory; Gypsum; Hydration; Induction period; Plaster of paris; Setting mechanisms; TN755.
Color; Contrast; Detection; Tritanopia; Visibility; Vision; 13681.
Color; Gloss; Porcelain enamel; Steel; Weather resistance; Accelerated tests; Acid resistance; Aluminum; 13215.
Color; Gloss; Porcelain enamel on aluminum; Weather resistance; 13383.
Colorfastness; Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; Performance; Properties; Scratch resistance; Smoke generation; Toxic combustion products; Toxicity; Washability; TN808.
Column connection; Concrete triaxial strength; Ductility; Neoprene bearing pad; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance tests; Precast concrete; Structural design; Building system; 13401.
Combinatorics; Connectivity; Euler graphs: 2-factors; Graph theory; Hamiltonian circuits; Hamiltonian connected; Powers of graphs; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2, 1-10 (1973).
Combinatorics; Examples of graphs; Graph theory: Minimal blocks; Planar graphs; Thickness of graphs; two-connected graphs; Blocks; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2, 53-60 (1973).
Combustion; Crystallinity; Decomposition; DP; DTA; Flame retardant; KHC₀₂; Kinetics; Moisture; Oxygen indexes; Pyrolysis; Reaction rates; Temperature; TGA; Thermal analysis; Accessibility; Arrhenius plots; Burned cellsloses; Celluloses; 13129.
Communication; Conspicuity; Controlled environment; Effectiveness; Flashing lights; Guidelines; Information; Laboratory testing; People; Response; Sirens; Standards; Action; 13516.
Communication; Field strength; Measurement; Mines; Noise; 13155.
Communications; Computer; Data transmission; Errors; protocol; Synchronous; Asynchronous; 13325.
Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; FIPS PUB 3-1.
Computer networks; Data communications; Resource sharing; Bibliography: SP384.

Computer networks: Interactive graphics, performance measurement; Remote computer utilization; Computer-aided design: 13784.

Computer programs: Heuristic; Minimum cost; Network configuration; Optimization; Telpak rate structure; Communications network: TN787.

Computer programming: Computers; Data processing, Federal Information Processing Standards; Flow charting; Flowchart symbols; Information processing; Standards; FIPS PUB 24.

Computer programming language: FORTRAN; Language validation: Standard FORTRAN; Test program design: 13788.

Computer programs: Contingency tables; Estimation of cell frequencies from marginals; Generalized independence; Hypothesis testing; Information theory; Interaction; Higher-order interaction: 13445.

Computer programs: Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity: TN625.

Computer programs: Dynamic thermal performance; Heat flow analysis; Heating and cooling loads; Temperature predictions; Thermal analysis; Thermal behavior; Transient heat flows; Building heat transfer; BSS45.

Computer programs: Gaseous oxygen; Graphs; Handbook thermophysical properties; Liquid oxygen; Oxygen; Property value uncertainties; Solid oxygen; Tables: 13112.

Computer software: Computer standards; Computer utilization; Electron spectroscopy; Humidity facility; International trade; Shortest path studies; Air pollutants; Automation technology; DIM/NBS 57, No. 12, 277-300 (1973).

Computer software: Cross-assembler; Cross-compiler; Hardware; Language; Minicomputer; Software; Computer, computer hardware: 13451.

Computer standards: Computer utilization; Electron spectroscopy; Humidity facility; International trade; Shortest path studies; Air pollutants; Automation technology; Computer software; DIM/NBS 57, No. 12, 277-300 (1973).

Computer system hardware: Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards: Communications; Computers; FIPS PUB 2-1.

Computer systems hardware: Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards: Communications; Computers; FIPS PUB 25.

Computer tabulation: Ground vibrational state; Hyperfine splittings; Methane; Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian; Rotational levels: 13682.


Computer utilization; Electron spectroscopy; Humidity facility; International trade; Shortest path studies; Air pollutants; Automation technology; Computer software; Computer standards; DIM/NBS 57, No. 12, 277-300 (1973).

Computer-aided design: Computer networks; Interactive graphics, performance measurement; Remote computer utilization: 13784.

Computer-aided design; Interactive graphics; Man-machine interaction; Performance measurement; Characteristics: 13797.

Computer-assisted typesetting; Edit insertion program; FORTRAN program; Phototypesetting of spectroscopic tables; Typesetting of tables; Automatic typesetting; TN740.

Computer-based data acquisition; Gas chromatography: 13751.

Computer-based systems; Information systems, university; University computer systems; TN781.

Computer-controlled experiment; Computer interfacing; Data acquisition system; Digital interface; Instrumentation; Laboratory automation; MIDAS; Programmable controller: TN790.

Computerized text processing; NBS computer system; Scientific text; Users manual; Character codes for scientific text: J3508.

Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; FIPS PUB 2-1.

Computers; Computer systems hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; FIPS PUB 25.

Computers; Consultation; Documentation; Information support; Networks: On-line support; User needs; User support; TN802.

Computers; Copyright; Information storage and retrieval; Infringement; Input; Intellectual property; Proprietary rights: 13506.

Computers; Data elements and codes; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Geography; Information processing standards; Information systems; National government; Representation and codes; Standards; Statistical data; FIPS PUB 6-2.

Computers; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards Publication; Representations and codes; Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas; FIPS PUB 8-3.

Computers; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Management; Standards; U.S. Government; FIPS PUB 23.

Computers; Data processing, Federal Information Processing Standards; Flow charting; Flowchart symbols; Information processing; Standards; Computer programming; FIPS PUB 24.

Computers; National Retail Merchants Association; Retail industry; Retail merchandising; Voluntary standards; Automated customer identification; Automated merchandise identification; Automatic reading technology; Automation technology for retail industry: 13452.

Computing; Documentation; Remote; Service; Users; Administration; Batch: 13718.

Computing, statistical; Documentation for users; OMNITAB; Statistics; TN756.

Concentrated loads; Deflection; Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayment; Wood; Wood joists: 13472.

Concentrated-load capacity; Evaluation criteria; Floors; Hardboard; Load capacity; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance criteria; Plywood subflooring; Subflooring; Underlayment; Wood-frame construction: 13388.

Concentration of saturated water vapor in air; Enhancement factor; Moist air; Moisture content of saturated air; Saturated air; Solubility of water vapor in air; Water vapor; J77A No. 1, 113-131 (1973).

Concentration: validity; Flash point; Lubricating oil; Pour point; Spectrometric analysis; Stability; Trace elements; Viscosity; Calibration standards; TN751.

Concrete: Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides: 13487.

Concrete: Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides: TN768.

Concrete panels; Connections; Ductility; Floor diaphragms; Housing systems; Insert connectors; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precast concrete: 13390.

Concrete triaxial strength; Ductility; Neoprene bearing pad; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance tests; Precast concrete; Structural design; Building system; Column connection: 13401.
Nuclear instrumentation: Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing: 13457.
Controlled accessibility; Data integrity; Data security; Security; Confidentiality; TN780.
Controlled atmospheres: Extinguishing; Fire extinguishers; Fires; Halons; Oxygen; Spacecraft cabin atmospheres; Water; 13515.
Controlled environment: Effectiveness; Flashing lights; Guidelines; Information; Laboratory testing; People; Response; Sirens; Standards; Action; Communication; Conspicuity: 13516.
Controlled pore glass; Molecular size; Porous glass chromatography; Protein; Protein-sodium dodecyl sulfate complexes; Sodium dodecyl sulfate-complexes; Chromatography; 13721.
Convergence; Curves; Distribution function; Error; Fourier transform; Infinite series; Interpolation; Limit distribution; Normal distribution; Polynomials; Probability density function; Quadrature; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).
Convergence; Filter; Function space; Limit space; Linear topological space; Net; Topological space; 13762.
Conversational: Editor; Language; Minicomputer; Text; Assembly; 13352.
Convex hull; Unit circle; Weyl's Theorem: J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 137-141 (1973).
Cooling curve temperature calibration; Differential scanning calorimetry; Evaluation of thermal apparatus; Temperature calibration; Thermal analysis; 13704.
Cooperation; Housing; International; Switzerland; Building research; Buildings; 13796.
Coordination of Li⁺ ion; Crystal structure; Non-stoichiometric phase; System K₂O·Li₂O·TiO₂; 13249.
Copolymers; Crystallization; Growth rate; Lamella thickness; Melting temperature; J.77A No. 3, 353-358 (1973).
Copolymers; Lamella thickness; Theoretical and experimental; Thickening; Unit cell; Annealing; Comonomer inclusion; 13771.
Corrosion; Creep; Grain boundaries; Grain boundary sliding; Nucleation of cavities; Segregation nodes; Vacancy condensation; Angular distribution of cavities; Cavitation; 13091.
Corrosion; Electrical properties; Magnetoresistance; Aluminum; 13686.
Corrosion; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; 13058.
Corrosion; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; 13145.
Corrosion; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Photoelectron energy distribution; Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger-transitions; 13483.
Corrosion; Heat transfer; Kapitza conductance; Niobium; Superfluid helium; Thermal conductivity; Aluminum; 13569.
Corrosion; Copper and steel; Low-level radioactivity measurements; Contamination of aluminum; 13299.
Copyright; Information storage and retrieval; Infringement; Intellectual property; Proprietary rights; Computers; 13506.
Core polarization; Electromagnetic transitions; Nuclear spectroscopy; Nuclear structure; Quadrupole moment; Quartet structure; 13340.
Coriolis; Isotope effects; Vibrational force field; BF₃; 13310.
Correction for reflections; Reflections, multiple; Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; Systematic bias in spectrophotometry; Transmittance, correction; J.77A No. 6, 699-703 (1973).
Correlation; Diffusion; Fluctuations; Relaxation; Time correlation; Autocorrelation; 13759.
Correlation energy; Excited states; Multiconfiguration self-consistent field; O₂⁻; Adiabatic correlation; Asymptotic states; Configuration interaction; 13206.
Correlation function; Density expansion; Kinetic equations; Langevin equation; Rate equations; Scattering theory; 13507.
Correlations; Cyclicogen fluid safety; Fluid dynamics; Fluid transfer; Heat transfer; Heat transfer equipment; Liquid helium; Liquid hydrogen; Liquid nitrogen; Liquid oxygen; Missiles and rockets; Pressurization; Radiation heat transfer; 13242.
Corrugations; Higher-order moments; High-speed computing; Hot-wire anemometry; Probability distributions; Boundary layer; 13527.
Corrosion; Creep testing; Epoxy coatings; Polyvinylchloride coatings; Steel reinforcing bars; Bridge decks; 13798.
Corrosion; Electrochemistry; Electropolishing; Ellipsometry; Electrophoresis; 13489.
Corrosion; Electron microscopy; Implant; Saline solution; Titanium; Alloys; Biological; 13600.
Corrosion; Electron microscopy; Pressure; Salt water; Titanium; 13602.
Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides; Concrete; 13487.
Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides; Concrete; TN768.
Corrosion; Oxidation; Anodization; 13606.
Corrosion; Pinhole-type defects; Porcelain enamel; Scanning electron microscope; Weathering tests; Non-dispersive x-ray spectrometer; 13714.
Corrosion; embrittlement; Palladium; Salt water; Alloys; Copper; 13694.
Corrosion pits; Electron microscopy; Fe-Cr alloys; Passive films; Stainless steel; 13296.
Cortisol; Fourier transform; proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy; Chemical shifts; Clinical Standard Reference Materials; 13376.
Cost allocation; Cost sharing; Environmental quality; Efficiency; Equity; Multiobjectives; Multi-purpose projects; Regional development; Water policy; Water resources; 13277.
Cost analysis; Hazard elimination; Housing; Lead based paint; Materials; Surface preparation; Surface refinishing; 13767.
Cost benefit analysis; Donor profiles; Peer review; Regulatory activities; Sensitivity analysis; Blood banks; Blood utilization statistics; TN777.
Cost sharing; Environmental quality; Efficiency; Equity; Multiobjectives; Multi-purpose projects; Regional development; Water policy; Water resources; Cost allocation; 13277.
Coulometric analysis; Electrochemical analysis; Ionic activity; Ion-selective electrodes; PH measurements; Polarography; Potentiometry; Standard Reference Materials; Acidity; TN583.
Coulometry; Electrochemical analysis; Polarography; Potentiometry; Water analyses; Water pollution; Amperometry; Chronopotentiometry; Conductivity; 13192.
Count; Filter; G; Gravity; Interferometer; Laser; Acceleration; 13764.
Counting precision; Excess variability; Limiting precision; Photoneutron chemistry; Poisson statistics; Single and multiple parameter nuclear analyses; Statistical weights; 14 MeV neutron activation; 13694.
Coupled channel calculations; Holmium⁶⁰⁶¹; Nuclear collectivity; Nuclear Ramsauer effect; Optical model; Total neutron cross section; 13424.
Critical energy input; Flame spread, calculation, and observations; Floor covering evaluations; Heat balances; Heat transfer mechanisms; Models, energy balance, radiation, and scaling; Ceiling radiation; Corridor fires; TN794.

Critical exponents; Critical region; Equation of state; Scaling law; Specific heat; Steam; Water; Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies: 13059.

Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; Helium; Hydrogen; Oxygen; Reviews; Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; Choking flow; TN633.

Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; Helium; Nuclear boiling; Subcritical; Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; 13666.

Critical magnetic field; Heat capacity; Josephson junctions; Noise thermometry; Superconductive fixed points; Superconductivity; Thermometry; 13540.

Critical parameters; Instrumentation; Linearity; Quantum efficiency; Spectrofluorometry; Spectrophotometry; Standards; Accuracy; SP378.

Critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; Heat treatment; Magnetism; Susceptibility; Clustering; 13709.

Critical phenomena; Dense gases; Phase transitions; Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Viscosity; Binary liquids; 13134.

Critical phenomena; Diameter of coexistence curve; Line of symmetry; Liquid-vapor phase transition; Classical equation of state; Coexistence curve; 13749.

Critical phenomena; Heat capacity; Methane; Mixture, binary; Solution; solid; Argon; Calorimetry; 13161.

Critical phenomena; Steam; Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Carbon dioxide; 13460.

Critical point phenomena; Immiscibility; Oxide glasses; Ultrasonic spectroscopy; Volume relaxation; Composition fluctuations; 13243.

Critical power; Laser damage; Nonlinear index; Self focusing; SP387, pp. 36-41

Critical region; Equation of state; Scaling law; Specific heat; Steam; Water; Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies; Critical exponents; 13059.

Critical temperature; Ferromagnetism; Heisenberg model; Ising model; Next nearest neighbor interaction; Antiferromagnetism; Bethe constant-coupling; 13220.

Cross capacitor; Dielectric films; Loss angle; Phase angle; Capacitor; 13330.

Cross section; Electrical conductivity of mercury; Electron-neutral; Electron-neutral transport cross section of mercury; Mercury arc; Arc mercury; Conductivity; 13750.

Cross section; Fano parameters; Helium; Photoionization; Resonance profile; Autoionization; 13479.

Cross section behavior; Electron affinity; Negative ion; Photodetachment; S; 13081.

Cross sections; Elastic scattering; Spin polarization; 13117.

Cross sections; Electron-ion recombination; Electrons; Review of data; Atmospheric gases; 13437.

Cross sections; Fission spectra; Integral measurements; 13369.

Cross sections; Potential functions; Second virial coefficient; Viscosity coefficients; Argon; 13138.

Cross-assembler; Cross-compiler; Hardware; Language; Minicomputer; Software; Computer; computer hardware; Computer software; 13451.

Cross-compiler; Hardware; Language; Minicomputer; Software; Computer; computer hardware; Computer software; Cross-assembler; 13451.

Cross-flow; Field testing; plumbing; Performance criteria; plumbing; Performance; functional; Single-stack drainage; Siphonage; induced; Siphonage; self; Test loads; hydraulic; Trap-seal reduction detector; Trap-seal retention; 13778.

Cross-linking of rubber; Dicumyl peroxide; Elasticity theory of
lo; Silver-tin alloy; Stacking fault energy; Annealing: 13382.
Cubic-spline interpolation; Cyclohexane; Interpolation; Polystyrene; Refractive index; Sapphire: 13635.
Cu-Ni alloy; Heat treatment; Magnetism; Susceptibility; Clustering; Critical phenomena: 13709.
Cupric potassium sulfate; Dipole-dipole interaction; Entropy; Exchange interaction; Ferric methyl ammonium alum; Low temperature paramagnetism; Cerium ethyl sulfate; Ceres magnesium nitrate; Cobaltous fluorislicate: 13314.
Curium; Einsteinium; Fermium; Ionization energy; Mendelevium; Neptunium; Nobelium; Plutonium; Protactinium; Thorium; Uranium; Actinium; Americium; Berkelium; Californium: 13594.
Current; Electromagnetic measurements; Field strength; Impedance; Waveguide theory; Antenna parameters; Attenuation: 13801.
Current awareness services; Information retrieval; Information systems; Liquefied Natural Gas; Methane; Methane mixtures: 13535.
Current gain, hot spot detection; Hot spots, current gain as indication of; Power transistors, screening; Screening for hot spots, transistors; Thermal hysteresis, transistors; Transistors, hot spot detection: 13219.
Current measurement, audio frequency; Current ratio measurement; Current transformers, audio frequency; Current transformers, precision; Transformers, amplifier-aided; Transformers audio frequency current; Transformers, calibration of: 13238.
Current probe; Impedance measurements; Piezoelectric transducer measurements; Transducer measurements; Ultrasonic instruments: 13765.
Current quarks; Pionic transitions; Su(3); Su(6); Baryon decays; Constituent quarks: 13642.
Current ratio measurement; Current transformers, audio frequency; Current transformers, precision; Transformers, amplifier-aided; Transformers audio frequency current; Transformers, calibration of; Transformers, capacitive error trimming: 13238.
Current transformers, audio frequency; Current transformers, precision; Transformers, amplifier-aided; Transformers audio frequency current; Transformers, calibration of; Transformers, capacitive error trimming; Transformers, precision current: 13238.
Current transformers, precision; Transformers, amplifier-aided; Transformers audio frequency current; Transformers, calibration of; Transformers, capacitive error trimming; Transformers, precision current; Transformers, two-stage current: 13238.
Curve fittings; Moment analysis; Chromatography: 13746.
Curves; Distribution function; Error; Fourier transform; Infinite series; Interpolation; Limit distribution; Normal distribution; Polynomials; Probability density function; Quadrature; Stable distribution: J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).
Cutouts, reinforcement of; Debond analysis, progressive; Finite element analysis; Joints, adhesively bonded; Nonlinear analysis, shear; Reinforcement, composite overlay; Reinforcement, cutouts and cracks; Shear analysis, nonlinear; Adhesively bonded joints: 13607.
Cuvette, spectrophotometry; Lightpath; Pathlength; Quartz, cuvette; Radiation pathlength; SP260-32.
Cw organic dye laser; Fluorescence; Laser; Sodium vapor; Analytical: 13200.
Cyanide ion; Debye-Waller factor; Neutron diffraction; Orientational disorder; Potassium cyanide; Sodium cyanide; Angular distribution; Crystal structure: 13290.
Cyanocetylene; C2H; Heat of formation; Photodissociation; Photoionization; Vacuum ultraviolet; Acetonitrile: 13748.
Cyclic loads; Differentiating circuits; Digital to analog conver-ters; Failure; Fasteners; Fatigue (materials); Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts: 13082.
Cycloalkanes; Ion-molecule reactions; Isomerization; Mass spectrometry; Photoionization; Proton transfer reactions: 13176.
Cyclohexane; Interpolation; Polystyrene; Refractive index; Sapphire; Cubic-spline interpolation: 13635.
Cyclohexane-1,3-dione; Formation; Free-radical; Ionic; Mechanism; Phenylhydrazine: 13204.
Cyclohexane-1,3-dione; Formation; Free-radical; Ionic; Mechanism; Phenylhydrazine: 13679.
Cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine; Explosives; Neutron diffraction; Organic compound; RDX; Crystal; Crystal structure: 13154.
C,H; Heat of formation; Photodissociation; Photoionization; Vacuum ultraviolet; Acetonitrile; Cyanacetylene: 13748.

D

Damage by sonic booms; Noise pollution; Sonic boom: 13428.
Damage morphology; Damage thresholds; Laser-induced scatter; Mean distance between defects; Rutile crystal damage; Thin-film damage; Coating defects; SP387, pp. 114-123
Damage threshold; Deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate; Electrostriction; Electrostrictive self-focusing; Inclusion damage; Kerr effect; Laser damage; Lithium niobate; Nonlinear index of refraction; Potassium dihydrogen phosphate; Self-focusing: 13793.
Damage threshold; Dielectric antireflection coatings; Metal coatings; Metal mirrors; Protective overcoatings; CaF2 windows; CO laser damage; SP387, pp. 138-150
Damage threshold; Disk amplifiers; Eikonal; Saturation; Self-focusing; SP387, pp. 57-62
Damage threshold; Electrostrictive self-focusing; Electrostriction; Kerr effect; Laser damage; Nonlinear index of refraction; Self-focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Absorption coefficient: 13529.
Damage threshold; Exit damage; NaCl; Surface damage; SP387, pp. 175-180
Damage threshold; IR coatings; IR materials; Laser damage; Alkali halides; ALQLOY; SP387, pp. 181-188
Damage thresholds; Laser windows; Window coatings; KCl; AnSe; CdTe; CO2 laser damage; SP387, pp. 151-156
Damage thresholds; Laser-induced scatter; Mean distance between defects; Rutile crystal damage; Thin-film damage; Coating defects; Damage morphology; SP387, pp. 114-123
Data; Experimental facilities; History; Photonuclear reactions; Research programs; Survey: 13722.
Data acquisition system; Digital interface; Instrumentation; Laboratory automation; MIDAS; Programmable controller; Computer-controlled experiment; Computer interfacing; TN790.
Data analysis; Fundamental constants; Least-squares adjustments: 13638.
Data archives; Language use; Programming aids; Programming languages; Source-statement analysis; Syntax analysis; TN797.
Data communications; Modems; Terminals; Throughput; TRIB; TN779.
Data communications; Resource sharing; Bibliography; Computer network; SP384.
Data compilation; Dosimetry; G; Gas; Nitrous oxide; Radiation chemistry; Rates; Review; Chemical kinetics; NSRDS-NBS45.
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Defect; Dislocation; Distortion; Distortion; Green’s tensor; Incompatibility; Plasticity; Strain; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; J. 77A 1-4: 3, 353-368 (1973).

Defect models: GdF3; Mass transport; Point defects; Alkaline earth fluorides; CaF2; Clusters; 13328.

Deflection: Design; Dynamic; Experimental; Human sensitivity; Loading functions; Specifications; Static; Structural engineering; Subsystems; Vibration; Analysis; BSS47.

Deflection: Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH: Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayment; Wood; Wood joists; Concentrated loads; 13472.

Deflection: Housing; Laboratory; Module; Racking; Stiffness; Strength; Structural tests; Sustained load; Transportation; Vibration; Wood-frame; 13389.

Deformation parameters: Electron scattering; High-energy electrons; Rotational band; Samarium-152; Charge distribution; 13166.

Degradation; Fluoro-elastomer; Fluoropolymer; Tetrafluoroethylene; 13224.

Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; TN773.

Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; TN788.

Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Generation centers; Gold-doped silicon; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Mobility; Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; 13507.

Delaying methods; Lead paint poisoning; Performance; Properties; 13391.

Dense gases; Phase transitions; Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Viscosity; Binary liquids; Critical phenomena; 13134.

Densities; Ethane; Liquefied natural gas mixtures; Methane; Pure components; Propane; Properties data; Calculation methods; 13667.

Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points; Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; Specific heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; 13641.

Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; Lambda line; Latent heat; Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; 13631.

Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; Latent heat; Melting curve; PVT measurements; Saturation densities; Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Virtual coefficients; TN392. (Revised September 1973).

Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; 13625.

Density; Gadolinium impurity; Interstitial anions; Lattice parameter; Point defects; Calcium fluoride; Cation vacancies; 13350.

Density; Graphs; Liquid; Nitrogen; Oxygen; Parahydrogen; Pressure; Saturated liquid; Tables; Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; TN361, Revised October 1972.
Differential equation; Fast Fourier transform; Josephson junction; Nonlinear integral-differential equation; Spline theory; \textit{TNN} 627.

Differential scanning calorimetry; Evaluation of thermal apparatus; Temperature calibration; Thermal analysis; Cooling curve temperature calibration; 13704.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); Heats of transition; Thermal analysis; Thermoanalytical calorimetry; Base line determination; 13324.

Differential thermal analysis; Hemichellulose; Ion exchange; PH; Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; Thermogravimetric analysis; Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; Carboxylic acid; Cellulose; 13109.

Differentializing circuits; Digital to analog converters; Failure; Fasteners; Fatigue (materials); Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts; Cracking (fracturing); 13082.

Diffraction; Isotopes; Molecular dynamics; Neutron; Nuclear reactor; Radiation; Activation analysis; Crystal structure; \textit{TNN} 758.

Diffractive production; Glauber model; Hadron scattering; High energy scattering; Multi-body states; Coherent production; 13164.

Diffuse scattering; Irreversible thermodynamics; Specular scattering; Thermal transpiration; Anomalous Knudsen limit; 13701.

Diffusion; Fluctuations; Relaxation; Time correlation; Autocorrelation; Correlation; 13759.

Diffusion; Membranes; NMR; Permeation in polymers; Polymeric films; Reverse osmosis; Salt-polymer interactions; Aromatic polymide membranes; Desalination; 13438.

Diffusion coefficient; Dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; Standard free energy; Tetradecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; Decyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; 13294.

Diffusion constant; Dipole relaxation; Molecular; Spin lattice; Temperature dependent; 13167.

Diffusion models; Infrared; Jump diffusion; Molecular reorientation; Neopentane; Phase transition; Plastic crystal; Raman; And rotational diffusion; Band shape analysis; 13773.

Diffusion pump fluid; Microromanometry; Silicone; 13539.

Digital code; Integrated circuit chip; Program captioning; Television; Time and frequency dissemination; TVTime; 13738.

Digital data-recording and control system; Electron energy analyzer; Liquid aluminum; Tungsten; Auger-electron spectra; Characteristic electron energy-loss spectra; 13632.

Digital interface; Instrumentation; Laboratory automation; MIDAS; Programmable controller; Computer-controlled experiment; Computer interfacing; Data acquisition system; \textit{TNN} 790.

Digital representation; Dipole-dipole interaction; Ground state; Luttinger-Tisza method; Neodinium magnesium nitrate; Superlattice; Antiferromagnetism; Cerium magnesium nitrate; 13272.

Digital simulation; Radar beacon system; Secondary surveillance radar; Air traffic control; Beacon code assignment; 13106.

Digital to analog converters; Failure; Fasteners; Fatigue (materials); Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts; Cracking (fracturing); Crack initiation; Cyclic loads; 13082.

Dilatometer; Isothermal volume change; Polyethylene; Specific volume; Superposition; Thermal expansion; Volume relaxation; WLF; 13774.

Dimensional metrology; Displacement measurement; Microscope; Non-contact sensing; Optical surface probe; Surface detection; 13617.

Dimethylformamide; Hindered; Oxidation; Periodic acid; Coupling; Dialkylphenols; 13643.

Diophantine approximation; Exponential sums; Functions of several variables; Geometry of numbers; Good lattice points; Numerical integration; Optimal coefficients; Periodicity; Quadrature; Algebraic numbers; Approximation; 13128.

Dipole; Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green’s tensor; Incompatibility; Loop; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; \textit{J.77A} No. 1, 49-100 (1973).

Dipole; Disclination; Dislocation; Disorientation; Green’s tensor; Incompatibility; Loop; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; \textit{J.77A} No. 5, 607-658 (1973).

Dipole moment; Hyperfine structure; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole coupling; Stark effect; Symmetric top; Trimethylamine; 13426.

Dipole moment; Microwave; Molecular structure; Radio astronomy; Chemical analysis; 13427.

Dipole moment; Microwave spectroscopy; Molecular rotation; Molecular structure; Qualitative analysis; Quantitative analysis; 13536.

Dipole moment; Microwave spectrum; Ring conformation; Rotational constants; 3,6-Dioxabicyclo[3.1.0]hexane; Boat conformation; 13618.

Dipole relaxation; Molecular; Spin lattice; Temperature dependent; Diffusion constant; 13167.

Dipole-dipole interaction; Entropy; Exchange interaction; Ferric methyl ammonium alum; Low temperature paramagnetism; Cerium ethyl sulfate; Cerous magnesium nitrate; Cobaltous fluoroslicate; Cupric potassium sulfate; 13314.

Dipole-dipole interaction; Ground state; Luttinger-Tisza method; Neodinium magnesium nitrate; Superlattice; Antiferromagnetism; Cerium magnesium nitrate; Digital representation; 13272.

Dipole-dipole interactions; Low temperature salts; Specific heat; Susceptibility; 13574.

Directed graph; Computer graphics; Data structures; 13113.

Direct-on porcelain enamels; Impact; Adherence; 13312.

Directors; Economic; Games; Government; Metropolitan; Players; Sectors; Simulation; Social; Urban; City; Computer; 13511.

Directory; law enforcement; Research centers; Associations; Criminal justice; \textit{TNN} 752.

Disaster losses; Energy systems; Flammable fabrics (FACTS); Metric; Nuclear activation analysis; Roofing systems; Tooth decay; \textit{TN8} 57, No. 5, 101-128 (1973).

Disc laser; Laser damage; Laser fusion; Nd-glass lasers; \textit{SP} 387, p. 63.

Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green’s tensor; Incompatibility; Loop; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; Dipole; \textit{J.77A} No. 1, 49-100 (1973).

Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green’s tensor; Incompatibility; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; Dipole; \textit{J.77A} No. 3, 359-368 (1973).

Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green’s tensor; Incompatibility; Loop; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; Dipole; \textit{J.77A} No. 5, 607-658 (1973).

Disclination; Dislocation; Glide; Plasticity; Twist; Volterra; Wedge; 13271.

Discomfort index; Draft; Outside wall; Ventilation; Wind; Air inlet; \textit{TN710} 6.

Discomfort index; Draft; Outside wall; Ventilation; Wind; Air inlet; \textit{TN710} 6.

Discrete; Forbidden; Transition probability; Allowed; Atomic; \textit{SP} 320. \textit{Supplement} 2.
molecules; Rotational constants; Triatomic molecules; Vibration-rotation Hamiltonian; 13146.

Double-valued presentation; Free internal rotation; Hamiltonian energy operator; Non-rigid molecules; Permutation-inversion group; Vibrational coordinates; 13647.
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Entropy; Erbium compounds; Europium compounds; Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; Holium compounds; Lanthanides; Lanthanum compounds; Lutetium compounds; Neodymium compounds; Praseodymium compounds; Promethium compounds; TN270-7.

Entropy; Exchange interaction; Ferric methyl ammonium alum; Low temperature paramagnetism; Cerium ethyl sulfate; Cerasus magnesium nitrate; Cobaltous fluorosilicate; Cupric potassium sulfate; Dipole-dipole interaction; 13314.

Entropy; Fixed points; Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; Specific heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; TN641.

Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; Latent heat; Melting curve; PVT measurements; Saturation densities; Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Virial coefficients; Density; Enthalpy; TN392. (Revised September 1973).

Entropy; Geometry; Infrared spectra; Matrix isolation; Stability; ZrF2, ZrF3, ZrF4, CaF2; 13567.

Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; TNE625.

Entropy; Heat of reaction; KBr; KCl; Solution calorimetry; Thermochemistry; AgBr; AgCl; AgI; AgNO3; Enthalpy of dilution; Enthalpy of precipitation; Enthalpy of solution; J.77A No. 5, 569-579 (1973).

Entropy component; Gel point; Modulus of rubber; Rubber elasticity; Statistical theory of rubber elasticity; Thermodynamics of rubber elasticity; Cross-linking of rubber; Dicumyl peroxide; Elasticity theory of rubber; J.77A No. 1, 171-177 (1973).

Environment; Environmental impact statement; Environmental movement; National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); Politics and the environment; 13785.

Environmental acoustics; Instrumentation; Noise exposure; Acoustics (sound); 13728.

Environmental analysis; Industrial effluents; Ion-selective electrodes; Nuclear activation analysis; Particulate analysis; Polarography; Spark source mass spectrometry; Spectrophotometry; Trace elements; Water pollution; X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; 13783.

Environmental buoy cables; Highway repair costs; Incentives program; Innovators; Paper degradation; Smoke test; Antenna performance; COBOL; TNE 57, No. 7, 153-176 (1973).

Environmental conditions; Flexure; Housing system; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polylethene foam; Sandwich construction; Wall system; Accelerated aging; Compression; 13386.
Environmental effects; Test method; Tread wear; Automobile tires; 13733.
Environmental impact statement; Environmental movement; National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); Politics and the environment; Environment; 13785.
Environmental movement; National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); Politics and the environment; Environment; Environmental impact statement; 13785.
Environmental pollution; Noise; Sound; Acoustics; 13498.
Environmental quality; Efficiency; Equity; Multiobjectives; Multi-purpose projects; Regional development; Water policy; Water resources; Cost allocation; Cost sharing; 13277.
Environmental quality; Metal contaminants; Occupation-related air pollutants; Oil spills; Radioactive pollutants; Stratospheric air pollution; Water quality; Water pollution; Air pollution; Air quality; Auto emissions; Clean air and water; DIMI/NPS 57, No. 10, 225-252 (1973).
Environmental samples; Neutron activation analysis (NAA); Nondestructive; Reactant blanks; Trace element analysis; Biological samples; Biological standards; Chemical separations; 13687.
Environments for standards laboratories; International System derived units; National Bureau of Standards; Standards; Echelon of standards; Electrical quantities; 13103.
Enzyme detection + analysis; Equilibrium; Free energy; Free entropy concept; Heat of reaction; Heatburst principle; Hydrogen bonding; Immunoreaction calorimetry; Molecular biology; Pharmacology; Protein calorimetry; 13730.
Enzymes; fluorimetric analysis; Fluorometry of enzymes; Fluorometry of substrates; Silicone pad; Solid surface fluorometry; SP378, pp. 197-202.
Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Probing techniques (a-c); Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; TN773.
Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Probing techniques (a-c); Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; TN788.
Epitaxial silicon; Gamma-ray detectors; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Nuclear radiation detectors; Probe techniques (a-c); Recombination centers; TN754.
Epitaxial silicon; Generation centers; Gold-doped silicon; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Mobility; Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; TN806.
Epitaxial silicon; Minority carrier diffusion length; Minority carrier lifetime; Semiconductor characterization; Surface photovoltage; Absorption coefficients; 13071.
Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides; Concrete; Corrosion; 13487.
Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides; Concrete; Corrosion; TN768.
Epoxy coatings; Polyvinylchloride coatings; Steel reinforcing bars; Bridge decks; Corrosion; Creep testing; 13798.
Equation; Function; Real; Analysis; Continuous; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2, 11-13 (1973).
Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; Lambda line; Latent heat; Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; TN631.
Equation of state; Scaling law; Specific heat; Steam; Water; Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies; Critical exponents; Critical region; 13059.
Equilibrium; Free energy; Free entropy concept; Heat of reaction; Heatburst principle; Hydrogen bonding; Immunoreaction calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Molecular biology; Pharmacology; Protein calorimetry; Polynucleotide calorimetry; Purity assay; 13730.
Equilibrium constant; Hydrogen fluoride; Stability limits; Transpiration measurements; Aluminum fluoride; Aluminum hydrofluorides; J.77A No. 3, 341-342 (1973).
Equilibrium diagram; Iridium alloys; Phase diagram; Chromium alloys; Constitution diagram; 13622.
Equilibrium diagram; Phase diagram; Platinum; Vanadium; Alloys; Constitution diagram; 13257.
Equilibrium diagram; Phase diagram; Rhodium alloys; Chromium alloys; Constitution diagram; 13614.
Equilibrium diagram; Phase diagram; Platinum; Alloys; Chromium; Constitution diagram; 13621.
Equity; Multiobjectives; Multi-purpose projects; Regional development; Water policy; Water resources; Cost allocation; Cost sharing; Environmental quality; Efficiency; 13277.
Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; 13703.
Erbium compounds; Europium compounds; Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; Holmium compounds; Lanthanides; Lanthanum compounds; Lutetium compounds; Neodymium compounds; Praseodymium compounds; Promethium compounds; Rare-earth elements; TN270-7.
Error; Fourier transform; Infinite series; Interpolation; Limit distribution; Normal distribution; Polynomials; Probability density function; Quadrature; Stable distribution; Sums of independent random variables; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).
Error analysis; Instrument errors; Measurement errors; Precision; Accuracy; 13063.
Error bound; Miller algorithm; Difference equation; Bessel functions; Backward recursion; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 111-114 (1973).
Error bounds; Bessel functions; Bit comparison; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 115-124 (1973).
Error bounds; FORTRAN; Miller's algorithm; Recursion; Bessel functions; Difference equations; 13158.
Error bounds; Miller algorithms; Backward recursion; Bessel functions; Difference equation; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 125-132 (1973).
Error bounds; Relative error; Backward recursion; Bessel function; Bit comparison; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 133-136 (1973).
Error diagnostic; High-level programming languages; Monitoring; Procedural-oriented languages; Compiler; Debugging; TN763.
Errors; Microanalysis; X-ray measurement; Data reduction; Electron probe; 13560.
Errors, protocol; Synchronous; Asynchronous; Communications; Computer; Data transmission; 13325.
Esophageal thermometer; Fever; Fulminating hyperpyrexia; Heart temperature; Hypothalamus heat stress; Hypothermia; Obstetrics; Ovulation-detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; Pyrogens; Sweating; Temperature, central body; 13631.
Estimation of cell frequencies; Hypothesis testing; Information theory; Interaction; Residual analysis; Contingency table; 13431.
Estimation of cell frequencies from marginals; Generalized independence; Hypothesis testing; Information theory; Interaction; Higher-order interaction; Computer programs; Contingency tables; 13445.
Ethan: Evaluation; Methane: Rate data; Atomic oxygen; 13292.
Ethan: Liquefied natural gas mixtures; Methane: Pure components; Propane: Properties data; Calculation methods; Densities; 13667.
Ethylium cations: 1,2-hydride shift; Ion-molecule reactions: Ionic structure; Photoionization; Alkyl halides; 13235.
Ethyl radicals: Ethylene; Hydrogen atoms; Kinetics; Resonance fluorescence; 13288.
Ethylene: Flash photolysis; Kinetics; Oxygen atoms; Resonance fluorescence; 13244.
Ethylene: Hydrogen atoms; Kinetics; Resonance fluorescence; 13288.
Ethylnal ion: Heat of formation; Ionization threshold: Mass spectrometry; Vacuum ultraviolet; 13716.
Euler graphs: 2-factors; Graph theory; Hamiltonian circuits; Hamiltonian connected; Powers of graphs; Combinatorics; Connectivity; 177B Nos. 1 and 2, 1-10 (1973).
European low temperature research; Cryogenic; 13467.
Europium: Gadolinium; Hafnium: Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; 13703.
Europium: Ionization energy; Stellar spectra; Atomic ions; Atomic spectra; Classified lines; Energy levels; 13724.
Europium compounds: Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; Holmium compounds; Lanthanides; Lanthanum compounds; Lutetium compounds; Neodymium compounds; Praseodymium compounds; Promethium compounds; Rare-earth elements; Samarium compounds; 11270-7.
Evaluation: Ground temperature; Humidity; Noise level; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precipitation; Solar radiation; Temperature; Wind direction; Wind speed; Air contamination; Design conditions; Earthquake risk; 13398.
Evaluation: Inspection; Manufactured building; Mobile homes; Model documents; State-of-art study; Building regulation; 11777.
Evaluation: Methane: Rate data; Atomic oxygen; Ethane; 13292.
Evaluation criteria; Floors: Hardboard; Load capacity; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance criteria; Plywood subflooring; Subflooring; Underlayment; Wood-frame construction; Concentrated-load capacity; 13388.
Evaluation of delay: Information analysis; Publication standards; Standard reference data; Chemistry; Critical data; 13283.
Evaluation of integrals; Numerical stability; Olver's algorithm; Plasma physics; Recurrence relations; Asymptotic solutions; Chebyshev polynomials; Difference equations; 13197.
Evaluation of thermal apparatus; Temperature calibration; Thermal analysis; Cooling curve temperature calibration; Differential scanning calorimetry; 13704.
Examination procedure; Inspection; Meters; Outlines; Scales; Tests; Codes; H112.
Examples of graphs; Graph theory; Minimal blocks; Planar graphs; Thickness of graphs; Two-connected graphs; Blocks; Combinatorics; J. 177B Nos. 1 and 2, 53-60 (1973).
Excess Gibbs energy; Liquid-vapor; Methane; Nitrogen; Phase equilibria; Ternary system; Argon; Binary system; 13205.
Excess transport property; Modified Enskog theory; Prediction of transport data; Thermal conductivity; Transport first density corrections; 13224.
Excess variabilities; Limiting precision; Photoneutron chemistry; Poisson statistics; Single and multiple parameter nuclear analyses; Statistical weights; 14 MeV neutron activation; Counting precision; 13694.
Exchange currents; Magnetic moments; Mesons; Nuclear structure; Bayronds; Duality; 13449.
Exchange forces; Hydrogen halides; Line widths; Straight path; Vibrational energy transfer; CO2; 13434.
Exchange interaction; Ferric methyl ammonium alum; Low temperature paramagnetism; Cerium ethyl sulfate; Cerous magnesium nitrate; Cobaltous fluoride; Cupric potassium sulfate; Dipole-dipole interaction; Entropy; 13314.
Excitation spectra; Fluorescence; Fluorescence standards; Glass standards; Quinine derivatives; Rare earths; Relative quantum efficiencies; Solution standards; Emission spectra; 13378; pp. 231-244.
Excited state; Gas phase; Nitrogen atom; Nitrogen molecule; Nitrogen oxides; Oxygen atom; Oxygen molecule; Ozone; Bibliography; Chemical kinetics; 13371.
Excited states; Multiconfiguration self-consistent field; O2-; Adiabatic correlation; Asymptotic states; Configuration interaction; Correlation energy; 13206.
Excited states N -: Inelastic scatter; N2+: Valence excited states; Electron scattering resonance; Excited states N2+: J. 77A No. 4, 411-412 (1973).
Excited states N2; Excited states N+: Valence excited states; Electron scattering resonance; J. 77A No. 4, 411-412 (1973).
Exclusive bus lanes; Express-bus-on-freeway technology; Shirley Highway Corridor in Northern Virginia; Urban mass transit demonstration project; Bus fringe parking; Bus priority lanes; Bus priority lanes in District of Columbia; Bus transit operation; 13734.
Exclusive bus lanes; Important assessments; Interior bus features; Mass transit technology; Satisfaction assessments; Transit service features; Attitudinal survey; Bus-on-freeway; 13644.
Exclusive bus lanes, express-bus-on freeway technology; Shirley Highway Corridor in Northern Virginia; Urban Mass Transit Demonstration Project; Bus fringe parking; Bus priority lanes; bus priority lanes in District of Columbia; Bus transit operation; 13710.
Exit damage; NaCl; Surface damage; Damage threshold; 13387; pp. 175-180.
Exoelectron emission; Laser surface damage; 13387; pp. 91-102.
Exposure values; Klein-Gordon equation; Plane electromagnetic wave; 13369.
Experiment; Neutrons; Nuclear; Photons; Photonuclear; Protons; Reactions; Theory; 13187.
Experimental design; Interlaboratory tests; Statistics; Youden, W. J; 13137.
Experimental designs; Finite fields; Finite geometries; Finite projective planes; Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; AMS63.
Experimental; Human sensitivity; Loading functions; Specifications; Static; Structural engineering; Subsystems; Vibration; Analysis; Deflection; Design; Dynamic; BSS47.
Experimental; Lifetimes; Titanium; Absolute transition probabilities; Arc; Beam foil; 13366.
Experimental; Lifetimes; Titanium; Absolute transition probabilities; Arc; Beam foil; 13367.
Experimental; Lifetimes; Vanadium; Absolute transition probabilities; Arc; Beam foil; 13367.
Experimental design; Philosophy of design; Randomization; Restricted randomization; 1331.
Experimental facilities; History; Photonuclear reactions; Research programs; Survey; Data; 13372.
Explosion; Frequency; Gas; Gas industry; Progressive collapse; Risk; Statistics; Structure; Building; 13782.
Explosives; Neutron diffraction; Organic compound; RDX; Crystal; Crystal structure; Cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine; 13154.
Exponential smoothing; Fatalities; Highway accidents; Time series; 13395.
Exponential smoothing; Forecasting; Time-series; Traffic fatalities; 13510.
Exponential sums; Functions of several variables; Geometry of numbers; Good lattice points; Numerical integration; Optimal coefficients; Periodicity; Quadrature; Algebraic numbers; Approximation; Diophantine approximation; 13124.
Express-bus-on-freeway technology; Shirley Highway Corridor in Northern Virginia; Urban mass transit demonstration project; Bus fringe parking; Bus priority lanes; Bus priority lanes in District of Columbia; Bus transit operation; Exclusive bus lanes; 13734.
Extended character codes; Information retrieval; Magnetic tape; Bibliography; Chemical thermodynamics; TN760.
Extended media; Interface; Theory; Absorbed dose; CaF$_2$:Mn; $^{60}$Co gamma radiation; 13443.
Exterior wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; 13394.
Exterior wall; Fire spread; Fire test; Ignition; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Reentrant corner; 13791.
Extinguishing; Fire extinguishers; Fires; Halons; Oxygen; Spacecraft cabin atmospheres; Water; Controlled atmospheres; 13513.
Extinguishing; Flame inhibition; Inhibition mechanisms; 13651.
Extrapolation; Hermite interpolation formula; Transcendental numbers; Transcendence proofs; Baker's extrapolation method; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2, 45-51 (1973).
Extrapolation, 1$^\circ$; Low $\varphi$; 1$^\circ$ state; 15.11 MeV; Electron scattering; 13658.
Extrapolation technique; 3-antenna technique; Antenna gain; Antenna polarization; 13627.
E2 excitations; Transition radii; $^{14}$C; Electron scattering; 13225.

F

F centers; Gaussian function; Holtsmark function; Isolated defects; Electric fields; J.77A No. 4, 413-417 (1973).
Fabric; Fiberglass; Fire tests; High rise buildings; HVAC systems; Steel; Terminal units; Aluminum; Ductwork; 13792.
Fabrication (wire bonds); Microelectronics; Ribbon wire; Round wire; Testing (wire bond); Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bond; Aluminum wire; Bonding; TN767.
Fabry-Perot; Spectrometer; 13448.
Face versus edge oxidation; Impurity effect on oxidation; Layers; Pyrolytic graphite; Scanning electron microscope; Circular holes; 13170.
Failure; Fasteners; Fatigue (materials); Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts; Cracking (fracturing); Crack initiation; Cyclic loads; Differentiating circuits; 13082.
Failure; Fracture toughness; Point Pleasant; Stress corrosion cracking; Bridge; 13346.
Failure detection; Failure diagnosis; Failure prevention; Failure prognosis; Diagnostic systems; Condition monitoring; 13789.
Failure diagnosis; Failure prevention; Failure prognosis; Diagnostic systems; Condition monitoring; Failure detection; 13789.
Failure indices; Failure rates; Highway accidents; Accident indices; Accident rates; 13403.
Failure prevention; Failure prognosis; Diagnostic systems; Condition monitoring; Failure detection; Failure diagnosis; 13789.
Failure prevention; Fracture; Glass; Proof testing; Crack propagation; 13348.
Failure prognosis; Diagnostic systems; Condition monitoring; Failure detection; Failure diagnosis; Failure prevention; 13789.

Failure rates; Highway accidents; Accident indices; Accident rates; Failure indices; 13403.
Failure (wire bond); Integrated circuits; Microelectronics; Reliability; Semiconductor devices; Testing (wire bond); Wire bond; Bonding; Electrical connection; TN786.
Fano parameters; Helium; Photoionization; Resonance profile; Autoionization; Cross section; 13479.
Far ultraviolet; Hydrogen; Krefft-Rössler lamp; Spectral radiation; Transfer standards; Wall-stabilized arc; Calibrations; Deuterium lamp; 13646.
Far ultraviolet; Ion chamber; Photodiodes; Radiometry; Thermopile; Detectors; 13550.
Far (vacuum) ultraviolet; Ion-molecule reactions; Matrix isolation; Photochemistry; Photoionization; Reaction kinetics; Thermodynamic; Absorption and emission spectroscopy; 13177.
Fast; Integral-measurements; Neutron; Nuclear-data; Spectra; Standard; Theory; Comparison; 13343.
Fast Fourier transform; Frequency spectra; discrete; Network transfer function; Time domain waveform; Transfer function; Discrete Fourier transform; 13417.
Fast Fourier transform; Josephson junction; Nonlinear integral-differential equation; Spline theory; Differential equation; TN627.
Fastest linewidth; Frequency noise; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency measurements; Laser linewidth; Laser stabilization; Phase locked laser; TN620.
Fast neutron; Spectra; Theory; Carbon; Cavity; 13365.
Fasteners; Fatigue (materials); Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts; Cracking (fracturing); Crack initiation; Cyclic loads; Differentiating circuits; 13082.
Fatallties; Highway accidents; Time series; Exponential smoothing; 13395.
Fatigue; Coaxing; Composites; Compressive fatigue; J.77A No. 3, 369-373 (1973).
Fatigue; Light memory; Photocells; Photodiodes; Photometry; Radiometry; Selenium; Silicon; Stability; Temperature dependence; TN594-5.
Fatigue (materials); Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts; Cracking (fracturing); Crack initiation; Cyclic loads; Differentiating circuits; 13082.
Fatigue tests; Linear systems; Loads (forces); Shear; Transformers; Aircraft; Bend tests; Bolted joints; Bolts; Cracking (fracturing); Crack initiation; Cyclic loads; Differentiating circuits; Digital to analog converters; Failure; Fasteners; 13082.
FCCI$_2$; HCCF$_2$; HCCI$_2$F; Infrared spectrum; Matrix isolation; Vacuum ultraviolet photoionization; CICF$_2$; DCCF$_2$; DCCI$_2$F; 13334.
Feasibility; Keyboard alternative; Man-machine interface; Postal sorting; Voice encoding; 13393.
Fe-Cr alloys; Passive films; Stainless steel; Corrosion pits; Electron microscopy; 13296.
Federal Information Processing Standards; Geography; Information processing standards; Information systems; National government; Representation and codes; Standards; Statistical data; ADP standards; Computers; Data elements and codes; FIPS PUB 6-2.
Federal Information Processing Standards Publication; Representations and codes; Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas; Computers; Data processing; FIPS PUB 8-3.
Federal Information Processing Standards; Management; Standards; U.S. Government; Computers; Data processing; FIPS PUB 23.
Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; FIPS PUB 26.
Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; FIPS PUB 27.

Fieldspur; Neutron refinement; Orthoclase, silicate minerals; Silicon aluminum ordering; Aluminum silicate; 13693.

Ferrom-boson interactions; Field theory; Gauge invariance; Hypercomplex coordinates; Interacting fields; Nonlinear field theory; Nonlocal field theory; 13279.

Ferrium; Ionization energy; Mendelevium; Neptunium; Nobelium; Plutonium; Protactinium; Thorium; Uranium; Americium; Berkelium; Californium; Curium; Einstineum; 13594.

Ferric methyl ammonium alum; Low temperature paramagnetism; Cerium ethyl sulfate; Cerous magnesium nitrate; Cobaltous fluorosilicate; Cupric potassium sulfate; Dipole-dipole interaction; Entropy; Exchange interaction; 13314.

Ferric-fluoride complex; Ferrous sulfate solutions; Fluorides; Fricke dosimeter; Ion selective electrodes; Lanthanum fluoride; Potentiometry; Dosimetry; Electrochemistry; 13566.

Ferromagnetism; Heisenberg model; Ising model; Next nearest neighbor interaction; Antiferromagnetism; Bethe constant-coupling; Critical temperature; 13220.

Ferrous sulfate solutions; Fluorides; Fricke dosimeter; Ion selective electrodes; Lanthanum fluoride; Potentiometry; Dosimetry; Electrochemistry; Ferric-fluoride complex; 13566.

Fever; Fulminant hyperpyrexia; Heart temperature; Hypothalamus heat stress; Hypothermia; Obstetrics; Ovulation-detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; Pyrogens; Sweating; Temperature, central body; Thermocouple disconnect; 13631.

Fe²⁺; Glass; Mössbauer spectra; Phosphate glass; Alumino-phosphate glass; 13315.

FFACTS: Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; Clothing fires; Deaths; TN810.

Fiber glass; Foam insulation; Insulation transfer-standard; Multilayer insulation; Thermal insulation; Transfer standards; Calorimeters; 13416.

Fiberglass; Fire tests; High rise buildings; HVAC systems; Steel; Terminal units; Aluminum; Ductwork; Fabric; 13792.

Field emission; Hydrogen; Metal surfaces; Oxygen photoemission; Tungsten; Adsorption; Carbon monoxide; 13250.

Field emission; Surface physics; Chemisorption; Electronic properties of metals; 13633.

Field emission; Surfaces; 13502.

Field impact insulation class; Noise criterion curve; Noise isolation class; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Acoustics; 13455.

Field inspections; Mass, length, and volume standards; Metrology laboratory; Model law and regulations; Technical education; U.S. AID; Calibration and testing; Ecuadorian Institute of Standardization (INEN); 13777.

Field of values; Hermitian; Inertia; Positive semidefinite; Angular field of values; Eigenvalues; J77B Nos. 1 and 2, 61-63 (1973).

Field operators and statistics; Fock space; Occupation number; Permutation symmetry of wave functions; Quantum mechanics; Second quantization; 13372.

Field strength; Impedance; Waveguide theory; Antenna parameters; Attenuation; Current; Electromagnetic measurements; 13801.

Field strength; Measurement; Mines; Noise; Communication; 13155.

Field studies; Flooring; Floor coverings; Life-cost; Maintenance; User needs; Carpets; Durability; Economics; TN783.

Field testing; plumbing; Performance criteria, plumbing; Performance, functional; Single-stack drainage; Siphonage, induced; Siphonage, self; Test loads, hydraulic; Trap-seal reduction detector; Trap-seal retention; Crossflow; 13778.

Field theory; Gauge invariance; Hypercomplex coordinates; Interacting fields; Nonlinear field theory; Nonlocal field theory; Fermion-boson interactions; 13279.

Field-ion microscopy; Osmium; 13246.

Fill rate; Liquid level; Time domain reflectometer; Coaxial probe; Emptying rate; 13338.

Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; Helium; Nucleate boiling; Subcritical; Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; 13666.

Film dosimeter; Interface; Monte Carlo; Radiochromic dyes; Two-layer slabs; Depth-dose; Dose distribution; Dosimetry; Dye film; Electron beams; 13212.

Film storage; Microfilm; Microfilm image stability; Aging blemishes; Blemishes, microfilm; 13520.

Filter; Function space; Limit space; linear topological space; Net; Topological space; Convergence; 13762.

Filter; G; Gravity; Interferometer; Laser; Acceleration; Counter; 13764.

Final state configuration interaction; Krypton; Mn₂0₄ x-ray emission; Single electron double vacancy process; Double electron single vacancy process; 13604.

Final state effects; Silver; Transition probabilities; Aluminum; Auger electron transitions; Electronic density of states; 13514.

Fine structure; Helium; Rydberg constant; 13252.

Fine structure constant; Fundamental constant; Gyromagnetic ratio of proton; NBS amperes; Pitch measurement; 13100.

Fine-structure transitions; HF⁻ molecule; Molecular states; Quantum chemistry; Atomic collisions; 13258.

Fine-structure transitions; HF⁻ molecule; Molecular states; Quantum chemistry; Atomic collisions; 13273.

Finite element analysis; Junctions, adhesively bonded; Nonlinear analysis; shear; Reinforcement, composite overlay; Reinforcement, cutouts and cracks; Shear analysis, nonlinear; Adhesively bonded joints; Composite materials; Composite-overlay reinforcement; 13607.

Finite elements; Finite geometries; Finite projective planes; Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; AM563.

Finite geometries; Finite projective planes; Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; Analysis of PBIB designs; AM563.

Finite projective planes; Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; Analysis of PBIB designs; Experiment designs; AM563.

Fire; Fire services; Smoke; Smoke density chamber; Smoke potential; Test method; Visibility; Building materials; TN757.

Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; Clothing fires; Deaths; FFACTS; TN810.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Floor assembly; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; 13405.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Glass reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interwelling wall; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; 13407.
Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; 13790.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure, structural panel; Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural panel; 13408.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure of walls; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13410.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Glass fiber-reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13409.

Fire endurance; Fire tests; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; 13394.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single wall; 13396.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing system; Multifamily housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family attached housing; Steel tube column; 13406.

Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Load failure; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Toxic gases; 13411.

Fire endurance; Fire tests; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; 13412.

Fire extinguishers; Fires; Halons; Oxygen; Spacecraft cabin atmospheres; Water; Controlled atmospheres; Extinguishing; 13515.

Fire retardants; Flame inhibition; Flames; J.77A No. 6, 733-754 (1973).

Fire safety; Performance guidelines; Protective coatings; Rigid polyurethane; Roofing; Durability; TN778.

Fire services; High-accuracy mass spectrometry; Materials failure; Night vision; Precision; Surface roughness; Art; Clinical chemistry; DIM/NBS 57, No. 9, 201-224 (1973).

Fire services; Smoke; Smoke density chamber; Smoke potential; Test method; Visibility; Building materials; Fire; TN757.

Fire spread; Fire test; Ignition; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Reentrant corner; Exterior wall; 13791.

Fire station location; Heuristics; Location-allocation models; Location analysis; Resource allocation analysis; Transportation network analysis; Algorithms; TN774.

Fire technology; Invisible moonlight; Iodine stabilized lasers; Sensor progress; Clinical SRM's; Distance to moon; Energy; DIM/NBS 57, No. 11, 253-276 (1973).

Fire test; Flame penetration; Floor assembly; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; 13405.

Fire test; Flame penetration; Glass reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; 13407.

Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; 13790.

Fire test; Flame-through failure of walls; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Fire endurance; 13410.

Fire test; Flame-through failure, structural panel; Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural panel; Fire endurance; 13408.

Fire test; Flammanibility; Floor coverings; Carpets; Corridor fires; 13509.

Fire test; Floor assembly; Floor-ceiling assembly; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Steel joist floor; 13397.

Fire test; Glass fiber-reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Fire endurance; 13409.

Fire test; Housing system; Multifamily housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family attached housing; Steel tube column; Fire endurance; 13406.

Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single wall; Fire endurance; 13396.

Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Load failure; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Toxic gases; 13411.

Fire test; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; Fire endurance; 13394.

Fire test; Ignition; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Reentrant corner; Exterior wall; Fire spread; 13791.

Fire tests; Flame spread tests; Interlaboratory evaluation; Round robin; Statistical analysis; Test method standard; ASTM E 84; Building materials; Carpets; 13530.

Fire tests; High rise buildings; HVAC systems; Steel; Terminal units; Aluminum; Ductwork; Fabric; Fiberglass; 13792.

Fire tests; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Fire endurance; 13412.

Firefighter injuries; Injury statistics; Occupational injuries; Protective clothing; Protective equipment; 13347.

Fires; Halons; Oxygen; Spacecraft cabin atmospheres; Water; Controlled atmospheres; Extinguishing; Fire extinguishers; 13515.

Fires; Polymers; Smoke; Venting; Buildings; Cellulosics; 13677.

First spectrum of praseodymium (Pr I); Spectrum; Atomic energy levels; 13207.

First-order predicate calculus; Resolution; Subsumption; Theorem-proving; Unification; Associative processing; 13760.

Fission; Neutron; Reactor; 239 Pu; Alpha-particle; Emission; 13458.

Fission cross sections; Fission neutrons; Integral measurements; 13447.

Fission neutrons; Integral measurements; Fission cross sections; 13447.

Fission spectra; Integral measurements; Cross sections; 13369.

Fission track; Glass; Nuclear track technique; Standard Reference Material; Thermal stability; Uranium; 13093.

Fission tracks; Glass; Mica; Microscopy; Neutron dose measurements; Uranium; 13173.

Fixed point; Freezing point; Standards; Tin; Tin point; 13599.

Fixed point; 20Ne; 22Ne; 24Ne; Neon; Vapor pressure; 13601.

Fixed point; Triple point; Temperature scale; Argon; 13586.

Fixed points; Freezing point; International Practical Temperature Scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Thermometry; Triple point; Calibration; Calibration errors; Cryostat; Monogr. 126.

Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thompson coefficient; Lambda line; Latent heat; Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; TN631.

Fixed points; Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; Specific heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuteron; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; TN641.

Fixed points; OSMR; Superconductive devices; Superconductive transition temperature; Superconductivity; Temperature scale; 13591.
Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; Clothing fires; Deaths; FFACTS; Fire; TN810.

Flammable fabrics; Probability assessment; Standards; Utility theory; Children's sleepwear; Decision analysis; 13596.

Flammable fabrics (FFACTS); Metric; Nuclear activation analysis; Roofing systems; Tooth decay; Disaster losses; Energy systems; TINB57, No. 5, 101-128 (1973).

Flame measurements; Reflection coefficients; VSWR; Attenuation; TIN642.

Flare; Image intensifiers; Law enforcement; Light equivalent background; Light induced background; Night vision devices; Optical gain; Contrast transfer function; Distortion: 13450.

Flash photolysis; Free radicals; Laser; Spectra; Absorption; 13528.

Flash photolysis; H atoms; Reaction kinetics; Resonance fluorescence; 13133.

Flash photolysis; Kinetics; Oxygen atoms; Resonance fluorescence; Ethylene; 13244.

Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; Performance; Properties; Scratch resistance; Smoke generation; Toxic combustion products; Toxicity; Washability; Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness; Covering; TN808.

Flash point; Lubricating oil; Pour point; Spectrometric analysis; Stability; Trace elements; Viscosity; Calibration standards; Concentration validity; TN751.

Flashing lights; Guidelines; Information; Laboratory testing; People; Response; Sirens; Standards; Action; Communication; Consistency; Controlled environment; Effectiveness; 13516.

Flexure; Glass fiber; Housing system; Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; 13473.

Flexure; Housing system; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Sandwich construction; Wall system; Accelerated aging; Compression; Environmental conditions; 13386.

Flicker noise; Sequential test; Time scale; Atomic clock model; Detection; TIN636.

Floor assembly; Floor-ceiling assembly; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Steel joist floor; Fire test: 13397.

Floor assemblies; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test: 13405.

Floor covering evaluations; Heat balances; Heat transfer mechanisms; Models; energy balance; radiation; and scaling; Ceiling radiation; Corridor fires; Critical energy input; Flame spread; calculation; and observations; TN794.

Floor coverings; Carpets; Corridor fires; Fire test; 13509.

Floor coverings; Life-cost; Maintenance; User needs; Carpets; Durability; Economics; Field studies; Flooring; TIN783.

Floor diaphragms; Housing systems; Insert connectors; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precast concrete; Concrete panels; Connections; Ductility; 13390.

Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayments; Wood; Wood joists; Concentrated loads; Deflection; 13472.

Floor-ceiling assembly; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Steel joist floor; Fire test; Floor assembly; 13397.

Flooring; Floor coverings; Life-cost; Maintenance; User needs; Carpets; Durability; Economics; Field studies; TIN783.

Floors; Hardboard; Load capacity; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance criteria; Plywood sub-
Frequency moments; Infrared absorption; Infrared susceptibility; Infrared window materials; Multiphonon absorption; Crystal absorption theory; SP387, pp. 202-207

Frequency noise; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency measurements; Laser linewidth; Laser stabilization; Phase locked laser; Fast linewidth; TN620.

Frequency of lasers; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency stabilization; Methane-stabilized He-Ne laser; Speed of light; Frequency metrology; 13069.

Frequency spectra, discrete; Network transfer function; Time domain waveform; Transfer function; Discrete Fourier transform; Fast Fourier transform; 13417.

Frequency spectrum; Linear chains; n-alkanes; Polyethylene; Polymer; 13743.

Frequency stability measurements; Measurement system description; Phase noise, spectral density; Stability definitions; Terminology standards; Allan variance; TN632.

Frequency standard; Methane resonance; Molecular beam; Ramsey resonance; Saturated absorption; Stabilized laser; Transition probability; 13800.

Frequency standard; Network path delay; Stability; Time and frequency dissemination; Time code generator; Time code receiver; 13064.

Frequency standard; Network path delay; Stability; Time and frequency dissemination; Time code generator; Time code receiver; 13070.

Frequency-lock method; Q measurement; Reflection resonators; Transmission resonators; Automatic Q measurement; 13309.

Fricke dosimeter; Ion selective electrodes; Lanthanum fluoride; Potentiometry; Dosimetry; Electrochemistry; Ferric-fluoride complex; Ferrous sulfate solutions; Fluorides; 13566.

Fringe counting; Laser interferometer; Manometer; 13551.

Frobenius Reciprocity; Group algebra; Orthogonality relations; Tensor product; Character of central type; Central idempotent; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 93-99 (1973).

Frost-point; Generator; Humidity; Water vapor; Calibration; J.77A No. 5, 671-677 (1973).

Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; 13790.

Fullmant hyperpyrexia; Heart temperature; Hypothalamic heat stress; Hypothermia; Obstetrics; Ovulation-detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; Pyrogens; Sweating; Temperature; central body; Thermocouple disconnect; Thermoelectric thermometry; 13631.

Function; Real; Analysis; Continuous; Equation; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2, 11-13 (1973).

Function space; Limit space; Linear topological space; Net; Topological space; Convergence; Filter; 13762.

Function validation; Mathematical functions; Performance tests; Automated testing; Bit comparison; FORTRAN library; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 101-110 (1973).

Functions of several variables; Geometry of numbers; Good lattice points; Numerical integration; Optimal coefficients; Periodicity; Quadrature; Algebraic numbers; Approximation; Diophantine approximation; Exponential sums; 13128.

Fundamental constant; Gyromagnetic ratio of proton; NBS amper; Pitch measurement; Fine structure constant; 13100.

Fundamental constants; Absolute amper; Avogadro number; 13337.

Fundamental constants; Josephson effect; Precise electrical measurements; Superconductivity; 13517.

Fundamental constants; Least-squares adjustments; Data analysis; 13638.

Fused silica; Optical spectrum analyzer; Photoelastic effect; Sapphire; Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer; YAG; Birefringence; SP387, pp. 254-258

Fused silica; Standard reference material; Thermal expansion; 13209.

G

G; Gas; Nitrous oxide; Radiation chemistry; Rates; Review; Chemical kinetics; Data compilation; Dosimetry; NSRDS-NBS.45.

G; Gravity; Interferometer; Laser; Acceleration; Counter; Filter; 13764.

GaAs; Laser-induced acoustical pulse; Laser-induced damage; Stimulated Brillouin scattering; Threshold dependence on wavelength and doping; SP387, pp. 103-106

Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; 13703.

Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; Holium compounds; Lanthanides; Lanthanum compounds; Lutetium compounds; Neodymium compounds; Praseodymium compounds; Promethium compounds; Rare-earth elements; Samarium compounds; Terbium compounds; TN270-7.

Gadolinium impurity; Interstitial anions; Lattice parameter; Point defects; Calcium fluoride; Cation vacancies; Density; 13350.

Gage blocks; Joining; Wringing; Wring test; End length standards; J.77A No. 2, 667-670 (1973).

Games; Government; Metropolitan; Players; Sectors; Simulation; Social; Urban; City; Computer; Directors; Economic; 13511.

Gamma ray penetration; Moments method; Point gamma source in water; Polynomial approximation; Radiation transport; Truncation error; 13188.

Gamma ray transport; Gauss quadrature; Moments; Shielding; Computer code; Gamma rays; TN766.

Gamma rays; Gamma ray transport; Gauss quadrature; Moments; Shielding; Computer code; TN766.

Gamma rays; Nitrobenzene; Oxidation; Pararosaniline cyanide; Radiochromic dyes; Triphenylmethane dyes; Dosimetry; Dyes; 13533.

Gamma rays; Plastic dosimeters; Radiochromic dyes; Thin films; Absorbed dose; Calorimetry; Cavity theory; Depth dose; Dosimetry; Dye dosimeters; Electron beams; 13559.

Gamma rays; Radiochromic dyes; X-rays; Accelerator; Blood irradiators; Dosimetry; Electron beams; 13630.

Gamma-ray detectors; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Nuclear radiation detectors; Probe techniques (n-c); Recombination centers; Resistance; TN754.

Gamma-ray spectroscopy; Ge(Li) detectors; Group separations; Instrumentation; Activation analysis; 13641.

Gamma-ray transport; Moment methods; Shielding; Adjunct; Buildup factor; Dosimetry; TN748.

Gas; Gas industry; Progressive collapse; Risk; Statistics; Structure; Building; Explosion; Frequency; 13782.

Gas; Nitrous oxide; Radiation chemistry; Rates; Review; Chemical kinetics; Data compilation; Dosimetry; G; NSRDS-NBS.45.

Gas analysis; Gas chromatographic techniques; Flame gases; Flame inhibition; 13657.

Gas analysis; Gas chromatography; Isotope effect; Isotopic separation; Olefins; Silver nitrate; Aromatics; 13291.

Gas breakdown; Laser; Plasma; 13459.

Gas chromatographic techniques; Flame gases; Flame inhibition; Gas analysis; 13657.

Gas chromatography; Computer-based data acquisition; 13751.

Gas chromatography; Isotope effect; Isotopic separation; Olefins; Silver nitrate; Aromatics; Gas analysis; 13291.
Glass; Homogenization of glass melts; Immiscible glass melts; Immiscibility gaps; Silica glass; Structure of glass; Vitron theory; Binary borates; Binary silicates; Born glass; J.77A No. 2, 259-272 (1973).

Glass; Iron; Mössbauer spectra; Phosphate glass; Aluminophosphate glass; FeP; 13315.

Glass; Manganese; Medieval windows; Potassium; Sodium; Activation analysis; Archeology; 13711.

Glass; Mechanical properties; Strength; Crack propagation; Fracture; 132714.

Glass; Mica; Microscopy; Neutron dose measurements; Uranium; Fission tracks; 132713.

Glass; Microstructure; Phase separation; Viscosity; TN792.

Glass; Nonlinear index; Nonlinear susceptibility; Self focusing; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Ellipse rotation; SP387. pp. 11-24.

Glass; Nuclear track technique; Standard Reference Material; Thermal stability; Uranium; Fission track; 132709.

Glass; Proof testing; Crack propagation; Failure prevention; Fracture; 132714.

Glass; Strength; Stress corrosion; Crack propagation; Fracture; Fracture mechanics; 132714.

Glass; Stress corrosion; Crack propagation; Fracture; Fracture mechanics; 132714.

Glass fiber; Housing system; Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bonding; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; 132713.

Glass fiber-reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interwinding wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Fire endurance; Fire test; 132710.

Glass fibers; Hardness of glass; Static fatigue of glass; Strength of glass; Stress corrosion cracking of glass; Structure of glass; Cracked propagation of glass; Glass; 132711.

Glass melt; Glass tank; Liquids; Stirrer; Viscosity; Agitators; Borosilicate glass; TN7771.

Glass properties; Glass property factors; Oxide glasses; Silicate substructures; Ternary glasses; Barium glasses; Barium silicates; Monogr. 135.

Glass property factors; Oxide glasses; Silicate substructures; Ternary glasses; Barium glasses; Barium silicates; Glass properties; Monogr. 135.

Glass reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interwinding wall; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; 132707.

Glass standards; Quinine derivatives; Rare earths; Relative quantum efficiencies; Solution standards; Emission spectra; Excitation spectra; Fluorescence; Fluorescence standards; SP378. pp. 231-244.

Glass tank; Liquids; Stirrer; Viscosity; Agitators; Borosilicate glass; Glass melt; TN7771.

Glass transition; Heat capacity; Linear polyethylene; Polyethylene; Thermal analysis; Thermodynamic properties; Branched polyethylene; Calorimetry; J.77A No. 4. 395-405 (1973).

Glass transition temperature; Partially crystalline polymer; Polyethylene; Linear and branched; Temperature drift method; Calorimetry; 13253.

Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure, structural panel; 132708.

Glauber model; Hadron scattering; High energy scattering; Multi-body states; Coherent production; Diffractive production; 132714.

Glide; Plasticity; Twist; Volterra; Wedge; Disclination; Dislocation; 132711.

Gloss; Porcelain enamel on aluminum; Weather resistance; Color; 132715.

Glued laminated timber; Laminated timber; Structural glued laminated timber; Timber. structural glued laminated; PS56-73.

Gold; Incidence angle; Photoemission; Polarization; Polycrystalline film; Synchrotron radiation; Emission angle; Energy distributions; 132723.

Gold alloy; Indentation; Rockwell superficial hardness tester; Vickers hardness number; Vickers hardness tester; Brinell hardness number; Dental casting; 13304.

Gold point; High temperature; Platinum resistance thermometer; Standard thermocouple; Temperature scale; Freezing point; 133571.

Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Nuclear radiation detectors; Probe techniques (a-e); Recombination centers; Resistance; Ribbon wire bonding; Semiconductor devices; TN754.

Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Probing techniques (a-e); Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistance standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; TN773.

Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Probing techniques (a-e); Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; TN788.

Gold-doped silicon; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Mobility; Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; TN806.

Gold-doped silicon; Resistivity; Semiconductor characterization; Silicon; Carrier lifetime; 132719.

Good lattice points; Numerical integration; Optimal coefficients; Periodicity; Quadrature; algebraic numbers; Approximation; Diophantine approximation; Exponential sums; Functions of several variables; Geometry of numbers; 132712.

Government; Metropolitan; Players; Sectors; Simulation; Social; Urban; City; Computer; Directors; Economic; Games; 13511.

Grading charts, girls' size; Size designations, girls'; Span charts, girls' sizing; Apparel, girls'; Body measurements, girls'; Classifications, girls' size; PS54-72.

Greco-Latin square; Language translation; Natural language; OMNITAB II computing system; Regression; Statistical problem solving; Distribution of first significant digit; Dutch; 132710.

Graft polymerization; Modification of collagenous surfaces; Acrylate copolymers; Ceric ion initiated; Grafting collagen; 132745.

Grafting collagen; Graft polymerization; Modification of collagenous surfaces; Acrylate copolymers; Ceric ion initiated; 132745.

Grain boundaries; Grain boundary sliding; Nucleation of cavities; Segregation nodes; Vacancy condensation; Angular distribution of cavities; Cavitation; Copper; Creep; 132701.

Grain boundaries; Lattices; Sublattices; Superlattices; Crystal aggregates; Crystals; 132713.

Grain boundary; Morphological stability; Solidification; Crystal growth; 132711.

Grain boundary; Morphology; Solidification; Stability; Alloy; 132719.

Grain boundary sliding; Nucleation of cavities; Segregation nodes; Vacancy condensation; Angular distribution of cavities; Cavitation; Copper; Creep; Grain boundaries; 132713.
Heat pipe; Indium iodide; Laser application; Sodium; Spectroscopic application; 13462.

Heat pipe; K-edge; Lithium; Resonances; Spectrum; Absorption; 13757.

Heat pipe oven; Lead-based paints; Popular metric chart; Triboluminescence; Electrical engineering units; Electron recombination reactions; TNB 57, No. 3, 53-76 (1973).

Heat transfer; Heat transfer equipment; Liquid helium; Liquid hydrogen; Liquid nitrogen; Liquid oxygen; Missiles and rockets; Pressurization; Radiation heat transfer; Spacecraft tankage; Stratification; Supercritical storage; Two-phase flow; Zero gravity; 13242.

Heat transfer; Helium; Nucleate boiling; Subcritical; Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; 13666.

Heat transfer; Helium; Refrigeration; Forced flow; 13072.

Heat transfer; Internal energy measurement; Isoperibol calorimeters; Measurement theory; Calorimetry; Energy equivalents; Energy measurement; 13474.

Heat transfer; Kapitza conductance; Niobium; Superfluid helium; Thermal conductivity; Aluminum; Copper; 13569.

Heat transfer; Plasticizers; Polychlorinated biphenyl; Transformers; Dielectric fluids; 13074.

Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; 13651.

Heat transfer; Nucleus; Niobium; Superfluid helium; Thermal conductivity; 13569.

Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; 13651.

Heat transfer; Transfer; Liquid helium; Liquid hydrogen; Liquid nitrogen; Liquid oxygen; Missiles and rockets; Pressurization; Radiation heat transfer; Spacecraft tankage; Stratification; Supercritical storage; Two-phase flow; Zero gravity; 13242.

Heat transfer mechanisms; Models; Energy balance; Radiation; and scaling; Ceiling radiation; Corridor fires; Critical energy input; Flame spread; calculation; and observations; Floor covering evaluations; Heat balances; 13794.

Heat treatment; Magnetism; Susceptibility; Clustering; Critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; 13709.

Heat burst principle; Hydrogen bonding; Immunoaerocace calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Molecular biology; Pharmacology; Protein calorimetry; Polynucleotide calorimetry; Purity assay; Reaction coupling; Thermodynamics; Warfarin; 13730.

Heating and cooling loads; Temperature predictions; Thermal analysis; Thermal behavior; Transient heat flows; Building heat transfer; Computer programs; Dynamic thermal performance; Heat flow analysis; 13745.

Heats of adsorption; Surface area; Adsorption; Ammonia adsorption; Carbon dioxide adsorption; Dentin; Dental adhesive; 13260.

Heats of transition; Scanning calorimetry; Theory of calorimetry; Thermal analysis; 13333.

Heats of transition; Thermal analysis; Thermoanalytical calorimetry; Base line determination; Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); 13324.

Heavy ions; Interpretation of measurements; Neutrons; Pions; Protons; Radiation dosimetry; Radiation quality; Radiation transport theory; Absorbed dose distribution; Electrons; 13331.

Heisenberg model; Ising model; Next nearest neighbor interaction; Antiferromagnetism; Bethe constant-coupling; Critical temperature; Ferromagnetism; 13220.

Helicopter lift; Ideal gas law; Air density; 13503.

Helium; Hydrogen; Oxygen; Reviews; Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; Choking flow; Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; 13653.

Helium; Liquid; Magnetometer; Multilayer insulated; Dewar; Gas shielded; 13465.

Helium; Nucleate boiling; Subcritical; Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; 13666.

Helium; Photoionization; Response profile; Autoionization; Cross section; Fano parameters; 13479.

Helium; Pressure measurement; Temperature scale; Vapor pressure; 13389.

Helium; Refrigeration; Forced flow; Heat transfer; 13072.

Helium; Rydberg constant; Fine structure; 13252.

Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; Lambda line; Latent heat; Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; 13651.

Helium; Transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; 13651.

Helium; Transfer mechanisms; Models; Energy balance; Radiation; and scaling; Ceiling radiation; Corridor fires; Critical energy input; Flame spread; calculation; and observations; Floor covering evaluations; Heat balances; 13794.

Heat treatment; Magnetism; Susceptibility; Clustering; Critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; 13709.

Heat burst principle; Hydrogen bonding; Immunoaerocace calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Molecular biology; Pharmacology; Protein calorimetry; Polynucleotide calorimetry; Purity assay; Reaction coupling; Thermodynamics; Warfarin; 13730.

Heating and cooling loads; Temperature predictions; Thermal analysis; Thermal behavior; Transient heat flows; Building heat transfer; Computer programs; Dynamic thermal performance; Heat flow analysis; BSS 45.

Heats of adsorption; Surface area; Adsorption; Ammonia adsorption; Carbon dioxide adsorption; Dentin; Dental adhesive; 13260.

Heats of transition; Scanning calorimetry; Theory of calorimetry; Thermal analysis; 13333.

Heats of transition; Thermal analysis; Thermoanalytical calorimetry; Base line determination; Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); 13324.

Heavy ions; Interpretation of measurements; Neutrons; Pions; Protons; Radiation dosimetry; Radiation quality; Radiation transport theory; Absorbed dose distribution; Electrons; 13331.

Heisenberg model; Ising model; Next nearest neighbor interaction; Antiferromagnetism; Bethe constant-coupling; Critical temperature; Ferromagnetism; 13220.

Helicopter lift; Ideal gas law; Air density; 13503.

Helium; Hydrogen; Oxygen; Reviews; Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; Choking flow; Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; 13653.

Helium; Liquid; Magnetometer; Multilayer insulated; Dewar; Gas shielded; 13465.

Helium; Nucleate boiling; Subcritical; Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; 13666.

Helium; Photoionization; Response profile; Autoionization; Cross section; Fano parameters; 13479.

Helium; Pressure measurement; Temperature scale; Vapor pressure; 13389.

Helium; Refrigeration; Forced flow; Heat transfer; 13072.

Helium; Rydberg constant; Fine structure; 13252.

Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; Lambda line; Latent heat; Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; 13651.

Helium; Transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; 13651.
Homologous atoms; Isoelectronic sequences; Regularities; Spectral series; Systematic trends; Atomic oscillator strengths; 13645.

Host: Ligneresia;^1 Ag Knight shift; Absorption derivative; Alloys: Asymmetry; 13381.

Hot spots, current gain as indication of: Power transistors; screening; Screening for hot spots, transistors; Thermal hysteresis, transistors; Transistors, hot spot detection; Current gain, hot spot detection; 13219.

Hot-wire anemometry; Probability distributions; Boundary layer; Correlations; Higher-order moments; High-speed computing; 13527.

Household appliance energy labels; Motor vehicles using dual-fuel systems; Optical radiation news; Standard gases; Cryogenics; Energy conservation; Energy generation; DIM/NBS 57, No. 8, 177-200 (1973).

Household products: Industry standards; International recommendations; National standards; Product standards; Recommended practices; Specifications; Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; TN762.

Housing: Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayment; Wood; Wood joists; Concentrated loads; Deflection; Floor hardboard; 13472.

Housing: International; Switzerland; Building research; Buildings; Cooperation; 13796.

Housing: Laboratory; Module; Racking; Stiffness; Strength; Structural tests; Sustained load; Transportation; Vibration; Wood-frame; Deflection; 13389.

Housing: Lateral resistance; Racking; Stiffness; Structural deflections; Vibration; Wind load; Wood frame construction; Building damping; Drift; Dynamics; Earthquake; Frequency; BSS44.

Housing: Lead based paint; Materials; Surface preparation; Surface refinishing; Cost analysis; Hazard elimination; 13767.

Housing: Leaded paint; Lead hazard elimination methods; Lead paint poisoning; Performance attributes; Building material; TN770.

Housing: Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; 13790.

Housing system: Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; Glass fiber; 13473.

Housing system: Multifamily housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family attached housing; Steel tube column; Fire endurance; Fire test; 13406.

Housing system: Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Sandwich construction; Wall system; Accelerated aging; Compression; Environmental conditions; Flexure; 13386.

Housing systems: Insert connectors; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precast concrete; Concrete panels; Connections; Ductility; Floor diaphragms; 13390.

Housing systems: Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; 13396.

Housing systems: Interdwelling wall; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Glass reinforced plastic; 13407.

Housing systems: Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Fire endurance; Fire test; Glass fiber-reinforced plastic; 13409.

Housing systems: Interdwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure of walls; 13410.

Housing systems: Interdwelling wall; Load failure; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Toxic gases; Fire endurance; Fire test; 13411.

Housing systems: Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Steel joist floor; Fire test; Floor assembly; Floor-ceiling assembly; 13397.

Housing systems: Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Fire endurance; Fire tests; 13412.

Housing systems: Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; 13394.

Housing systems: Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Floor assembly; 13405.

Housing systems: Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure, structural panel; Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; 13408.

Human communication; Language; Meaning; Symbols; Understanding; Written language; 13233.

Human sensitivity; Loading functions; Specifications; Static; Structural engineering; Subsystems; Vibration; Analysis; Deflection; Design; Dynamic; Experimental; BSS47.

Humidity; Moisture; Pressure; Temperature; Composite wall panel; Condensation; 13610.

Humidity; Noise level; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precipitation; Solar radiation; Temperature; Wind direction; Wind speed; Air contamination; Design conditions; Earthquake risk; Evaluation; Ground temperature; 13398.

Humidity; Water vapor; Calibration; Frost-point; Generator; J.77A No. 5, 671-677 (1973).

Humidity, effects on GRP; Mechanical properties of GRP; Pultruded rod; Reinforced plastics; rod and rope; Rope; GRP.; Static fatigue of GRP; Aeolian vibration; simulated; Composite materials; End fittings for GRP rod and rope; Grips; guy; 13392.

Humidity facility; International trade; Shortest path studies; Air pollutants; Automation technology; Computer software; Computer standards; Computer utilization; Electron spectrosopy; DIM/NBS 57, No. 12, 277-300 (1973).

HVAC systems; Steel; Terminal units; Aluminum; Ductwork; Fabric; Fiberglass; Fire tests; High rise buildings; 13792.

Hydrated electron; Radiation chemistry; Rates; Aqueous solution; Chemical kinetics; Data compilation; NSRDS/NBS43.

Hydration; Induction period; Plaster of paris; Setting mechanisms; Colloidal theory; Crystallization theory; Gypsum; TN755.

Hydraulic measurements; Open-channel flow; Overfalls; 13301.

Hydrocarbons; Ion-molecule reactions; Neutralization; Pulse radiolysis; Carbonium ions; 13175.

Hydrofluoric acid solution calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Quartz, standard reference materials; Standard reference material for calorimetry; Calorimetry, flow; Calorimetry, solution; Chlorine monofluoride; Fluorine dissociation; 13280.

Hydrofoil; Nucleation; Oliges; Pumps; Venturi; Cavitation; Cryogenics; 13735.

Hydrofoil; Nucleation; Pumps; Venturi; Cavitation; Cryogenics; 13241.

Hydrogen; Intermolecular potential; Inversion temperature; Methane; Noble gases; Potential parameters; Second virial coefficient; Third virial coefficient; Water vapor; Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium; 13108.

Hydrogen; Krefft-Rössler lamp; Spectral radiance; Transfer standards; Wall-stabilized arc; Calibrations; Deuterium lamp; Far ultraviolet; 13646.

Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; Specific
heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points; \( T_{N641} \).

Hydrogen; Metal surfaces; Oxygen photoemission; Tungsten; Adsorption; Carbon monoxide; Field emission; \( T_{3250} \).

Hydrogen; Nitrogen; Radio frequency; Total mass; Gauging; \( T_{13664} \).

Hydrogen; Oxygen; Reviews; Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; Choking flow; Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; Helium; \( T_{N633} \).

Hydrogen; Phase transition; \( T_{13552} \).

Hydrogen; Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; \( T_{N625} \).

Hydrogen; Resonance; Spectra; Atoms; \( T_{13327} \).

Hydrogen arc; Radiometry; Vacuum ultraviolet; Continuum emission coefficient; \( T_{13652} \).

Hydrogen arc radiometry; Impact of Federal science; MHD materials research; Musical foghorn; Postal automation; Child-proof matches; \( T_{N657} \).

Hydrogen atoms; Kinetics; Resonance fluorescence; Ethyl radicals; Ethylene; \( T_{3288} \).

Hydrogen bonding; Immunoassay calorimetry; Microcalorimetry; Molecular biology; Pharmacology; Protein calorimetry; Polynucleotide calorimetry; Purity assay; Reaction coupling; Thermodynamics; Warfarin; Adenosinetriphosphate-thermodynamics; \( T_{13730} \).

Hydrogen diffusion; Hydrogen in metals; Jump diffusion; Neutron scattering; Palladium hydride; Quasielastic scattering; Single crystal; \( T_{13136} \).

Hydrogen diffusion; Lattice sites; Neutron scattering; Phase transition; Quasielastic scattering; Vanadium hydride; Activation energy; \( T_{13163} \).

Hydrogen embrittlement; Hydrogen gas; Pressure gauges; Safety; Gauge case design; \( T_{13102} \).

Hydrogen fluoride; Stability limits; Transpiration measurements; Aluminum fluoride; Aluminum hydrofluorides; Equilibrium constant; \( T_{1377} A \).

Hydrogen gas; Pressure gauges; Safety; Gauge case design; \( T_{13102} \).

Hydrogen halides; Line widths; Straight path; Vibrational energy transfer; \( CO_2 \); Exchange forces; \( T_{13434} \).

Hydrogen in metals; Jump diffusion; Neutron scattering; Palladium hydride; Quasielastic scattering; Single crystal; \( T_{13136} \).

Hydrogen peroxide; Mass spectrometry; Adiabatic expansion; \( T_{13159} \).

Hydrosulfide ion; Ion reorientation; Neutron scattering; Phase transition; Quasielastic scattering; Alkali hydrosulfides; \( T_{13698} \).

Hydrosulfides; Ion reorientation; Libration; Neutron scattering; Phase transition; Quasielastic; Residence time; Sodium hydrosulfide; Cesium hydrosulfide; \( T_{13700} \).

Hydroxyapatite; Limnic phosphate; Phase diagrams; Phosphate pollution; Solubility; Calcium carbonates; Calcium phosphates; \( T_{13521} \).

Hydroxyapatite; Solubility product; Surface; Bone mineral; Calcium phosphate; \( T_{1377} A \).

Hydroxyl; Nitric acid; Nitric oxide; Nitrogen dioxide; Oxygen atom; Ozone; Photochemistry; Stratosphere; Atmosphere; Carbon monoxide; Chemical kinetics; Data evaluation; \( T_{13441} \).

Hydroxyl radical; Oxide radical ion; Radical reactions; Rate constants; Reference data; Abstraction reactions; Addition reactions; Aqueous solution; Biological molecules; Electron transfer reactions; \( T_{N65} \).

Hypercomplex coordinates; Interacting fields; Nonlinear field theory; Nonlocal field theory; Fermion-boson interactions; Field theory; Gauge invariance; \( T_{13279} \).

Hyperelasticity; Isothermal; Nonlinear; Variational principle; Viscoelasticity; Anisotropy; BKZ fluid; Composite material; Continuum mechanics; \( T_{13355} \).

Hyperfine field; Mn; Mössbauer effect; Pd; Sb; Alloys; \( T_{13326} \).

Hyperfine fields; Manganese; Mössbauer effect; Palladium, tin; Alloys; Antimony; \( T_{13495} \).

Hyperfine fields; Perturbed angular correlation, Mössbauer effect; Stainless steel; \( T_{13494} \).

Hyperfine spectrum; Laser stabilization; Methane; Spectroscopy; \( T_{13519} \).

Hyperfine splittings; Methane; Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian; Rotational levels; Computer tabulation; Ground vibrational state; \( T_{13682} \).

Hyperfine structure; Inversion doublet; Molecular beam; NH3; Quadrupole splitting; Centrifugal distortion; \( T_{13262} \).

Hyperfine structure; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole coupling; Stark effect; Symmetric top; Trifluoromethane; Dipole moment; \( T_{13426} \).

Hypothalamus heat stress; Hypothalamic lesions; Obstetrics; Ovulation detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; Pyrogens; Sweating; Temperature, central body; Thrombocouple disconnect; Thermoelastic thermometry; Thermometer; Vasodilation; \( T_{13631} \).

Hypothalamic heat stress; Hypothalamic lesions; Obstetrics; Ovulation detection; Open heart surgery; Pediatric surgery; Pyrogens; Sweating; Temperature, central body; Thrombocouple disconnect; Thermoelastic thermometry; Thermometer; Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; \( T_{13631} \).

Hypothesis testing; Information theory; Interaction; Residual analysis; Contingency table; Estimation of cell frequencies; \( T_{13431} \).

Hypothesis testing; Information theory; Interaction; Higher-order interaction; Computer programs; Contingency tables; Estimation of cell frequencies from marginals; Generalized independence; \( T_{13445} \).

Hysteresis; Sorption; Surface area; Teeth; Water vapor; Adsorption; Dental materials; \( T_{13321} \).

H2O laser; Laser magnetic resonance; Laser spectroscopy; \( O_3 \); \( T_{13198} \).

H2SO4, enthalpy of reaction in NaOH(aq); Heat of reaction of H2SO4 in aqueous NaOH; Heat of solution of H2SO4 in aqueous NaOH; Solution calorimetry; \( T_{13631} \).

H2(S) reaction with Ar; HArn+: Infrared spectrum; Interstitial H atom spectrum; Matrix isolation; Proton affinity; Vacuum ultraviolet photoionization; Argon reactions; \( T_{13545} \).

Ice point; Steam point; Stefan-Boltzmann law; Thermodynamic temperature scale; Blackbody; Calorimeter; \( T_{13592} \).

ICN; Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; BiCN; CICN; CN B 2Σ; Energy partition; HCN; \( T_{13319} \).

Ideal gas law; Air density; Helicopter lift; \( T_{13503} \).

Ideal-gas; Temperature; Thermodynamic temperature; Thermometer; Ammonia; Calorimeter; Flow calorimeter; Heat capacity; \( T_{13639} \).

Identification of excited state; \( \Delta N + - \Delta T \), transition; Zeeman effect; \( Cr^ {+} \) in TiO2; \( T_{13548} \).

Ignition; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Reentrant corner; Exterior wall; Fire spread; Fire test; \( T_{13791} \).

Image analyzing system; Nuclear track technique; Oxygen tracer; Thermal neutrons; Alpha tracks; Alumina; Cellulose acetate; Citric acid; \( T_{13758} \).

Image evaluation; Image manipulation; Image optics; Photography; \( T_{13534} \).
Warfarin; TN631.

Immiscibility; Image
Impact; Immunoreaction
Immittance; Impact
Impedance; Importance
Imurotic; Image

Vitron

13450.

Optical Camera

13195.

13513.

13605.

13765.

13194.

In situ lead detection; Lead detection; Lead paint detection; Portable lead detectors; Portable x-ray fluorescence analyzers; 13254.

In vivo; Mouse; Nuclear magnetic resonance; Relaxation time; Tumor; 13194.

Incentives program; Innovators; Paper degradation; Smoke test; Antenna performance; COBOL; Environmental buoy cables; Highway repair costs; TN6 and No. 7, 153-176 (1973).

Incidence angle; Photoemission; Polarization; Polycrystalline film; Synchrotron radiation; Emission angle; Energy distributions; Gold; 13223.

Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; Analysis of PBIB designs; Experiment designs; Finite fields; Finite geometries; AMS63.

Inclusion damage; Kerr effect; Laser damage; Lithium niobate; Nonlinear index of refraction; Potassium dihydrogen phosphate; Self-focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Thoria:yttrium oxide ceramic; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Absorption coefficient; Calcite; 13793.

Inclusions; Laser damage; Thermal damage; Dielectric particles; SP37, pp. 208-216

Inclusions; Laser-induced damage; Linear absorption; Dielectric mirror; SP387, pp. 124-132

Inclusions in dielectrics; KCl; Pulsed CO2 laser damage; Thin film damage; ZnTe: As,S; CdTe; Dielectric reflector; SP387, pp. 157-169

Incompatibility; Loop; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; Dipole; Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green's tensor; J77A No. 1, 49-100 (1973).

Incompatibility; Loop; Plasticity; Strain; Volterra; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; Dipole; Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green's tensor; J77A No. 5, 607-658 (1973).

Incompatibility; Plasticity; Strain; Burgers vector; Continuum mechanics; Defect; Dipole; Disclination; Dislocation; Distortion; Green's tensor; J77A No. 3, 359-368 (1973).

Incompatible block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; PBIB designs; Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; Analysis of PBIB designs; Experiment designs; Finite fields; Finite geometries; AMS63.

Indentation; Rockwell superficial hardness tester; Vickers hardness number; Vickers hardness tester; Brinell hardness number; Dental casting; Gold alloy; 13304.

Independence; Markov chain; Analysis of information; Categorical data; Chi-square; Contingency table; 13364.

Index; Measures; National Conference; Reports; Weights; SP377.

Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; Lambda line; Latent heat; Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; TN631.

Index of State specifications and standards; Key-Word-In-Context index of State specifications and standards; Purchase
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India science and technology; Physical science research administration; Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; TN798.

Indices: Sensitivity analysis; Highway traffic accidents; 13612.

Indium oxide: Laser application; Sodium: Spectroscopic application; Heat pipe: 13462.

Indium-113m: Molybdenum-99; Nuclear medicine; Radiopharmaceuticals; Technetium-99m; Tin-113: Dose calibrators; TN791.

Inductance: Measurement; Radio frequency; Resonance; Capacitance; Coaxial; High-Q; Immittance: 13097.

Induction energy: Interaction potential; Radial coefficients; Scattering calculations; Hartree-Fock approximation: 13307.

Induction period: Plaster of paris; Setting mechanisms; Colloidal theory; Crystalization theory; Gypsum; Hydration; TN755.

Industrial effluents: Ion-selective electrodes; Nuclear activation analysis; Particulate analysis; Polargraphy; Spark source mass spectrometry; Spectrophotometry; Trace elements; Water pollution; X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; Atomic absorption: 13783.

Industrializing nations: LDC's: Measurement services; Standardization; AID; Assistance; Economics; Foreign relations: 13794.

Industry standards: International recommendations; National standards; Product standards; Recommended practices; Specifications; Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; Household products; TN762.

Inelastic: Neutron; Rigid-molecule; Scattering; Selection-rules; Group theory: 13151.

Inelastic: *Ft; *Ca; Transition strengths; Electron scattering: 13723.

Inelastic scatter; N−; Valence excited states; Electron scattering; resonance; Excited states N−; Excited states N−: J.77A No. 4. 111-412 (1973).

Inertia: Positive semidefinite; Angular field of values; Eigenvalues; Field of values; Hermitian; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2. 61-63 (1973).

Infinite series; Integration; Quadrature: Simples quadratures; Approximation theory; Conditional convergence: 13181.

Infinite series; Interpolation; Limit distribution; Normal distribution; Polynomials; Probability density function; Quadrature; Stable distribution; Sums of independent random variables; Tables; Truncation; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4. 143-198 (1973).

Information: Laboratory testing; People; Response; Sirens; Standards; Action; Communication; Conspicuity; Controlled environment; Effectiveness; Flashing lights; Guidelines: 13516.

Information; Standardization; Standards; Company: 13492.

Information analysis; Publication standards; Standard reference data; Chemistry; Critical data; Evaluation of delay: 13283.

Information interchange; Information processing; Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; FIPS PUB 26.

Information interchange; Information processing; Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; FIPS PUB 27.

Information packages; Information policy; Information systems; Information users; OECD; Technical information: 13695.

Information policy; Information systems; Information users; OECD; Technical information; Information packages: 13695.

Information processing; Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange: FIPS PUB 26.

Information processing; Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; FIPS PUB 27.

Information processing; Standards; Computer programming; Computers; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Flow charting; Flowchart symbols: FIPS PUB 24.

Information processing standards; Information systems; National government; Representation and codes; Standards; Statistical data; ADP standards; Computers; Data elements and codes; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; FIPS PUB 6-2.

Information retrieval; Information systems; Liquefied Natural Gas; Methane; Methane mixtures; Current awareness services: 13535.

Information retrieval; Magnetic tape; Bibliography; Chemical thermodynamics; Extended character codes: TN760.

Information storage and retrieval; Infringement; Input; Intellectual property; Proprietary rights; Computers; Copyright: 13506.

Information support; Networks; On-line support; User needs; User support; Computers; Consultation; Documentation; TN802.

Information systems; Information users; OECD; Technical information; Information packages; Information policy: 13695.

Information systems; Liquefied Natural Gas; Methane; Methane mixtures; Current awareness services; Information retrieval: 13535.

Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment: FIPS PUB 3-1.

Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer systems hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment: FIPS PUB 25.

Information systems; Management information systems; Municipal systems; Technology transfer: 13413.

Information systems; National government; Representation and codes; Standards; Statistical data; ADP standards; Computers; Data elements and codes; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Geography: FIPS PUB 6-2.

Information systems; University; University computer systems; Computer-based systems; TN781.

Information theory; Interaction; Higher-order interaction; Computer programs; Contingency tables; Estimation of cell frequencies from marginals; Generalized independence; Hypothesis testing: 13445.

Information theory; Interaction; Residual analysis; Contingency table; Estimation of cell frequencies; Hypothesis testing: 13431.

Information users; OECD; Technical information; Information packages; Information policy; Information systems: 13695.

Infrared; Jump diffusion; Molecular reorientation; Neopentane; Phase transition; Plastic crystal; Raman; And rotational diffusion; Band shape analysis; Diffusion models: 13773.

Infrared; Lattice modes; Neutron scattering; Raman; Stretching vibration; Bending vibration; Bifluoride ion; hydrogen bonding: 13144.

Infrared; Lattice vibrations; Polyethylene; Polymers; Bulk modulus; Grüneisen constant: 13739.

Infrared; Matrix isolation; MoFs; Raman spectroscopy: 13501.

Infrared; Molecular geometry; Monodeuteromethane; Perturbations; Rotational constants; Symmetric top: 13142.

Infrared; Molecular spectra; Absorption spectra; Carbon disulfide; Energy levels; High resolution: 13649.

Infrared; Pyroelectric; Radiometers; Ultraviolet; Calibration; Detector: 13752.

Infrared absorption; Infrared susceptibility; Infrared window materials; Multiphonon absorption; Crystal absorption theory; Frequency moments: SP387, pp. 202-207

Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency stabilization;
troflurometry; Spectrophotometry; Standards: Accuracy; Critical parameters; SP378.

Institutional: Modules: Nuclear; Standards; CAMAC; Dataway; 13316.

Institutional: Noise exposure: Acoustics (sound); Environmental acoustics; 13728.

Institutional: Spectrophotometric; Spectrophotometry, high accuracy: Standard reference material in spectrophotometry; Transmittance; Absorbance; Automation of accurate spectrophotometer; SP378, pp. 31-51

Institutional standards: Nuclear instrumentation; Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; 13266.

Institutional standards: Nuclear instrumentation; Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; 13456.

Institutional standards: Nuclear instrumentation; Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; 13457.

Insulation: LOX dewars; Microspheres; Polyurethane foam; Cryogenic insulation; 13418.

Insulation of buildings: Inventor; Kitchen range standards; Shirley Highway bus project; Superconductive fixed-point device; Electrical power; TNB 57, No. 4, 77-100 (1973).

Insulation transfer-standard; Multilayer insulation; Thermal insulation; Transfer standards; Calorimeters; Fiber glass; Foam insulation; 13416.

Integral measurements: Cross sections; Fission spectra; 13369.

Integral measurements: Fission cross sections; Fission neutrons; 13447.

Integral-measurements: Neutron; Nuclear-data; Spectra; Standard; Theory; Comparison; Fast; 13434.

Integrated circuit: Metallization; Scanning electron microscope; Transistor; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonding; Aluminum wire; High reliability; TN785.

Integrated circuit chip: Program captioning; Television; Time and frequency dissemination; TVTime; Digital code; 13738.

Integrated circuits: Microelectronics; Reliability; Semiconductor devices; Testing (wire bond); Wire bond; Bonding; Electrical connection; Failure (wire bond); TN786.

Integrating sphere: Photometry; J77A No. 3, 343-351 (1973).

Integration: Matrix calculus; Matrix identity; Matrix theory; Reducibility; Schur's lemma; Strain energy; Continuum mechanics; Elasticity; J77B Nos. 3 and 4, 73-79 (1973).

Integration: Quadrature; Simples quadratures; Approximation theory; Conditional convergence; Infinite series; 13181.

Integrator: Low current monitor; 2 MeV electron accelerator; Charge monitor; High frequency; 13148.

Intellectual property: Proprietary rights; Computers; Copyright; Information storage and retrieval; Infringement; Input; 13506.

Intelligent terminals: Computer terminals; 13336.

Intelligent terminals: Computer terminals; 13453.

Interacting fields; Nonlinear field theory; Nonlocal field theory; Fermion-boson interactions; Field theory; Gauge invariance; Hypercomplex coordinates; 13279.

Interaction: Higher-order interaction; Computer programs; Contingency tables; Estimation of cell frequencies from marginals; Generalized independence; Hypothesis testing; Information theory; 13445.

Interaction: Principal components; Structure; Two-way tables; Analysis of variance; 13629.

Interaction: Residual analysis; Contingency table; Estimation of cell frequencies; Hypothesis testing; Information theory; 13431.

Interaction neutrino; Neutron; Carbon; Deuteron; 13736.

Interaction potential; Radial coefficients; Scattering calculations; Hartree-Fock approximation; Induction energy; 13307.

Interaction virial coefficients; Moist air; Second virial coefficient;
Third virial coefficient; Water vapor; Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium; Hydrogen; 13108.

Internal conversion; Intersystem crossing; Naphthalene vapor absorption spectrum; Pressure effect on absorption spectrum; Radiationless transitions; 13317.

Internal energy measurement; Isoperibol calorimeters; Measurement theory; Calorimetry; Energy equivalents; Energy measurement; Heat transfer; 13474.

Internal Mg oxidation; Isotropic; Knight shift; Anisotropic; Cd; Cd-Hg; J.77A No. 6, 713-723 (1973).

International standardization; Mössbauer spectroscopy; Beta-tin; 13755.

International; Switzerland; Building research; Buildings; Cooperation; Housing; 13796.

International atomic time; Management; NBS; Standard time; Time; USNO; Astronomical time; Atomic time; Frequency; 13062.

International Bureau (BIML); International Committee (CIML); International Conference; International Organization of Legal Metrology; International Recommendations; Legal metrology; OIML; Developing countries; 13454.

International Committee (CIML); International Conference; International Organization of Legal Metrology; International Recommendations; Legal metrology; OIML; Developing countries; International Bureau (BIML); 13454.

International comparisons; Josephson effect; 2e/h measurements; As-maintained; 13239.

International Conference; International Organization of Legal Metrology; International Recommendations; Legal metrology; OIML; Developing countries; International Bureau (BIML); International Committee (CIML); 13454.

International Organization of Legal Metrology; International Recommendations; Legal metrology; OIML; Developing countries; International Bureau (BIML); International Committee (CIML); International Conference; 13454.

International Practical Temperature Scale; NBS-IPTS-68; NBS-1955 provisional scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; J.77A No. 3, 309-332 (1973).

International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968; Sorption; Steam point; Temperature standards; Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale; Gas thermometer; J.77A No. 4, 383-389 (1973).

International Practical Temperature Scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Thermometry; Triple point; Calibration; Calibration errors; Cryostat; Fixed points; Freezing point; Monogr. 126.

International Pyrheliometric Scale; Irradiance; Pyrheliometer; World Meteorological Organization; 13555.

International Recommendations; Legal metrology; OIML; Developing countries; International Bureau (BIML); International Committee (CIML); International Conference; International Organization of Legal Metrology; 13454.

International recommendations; National standards; Product standards; Recommended practices; Specifications; Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; Household products; Industry standards; 13762.

International scientific cooperation; Physical science research administration; Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency Program; Yugoslavia science and technology; Binational research cooperation; TN753.

International scientific cooperation; India science and technology; Physical science research administration; Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency; Binational research cooperation; TN798.

International System derived units; National Bureau of Standards; Standards; Echelon of standards; Electrical quantities; Environments for standards laboratories; 13103.

International temperature scale; Pyrometry; Standards; Temperature; 13590.

International trade; Shortest path studies; Air pollutants; Automation technology; Computer software; Computer standards; Computer utilization; Electron spectroscopy; Humidity facility; DIM/NBS 57, No. 12, 277-300 (1973).

Interpolation; Limit distribution; Normal distribution; Polynomials; Probability density function; Quadrature; Stable distribution; Sums of independent random variables; Tables; Truncation; Accuracy: J.77B No. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).

Interpolation; Polystyrene; Refractive index; Sapphire; Cubic spline interpolation; Cyclohexane; 13635.

Interpretation of measurements; Neutrons; Pions; Protons; Radiation dosimetry; Radiation quality; Radiation transport theory; Absorbed dose distribution; Electrons; Heavy ions; 13331.

Interstellar molecule; Millimeter wave spectra; Rotational transition thioformaldehyde; Centrifugal distortion; 13245.

Interstellar anions; Lattice parameter; Point defects; Calcium fluoride; Cation vacancies; Density; Gadolinium impurity; 13350.

Interstellar H atom spectrum; Matrix isolation; Proton affinity; Vacuum ultraviolet photoysis; Argon reactions; H(2S) reaction with Ar; HAr+; Infrared spectrum; 13545.

Intersystem crossing; Naphthalene vapor absorption spectrum; Pressure effect on absorption spectrum; Radiationless transitions; Internal conversion; 13317.

Intersystem crossing; Quantum yields; Triplet states; Aromatics; Electronic spectroscopy; 13305.

Intersystem crossing; Quantum yields; Triplet states; Aromatics; Electronic spectroscopy; 13322.

Intrinsic breakdown; Alkali halides; Avalanche breakdown; SP387, pp. 225-238.

Intrusion detection; Physical security; Reinforced concrete; Barrier penetration; 13384.

Intrusion resistance; Physical security; Barrier penetration; 13562.

Inventor; Kitchen range standards; Shirley Highway bus project; Superconductive fixed-point device; Electrical power; Insulation of buildings; TNB 57, No. 4, 77-100 (1973).

Inventory; Network flows; Optimal container routing; Optimal routing; Routing in a network; Containers; 13282.

Inversion doublet; Molecular beam; NH3; Quadrupole splitting; Centrifugal distortion; Hyperfine structure; 13262.

Inversion temperature; Methane; Noble gases; Potential parameters; Second virial coefficient; Third virial coefficient; Water vapor; Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium; Hydrogen; Intermolecular potential; 13108.

Investment; Mold; Alloy; Casting; Chromium; 13668.

Investment; Petrography; Alloy; Casting; Dental; 13351.

Invisible moonlight; Iodine stabilized lasers; Sensor progress; Clinical SRM’s; Distance to moon; Energy; Fire technology; DIM/NBS 57, No. 11, 253-276 (1973).

Iodine stabilized lasers; Sensor progress; Clinical SRM’s; Distance to moon; Energy; Fire technology; Invisible moonlight; DIM/NBS 57, No. 11, 253-276 (1973).

Ion chamber; Photodiodes; Radiometry; Thermopile; Detectors; Far ultraviolet; 13350.

Ion dynamics; Microfield; Plasma; Time-average; Distribution; Holtsmark; 13466.

Ion exchange; PH; Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; Thermogravimetric analysis; Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; Carboxylic acid; Cellulose; Differential thermal analysis; Hemicylchus; 13109.

Ion hydration; Single crystal x-ray diffraction; Calcium arsenates; Calcium phosphates; Inorganic hydrate; 13342.

Ion pair yield; Methane; Photochemistry; Photoionization; Quantum yields; Ion-molecule reaction; J.77A No. 1, 101-107 (1973).
Laser; Light; Methane-stabilized laser; 13226.
Laser; Light scattering; Liquid pollution; Particulate matter; Water pollution; Air pollution; 13737.
Laser; Methane; Optical frequency standards; Saturated absorption; Spectroscopy; 13329.
Laser; Methane; Saturated absorption; Wavelength; Wavelength standards; Interferometry; 13228.
Laser; Molecular; Saturation; Absorption; 13286.
Laser; Neodymium; Ruby; Calorimeter; Energy; 13613.
Laser; Plasma; Gas breakdown; 13459.
Laser; Saturated absorption; Spectroscopy; 13087.
Laser; Sodium vapor; Analytical; Cw organic dye laser; Fluorescence; 13200.
Laser; Spectra; Absorption; Flash photolysis; Free radicals; 13528.
Laser application; Sodium; Spectroscopic application; Heat pipe; Indium iodide; 13462.
Laser calorimetry; Laser energy measurement; Laser power measurement; Calorimetry; Laser; 13184.
Laser damage; Alkali halides; ALQLOY; Damage threshold; IR coatings; IR materials; SP387, pp. 181-188
Laser damage; Laser fusion; Nd-glass lasers; Disc laser; SP387, p. 63
Laser damage; Laser materials; Self-focusing; Thin films; IR windows and mirrors; SP387.
Laser damage; Lithium niobate; Nonlinear index of refraction; Potassium dihydrogen phosphate; Self-focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Thoria; yttrium oxide ceramic; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Absorption coefficient; Calcite; Damage threshold; 13793.
Laser damage; Nonlinear; Self-focusing; SP387, pp. 42-48
Laser damage; Nonlinear index; Random index variation; Self focusing; SP387, pp. 49-56
Laser damage; Nonlinear index; Self-focusing; Critical power; SP387, pp. 36-41
Laser damage; Nonlinear index of refraction; Self-focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Absorption coefficient; Damage threshold; Electrostrictive self-focusing; Electrostriction; Kerr effect; 13529.
Laser damage; Nonlinear refractive index; Optical glasses; Self-focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Absorption coefficient; Electrostriction; Kerr effect; SP387, pp. 26-35
Laser damage; Plasma formation; Polishing compound; Absorption; Electron avalanche; SP387, pp. 69-79
Laser damage; Silicon photodetector; Surface damage; Surface recombination lifetimes; SP387, pp. 107-113
Laser damage; Surface damage; SP387, pp. 80-83
Laser damage; TEA laser; Alkali halides; Infrared windows; SP387, pp. 170-174
Laser damage; Thermal damage; Dielectric particles; Inclusions; SP387, pp. 208-216
Laser damage of GaAs; Laser damage processes; Laser-induced surface damage; Parametric plasma instability; Resonant plasmon-photon interaction; Solid state plasma; Electron avalanche; Electron tunneling in alternating fields; SP387, pp. 217-224
Laser damage processes; Laser-induced surface damage; Parametric plasma instability; Resonant plasmon-photon interaction; Solid state plasma; Electron avalanche; Electron tunneling in alternating fields; Laser damage of GaAs; SP387, pp. 217-224
Laser distance measurements; Lunar range; Polar motion; Earth rotation; Geodesy; 13065.
Laser energy measurement; Laser power measurement; Calorimetry; Laser; Laser calorimetry; 13184.
Laser energy measurements; Laser power measurements; Vacuum photodiodes; Biplanar vacuum photodiodes; Lasers; 13481.
Laser frequency measurements; Laser stabilization; Laser metrology; Phase locked laser; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; 13542.
Laser frequency measurements; Laser linewidth; Laser stabilization; Phase locked laser; Fast linewidth; Frequency noise; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; TN620.
Laser frequency stabilization; Methane-stabilized He-Ne laser; Speed of light; Frequency metrology; Frequency of lasers; Infrared frequency synthesis; 13069.
Laser frequency stabilization; Saturated absorption; Dye lasers; 13439.
Laser fusion; Nd-glass lasers; Disc laser; Laser damage; SP387, p. 63
Laser induced film damage; Optical probe; Surface plasma; Time resolved laser damage; SP387, pp. 133-137
Laser interferometer; Manometer; Fringe counting; 13551.
Laser linewidth; Laser stabilization; Phase locked laser; Fast linewidth; Frequency noise; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency measurements; TN620.
Laser magnetic resonance; Laser spectroscopy; O2; 119; 78 μm; H2O laser; 13198.
Laser magnetic resonance; Molecular constants of O2; O2 spectrum; HCN laser; 13068.
Laser materials; Self-focusing; Thin films; IR windows and mirrors; Laser damage; SP387.
Laser metrology; Phase locked laser; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency measurements; Laser stabilization; 13542.
Laser power measurement; Calorimetry; Laser; Laser calorimetry; Laser energy measurement; 13184.
Laser power measurements; Vacuum photodiodes; Biplanar vacuum photodiodes; Lasers; Laser energy measurements; 13481.
Laser pulses; Biplanar vacuum photodiodes; Impulse fall time; Impulse rise time; 13583.
Laser pumping of molecules; Nitric oxide; Vibrational energy transfer; Infrared lasers; 13680.
Laser pumping of molecules; Vibrational energy transfer; Carbon monoxide; Infrared lasers; 13440.
Laser spectroscopy; O2; 119; 78 μm; H2O laser; Laser magnetic resonance; 13198.
Laser stabilization; Laser metrology; Phase locked laser; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency measurements; 13542.
Laser stabilization; Methane; Spectroscopy; Hyperfine spectrum; 13519.
Laser stabilization; Phase locked laser; Fast linewidth; Frequency noise; HCN laser; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency measurements; Laser linewidth; TN620.
Laser strainmeter; Precision interferometry; Crab pulsar; Gravitational waves; 13673.
Laser surface damage; Exoelectron emission; SP387, pp. 91-102
Laser, use in quantum yields; Photodetectors in quantum yields; Quantum efficiencies; Calorimetry in quantum yields; SP387, pp. 151-167
Laser windows; Window coatings; KC; AnSe; CdTe; CO2; laser damage; Damage thresholds; SP387, pp. 151-156
Laser-induced acoustical pulse; Laser-induced damage; Stimulated Brillouin scattering; Threshold dependence on wavelength and doping; GaAs; SP387, pp. 103-106
Laser-induced damage; Linear absorption; Dielectric mirror; Inclusions; SP387, pp. 124-132
Laser-induced damage; Stimulated Brillouin scattering; Threshold dependence on wavelength and doping; GaAs; Laser-induced acoustical pulse; SP387, pp. 103-106
Laser-induced scatter; Mean distance between defects; Rutile
crystal damage; Thin-film damage; Coating defects; Damage morphology; Damage thresholds; \( SP387 \), pp. 114-123

Laser-induced surface damage; Parametric plasma instability; Resonant plasmon-photon interaction; Solid state plasma; Electron avalanche; Electron tunneling in alternating fields; Laser damage of GaAs; Laser damage processes; \( SP387 \), pp. 217-224

Lasers: Laser energy measurements; Laser power measurements; Vacuum photodiodes; Bipolar vacuum photodiodes; \( 13481 \).

Lasers: Nitric oxide; Zeeman effect; Air pollution; Infrared spectroscopy; \( 13079 \).

Lasers: Photochemistry; Photooxidation; \( 13080 \).

Lasers: Quenching agents; Triplet states; Dye lasers; \( 13297 \).

Latent heat: Melting curve; PVT measurements; Saturation densities; Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Vibrational coefficients; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; \( TN392 \). (Revised Septem-berv 1973).

Latent heat: Melting point; Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; \( TN631 \).

Lateral resistance: Racking; Stiffness; Structural deflections; Vibration; Wind load; Wood frame construction; Building damping; Drift; Dynamics; Earthquake; Frequency; Housing; \( BSS44 \).

Lattice: Molecular rotation; Relaxation; Temperature dependence; Elastic barrier; \( 13756 \).

Lattice complexes: Site sets; Space groups; Crystallography; Crystal point groups; Crystal structure; \( Monogr. 134 \).

Lattice modes: Neutron scattering; Raman; Stretching vibrations; Bending vibration; Biﬁluoride ion; hydrogen bonding; Infrared; \( 13144 \).

Lattice parameter: Point defects; Calcium ﬂuoride; Cation vacancies; Density; Gadolinium impurity; Interstitial anions; \( 13350 \).

Lattice sites: Neutron scattering; Phase transition; Quasielastic scattering; Vanadium hydride; Activation energy; Hydrogen diffusion; \( 13163 \).

Lattice theory; Creep of crack; Fracture; \( 13553 \).

Lattice vibrations; Polyethylene; Polyomers; Bulk modulus; Grüneisen constant; Infrared; \( 13759 \).

Lattices; Sub-lattices; Super-lattices; Crystallography; \( 13697 \).

Lattices: Sublattices; Superlattices; Crystal aggregates; Crystals; Grain boundaries; \( 13699 \).

Law enforcement; Light equivalent background; Light induced background; Night vision devices; Optical gain; Contrast transfer function; Distortion; Flare; Image intensiﬁers; \( 13450 \).

Law enforcement: Performance characteristics; Batteries; Battery comparison; Communications; \( 13124 \).

Laws; Procedures; Regulations; Requirements; Technology; Weights and measures; Administration; Conference; \( SP379 \).

Layers: Pyrolytic graphite; Scanning electron microscope; Circular holes; Face versus edge oxidation; Impurity effect on oxidation; \( 13170 \).

LDC's: Measurement services; Standardization; AID; Assistance; Economics; Foreign relations; Industrializing nations; \( 13794 \).

LDC's (less developed countries): Measurement services; Standardization; Survey; Turkey; AID; Assistance; Economics; \( 13476 \).

LDC's (less developed countries): Measurement services; Standardization; Survey; Korea; AID; Assistance; Economics; \( 13608 \).

Lead: Mass spectrometry; Anodic deposition; Isotopic analysis; \( 13616 \).

Lead; Mass spectrometry; Silicate glass standard materials; Standard reference materials; Thallium; Thorium; Uranium; Isotope dilution; \( 13313 \).

Lead; Mercury; Review; Selenium; Toxic elements in paints; Analytical methods; Antimony; Arsenic; Cadmium; \( 13768 \).

Lead; Mercury; Thallium; Atomic energy levels; Atomic theory; Bismuth; Conﬁguration interaction; \( 13135 \).

Lead analysis: Lead paint; Lead poisoning; Hazard elimination; \( 13759 \).

Lead based paint; Materials; Surface preparation; Surface reﬁnishing; Cost analysis; Hazard elimination; Housing; \( 13767 \).

Lead detection: Leaded paint detection; Portable lead detectors; Portable x-ray ﬂuorescence analyzers; \( In situ \) lead detection; \( 13254 \).

Lead hazard elimination methods: Lead paint poisoning; Performance attributes; Building material; Housing; \( TN770 \).

Lead paint; Lead poisoning; Hazard elimination; Lead analysis; \( TN759 \).

Lead paint detection; Portable x-ray ﬂuorescence lead de\( 13391 \).

Lead paint poisoning; Performance attributes; Building material; Housing; Leaded paint; Lead hazard elimination methods; \( TN770 \).

Lead poisoning; Hazard elimination; Lead analysis; \( TN759 \).

Lead-based paint; Neutron activation analysis; X-ray ﬂuorescence spectrometry; Standard Reference Material; Analytical standard; Atomic absorption spectrometry; Differential cathode ray polargraphy; Electrodeposition; \( SP260-45 \).

Lead-based paints; Popular metric chart; Tribo-ellipsometry; Electrical engineering units; Electron recombination reactions; Heat pipe oven; \( TNB57 \, No. 3, 53-76 (1973) \).

Leaded paint; Lead hazard elimination methods; Lead paint poisoning; Performance attributes; Building material; Housing; \( TN770 \).

Leaded paint detection; Portable lead detectors; Portable x-ray ﬂuorescence analyzers; \( In situ \) lead detection; Lead detection; \( 13254 \).

Least-squares adjustments; Data analysis; Fundamental constants; \( 13638 \).

Least-squares reﬁnement; Molecular crystal structures; Molecular libration; Rigid-bodies; Thermal constraints; Constrained reﬁnement; \( 13221 \).

Legal metrology; OIML; Developing countries; International Bureau (BIML); International Committee (CIML); International Conference; International Organization of Legal Metrology; International Recommendations; \( 13454 \).

Lennard-Jones potential; Liquid densities; Monte Carlo method; Triplet correlation function; Closure approximation; High pressure; \( 13153 \).

Lens testing; Light filters; Light sources; Photography; Camera calibration; Image evaluation; Image optics; Image stability; Interferometry; \( SP300 \, Volume 10 \).

Lepton; m-spin; Neutrino; SU(2) × SU(2); Trident production; Weak interaction; \( 13127 \).

Level degeneracy; Redistribution functions; Resonance radiation; Collisional depolarization; \( 13499 \).

Levitation; Magnetic suspension; Materials fatigue data; Refrigeration; Superconducting magnets; Transportation; \( TN635 \).

Libration; Methylbenzenes, methyl group; Molecular structure; Torsional oscillation; Barrier to rotation; Conformation; Crystal structure; Durene; \( 13222 \).

Libration; Neutron scattering; Phase transition; Quasielastic; Residence time; Sodium hydrosulphide; Cesium hydrosulphide; Hydrosulﬁdes; Ion reorientation; \( 13700 \).
Lunar samples; Mass spectrometry; Relative abundance ratios; Absolute abundance ratios; Apollo 14; Isotope dilution analyses; 13090.

Lunar surface; Lunar thermal emission; Moon; Absolute radiometric calibration—astronomical; Absolute radiometric calibration—infrared; Absolute radiometric calibration—microwave; 13360.

Lunar thermal emission; Moon; Absolute radiometric calibration—astronomical; Absolute radiometric calibration—infrared; Absolute radiometric calibration—microwave; Lunar surface; 13360.

Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; 13703.

Lutetium compounds; Neodymium compounds; Praseodymium compounds; Promethium compounds; Rare-earth elements; Samarium compounds; Terbium compounds; Thulium compounds; Ytterbium compounds; Cerium compounds; Dysprosium compounds; Enthalpy; Entropy; TN270-7.

Luttinger-Tisza method; Neodymium magnesium nitrate; Superradiance; Antiferromagnetism; Cerium magnesium nitrate; Digital representation; Dipole-dipole interaction; Ground state; 13272.

Lyophilization; Mercury; Mercury loss; Methylmercury; Nuclear activation analysis; Phenylmercuric acetate; Freeze-drying; 13493.

M

Magnesium; Source; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; 13370.

Magnetic cooling; Magnetism; Adiabatic demagnetization; Cryogenics; Cryothermometry; 13423.

Magnetic domains; Monte Carlo methods; Scanning electron microscopy; Transformer steel; Contrast mechanism; Electron backscattering energy filtering; Iron; 13731.

Magnetic field; Microwave losses; Quasiparticle interference current; Josephson tunnel junction; 13168.

Magnetic fields; Resonance radiation; Irreducible tensor formalism; 13500.

Magnetic moment; Mass defect; Nuclides; Quadrupole moment; q-values; Radiation; Absorption cross section; 13180.

Magnetic moments; Mesons; Nuclear structure; Baryons; Duality; Exchange currents; 13449.

Magnetic research; magnetism; 13654A.

Magnetic susceptibility; Theory of magnetic susceptibility; Co*++ compounds; Crystal fields; 13747.

Magnetic suspension; Materials fatigue data; Refrigeration; Superconducting magnets; Transportation; Levitation; TN635.

Magnetic tape; Bibliography; Chemical thermodynamics; Extended character codes; Information retrieval; TN760.

Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; FIPS PUB 3-1.

Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; 13360.

Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; FIPS PUB 3-1.

Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; FIPS PUB 25.

Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; FIPS PUB 25.

Magnetic processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; FIPS PUB 3-1.

Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer systems hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; FIPS PUB 25.

Magnetic temperature; Temperature scale; Thermometry; Cesium magnesium nitrate; Low temperature; 13578.

Magnetism; Adiabatic demagnetization; Cryogenics; Cryothermometry; Magnetic cooling; 13423.

Magnetism; Magnetic research; 13654A.

Magnetism; Susceptibility; Clustering; Critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; Heat treatment; 13709.

Magnetometer; Multilayer insulated; Dewar; Gas shielded; Helium; Liquid; 13465.

Magnetometer; Optical pumping; Geomagnetism; 13179.

Magnetophoton effect; Semiconductors; Transport theory; 13512.

Magnetoresistance; Aluminum; Copper; Electrical properties; 13686.

Magnetoresistance; Semiconductors; Transport theory; Boltzmann equation; 13340.

Main entries; Anglo-American cataloging rules; Cataloging rules; 13432.

Maintenance; User needs; Carpets; Durability; Economics; Field studies; Flooring; Floor coverings; Life-cost; TN783.

Management; NBS; Standard time; Time; USNO; Astronomical time; Atomic time; Frequency; International atomic time; 13062.

Management; Operating; Procurement; Services; Users-Producers; Creative-partnership; SP383.

Management; Standards; U.S. Government; Computers; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; FIPS PUB 23.

Management information systems; Municipal systems; Technology transfer; Information systems; 13413.

Manganese; Medieval windows; Potassium; Sodium; Activation analysis; Archeology; Glass; 13171.

Manganese; Mössbauer effect; Palladium, tin; Alloys; Antimony; Hyperfine fields; 13495.

Man-machine interaction; Performance measurement; Characteristics; Computer-aided design; Interactive graphics; 13797.

Man-machine interface; Postal sorting; Voice encoding; Feasibility; Keyboard alternative; 13393.

Manometer; Fringe counting; Laser interferometer; 13551.

Manufactured building; Mobile homes; Model documents; State-of-art study; Building regulation; Evaluation; Inspection; TN775.

Manufacturing Chemists’ Association (MCS); Performance of plastics outdoors; Plastics; Weathering of plastics; 13399.

Markov chain; Analysis of information; Categorical data; Chi-square; Contingency table; Independence; 13364.

Mass and volume flow; Volumetric proving; Flowmeter calibration; Gas density; Gas flow measurement; Gas viscosity; 13096.

Mass defect; Nuclides; Quadrupole moment; q-values; Radiation; Absorption cross section; Magnetic moment; 13180.

Mass, length, and volume standards; Metrology laboratory; Model law and regulations; Technical education; U.S. AID; Calibration and testing; Ecuadorian Institute of Standardization (INEN); Field inspections; 13777.

Mass measurement; Random variability; Standard deviation; Systematic error; Uncertainty; 13402.

Mass spectrometry; Random variability; Standard deviation; Systematic error; Uncertainty; 13402.

Mass spectrometry; Anodic deposition; Isotopic analysis; Lead; 13416.
Measurements theory; Calorimetry; Energy equivalents; Energy measurement; Heat transfer; Internal energy measurement; Isotherm measurement; Physical constants; SI units; Gyromagnetic ratio; 13371.

Measurements: Amplifiers; Capacitors; Dielectric constant; Dissipation factor; 13165.

Measurements: Superconductivity; Electronics; Low temperature; 13237.

Measurements: Surface; Testing; Absorption; Coatings; High-power laser; SP387, pp. 189-193.

Measurements at high temperatures; Millisecond resolution; Pulse calorimetry; Solid electrical conductors; 13276.

Measures: National Conference; Reports; Weights; Index; SP377.

Measures for air quality; Metric chart; RF measurements; Runway capacities; Semiconductor materials test; Speed of light; TNB 57, No. 1, 1-24 (1973).

Mechanical properties: Metals; Plastics; Review; Thermal properties; Composite materials; Electrical properties; 13554.

Mechanical properties: Optical properties; Specific heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points; Hydrogen; TN641.

Mechanical properties: Plastics; Polymers; Thermal properties; Compilation; Electrical properties; 13444.

Mechanical properties: Plastics; Polymers; Thermal properties; Compilation; Electrical properties; Monogr. 132.

Mechanical properties: Strength; Crack propagation; Fracture; Glass; 13174.

Mechanical properties of GRP; Pultruded rod; Reinforced plastics, rod and rope; Rope; GRP; Static fatigue of GRP; Aeolian vibration; simulated; Composite materials; End fittings for GRP rod and rope; Grips; guy; Guys, antenna; 13392.

Mechanical systems: Building design; Energy conservation; TN789.

Mechanism: Phenylhydrazine; Cyclohexane-1,3-dione; Formation; Free-radical; Ionic; 13204.

Mechanism: Phenylhydrazine; Cyclohexane-1,3-dione; Formation; Free-radical; Ionic; 13679.

Mechanisms: Nondestructive testing; Testing; Accelerated aging; Aging of buildings; Building components; Climate; Criteria; Deterioration; Durability; Materials; 13637.

Medical usefulness: Microbiology; Proficiency testing; Accuracy; Clinical chemistry; Hematology; 13779.

Medical usefulness: Microbiology, proficiency testing; Accuracy; Clinical chemistry; Hematology; 13404.

Medieval windows; Potassium; Sodium; Activation analysis; Archeology; Glass; Manganese; 13171.

Melting: Niobium; Radiance temperature; Surface roughness; High-speed measurements; High temperature; J.77A No. 3, 333-339 (1973).

Melting curve; PVT measurements; Saturation densities; Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Virial coefficients; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; Latent heat; TN392. (Revised September 1973).

Melting line: Neon; Phase-equilibria; Krypton; 13232.

Melting point: Niobium; Electrical resistivity; Emittance; High-speed measurements; High temperature; 13332.

Melting point: Prandtl number; Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; TN631.

Melting temperature; Copolymers; Crystallization; Growth rate; Lamella thickness; J.77A No. 3, 353-358 (1973).

Membranes; NMR; Permeation in polymers; Polymeric films; Reverse osmosis; Salt-polymer interactions; Aromatic polypeptide membranes; Desalination; Diffusion; 13438.

Memory register; Operational stack; Pop-up; Polish notation; Push-down; Radioactivity and isotopic calculations; Recursion; Statistical calculations; Instruction list; Iteration; 13740.

Mendelevium; Neptunium; Nobelium; Plutonium; Protactinium; Thorium; Uranium; Actinium; Americium; Berkelium; Californium; Curium; Einsteinium; Fermium; Ionization energy; 13594.

Mecapatan; Methacrylates; Polymers; Resin; Silane; Tantalum; Zirconium; Aluminum; Composites; Coupling agents gold; 13620.

Mercury; Mercury loss; Methylmercury; Nuclear activation analysis; Phenylmercuric acetate; Freeze-drying; Lyophilization; 13493.

Mercury; Review; Selenium; Toxic elements in plants; Analytical methods; Antimony; Arsenic; Cadmium; Lead; 13768.

Mercury; Spectra; Zinc; Cadmium; 13150.

Mercury; Sulphides; Synthesis; Bismuth; 13518.

Mercury; Thallium; Atomic energy levels; Atomic theory; Bismuth; Configuration interaction; Lead; 13135.

Mercury arc; Arc mercury; Conductivity; Cross section; Electrical conductivity of mercury; Electron-neutral; Electron-neutral transport cross section of mercury; 13750.

Mercury in orchard leaves; Standard reference materials; Flameless atomic absorption; Liver and coal; Loss of mercury; 13191.

Mercury loss; Methylmercury; Nuclear activation analysis; Phenylmercuric acetate; Freeze-drying; Lyophilization; Mercury; 13493.

Mercury switch; Oscilloscope; Picosecond; Pulse; Random sampling; Risetone; Sampling; Time base; Transition time; 13799.

Mercury transformations; Phenylmercuric acetate. Pseudomonas; Atomic absorption; Biodegradation; Mercury-resistant bacteria; 13708.

Mercury-resistant bacteria; Mercury transformations; Phenylmercuric acetate. Pseudomonas; Atomic absorption; Biodegradation; 13708.

Mesons; Nuclear structure; Baryons; Duality; Exchange currents; Magnetic moments; 13449.

Mesons; Quarks; Spectroscopy; A²; Baryons, exotics; 13295.

Metal coatings; Metal mirrors; Protective overcoatings; CaF₂; windows; CO laser damage; Damage threshold; Dielectric antireflection coatings; SP387, pp. 138-150.

Metal coatings; Nickel; Nickel-phosphorus; Chemical nickel; Coatings; Electroless nickle; 13786.

Metal contaminants; Occupation-related air pollutants; Oil spills; Radioactive pollutants; Stratospheric air pollution; Water quality; Water pollution; Air pollution; Air quality; Auto emissions; Clean air and water; Environmental quality; DIM/NBS 57, No. 10, 225-252 (1973).

Metal mirrors; Protective overcoatings; CaF₂; windows; CO laser damage; Damage threshold; Dielectric antireflection coatings; Metal coatings; SP387, pp. 138-150.

Metal surfaces; Oxygen photoemission; Tungsten; Adsorption; Carbon monoxide; Field emission; Hydrogen; 13250.

Metalization; Scanning electron microscope; Transistor; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonding; Aluminum wire; High reliability; Integrated circuit; TN785.

Metallography; Microscopy; Thickness determination of coatings; Coating thickness; Measurement of coating thickness; 13141.

Metals; Plastics; Review; Thermal properties; Composite materials; Electrical properties; Mechanical properties; 13554.

Metals; Reflectance; Surface effects; Thermal radiation proper-
ties; Absorptance; Electromagnetic theory; Emittance; Measurement techniques; 13684.
Metals; Steels; Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polarography; High-purity materials; 13284.
Metals; Steels; Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polarography; High purity materials; 13490.
Metals; Thermal conductivity; Alloys; Compilation; Cryogenic; Electrical resistivity; Lorenz ratio; TN654.
Meteorology; Photometry; Phototherapy; Pollution; Radiometry; Remote sensing; Agriculture; Clinical analysis; Economic impact; Energy crisis; TN594-4.
Meters; Outlines; Scales; Tests; Codes; Examination procedure; Inspection; H112.
Methacyrates; Polymers; Resin; Silane; Tantalum; Zirconium; Aluminum; Composites; Coupling agents gold; Mercaptan; 13620.
Methane; Methane mixtures; Current awareness services; Information retrieval; Information systems; Liquefied Natural Gas; 13335.
Methane; Mixture; binary; Solution; solid; Argon; Calorimetry; Critical phenomena; Heat capacity; 13161.
Methane; Mixture; binary solid; Crystal structure; Krypton; 13265.
Methane; Molecular orbital level sequence; Calculated relative x-ray emission; Carbon Kα emission; Fluorine Kα absorption; Fluorine Kα emission; Fluoromethane molecules; 13363.
Methane; Neutralization; Pulse radiolysis; Electron scavengers; Gas phase; Ion-molecule reactions; J.77A No. 2, 249-257 (1973).
Methane; Nitrogen; Phase equilibria; Ternary system; Argon; Binary system; Excess Gibbs energy; Liquid-vapor; 13205.
Methane; Noble gases; Potential parameters; Second virial coefficient; Third virial coefficient; Water vapor; Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium; Hydrogen; Intermolecular potential; Inversion temperature; 13108.
Methane; Optical frequency standards; Saturated absorption; Spectroscopy; Laser; 13329.
Methane; Photochemistry; Photoionization; Quantum yields; Ion-molecule reaction; Ion pair yield; J77A No. 1, 101-107 (1973).
Methane; Photolysis; Quantum yields; C-atoms; Collisional deactivation; Free radical reactions; 13172.
Methane; Pulse radiolysis; Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; Acetylene formation; Electron scavenger; Ion pair yields; J.77A No. 1, 109-114 (1973).
Methane; Pure components; Propane; Properties data; Calculation methods; Densities; Ethane; Liquefied natural gas mixtures; 13667.
Methane; Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian; Rotational levels; Computer tabulation; Ground vibrational state; Hyperfine splittings; 13682.
Methane; Rate data; Atomic oxygen; Ethane; Evaluation; 13292.
Methane; Saturated absorption; CO, and He-Ne laser frequency; 13227.
Methane; Saturated absorption; Wavelength; Wavelength standards; Interferometry; Laser; 13228.
Methane; Spectroscopy; Hyperfine spectrum; Laser stabilization; 13519.
Methane; Tungsten; Carbon dioxide; Catalytic; Chemisorption; Decomposition; Formaldehyde; 13663.
Methane mixtures; Current awareness services; Information retrieval; Information systems; Liquefied Natural Gas; Methane; 13525.
Methane resonance; Molecular beam; Ramsey resonance; Saturated absorption; Stabilized laser; Transition probability; Frequency standard; 13800.
Methane-stabilized He-Ne laser; Speed of light; Frequency metrology; Frequency of lasers; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency stabilization; 13069.
Methane-stabilized laser; Laser; Light; 13226.
Methanol; Vacuum-ultraviolet photolysis; CH2OH; Force constants; Infrared spectrum; Matrix isolation; 13581.
Method biases; Nuclear track technique; Practical samples; Radiochemistry; Trace analysis techniques; Accuracy error limits; Activation analysis; Atomic absorption; Instrument biases; Isotope dilution; 13763.
Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Nuclear radiation detectors; Probe techniques (a-c); Recombination centers; Resistivity; Ribbon wire bonding; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; TN754.
Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Probing techniques (a-c); Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; TN773.
Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Probing techniques (a-c); Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; TN788.
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Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure of walls; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; 13410.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; 13394.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Floor assembly; Housing systems; 13405.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Glass reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interdwellling wall; Modular construction; 13407.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure, structural panel; Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; Housing systems; 13408.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance criteria; Plywood subflooring; Subflooring; Underlayment; Wood-frame construction; Concentrated-load capacity; Evaluation criteria; Floors; Hardboard; Load capacity; 13388.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance tests; Precast concrete; Structural design; Building system; Column connection; Concrete triaxial strength; Ductility; Neoprene bearing pad; 13401.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayment; Wood; Wood joists; Concentrated loads; Deflection; Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; 13472.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Sandwich construction; Wall system; Accelerated aging; Compression; Environmental conditions; Flexure; Housing system; 13386.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; Toxic gases; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwellling wall; Load failure; Modular construction; 13411.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precast concrete; Concrete panels; Connections; Ductility; Floor diaphragms; Housing systems; Insert connectors; 13390.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precipitation; Solar radiation; Temperature; Wind direction; Wind speed; Air contamination; Design conditions; Earthquake risk; Evaluation; Ground temperature; Humidity; Noise level; 13398.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Pressurized stairwell; Quantitative experiment; Smoke control; Smoke simulation; Analysis; Basic correlation formulas; Computer calculations; High-rise building fire; 13795.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; Glass fiber; Housing; Innovation; Laminate; 13473.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Reentrant corner; Exterior wall; Fire spread; Fire test; Ignition; 13791.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family attached housing; Steel tube column; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing system; Multifamily housing; 13406.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; 13790.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwellling wall; 13396.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Smoke generation; Wall and ceiling; Carpets; Flame spread; Kitchen cabinets; 13609.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Steel joist floor; Fire test; Floor assembly; Floor-ceiling assembly; Housing systems; Modular construction; 13397.

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Steel framing; Fire endurance; Fire tests; Housing systems; Modular construction; 13412.

Operational stack; Pop-up; Polish notation; Push-down; Radioactivity and isotopic calculations; Recursion; Statistical calculations; Instruction list; Iteration; Memory register; 13740.

Optical absorption cross section; Photochemistry; Quantum
Oxide glasses; Ultrasonic spectroscopy; Volume relaxation; Composition fluctuations; Critical point phenomena; Immiscibility; 13243.

Oxide radical ion; Radical reactions; Rate constants; Reference data; Abstraction reactions; Addition reactions; Aqueous solution; Biological molecules; Electron transfer reactions; Hydroxyl radical; NSRDS-NBS46.

Oxygen; Atomic oxygen; Kinetics; 13077.

Oxygen; Parahydrogen; Pressure; Saturated liquid; Tables; Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; Density; Graphs; Liquid; nitrogen; TN361, Revised October 1972.

Oxygen; Property value uncertainties; Solid oxygen; Tables; Computer programs; Gaseous oxygen; Graphs; Handbook thermophysical properties; Liquid oxygen; 13112.

Oxygen; Protons; time delay; Time smearing; Deuterium; Moderator; Monte Carlo; Neutrons; 13345.

Oxygen; Reviews; Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; Choking flow; Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; Helium; Hydrogen; TN633.

Oxygen; Safety; Survey; Compatibility data; High pressure; 13565.

Oxygen; Spacecraft cabin atmospheres; Water; Controlled atmospheres; Extinguishing; Fire extinguishers; Fires; Halons; 13513.

Oxygen; Thermal radiation properties; Computations; 13185.

Oxygen atom; Oxygen molecule; Ozone; Bibliography; Chemical kinetics; Excited state; Gas phase; Nitrogen atom; Nitrogen molecule; Nitrogen oxides; SP371.

Oxygen atom; Ozone; Photochemistry; Stratosphere; Atmosphere; Carbon monoxide; Chemical kinetics; Data evaluation; Hydroxyl; Nitric acid; Nitric oxide; Nitrogen dioxide; 13441.

Oxygen atoms; Rate constants; Stratosphere; Kinetics; Nitrogen dioxide; 13247.

Oxygen atoms; Resonance fluorescence; Ethylene; Flash photolysis; Kinetics; 13244.

Oxygen indexes; Pyrolysis; Reaction rates; Temperature; TGA; Thermal analysis; Accessibility; Arrhenius plots; Burned cellulosethene; Celluloses; Combustion; Crystallinity; Decomposition; DP; DTA; Flame-retardant; KHC03; Kinetics; Moisture; 13129.

Oxygen molecule; Ozone; Bibliography; Chemical kinetics; Excited state; Gas phase; Nitrogen atom; Nitrogen molecule; Nitrogen oxides; Oxygen atom; SP371.

Oxygen photoemission; Tungsten; Adsorption; Carbon monoxide; Field emission; Hydrogen; Metal surfaces; 13250.

Oxygen tracer; Thermal neutrons; Alpha tracks; Alumina; Cellulose acetate; Citric acid; Image analyzing system; Nuclear track technique; 13758.

Ozone; Photochemistry; Stratosphere; Atmosphere; Carbon monoxide; Chemical kinetics; Data evaluation; Hydroxyl; Nitric acid; Nitric oxide; Nitrogen dioxide; Oxygen atom; 13441.

Ozone; Photochemistry; Stratosphere; Water; Atmospheric chemistry; Chemical kinetics; Data evaluation; Nitrogen oxides; 13491.

Ozone; Bibliography; Chemical kinetics; Excited state; Gas phase; Nitrogen atom; Nitrogen molecule; Nitrogen oxides; Oxygen atom; Oxygen molecule; SP371.

O3±O'D emission; Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; Collisional stimulations; N2O; 13323.

O3±Adiabatic correlation; Asymptotic states; Configuration interaction; Correlation energy; Excited states; Multiconfiguration self-consistent field; 13206.

O2: 119: 78 µm: H2O laser; Laser magnetic resonance; Laser spectroscopy; 13198.

O2 spectrum; HCN laser; Laser magnetic resonance; Molecular constants of O2; 13068.

O3+Δ3; Chemical kinetics; Mass spectrometry; Olefins; Rate constant; Singlet oxygen; 13298.

**P**

Pair correlation function; Radial distribution function; X-ray diffraction; Liquid; Liquid structure factor; Neutron diffraction; 13114.

Pair correlation function; Short range behavior; Structure factor; Superfluid transition; Ground state wave function; Liquid 4He; Neutron diffraction data; J77A No. 6, 725-731 (1973).

Pair correlation function; Triple correlation function; Closure approximation; Isothermal/density derivative of pair correlation function; Liquid neon; Neutron scattering; 13095.

Palladium; Salt water; Alloys; Copper; Corrosion; Embrittlement; 13094.

Palladium hydride; Quasielastic scattering; Single crystal; Hydrogen diffusion; Hydrogen in metals; Jump diffusion; Neutron scattering; 13136.

Palladium, tin; Alloys; Antimony; Highflying fields; Manganese; Mössbauer effect; 13495.

Paper caps; Standard apparatus; Toys; Acoustics; Cap guns; Children; Consumer safety; Hearing damage; Noise; TN793.

Paper degradation; Smoke test; Antenna performance; COBOL; Environmental buoy cables; Highway repair costs; Incentives programs; Innovators; TN857, No. 7, 153-176 (1973).

Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13394.

Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure; structural panel; Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13408.

Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Floor assembly; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13405.

Paper honeycomb; Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame penetration; Glass reinforced plastic; Housing systems; Interdwelling wall; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13407.

Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; Paper tape; FIPS PUB 26.

Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; Paper tape; FIPS PUB 27.

Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; FIPS PUB 26.

Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; FIPS PUB 27.

Paper tape; Paper perforator tape; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standard; Information interchange; Information processing; FIPS PUB 27.

Paraffin; Rotator phase; Molecular dynamics; n-alkanes; n-nonadecane; Neutron scattering; 13656.

Parahydrogen; Pressure; Saturated liquid; Tables; Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; Density; Graphs; Liquid; Nitrogen; Oxygen; TN361, Revised October 1972.

Paramagnetic salts; Low temperatures; 13116.

Parameter selection; Second virial coefficients; Transport properties; Dispersion coefficients; M-6-8 potential; TN628.

Parametric; Analog; Josephson junction; Mixing; 13480.

Parametric capacitance; Josephson effect; 13356.

Parametric plasma instability; Resonant plasmon-photon interaction; Solid state plasma; Electron avalanche; Electron tunneling in alternating fields; Laser damage of GaAs; Laser damage processes; Laser-induced surface damage; SP387, pp. 217-224.

Pararosanilineline cyanide; Radiographic dyes; Triphenylmethane
Photodetachment; S; Cross section behavior; Electron affinity; Negative ion; 13081.

Photodetectors in quantum yields; Quantum efficiencies; Calorimetry in quantum yields; Laser, use in quantum yields; SP378, pp. 151-167

Photodiodes: Photometry; Radiometry; Selenium; Silicon; Stability; Temperature dependence; Fatigue; Light memory; Photocells; TN594-5.

Photodiodes; Radiometry; Thermopile; Detectors; Far ultraviolet; Ion chamber; 13550.

Photoionization; Photoionization; Photoionization; Photoionization; Photography; Photography; Photographic

Photodissociation; Photoionization; Vacuum ultraviolet; Acetonitrile; Cyanoacetylene; C₂H; Heat of formation; 13748.

Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; Absorption coefficient; Bond dissociation energies; CN B \( \Sigma \); NCN A \( \Pi \); NCN; 13318.

Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; BrCN; CICN; CN B \( \Sigma \); Energy partition; HCN; ICN; 13319.

Photodissociation; Vacuum ultraviolet; Collisional stimulations; \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \); \( \text{O}^+\text{S}^+\text{O}^-\text{D}^-\) emission; 13323.

Photoelastic effect; Sapphire; Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer; YAG; Birefringence; Fused silica; Optical spectral analyzer; SP387, pp. 254-258

Photoelasticity; Stress-optics; IR transmitting materials; SP387, pp. 194-201

Photoelectron energy distribution; Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger-transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; 13483.

Photoelectron spectra; Potassium; Rubidium; Sodium; X-rays; 13357.

Photoelectronic linearity; Reflectance; Transmittance; High accuracy spectrophotometry; SP378, pp. 1-29

Photoemission; Polarization; Polycrystalline film; Synchrotron radiation; Emission angle; Energy distributions; Gold; Incidence angle; 13223.

Photoetching; Thermal grounding; Transmission line; Cryostat; Laminar; 13278.

Photographic films; Photographic information; Image processing; 13513.

Photographic information; Image processing; Photographic films; 13513.

Photographic lenses; Resolution test charts; Resolving power; SP374.

Photography; Camera calibration; Image evaluation; Image optics; Image stability; Interferometry; Lens testing; Light filters; Light sources; SP300. Volume 10.

Photography; Image evaluation; Image manipulation; Image optics; 13534.

Photoionization; Alkali metal reactions; Electron attachment; Infrared spectrum; Matrix isolation; NO\( \text{O}^-\); Photodetachment; 13705.

Photoionization; Alkyl halides; Ethyl cations; 1,2-hydride shift; Ion-molecule reactions; Ionic structure; 13235.

Photoionization; Proton transfer reactions; Cycloalkanes; Ion-molecule reactions; Isomerization; Mass spectrometry; 13176.

Photoionization; Quantum yields; Ion-molecule reaction; Ion pair yield; Methane; Photochemistry; J.77A No. 1, 101-107 (1973).

Photoionization; Quasiequilibrium theory; Appearance potential; Benzene; 13464.

Photoionization; Reaction kinetics; Thermodynamic; Absorption and emission spectroscopy; Far (vacuum) ultraviolet; Ion-molecule reactions; Matrix isolation; Photochemistry; 13177.

Photoionization; Resonance profile; Autoionization; Cross section; Fano parameters; Helium; 13479.

Photoionization; Rydberg series; Vacuum ultraviolet; Franck-Condon factors; Mass spectrometry; 13293.

Photoionization; Vacuum ultraviolet; Acetonitrile; Cyanoacetylene; C₂H; Heat of formation; Photodissociation; 13748.

Photoionization cross section; Resonance profiles; UV absorption spectroscopy; Autoionization; Configuration interaction; Inner shell excitation; 13741.

Photolysis; Quantum yield; Radiolysis; Vinyl chloride; Vinyl radical; Gas phase; J.77A No. 2, 243-248 (1973).

Photolysis; Quantum yields; C-atoms; Collisional deactivation; Free radical reactions; Methane; 13172.

Photolysis; Ultraviolet spectrum; Free radicals; Infrared spectrum; Matrix isolation; Molecular ions; 13706.

Photometric accuracy; Radiation addition method; Nonlinearity; Photocell linearity; SP378, pp. 63-79

Photometric accuracy; Standards, spectrophotometric; SP378, pp. 135-136

Photometry; Integrating sphere; J.77A No. 3, 343-351 (1973).

Photometry; Phototherapy; Pollution; Radiometry; Remote sensing; Agriculture; Clinical analysis; Economic impact; Energy crisis; Meteorology; TN594-4.

Photometry; Radiometry; Selenium; Silicon; Stability; Temperature dependence; Fatigue; Light memory; Photocells; Photodiodes; TN594-5.

Photometry; Radiometry; Terminology; Geometrical radiative transfer; Nomenclature; Optical radiation; Phluometry; 13255.

Photoactivation analysis; Air pollution; Atmospheric particulate material; Electron line; 13497.

Photon and electron excited emission spectra; Resonance radiation; Semi-Auger process; SFs; X-ray absorption of sulphur \( K\), \( L\) and fluorine \( K\); X-ray emission of sulphur \( K\alpha, K\beta, L\) and fluorine \( K\alpha\); 13101.

Photon scattering; Polarized photons; Dynamic collective model; Giant resonance; 13640.

Photon scattering; Sum rules; Effective interaction; Electron scattering; Nucleon-nucleon correlations; Photoabsorption; 13754.

Photoneutrons; Radiation transport; Bremsstrahlung; Monte Carlo; Neutron yield; Photoneutron cross sections; 13263.

Photons; Photoneutron; Protons; Reactions; Theory; Experiment; Neutrons; Nuclear; 13187.

Photoneutron; Protons; Reactions; Theory; Experiment; Neutrons; Nuclear; Photons; 13187.

Photopeak chemistry; Poisson statistics; Single and multiple parameter nuclear analyses; Statistical weights; 14 MeV neutron activation; Counting precision; Excess variability; Limiting precision; 13694.

Photoneutron cross sections; Photoneutrons; Radiation transport; Bremsstrahlung; Monte Carlo; Neutron yield; 13263.

Photoneutron giant resonance; Photoneutron reaction; Bibliography; Data index; Data summary; Elements; Isotopes; Nuclear physics; SP380.

Photoneutron reaction; Bibliography; Data index; Data summary; Elements; Isotopes; Nuclear physics; Photoneutron giant resonance; SP380.

Photonuclear reactions; Research programs; Survey; Data; Experimental facilities; History; 13722.

Photoneutron reactions; s-matrix; Continuum shell model; Nuclear reactions; Nuclear structure; 13248.

Photooxidation; \( ^1\text{O}_2\); Lasers; Photochemistry; 13300.

Phototherapy; Pollution; Radiometry; Remote sensing; Agriculture; Clinical analysis; Economic impact; Energy crisis; Meteorology; Photometry; TN594-4.

Phototypesetting of spectroscopic tables; Typesetting of tables; Automatic typesetting; Computer-assisted typesetting; Edit insertion program; FORTRAN program; TN740.

Physical; Reliable; Specification; Use; Valid; Biological; Chemical; 13259.

Physical changes in platinum resistance thermometers; Stability
Prandtl number: Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; TN631.

Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; 13703.

Praseodymium compounds; Promethium compounds; Rare-earth elements; Samarium compounds; Terbium compounds; Thulium compounds; Ytterbium compounds; Cerium compounds; Dysprosium compounds; Enthalpy; Entropy; Erbium compounds; Europium compounds; TN270-7.

Precast concrete: Concrete panels; Connections; Ductility; Floor diaphragms; Housing systems; Insert connectors; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13390.

Precast concrete: Structural design; Building system; Column connection; Concrete triaxial strength; Ductility; Neoprene bearing pad; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance tests; 13401.

Precipitation: Solar radiation; Temperature; Wind direction; Wind speed; Air contamination; Design conditions; Earthquake risk; Evaluation; Ground temperature; Humidity; Noise level; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13398.

Precise electrical measurements; Superconductivity; Fundamental constants; Josephson effect; 13517.

Precise measurements; Superconductivity; Electronics; Josephson effect; TN630.

Precision; Accuracy; Error analysis; Instrument errors; Measurement errors; 13063.

Precision; Proficiency testing; Accuracy; CLIA '67; Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Microbiology; 13564.

Precision; Surface roughness; Art; Clinical chemistry; Fire services; High-accuracy mass spectrometry; Materials failure; Night vision; DIMINBS 57, No. 9, 201-224 (1973).

Precision interferometry; Crab pulsar; Gravitational waves; Laser strainmeter; 13673.

Precision ionization gauges; Stable vacuum systems; Transmission probability; Vacuum calibration; Vacuum measurements; Clustering factors; Free molecular flow; 13143.

Precise time: Time broadcasts; Time code; VLF timing; Omega; 13436.

Prediction interval; Primary standard and clocks; Accurate and uniform time scale; Allan variance; Dispersion of time scale; Ensemble time (error); TN626.

Prediction of transport data; Thermal conductivity; Transport first density corrections; Excess transport property; Modified Enskog theory; 13234.

Pressure; Refractive index; Temperature coefficient of refractive index; Thermal expansion; Interferometry; Light scattering; Oxide glasses; Polarizability; J77A No. 6, 755-763 (1973).

Pressure; Salt water; Titanium; Corrosion; Electron microscopy; 13602.

Pressure; Saturated liquid; Tables; Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; Density; Graphs; Liquid; Nitrogen; Oxygen; Parahydrogen; TN361, Revised October 1972.

Pressure; Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; TN625.

Pressure; Temperature; Composite wall panel; Condensation; Humidity; Moisture; 13610.

Pressure; Temperature; Niobium pentoxide; Phase relationships; J77A No. 6, 705-711 (1973).

Pressure effect on absorption spectrum; Radiationless transitions; Internal conversion; Intersystem crossing; Naphthalene vapor absorption spectrum; 13317.

Pressure effects; Proximity effect; Superconductive alloys; Superconductive compounds; Superconductivity; High transition temperature; 13544.

Pressure gauges; Safety; Gauge case design; Hydrogen embrittlement; Hydrogen gas; 13102.

Pressure measurement; Ruby; Diamond-anvil cell; Fluorescence; 13281.

Pressure measurement; Temperature scale; Vapor pressure; Helium; 13589.

Pressure second virial coefficients; Quadrupole moment; Statistical mechanics; Clausius-Mossotti function; Dielectric virial coefficients; M-6-8 potential; Polarizability; Polyatomic gases; 13593.

Pressurization; Radiation heat transfer; Spacecraft tankage; Stratification; Supercritical storage; Two-phase flow; Zero gravity; Boiling heat transfer; Bubble dynamics; Cavitation; Condensing heat transfer; Correlations; Cryogenic fluid safety; 13242.

Pressurized stairwell; Quantitative experiment; Smoke control; Smoke simulation; Analysis; Basic correlation formulas; Computer calculations; High-rise building fire; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13795.

Prevention; Sealants; Tooth loss; Caries; Dental materials; Plastics; 13261.

Primary standard and clocks; Accurate and uniform time scale; Allan variance; Dispersion of time scale; Ensemble time (error); Prediction interval; TN626.

Principal components; Structure; Two-way tables; Analysis of variance; Interaction; 13629.

Probability assessment; Standards; Utility theory; Children's sleepwear; Decision analysis; Flammable fabrics; 13596.

Probability density function; Quadrature; Stable distribution; Sums of independent random variables; Tables; Truncation; Accuracy; Approximations; Asymptotic expansion; Cauchy distribution; Characteristic function; J77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).

Probability distributions; Boundary layer; Correlations; Higher-order moments; High-speed computing; Hot-wire anemometry; 13527.

Probe techniques (a-c): Recombination centers; Resistivity; Ribbon wire bonding; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; Thermal resistance; Trapping centers; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonds; TN754.

Probing techniques (a-c): Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; TN773.

Probing techniques (a-c): Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; TN788.

Procedural-oriented languages; Compiler; Debugging; Error diagnostic; High-level programming languages; Monitoring; TN763.

Procedures; Regulations; Requirements; Technology; Weights and measures; Administration; Conference; Laws; SP379.

Procurement; Services; Users-Providers; Creative-partnership; Management; Operating; SP383.

Product property; Strip operator approximation; Asymptotic behavior at large cluster separations; Banach space; Kirkwood-Salsburg equation; Perturbation expansion; 13628.

Product safety; Standards; Test methods; Conservation; Consumer satisfaction; Economic design; 13123.
Product standards; Recommended practices; Specifications; Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; Household products; Industry standards; International recommendations; National standards; TN762.

Proficiency testing; Accuracy; CLIA '67: Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Microbiology; Precision; 13564.

Proficiency testing; Accuracy; Clinical chemistry; Hematology; Medical usefulness; Microbiology; 13779.

Profile measurement; Valance emission bands; Emission spectrum; Germanium; 13354.

Program captioning; Television; Time and frequency dissemination; TVTime; Digital code; Integrated circuit chip; 13738.

Program planning and budgeting; R&D management; Systems analysis; Systems approach; Biomedical research; “health relevance”; TN761.

Programmable controller; Computer-controlled experiment; Computer interfacing; Data acquisition system; Digital interface; Instrumentation; Laboratory automation; MIDAS; TN790.

Programming aids; Programming languages; Source-statement analysis; Syntax analysis; Data archives; Language use; TN797.

Programming languages; Source-statement analysis; Syntax analysis; Data archives; Language use: Programming aids; TN797.

Progressive collapse; Risk; Stability; Standards; Strength; United States; Abnormal loading; Building; Codes; Design criteria; Multistory; 13475.

Progressive collapse: Risk; Statistics; Structure; Building; Explosion; Frequency; Gas; Gas industry; 13782.

Progressive collapse of buildings; Residential buildings; Vehicular impact; Collisions of vehicles with buildings; Multistory buildings; 13781.

Projectiles; Ceramics; Fracture; Impact; 13744.

Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; 13703.

Promethium compounds; Rare-earth elements; Samarium compounds; Terbium compounds; Thulium compounds; Ytterbium compounds; Cerium compounds; Dysprosium compounds; Entalphy; Entropy; Erbium compounds; Europium compounds; Gadolinium compounds; TN270-7.

Proof testing; Crack propagation; Failure prevention; Fracture; Glass; 13348.

Propane; Properties data; Calculation methods; Densities; Ethane; Liquefied natural gas mixtures; Methane; Pure components; 13667.

Properties; Deleading methods; Lead paint poisoning; Performance; 13391.

Properties; Research Materials; Standard Reference Materials; Analysis; Characterization, composition; General Materials; SP260, 1973 Edition.

Properties; Scratch resistance; Smoke generation; Toxic combustion products; Toxicity; Washability; Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness; Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; TN808.

Properties data; Calculation methods; Densities; Ethane; Liquefied natural gas mixtures; Methane; Pure components; Propane; 13667.

Properties of fluids; Properties of solids; Subject indexes; Superconductivity; Transport processes; Author indexes; Bibliography; Cryogenics; Liquefaction; Metrology; TN639.

Properties of solids; Subject indexes; Superconductivity; Transport processes; Author indexes; Bibliography; Cryogenics; Liquefaction; Metrology; Properties of fluids; TN639.

Property value uncertainties; Solid oxygen; Tables; Computer programs; Gaseous oxygen; Graphs; Handbook thermophysical properties; Liquid oxygen; Oxygen; 13112.

Proprietary rights; Computers; Copyright; Information storage and retrieval; Infringement; Input; Intellectual property; 13506.

Protactinium; Thorium; Uranium; Actinium; Americium; Berkelium; Californium; Curium; Einsteinium; Fermium; Ionization energy; Mendelevium; Neptunium; Nobelium; Plutonium; 13594.

Protective clothing; Protective equipment; Firefighter injuries; Injury statistics; Occupational injuries; 13347.

Protective coatings; Rigid polyurethane; Roofing; Durability; Fire safety; Performance guidelines; TN778.

Protective equipment; Firefighter injuries; Injury statistics; Occupational injuries; Protective clothing; 13347.

Protective overcoatings; CaF$_2$ windows; CO laser damage; Damage threshold; Dielectric antireflection coatings; Metal coatings; Metal mirrors; SP387, pp. 138-150.

Protein; Protein-sodium dodecyl sulfate complexes; Sodium dodecyl sulfate-complexes; Chromatography; Controlled pore glass; Molecular size; Porous glass chromatography; 13721.

Protein calorimetry; Polynucleotide calorimetry; Purity assay; Reaction coupling; Thermodynamics; Warfarin; Adenosinetriphosphate-thermodynamics; Chemical bond energy; Coiled helix thermopolies; Drug receptor complexing; Entropy; Enzyme detection + analysis; 13750.

Protein-sodium dodecyl sulfate complexes; Sodium dodecyl sulfate-complexes; Chromatography; Controlled pore glass; Molecular size; Porous glass chromatography; Protein; 13721.

Proton affinity; Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; Argon reactions; H(2S) reaction with Ar; HAr$^+$; Infrared spectrum; Intrestial H atom spectrum; Matrix isolation; 13545.

Proton assisted reactions; X-F bonds; Fluorine; Polarization of bonds; 13368.

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy; Superconducting solenoids; Carbohydrates; Fourier transforms; Instrumentation; Iterative analysis of spectra; Non-equivalence; 13183.

Proton transfer reactions; Cycloalkanes; Ion-molecule reactions; Isomerization; Mass spectrometry; Photoionization; 13176.

Protons; Radiation dosimetry; Radiation quality; Radiation transport theory; Absorbed dose distribution; Electrons; Heavy ions; Interpretation of measurements; Neutrons; Pions; 13331.

Protons; Reactions; Theory; Experiment; Neutrons; Nuclear; Photons; Photonuclear; 13187.

Protons, time delay; Time smearing; Deuteron; Moderator; Monte Carlo; Neutrons; Oxygen; 13345.

Proustite; Pulse duration dependence; Repetition rate dependence; Surface damage; 1.06 $\mu$m; 0.694 $\mu$m; Ag,AsS$_3$; SP387, pp. 239-249.

Proximity effect; Superconductive alloys; Superconductive compounds; Superconductivity; High transition temperature; Pressure effects; 13544.

Pseudopotential; Zintl phases; Chemical bonding; Phase stabilization; 13213.

Psychoacoustics; Psychophysics; Loudness; Noise; 13625.

Psychophysics; Loudness; Noise; Psychoacoustics; 13625.

Psychophysics; Space perception; Audition and ranging; Physiological and psychological acoustics; 13471.

Publication standards; Standard reference data; Chemistry; Critical data; Evaluation of delay; Information analysis; 13283.

Publications; Abstracts, NBS publications; Key words; SP305, Supplement 4.

Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children; Children's strength; 13595.
Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; TN773.

Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; TN788.

Pull test; Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; TN806.

Pulp protection; Retention; Temporary cementation; Cementation; Intermediary base; 13611.

Pulse; Random sampling; Risetime; Sampling; Time base; Transition time; Mercury switch; Oscilloscope; Picosecond; 13799.

Pulse calorimetry; Solid electrical conductors; Measurements at high temperatures; Millisecond resolution; 13276.

Pulse delay; Superconducting; Telecommunications; Transmission lines; Cables; Coaxial; Cryogenic; Miniature; 13338.

Pulse duration dependence; Repetition rate dependence; Surface damage; 1.06 μm; 0.694 μm; As₂; As₂₆; Proustite; SP387, pp. 239-249

Pulse radiolysis; Carbonium ions; Hydrocarbons; Ion-molecule reactions; Neutralization; 13175.

Pulse radiolysis; Electron scavengers; Gas phase; Ion-molecule reactions; Methane; Neutralization; J.77A No. 2, 249-257 (1973).

Pulse radiolysis; Vacuum ultraviolet photolysis; Acetylene formation; Electron scavenger; Ion pair yields; Methane; J.77A No. 1, 109-114 (1973).

Pulse response; Transient analysis; Transmission lines; Cables; Coaxial; 13378.

Pulsed CO₂ laser damage; Thin film damage; ZnTe; As₂₆; CdTe; Dielectric reflector; Inclusions in dielectrics; KCl; SP387, pp. 157-169.

Pultruded rod; Reinforced plastics, rod and rope; Rope; GRP; Static fatigue of GRP; Aeolian vibration, simulated; Composite materials; End fittings for GRP rod and rope; Grips, guy; Guys, antenna; Humidity; effects on GRP: 13392.

Pumps; Venturi; Caviation; Cryogenics; Hydrofoil; Nuclear; 12341.

Pumps; Venturi; Caviation; Cryogenics; Hydrofoil; Nuclear; Ogives; 13735.

Purchase specifications and standards; State; Specifications; State; Standards; State; State specifications and standards; Indext of State specifications and standards; Key-Word-In-Context index of State specifications and standards; SP375.

Pure components; Propane; Properties data; Calculation methods; Densities; Ethane; Liquefied natural gas mixtures; Methane; 13667.

Pure reagents; Spark source mass spectrometry; Sub-boiling; Trace elements; Distillation; Isotope dilution; 13088.

Purity assay; Reaction coupling; Thermodynamics; Varfarin; Adenosinetriphosphate-thermodynamics; Chemical bond energy; Coiled helix thermopiles; Drug receptor complexing; Entropy; Enzyme detection + analysis; Equilibrium; Free energy; 13730.

Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children; Children’s strength; Pull; 13593.

Push-down; Radioactivity and isotopic calculations; Recursion; Statistical calculations; Instruction list; Iteration; Memory register; Operational stack; Pop-up; Polish notation; 13740.

PVT measurements; Saturation densities; Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Virial coefficients; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; Latent heat; Melting curve; TN392. (Revised September 1973).

Pyrazine; Singlet emission; Spectrum of pyrazine in benzene; Triplet emission; Vibration spectrum; Fluorescence; Phosphorescence; 13092.

Pyrheliometer; World Meteorological Organization; International Pyrheliometric Scale; Irradiance; 13555.

Pyroelectric; Electret; Piezoelectric; Polymer electret; Poly(vinyl chloride); 13725.

Pyroelectric; Radiometers; Ultraviolet; Calibration; Detector; Infrared; 13752.

Pyroelectric; IV coefficient; Pyroelectricity; Piezoelectricity; Poling; Polyvinyl fluoride; Polyvinylidene fluoride; 13546.

Pyroelectricity; Piezoelectricity; Poling; Polyvinyl fluoride; Polyvinylidene fluoride; Pyroelectric coefficient; 13546.

Pyrograms; Sweating; Temperature, central body; Thermocouple disconnect; Thermoelectric thermometry; Thermometer; Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; Brain temperature; Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); 13631.

Pyrolysis; Quadrupole structure; Rotational transitions; Transient species; Methylenemine; Microwave spectrum; 13066.

Pyrolysis; Reaction rates; Temperature; TGA; Thermal analysis; Accessibility; Arrhenius plots; Burned celluloses; Celluloses; Combustion; Crystallinity; Decomposition; DP; DTA; Flame-retardant; KHCO₃; Kinetics; Moisture; Oxygen indexes; 13129.

Pyrolysis; Smoke; Thermal decomposition; HCl; He-Ne laser; Poly(vinyl chloride); 13650.

Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; Thermogravimetric analysis; Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; Carboxylic acid; Cellulose; Differential thermal analysis; Hemicellulose; Ion exchange; PH; 13109.

Pyrolysis; Thermolysis; Anionic polystyrene; Molecular weight distributions; Molecular weights; Thermal polymers; Polymers; Pyrolysis degradation; J.77A No. 1, 157-170 (1973).

Pyrolytic graphite; Scanning electron microscope; Circular holes; Face versus edge oxidation; Impurity effect on oxidation; Layers; 13170.

Pyrometry; Radiation; Temperature measurement; High-speed measurements; High temperature; 13573.

Pyrometry; Source; Temperature; Tungsten; 13576.

Pyrometry; Standards; Temperature; International temperature scale; 13590.

Q measurement; reflection resonators; Transmission resonators; Automatic Q measurement; Frequency-lock method; 13309.

Quadrature; Algebraic numbers; Approximation; Diophantine approximation; Exponential sums; Functions of several variables; Geometry of numbers; Good lattice points; Numerical integration; Optimal coefficients; Periodicity; 13128.

Quadrature; Simples quadratures; Approximation theory; Conditional convergence; Infinite series; Integration; 13181.

Quadrature; Stable distribution; Sums of independent random variables; Tables; Truncation; Accuracy; Approximations; Asymptotic expansion; Cauchy distribution; Characteristic function; Closed forms; Contour; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).

Quadrupole coupling; Stark effect; Symmetric top; Trifluoramine; Dipole moment; Hyperfine structure; Microwave spectrum; 13426.

Quadrupole coupling constants; Rotational constants; Rotational spectra; Centrifugal distortion constants; D₂O; D₂₀; 13654.
Radiation: Radiation transport; Truncation error; Gamma ray penetration; Moments method; Point gamma source in water; Polynomial approximation; 13188.
Radiation transport theory: Absorbed dose distribution; Electrons; Heavy ions; Interpretation of measurements; Neutrons; Pions; Protons; Radiation dosimetry; Radiation quality; 13331.
Radiationless transitions; Internal conversion; Intersystem crossing; Naphthalene vapor absorption spectrum; Pressure effect on absorption spectrum; 13317.
Radiative transfer; Spectral line formation; Spherical geometry; Early-type stars; Model atmospheres; 13688.
Radiative transfer; Spectral lines; Transfer equation; Plasma diagnostics; Radiating gases; 13236.
Radical reactions; Rate constants; Reference data; Abstraction reactions; Addition reactions; Aqueous solution; Biological molecules; Electron transfer reactions; Hydroxyl radical; Oxide radical ion; NSRDS-NBS46.
Radicals; CH3; Flames; H; Mass spectrometry; OH; 13672.
Radio astronomy; Chemical analysis; Dipole moment; Microwave; Molecular structure; 13427.
Radio astronomy; Saturation; Stimulated emission; OH microwave transition; 13353.
Radio frequency; Resonance; Capacitance; Coaxial; High-Q; Immittance; Inductance; Measurement; 13097.
Radio frequency; Total mass; Gauging; Hydrogen; Nitrogen; 13664.
Radio propagation; Satellite time dissemination; Television time and frequency dissemination; Time-frequency; Time signal noise; System designs; Transfer standards; Automatic vehicle location; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; 13433.
Radio propagation; Satellite time dissemination; Television time and frequency dissemination; Time signal noise; Time-frequency system designs; Transfer standards; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; 13435.
Radioactive pollutants; Stratospheric air pollution; Water quality; Water pollution; Air pollution; Air quality; Auto emissions; Clean air and water; Environmental quality; Metal contaminants; Occupation-related air pollutants; Oil spills; DIM/NBS 57, No. 10, 225-252 (1973).
Radioactivity and isotopic calculations; Recursion; Statistical calculations; Instruction list; Iteration; Memory register; Operational stack; Pop-up; Polish notation; Push-down; 13740.
Radiobiology; Transport calculations; Depth dose; Dosimetry; Ionization chambers; Pions; 13190.
Radiochemistry; Trace analysis techniques; Accuracy error limits; Activation analysis; Atomic absorption; Instrument biases; Isotope-dilution; Method biases; Nuclear track technique; Practical samples; 13763.
Radiochromic dyes; Thin films; Absorbed dose; Calorimetry; Cavity theory; Depth dose; Dosimetry; Dye dosimeters; Electron beams; Gamma rays; Plastic dosimeters; 13559.
Radiochromic dyes; Triphenylmethane dyes; Dosimetry; Dyes; Gamma rays; Nitrobenzene; Oxidation; Pararosaniline cyanide; 13533.
Radiochromic dyes; Two-layer slabs; Depth-dose; Dose distribution; Dosimetry; Dye film; Electron beams; Film dosimeter; Interfaces; Monte Carlo; 13212.
Radiochromic dyes; X-rays; Accelerator; Blood irradiators; Dosimetry; Electron beams; Gamma rays; 13630.
Radiography; Voluntary standards; X rays; Radiation safety; 13482.
Radiolysis; Acetone; Energy transfer; Ion-molecule reactions; Mass spectrometry; 13178.
Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; TN773.

Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; TN778.

Recombination centers; Resistivity; Resistivity standards; Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; TN806.

Recommended practices; Specifications; Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; Household products; Industry standards; International recommendations; National standards; Product standards; TN762.

Recoupling; Transformation theory; Angular momentum; Diagrams; Graphs; Quantum theory; Monogr. 136.

Recurrence relations; Asymptotic solutions; Chebyshev polynomials; Difference equations; Evaluation of integrals; Numerical stability; Olver’s algorithm; Plasma physics; 13197.

Recursion; Bessel functions; Difference equations; Error bounds; FORTRAN; Miller’s algorithm; 13158.

Recursion; Statistical calculations; Instruction list; Iteration; Memory register; Operational stack; Pop-up; Polish notation; Push-down; Radioactivity and isotopic calculations; 13740.

Redistribution functions; Resonance radiation; Collisional depolarization; Level degeneracy; 13499.

Redox blemishes; Archival records; Microfilm; 13523.

Reducibility; Schur’s lemma; Strain energy; Continuum mechanics; Elasticity; Integration; Matrix calculus; Matrix identity; Matrix theory; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 73-79 (1973).

Reentrant corner; Exterior wall; Fire spread; Fire test; Ignition; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13791.

Re-entrant holes; Air ducts in shields; Collimators; Neutron instrumentation; Neutron-neutron scattering; Neutron penetration; 13541.

Reference data; Abstraction reactions; Addition reactions; Aqueous solution; Biological molecules; Electron transfer reactions; Hydroxyl radical; Oxide radical ion; Radical reactions; Rate constants; NSRDS-NBS46.

Reference material; soln caliber; SiO2(c); soln in HF(aq); Thermochimistry; Enthalpy of soln; SiO2; Heat of soln; SiO2(c); Quartz, soln in HF(aq); J.77A No. 2, 205-215 (1973).

Reference tables; Thermometric fixed points; Blackbodies; Calibrations; Optical pyrometer; Platinum resistance thermometer; Platinum-platinum vs platinum thermocouples; 13577.

Reflectance; Surface effects; Thermal radiation properties; Absorption; Electromagnetic theory; Emissance; Measurement techniques; Metals; 13684.

Reflectance; Transmittance; High accuracy spectrophotometry; Photoelectric linearity; SP378, pp. 1-29.

Reflection coefficients; VSWR; Attenuation; Flange measurements; TN642.

Reflection resonators; Transmission resonators; Automatic Q measurement; Frequency-lock method; Q measurement; 13309.

Reflections, multiple; Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; Systematic bias in spectrophotometry; Transmittance, correction; Correction for reflections; J.77A No. 6, 699-703 (1973).

Reflectivity; Characterization surface; Ellipsometry; Interfacial studies; Optical constants; Polarization of light; 13268.

Reflectometer; Sliding short; Two-port; Efficiency; Loss; TN644.

Reflectometers; Waveguide joints; Waveguide theory; Attenuation definitions; Attenuation measurement; Barretter mount efficiency; Coaxial connectors; Impedance measurement; Microwave network theory; Mismatch errors; Phase shift-measurement; Monogr. 137.

Refractive index; Refractometry; Ruby; 13379.

Refractive index; Sapphire; Cubic-spline interpolation; Cyclohexane; Interpolation; Polystyrene; 13635.

Refractive index; Temperature coefficient of refractive index; Thermal expansion; Interferometry; Light scattering; Oxide glasses; Polarizability; Pressure; J.77A No. 6, 755-763 (1973).

Refractometry; Ruby; Refractive index; 13379.

Refractory metals; Thermophysical properties; High-speed methods; High temperature; Phase transitions; 13469.

Refrigeration; Cryogenic ejector; Ejector; Ejector pump; Jet pump; Low temperature refrigeration; 13570.

Refrigeration; Forced flow; Heat transfer; Helium; 13072.

Refrigeration; Superconducting magnets; Transportation; Levitation; Magnetic suspension; Materials fatigue data; TN635.

Refrigeration accessories; Valves; Water-flow regulation; Performance characteristics; 13549.

Regional development; Water policy; Water resources; Cost allocation; Cost sharing; Environmental quality; Efficiency; Equity; Multiobjectives; Multi-project purposes; 12277.

Regional networks; Research computing; Academic computing; Networks; Network management; TN795.

Regression; Statistical problem solving; Distribution of first significant digit; Dutch; Graeco-Latin square; Language translation; Natural language; OMNITAB II computing system; 13120.

Regularities; Spectral series; Systematic trends; Atomic oscillator strengths; Homologous atoms; Isoelectric sequences; 13645.

Regulations; Requirements; Technology; Weights and measures; Administration; Conference; Laws; Procedures; SP379.

Regulations; Survey design; Health standards; Migrant labor camps; Questionnaire construction; 13787.

Regulatory activities; Sensitivity analysis; Blood banks; Blood utilization statistics; Cost benefit analysis; Donor profiles; Peer review; TN777.

Reinforced concrete; Barrier penetration; Intrusion detection; Physical security; 13384.

Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; Glass fiber; Housing system; Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; 13473.

Reinforced plastics, rod and rope; Rope; GPP; Static fatigue of GRP; Aeolian vibration, simulated; Composite materials; End fittings for GRP rod and rope; Grips; guy; Guys; antenna; Humidity, effects on GRP; Mechanical properties of GRP; 13392.

Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; Glass fiber; Housing system; Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; 13473.

Reinforcement, composite overlay; Reinforcement, cutouts and cracks; Shear analysis, nonlinear; Adhesively bonded joints; Composite materials; Composite-overlay reinforcement; Contour plotting; Cracks, reinforcement of; Cutouts, reinforcement of; 13607.

Reinforcement, cutouts and cracks; Shear analysis, nonlinear; Adhesively bonded joints; Composite materials; Composite-overlay reinforcement; Contour plotting; Cracks, reinforcement of; Cutouts, reinforcement of; 13607.

Relative abundance ratios; Absolute abundance ratios; Apollo 14; Isotope dilution analyses; Lunar samples; Mass spectrometry; 13090.
Relative error; Backward recursion; Bessel function; Bit comparison; Error bounds; J. 27B Nos. 3 and 4, 133-136 (1973).
Relative quantum efficiencies; Solution standards; Emission spectra; Excitation spectra; Fluorescence; Fluorescence standards; Glass standards; Quinine derivatives; Rare earths; SP378, pp. 231-244
Relaxation; Temperature dependence; Elastic barrier; Lattice; Molecular rotation; 13756.
Relaxation; Time correlation; Autocorrelation; Correlation; Diffusion; Fluctuations; 13759.
Relaxation phenomena; Review; Dielectric constant; Dielectric loss; Fluoropolymer; 13771.
Relaxation time; Tumor; In vivo; Mouse; Nuclear magnetic resonance; 13794.
Reliability; Semiconductor devices; Testing (wire bond); Wire bond; Bonding; Electrical connection; Failure (wire bond); Integrated circuits; Microelectronics; TN786.
Reliable; Specification; Use; Valid; Biological; Chemical; Physical; 13259.
Remote; Service; Users; Administration; Batch; Computing; Documentation; 13718.
Remote computer utilization; Computer-aided design; Computer networks; Interactive graphics; performance measurement; 13784.
Remote sensing; Agriculture; Clinical analysis; Economic impact; Energy crisis; Meteorology; Photometry; Phototherapy; Pollution; Radiometry; TN594-4.
Repassivation kinetics; Stainless steel; Stress corrosion cracking; Titanium alloys; Chloride; Crevice corrosion; Dissolved oxygen; Ellipsometry; Nitrates; PH; 13769.
Repetition rate dependence; Surface damage; 1.06 µm; 0.694 µm; Ag3AsS3; Proustite; Pulse duration dependence; SP387, pp. 239-249.
Reports; Weights; Index; Measures; National Conference; SP377.
Representation and codes; Standards; Statistical data; ADP standards; Computers; Data elements and codes; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Geography; Information processing standards; Information systems; FIPS PUB 6-2.
Representations and codes; Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas; Computers; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards Publication; FIPS PUB 8-3.
Requirements; Technology; Weights and measures; Administration; Conference; Laws; Procedures; Regulations; SP379.
Rescattering effects; Separable potentials; Three-body problem; 3He; Pole dominance; Quasifree scattering; 13126.
Research centers; Associations; Criminal justice; Directory; law enforcement; TN752.
Research computing; Academic computing; Networks; Network management; Regional networks; TN795.
Research facilities; Testing machines; Engineering Mechanics Section; Force generating equipment; SP370.
Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency Program; Yugoslavia science and technology; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; Physical science research administration; TN753.
Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; India science and technology; Physical science research administration; TN798.
Research programs; Survey; Data; Experimental facilities; History; Photonuclear reactions; 13722.
Residence time; Sodium hydrosulfide; Cesium hydrosulfide; Hydrosulfides; Ion reorientation; Libration; Neutron scattering; Phase transition; Quasielastic; 13700.
Residential buildings; Vehicular impact; Collisions of vehicles with buildings; Multistory buildings; Progressive collapse of buildings; 13781.
Residual analysis; Contingency table; Estimation of cell frequencies; Hypothesis testing; Information theory; Interaction; 13431.
Resin; Silane; Tantalum; Zirconium; Aluminum; Composites; Coupling agents gold; Mercaptan; Methacrylates; Polymers; 13620.
Resins; Silica; X-ray opacity; Barium glass; Dental composites; Dental reinforcements; Physical properties; 13674.
Resistance thermometer; Numerical analysis; Orthogonal functions; 13580.
Resistance thermometers; Temperature measuring instruments; Triple point; Water; 13624.
Resistanceivity; Resistanceivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; TN773.
Resistanceivity; Resistanceivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; TN778.
Resistanceivity; Resistanceivity standards; Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; TN806.
Resistanceivity; Ribbon wire bonding; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; Thermal resistance; Trapping centers; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonds; Aluminum wire; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; TN754.
Resistanceivity; Semiconductor characterization; Silicon; Carrier lifetime; Gold-doped silicon; 13419.
Resistanceivity standards; Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; TN806.
Resistanceivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; TN773.
Resistanceivity standards; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; TN778.
Resolution; Subsumption; Theorem-proving; Unification; Associative processing; First-order predicate calculus; 13760.
Resolution test charts; Resolving power; Photographic lenses; SP374.
Resolving power; Photographic lenses; Resolution test charts; SP374.
Resonance; Capacitance; Coaxial; High-Q; Immittance; Inductance; Measurement; Radio frequency; 13097.
Resonance; Spectra; Atoms; Hydrogen; 13327.
Resonance fluorescence; Absolute rate constants; Atom-molecule reactions; Chlorine atoms; 13306.
Resonance fluorescence; Ethyl radicals; Ethylene; Hydrogen atoms; Kinetics; 13288.
Resonance fluorescence; Ethylene; Flash photolysis; Kinetics; Oxygen atoms; 13244.
Roof/ceiling assembly; Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb: 13394.
Roofing; Durability; Fire safety; Performance guidelines; Protective coatings; Rigid polyurethane; TN778.
Roofing systems; Tooth decay; Disaster losses; Energy systems; Flammables fabrics (FFACTS); Metric; Nuclear activation analysis; TNB 57, No. 5, 101-128 (1973).
Rope, GRP; Static fatigue of GRP; Aeolian vibration, simulated; Composite materials; End fittings for GRP rod and rope; Grips, guy, Guys, antenna; Humidity, effects on GRP; Mechanical properties of GRP; Pultruded rod; 13392.
Rotating capillary cell; Solvents for phosphorimetry; Aqueous solvents in phosphorimetry; Phosphorimetry; SP378, pp. 169-182.
Rotation in matrices; Vibrational spectra; Atomic spectra; Electronic spectra; Free radicals; High-temperature species; Matrix isolation; Molecular ions; Reactive molecules; 13422.
Rotational analysis; Vibrational analysis; a^II state; CO: Electronic spectra; 13691.
Rotational band; Samarium-152; Charge distribution; Deformation parameters; Electron scattering; High-energy electrons; 13166.
Rotational constants; Atomic energy levels; Atomic line shapes; Atomic spectra; Atomic transition probabilities; Bands, molecular; Energy levels, atomic; Line shapes, atomic; Molecular bands; Molecular spectra; 13285.
Rotational constants; Forbidden transitions; Ground state splitting; Infrared spectrum; Perturbation allowed transitions; Phosphine; 13505.
Rotational constants; Rotational spectra; Centrifugal distortion constants; D$_2^{17}$O; D$_2^{18}$O; Quadrupole coupling constants; 13654.
Rotational constants; Stretching vibrations; Infrared spectrum; Monodeuteriosilane; Perturbation allowed transitions; 13689.
Rotational constants; Symmetric top; Infrared; Molecular geometry; Monodeuteromethane; Perturbations; 13142.
Rotational constants; Triatomic molecules; Vibration-rotation Hamiltonian; Double-minimum potentials; Large-amplitude vibrations; Linear molecules; 13146.
Rotational constants; 3,6-Dioxabicyclo[3.1.0]hexane; Boat conformation; Dipole moment; Microwave spectrum; Ring conformation; 13618.
Rotational diffusion; Rotator phase; n-Alkanes; N-nonadecane; Neutron inelastic scattering; Phase transition; 13488.
Rotational frequency response; Transducer; Accelerometer; Air bearings; Calibrator accelerometer; Dynamic; Earth's field; Inter-Agency Transducer Project; Low frequency; 13099.
Rotational levels; Computer tabulation; Ground vibrational state; Hyperfine splittings; Methane; Quantum mechanical Hamiltonian; 13682.
Rotational spectra; Centrifugal distortion constants; D$_2^{17}$O; D$_2^{18}$O; Quadrupole coupling constants; Rotational constants; 13654.
Rotational transition thioformaldehyde; Centrifugal distortion; Interstellar molecule; Millimeter wave spectra; 13245.
Rotational transitions; Spectra; Bond distances; Carbonyl sulfide; Microwave spectra; Molecular parameters; 13653.
Rotational transitions; Transient species; Methyleneimine; Microwave spectrum; Pyrolysis; Quadrupole structure; 13666.
Rotational transitions; Weighted fit; Astrophysical interest; Centrifugal distortion; Formamide; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole splittings; 13218.
Rotator phase; Molecular dynamics; n-alkanes; n-nonadecane; Neutron scattering; Paraffin; 13656.
Rotator phase; n-Alkanes; N-nonadecane; Neutron inelastic scattering; Phase transition; Rotational diffusion; 13488.
Round robin; Statistical analysis; Test method standard; ASTM E 84; Building materials; Carpets; Fire tests; Flame spread tests; Interlaboratory evaluation; J3530.
Round wire; Testing (wire bond); Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bond; Aluminum wire; Bonding; Fabrication (wire bonds); Microelectronics; Ribbon wire; TN767.
Routing in a network; Containers; Inventory; Network flows; Optimal container routing; Optimal routing; 13282.
Rubber elasticity; Statistical theory of rubber elasticity; Thermodynamics of rubber elasticity; Cross-linking of rubber; Dicumyl peroxide; Elasticity theory of rubber; Entropy component; Gel point; Modulus of rubber; J.77A No. 1, 171-177 (1973).
Rubidium; Sodium; X-rays; Photoelectron spectra; Potassium; 13357.
Rubidium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Zeeman effect; 13196.
Rubidium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Zeeman effect; 13662.
Ruby; Calorimeter; Energy; Laser; Neodymium; 13613.
Ruby; Diamond-anvil cell; Fluorescence; Pressure measurement; 13281.
Ruby; Refractive index; Refractometry; 13379.
Runway capacities; Semiconductor materials test; Speed of light; Measures for air quality; Metric chart; RF measurements; TNB 57, No. 1, 1-24 (1973).
Rutile; Single crystal; Temperature dependence; Elastic constants; oxide; 13152.
Rutile crystal damage; Thin-film damage; Coating defects; Damage morphology; Damage thresholds; Laser-induced scatter; Mean distance between defects; SP378, pp. 114-123.
Rydberg constant; Fine structure; Helium; 13325.
Rydberg excited state; Valence excited state; CH, CH$^+$; Dielectric recombination; Electron-ion recombination; Energy curve; 13719.
Rydberg series; Vacuum ultraviolet; Franck-Condon factors; Mass spectrometry; Photoionization; 13293.
Rydberg states; Oscillator strength; Electron energy-loss spectroscopy; Naphthalene vapor; 13210.

S
S; Cross section behavior; Electron affinity; Negative ion; Photodetachment; 13081.
S state adsorbate; Surface molecule; Tight binding calculation; W substrate; Density of states at the adsorbate; Energy levels; 13671.
Safety; Gauge case design; Hydrogen embrittlement; Hydrogen gas; Pressure gauges; 13102.
Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children; Children's strength; Pull; Push; 13595.
Safety; Survey; Compatibility data; High pressure; Oxygen; 13565.
Saline solution; Titanium; Alloys; Biological; Corrosion; Electron microscopy; Implant; 13600.
Salt water; Alloys; Copper; Corrosion, embrittlement; Palladium; 13094.
Salt water; Titanium; Corrosion; Electron microscopy; Pressure; 13602.
Salt-polymer interactions; Aromatic polyamide membranes; Desalination; Diffusion; Membranes; NMR; Permeation in polymers; Polymeric films; Reverse osmosis; 13438.
Samarium; terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; 13703.
Samarium compounds; Terbium compounds; Thulium compounds; Ytterbium compounds; Cerium compounds; Dysprosium compounds; Enthalpy; Entropy; Erbium compounds;
Europium compounds; Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; Holmium compounds; TN270-7.

Samarium-152: Charge distribution; Deformation parameters; Electron scattering; High-energy electrons; Rotational band; 13166.

Sampling: Time base; Transition time; Mercury switch; Oscilloscope; Picosecond; Pulse; Random sampling; Risetime; 13799.

Sandwich construction: Wall system; Accelerated aging; Compression; Environmental conditions; Flexure; Housing system; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam; 13386.

Sapphire: Cubic-spline interpolation; Cyclohexane; Interpolation; Polystyrene; Refractive index; 13635.

Sapphire; Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer; YAG; Birefringence; Fused silica; Optical spectrum analyzer; Photoelastic effect; SP387, pp. 254-258

Satellite time dissemination: Television time and frequency dissemination; Time-frequency; Time signal noise; System designs; Transfer standards; Automatic vehicle location; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; Radio propagation; 13433.

Satellite time dissemination: Television time and frequency dissemination; Time signal noise; Time-frequency system designs; Transfer standards; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; Radio propagation; 13435.

Satellite timing: Slant range; Synchronous satellites; Time delay; TN638.

Satellites; Synchronization; Time; Dissemination; Frequency; TN645.

Satisfaction assessments; Transit service features; Attitudinal survey; Bus-on-freeway; Exclusive bus lanes; Importance assessments; Interior bus features; Mass transit technology; 13644.

Saturated absorption; CO; and He-Ne laser frequency; Methane; 13227.

Saturated absorption; Dye lasers; Laser frequency stabilization; 13439.

Saturated absorption; Gas laser theory; Lamb-dip; 13675.

Saturated absorption; Spectroscopy; Laser; 13087.

Saturated absorption; Spectroscopy; Laser; Methane; Optical frequency standards; 13329.

Saturated absorption; Stabilized laser; Transition probability; Frequency standard; Methane resonance; Molecular beam; Ramsey resonance; 13800.

Saturated absorption; Wavelength; Wavelength standards; Interferometry; Laser; Methane; 13228.

Saturated air; Solubility of water vapor in air; Water vapor; Concentration of saturated water vapor in air; Enhancement factor; Moist air; Moisture content of saturated air; J.77A No. 1, 115-131 (1973).

Saturated liquid; Sound velocity; Compressed liquid; Fluorine; 13685.

Saturated liquid; Sound velocity oxygen; Specific heat ratio; Compressed liquid; Compressibility; 13470.

Saturated liquid; Tables; Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; Density; Graphs; Liquid; Nitrogen; Oxygen; Parahydrogen; Pressure; TN361, Revised October 1972.

Saturation; Absorption; Laser; Molecular; 13286.

Saturation; Self-focusing; Damage threshold; Disk amplifiers; Fikond; SP387, pp. 57-62

Saturation; Stimulated emission; OH microwave transition; Radio astronomy; 13353.

Saturation boundary; Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Nicosity; Computer programs; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; Heat transfer coefficient; TN625.

Saturation densities; Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Virial coefficients; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; Latent heat; Melting curve; PVT measurements; TN392. (Revised September 1973).

Sb; Alloys; Hyperfine field; Mn; Mössbauer effect; Pd; 13326.

Scalae Tests; Codes; Examination procedure; Inspection; Measures; Outlines; H112.

Scaling law; Specific heat; Steam; Water; Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies; Critical exponents; Critical region; Equation of state; 13059.

Scanning calorimetry; Theory of calorimetry; Thermal analysis; Heats of transition; 13333.

Scanning electron microscope; Circular holes; Face versus edge oxidation; Impurity effect on oxidation; Layers; Pyrolytic graphite; 13170.

Scanning electron microscope; Transistor; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonding; Aluminum wire; High reliability; Integrated circuit; Metallization; TN785.

Scanning electron microscope; Weathering tests; Non-dispersive x-ray spectrometer; Corrosion; Pinhole-type defects; Porcelain enamel; 13714.

Scanning electron microscopy; Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Scanning electron microscopy; Transformer steel; Contrast mechanism; Electron backscattering energy filtering; Iron; Magnetic domains; Monte Carlo methods; 13731.

Scanning electron microscopy; X-ray microanalysis; Deposited thin film; Electron beam metal deposition; 13775.

Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer; YAG; Birefringence; Fused silica; Optical spectrum analyzer; Photoelastic effect; Sapphire; SP387, pp. 254-258

Scattering; Selection-rules; Group theory; Inelastic; Neutron; Rigid-molecule; 13151.

Scattering calculations; Hartree-Fock approximation; Induction energy; Interaction potential; Radial coefficients; 13307.

Scattering matrix; Dynamical diffraction; Imperfect crystal; 13195.

Scattering theory; Correlation function; Density expansion; Kinetic equations; Langevin equation; Rate equations; 13507.

Schematic mechanism; Simple prototypes; Ab initio calculations; HF approximation; 13287.

Schottky anomaly; Brillouin function; Density of states; Einstein function; Energy levels; Harmonic oscillator; Heat capacity; Molecular field; Molecular rotation; 13308.

Schur's lemma; Strain energy; Continuum mechanics; Elasticity; Integration; Matrix calculus; Matrix identity; Matrix theory; Reducibility; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 73-79 (1973).

Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency Program; Yugoslavia science and technology; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; Physical science research administration; Research planning; TN753.

Scientific research abstracts; Special Foreign Currency; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; India science and technology; Physical science research administration; Research planning; TN798.

Scientific text; Users manual; Character codes for scientific text; Computerized text processing; NBS computer system; 13598.

Scintillation counting; Sodium-iodide crystals; Anti-coincidence shielding; Low-level radioactivity measurements; 13335.

Scratch resistance; Smoke generation; Toxic combustion products; Toxicity; Washability; Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness; Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; TN808.
Screening for hot spots, transistors; Thermal hysteresis, transistors; Transistors, hot spot detection; Current gain, hot spot detection; Hot spots, current gain as indication of; Power transistors, screening; 13219.

Sealants; Tooth loss; Caries; Dental materials; Plastics; Prevention; 13261.

Second harmonic generation: Bulk damage: Lithium iodate; Phase matching; SP387, pp. 84-90

Second quantization; Field operators and statistics; Fock space; Occupation number; Permutation symmetry of wave functions; Quantum mechanics; 13372.

Second sound; Shockwave; Thermal relaxation; Three dimensions; Crystalline solid; Iron; Molecular dynamics; 13477.

Second virtual coefficient; Third virtual coefficient; Water vapor; Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium; Hydrogen; Intermolecular potential; Inversion temperature; Methane; Noble gases; Potential parameters; 13108.

Second virtual coefficient; Virial coefficients; Water vapor; Interaction virial coefficients; Moist air; J.TTA No. 1, 133-147 (1973).

Second virtual coefficient; Viscosity coefficients; Argon; Cross sections; Potential functions; 13138.

Second virtual coefficients; Transport properties; Dispersion coefficients; M-6-8 potential; Parameter selection; TN 628.

Second virtual coefficients; Viscosity coefficients; Nonspherical interactions; Polarizability; M-6-8 potential; Quadrupole moment; 13229.

Secondary particle spectra; Energy deposition; Microdosimetry; Neutron interaction with tissue; 13217.

Secondary particle spectra; Tissue; Energy deposition; Neutron dosimetry; 13256.

Secondary surveillance radar: Air traffic control; Beacon code assignment; Digital simulation; Radar beacon system; 13106.

Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; 13058.

Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; 13145.

Secondary-electron energy distribution; X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Photoelectron energy distribution; 13483.

Sectors; Simulation; Social; Urban; City; Computer; Directors; Economic; Games; Government; Metropolitan; Players; 13511.

Security; Confidentiality; Controlled accessibility; Data integrity; Data security; TN 780.

Segregation nodes; Vacancy condensation; Angular distribution of cavities; Cavitation; Copper; Creep; Grain boundaries; Grain boundary sliding; Nucleation of cavities; 13091.

Selection rules; Vibration-rotation Hamiltonian; Angular momentum; Bimolecular complex; Collisions; Group theory; Molecule-fixed axes; 13080.

Selection rules; Group theory; Inelastic; Neutron; Rigid-molecule; Scattering; 13151.

Selenium; Silicon; Stability; Temperature dependence; Fatigue; Light memory; Photocells; Photodiodes; Photometry; Radiometry; TN 594-5.

Selenium; Toxic elements in paints; Analytical methods; Antimony; Arsenic; Cadmium; Lead; Mercury; Review; 13768.

Self focusing; Critical power; Laser damage; Nonlinear index; SP 387, pp. 36-41

Self focusing; Laser damage; Nonlinear: SP 387, pp. 42-48

Self focusing; Laser damage; Nonlinear index; Random index variation; SP 387, pp. 49-56

Self focusing; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Elliptical rotation; Glass; Nonlinear index; Nonlinear susceptibility; SP 387, pp. 11-24

Self focusing; Damage threshold; Disk amplifiers; Eikonol; Saturation; SP 387, pp. 57-62

Self focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Absorption coefficient; Damage threshold; Electrostrictive self-focusing; Electrostriction; Kerr effect; Laser damage; Nonlinear index of refraction; 13529.

Self focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Thorium; Yttrium oxide ceramic; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Absorption coefficient; Calcite; Damage threshold; Deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate; Electrostriction; Electrostrictive self-focusing; Inclusion damage; 13793.

Self focusing; Thermal self-focusing; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Absorption coefficient; Electrostriction; Kerr effect; Laser damage; Nonlinear refractive index; Optical glasses; SP 387, pp. 26-35

Self focusing; Thin films; IR windows and mirrors; Laser damage; Laser materials; SP 387.

Semi-Auger process; SF 6; X-ray absorption of sulphur K, L, and fluorine K; X-ray emission of sulphur Ka, KB, L and fluorine Ko; Molecular orbital model; 13101.

Semiconductor characterization; Silicon; Carrier lifetime; Gold-doped silicon; Resistivity; 13419.

Semiconductor characterization; Surface photovoltage; Absorption coefficients; Epitaxial silicon; Minority carrier diffusion length; Minority carrier lifetime; 13071.

Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; Thermal resistance; Trapping centers; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonds; Aluminum wire; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Die attachment; Electrical properties; TN 754.

Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; TN 773.

Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; TN 788.

Semiconductor devices; Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Beam leads; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; TN 806.

Semiconductor devices; Testing (wire bond); Wire bond; Bonding; Electrical connection; Failure (wire bond); Integrated circuits; Microelectronics; Reliability; TN 786.

Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; Thermal resistance; Trapping centers; Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonds; Aluminum wire; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Epitaxial silicon; TN 754.

Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; TN 773.

Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; TN 778.

Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; TN 806.

Semiconductor materials; Semiconductor process control; Silicon; S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Beam leads; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; TN 806.
Silicon aluminum ordering; Aluminum silicate; Feldspar; Neutron refinement: Orthoclase, silicate minerals; 13693.
Silicon photodetector: Surface damage; Surface recombination lifetimes; Laser damage; SP387, pp. 107-113.
Silicone: Diffusion pump fluid; Microramanometry; 13539.
Silicone pad: Solid surface fluorometry; Enzymes, fluorometric analysis; Fluorometry of enzymes; Fluorometry of substrates; SP378, pp. 197-202.
Silver; Transition probabilities; Aluminum; Auger electron transitions; Electronic density of states; Final state effects; 13514.
Silver indium sulfide; Spinel-type; Wurtzite-type; Chalcopyrite-type; 13251.
Silver nitrate; Aromatics; Gas analysis; Gas chromatography; Isotope effect; Isotopic separation; Olefins; 13291.
Silver-tin alloy; Stacking fault energy; Annealing; Cubic alloy; Dislocation; Electron microscopy; Hexagonal alloy; 13382.
Simple prototypes: Ab initio calculations; HF approximation; Schematic mechanism; 13287.
Simple quadratures; Approximation theory; Conditional convergence; Infinite series; Integration; Quadrature; 13181.
Simulation; Social; Urban; City; Computer; Directors; Economic; Games; Government; Metropolitan; Players; Sectors; 13511.
Single and multiple parameter nuclear analyses; Statistical weights; 14 MeV neutron activation; Counting precision; Excess variability; Limiting precision; Photonuclear chemistry; Poisson statistics; 13694.
Single crystal; Hydrogen diffusion; Hydrogen in metals; Jump diffusion; Neutron scattering; Palladium hydride; Quasielastic scattering; 13136.
Single crystal; Temperature dependence; Elastic constants; oxide; Rutile; 13152.
Single crystal x-ray diffraction; Calcium arsenates; Calcium phosphates; Inorganic hydrate; Ion hydration; 13324.
Single electron double vacancy process; Double electron single vacancy process; Final state configuration interaction; Krypton; M2+x-ray emission; 13604.
Single family attached housing; Steel tube column; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing system; Multifamily housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13406.
Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13790.
Single phase alloys; Swabbing; Chemical polish; Iron; Low-carbon steel; 13325.
Single wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Interwelling wall; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13396.
Single-stack drainage; Siphonage, induced; Siphonage, self; Test loads, hydraulic; Trap-seal reduction detector; Trap-seal retention; Crossflow; Field testing; plumbing; Performance criteria, plumbing; Performance, functional; 13778.
Single-standard time-length measurement system; Speed of light; Optical frequency; 13119.
Singlelet emission; Spectrum of pyrazine in benzene; Triplet emission; Vibration spectrum; Fluorescence; Phosphorescence; Pyrazine; 13092.
Singlet oxygen; O2 \(^{1}\); Chemical kinetics; Mass spectrometry; Olefins; Rate constant; 13298.
SiO2(c), soln in HF(aq); Thermochemistry; Enthalpy of soln, SiO2; Heat of soln, SiO2(c); Quartz, soln in HF(aq); Reference material, soln calorimeter; J77A No. 2, 205-215 (1973).
Siphonage, induced; Siphonage, self; Test loads, hydraulic; Trap-seal reduction detector; Trap-seal retention; Crossflow; Field testing; plumbing; Performance criteria, plumbing; Performance, functional; Single-stack drainage; 13778.
Siphonage, self; Test loads, hydraulic; Trap-seal reduction detector; Trap-seal retention; Crossflow; Field testing, plumbing; Performance criteria, plumbing; Performance, functional; Single-stack drainage; Siphonage, induced; 13778.
Sirens; Standards; Action; Communication; Conspicuity; Controlled environment; Effectiveness; Flashing lights; Guidelines; Information; Laboratory testing; People; Response; 13516.
Site sets; Space groups; Crystallography; Crystal point groups; Crystal structure; Lattice complexes; Monogr. 134.
Size designations, girls'; Span charts, girls' sizing; Apparel, girls'; Body measurements, girls'; Classifications, girls' size; Grading charts, girls' size; PS54-72.
Slab line; Slotted line; Capacitance; Dielectric measurement; 13665.
Slag; Transfer; Electrical conductivity; 13683.
Slant range; Synchronous satellites; Time delay; Satellite timing; TNS68.
Sleepwear; Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; Clothing fires; Deaths; FFACS; Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; TN810.
Sliding short; Two-port; Efficiency; Loss; Reflectometer; TNS64.
Slotted line; Capacitance; Dielectric measurement; Slab line; 13665.
Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; 13790.
S-matrix; Continuum shell model; Nuclear reactions; Nuclear structure; Photonuclear reactions; 13248.
Smoke; Smoke density chamber; Smoke potential; Test method; Visibility; Building materials; Fire; Fire services; TNS75.
Smoke; Thermal decomposition; HCl; He-Ne laser; Poly(vinyl chloride); Pyrolysis; 13650.
Smoke; Venting; Buildings; Cellulosics; Fires; Polymers; 13677.
Smoke control; Smoke simulation; Analysis; Basic correlation formulas; Computer calculations; High-rise building fire; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Pressurized stairwell; Quantitative experiment; 13795.
Smoke density chamber; Smoke potential; Test method; Visibility; Building materials; Fire; Fire services; Smoke; TNS75.
Smoke; generation; Toxic combustion products; Toxicity; Washability; Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness; Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; Performance; TN808.
Smoke generation; Wall and ceiling; Carpets; Flame spread; Kitchen cabinets; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13609.
Smoke potential; Test method; Visibility; Building materials; Fire; Fire services; Smoke; Smoke density chamber; TNS75.
Smoke simulation; Analysis; Basic correlation formulas; Computer calculations; High-rise building fire; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Pressurized stairwell; Quantitative experiment; Smoke control; 13795.
Smoke test; Antenna performance; COBOL; Environmental beauty cables; Highway repair costs; Incentives program; Innovators; Paper degradation; TNS 87, No. 7, 153-176 (1973).
Social; Urban; City; Computer; Directors; Economic; Games; Government; Metropolitan; Players; Sectors; Simulation; 13511.
Social impact; Noise; Noise sources; 13504.
Sodium; Activation analysis; Archeology; Glass; Manganese; Medieval windows; Potassium; 13171.
Sodium; Electron excitation; 13111.
Sodium; Spectroscopic application; Heat pipe; Indium iodide; Laser application; 13462.
Sodium; X-rays; Photoelectron spectra; Potassium; Rubidium; 13357.
Sodium cyanide; Angular distribution; Crystal structure; Cya-
nide ion; Debye-Waller factor; Neutron diffraction; Orienta-
tional disorder; Potassium cyanide; 13290.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate-complexes; Chromatography; Con-
trolled pore glass; Molecular size; Porous glass chromatog-
raphy; Protein; Protein-sodium dodecyl sulfate complexes;
13721.
Sodium hydrosulfide; Cesium hydrosulfide; Hydrosulfides; Ion
reorientation; Libration; Neutron scattering; Phase transition;
Quasielastic; Residence time; 13700.
Sodium vapor; Analytical; Cw organic dye laser; Fluorescence;
Laser; 13200.
Sodium-iodide crystals; Anti-coincidence shielding; Low-level
radioactivity measurements; Scintillation counting; 13355.
Software; Computer, computer hardware; Computer software;
Cross-assembler; Cross-compiler; Hardware; Language; Minicomputer; 13451.
Solar atmosphere; Solar chromosphere; Solar plages; Observa-
tions of solar spectra lines; 13130.
Solar chromosphere; Millimeter absolute radiometry; Millimeter
solar continuum; 13468.
Solar chromosphere; Solar plages; Observations of solar spectra
lines; Solar atmosphere; 13130.
Solar plages; Observations of solar spectra lines; Solar at-
mosphere; Solar chromosphere; 13130.
Solar radiation; Temperature; Wind direction; Wind speed; Air
contamination; Design conditions; Earthquake risk; Evaluation;
Ground temperature; Humidity; Noise level; Operation
BREAKTHROUGH; Precipitation; 13398.
Solid electrical conductors; Measurements at high temperatures;
Millisecond resolution; Pulse calorimetry; 13276.
Solid oxygen; Tables; Computer programs; Gaseous oxygen;
Graphs; Handbook therophysical properties; Liquid oxygen;
Oxygen; Property value uncertainties; 13112.
Solid state plasma; Electron avalanche; Electron tunneling in al-
ternating fields; Laser damage of GaAs; Laser damage pro-
cesses; Laser-induced surface damage; Parametric plasma
instability; Resonant plasmon-photon interaction; SP378, pp.
217-224.
Solid surface fluorometry; Enzymes, fluorometric analysis;
Fluorometry of enzymes; Fluorometry of substrates; Silicone
pad; SP378, pp. 197-202.
Solidification; Crystal growth; Grain boundary; Morphological
stability; 13661.
Solidification; Stability; Alloy; Grain boundary; Morphology;
13659.
Solubility; Calcium carbonates; Calcium phosphates; Hydrox-
yapatite; Limnetic phosphate; Phase diagrams; Phosphate po-
lution; 13521.
Solubility of water vapor in air; Water vapor; Concentration of
saturated water vapor in air; Enhancement factor; Moist air;
Moisture content of saturated air; Saturated air; J.77a No. 1,
Solubility product; Surface; Bone mineral; Calcium phosphate;
Hydroxyapatite; J.77a No. 1, 149-155 (1973).
Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; THAM;
TRIS; Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; Thermostro-
my; Enthalpy of reaction; Heat of solution; J.77a No. 5, 581-
597 (1973).
Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; Tris(hydrox-
yethyl)aminomethane; Thermostrogy; Enthalpy of reaction;
J.77a No. 5, 599-606 (1973).
Solution calorimetry; Thermostrogy; Adiabatic solution calor-
imeter; Enthalpy of reaction of H2SO4 in aqueous NaOH: H2SO4,
enthalpy of reaction in NaOH(aq); J.77a No. 2, 179-203 (1973).
Solution calorimetry; Thermostrogy; AgBr: AgCl; AgI;
AgNO3; Enthalpy of dilution; Enthalpy of precipitation;
Enthalpy of solution; Entropy; Heat of reaction; KBr; KCl;
J.77a No. 5, 569-579 (1973).
Solution, solid; Argon; Calorimetry; Critical phenomena; Heat
capacity; Methane; Mixture, binary; 13161.
Solution standards; Emission spectra; Excitation spectra;
Fluorescence; Fluorescence standards; Glass standards;
Quinine derivatives; Rare earths; Relative quantum efficien-
cies; SP378, pp. 231-244.
Solvation; Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; Acidic disso-
ciation; Dissociation constant; Emf measurements; Ionization
processes; N-methylpropionamide; 13712.
Solvents for phosphorimetry; Aqueous solvents in phosphorimetry;
Phosphorimetry; Rotating capillary cell; SP378, pp. 169-182.
Sonic boom; Damage by sonic booms; Noise pollution; 13428.
Sorption; Steam point; Temperature standards; Thermodynamic
Kelvin Temperature Scale; Gas thermometry; International
Practical Temperature Scale of 1968; J.77a No. 4, 383-389
(1973).
Sorption; Steam point; Thermodynamic temperature scale; Gas
thermometer; 13588.
Sorption; Surface area; Teeth; Water vapor; Adsorption; Dental
materials; Hysteresis; 13321.
Sorting networks; Decision networks; Minimum delay pro-
grams; Network; Network optimization; Optimal sorting;
13193.
Sound; Acoustics; Environmental pollution; Noise; 13498.
Sound; Speed of sound; Velocity of sound; Absorption;
Acoustics; Attenuation; Liquids; 13182.
Sound levels; Acoustics; Noise measurements; 13561.
Sound velocity; Compressed liquid; Fluorine; Saturated liquid;
13685.
Sound velocity oxygen; Specific heat ratio; Compressibility;
Saturated liquid; 13470.
Sound waves; Auroral; Infrason; Ionompheres; Microphones;
13231.
Source; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Magnesium; 13370.
Source; Temperature; Tungsten; Pyrometer; 13576.
Source-statement analysis; Syntax analysis; Data archives; Lan-
guage use; Programming aids; Programming languages;
TN797.
SO2; Air pollutant; Detector; fluorescence; 13525.
Space groups; Crystallography; Crystal point groups; Crystal
structure; Lattice complexes; Site sets; Monogr. 134.
Space perception; Audition and ranging; Physiological and
psychological acoustics; Psychophysics; 13471.
Spacecraft cabin atmospheres; Water; Controlled atmospheres;
Extinguishing; Fire extinguishers; Fires; Halons; Oxygen;
13513.
Spacecraft tankage; Stratification; Supercritical storage; Two-
phase flow; Zero gravity; Boiling heat transfer; Bubble
dynamics; Cavitation; Condensing heat transfer; Correlations;
Cryogenic fluid safety; Fluid dynamics; Fluid transfer; Heat
transfer; 13242.
Span charts, girls' sizing; Apparel, girls'; Body measurements,
girls'; Classifications, girls' size; Grading charts, girls' size;
Size designations, girls'; PS54-72.
S-parameters; Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Ther-
ally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds;
Beam leads; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment;
Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Genera-
tion centers; TN806.
S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Ther-
ally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire
bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die at-
tachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon;
TN773.
S-parameters; Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Ther-
ally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds;
Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; TN788.

Spark source mass spectrometry; Spectrophotometry; Trace elements; Water pollution; X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; Atomic absorption; Electron microprobe; Emission spectroscopy; Environmental analysis; Industrial effluents; Ion-selective electrodes; 13783.

Spark source mass spectrometry; Sub-boiling; Trace elements; Distillation; Isotope dilution; Pure reagents; 13088.

Special Foreign Currency; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; India science and technology; Physical science research administration; Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; TN798.

Special Foreign Currency Program; Yugoslavia science and technology; Binational research cooperation; International scientific cooperation; Physical science research administration; Research planning; Scientific research abstracts; TN753.

Specific heat; Debye characteristic temperature; Einstein function; Debye function; Electronic specific heat; Heat capacity; 13107.

Specific heat; Steam; Water; Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies; Critical exponents; Critical region; Equation of state; Scaling law; 13059.

Specific heat; Susceptibility; Dipole-dipole interactions; Low temperature salts; 13574.

Specific heat; Ta-W alloy; Electrical resistivity; Emittance; High-speed measurement; High temperature; 13373.

Specific heat; Temperature intervals; Temperature scale; Heat capacity; 13626.

Specific heat; Thermodynamics; Electrical resistivity; Emittance; High-speed measurements; High temperature; Niobium-zirconium alloy; 177 A No. 1, 45-48 (1973).

Specific heat; Thermodynamics; Graphite; Heat capacity; High-speed measurements; 13615.

Specific heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points; Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; TN641.

Specific heat ratio; Compressed liquid; Compressibility; Saturated liquid; Sound velocity oxygen; 13470.

Specific heats; Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; TN631.

Specific heats; Vapor pressure; Velocity of sound; Virial coefficients; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points (PVT); Fluorine; Joule-Thomson; Latent heat; Melting curve; PVT measurements; Saturation densities; TN392. (Revised September 1973).

Specific volume; Superposition; Thermal expansion; Volume relaxation, WLF; Dilatometer; Isothermal volume change; Polyethylene; 13774.

Specification; Use; Valid; Biological; Chemical; Physical; Reliable; 13259.

Specifications; Static; Structural engineering; Subsystems; Vibration; Analysis; Deflection; Design; Dynamic; Experimental; Human sensitivity; Loading functions; BSS47.

Specifications; Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; Household products; Industry standards; International recommendations; National standards; Product standards; Recommended practices; TN762.

Specifications; State; Standards; State; State specifications and standards; Index of State specifications and standards; Key-Word-In-Context index of State specifications and standards; Purchase specifications and standards; State; SP375.

Spectra; Absorption; Flash photolysis; Free radicals; Laser; 13528.

Spectra; Atoms; Hydrogen; Resonance; 13327.

Spectra; Bond distances; Carbonyl sulfide; Microwave spectra; Molecular parameters; Rotational transitions; 13653.

Spectra; Standard; Theory; Comparison; Fast; Integral-measurements; Neutron; Nuclear-data; 13343.

Spectra; Sulfur trioxide; Air pollution; Infrared spectra; Molecular structure; Raman spectra; 13270.

Spectra; Sulfur trioxide; Air pollution; Bond distances; Infrared spectroscopy; Molecular structure; 13320.

Spectra; Theory; Carbon; Cavity; Fast neutron; 13365.

Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Niobium; 13083.

Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Zirconium; 13084.

Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Molybdenum; 13085.

Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Zeeman effect; Rubidium; 13196.

Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Magnesium; Source; 13370.

Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths; Zeeman effect; Rubidium; 13662.

Spectra; zinc; Cadmium; Mercury; 13150.

Spectral line formation; Spherical geometry; Early-type stars; Model atmospheres; Radiative transfer; 13688.

Spectral line formation; Stellar chromospheres; 13358.

Spectral lines; Transfer equation; Plasma diagnostics; Radiating gases; Radiative transfer; 13236.

Spectral radiation; Transfer standards; Wall-stabilized arc; Calibrations; Deuterium lamp; Far ultraviolet; Hydrogen; Kreft-Rüssler lamp; 13646.

Spectral series; Systematic trends; Atomic oscillator strengths; Homologous atoms; Isolecetric sequences; Regularities; 13645.

Spectrofluorometers, design; Spectrofluorometry, absolute; Standard lamps; Standards, fluorescence; Thermopiles; Actinometers; Calibration of spectrofluorometers; Detectors, absolute; Fluorescence spectra, corrected; Quantum counters; SP378, pp. 137-150.

Spectrofluorometry; Spectrophotometry; Standards; Accuracy; Critical parameters; Instrumentation; Linearity; Quantum efficiency; SP378.

Spectrofluorometry, absolute; Standard lamps; Standards, fluorescence; Thermopiles; Actinometers; Calibration of spectrofluorometers; Detectors, absolute; Fluorescence spectra, corrected; Quantum counters; Spectrofluorometers, design; SP378, pp. 137-150.

Spectrometer; Fabry-Perot; 13448.

Spectrometric analysis; Stability; Trace elements; Viscosity; Calibration standards; Concentration validity; Flash point; Lubricating oil; Pour point; TN751.

Spectrophotometer; Systematic errors; Transmittance; Beam geometry; High accuracy; Optical design; 13720.

Spectrophotometric standards, clinical; Clinical spectrofluorometry, accuracy, precision; Optical cuvettes; SP378, pp. 125-134.

Spectrophotometry; Standards; Accuracy; Critical parameters; instrumentation; Linearity; Quantum efficiency; Spectrofluorometry; SP378.

Spectrophotometry; Trace elements; Water pollution; X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; Atomic absorption; Electron microprobe; Emission spectroscopy; Environmental analysis; Industrial effluents; Ion-selective electrodes; Nuclear activation analysis; 13783.

Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; High accuracy spectrofluorometry; physical parameters; Linearity test of photodetector; SP378, pp. 81-93.

Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; Standard reference material in spectrophotometry; Transmittance; Absorbance; Automation of accurate spectrophotometer; Instrumentation, spectrofluorometric; SP378, pp. 31-51.

Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; Systematic bias in spec-
trophotometry; Transmittance, correction; Correction for reflections; Reflections, multiple; J.77A No. 6, 699-703 (1973).
Spectroscopy; Pellin-Broca prism; 13584.
Spectroscopic application; Heat pipe; Indium iodide; Laser application; Sodium; 13462.
Spectroscopy; A²; Baryons, exotics; Mesons; Quarks; 13295.
Spectroscopy; Hyperfine spectrum; Laser stabilization; Methane; 13519.
Spectroscopy; Laser; Methane; Optical frequency standards; Saturated absorption; 13329.
Spectroscopy; Laser; Saturated absorption; 13087.
Spectrum; Absorption; Heat pipe; K-edge; Lithium; Resonances; 13757.
Spectrum; Atomic energy levels; First spectrum of praseodymium (Pr); 13207.
Spectrum; Thulium; Wavelengths; Energy levels; J.77A No. 1, 1-43 (1973).
Spectrum; Wavelengths; Cerium; Ce ii; Energy levels; J.77A No. 4, 419-546 (1973).
Spectrum; Ytterbium; Energy levels; 13660.
Spectrum of pyrazine in benzene; Triplet emission; Vibration spectrum; Fluorescence; Phosphorescence; Pyrazine; Singlet emission; 13092.
Specular scattering; Thermal transpiration; Anomalous Knudsen limit; Diffuse scattering; Irreversible thermodynamics; 13701.
Speed of light; Frequency metrology; Frequency of lasers; Infrared frequency synthesis; Laser frequency stabilization; Methane-stabilized He-Ne laser; 13069.
Speed of light; Measures for air quality; Metric chart; RF measurements; Runway capacities; Semiconductor materials test; TBN 57, No. 1, 1-24 (1973).
Speed of light; Optical frequency; Single-standard time-length measurement system; 13119.
Speed of sound; Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; TN631.
Speed of sound; Velocity of sound; Absorption; Acoustics; Attenuation; Liquids; Sound; 13182.
“speed of sound” isotherms; Viscosity; Acoustical thermometer; Calibrator; Germanium thermometers; Heat conduction; NBS P2-20 (1965) scale; TN765.
Spherical geometry; Early-type stars; Model atmospheres; Radiative transfer; Spectral line formation; 13688.
Spin lattice; Temperature dependent; Diffusion constant; Dipole relaxation; Molecular; 13167.
Spin polarization; Cross sections; Elastic scattering; 13117.
Spinel-type; Wurtzite-type; Chalcopyrite-type; Silver indium sulfide; 13251.
Spline theory; Differential equation; Fast Fourier transform; Josephson junction; Nonlinear integral-differential equation; TNN627.
Spreading resistance; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Beam leads; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Generation centers; TN806.
Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children; Children’s strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; 13595.
SrF₂; U centers; BaF₂; CaF₂; Ionic polarization; KCl; Mollweide relations; NaCl; Point-ion potential; J.77A No. 5, 659-666 (1973).
SrMnO₃⁻ₓ;MnO₄ system; SrMnO₄₋₋; Nonstoichiometry; Phase equilibria; 13478.
SrMnO₃₋₋; Nonstoichiometry; Phase equilibria; SrMnO₄₋₋;MnO₄ system; 13478.
Stability; Alloy; Grain boundary; Morphology; Solidification; 13659.
Standard thermocouple; Temperature scale; Freezing point; Gold point; High temperature; Platinum resistance thermometer; 13571.

Standard time; Time; USNO; Astronomical time; Atomic time; Frequency; International atomic time; Management; NBS; 13062.

Standardization; AID; Assistance; Economics; Foreign relations; Industrializing nations; LDC’s; Measurement services; 13704.

Standardization; Standards; Company; Information; 13492.

Standardization; Survey; Korea; AID; Assistance; Economics; LDC’s (less developed countries); Measurement services; 13608.

Standardization; Survey; Turkey; AID; Assistance; Economics; LDC’s (less developed countries); Measurement services; 13476.

Standardization; User protocols; Network access procedures; Networking; TN799.

Standardization, spectrofluorometric; Standardization, spectrophotometric; Clinical standards; Standard reference materials; SP378, pp. 117-124

Standardization, spectrophotometric; Clinical standards; Standard reference materials; SP378, pp. 117-124

Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; Instrumentation standards; Nuclear instrumentation; 13266.

Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; Instrumentation standards; Nuclear instrumentation; 13456.

Standards; CAMAC; Computer interfacing; Control systems; Instrumentation; Instrumentation standards; Nuclear instrumentation; 13457.

Standards; CAMAC; Dataway; Instrumentation; Modules; Nuclear; 13316.

Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer system hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; FIPS PUB 3-1.

Standards; Communications; Computers; Computer systems hardware; Data processing; Data processing equipment; Information systems; Magnetic tape recording; Magnetic tapes; Magnetic tape transports; FIPS PUB 25.

Standards; Company; Information; Standardization; 13492.

Standards; Echelon of standards; Electrical quantities; Environments for standards laboratories; International System derived units; National Bureau of Standards; 13103.

Standards; Statistical data; ADP standards; Computers; Data elements and codes; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Geography; Information processing standards; Information systems; National government; FIPS PUB 6-2.

Standards; Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; Clothing fires; Deaths; FFACTS; Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; TN810.

Standards; Strength; United States; Abnormal loading; Building; Codes; Design criteria; Multistory; Progressive collapse; Risk; Stability; 13475.

Standards; Temperature; International temperature scale; Pyrometry; 13590.
Standards: Test methods; Conservation; Consumer satisfaction; Economic design; Product safety; 13123.
Standards: Tin; Tin point; Fixed point; Freezing point; 13599.
Standards: U.S. Government; Computers; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Management; FIPS PUB 23.
Standards: Utility theory; Children’s sleepwear; Decision analysis; Flammable fabrics; Probability assessment; 13596.
Standards: Computer programming; Computers; Data processing. Federal Information Processing Standards; Flow charting; Flowchart symbols; Information processing; FIPS PUB 24.
Standards (coaxial connectors); Standards (waveguide or coaxial line); Traceability of electrical standards; Basic electronic standards; Classification of electronic standards; DC standards; Low frequency standards; 13104.
Standards. fluorescence; Thermopiles; Actinometers; Calibration of spectrophotometers; Detectors; absolute; Fluorescence spectra, corrected; Quantum counters; Spectrofluorometers, design; Spectrofluorometry, absolute; Standard lamps; SP278, pp. 137-150 Standards, spectrophotometric; Photometric accuracy; SP378, pp. 135-136 Standards. State; State specifications and standards; Index of State specifications and standards; Key-Word-In-Context index of State specifications and standards; Purchase specifications and standards. State; Specifications. State; SP275.
Standards (waveguide or coaxial line); Traceability of electrical standards; Basic electronic standards; Classification of electronic standards; DC standards; Low frequency standards; Standards (coaxial connectors); 13104.
Stark effect; Symmetric top; Trifluoramine; Dipole moment; Hyperfine structure; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole coupling; 13426.
State specifications and standards; Index of State specifications and standards; Key-Word-In-Context index of State specifications and standards; Purchase specifications and standards. State; Specifications. State; SP275.
State-of-art study; Building regulation; Evaluation; Inspection; Manufactured building; Mobile homes; Model documents; TN775.
Static; Structural engineering; Subsystems; Vibration; Analysis; Deflection; Design; Dynamic; Experimental; Human sensitivity; Loading functions; Specifications; BSS47.
Static fatigue of glass; Strength of glass; Stress corrosion cracking of glass; Structure of glass; Cracked propagation of glass; Glass; Glass fibers; Hardness of glass; 13711.
Static fatigue of GRP; Aeolian vibration, simulated; Composite materials; End fittings for GRP rod and rope; Grips, guy; Guys, antenna; Humidity, effects on GRP; Mechanical properties of GRP; Pultruded rod; Reinforced plastics, rod and rope; 13392.
Statistical analysis; Test method standard; ASTM E 84; Building materials; Carpets; Fire tests; Flame spread tests; Interlaboratory evaluation; Round robin; 13530.
Statistical calculations; Instruction list; Iteration; Memory register; Operational stack; Pop-up; Polish notation; Pushdown; Radioactivity and isotopic calculations; Recursion; 13740.
Statistical data; ADP standards; Computers; Data elements and codes; Data processing; Federal Information Processing Standards; Geography; Information processing standards; Information systems; National government; Representation and codes; FIPS PUB 6-2.
Statistical mechanics; Clausius-Mossotti function; Dielectric virial coefficients; M-6-8 potential; Polarizability; Polyatomic gases; Pressure second virial coefficients; Quadrupole moment; 13593.
Statistical moments; Chromatography; 13086.
Statistical problem solving; Distribution of first significant digit; Dutch; Graeco-Latin square; Language translation; Natural language; OMNITAB II computing system; Regression; 13120.
Statistical theory of rubber elasticity; Thermodynamics of rubber elasticity; Cross-linking of rubber; Dicumyl peroxide; Elasticity theory of rubber; Entropy component; Gel point; Modulus of rubber; Rubber elasticity; J 77A No. 1, 171-177 (1973).
Statistical weights; 14 MeV neutron activation; Counting precision; Excess variability; Limiting precision; Photonuclear chemistry; Poisson statistics; Single and multiple parameter nuclear analyses; 13694.
Statistics; Accidents; Burns; Children; Clothing fires; Deaths; FFACTS; Fire; Flammable fabrics; Injury; Sleepwear; Standards; TN810.
Statistics; Aluminum alloys; Cryogenic; Electrical resistivity; Low temperature; Material variability; Nickel alloy; Stainless steels; 13215.
Statistics; Structure; Building; Explosion; Frequency; Gas; Gas industry; Progressive collapse; Risk; 13782.
Statistics; Tables of PBIB designs; Analysis of PBIB designs; Experiment designs; Finite fields; Finite geometries; Finite projective planes; Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs, partially balanced; Mathematics; AM563.
Statistics; Youden. W. J.; Experiment design; Interlaboratory tests; 13137.
Statistics; Computing, statistical; Documentation for users; OMNITAB; TN756.
Steam; Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Carbon dioxide; Critical phenomena; 13460.
Steam; Water; Coexistence curve; Compressibility; Critical anomalies; Critical exponents; Critical region; Equation of state; Scaling law; Specific heat; 13059.
Steam point; Stefan-Boltzmann law; Thermodynamic temperature scale; Blackbody; Calorimeter; Ice point; 13592.
Steam point; Temperature standards; Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale; Gas thermometry; International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968; Sorption; J 77A No. 4, 383-389 (1973).
Steam point; Thermodynamic temperature scale; Gas thermometry; Sorption; 13588.
Steel; Terminal units; Aluminum; Ductwork; Fabric; Fiberglass; Fire tests; High rise buildings; HVAC systems; 13792.
Steel; Weather resistance; Accelerated tests; Acid resistance; Aluminum; Color; Gloss; Porcelain enamel; 13715.
Steel framing; Fire endurance; Fire tests; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13412.
Steel framing; Steel joist floor; Fire test; Floor assembly; Floor-ceiling assembly; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13397.
Steel joist floor; Fire test; Floor assembly; Floor-ceiling assembly; Housing systems; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; 13397.
Steel reinforcing bars; Bridge decks; Corrosion; Creep testing; Epoxy coatings; Polyvinylchloride coatings; 13798.
Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides; Concrete; Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; 13487.
Steel reinforcing bars; Chlorides; Concrete; Corrosion; Epoxy coatings; Organic coating; TN768.
Steel tube column; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing system; Multifamily housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family attached housing; 13406.
Steels; Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polarography; High-purity materials; Metals; 13284.
Structural panel; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame-through failure, structural panel; Glass-fabric reinforced plastic; Hous-
ing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly: 13408.
Structural sandwich panel; Exterior wall; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Paper honeycomb; Roof/ceiling assembly: 13394.
Structural tests; Sustained load; Transportation; Vibration; Wood-frame; Deflection; Housing; Laboratory; Module; Racking; Stiffness; Strength: 13389.
Structure; Building; Explosion; Frequency; Gas; Gas industry; Progressive collapse; Risk; Statistics: 13782.
Structure; Two-way tables; Analysis of variance; Interaction; Principal components: 13629.
Structure factor; Superfluid transition; Ground state wave function; Liquid $^4$He; Neutron diffraction data; Pair correlation function; Short range behavior: J.77A No. 6, 725-731 (1973).
Structure of glass; Cracked propagation of glass; Glass; Glass fibers; Hardness of glass; Static fatigue of glass; Strength of glass; Stress corrosion cracking of glass: 13711.
Structure of glass; Vitaron theory; Binary borates; Binary silicates; Born glass; Glass; Homogenization of glass melts; Im-
Structures; Building codes; Buildings; Earthquakes; Hazards; Natural disasters; TN807.
Sub-boiling; Trace elements; Distillation; Isotope dilution; Pure reagents; Spark source mass spectrometry: 13088.
Subcritical; Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; Helium; Nucleate boiling: 13666.
Subflooring; Underlayment; Wood-frame construction; Concent-
trated-load capacity; Evaluation criteria; Floors; Hardboard; Load capacity; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance criteria; Plywood subflooring: 13388.
Subfloors; Underlayment; Wood; Wood joists; Concentrated loads; Deflection; Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood: 13472.
Subharmonic steps; Josephson junction: 13139.
Subject indexes; Superconductivity; Transport processes; Author indexes; Bibliography; Cryogenics; Liquefaction; Metrology; Properties of fluids; Properties of solids: TN639.
Sub-lattices; Super-lattices; Crystallography; Lattices: 13697.
Sublattices; Superlattices; Crystal aggregates; Crystals; Grain boundaries; Lattices: 13699.
Submicrometer; Urban particulates; Air pollution; Composite dust; Electron microanalysis; Electron microscopy: 13429.
Subsumption; Theorem-proving; Unification; Associative processing; First-order predicate calculus; Resolution: 13760.
Subsystems; Vibration; Analysis; Deflection; Design; Dynam-
ic; Experimental; Human sensitivity; Loading functions; Speci-
fications; Static; Structural engineering; BSS47.
Sulfides; Synthesis; Bismuth; Mercury: 13518.
Sulfur trioxide; Air pollution; Bond distances; Infrared spec-
troscopy; Molecular structure; Spectra: 13320.
Sulfur trioxide; Air pollution; Infrared spectra; Molecular struc-
ture; Raman spectra; Spectra: 13270.
Sum rules; Effective interaction; Electron scattering; Nucleon-
correlation; Photosorption; Photon scattering: 13754.
Sums of independent random variables; Tables; Truncation; Ac-
curacy; Approximations; Asymptotic expansion; Cauchy dis-
tribution; Characteristic function; Closed forms; Contour; Convergence; Curves; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).
Superconducting; Telecommunications; Transmission lines; Cables; Coaxial; Cryogenic; Miniature; Pulse delay: 13338.
Superconducting magnets; Transportation; Levitation; Magnetic suspension; Materials fatigue data; Refrigeration: TN635.
Superconducting solenoids; Carbohydrates; Fourier transforms; Instrumentation; Iterative analysis of spectra; Non-
equivalence; Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy: 13183.
Superconductivity alloys; Superconductivity compounds; Super-
conductivity; High transition temperature; Pressure effects; Proximity effect: 13544.
Superconductivity compounds; Superconductivity; High transi-
tion temperature; Pressure effects; Proximity effect; Supercon-
ductivity alloys: 13544.
Superconductive devices; Superconductivity transition tempera-
ture; Superconductivity; Temperature scale; Fixed points: OSRM: 13591.
Superconductive fixed points; Superconductivity; Thermometry; Critical magnetic field; Heat capacity; Josephson junctions; Noise thermometry: 13540.
Superconductive fixed-point device; Electrical power; Insula-
tion of buildings; Inventor; Kitchen range standards; Shirley Highway bus project; TN857, No. 4, 77-100 (1973).
Superconducting transition temperature; Superconductivity; Temperature scale; Fixed points; OSRM; Superconductive devices: 13591.
Superconductivity; Electrical measurements; Quantum interfer-
ence devices; TN629.
Superconductivity; Electronics; Josephson effect; Precise mea-
surements; TN630.
Superconductivity; Electronics; Low temperature; Measure-
ments; 13227.
Superconductivity; Fundamental constants; Josephson effect; Precise electrical measurements: 13517.
Superconductivity; High transition temperature; Pressure ef-
fects; Proximity effect; Superconductive alloys; Supercon-
ductive compounds: 13544.
Superconductivity; Josephson effect; Point contacts: 13269.
Superconductivity; Josephson effect; Quantum interference; RF attenuation; RF measurements: 13359.
Superconductivity; Josephson effect; Quantum interference; RF attenuation; RF measurements: 13557.
Superconductivity; Josephson effect; Quantum interference; RF attenuation; RF measurement; RF power: TN643.
Superconductivity; Temperature scale; Fixed points; OSRM; Superconductive devices; Superconductivity transition tempera-
ture: 13591.
Superconductivity; Thermometry; Critical magnetic field; Heat capacity; Josephson junctions; Noise thermometry; Supercon-
ductive fixed points: 13540.
Superconductivity; Thermometry; transition temperature: 13485.
Superconductivity; Transport processes; Author indexes; Bibliography; Cryogenics; Liquefaction; Metrology; Properties of fluids; Properties of solids; Subject indexes: TN639.
Superconductor; Transition metal; Transition temperature; Dielectric function: 13532.
Superconductor; Transition temperature; Energy gap equation; Semiconductors: 13531.
Superconductors; Thermal radiation shields; Total emissivity; Niobium: 13371.
Supercritical; Centrifugal pump; Critical heat flux; Film boiling; Forced convection; Heat transfer; Helium; Nucleate boiling: Subcritical: 13666.
Supercritical storage; Two-phase flow; Zero gravity; Boiling heat transfer; Bubble dynamics; Cavitation; Condensing heat transfer; Correlations; Cryogenic fluid safety; Fluid dynam-
ics; Fluid transfer; Heat transfer; Heat transfer equipment; Liquid helium: 13242.
Superfluid helium; Thermal conductivity; Aluminum; Copper; Heat transfer; Kapitza conductance; Niobium: 13569.
Superfluid transition; Ground state wave function; Liquid 4He; Neutron diffusion data; Pair correlation function; Short range behavior; Structure factor; J.77A No. 6, 725-731 (1973).

Superlattice; Antiferromagnetism; Cerium magnesium nitrate; Digital representation; Dipole-dipole interaction; Ground state; Luttinger-Tisza method; Neodinium magnesium nitrate; 13272.

Superlattices; Crystal aggregates; Crystals; Grain boundaries; Lattices; Sublattices; 13699.

Super-lattices; Crystallography; Lattices; Sub-lattices; 13697.

Super-multiplet theory; Nuclear binding energies; Nuclear quartets; Nuclear reactions; Nuclear structure; Quartet model; 13361.

Superposition; Thermal expansion; Volume relaxation, WLF; Dilatometer; Isothermal volume change; Polyethylene; Specific volume; 13774.

Surface; Bone mineral; Calcium phosphate; Hydroxyapatite; Solubility product; J.77A No. 1, 149-155 (1973).

Surface; Testing; Absorption; Coatings; High-power laser; Measurements; SP387, pp. 189-193

Surface area; Adsorption; Ammonia adsorption; Carbon dioxide adsorption; Dentin; Dental adhesive; Heats of adsorption; 13260.

Surface area; Teeth; Water vapor; Adsorption; Dental materials; Hysteresis; Sorption; 13321.

Surface damage; Damage threshold; Exit damage; NaCl; SP387, pp. 175-180

Surface damage; Laser damage; SP387, pp. 80-83

Surface damage; Surface recombination lifetimes; Laser damage; Silicon photodetector; SP387, pp. 107-113

Surface damage; 1.06 μm; 0.694 μm; AgAsS3; Proustite; Pulse duration dependence; Repetition rate dependence; SP387, pp. 239-249

Surface detection; Dimensional metrology; Displacement measurement; Microscope; Non-contact sensing; Optical surface probe; 13617.

Surface effects; Thermal radiation properties; Absorption; Electromagnetic theory; Emittance; Measurement techniques; Metals; Reflectance; 13684.

Surface molecule; Tight binding calculation; W substrate; Density of states at the adsorbate; Energy levels; S state adsorbate; 13671.

Surface photovoltage; Absorption coefficients; Epitaxial silicon; Minority carrier diffusion length; Minority carrier lifetime; Semiconductor characterization; 13071.

Surface physics; Chemisorption; Electronic properties of metals; Field emission; 13633.

Surface plasma; Time resolved laser damage; Laser induced film damage; Optical probe; SP387, pp. 133-137

Surface preparation; Surface refreshing; Cost analysis; Hazard elimination; Housing; Lead based paint; Materials; 13267.

Surface recombination lifetimes; Laser damage; Silicon photodetector; Surface damage; SP387, pp. 107-113

Surface refreshing; Cost analysis; Hazard elimination; Housing; Lead based paint; Materials; Surface preparation; 13767.

Surface roughness; High-speed measurements; High temperature; Melting; Niobium; Radiance temperature; J.77A No. 3, 333-339 (1973).

Surface stress; Grain size; Griffith equation; Petch equation; Thermal expansion anisotropy; Strength; 13211.

Surface tension; Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; Index of refraction; TN631.

Surfaces; Tunneling; Field emission; 13502.

Survey; Annotated bibliography; Binary systems; Cryogenic fluid mixtures; Liquid-vapour equilibria; Multicomponent systems; 13753.

Survey; Compatibility data; High pressure; Oxygen; Safety; 13565.

Survey; Data; Experimental facilities; History; Photonuclear reactions; Research programs; 13722.

Survey; Korea; AID; Assistance; Economics; LDC's (less developed countries); Measurement services; Standardization; 13608.

Survey; Turkey; AID; Assistance; Economics; LDC's (less developed countries); Measurement services; Standardization; 13476.

Survey design; Health standards; Migrant labor camps; Questionnaire construction; Regulations; 13787.

Susceptibility; Clustering; Critical phenomena; Cu-Ni alloy; Heat treatment; Magnetism; 13709.

Susceptibility; Dipole-dipole interactions; Low temperature salts; Specific heat; 13574.

Sustained load; Transportation; Vibration; Wood-frame; Deflection; Housing; Laboratory; Module; Racking; Stiffness; Strength; Structural tests; 13389.

Sustained loading; Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; Glass fiber; Housing system; Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; 13473.

SU(2) x SU(2); Trident production; Weak interaction; lepton; m-spin; Neutrino; 13127.

SU(3); SU(6); Baryon decays; Constituent quarks; Current quarks; Pionic transitions; 13642.

SU(6); Baryon decays; Constituent quarks; Current quarks; Pionic transitions; Su(3); 13642.

Swabbing; Chemical polish; Iron; Low-carbon steel; Single phase alloys; 13275.

Sweating; Temperature, central body; Thermocouple disconnect; Thermoelectric thermometry; Thermometer; Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; Brain temperature; Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); 13631.

Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated measurements; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; TN773.

Switching transients; Thermal resistance; Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; TN788.

Switzerland; Building research; Buildings; Cooperation; Housing; International; 13796.

Symbols; Understanding; Written language; Human communication; Language; Meaning; 13223.

Symmetric top; Infrared; Molecular geometry; Monodeuteronmethane; Perturbations; Rotational constants; 13142.

Symmetric top; Trifluoromethane; Dipole moment; Hyperfine structure; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole coupling; Stark effect; 13426.

Synchronization; Time; Dissemination; Frequency; Satellites; TN645.

Synchronous; Asynchronous; Communications; Computer; Data transmission; Errors; protocol; 13325.

Synchronous satellites; Time delay; Satellite timing; Slant range; TN638.

Synchronously rectified detection; Lock-in detection; 13067.

Synchrotron radiation; Emission angle; Energy distributions; Gold; Incidence angle; Photoemission; Polarization; Polycrystalline film; 13223.

314
Syntax analysis; Data archives; Language use; Programming aids; Programming languages; Source-statement analysis; T7N97.

Synthesis; Sbismuth; Mercury; Sulfides; 13518.

Synthetic standards; Apollo 12; Electron probe analysis; Lunar materials; Mineral analysis; 13240.

System designs; Transfer standards; Automatic vehicle location; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; Radio propagation; Satellite time dissemination; Television time and frequency dissemination; Time-frequency; Time signal noise; 13433.

System K2O; Li2O; TiO2; Coordination of Li+ ion; Crystal structure; Non-stoichiometric phase; 13249.

System KTaO3; Ta2O5; Alkaline oxides; Crystal chemistry; Crystal growth; Phase equilibria; System LiTaO3; Ta2O5; System NaTaO3; Ta2O5; 13486.

System LiTaO3; Ta2O5; System NaTaO3; Ta2O5; System KTaO3; Ta2O5; Alkaline oxides; Crystal chemistry; Crystal growth; Phase equilibria; 13486.

System NaTaO3; Ta2O5; System KTaO3; Ta2O5; Alkaline oxides; Crystal chemistry; Crystal growth; Phase equilibria; System LiTaO3; Ta2O5; 13486.

Systematic bias in spectrophotometry; Transmittance, correction; Correction for reflections; Reflections, multiple; Spectrophotometry, high accuracy; J77A No. 6, 699-703 (1973).

Systematic error; Uncertainty; Mass measurement; Random variability; Standard deviation; 13402.

Systematic errors; Transmittance; Beam geometry; High accuracy; Optical design; Spectrophotometer; 13720.

Systematic errors in molar absorptivity; Molar absorptivity in clinical chemistry; Random errors in molar absorptivity; SP378, pp. 109-115.

Systematic trends; Atomic oscillator strengths; Homologous atoms; Isoelectronic sequences; Regularities; Spectral series; 13645.

Systems analysis; Systems approach; Biomedical research; “health relevance”; Program planning and budgeting; R&D management; T7N61.

Systems approach; Biomedical research; “health relevance”; Program planning and budgeting; R&D management; Systems analysis; T7N61.

Technetium-99m; Tin-113; Dose calibrators; Indium-113m; Molybdenum-99; Nuclear medicine; Radiopharmaceuticals; T7N791.

Technology education; U.S. AID; Calibration and testing; Ecuadorian Institute of Standardization (INEN); Field inspections; Mass, length, and volume standards; Metrology laboratory; Model law and regulations; 13777.

Technical information; Information packages; Information policy; Information systems; Information users; OECD; 13695.

Technology; Weights and measures; Administration; Conference; Laws; Procedures; Regulations; Requirements; SP379.

Technology transfer; Information systems; Management information systems; Municipal systems; 13413.

Teeth; Water vapor; Adsorption; Dental materials; Hysteresis; Sorption; Surface area; 13321.

Telecommunications; Transmission lines; Cables; Coaxial; Cryogenic; Miniature; Pulse delay; Superconducting; 13338.

Television; Time and frequency dissemination; T/Time; Digital code; Integrated circuit chip; Program captioning; 13738.

Television time and frequency dissemination; Time-frequency; Time signal noise; System designs; Transfer standards; Automatic vehicle location; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; Radio propagation; Satellite time dissemination; 13433.

Television time and frequency dissemination; Time signal noise; Time-frequency system designs; Transfer standards; Dissemination of time and frequency; Portable clocks; Radio propagation; Satellite time dissemination; 13435.

Telpak rate structure; Communications network; Computer program; Heuristic; Minimum cost; Network configuration; Optimization; T7N87.

Temperature; Composite wall panel; Condensation; Humidity; Moisture; Pressure; 13610.

Temperature; Compression; Foams; 13541.

Temperature; International temperature scale; Pyrometry; Standards; 13590.

Temperature; Niobium pentoxide; Phase relationships; Pressure; J77A No. 6, 705-711 (1973).

Temperature; T/GA; Thermal analysis; Accessibility; Arrhenius plots; Burned cellulososes; Cellulososes; Combustion; Crystallinity; Decomposition; DP; DTA; Flame-retardant; KHC03; Kinetics; Moisture; Oxygen indexes; Pyrolysis; Reaction rates; 13129.

Temperature; Thermal conductivity; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; T7N625.

Temperature; Thermodynamic temperature; Thermometer; Ammonia; Calorimeter; Flow calorimeter; Heat capacity; Ideal-gas; 13639.

Temperature; Tungsten; Pyrometry; Source; 13576.

Temperature; Wind direction; Wind speed; Air contamination; Design conditions; Earthquake risk; Evaluation; Ground temperature; Humidity; Noise level; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precipitation; Solar radiation; 13398.

Temperature calibration; Thermal analysis; Cooling curve temperature calibration; Differential scanning calorimetry; Evaluation of thermal apparatus; 13704.

Temperature, central body; Thermocouple disconnect; Thermoelectric thermometry; Thermometer; Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; Brain temperature; Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometry; 13631.

Temperature coefficient of refractive index; Thermal expansion; Interferometry; Light scattering; Oxide glasses; Polarizability; Pressure; Refractive index; J77A No. 6, 755-763 (1973).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Tables: Computer programs; Gaseous oxygen; Graphs; Handbook thermophysical properties; Liquid oxygen; Oxygen; Property-value uncertainties; Solid oxygen; 13112.
- Tables: Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; Density; Graphs; Liquid; Nitrogen; Oxygen; Parahydrogen; Pressure; Saturated liquid; T7N361, Revised October 1972.
- Tables: Truncation; Accuracy; Approximations; Asymptotic expansion; Cauchy distribution; Characteristic function; Closed forms; Contour; Convergence; Curves; Distribution function; Error; Fourier transform; J77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).
- Tables of PBIB designs; Analysis of PBIB designs; Experiment designs; Finite fields; Finite geometries; Finite projective planes; Incidence matrices; Incomplete block designs; partially balanced; Mathematics; Partially balanced incomplete block designs; AMS663.
- Tantalum; Zirconium; Aluminum; Composites; Coupling agents; gold; Mercaptan; Methacrylates; Polymers; Resin; Silane; 13620.
- Ta-W alloy; Electrical resistivity; Emittance; High-speed measurement; High temperature; Specific heat; 13373.
- TEA laser; Alkali halides; Infrared windows; Laser damage; SP387, pp. 170-174.
Temperature dependence; Elastic barrier; Lattice; Molecular rotation; Relaxation; 13756.
Temperature dependence; Elastic constants; oxide; Rutile; Single crystal; 13152.
Temperature dependence; Fatigue; Light memory; Photocells; Photodiodes; Photometry; Radiometry; Selenium; Silicon; Stability; TN594-5.
Temperature dependent; Diffusion constant; Dipole relaxation; Molecular; Spin lattice; 13167.
Temperature drift method; Calorimetry; Glass transition temperature; Partially crystalline polymer; Polyethylene; Linear and branched; 13253.
Temperature intervals; Temperature scale; Heat capacity; Specific heat; 13626.
Temperature measurement; High-speed measurements; High temperature; Pyrometry; Radiation; 13573.
Temperature measuring instruments; Triple point; Water; Resistance thermometers; 13624.
Temperature predictions; Thermal analysis; Thermal behavior; Transient heat flows; Building heat transfer; Computer programs; Dynamic thermal performance; Heat flow analysis; Heating and cooling loads; BSS45.
Temperature scale; Argon; Fixed point; Triple point; 13586.
Temperature scale; Fixed points; ORSM; Superconductive devices; Superconductive transition temperature; Superconductivity; 13591.
Temperature scale; Freezing point; Gold point; High temperature; Platinum resistance thermometer; Standard thermocouple; 13571.
Temperature scale; Heat capacity; Specific heat; Temperature intervals; 13626.
Temperature scale; Thermal emf of elements; Thermocouple table; Thermometry; Thermometry fixed points; Electrical resistivity; IPTS-68; 13110.
Temperature scale; Thermometry; Cerous magnesium nitrate; Low temperature; Magnetic temperature; 13578.
Temperature scale; Truck noise; Waste incineration; Cancer detection; City games; TNB57, No. 2, 25-52 (Feb. 1973).
Temperature scale; Vapor pressure; Helium; Pressure measurement; 13589.
Temperature standards; Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale; Gas thermometry; International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968; Sorption; Steam point; J.77A No. 4, 383-389 (1973).
Temperatures; Uncertainties; Volume; Volume correction factor; Argon; Compressed liquid; Density; Graphs; Liquid; Nitrogen; Oxygen; Parahydrogen; Pressure; Saturated liquid; Tables; TN361, Revised October 1972.
Temporary cementation; Cementation; Intermediary base; Pulp protection; Retention; 13611.
Temporary negative ions; Atoms; Compound states; Cross-sections; Diatomic molecules; Electron impact; Energy levels; Resonances; NSRDS-NBS 50.
Tensile; Ti-6Al-4V; Uniaxial loading; 4340 steel; Bending; Capacitance strain gage; 13646.
Tensile properties; Foams; Low temperature; 13537.
Tensile shear; Adhesive bond; Aging; Composites; Compression; Flexure; Glass fiber; Housing system; Innovations; Laminate; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Racking; Reinforced plastics; Reinforced polyester; Sustained loading; 13473.
Tensor product; Character of central type; Central idempotent; Frobenius Reciprocity; Group algebra; Orthogonality relations; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 93-99 (1973).
Terbium; Thulium; Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; 13703.
Terbium compounds; Thulium compounds; Ytterbium compounds; Cerium compounds; Dysprosium compounds; Enthalpy; Entropy; Erbium compounds; Europium compounds; Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of formation; Holmium compounds; Lanthanides; TN270-7.
Terminal invariant; Microwave measurements; Power equation; Power measurement; TN637.
Terminal units; Aluminum; Ductwork; Fabric; Fiberglass; Fire tests; High rise buildings; HVAC systems; Steel; 13792.
Terminals; Throughput; TR1B; Date communications; Mods; TN779.
Terminology; Geometrical radiative transfer; Nomenclature; Optical radiation; Philometry; Photometry; Radiometry; 13255.
Terminology standards; Allan variance; Frequency stability measurements; Measurement system description; Phase noise, spectral density; Stability definitions; TN632.
Ternary glasses; Barium glasses; Barium silicates; Glass properties; Glass property factors; Oxide glasses; Silicate structures; Monogr. 135.
Ternary system; Argon; Binary system; Excess Gibbs energy; Liquid-vapor; Methane; Nitrogen; Phase equilibria; 13205.
Test loads, hydraulic; Trap-seal reduction detector; Trap-seal retention; Crossflow; Field testing; plumbing; Performance criteria, cramping; Performance, functional; Single-stack drainage; Siphonage, induced; Siphonage, self; 13778.
Test method; Tread wear; Automobile tires; Environmental effects; 13733.
Test method; Visibility; Building materials; Fire; Fire services; Smoke; Smoke density chamber; Smoke potential; TN757.
Test method standard; ASTM E 84; Building materials; Carpets; Fire tests; Flame spread tests; Interlaboratory evaluation; Round robin; Statistical analysis; 13530.
Test methods; Conservation; Consumer satisfaction; Economic design; Product safety; Standards; 13123.
Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children; Children's strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; 13595.
Test methods; Certification programs; Consumer products; Household products; Industry standards; International recommendations; National standards; Product standards; Recommended practices; Specifications; TN762.
Test program design; Computer programming language; FORTRAN; Language validation; Standard FORTRAN; 13788.
Testing; Absorption; Coatings; High-power laser; Measurements; Surface; SP387, pp. 189-193.
Testing; Accelerated aging; Aging of buildings; Building components; Climate; Criteria; Deterioration; Durability; Materials; Mechanisms; Nondestructive testing; 13637.
Testing machines; Engineering Mechanics Section; Force generating equipment; Research facilities; SP370.
Testing (wire bond); Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bond; Aluminum wire; Bonding; Fabrication (wire bonds); Microelectronics; Ribbon wire; Round wire; TN767.
Testing (wire bond); Wire bond; Bonding; Electrical connection; Failure (wire bond); Integrated circuits; Microelectronics; Reliability; Semiconductor devices; TN786.
Tests; Codes; Examination procedure; Inspection; Meters; Outlines; Scales; HII2.
Tetracytrimethyl ammonium bromide; Decyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; Diffusion coefficient; Dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide; Standard free energy; 13294.
Tetrafluoroethylene; Degradation; Fluoro- elastomer; Fluoropolymer; 13224.
Tetragonal bronzes; Ba5NbLi2O5; BaO-Nb2O5-Li2O systems; Ba5TaLi2O5; Ba4MO7Li0.5O1.5; Close-packed oxides; 13742.
Text; Assembly; Conversational; Editor; Language; Minicomputer; 13352.
Thermal conductivity; Transport first density corrections; Excess transport property; Modified Enskog theory; Prediction of transport data; 13234.
Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Viscosity; Binary liquids; Critical phenomena; Dense gases; Phase transitions; 13134.
Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Carbon dioxide; Critical phenomena; Steam; 13460.
Thermal conductivity; Transport properties; Velocity of sound; Viscosity; Computer programs; Density; Enthalpy; Entropy; Heat capacity at constant pressure; Heat capacity at constant volume; Heat capacity ratio; Heat transfer coefficient; Hydrogen; Pressure; TN625.
Thermal conductivity; Alloys; Compilation; Cryogenic; Electrical resistivity; Lorenz ratio; Metals; TN634.
Thermal constraints; Constrained refinement; Least-squares refinement; Molecular crystal structures; Molecular libration; Rigid-bodies; 13221.
Thermal damage; Dielectric particles; Inclusions; Laser damage; SP387, pp. 208-216.
Thermal decomposition; HCl; He-Ne laser; Poly(vinyl chloride); Pyrolysis; Smoke; 13650.
Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficient; Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; Lambda line; TN631.
Thermal emf of elements; Thermocouple tables; Thermometry; Thermometry fixed points; Electrical resistivity; IPTS-68; Temperature scale; 131110.
Thermal expansion; Azides; 13208.
Thermal expansion; Crystal equation of state; Frequency distribution; Grüneisen constant; Grüneisen equation of state; Quasi-harmonic approximation; J.77A No.4, 406-409 (1973).
Thermal expansion; Fused silica; Standard reference material; 13209.
Thermal expansion; Interferometry; Light scattering; Oxide glasses; Polarizability; Pressure; Refractive index; Temperature coefficient of refractive index; J.77A No. 6, 755-763 (1973).
Thermal expansion; Tungsten; Standard Reference Materials; 13380.
Thermal expansion; Volume relaxation; WLF; Dilatometer; Isothermal volume change; Polyethylene; Specific volume; Superposition; 13774.
Thermal expansion anisotropy; Strength; Surface stress; Grain size; Griffith equation; Petch equation; 13211.
Thermal free energy; Thermodynamics; Characteristic function (Planck); Chemical bonding energy; Double helix; Heat integrals; Molecular biology; 13729.
Thermal grounding; Transmission line; Cryostat; Laminate; Phototetching; 13278.
Thermal hysteresis, transistors; Transistors, hot spot detection; Current gain, hot spot detection; Hot spots, current gain as indication of; Power transistors, screening; Screening for hot spots, transistors; 13219.
Thermal insulation; Transfer standards; Calorimeters; Fiber glass; Foam insulation; Insulation transfer-standard; Multilayer insulation; 13416.
Thermal insulation; U-values of walls; Floors and panels; Moisture condensation; TN710-7.
Thermal conductivity; Alumina; Copper; Heat transfer; Kapitza conductance; Niobium; Superfluid helium; 13569.
Thermal conductivity; Cryogenic thermal conductivity; Elements, alloys, commercial metals, semiconductors, semimetals, ionic and valence crystals, minerals, molecular crystals, polymers, glasses, disordered dielectrics, thermal conductivity of; Review; Monogr. 131.
Thermal conductivity; Thermal diffusivity; Vapor pressure; Viscosity; Volume; Density; Dielectric constant; Enthalpy; Entropy; Equation of state; Fixed points; Heat transfer coefficients; Helium 4; Index of refraction; Joule-Thomson coefficient; TN631.
Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; communauté silicon; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; TN788.

Thermally stimulated properties; Trapping centers; Wire bonds; Beam leads; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; TN806.

Thermoanalytical calorimetry: Base line determination; Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC): Heats of transition; Thermal analysis: 13324.

Thermochromy; Adiabatic solution calorimeter; Enthalpy of reaction of H2SO4 in aqueous NaOH; H2SO4, enthalpy of reaction in NaOH(aq); J.77A No. 2, 179-203 (1973).

Thermochromy; AgBr: AgCl : AgI : AgNO3: Entalphy of dilution; Enthalpy of precipitation; Enthalpy of solution; Entropy; Heat of reaction; KBr: KC1: Solution calorimetry; J.77A No. 5, 569-579 (1973).

Thermochromy; BeF2(c): BeO(c): Beryllium fluoride; Beryllium oxide; Enthalpies of formation; \( \Delta H_{f}^{298.15K} [\text{BeF}_2(c)] \); J.77A No. 2, 227-225 (1973).

Thermochromy; BeO(c), enthalpy of soln in HF(aq); BeO(c), enthalpy of soln in HCl(aq); BeO(c), enthalpy of reaction in HF(aq); Beryllium oxide; Enthalpy of solution; Heat of solution; J.77A No. 2, 217-225 (1973).

Thermochromy; Enthalpy of reaction; Heat of solution; Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; THAM: TRIS; Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; J.77A No. 5, 581-597 (1973).

Thermochromy; Enthalpy of reaction; Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; J.77A No. 5, 599-606 (1973).

Thermochromy; Enthalpy of soln, SiO2: Heat of soln, SiO2(c); Quartz, soln in HF(aq): Reference material, soln calorimetry; SiO2(c), soln in HF(aq); J.77A No. 2, 205-215 (1973).

Thermocouple disconnect; Thermoelectric thermometer; Thermometer, Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; Brain temperature; Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometer; Esophageal thermometer; Fever: 13631.

Thermocouple drift; W-Re alloys; W-Re type thermocouples; W-Re thermoelements; Beryllium oxide; Ductility: Emf-temperature relationship; Microstructure: 13585.

Thermocouple tables; Thermometry; Thermometry fixed points; Electrical resistivity; IPTS-68; Temperature scale; Thermal emf of elements: 13110.

Thermocouples; Standard Reference Data; 13572.

Thermocouples; Thermometry; Cryogenics; 13603.

Thermodynamic; Absorption and emission spectroscopy; Far (vacuum) ultraviolet; Ion-molecule reactions; Matrix isolation; Photochemistry; Photoionization; Reaction kinetics; 13177.

Thermodynamic Kelvin Temperature Scale; Gas thermometry; International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968; Sorption; Steam point; Temperature standards; J.77A No. 4, 383-389 (1973).

Thermodynamic properties; Branched polyethylene; Calorimetry; Glass transition; Heat capacity; Linear polyethylene; Polyethylene; Thermal analysis; J.77A No. 4, 395-405 (1973).

Thermodynamic temperature; Thermometer; Ammonia; Calorimetry; Flow calorimeter; Heat capacity; Ideal-gas; Temperature; 13639.

Thermodynamic temperature scale; Blackbody; Calorimeter; Ice point; Steam point; Stefan-Boltzmann law; 13592.

Thermodynamic temperature scale; Gas thermometer; Sorption; Steam point: 13588.
Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Thermometry: Triple point; Calibration; Calibration errors; Cryostat; Fixed points; Freezing point; International Practical Temperature Scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; Monogr. 126.

Thermodynamics: Characteristic functions (Planck); Chemical bonding energy; Double helix; Heat integrals; Molecular biology; Thermal free energy; 13729.

Thermodynamics: Electrical resistivity; Emittance; Heat integrals; Molecular biology; Heat of reaction; 13730.

Thermodynamics of rubber elasticity; Cross-linking of rubber; Dicumyl peroxide; Elasticity theory of rubber; Entropy component; Gel point; Modulus of rubber; Rubber elasticity; Statistical theory of rubber elasticity; J. 77A No. 1, 171-177 (1973).

Thermoelectric thermometer; Thermometer; Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; Brain temperature; Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometry; Esophageal thermometer; Fever; Fulminant hyperpyrexia; 13631.

Thermogravimetric analysis; Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; Carboxylic acid; Cellulose; Differential thermal analysis; Hemicellulose; Ion exchange; PH; Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; 13109.

Thermal analysis; Anionic polystyrene; Molecular weight distributions; Molecular weights; Thermal polystyrene; Polymers; Polystyrene degradation; Pyrolysis; J. 77A No. 1, 157-170 (1973).

Thermometer; Ammonia; Calorimetry; Flow calorimeter; Heat capacity; Ideal-gas; Temperature; Thermodynamic temperature; 13639.

Thermometer; Vasodilation; Warm sensitive neurons; Anesthesiology; Brain temperature; Carotid artery; Clinical medicine; Cold stress (diver); Disposable thermometry; Esophageal thermometer; Fever; Fulminant hyperpyrexia; Heart temperature; 13631.

Thermometric fixed points; Blackbodies; Calibrations; Optical pyrometer; Platinum resistance thermometer; Platinum-rhodium vs platinum thermocouples; Reference tables; 13577.

Thermometry; Absolute temperature; Thermal noise; 13587.

Thermometry; Ceres magnesium nitrate; Low temperature; Magnetic temperature; Temperature scale; 13578.

Thermometry; Critical magnetic field; Heat capacity; Josephson junctions; Noise thermometry; Superconductive fixed points; Superconductivity; 13540.

Thermometry; Cryogenics; Thermocouples; 13603.

Thermometry; Thermometer fixed points; Electrical resistivity; IPTS-68; Temperature scale; Thermal emf of elements; Thermocouple tables; 13110.

Thermometer; Triple point; Calibration; Calibration errors; Cryostat; Fixed points; Freezing point; International Practical Temperature Scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Monogr. 126.

Thermometry fixed points; Electrical resistivity; IPTS-68; Temperature scale; Thermal emf of elements; Thermocouple tables; Thermometry; 13110.

Thermometry, transition temperature; Superconductivity; 13485.

Thermophysical properties; High-speed methods; High temperature; Phase transitions; Refractory metals; 13469.

Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; Tritium; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points; Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; Specific heat; TNL641.

Thermopile; Detectors; Far ultraviolet; Ion chamber; Photodiodes; Radiometry; 13550.

Thermopiles; Actinometers; Calibration of spectrophotometers; Detectors, absolute; Fluorescence spectra, corrected; Quantum counters; Spectrophotometers, design; Spectrophotometry, absolute; Standard lamps; Standards, fluorescence; SP378, pp. 137-150

Thickening; Unit cell; Annealing; Comonomer inclusion; Copolymers; Lamella thickness; Theoretical and experimental; 13771.

Thickness; X-ray spectrometry; Coating thickness; Electroplating; Fluorescent X-rays; 13203.

Thickness determination of coatings; Coating thickness; Measurement of coating thickness; Metallurgy; Microscopy; 13141.

Thickness of graphs; Two-connected graphs; Blocks; Combinatorics; Examples of graphs; Graph theory; Minimal blocks; Planar graphs; J. 77B Nos. 1 and 2, 53-60 (1973).

Thin aluminum calibrators; Co gamma-ray source; Absorbed dose; Dye polychlorostyrene film dosimeter; High-intensity pulsed electron source; 13201.

Thin film damage; ZnTe; As$_2$S$_3$; CdTe; Dielectric reflector; Inclusions in dielectrics; KCl; Pulsed CO$_2$ laser damage; SP387, pp. 157-169.

Thin films; Absorbed dose; Calorimetry; Cavity theory; Depth dose; Dosimetry; Dye dosimeters; Electron beams; Gamma rays; Plastic dosimeters; Radiocromatic dyes; 13559.

Thin films; Calorimetry; Depth dose; Dose distributions; Dye films; Electron beams; Interface; Monte Carlo transport; Stopping power; 13558.

Thin films; IR windows and mirrors; Laser damage; Laser materials; Self-focusing; SP387.

Thin layers; Data reduction; Electron probe; Monte-Carlo calculations; 13526.

Thin-film damage; Coating defects; Damage morphology; Damage thresholds; Laser-induced scatter; Mean distance between defects; Rutile crystal damage; SP387, pp. 114-123

Third virial coefficient; Water vapor; Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium; Hydrogen; Intramolecular potential; Inversion temperature; Methane; Noble gases; Potential parameters; Second virial coefficient; 13108.

Thorium:yttrium oxide ceramic; Yttrium aluminum garnet; Absorption coefficient; Calcite; Damage threshold; Deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate; Electrostriction; Electrostictive self-focusing; Inclusion damage; Kerr effect; Laser damage; 13793.

Thorium; Uranium; Actinium; Americium; Berkelium; Californium; Curium; Einsteinium; Fermium; Ionization energy; Mendelevium; Neptunium; Nobelium; Plutonium; Protactinium; 13594.

Thorium; Uranium; Isotope dilution; Lead; Mass spectrometry; Silicate glass standard materials; Standard reference materials; Thallium; 13313.

Three dimensions; Crystalline solid; Iron; Molecular dynamics; Second sound; Shockwave; Thermal relaxation; 13477.

Three-body problem; He; Pole dominance; Quasifree scattering; Rescattering effects; Separable potentials; 13126.

Threshold dependence on wavelength and doping; GaAs; Laser-induced acoustical pulse; Laser-induced damage; Stimulated Brillouin scattering; SP387, pp. 103-106

Throughput; Instrument; Polarimeter; Polarity quartz; Signal-to-noise ratio; 13619.

Throughput; TRIB; Data communications; Modems; Terminals; TN779.
Toxic combustion products; Toxicity: Washability; Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness; Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; Performance; Properties; T8N080.

 Toxic elements in paints; Analytical methods; Antimony: Arsenic; Cadmium; Lead; Mercury; Review; Selenium: T3768.

 Toxic gases; Fire endurance; Fire test; Housing systems; Interdwellling wall; Load failure; Modular construction; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Polyurethane foam: 13411.

 Toxicity; Antioxidants; Biomaterials; Comonomers; Inhibitors; Polymerization; Stabilizers: 13303.

 Toxicity; Washability; Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness; Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; Performance; Properties; Scratch resistance; Smoke generation: T8N080.

 Toy safety; Twist; Children: Children's strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys: 13595.

 Toys; Acoustics; Cap guns; Children: Consumer safety; Hearing damage; Noise: Paper caps; Standard apparatus: T7N95.

 Toys; Toy safety; Twist; Children: Children's strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods: 13595.

 Trace analysis techniques; Accuracy error limits; Activation analysis; Atomic absorption; Instrument biases; Isotope-dilution; Method biases; Nuclear track technique; Practical samples: Radiocchemistry: 13763.

 Trace element analysis; Biological samples; Biological standards; Chemical separations; Environmental samples; Neutron activation analysis (NAA); Nondestructive; Reagent blanks: 13687.

 Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polargraphy; High-purity materials; Metals; Steels: 13284.

 Trace elements; Alloys; Analyses; Cast irons; Differential cathode ray polargraphy; High purity metals; Metals; Steels: 13490.

 Trace elements; Distillation; Isotope dilution; Pure reagents: Spark source mass spectrometry; Sub-boiling: 13088.

 Trace elements; Viscosity; Calibration standards; Concentration validity; Flash point; Lubricating oil; Pour point; Spectrometric analysis; Stability: T7N51.

 Trace elements; Water pollution; X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; Atomic absorption; Electron microprobe; Emission spectrometry; Environmental analysis; Industrial effluents; Ion-selective electrodes; Nuclear activation analysis; Particulate analysis: 13783.

 Traceability of electrical standards; Basic electronic standards; Classification of electronic standards; DC standards; Low frequency standards; Standards (waveguide or coaxial line): 13104.

 Traffic fatalities; Exponential smoothing; Forecasting; Time-series; 13510.

 Transcendence proofs; Baker's extrapolation method; Extrapolation; Hermite interpolation formula; Transcendental numbers; J 77B Nos. 1 and 2, 45-51 (1973).

 Transcendental numbers; Transcendence proofs; Baker's extrapolation method; Extrapolation; Hermite interpolation formula: J 77B Nos. 1 and 2, 45-51 (1973).

 Transducer; Accelerometer; Air bearings; Calibrator accelerometer; Dynamic; Earth's field; Inter-Agency Transducer Project; Low frequency; Rotational frequency response; 13099.

 Transducer measurements; Ultrasonic instruments; Current probe; Impedance measurements; Piezoelectric transducer measurements: 13765.

 Transfer; Electrical conductivity; Slag: 13683.
Trees; Algorithms; Networks; Paths; Shortest-paths; TN772.

Triatomic molecules; Vibration-rotation Hamiltonian; Double-minimum potentials; Large-amplitude vibrations; Linear molecules; Rotational constants; 13146.

TRIB; Data communications; Modems; Terminals; Throughput; TN799.

Tribo-ellipsometry; Electrical engineering units; Electron recombination reactions; Heat pipe oven; Lead-based paints; Popular metric chart; TNB57, No. 3, 53-76 (1973).

Trident production; Weak interaction; Lepton; m-spin; Neutrino; SU(2)\times SU(2); 13127.

Trifluoromethane; Dipole moment; Hyperfine structure; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole coupling; Stark effect; Symmetric top; 13426.

Triphenylmethane dyes; Dosimetry; Dyes; Gamma rays; Nitrobenzene; Oxidation; Pararosanilin cyanide; Radiocromatic dyes; 13533.

Triple point; Temperature scale; Argon; Fixed point; 13586.

Triple point; Water; Resistance thermometers; Temperature measuring instruments; 13624.

Triple point; Calibration; Calibration errors; Cryostat; Fixed points; Freezing point; International Practical Temperature Scale; Platinum resistance thermometer; Thermodynamic Temperature Scale; Thermometry; Monogr. 126.

Triple correlated function; Closure approximation; Isothermal/density derivative of pair correlation function; Liquid neon; Neutron scattering; Pair correlation function; 13095.

Triple correlated function; Closure approximation; High pressure; Lennard-Jones potential; Liquid densities; Monte Carlo method; 13153.

Triple emission; Vibration spectrum; Fluorescence; Phosphorescence; Pyrazine; Singlet emission; Spectrum of pyrazine in benzene; 13092.

Triple states; Aromatics; Electronic spectroscopy; Intersystem crossing; Quantum yields; 13305.

Triple states; Aromatics; Electronic spectroscopy; Intersystem crossing; Quantum yields; 13322.

Triple states; Dye lasers; Lasers; Quenching agents; 13297.

TRIS; Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; Thermochemistry; Enthalpy of reaction; Heat of solution; Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; THAM; J.77A No. 5, 581-597 (1973).

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; Acidic dissociation; Dissociation constant; Emf measurements; Ionization processes; N-methylpropionamide; Solution; 13712.

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; Thermochemistry; Enthalpy of reaction; Heat of solution; Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; THAM; TRIS; J.77A No. 5, 581-597 (1973).

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; Thermochemistry; Enthalpy of reaction; Solution calorimetry; Standard reference material; J.77A No. 5, 599-606 (1973).

Tritanopia; Visibility; Vision; Color; Contrast; Detection; 13681.

Tritium; Mass; Vapor pressure; Compilation; Density; Deuterium; Electrical properties; Enthalpy; Entropy; Fixed points; Hydrogen; Mechanical properties; Optical properties; Specific heat; Thermophysical properties; Transport properties; 7N641.

Truck noise; Waste incineration; Cancer detection; City games; Temperature scale; TNB 57, No. 2, 25-52 (Feb. 1973).

Truncation; Accuracy; Approximations; Asymptotic expansion; Cauchy distribution; Characteristic function; Closed forms; Contour; Convergence; Curves; Distribution function; Error; Fourier transform; J.77B Nos. 3 and 4, 143-198 (1973).

Truncation error; Gamma ray penetration; Moments method; Point gamma source in water; Polynomial approximation; Radiation transport; 13188.

Tumor; In vivo; Mouse; Nuclear magnetic resonance; Relaxation time; 13194.

Tungsten; Adsorption; Carbon monoxide; Field emission; Hydrogen; Metal surfaces; Oxygen photoemission; 13250.

Tungsten; Auger-electron spectra; Characteristic electron energy-loss spectra; Digital data-recording and control system; Electron energy analyzer; Liquid aluminum; 13632.

Tungsten; Carbon dioxide; Catalytic; Chemisorption; Decomposition; Formaldehyde; Methane; 13663.

Tungsten; Pyrometry; Source; Temperature; 13576.

Tungsten; Standard Reference Materials; Thermal expansion; 13830.

Tungsten; Vapor pressure; Heat of sublimation; Langmuir vaporization; Rate of vaporization; J.77A No. 2, 237-242 (1973).

Tunneling; Field emission; Surfaces; 13502.

Turkey; AID; Assistance; Economics; LDC's (less developed countries); Measurement services; Standardization; Survey; 13476.

TvTime; Digital code; Integrated circuit chip; Program captioning; Television; Time and frequency dissemination; 13738.

Twist; Children; Children's strength; Pull; Push; Safety; Strength; Squeeze; Test methods; Toys; Toy safety; 13595.

Twist; Volterra; Wedge; Dilation; Dislocation; Glide; Plasticity; 13571.

Two-connected graphs; Blocks; Combinatorics; Examples of graphs; Graph theory; Minimal blocks; Planar graphs; Thickness of graphs; J.77B Nos. 1 and 2, 53-60 (1973).

Two-layer slabs; Depth-dose; Dose distribution; Dosimetry; Dye film; Electron beams; Film dosimeter; Interfaces; Monte Carlo; Radiocromatic dyes; 13212.

Two-phase flow; Analyses; Analytical models; Choking flow; Critical flow; Cryogenic fluids; Helium; Hydrogen; Oxygen; Reviews; TN633.

Two-phase flow; Zero gravity; Boiling heat transfer; Bubble dynamics; Cavitation; Condensing heat transfer; Correlations; Cryogenic fluid safety; Fluid dynamics; Fluid transfer; Heat transfer; Heat transfer equipment; Liquid helium; Liquid hydrogen; 13242.

Two-port; Efficiency; Loss; Reflectometer; Sliding short; TN644.

Two-way tables; Analysis of variance; Interaction; Principal components; Structure; 13629.

Typesetting of tables; Automatic typesetting; Computer-assisted typesetting; Edit insertion program; FORTRAN program; Phototypesetting of spectroscopic tables; TN740.

U

U centers; BaF2; CaF2; Ionic polarization; KCl; Mollwo-Ivey relations; NaCl; Point-ion potential; SrF2; J.77A No. 5, 659-665 (1973).

Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bond; Aluminum wire; Bonding; Fabrication (wire bonds); Microelectronics; Ribbon wire; Round wire; Testing (wire bond); TN767.

Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonding; Aluminum wire; High reliability; Integrated circuit; Metallization; Scanning electron microscope; Transistor; TN785.

Ultrasonic bonding; Wire bonds; Aluminum wire; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Epitaxial silicon; Gamma-ray detectors; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; TN754.

Ultrasonic instruments; Current probe; Impedance measurements; Piezoelectric transducer measurements; Transducer measurements; 13765.

Ultrasonic spectroscopy; Volume relaxation; Composition fluctuations; Critical point phenomena; Immiscibility; Oxide glasses; 13243.
.

.

policy; Water resources; Cost allocation; Cost sharing;
Environmental quality; Efficiency; Equity; Multiobjectives;
Multi-purpose projects; Regional development; 13277.

Water

Air pollution; Air quality; Auto emissions;
Clean air and water; Environmental quality; Metal contaminants; Occupation-related air pollutants; Oil spills; Radioactive pollutants; Stratospheric air pollution; Water quality;

Water

pollution;

DIMINBS 57, 'No.
Water


pollution; Air pollution; Laser; Light scattering; Liquid

pollution; Particulate matter; 13737.

Water

Amperometry; Chronopotentiometry; ConducCoulometry; Electrochemical analysis; Polarography;

pollution;

tivity;

Potentiometry; Water analyses; 13192.
pollution; X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; Atomic absorption; Electron microprobe; Emission spectroscopy; En-

Water

vironmental analysis; Industrial effluents; Ion-selective electrodes;

Nuclear activation

analysis;

Particulate

analysis;

Polarography; 13783.

Water

quality;

Water

pollution; Air pollution; Air quality;

Auto

emissions; Clean air and water; Environmental quality; Metal
contaminants; Occupation-related air pollutants; Oil spills;
Radioactive pollutants; Stratospheric air pollution; DIMINBS
Water vapor; Adsorption; Dental

materials; Hysteresis; SorpTeeth; 13321
Water vapor: Air constituents; Boyle temperature; Deuterium;
Hydrogen; Intermolecular potential; Inversion temperature;
Methane; Noble gases; Potential parameters; Second virial
coefficient; Third virial coefficient; 13108.
Water vapor; Calibration; Frost-point; Generator; Humidity;
tion; Surface area;

y.77A No.

5.


Water vapor; Concentration of saturated water vapor in air;
Enhancement factor; Moist air; Moisture content of saturated
air; Saturated air; Solubility of water vapor in air; J.77A No. 1

Moist
coefficient; Virial coefficients; y.77A No.

Water vapor; Interaction
virial

virial coefficients;

air;
1,

Second
133-147

Spectrum: Thulium:

levels:

7. 77A

No.

1,

1-43 (1973).

Wavelengths;
Wavelengths;
Wavelengths;
Wavelengths;

Magnesium; Source; Spectra; Ultraviolet: 13370.
Molybdenum; Spectra; Ultraviolet; 13085.
Niobium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; 13083.
Zeeman effect; Rubidium: Spectra; Ultraviolet:

13196
Wavelengths: Zeeman effect; Rubidium; Spectra; Ultraviolet:
13662.
Wavelengths: Zirconium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; 13084.
Weak interaction: Beta decay; Carbon: Electromagnetic; Form
factor: Muon: Neutrino; 13125.
Weak interaction; Lepton; w-spin; Neutrino: SU(2)m x SU(2)/:
Trident production; 13127.
Weapons radiation; Benchmark problems; Dose distributions;
Moments method: Neutron penetration; Shielding; TN745.
Weather resistance: Accelerated tests; Acid resistance; Aluminum; Color; Gloss; Porcelain enamel; Steel; 13715.
Weather resistance; Color; Gloss; Porcelain enamel on alu-

minum; 13383.
Weathering of plastics: Manufacturing Chemists" Association
(MCS); Performance of plastics outdoors; Plastics: 13399.
Weathering tests; Non-dispersive x-ray spectrometer: Corrosion; Pinhole-type defects: Porcelain enamel; Scanning electron microscope: 13714.

Wedge:
terra:

Disclination; Dislocation: Glide; Plasticity: Twist; Vol-

13271.

Wedged

optical surfaces:

Dye

lasers;

High resolution:
components: Organic dye

laser continua;

Optical

Interferometric effects;

13678.

Wedges: Anechoic chamber design: Plane-wave tubes; 13078.
Weighted fit; Astrophysical interest: Centrifugal distortion: Formamide; Microwave spectrum; Quadrupole splittings: Rotational transitions: 13218.

Weights:

Index:

Measures;

National

Conference:

Reports;

SP377.
Weights and measures; Metric system; SI; CIS7.

(1973).
laser; Infrared laser;

Vibra-

Weights and

laser; Infrared laser; Vibrational excitation;

Water

Weyl's Theorem: Convex

Water vapor discharge; Water vapor
tional excitation;

Water vapor

Wavelengths; Energy

vapor discharge; 13623.
Water vapor permeance; Abrasion; Adhesion; Colorfastness;
Covering; Materials; Flash point; Flame spread; Impact resistance; Lead paint poisoning; Materials; Performance; Properties; Scratch resistance; Smoke generation; Toxic combustion products;

measures: Administration: Conference; Laws;
Procedures; Regulations: Requirements: Technology; SP379.

13623.

circle: 7. 77B

Noj. 3 and 4,

Wind: Air inlet; Discomfort index; Draft; Outside
tion: TN710-6.

wall; Ventila-

Wind

Wind

joints; Waveguide theory; Attenuation definitions:
Attenuation measurement: Barretter mount efficiency; Coaxial connectors: Impedance measurement: Microwave network
theory: Mismatch errors; Phase shift-measurement: Power

measurement; Monogr. 137.

Waveguide theory: Antenna parameters: Attenuation: Current;
Electromagnetic measurements: Field strength: Impedance:
13801.
Waveguide theory: Attenuation definitions; Attenuation measurement: Barretter mount efficiency; Coaxial connectors;

Impedance measurement; Microwave network theory;
Mismatch errors: Phase shift-measurement; Power measurement; Reflectometers; Monogr. 137.
Wavelength: Wavelength standards; Interferometry; Laser:
Methane; Saturated absorption: 13228.
Wavelength standards: Interferometry: Laser; Methane; Saturated absorption; Wavelength; 13228.
ii;

Energy

levels;

Spectrum; J.77A

speed; Air contamination; Design condiEvaluation: Ground temperature: Hu-

risk:

level:

effects; Building:

tural engineering:

Waveguide

Unit

Operation

BREAKTHROUGH;

Precipitation; Solar radiation; Temperature: 13398.

tion accessories; Valves; 13549.

Wavelengths: Cerium: Ce
No. 4. 419-546 (1973).

Wind

Earthquake
midity:
Noise

TN808.

Waterdrop; Drop generator; Liquid drop; TN776.
Water-flow regulation; Performance characteristics; Refrigera-

direction;

tions;

hull:

Earthquakes: Hazards; Land use; Struc-

BSS46.

load; Wood frame construction; Building damping; Drift;
Dynamics; Earthquake; Frequency; Housing: Lateral re-

Wind

sistance; Racking; Stiffness; Structural deflections: Vibration;

BSS44.

Wind

speed; Air contamination: Design conditions: Earthquake
Evaluation: Ground temperature; Humidity; Noise level;

risk:

Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Precipitation: Solar radiaTemperature: Wind direction: 13398.

tion;

Wind-generated noise: Acoustic attenuation; Foam windscreens; 13726.
Window coatings: KCI; AnSe; CdTe; CO2 laser damage:
Damage thresholds; Laser windows; SfiSZ, pp. 151-156
Wire bond; Bonding: Electrical connection; Failure (wire bond);
Integrated circuits: Microelectronics: Reliability; Semiconductor devices: Testing (wire bond); TN786.

Wire bond: Aluminum wire; Bonding; Fabrication (wire bonds):
Microelectronics; Ribbon wire: Round wire; Testing (wire
bond): Ultrasonic bonding:

327

TN767.


Wire bonding; Aluminum wire; High reliability; Integrated circuit; Metallization; Scanning electron microscope; Transistor; Ultrasonic bonding; TN785.

Wire bonds; Aluminum wire; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Epitaxial silicon; Gamma-ray detectors; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; TN754.

Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; TN773.

Wire bonds; Base transit time; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Four-probe method; Generation centers; Germanium; Gold-doped silicon; Infrared response; Methods of measurement; TN788.

Wire bonds; Beam leads; Carrier lifetime; Delay time; Die attachment; Electrical properties; Electronics; Epitaxial silicon; Generation centers; Gold-doped silicon; Methods of measurement; Microelectronics; Microwave diodes; Mobility; Pull test; TN806.

Wood; Wood joists; Concentrated loads; Deflection; Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayment; 13472.

Wood floor; Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; 13790.

Wood frame construction; Building damping; Drift; Dynamics; Earthquake; Frequency; Housing; Lateral resistance; Racking; Stiffness; Structural deflections; Vibration; Wind load; BSS44.

Wood joist; Fire endurance; Fire test; Flame through; Full scale; Housing; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Single family residence; Small scale; Thermal resistance; Wood floor; 13790.

Wood joists; Concentrated loads; Deflection; Floor hardboard; Housing; Impact energy; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Plywood; Subfloors; Underlayment; Wood; 13472.

Wood pulp; Aluminum; Calcium; Carboxylic acid; Cellulose; Differential thermal analysis; Hemicellulose; Ion exchange; PH; Pyrolysis; Thermal stability; Thermogravimetric analysis; 13109.

Wood-frame; Deflection; Housing; Laboratory; Module; Racking; Stiffness; Strength; Structural tests; Sustained load; Transportation; Vibration; 13389.

Wood-frame construction; Concentrated-load capacity; Evaluation criteria; Floors; Hardboard; Load capacity; Operation BREAKTHROUGH; Performance criteria; Plywood subflooring; Subflooring; Underlayment; 13388.

World Meteorological Organization; International Pyrheliometric Scale; Irradiance; Pyrheliometer; 13555.

W-Re alloys; W-Re type thermocouples; W-Re thermoelements; Beryllium oxide; Ductility; Emf-temperature relationship; Microstructure; Thermocouple drift; 13585.

W-Re thermoelements; Beryllium oxide; Ductility; Emf-temperature relationship; Microstructure; Thermocouple drift; W-Re alloys; W-Re type thermocouples; 13585.

W-Re type thermocouples; W-Re thermoelements; Beryllium oxide; Ductility; Emf-temperature relationship; Microstructure; Thermocouple drift; W-Re alloys; 13585.

Wing test; End length standards; Gage blocks; Joining; Wringing; J.77A No. 5, 667-670 (1972).

Wringing; Wing test; End length standards; Gage blocks; Joining; J.77A No. 5, 667-670 (1972).

Written language; Human communication; Language; Meaning; Symbols; Understanding; 13233.

Wurtzite-type; Chalcopyrite-type; Silver indium sulfide; Spinel-type; 13251.

X

X rays; Radiation safety; Radiography; Voluntary standards; 13482.

X-F bonds; Fluorine; Polarization of bonds; Proton assisted reactions; 13368.

X-ray absorption of sulphur K, L and fluorine K; X-ray emission of sulphur Ka, Kβ, L and fluorine Ka; Molecular orbital model; Photon and electron excited emission spectra; Resonance radiation; 13101.

X-ray diffraction; Liquid; Liquid structure factor; Neutron diffraction; Pair correlation function; Radial distribution function; 13114.

X-ray emission of sulphur Ka, Kβ, L and fluorine Ka; Molecular orbital model; Photon and electron excited emission spectra; Resonance radiation; Semi-Auger process; SFs; 13101.

X-ray fluorescence; Air pollution; Atomic absorption; Electron microprobe; Emission spectroscopy; Environmental analysis; Industrial effluents; Ion-selective electrodes; Nuclear activation analysis; Particulate analysis; Polarography; 13783.

X-ray fluorescence spectrometry; Standard Reference Material; Analytical standard; Atomic absorption spectrometry; Differential cathode ray polarography; Electrodereposition; Lead-based paint; Neutron activation analysis; SP260-45.

X-ray measurement; Data reduction; Electron probe; Errors; Microanalysis; 13560.

X-ray microanalysis; Deposited thin film; Electron beam metal deposition; Scanning electron microcopy; 13773.

X-ray opacity; Barium glass; Dental composites; Dental reinforcements; Physical properties; Resins; Silica; 13674.

X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Secondary-electron energy distribution; 13058.

X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Secondary-electron energy distribution; 13145.

X-ray photoemission; Aluminum; Auger-transitions; Copper; Electronic density of states; Nickel; Photoelectron energy distribution; Secondary-electron energy distribution; 13483.

X-ray spectrometry; Coating thickness; Electroplating; Fluorescent x-rays; Thickness; 13203.

X-rays; Accelerator; Blood irradiators; Dosimetry; Electron beams; Gamma rays; Radiochromic dyes; 13630.

X-rays; Photoelectron spectra; Potassium; Rubidium; Sodium; 13357.

Y

YAG; Birefringence; Fused silica; Optical spectrum analyzer; Photoelastic effect; Sapphire; Scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer; SP387, pp. 254-258.

Y-factor; Analysis; Automation; Noise figure; 13199.

Youden, W. J.; Experiment design; Interlaboratory tests; Statistics; 13137.

Young's modulus; Alumina; Elastic modulus; Resonance frequency; Shear modulus; Standard reference material; J.77A No. 4, 391-394 (1973).

Ytterbium; Cerium; Dysprosium; Erbium; Europium; Gadolinium; Hafnium; Holmium; Ionization energy; Lanthanum; Lutetium; Neodymium; Praseodymium; Promethium; Samarium; Terbium; Thulium; 13703.

Ytterbium; Energy levels; Spectrum; 13660.

Ytterbium compounds; Cerium compounds; Dysprosium compounds; Erbium compounds; Europium compounds; Gadolinium compounds; Gibbs energy of forma-
Z

Zeeman effect: Air pollution; Infrared spectroscopy; Lasers; Nitric oxide; 13079.

Zeeman effect; Cr$^+$ in TiO$_2$: Identification of excited state; $^1A_{2g} - ^3T_{2g}$ transition; 13548.

Zeeman effect; Rubidium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths: 13196.

Zeeman effect; Rubidium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths: 13662.

Zero gravity: Boiling heat transfer; Bubble dynamics; Cavitation; Condensing heat transfer; Correlations; Cryogenic fluid safety; Fluid dynamics; Fluid transfer; Heat transfer equipment; Liquid helium; Liquid hydrogen; Liquid nitrogen; 13242.

Zinc; Cadmium; Mercury; Spectra: 13150.

Zintl phases; Chemical bonding; Phase stabilization; Pseudopotential; 13213.

Zirconium; Aluminum; Composites; Coupling agents gold; Mercaptan; Methacrylates; Polymers; Resin; Silane; Tantalum; 13620.

Zirconium; Spectra; Ultraviolet; Wavelengths: 13084.

ZnSe; ZnSe$_2$Te$_{1-x}$; Absorption coefficient; Emittance spectra; KBr; CdTe; SP387, pp. 250-253

ZnSe$_2$Te$_{1-x}$; Absorption coefficient; Emittance spectra; KBr; CdTe; ZnSe; SP387, pp. 250-253.

ZnTe; As$_2$Se$_3$; CdTe; Dielectric reflector; Inclusions in dielectrics; KCl; Pulsed CO$_2$ laser damage; Thin film damage; SP387, pp. 157-169.

ZrF$_3$; ZrF$_3$; ZrF$_3$, CaF$_2$; Entropy; Geometry; Infrared spectra; Matrix isolation; Stability; 13567.

0.694 µm; Ag$_2$AsS$_3$; Proustite; Pulse duration dependence; Repetition rate dependence; Surface damage: 1.06 µm; SP387, pp. 239-249
APPENDIX A. LIST OF DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES

ALABAMA

Auburn: Auburn University, Ralph Brown Draughon Library (1907).
Birmingham: Birmingham Public Library (1895).
   Birmingham-Southern College Library (1932).
   Samford University, Harwell G. Davis Library (1884).
Enterprise: Enterprise State Junior College Library (1967).
Florence: Florence State University, Collier Library (1932).
Huntsville: University of Alabama, Huntsville Campus Library (1964).
Jacksonville: Jacksonville State University, Romana Wood Library (1929).
Mobile:
   Mobile Public Library (1963).
   Spring Hill College, Thomas Byrne Memorial Library (1937).
   University of South Alabama Library (1968).
Montgomery:
   Alabama State Department of Archives and History Library (1884).
   Alabama Supreme Court Library (1884).
   Auburn University at Montgomery Library (1971).
   Tuskegee Institute: Tuskegee Institute, Hollis Burke Frisell Library (1907).
University:
   University of Alabama School of Law Library (1967).
   University of Alabama Library (1860) — REGIONAL

ALASKA

Anchorage:
   Anchorage Community College Library (1961).
   Anchorage Methodist University Library (1963).
   Supreme Court of Alaska Library (1973).
College: University of Alaska, Elmer E. Rasmuson Library (1922).
   Ketchikan: Ketchikan Community College Library (1970).

ARIZONA

Flagstaff: Northern Arizona University Library (1937).
Phoenix:
   Department of Library and Archives (unknown) — REGIONAL.
   Phoenix Public Library (1917).
   Prescott: Prescott College Library (1968).
   Tempe: Arizona State University, Matthews Library (1944).
Tucson:
   Tucson Public Library (1970).
   University of Arizona Library (1907) — REGIONAL.
   Yuma: Yuma City-County Library (1963).

ARKANSAS

Arkadelphia: Quachita Baptist University, Riley Library (1963).
Batesville: Arkansas College Library (1963).
Clarksville: College of the Ozarks Library (1925).
Conway: Hendrix College, O. C. Bailey Library (1903).
Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Library (1907).
Little Rock:
   Arkansas Supreme Court Library (1962).
   Little Rock Public Library (1953).
   University of Arkansas at Little Rock Library (1973).
Monticello: University of Arkansas at Monticello Library (1956).
Russellville: Arkansas Polytechnic College, Tomlinson Library (1925).
State College: Arkansas State University, Dean B. Ellis Library (1913).
Walnut Ridge: Southern Baptist College, Felix Goodson Library (1967).

CALIFORNIA

Arcata: Humboldt State College Library (1963).
Bakersfield: Kern County Library (1943).
Berkeley:
   University of California, General Library (1907).
Chico: Chico State University Library (1962).
Claremont: Pomona College Documents Collection, Honnold Library (1913).
Compton: Compton Library (1972).
Culver City: Culver City Library (1966).
Davis:
   University of California at Davis Library (1953).
   University of California at Davis, School of Law Library (1972).
Downey: Downey City Library (1963).
Fresno:
   Fresno County Free Library (1920).
   California State University Library (1962).
Fullerton: California State College at Fullerton Library (1963).
Garden Grove: Garden Grove Regional Library (1963).
   Hayward: California State College at Hayward Library (1963).
Canal Zone

Colorado
Alamosa: Adams State College Learning Resources Center (1963).
Boulder: University of Colorado Libraries (1879)—Regional.
Denver: Colorado State Library (unknown).
Denver Public Library (1884)—Regional.
University of Denver, Mary Reed Library (1909).
Regis College, Dayton Memorial Library (1915).
U.S. Court of Appeals, Tenth Circuit Library (1973).
Fort Collins: Colorado State University Library (1907).
Jefferson County Public Library, Bonfils-Stanton Regional Library (1968).
Gunnison: Western State College, Leslie J. Savage Library (1932).
Pueblo: Pueblo Regional Library (1893).
Southern Colorado State College Library (1965).

Connecticut
Bridgeport: Bridgeport Public Library (1884).
Enfield: Enfield Public Library (1967).
Hartford:
Connecticut State Library (unknown) – REGIONAL.
Hartford Public Library (1945).
Trinity College Library (1895).
Middletown: Wesleyan University Library (1906).
New Haven:
Southern Connecticut State College Library (1968).
Yale University Library (1859).
New London:
Connecticut College Library (1926).
U.S. Coast Guard Academy Library (1939).
Storrs: University of Connecticut, Wilbur Cross Library (1907).
Waterbury: Silas Bronson Library (1869).
West Haven: University of New Haven Library (1971).

DELAWARE

Dover:
Delaware State College, William C. Jason Library (1962).
State Department of Community Affairs and Economic Development, Division of Libraries (1972).
State Law Library in Kent County (unknown).
Newark: University of Delaware, Morris Library (1907).
Wilmington: Wilmington Institute and New Castle County Library (1861).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington:
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations Library.
Civil Service Commission Library (1963).
Department of Commerce Library (1955).
Department of the Interior Central Library (1895).
Department of Justice Main Library (1895).
Department of State Library (1895).
Department of State, Office of Legal Advisor, Law Library (1966).
District of Columbia Public Library (1943).
District of Columbia Court of Appeals Library (1973).
Federal City College Library (1970).
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Library (1972).
Georgetown University Library (1969).
Indian Claims Commission Library (1968).
National Agricultural Library (1895).
National War College Library (1895).
Navy Department Library (1895).
Navy Department, Office of Judge Advocate General Library (1963).
Office of Management and Budget Library (1965).
Office of the Adjutant General, Department of Army Library (1969).
Postal Service Library (1895).
Treasury Department Library (1895).
Veterans Administration, Central Office Library (1967).

FLORIDA

Clearwater: Clearwater Public Library (1972).
Coral Gables: University of Miami Library (1939).
De Land: Stetson University, duPont-Ball Library (1887).
Fort Lauderdale:
Fort Lauderdale Public Library (1967).
Nova University Library (1967).
Gainesville: University of Florida Libraries (1907) – REGIONAL.
Jacksonville:
Haydon Burns Library (1914).
Jacksonville University, Swisher Library (1962).
University of North Florida Library (1972).
Lakeland: Lakeland Public Library (1965).
Leesburg: Lake-Sumter Community College Library (1963).
Miami:
Miami-Dade Junior College, North Campus Library (1967).
Miami Public Library (1952).
Opa Locka: Biscayne College Library (1966).
Orlando: Florida Technological University Library (1966).
St. Petersburg: St. Petersburg Public Library (1965).
Tallahassee:
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University, Coleman Memorial Library (1936).
Florida State Library (1929).
Florida State University, R. M. Strozier Library (1941).
Tampa:
Tampa Public Library (1965).
University of South Florida Library (1962).
University of Tampa, Merle Keelce Library (1953).

GEORGIA

Albany: Albany Public Library (1964).
Americus: Georgia Southwestern College, James Earl Carter Library (1966).
Athens: University of Georgia Libraries (1907).
Atlanta:
Atlanta Public Library (1880).
Atlanta University, Trevor Arnett Library (1962).
Emory University, Robert W. Woodruff Library (1928).
Emory University, School of Law Library (1968).
Georgia State Library (unknown).
Georgia State University Library (1970).
Augusta: Augusta College Library (1962).
Brunswick: Brunswick Public Library (1965).
Carrollton: West Georgia College, Sanford Library (1962).
Dahlonega: North Georgia College Library (1939).
Gainesville: Chestatee Regional Library (1968).
Macon: Mercer University Library (1964).
Marietta: Kennesaw Junior College Library (1968).
Milledgeville: Georgia College at Milledgeville, Ina Dillard Russell Library (1950).
Savannah: Savannah Public and Chatham-Effingham Liberty Regional Library (1857).
Statesboro: Georgia Southern College, Rosenwald Library (1939).

GUAM

HAWAII
Hilo: University of Hawaii, Hilo Campus Library (1962).
Honolulu:
Chaminade College of Honolulu Library (1965).
Hawaii Medical Library, Inc. (1968).
Hawaii State Library (1929).
Municipal Reference Library of the City and County of Honolulu (1965).
Supreme Court Law Library (1973).
University of Hawaii Library (1907).
Lia: Church College of Hawaii Library (1964).
Liue: Kaual Public Library (1967).
Pearl City: Leeward Community College Library (1967).
Wailuku: Maui Public Library (1962).

IDAHO
Boise:
Boise State College Library (1966).
Boise Public Library (1929).
Idaho State Law Library (unknown).
Idaho State Library (1971).
Caldwell: College of Idaho, Terteling Library (1930).
Moscow: University of Idaho Library (1907)—REGIONAL.
Pocatello: Idaho State University Library (1908).
Rexburg: Ricks College, David O. McKay Library (1946).

ILLINOIS
Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Library (1932).
Carlinville: Blackburn College Library (1954).
Champaign: University of Illinois Law Library, College of Law (1965).
Charleston: Eastern Illinois University, Booth Library (1962).
Chicago:
Field Museum of Natural History Library (1963).
Chicago Public Library (1876).
Chicago State University Library (1954).
John Crerrar Library (1909).
Newberry Library (1890).
University of Chicago Law Library (1964).
University of Chicago Library (1897).
University of Illinois, Chicago Circle Campus Library (1957).
Decatur: Decatur Public Library (1954).
De Kalb: Northern Illinois University, Swen Franklin Parson Library (1960).
Evanson: Northwestern University Library (1876).
Freeport: Freeport Public Library (1905).
Galesburg: Galesburg Public Library (1896).
Jacksonville: MacMurry College, Henry Pfeiffer Library (1929).
Lake Forest: Lake Forest College, Donnelley Library (1962).
Lebanon: McKendree College, Holman Library (1968).
Lockport: Lewis College of Science and Technology Library (1952).
Monmouth: Monmouth College Library (1860).
Normal: Illinois State University, Milner Library (1877).
Oak Park: Oak Park Public Library (1963).
Palos Hills: Moraine Valley Community College Library (1972).
Peoria:
Bradley University, Cullom Davis Library (1963).
Peoria Public Library (1883).
River Forest: Rosary College Library (1966).
Rockford: Rockford Public Library (unknown).
Springfield: Illinois State Library (unknown)—REGIONAL.
Urbana: University of Illinois Library (1907).
Wheaton: Wheaton College Library (1964).

INDIANA
Crawfordsville: Indiana University Library, Lilly Library (1906).
Evansville:
Evansville and Vanderburgh County Public Library (1928).
Indiana State University, Evansville Campus Library (1969).
Fort Wayne:
Indiana-Purdue Universities, Regional Campus Library (1965).
Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County (1896).
Gary:
Gary Public Library (1943).
Indiana University, Northwest Campus Library (1966).
Greencastle: De Pauw University, Roy O. West Library (1879).
Hanover: Hanover College Library (1892).
Huntington: Huntington College Library (1964).
Indianapolis:
Butler University, Irwin Library (1965).
Indiana State Library (unknown)—REGIONAL.
Indiana University, Law Library (1967).
Indianapolis Public Library (1906).
Jeffersonville: Indiana University, Southeastern Campus Library (1965).
Kokomo: Indiana University, Kokomo Regional Campus Library (1969).
Lafayette: Purdue University Library (1907).
Kentucky:
- Ashland: Ashland Public Library (1946).
- Bowling Green: Western Kentucky University, Cravens Graduate Center and Library (1934).
- Danville: Centre College, Grace Doherty Library (1884).
- Frankfort:
  - Kentucky Department of Libraries (1967).
  - Kentucky State University, Blazer Library (1972).
  - State Law Library (unknown).
- Lexington:
  - University of Kentucky, Law Library (1968).
  - University of Kentucky, Margaret I. King Library (1907)—REGIONAL.
- Louisville:
  - Louisville Free Public Library (1904).
  - University of Louisville, Belknap Campus Library (1925).
- Morehead: Morehead State University, Johnson Camden Library (1955).
- Murray: Murray State University Library (1924).
- Owensboro: Kentucky Wesleyan College Library (1966).
- Pikeville: Pikeville College Library (1947).
- Richmond: Eastern Kentucky University, John Grant Crabbe Library (1966).

Iowa:
- Ames: Iowa State University of Science and Technology Library (1907).
- Cedar Falls: University of Northern Iowa Library (1946).
- Council Bluffs:
  - Free Public Library (1885).
  - Iowa Western Community College, Hoover Media Library (1972).
- Des Moines:
  - Drake University, Cowles Library (1966).
  - Drake University Law Library (1972).
  - Iowa State Traveling Library (unknown).
- Dubuque:
  - Carnegie-Stout Public Library (unknown).
- Grinnell: Grinnell College, Burling Library (1874).
- Iowa City:
  - University of Iowa, Law Library (1968).
  - University of Iowa Library (1884)—REGIONAL.
- Lamoni: Graceland College, Frederick Madison Smith Library (1927).
- Mount Vernon: Cornell College, Russell D. Cole Library (1896).
- Sioux City: Sioux City Public Library (1894).

Kansas:
- Atchison: Benedictine College Library (1965).
- Baldwin City: Baker University Library (1908).
- Colby: Colby Community Junior College Library (1968).
- Hays: Fort Hays Kansas State College, Forsyth Library (1926).
- Lawrence:
  - University of Kansas, Watson Library (1869).
  - University of Kansas Law Library (1971).
- Manhattan: Kansas State University, Farrell Library (1907).
- Salina: Kansas Wesleyan University, Memorial Library (1930).
- Topeka:
  - Kansas State Historical Society Library (1877).
  - Kansas State Library (unknown).
  - Washburn University of Topeka, Law Library (1971).
- Wichita: Wichita State University Library (1901).

Louisiana:
- Baton Rouge:
  - Louisiana State University Law Library (1929).
  - Louisiana State University Library (1907)—REGIONAL.
- Southern University Library (1952).
- Hammond: Southeastern Louisiana University, Sims Memorial Library (1966).
- Lafayette: University of Southwestern Louisiana Library (1938).
- Lake Charles: McNeese State University, Frazar Memorial Library (1941).
- Natchitoches: Northwestern State University, Watson Memorial Library (1887).
- New Orleans:
  - Law Library of Louisiana (unknown).
- Loyola University Library (1942).
- New Orleans Public Library (1883).
- Southern University in New Orleans Library (1962).
- Tulane University, Howard-Tilton Memorial Library (1942).
- U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit Library (1973).
- Ruston: Louisiana Technical University Library (1896)—REGIONAL.
- Shreveport:
  - Louisiana State University at Shreveport Library (1967).
  - Shreve Memorial Library (1923).
- Thibodaux: Francis T. Nicholls State University, Leonidas Polk Library (1962).
### MAINE

- Augusta:
  - Maine State Library (unknown).
- Bangor: Bangor Public Library (1884).
- Brunswick: Bowdoin College, Hawthorne-Longfellow Library (1884).
- Lewiston: Bates College Library (1883).
- Orono: University of Maine, Raymond H. Fogler Library (1907) — REGIONAL.
- Portland:
  - Portland Public Library (1884).
  - University of Maine Law Library (1964).
- Springvale: Nisson College Library (1961).
- Waterville: Colby College Library (1884).

### MARYLAND

- Annapolis:
  - Maryland State Library (unknown).
  - U.S. Naval Academy Library (1895).
- Baltimore:
  - Enoch Pratt Free Library (1887).
  - Johns Hopkins University, Milton S. Eisenhower Library (1882).
  - Morgan State College, Soper Library (1940).
  - University of Baltimore, Langsdale Library (1973).
  - University of Maryland, Baltimore County Library (1971).
  - University of Maryland, School of Law Library (1969).
- Bel Air: Harford Community College Library (1967).
- Chestertown: Washington College, Chester M. Miller Library (1891).
- College Park: University of Maryland, McKeldin Library (1925) — REGIONAL.
- Frostburg: Frostburg State College Library (1967).
- Patuxent River: Naval Air Station Library (1968).
- Towson: Goucher College, Julia Rogers Library (1966).
- Westminster: Western Maryland College Library (1896).

### MASSACHUSETTS

- Amherst:
  - Amherst College Library (1884).
  - University of Massachusetts, Goodell Library (1907).
- Boston:
  - Boston Athenaeum Library (unknown).
  - Boston Public Library (1859) — REGIONAL.
  - Northeastern University, Dodge Library (1962).
  - State Library of Massachusetts (unknown).
- Brookline: Public Library of Brookline (1925).
- Cambridge:
  - Harvard College Library (1860).
  - Massachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries (1946).
- Lynn: Lynn Public Library (1953).
- Marlborough: Marlborough Public Library (1971).
- Medford: Tufts University Library (1899).
- Milton: Curry College Library (1972).
- New Bedford: New Bedford Free Public Library (1858).
- North Dartmouth: Southeaster Massachusetts University Library (1965).
- Waltham: Brandeis University, Goldfarb Library (1965).
- Wellesley: Wellesley College Library (1943).
- Williamstown: Williams College Library (unknown).
- Worcester:
  - American Antiquarian Society Library (1814).
  - University of Massachusetts, Medical Center Library (1972).
  - Worcester Public Library (1859).

### MICHIGAN

- Allendale: Grand Valley State College Library (1963).
- Ann Arbor:
  - University of Michigan, Harlan Hatcher Library (1884).
- Benton Harbor: Benton Harbor Public Library (1907).
- Bloomfield Hills: Cranbrook Institute of Science Library (1940).
- Dearborn:
  - Henry Ford Community College Library (1957).
- Detroit:
  - Detroit Public Library (1868) — REGIONAL.
  - Marygrove College Library (1965).
  - Mercy College of Detroit Library (1965).
  - University of Detroit Library (1884).
  - Wayne County Public Library (1957).
  - Wayne State University Law Library (1971).
  - Wayne State University, G. Flint Purdy Library (1937).
- Dowagiac: Southwestern Michigan College Library (1971).
- East Lansing:
  - Michigan State University, Law Library (1971).
  - Michigan State University Library (1907).
- Farmington: Martin Luther King Learning Resources Center.
- Flint:
  - Charles Stewart Mott Library (1959).
  - Flint Public Library (1967).
- Grand Rapids:
  - Grand Rapids Public Library (1876).
  - Calvin College Library (1967).
- Houghton: Michigan Technological University Library (1876).
- Jackson: Jackson Public Library (1965).
- Kalamazoo:
  - Kalamazoo Library System (1907).
  - Western Michigan University, Dwight B. Waldo Library (1963).
- Lansing: Michigan State Library (unknown) — REGIONAL.
- Livonia: Schoolcraft College Library (1962).
- Mt. Clemens: Macomb County Library (1968).
- Muskegon: Hackley Public Library (1894).
- Petoskey: North Central Michigan College Library (1962).
- Port Huron: Saint Clair County Library System (1876).
- Rochester: Oakland University, Kresge Library (1964).
- Saginaw: Hoyt Public Library (1890).
University Center: Delta College Library (1963).

MINNESOTA
Collegeville: St. John’s University, Alcuin Library (1954).
Duluth: Duluth Public Library (1909).
Minneapolis:
   Anoka County Library (1971).
   Southdale-Hennepin Area Library (1971).
   Minneapolis Public Library (1893).
   University of Minnesota, Wilson Library (1907) — REGIONAL.
Moorhead: Moorhead State College Library (1956).
Northfield:
   Carleton College Library (1930).
   St. Olaf College, Kolvaag Memorial Library (1930).
St. Cloud: St. Cloud State College Library (1962).
St. Paul:
   Minnesota Historical Society Library (1867).
   Minnesota State Law Library (unknown).
   St. Paul Public Library (1914).
Saint Peter: Gustavus Adolphus College Library (1941).
Stillwater: Stillwater Public Library (1893).

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus: Mississippi State College for Women, J. C. Fant Memorial Library (1929).
Hattiesburg: University of Southern Mississippi Library (1935).
Jackson:
   Jackson State College Library (1968).
   Mississippi State Law Library (unknown).
Lorman: Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College Library (1970).
State College: Mississippi State University, Mitchell Memorial Library (1907).
University:
   University of Mississippi Library (1883).
   University of Mississippi, School of Law Library (1967).

MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau: Southeast Missouri State College, Kent Library (1916).
Columbia: University of Missouri Library (1862).
Fayette: Central Methodist College Library (1962).
Fulton: Westminster College, Reeves Library (1875).
Jefferson City:
   Lincoln University, Inman E. Page Library (1944).
   Missouri State Library (1963).
   Missouri Supreme Court Library (unknown).
Joplin: Missouri Southern State College Library (1966).
Kansas City:
   Kansas City Public Library (1881).
   Rockhurst College Library (1917).
   University of Missouri at Kansas City, General Library (1938).
   Liberty: William Jewell College Library (1900).
   Rolla: University of Missouri at Rolla Library (1907).
   St. Louis:
      St. Louis County Library (1970).
      St. Louis Public Library (1866).
      St. Louis University, Law Library (1967).
      St. Louis University, Pius XII Memorial Library (1866).
      University of Missouri at St. Louis, Thomas Jefferson Library (1966).
   U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit Library (1972).
   Washington University, John M. Olin Library (1906).
   Springfield:
      Drury College, Walker Library (1874).
      Southwest Missouri State College Library (1963).
   Warrensburg: Central Missouri State College, Ward Edwards Library (1914).

MONTANA
Billings: Eastern Montana College Library (1924).
Bozeman: Montana State University Library (1907).
Butte: Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology Library (1901).
Helena:
   Montana Historical Society Library (unknown).
Missoula: University of Montana Library (1909) — REGIONAL.

NEBRASKA
Blair: Dana College, Dana-LIFE Library (1924).
Crete: Doane College, Whitin Library (1944).
Fremont: Midland Lutheran College Library (1924).
Lincoln:
   Nebraska Publications Clearinghouse, Nebraska Library Commission (1972).
   Nebraska State Library (unknown).
   University of Nebraska, Don L. Love Memorial Library (1907).
Omaha:
   Creighton University, Alumni Library (1964).
   Omaha Public Library (1880).
   University of Nebraska at Omaha, Gene Eppley Library (1939).
Scottsbluff: Scottsbluff Public Library (1925).

NEVADA
Carson City:
   Nevada State Library (unknown).
   Nevada Supreme Court Library.
   Reno: University of Nevada Library (1907) — REGIONAL.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Concord: New Hampshire State Library (unknown).
Durham: University of New Hampshire Library (1907).
Franconia: Franconia College Library (1972).
Hanover: Dartmouth College, Baker Library (1884).
Manchester: Manchester City Library (1884).
St. Anselm’s College, Geisel Library (1963).
Nashua: Nashua Public Library (1971).

NEW JERSEY

Bayonne: Bayonne Free Public Library (1909).
Bridgeport: Cumberland County Library (1839).
Convent Station: College of St. Elizabeth, Mahoney Library (1938).
East Orange: East Orange Public Library (1966).
Elizabeth: Free Public Library of Elizabeth (1895).
Hackensack: Johnson Free Public Library (1966).
Jersey City: Free Public Library of Jersey City (1879).
Madison: Drew University, Rose Memorial Library (1939).
Mahwah: Ramapo College Library (1971).
New Brunswick: Free Public Library (1908).
Rutgers University Library (1907).
Newark: Newark Public Library (1906)—REGIONAL.
Rutgers-The State University, John Cotton Dana Library (1966).
Passaic: Passaic Public Library (1964).
Plainfield: Plainfield Public Library (1971).
Pomona: Stockton State College Library (1972).
Princeton: Princeton University Library (1884).
Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson University, Messler Library (1953).
Shrewsbury: Monmouth County Library (1968).
South Orange: Seton Hall University Library (1947).
Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck Campus Library (1963).
Toms River: Ocean County College Learning Resources Center (1966).
Trenton: New Jersey State Library, Law and Reference Bureau, Department of Education (unknown).
Trenton Free Public Library (1902).
Upper Montclair: Montclair State College, Harry A. Sprague Library (1967).

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, Zimmerman Library (1896)—REGIONAL.

Las Cruces: New Mexico State University Library (1907).
Las Vegas: New Mexico Highlands University, Donnelly Library (1913).
Portales: Eastern New Mexico University Library (1962).
Santa Fe: New Mexico State Library (1960)—REGIONAL.
Supreme Court Law Library (unknown).
Silver City: Western New Mexico University, Miller Library (1972).

NEW YORK

Albany:

New York State Library (unknown)—REGIONAL.
State University of New York at Albany Library (1964).
Auburn: Seymour Library (1972).
Bayside: Queensborough Community College Library (1972).
Binghamton: State University of New York at Binghamton Library (1962).

Brooklyn:

Brooklyn College Library (1936).
Brooklyn Public Library (1908).
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Spicer Library (1963).
Pratt Institute Library (1891).
State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center Library (1958).

Buffalo:

Buffalo and Erie County Public Library (1895).
Canton: St. Lawrence University, Owen D. Young Library (1920).
Cortland: State University of New York, College at Cortland, Memorial Library (1964).
Delhi: State University Agricultural and Technical College Library (1970).
Douglaston: Cathedral College Library (1971).
Elmira: Elmira College, Gannett-Tripp Learning Center (1956).
Farmingdale: State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Farmingdale Library (1917).
Flushing: Queens College, Paul Klapper Library (1939).

Garden City:

Adelphi University, Swirbul Library (1966).
Nassau Library System (1965).

Genevese: State University College, Milne Library (1967).

Hamilton: Colgate University Library (1902).
Hempstead: Hofstra University Library (1964).
Ithaca:

Cornell University Library (1907).
New York State Colleges of Agriculture and Home Economics, Albert R. Mann Library (1943).

Jamaica:

Queens Borough Public Library (1926).
St. John’s University Library (1956).

Mount Vernon: Mount Vernon Public Library (1962).
New Paltz: State University College Library (1965).

New York City:
- City University of New York, City College Library (1884).
- College of Insurance, Ecker Library (1965).
- Cooper Union Library (1930).
- Fordham University Library (1937).
- New York Public Library (Astor Branch) (1907).
- New York Public Library (Lenox Branch) (1884).
- New York University, University Heights Gould Memorial Library (1902).
- State University of New York, Maritime College Library (1947).
- Oakdale: Dowling College Library (1965).
- Plattsburgh: State University College, Benjamin F. Feinberg Library (1967).
- Potsdam:
  - Clarkson College of Technology, Harriet Call Burnap Memorial Library (1938).
  - State University College, Frederick W. Crumb Memorial Library (1964).
- Poughkeepsie: Vassar College Library (1943).
- Rochester:
  - University of Rochester Library (1880).
- Saratoga Springs: Skidmore College Library (1964).
- Southampton: Southampton College Library (1973).
- Staten Island (Grymes Hill): Wagner College, Horrmann Library (1953).
- Stony Brook: State University of New York at Stony Brook Library (1963).
- Syracuse: Syracuse University Library (1878).
- Troy: Troy Public Library (1869).
- Utica: Utica Public Library (1885).
- West Point: U.S. Military Academy Library (unknown).
- Yonkers: Yonkers Public Library (1910).

**NORTH CAROLINA**


Boone: Appalachian State University Library (1963).


Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Library (1884) — REGIONAL.

Charlotte:
- Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County (1964).
- Queens College, Everett Library (1927).
- University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Atkins Library (1964).
- Cullowhee: Western Carolina University, Hunter Library (1953).

Durham:
- Duke University, William R. Perkins Library (1890).
- Elon College: Elon College Library (1971).
- Fayetteville: Fayetteville State University, Chestnutt Library (1971).

Greensboro:
- North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, F. D. Bluford Library (1937).

Greenville: East Carolina University, J. Y. Joyner Library (1951).


Lexington: Davidson County Public Library System (1971).


Pembroke: Pembroke State University Library (1965).

Raleigh:
- North Carolina State Library (unknown).
- North Carolina State University, D. H. Hill Library (1923).
- North Carolina Supreme Court Library (1972).


Salisbury: Catawba College Library (1925).

Wilmington: University of North Carolina at Wilmington, William M. Randall Library (1965).

Wilson: Atlantic Christian College, Clarence L. Hardy Library (1930).

Winston-Salem:
- Forsyth County Public Library System (1954).
- Wake Forest University, Z. Smith Reynolds Library (1902).

**NORTH DAKOTA**

Bismarck:
- State Historical Society of North Dakota (1907).
- North Dakota State Law Library (unknown).
- Veterans Memorial Public Library (1967).

Dickinson: Dickinson State College Library (1968).

Fargo:
- Fargo Public Library (1964).
- North Dakota State University Library (1907) — REGIONAL, in cooperation with University of North Dakota, Chester Fritz Library at Grand Forks.

Grand Forks: University of North Dakota, Chester Fritz Library (1890).

Minot: Minot State College, Memorial Library (1925).

Valley City: State College Library (1913).

**OHIO**


Akron:
- Akron Public Library (1952).
- University of Akron Library (1963).

Alliance: Mount Union College Library (1888).

Ashland: Ashland College Library (1938).

Athens: Ohio University Library (1886).

Bluffton: Bluffton College, Musselman Library (1951).

Bowling Green: Bowling Green State University Library (1933).


Chardon: Geauga County Public Library (1971).
Cincinnati:  
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County (1884).  
University of Cincinnati Library (1929).

Cleveland:  
Case Western Reserve University, Freiberger Library (1913).  
Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public Library (1970).  
Cleveland Public Library (1886).  
Cleveland State University Library (1966).  
John Carroll University, Grasselli Library (1963).  

Columbus:  
Capital University Library (1968).  
Columbus Public Library (1885).  
Ohio State Library (unknown) — REGIONAL.  
Ohio State University Library (1907).  
Ohio Supreme Court Law Library (1973).

Dayton:  
Dayton and Montgomery County Public Library (1909).  
Wright State University Library (1965).

Delaware:  
Ohio Wesleyan University, L. A. Beeghly Library (1845).  
Gambrill: Kenyon College Library (1873).  
Granville: Denison University Library (1884).  
Hiram: Hiram College, Teachout-Price Memorial Library (1874).  
Kent: Kent State University Library (1962).  
Marietta: Marietta College, Dawes Memorial Library (1884).  

New Concord: Muskingum College Library (1966).  
Oberlin: Oberlin College Library (1858).  
Oxford: Miami University, Alumni Library (1909).  
Portsmouth: Portsmouth Public Library (unknown).  

Springfield: Warder Public Library (1884).  
Steubenville:  
College of Steubenville, Starvaggi Memorial Library (1971).  
Public Library of Steubenville and Jefferson County (1950).  
Toledo:  
Toledo-Lucas County Public Library (1884).  
University of Toledo Library (1963).

Westerville: Otterbein College, Centennial Library (1967).  

Youngstown:  
Public Library of Youngstown and Mahoning County (1923).  
Youngstown State University Library (1971).

OKLAHOMA  
Ada: East Central State College, Linscheid Library (1914).  
Alva: Northwestern State College Library (1907).  
Bethany: Bethany Nazarene College, R. T. Williams Library (1971).  
Durant: Southeastern State College Library (1929).  
Edmond: Central State University Library (1934).  
Enid: Public Library of Enid and Garfield County (1908).  
Langston: Langston University, G. Lamar Harrison Library (1941).  
Muskogee: Muskogee Public Library (1971).  
Oklahoma City:  
Oklahoma City University Library (1963).  
Oklahoma Department of Libraries (1893) — REGIONAL.  
Shawnee: Oklahoma Baptist University Library (1933).  
Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library (1907).  
Tahlequah: Northeastern State College, John Vaughan Library (1923).

Tulsa:  
Tulsa City-County Library Commission (1963).  
University of Tulsa, McFarlin Library (1929).  
Weatherford: Southwestern State College Library (1958).

OREGON  
Ashland: Southern Oregon College Library (1953).  
Corvallis: Oregon State University Library (1907).  
Eugene: University of Oregon Library (1883).  
Forest Grove: Pacific University Library (1897).  
McMinnville: Linfield College, Northup Library (1965).  
Monmouth: Oregon College of Education Library (1967).  
Portland:  
Department of the Interior, Bonneville Power Administration Library (1962).  
Lewis and Clark College, Aubrey R. Watzek Library (1967).  
Portland State University Library (1963) — REGIONAL.  
Reed College Library (1912).

Salem:  
Oregon State Library (unknown).  
Williamette University Library (1969).

Pennsylvania  
Allentown: Muhlenberg College, Haas Library (1939).  
Bethlehem: Lehigh University, Linderman Library (1876).  
Doylestown: Bucks County Free Library, Center County Library (1970).  
Erie: Erie Public Library (1897).  
Harrisburg: State Library of Pennsylvania (unknown) — REGIONAL.  
Haverford: Haverford College Library (1897).  
Hazleton: Hazleton Area Public Library (1964).  
Johnstown: Cambria Public Library (1965).  
Lewisburg: Bucknell University, Ellen Clarke Bertrand Library (1963).  
Mansfield: Mansfield State College Library (1968).  
Meadville: Allegheny College, Reis Library (1907).  
Newtown: Bucks County Community College Library (1968).
Philadelphia:
Drexel University Library (1963).
Free Library of Philadelphia (1897).
Temple University, Samuel Paley Library (1947).
University of Pennsylvania Library (1886).
Pittsburgh:
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (1895).
University of Pittsburgh, Hillman Library (1910).
Pittsburgh: Pottsville Free Public Library (1967).
Reading: Reading Public Library (1901).
Scranton: Scranton Public Library (1895).
Swarthmore: Swarthmore College Library (1923).
University Park: Pennsylvania State University Library (1907).
Villanova: Villanova University, School of Law Library (1964).
Waynesburg: Waynesburg College Library (1964).
West Chester: West Chester State College, Francis Harvey Green Library (1967).
Wilkes-Barre: King's College, Corgan Library (1949).
Williamsport: Lycoming College Library (1970).
Youngwood: Westmoreland County Community College, Learning Resource Center (1972).

**PUERTO RICO**

Mayaguez: University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus Library (1928).
Rio Piedras: University of Puerto Rico General Library (1928).

**RHODE ISLAND**

Kingston: University of Rhode Island Library (1907).
Newport: Naval War College Library (1963).
Providence:
Brown University, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Library (unknown).
Providence Public Library (1884).
Rhode Island College Library (1965).
Rhode Island State Library (before 1895).
Westerly: Westerly Public Library (1909).

**SOUTH CAROLINA**

Charleston:
Baptist College at Charleston Library (1967).
College of Charleston Library (1869).
Clemson: Clemson University Library (1893).
Columbia:
Columbia College Library (1966).
South Carolina State Library (before 1895).
South Carolina Supreme Court Library (1972).
University of South Carolina Undergraduate Library (1884).
Due West: Erskine College, McCain Library (1968).
Florence:
Florence County Library (1967).
Greenville:
Furman University Library (1962).
Greenville County Library (1966).
Greenwood: Lander College Library (1967).
Orangeburg: South Carolina State College, Whitaker Library (1953).
Rock Hill: Winthrop College Library (1896).
Spartanburg: Spartanburg County Public Library (1967).

**SOUTH DAKOTA**

Brookings: South Dakota State University, Lincoln Memorial Library (1889).
Rapid City:
Rapid City Public Library (1963).
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology Library (1963).
Sioux Falls:
Augustana College, Mikkelsen Library and Learning Resources Center (1969).
Sioux Falls Public Library (1903).
Spearfish: Black Hills State College Library (1942).
Vermillion: University of South Dakota, I. D. Weeks Library (1889).
Yankton: Yankton College, Corliss Lay Library (1904).

**TENNESSEE**

Bristol: King College Library (1970).
Chattanooga: Chattanooga Public Library (1907).
Clarksville: Austin Peay State University, Felix G. Woodward Library (1945).
Jackson: Lambuth College, Luther L. Gobbel Library (1967).
Johnson City: East Tennessee State University, Sherrod Library (1942).
Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Law Library (1971).
University of Tennessee Library (1907).
Martin: University of Tennessee at Martin Library (1957).
Memphis:
Memphis Public Library and Information Center (1896).
Memphis State University, John W. Brister Library (1966).
Murfreesboro: Middle Tennessee State University, Andrew L. Todd Library (1912).
Nashville:
Fisk University Library (1965).
Joint University Libraries (1884).
Public Library of Nashville and Davidson County (1884).
Tennessee State Library and Archives, State Library Division (unknown).
Tennessee State University, Martha M. Brown Memorial Library (1972).
Sewanee: University of the South, Jesse Ball duPont Library (1873).

TEXAS

Abilene: Hardin-Simmons University Library (1940).
Arlington:
    University of Texas at Arlington Library (1963).
Austin:
    Texas State Law Library (1972).
    Texas State Library (unknown) — REGIONAL.
    University of Texas at Austin Library (1884).
    University of Texas, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs Library (1966).
    University of Texas, School of Law Library (1965).
Canyon: West Texas State University Library (1928).
College Station: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University Library (1907).
Commerce: East Texas State University Library (1937).
Corsicana: Navarro Junior College Library (1965).
Dallas:
    Dallas Baptist College Library (1967).
    Dallas Public Library (1900).
    Southern Methodist University, Fondren Library (1925).
    University of Texas at Dallas Library (1972).
Denton: North Texas State University Library (1948).
El Paso:
    El Paso Public Library (1906).
    University of Texas at El Paso Library (1966).
Fort Worth:
    Fort Worth Public Library (1905).
    Texas Christian University, Mary Couts Burnett Library (1916).
Galveston: Rosenberg Library (1909).
Houston:
    Houston Public Library (1884).
    Rice University, Fondren Library (1967).
    University of Houston Library (1957).
Huntsville: Sam Houston State University, Estill Library (1949).
Kingsville: Texas Arts and Industries University Library (1944).
Lake Jackson: Brazosport College Library (1969).
Lubbock: Texas Tech University Library (1935) — REGIONAL.
Nacogdoches: Stephen F. Austin State University Library (1965).
San Angelo: Angelo State University, Porter Henderson Library (1964).
San Antonio:
    San Antonio Public Library, Business and Science Department (1899).
    St. Mary's University Library (1964).
    Trinity University Library (1964).
San Marcos: Southwest Texas State University Library (1955).
Waco: Baylor University Library (1905).
Wichita Falls: Midwestern University, Moffett Library (1963).

UTAH

Cedar City: Southern Utah State College Library (1964).
Logan: Utah State University, Merrill Library and Learning Resources Center (1907) — REGIONAL.
Ogden: Weber State College Library (1962).
Provo:
    Brigham Young University Library (1908).
    Brigham Young University Law Library (1972).
Salt Lake City:
    University of Utah, Law Library (1966).
    University of Utah, Eccles Medical Sciences Library (1970).
    University of Utah, Marriott Library (1983).
Utah State Library Commission, Documents Library (unknown).

VERMONT

Burlington: University of Vermont, Bailey Library (1907).
Middlebury: Middlebury College, Egbert Starr Library (1884).
Montpelier: Vermont Department of Libraries (before 1895).
Northfield: Norwich University Library (1908).

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Charlotte Amalie (St. Thomas):
    College of the Virgin Islands, Ralph M. Paiewonsky Library (1973).
    St. Thomas Public Library (1968).

VIRGINIA

Blacksburg: Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Newman Library (1907).
Charlottesville:
    University of Virginia, Alderman Library (1910) — REGIONAL.
    University of Virginia Law Library (1964).
Chesapeake: Chesapeake Public Library System (1970).
Emory: Emory and Henry College Library (1884).
Fairfield: George Mason College of the University of Virginia, Fenwick Library (1960).
Fredericksburg: Mary Washington College, E. Lee Trinkle Library (1940).
Hampden-Sydney: Hampden-Sydney College, Eggleston Library (1891).
Hollins College: Hollins College, Fishburn Library (1967).
Lexington:
Virginia Military Institute, Preston Library (1874).
Washington and Lee University, Cyrus Hall McCormick Library (1910).
Martinsville: Patrick Henry Community College Library (1971).
Norfolk:
Armed Forces Staff College Library (1963).
Norfolk Public Library (1895).
Old Dominion University, Hughes Memorial Library (1963).
Quantico: Marine Corps Schools, James Carson Breckinridge Library (1967).
Richmond:
University of Richmond, Boatwright Memorial Library (1900).
Virginia Commonwealth University, James Branch Cabell Library (1971).
Virginia State Library (unknown).
Roanoke: Roanoke Public Library (1964).
Salem: Roanoke College Library (1886).
Williamsburg: William and Mary College Library (1936).
Wise: Clinch Valley College; John Cook Wylie Library (1971).

WASHINGTON

Ellensburg: Central Washington State College Library (1962).
Everett: Everett Public Library (1914).
Olympia:
Evergreen State College Library (1972).
Washington State Library (unknown) — REGIONAL.
Port Angeles: Port Angeles Public Library (1965).
Pullman: Washington State University Library (1907).
Seattle:
Seattle Public Library (1908).
University of Washington Library (1890).
University of Washington, School of Law Library (1969).
Spokane: Spokane Public Library (1910).
Tacoma:
Tacoma Public Library (1894).
University of Puget Sound, Collins Memorial Library (1938).
Vancouver: Fort Vancouver Regional Library (1962).

WEST VIRGINIA

Athens: Concord College Library (1924).
Bluefield: Bluefield State College Library (1972).
Charleston:
Kanawha County Public Library (1952).

West Virginia Department of Archives and History Library (unknown).
Elkins: Davis and Elkins College Library (1913).
Fairmont: Fairmont State College Library (1884).
Huntington: Marshall University Library (1925).
Institute: West Virginia State College Library (1907).
Morgantown: West Virginia University Library (1907) — REGIONAL.
Salem: Salem College Library (1921).
Shepherdstown: Shepherd College Library (1971).
Weirton: Mary H. Weir Public Library (1963).

WISCONSIN

Appleton: Lawrence University, Samuel Appleton Library (1869).
Beloit: Beloit College Libraries (1888).
Eau Claire: University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, William D. McIntyre Library (1951).
Green Bay: University of Wisconsin at Green Bay Library (1968).
La Crosse: La Crosse Public Library (1883).
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, Murphy Library (1965).

Madison:
Department of Public Instruction, Division for Library Services, Reference and Loan Library (1965).
Madison Public Library (1965).
State Historical Society Library (1870) — REGIONAL, in cooperation with University of Wisconsin, Memorial Library.
University of Wisconsin, Memorial Library (1939).
Wisconsin State Library (unknown).

Milwaukee:
Alverno College Library (1971).
Milwaukee County Law Library (1934).
Milwaukee Public Library (1961) — REGIONAL.
Mount Mary College Library (1964).
Oklahoma Neighborhood Library (1965).
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Library (1960).


Racine: Racine Public Library (1898).
River Falls: University of Wisconsin-River Falls, Chalmer Davee Library (1962).

Stevens Point: University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Learning Resources Center (1951).
Superior:
Superior Public Library (1908).
University of Wisconsin-Superior, Jim Dan Hill Library (1935).

Wausau: Wausau Public Library (1971).


Wyoming

Laramie: University of Wyoming, Coe Library (1907).
1962).
Powell: Northwest Community College Library (1967).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Address Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO</td>
<td>87101</td>
<td>U.S. Courthouse - Room 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 505 Tel. 843-2366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCHORAGE, ALASKA</td>
<td>99501</td>
<td>412 Hill Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>632 Sixth Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 907 Tel. 272-6531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTA, GEORGIA</td>
<td>30309</td>
<td>Suite 523, 1401 Peachtree St., N.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 404 Tel. 526-6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALTIMORE, MARYLAND</td>
<td>21202</td>
<td>415 U.S. Customhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gay and Lombard Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 301 Tel. 962-3560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA</td>
<td>35205</td>
<td>Suite 200-201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>908 South 20th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 205 Tel. 325-3327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS</td>
<td>02116</td>
<td>10th Floor, 441 Stuart Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 617 Tel. 223-2312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFALO, NEW YORK</td>
<td>14202</td>
<td>910 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>111 West Huron Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 716 Tel. 842-3208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
<td>29403</td>
<td>Federal Building, Suite 631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>334 Meeting Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 803 Tel. 577-4361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA</td>
<td>25301</td>
<td>3000 New Federal Office Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 Quarrier Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 304 Tel. 343-1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEYENNE, WYOMING</td>
<td>82001</td>
<td>6022 O’Mahoney Federal Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2120 Capitol Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 307 Tel. 778-2151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICAGO, ILLINOIS</td>
<td>60604</td>
<td>Room 1406, Mid Continental Plaza Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>55 East Monroe Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 312 Tel. 353-4450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINCINNATI, OHIO</td>
<td>45202</td>
<td>8028 Federal Office Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>550 Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 513 Tel. 684-2944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEVELAND, OHIO</td>
<td>44114</td>
<td>Room 600, 666 Euclid Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 216 Tel. 522-4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALLAS, TEXAS</td>
<td>75202</td>
<td>Room 3E7, 1100 Commerce Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 214 Tel. 749-3287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENVER, COLORADO</td>
<td>80202</td>
<td>Room 161, New Customhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19th and Stout Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 303 Tel. 837-3246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES MOINES, IOWA</td>
<td>50309</td>
<td>609 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>210 Walnut Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 515 Tel. 284-4222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETROIT, MICHIGAN</td>
<td>48226</td>
<td>445 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 313 Tel. 226-6063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA</td>
<td>27402</td>
<td>258 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Market Street, P.O. Box 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 910 Tel. 275-9345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT</td>
<td>06103</td>
<td>Room 610-B, Federal Office Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450 Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 203 Tel. 244-3530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONOLULU, HAWAII</td>
<td>96813</td>
<td>286 Alexander Young Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1015 Bishop Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 808 Tel. 546-8694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSTON, TEXAS</td>
<td>77002</td>
<td>1017 Old Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>201 Fannin Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 713 Tel. 226-4231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA</td>
<td>32207</td>
<td>Suite 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4080 Woodcock Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 904 Tel. 791-2796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI</td>
<td>64106</td>
<td>Room 1840, 601 East 12th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 816 Tel. 374-3142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>90024</td>
<td>11201 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11000 Wilshire Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 213 Tel. 824-7591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE</td>
<td>38103</td>
<td>Room 710, 147 Jefferson Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 901 Tel. 534-3214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAMI, FLORIDA</td>
<td>33130</td>
<td>Room 821, City National Bank Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 West Flagler Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 305 Tel. 350-5267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN</td>
<td>53203</td>
<td>Straus Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>238 West Wisconsin Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 414 Tel. 224-3473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA</td>
<td>55401</td>
<td>306 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110 South Fourth Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 612 Tel. 725-2133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWARK, NEW JERSEY</td>
<td>07102</td>
<td>Suite 533, 24 Commerce Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 201 Tel. 645-6214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA</td>
<td>70130</td>
<td>909 Federal Office Building, South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>610 South Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 504 Tel. 527-6546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK, NEW YORK</td>
<td>10007</td>
<td>41st Floor, Federal Office Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26 Federal Plaza, Foley Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 212 Tel. 264-0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA</td>
<td>19107</td>
<td>Jefferson Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1015 Chestnut Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 215 Tel. 597-2850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX, ARIZONA</td>
<td>85004</td>
<td>508 Greater Arizona Savings Bldg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112 North Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 602 Tel. 261-3285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA</td>
<td>15222</td>
<td>431 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000 Liberty Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 412 Tel. 644-2850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTLAND, OREGON</td>
<td>97205</td>
<td>Suite 521, Pittack Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>921 S.W. Washington Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 503 Tel. 221-3001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENO, NEVADA</td>
<td>89502</td>
<td>2028 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 Booth Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 702 Tel. 784-5203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHMOND, VIRGINIA</td>
<td>23240</td>
<td>8010 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400 North 8th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 703 Tel. 782-2246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI</td>
<td>63103</td>
<td>2511 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1520 Market Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 314 Tel. 622-4241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH</td>
<td>84111</td>
<td>1201 Federal Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125 South State Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Area Code 801 Tel. 524-5116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102
Federal Building, Box 36013
450 Golden Gate Avenue
Area Code 415 Tel. 556-5864

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO 00902
Room 100, Post Office Building
Phone: 723-4640

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 31402
235 U.S. Courthouse & Post Office Bldg.
125-29 Bull Street
Area Code 912 Tel. 232-4204

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98109
Room 706, 702 Lake Union Bldg.
1700 Westlake Avenue North
Area Code 206 Tel. 442-5615
This supplement to Special Publication 305 Supplements 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the National Bureau of Standards lists the publications of the Bureau issued between January 1, 1973 and December 31, 1973. It includes an abstract of each publication (plus some earlier papers omitted from Special Publication 305 Supplement 3), key-word and author indexes; and general information and instructions about NBS publications.

Miscellaneous Publication 240 (covering the period July 1, 1957 through June 30, 1960) and its supplement (covering the period July 1, 1960 through June 30, 1966), Special Publication 305 (covering the period July 1966 through December 1967) and Special Publication 305 Supplement 1 (covering the period 1968-1969), Special Publication 305 Supplement 2 (covering the period 1970), Special Publication 305 Supplement 3 (covering the period 1971), and Special Publication 305 Supplement 4 (covering the period 1972) remain in effect. Two earlier lists, Circular 460 (Publications of the National Bureau of Standards, 1901 to June 1947) and its supplement (Supplementary List of Publications of the National Bureau of Standards, July 1, 1947 to June 30, 1957) are also still in effect.

Abstracts, NBS publications; key words; publications.
Announcement of New Publications
of the
National Bureau of Standards

Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. 20402

Dear Sir:

Please add my name to the announcement list of new publications to be issued by the National Bureau of Standards.

Name..............................................................................................................................

Company.......................................................................................................................

Address...........................................................................................................................

City................................................................. State................................. Zip Code..............................

(Notification Key N239)
Order Blank


Date ........................................, 19

Name ................................................................

Street address ....................................................

City ....................................................................

State ................................................................. Zip Code ..............................

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATALOG NO.</th>
<th>QUANTITY DESIRED</th>
<th>TITLE OF PUBLICATION</th>
<th>PRICE PER COPY</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE ATTACH ANOTHER SHEET. TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED... $ ..............

IMPORTANT
Please include your ZIP CODE when filling out the mailing label below.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Name .................................................................

Street address ...................................................

City and State .................................................. ZIP Code ..........................

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
375 SPECIAL FOURTH-CLASS RATE BOOK

GPO 868-156
Order Blank


Date ________________________________________, 19.

Name ________________________________________

Street address ________________________________________

City ________________________________________

State ________________________ Zip Code ____________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATALOG NO.</th>
<th>QUANTITY DESIRED</th>
<th>TITLE OF PUBLICATION</th>
<th>PRICE PER COPY</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For additional space attach another sheet. Total amount enclosed ____________ $...

IMPORTANT
Please include your ZIP CODE when filling out the mailing label below.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Name ________________________________________

Street address ________________________________________

City and State ________________________ ZIP Code ____________
Order Blank


Date .................................................., 19

Name ................................................................

Street address ................................................................

City ....................................................................

State ................................................................. Zip Code ..................................

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATALOG NO.</th>
<th>QUANTITY DESIRED</th>
<th>TITLE OF PUBLICATION</th>
<th>PRICE PER COPY</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE ATTACH ANOTHER SHEET. TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED ........................................ $...

IMPORTANT
Please include your ZIP CODE when filling out the mailing label below.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Name ................................................................

Street address ..................................................

City and State ................................................. ZIP Code ................................
MAIL ORDER TO:
NTIS
National Technical Information Service
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield Va. 22151

Date ____________________________

Ship to: (Enter if different from address at left.)

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City, State, ZIP ____________________

Attention: ________________________

☐ Charge my NTIS deposit account no. __________
☐ Send me an application for an NTIS deposit account.
☐ Purchase order no. _________________________
☐ Check enclosed for $ ___________
☐ Bill me (not applicable to foreign customers) add 50¢ per title.

Wherever a foreign sales price is NOT specified in the listings, all foreign buyers must add the following charges to each order.
$2.50 for each document
$1.50 for each microfiche

FOR DDC USERS ONLY

☐ DDC USER CODE _______________________
☐ CONTRACT NUMBER ____________________
☐ LAST 6 CHARACTERS ONLY

Please allow two weeks for delivery on your order.
If ordering without a document number, by title only, add a week.

☐ Magnetic Tape (tape)                  ☐ 200 BPI
☐ 7 track — 556 BPI odd parity         ☐ 800 BPI even parity
☐ 9 track — 800 BPI odd parity only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number (If ordered by title, see reverse side first)</th>
<th>Routing Code (Details on Reverse)</th>
<th>Check one</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Microfiche</td>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Copy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Titles ordered are from:
☐ Weekly Government Abstracts, ______________ titles
☐ NTISearch, ______________ titles
☐ Government Reports Topical Announcements, ______________ titles
☐ Government Reports Announcements or Index, ______________ titles
☐ Unknown Source, ______________ titles
☐ Other: ______________ titles

Enter Grand Total $ __________________________

FORM NTIS.173 (2-73)
MAIL ORDER TO:

NTIS
National Technical Information Service
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield Va.  22151

Date ________________________

Ship to: (Enter if different from address at left.)

Name ________________________
Address ________________________
City, State, ZIP ________________________

Attention: ________________________

☐ Charge my NTIS deposit account no. ________________________
☐ Send me an application for an NTIS deposit account. ________________________
☐ Purchase order no. ________________________
☐ Check enclosed for $ ________________________
☐ Bill me (not applicable to foreign customers) add 50¢ per title.

Wherever a foreign sales price is NOT specified in the listings, all foreign buyers must add the following charges to each order:

- $2.50 for each document
- $1.50 for each microfiche

For DDC users only

☐ DDC USER CODE ________________________
☐ CONTRACT NUMBER ________________________

☐ Attention: TELEX 89-9405

☐ 200 BPI odd parity
☐ 556 BPI even parity
☐ 800 BPI odd parity only
☐ 9 track - 800 BPI odd parity only

Please allow two weeks for delivery on your order.

If ordering without a document number, by title only, add a week.

☐ Magnetic Tape (tape)
☐ 7 track
☐ 800 BPI odd parity only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number (If ordered by title, see reverse side first)</th>
<th>Routing Code (Details on Reverse)</th>
<th>Check one</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper Copy</td>
<td>Microfiche</td>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles ordered are from:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ Weekly Government Abstracts, ___________ titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ NTI!Search, ___________ titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Government Reports Topical Announcements, ___________ titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Government Reports Announcements or Index, ___________ titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Unknown Source, ___________ titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Other: ___________ titles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enter Grand Total $ ________________________

FORM NTIS-173 (2-73)
Date ____________________________

Ship to: (Enter if different from address at left.)

Name __________________________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________________

City, State, ZIP __________________________________________________________________

Attention: ______________________________________________________________________

☐ Charge my NTIS deposit account no. __________________________________________________________________
☐ Send me an application for an NTIS deposit account. __________________________________________________________________
☐ Purchase order no. __________________________________________________________________
☐ Check enclosed for $ __________________________________________________________________
☐ Bill me (not applicable to foreign customers) add 50¢ per title.

Wherever a foreign sales price is NOT specified in the listings, all foreign buyers must add the following charges to each order.
$2.50 for each document
$1.50 for each microfiche

☐ Charge my NTIS deposit account no. __________________________________________________________________
☐ Send me an application for an NTIS deposit account. __________________________________________________________________
☐ Purchase order no. __________________________________________________________________
☐ Check enclosed for $ __________________________________________________________________
☐ Bill me (not applicable to foreign customers) add 50¢ per title.

Please allow two weeks for delivery on your order.
If ordering without a document number, by title only, add a week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number (If ordered by title, see reverse side first)</th>
<th>Routing Code (Details on Reverse)</th>
<th>Check one</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Microfiche</td>
<td>Other (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

☐ Magnetic Tape (tape)
☐ 7 track
☐ 200 BPI odd parity
☐ 556 BPI even parity
☐ 800 BPI even parity
☐ 9 track—800 BPI odd parity only

FTISearch, titles
Weekly Government Abstracts, titles
Government Reports Topical Announcements, titles

Enter Grand Total $ ____________
MAIL ORDER TO:
National Technical Information Service
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield Va. 22151

Date ______________________

Ship to: (Enter if different from address at left.)

Name ______________________
Address _____________________
City, State, ZIP ______________

TELEX 89-9405

Attention: ____________________

☐ Charge my NTIS deposit account no. ______________________
☐ Send me an application for an NTIS deposit account. ______________
☐ Purchase order no. ______________________
☐ Check enclosed for $ ______________________
☐ Bill me (not applicable to foreign customers) add 50¢ per title.

Wherever a foreign sales price is NOT specified in the listings, all foreign buyers must add the following charges to each order.
$2.50 for each document
$1.50 for each microfiche

☐ Magnetic Tape (tape) ☐ 7 track
☐ 200 BPI odd parity ☐ 556 BPI even parity
☐ 800 BPI odd parity
☐ 9 track - 800 BPI odd parity only

Please allow two weeks for delivery on your order.
If ordering without a document number, by title only, add a week.

☐ Paper Copy ☐ Microfiche ☐ Other (specify)

Document Number (If ordered by title, see reverse side first)

Routing Code (Details on Reverse)

Check one

Quantity

Unit Price

Total Price

☐ 200 BPI odd parity
☐ 556 BPI even parity
☐ 800 BPI odd parity

Enter Grand Total $ ______________________

☐ Government Reports Announcements titles
☐ Unknown Source, titles
☐ Other: titles

 Titles ordered are from:
☐ Weekly Government Abstracts, titles
☐ NTISearch, titles
☐ Government Reports Topical Announcements, titles
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